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A QUESTION OF HONOR.

B O OK I-

iN WHICH THE THREADS ARE JOINED TOGETHER.

. CHAPTER I.

A FIGHT WITH FORTUNE.

THE elms look like burnished gold in the dreamy October
sunlight, as tbeir arching boughs meet over the quiet street in
the town of Stansbury, on which stands the house that for sev-
eral generations has been the home of the Severns. It is a solid,
stately, old-fashioned house, set in the midst of a grove of oaks,
the youngest of which cannot possibly " circle in the grain " less
than seventy years. In the depths of these oaks a red glory
seems to be kindled as the sinking sun sends his level rays among
their boughs, giving an effect beyond description to the heavily.
massed foliage. A feast of color meets the eye, turn whereorne
will. Every tint of russet and bronze, of scarlet and gold and
purple, is to be seen, mingled as only Nature, chiefest and most
daring of artists, knows how to mingle her colors. In the morn-
ing the trees seem hung with jewels, the air sparkles, the sun-
shine streams like molten gold, the- soft blue haze hangs over
every thing like a glamour of enchantment. But the afternoon,
which is more mellow, is also less joyous. As the elms throw
their long shadows across the street, as the great oaks begin to
Wear their crowns of fire, as the crimson evening light streams

.
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on the moss-grown palings and tall cedar-hedge of the Severn+
place-lighting up, as if with an illumination, the windows of the
house-the subtle sadness which dwells in all autumnal beauty
deepens almost to a sense of pain.

There is something in the place itself which is suggestive of
melancholy, some people think; though there are others who
like nothing better than these old houses which are full of the
dignity of age. The Severn house is one of them. It is of brick,
substantially built after the manner of a past generation, though
there is nothing inconveniently ancient about it, owing to its
having been remodeled once or twice according to modern ideas
of comfort. Its dark tone gives it a somewhat sombre look, as
it stands among the large brown trunks and green, overhanging
boughs of its noble oaks, but this aspect pleases the eye which
is able to appreciate the exquisite repose that dwells in subdued
coloring. There is a stone-flagged portico in front, and many
quaint, pleasant nooks both within and without, while a growth
of English ivy spreads like a green wall over its western side,
climbing to the very attic-window, and almost closing up one or
two of the chamber-casen~ents. The grounds surrounding the
house are very spacious. On one side is a stretch of close-shorn
turf, over which a few beautiful evergreens are set, while on
the other a hedge divides the lawn from one of the most attrac-
tive of old-fashioned gardens, where cedar and box, roses and
mignonette flourish, and there is always fragrance and repose.
Strangers are invariably struck by the air of space and comfort
which pervades every thing. "How much room you have!"
they say. Of late years Basil Severn has begun to find that
there is almost too much room for a poor man; the Severns, as
a family, being among the number of those who, at the close of
the war, found it necessary to take that downward step in the
scale of fortune which is agreeable to none of us.

IRoot and branch they have always been "good people," these
Severns-by which it is~not meant to be implied that the*y have
ever been particularly remarkable for piety, but that they have
held an assured financial and social position in their native

place, that they come of good blood, that they have possessed
good-breeding, and that it has never been possible to question
their integrity. With regard to the last point, in especial, they
have always held their heads very high. No one could say
that they had ever wronged others in little or great, no fraudu-
lent transaction was ever laid to their charge, no creditor ever
repented having trusted them, no security ever paid'their debts.
They were none of them-even in the palmy days of their pros-
perity-very rich men, but they were all of them, at all times
and under all circumstances, unfailingly honest men.

Better than gold or silver is the inheritance of such a name;
yet, goodly as the tree was, it did not bear an exceeding amount
of fruit-and of that fruit not a little perished in the blossom-
ing. This happened so often, that people in general spoke of
the Severns as being" not a long-lived family;" and when Fran-
cis Severn girded on his sword and went to the war, taking his
two young sons with him, the men who staid comfortably be-
hind shook their heads in foreboding prophecy. "He will
never come back," they said. "There seems a bad luck about
these Severns. None of them ever get beyond middle age; and
they are the last people in the world to come safely out of the
army, for they are all so remarkably hot-headed and rash." The
value and accuracy of amateur prophecy may as a general rule
be rated at a cipher, but this was an instance in which events
verified all that was predicted. Too soon for the cause he loved,
and for his own fame, came the bullet which ended Francis Sev-
ern's life; yet not too soon for it to be written of him that he
had done good service to his country, and that when, at the
close of a hard-fought day, h~ was found with a placid smile on
his pale face, in the front ranks of the slain, dead on the field of
honor, no man durst say that his death had been less stainless
than his life, or that a braver soldier ever

"Surrendered his fair soul unto his captain-Christ."

A year later, his youngest son-a boy with the face of a girl,
and the soft brown Severn eyes-fell in a cavalry-skirmish; and
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so, in the silence and sadness of that terrible spring of Sixty-

five, it was Basil, the eldest son, who alone returned to the
home from which the proud father and his gallant boys had
-passed with the May roses four long years before.

Sitting there in the shadow of grief-as women have no
choice but to sit-he found his step-mother, his sister Madeleine,

and his half-sister Rosalind. The two latter had been children

when- the whirlwind of war first broke over the land. They

came to meet him now, tall women in their close mourning

garb. His furloughs had been short and far between-for Ba-

sil was too good a soldier to ask for many-and so he felt be-

wildered as he looked around. Was that pale woman, in her

* widow's cap, his father's beautiful second wife, ~whom the Stans-
bury people in a body had admired, envied, and copied five

years before, who had led whatever fashion there was in Stans-
bury to lead, and had made the house so gay -and attractive
when the boys came home from college to flirt and dance? Was

that stately young lady, with the sweet smile and the soft eyes

-eyes like those of the young soldier who was dead-the Made-
leine whom he had left an unformed school-girl? And-crown-
ing miracle of transformations-was this Hebe, whose bloom

startled him like a burst of sunshine when she entered the room,
the little Rosaliud who had been his plaything in the old tim&?

It was with something of a pang that the realization of these
change? came to the young man. They seemed to imply so -.

much. They seemed to mark almost as clearly as the officers

sword hanging beneath his father's portrait, and crossed with
poor Frank's cavalry-sabre, the great gulf which yawned be-

tween the life which had been and the life which was.
But he soon found that many other changes had been

wrought, more vital than these. Times had changed, and men
had changed with them. Political anarchy engendered social

anarchy, and demoralization swept like - an epidemic over the
land. There, came a renunciation of integrity and an absolute
denial of honor which appalled all those, who were strong

enough to withstand the contagion, Men seemed to fling prin.
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ciples to the winds, and no obligation to the living or dead was
strong enough to bind them. They were terrible and evil days
-days such as always follow in the wake of a revolution-and
among the fortunes which went down in the great wrecl~ was -.

that of the Severns.
With common honesty and fair dealing, there would have

been no necessity for this, but many with whom Francis Severn
had been intimately connected in business relations-men.whom
he had trusted and obliged, men for whom he had died while

they sat in comfort and security at home-repaid the. debt by

defrauding his children. It was a mode of paying debts very

common in those days. Basil, who had gone straight from the

class-room to the field, naturally found himself at a loss when

opposed to men who had grown old in the intricacies of busi-
ness. His father's estate was large and very complicated. Of

claims against it, he found an amount that astonished him-cer-
tam as he was that many of them were palpably unjust. Of

its claims against others he found scarcely one which his friend

and kinsman, Mr. Carlisle-the only man in Stanshury on whom
he could rely for a word of honest advice-told him was worth
more than waste-paper.

"Not one man in a thousand stands by his obligations in

these days," that gentleman said. "It is the carnival of rogues,
and we are able to see how many there are who have hitherto

worn the sheep's-clothing of honest men. It almost tempts me
to turn cynic in my old age, and think that, after all, opportunity

is alone necessary to make a thief or a swindler."

"It shall not make either of me," said Basil. "I shall pay
my fathers debts to the last farthing, if it takes every acre of

his land and every dollar of his property to do so."

"And while you are making a ruinous sacrifice of your

father's property," said the old man, knitting his bushy white

eyebrows above his small, piercing'gray eyes, "what steps do you
mean to take with regard to the men who owe him so heavily?"

"I shall institute legal proceedings against them," said Ba-
sil, in his simplicity.
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The other raised his eyebrows and his shoulders together.
"Legal proceedings-legal fiddlesticks!" he said. "Such swin-
dlers laugh at the law. Their property is secured out of reach

. -you cannot touch it."
"Well," said the young man, with a brave smile on his lip,

though his eyes were sad enough, "I can only say that it is
better to be swindled than to swindle, better to be robbed than
to rob. I envy none of these men their ill-gotten prosperity,
and I am sure that, if my father could speak from his grave, he
would bid me think first of his name and last of his property."

"But you must also think of your step-mother and sisters.
What is to become of them?"

"It would not be possible for me to hesitate with regard to
what is honest if the alternative was that of throwing them on
the world homeless," said Basil. "But I trust it is not so bad
as that. We may be able to save the house in town, and I can
work for them. I have my right arm, you know. Many a poor
fellow came out of the army without his."

"Your right arm!" growled Mr. Carlisle. "And what can
your right arm do for you?"

He was pleased by the young man's resolute bravery, how.
ever, his straightforward honesty and determination to face the
worst, and, though accounted by the world in general a very cold
and selfish man, he went out of his way to assist him in the
storm of financial trouble which came on his inexperienced shoul-
ders. Out of the wreck of a large estate, Basil would not have
succeeded in saving any thing but for Mr. Carlisle's advice and
assistance.

"The plantations must go," the latter said; "there is no help
for it. You know nothing of planting, and, face to face with the
labor-question, whioh is making the most experienced planters
tremble, you would find yourself involved in an endless amount
of difficulty. The thing to do will be to buy the town-house.
It will be a home for your mother and sisters, at least. Of
course," he added, abruptly, "I mean that I will assist you to do
so."

A FIGHT WITH FOHTUNF~ 7

Seven was not expecting such an offer as this, and it sur*
praised him; but he felt that, for the sake of those who were
more helpless than himself~ he could not refuse it-~even if his
pride had been averse to accepting the obligation. But in truth -.

this was not so. His pride was of finer temper than that, and
he accepted, as in other circumstances he would have given~-
frankly, gratefully, and without awkwardness or servility. Only
he said something about disliking to begiu his life with a weight
of debt.

"How can you help it?" asked his practical friend. "I know
it is bad; but show me a remedy? II would not propose such a
plan if there was one. But I can easily spare the money; and if you
should never repay me, I do not think poor Mary would miss it."

"If I live, I will certainly repay you," said Basil, wringing
But,'his hand. " all ~he same, God bless you, sir!"

People-to wit, some pious "church-members," who found
no difficulty in combining a lively interest in things to come
with a keen knowledge of how, when, and whom to cheat in
things present-often said that Archibald Carlisle acted as if he
did not believe in a God; but it is certain that the above simple
benediction remained with the old man, who, if he had lived
like a heathen all the days of his life, had at least the advantage
over some of his professedly Christian critics, that he had lived
like~an upright one. And when, not long afterward, Basil gave
him a note for the amount he had advanced-he absolutely re-
fused a mortgage on the purchased house-the first thing which
he did after taking it home, was to burn it. Then he sat down
and addressed a letter to the young man-to be delivered after
his death:

"I have burned your note," he wrote, "because I do not wish
any repayment of the money which I have advanced to you. lit
is a small sun~ taken from the fortune which I shall leave poor
Mary, and she would be heartily glad if she knew the manner in
which it has been bestowed. I beg you to accept it freely-.
taking it, if you prefer to do so, in the light of a legacy which I
might have left you in my will if I had not desired to give you
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the benefit of it at an earlier date. People do not feel the

weight of obligations to dead men-indeed, it is but a poor form.

of generosity to give what we can no longer use-neither do
they refuse their bequests. I shall wait therefore, until you
cannot refuse this my bequest, and I should be truly sorry if you

felt any sense of obligation to me, for I liked your father sin-

cerely, and I like yourself. I have been glad, therefore, to serve
you.

The hand which wrote these kind words was lying in the

stiff coldness of death-its life-work over and done-when Basil

read them; and it was not strange that they should have brought

a choking into his throat and a mist before his eyes. Those who
have known only prosperity-and who, therefore, have had the

gratification of meeting generous and obliging friends at every

step in life-can form little idea of the mighty throb of grateful

affection which the young man paid to the memory of the sin-
gle friend who had stretched out a hand to him in the hour of
his extremity.

But this came afterward. At the time of that extremity,

affairs, even despite Mr. Carlisle's generous assistance, looked

very dark for the Severns. Two large plantations were sold for
a quarter of their real value; so, also, a great deal of property
in Stansbury~Basil contenting himself with buying the house in

which they lived. Every thing realized from these sales was swab

lowed up by the claims of the creditors. Nothing whatever was

left from which the family of the dead soldier could derive an in-

come; and when every thing was at last clear, Basil was con-
fronted by the absolute necessity of finding some means of
making bread for himself, and the delicately-nurLured women

who were dependent on him.
Again he went to Mr. Carlisle. "What can I do?" he

said. "A house and garden will not support.us, nor even pay

their own taxes. I must do something. The question is-what?

I have no profession, as you are aware, neither have I the time
and means to acquire one. The idea of trade is intensely dis-

tasteful to me, but I could very easily conquer my distaste if I
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did not feel sure that I should make an utter failure if I at-
tempted any thing of the kind. Besides, I have no capital.

Now, do you know any thing short of ditch-digging which a
man without money and without talents can do?"

"A man does not always know where his talents lie," said

Mr. Carlisle. "You have a very good head," he went on, glan-
cing with his quick eyes at the head in question. "There
must be something in it. Don't you like any thing in particu-
lar? A sensible man can seldom do better than to follow his
inclination with regard to his occupation."

The young man shook the head in which, his friend felt
convinced, there was something. "II am not aware that I like

any thing at all-that is, any thing in particular," he answered.
"If have always been fond of study-especially of the higher

branches of philosophy and mathematics-but I do not clearly

see how it is possible to evolve bread-and-cheese out of metaphys-
ics and calculus."

"It is not possible," said Mr. Carlisle, "unless you become-"
Basil took the words out of his mouth. "A teacher?" he

said. "As a prefereiice, I should take ditch-digging. Don't

understand that I mean any reflection on those who are teach-

ers. I only mean that I could not willingly endure such a life
for an hour."

"Then the best thing you can do is to turn your attention
to business," said the other'; and it may be worth while to ex-
plain that this word in the South is rarely, if ever, in its broad

application, taken to signify trade, but is used almost exclu-
sively with regard to the management of land and money.

"The largest fortunes that I have known made in this part
of the country," Mr. Carlisle went on, "were made by men
without either profession or trade-men who simply knew how

to handle capital and make its investments pay. I am or~e of
those men. If you think my example worth any thing, I advise

you to accept a position which I thought yesterday of offering

you, in connection with my mills. I need some one to overlook.
the whole business. If you don't like the offer, say so frankly.
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It is not what you were reared to expect, certainly; but if you
mean to take the world as it comes-)'

"I mean to take it in just that manner," said Severn, "and
I accept the offer-gratefully. At present, I am aware, I can
be of very little service to you, but I have lived long enough to
know that an intelligent man who is willing to learn and anxious
to do his duty, is not long useless."

"He is never useless," said the other, emphatically.
And truly Basil was not long, if ever, useless to his old

friend. The chief income of the latter was derived from several

valuable mills and factories which had been a source of im-
mense wealth to him during the war, though he had scrupu-
lously held aloof from the reproach of having waxed fat on his
country's necessities. He had been wise enough to invest the
larger part of the wealth so realized in broad and solid lands
which could not fly away when the final collapse of funded prop-
erty occurred. So it happened that he had been able to unite
the ability with the desire to help his kinsman-for in those
days there were some who had the desire to help others, without
the ability.

He planted his good seed in fruitful ground. He under-
stood thal when he found what a capable right hand the young
man made in the management of his large business, what quick
perceptive faculties, what good judgment, and what thorough
integrity, he displayed. For two years they worked harmoni-
ously together; the people of Stausbury looking on suspiciously
the while, and waiting for the hour when "the break" which
they prophesied would occur. But they waited vainly. The
only break which occurred was the one which must come sooner
or later to all human friendships-that of death. Very unex-
pectedly Archibald Carlisle died, leaving Basil Severn sole exec-
utor of the large estate to which his only surviving child-a
daughter-was heir.

This daughter, of whom Stansbury knew very little, had
been blind from her birth. Her health was frail besides, and
she rarely left the country-house which her father had built

within a short distance of the town, and a still shorter one of
his factories. Her mother had been a cousin of the Severns;
therefore she was related to Basil, and her trust in him seemed
as great as that of her father had been. The entire business
rested absolutely in his hands, and for another two years he ad-
ministered it as if it had been his own, without incurring a sus-
picion or a complaint from any one concerned.

Five years had passed since the young soldier came home to
face his ruined fortunes, when the mellow October sunshine al-
ready mentioned was pouring its hazy glory on the golden elms
and russet oaks of Stausbury. Basil was now approaching thirty;
Madeleine and Rosalind were women in more than garb and
stature. Both had the reputation of more than ordinary beauty;
but reputation is an uncertain thing at best, and any one passing
the old house that afternoon might have seen both faces, and so
formed his own opinion with regard to them.

CHAPTER II.

Two FACES.

IT chanced that some one did see them. A tall, fair man,
with that look of cities which makes a man so marked in a coun-
try place, was strolling aimlessly along the side-street next the
dwelling-thinking, as he strolled, how well the gables of the
house showed among the wide-spreading oaks which surrounded
it--when the sound of an opening casement on the second story
attracted his attention, and made him glance carelessly in the
direction of the noise. The action was purely involuntary, but
so charming a picture met his gaze that he could scarcely restrain
the exclamation of admiration which rose to his lips, and he cer-
tainly did not remove the eyes which expressed that admiration
almost as plainly as the lips could have done.

If he had been an artist, Arnold Devereux would have liked
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to paint that picture. As it was, he never forgot it. The sun
was shining low and red, the ivy-leaves were twinkling in the
wonderful glow, and in the midst of these leaves, fram edby
their beautiful shapes and tendrils, a girl's blooming face looked
out toward the sunset glory. She was in the midst of color, for
the great oaks arched their depths of foliage over her head. On
one side of the casement a golden maple stood; on the other, a
tall crape-myrtle reared its crest like a scarlet flame; all around
the deep-green ivy seemed rustling in the light. A more perfect
or more glowing autumn scene could scarcely have been con-
~eived; and the brilliance of all these tints, with the sun stream-
ing full upon them, might have dazzled the man who was look-
ing, if he had not already beer~ dazzled by that fair, unconscious
face. A fairer he thought that he had never seen. He abso-
lutely paused-forgetful of his rudeness-amazed, incredulous.
It could not be. that the girl was really so lovely as she appeared.
The delicate features, the complexion of indescribable fairness
and bloom, the unbound, curling hair of warmest brown, which
the sun was kindling into gold, the beautiful mystical eyes,
made up a face so remarkable that its presence in this quiet
country town astonished him. Men of the world are inclined to
think that every thing, beauty included, is only to be found in
the world; and that places like Stansbury form no part of the
world we are well aware.

After a~ moment, Mr. Devereux remembered himself .sufficient-
ly to move on, and as he did so his step on the pavement at-
tracted the girl's attention. She looked down, and their eyes
met. For a second there was only surprise and frank observa-
tion in her glance; then she remembered suddenly what he had
not observed-that she wore only a dressing-sacque over her
arms and shoulders. It was of soft, blue cashmere, and very
becoming; but she dreW back, blushing deeply. As she did so,
the thought presented itself to her admirer that it is not in any
part of the world esteemed a proof of good-breeding to stare a
woman out of countenance. He turned his eyes back to the
earth, therefore-in time to avoid a collision with an absent-

minded cow-and walked on, wondering if his sight had been
bewitched, or if such a lovely creature really existed under the
mossy old roof, at which he now looked with more active interest.

Desiring to know something more of the house and its in-
habitants, he turned when he reached the end of the square and
followed the street which passed in front of it. He saw very
clearly now the air of well - preserved antiquity which distin-
guished the place, and he was conscious of ~n increased senti-
ment of respect for its possessors. He began to feel sure that
they were people whom it would be well to know. Now and
then a crimson or yellow leaf floated down lazily on the white
walk which led up to the house; the air seemed dissolved into
gold, the cedar-hedge was tipped with fire. Devereux took in
the whole picture. It was at once full of sweetness and sadness.
A large dog of the St.-Bernard species walked down to the gate
and sniffed at him. Under pretense of admiring the animal's
noble, sagacious head, he paused a minute. In fact, he saw a
lady on the portico, and he wanted an excuse to look at her.

It was not his pen of the window. He recognized that at a
glance-even if common-sense had not told him that a half-
dressed woman, with her hair about her shoulders, was not likely
to become a wholly-dressed woman, with her hair properly coifed,
within ten minutes. Besides which, even at the distance of fifty
yards, he could see that this was an entirely different-looking
person-an attractive-looking person, however, and one at whom
he might have glanced twice, in dependent of her association with
the beauty who had fascinated him. A graceful figure; a fair,
harmonious face; eyes the softness of which he felt rather than
saw; the delicate, arched brows to which Lavater gives such ex-
quisite significance; and the gentle, sensitive lips, the signifi-
cance of which we need no Lavater to tell us-these things could
never, under any circumstances, have failed to receive their due
meed of appreciation from Arnold Devereux, worshiper of beau-
ty in all its forms as he had been from his boyhood, and critical
judge of beauty as he esteemed himself. He saw and marked
them all. "Decidedly, these people are worth knowing!" he
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thought. Then, feeling that he had paused long enough, he
walked slowly away.

The lady whom he had scrutinized so closely had, meanwhile,
paid no attention to him. This was not remarkable, since no~
body has two pairs of eyes, and hers were just then gazing
anxiously at a man who stood before her, leaning his shoulder
against one of the pillars of the portico. He was a young man
with a slender figure, slightly undersized; a thoughtful' face
with a well-shaped forehead, round which the brown hair curled
crisply; straight brows with a line or two between them, show-
ing habitual contraction; eyes of a light hazel, rather small, but

remarkably piercing; a delicate, irregular nose; and a mouth the
expressiofi of which could only be a matter of ~conjecture, since
i(was altogether covered by a heavy mustache.

This was Gordon Lacy, the declared lover and betrothed hus-
band of Madeleine Severn. He had been in love with her for
years, he had been engaged to her for six months, and they were,
or at least they hoped, to be married before very long. Only
one difficulty stood in the way, but that was the most insur-
mountable difficulty known to civilization-the want of any thing
like an assured income on which two people could afford to be-
gin the world. It will be seen that Miss Severn's choice was
not as wise as that of a young lady in the nineteenth century
should be; though it may be said, in her justification, that Lacy
had been a very devoted lover, one of those who know with how
much faithfulness, gallantry, and tenderness, a man should woo

the woman whom he hopes to make his wife. Perhaps the in-
spiration of this "loyal gravity," as Mrs. Browning calls it, was
in Madeleine herself, but, be that as it may, the fact remains,
that she was won at last; and Lacy often told her, with a lover-

like enthusiasm, yet with truth too, that she was the anchor
which held his life-the one steady thing in a chaos of inde-
terminate hopes, fears, desires, intentions, fancies.

Yet, with all his errors, he was a very charming person-

when he chose to be, as his friends always added. His manner
was at times singularly winning, though again irritable, and
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often supercilious. For the irritability,, perhaps he was not
greatly to blame, since it arose from temperament; but, for the
superciliousness, his historian is not inclined to make any excuse.
People in general also said of him that he was conceited, and

very likely the charge was in a measure just. It is at least cer-
tain that Nature bad bestowed on him a more than ordinary
share of intellectual cleverness, a refined taste, a poetic fancy,

and a remarkable gift of facile expression. It may readily be
imagined that, in a not very intellectual country town, these
things made their possessdr a man of note, and, if Lacy had been

inclined, he might have been a provincial lion and oracle of great
weight and celebrity. So far from feeling inclined, however, he
marked his disdain of such reputation rather too plainly. The
good people of Stanshury felt that he' looked down upon them

from the height of superior culture, and his unpopularity conse-
quently waxed as great as his popularity in other circumstances
might have done.

In family, he, like the Severns, belonged to the best of the
old aristocracy of the South-the class which, as a class, have
little left now save good blood and fine breeding. Assuredly,
Lacy had little else. He was a lawyer, admitted to practise at
the bar, but as yet his practice had amounted to very little, nor
did it seem likely that it would ever amount to much. His very
cleverness stood in the way of his professional advancement. It
was known in Stansbury that he had a literary bias, and people

were inclined to doubt the legal ability of a novel-and-poem-
writing lawyer. Lacy, whose desire was all toward letters, paid
scant regard to their opinion. His father admonished him, but
the young man turned a deaf ear to these admonitions. He was
making money by his pen; he had begun to taste the sweets
of reputation, and no man could have jj4 rsnaded him to draw

back from a labor he loved, to encounter a drudgery which he
detested. For a while' he had been almost intoxicated with the

sense of success; and it was at this time, with a dazzling glam-
our of future wealth and fame before his eyes, that he asked
Madeleine to marry him.
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But, by the present October evening, he had discovered some
of the thorns in his new career. He had learned that it takes
time to realize the fairest prospects, and that wealth does not

- follow so immediately in the wake of reputation as the world in
general is prone to imagine. Then a wave of terrible despond-
ency swept over him, His was a temperament peculiarly sub-
ject to depression, to doubt, suspicion, distrust. These were his
household fiends-his tormentors in the dark hours which come
to all of us. They gathered like furies about him now, mak-
ing his work seem unutterably paltry, and of little value; taunt-
ing him with having sacrificed his professional prospects to a
phantasm which he would never realize. In this mood, with
a curtain of gloom drawn over the whole world, he had come to
Madeleine; and Madeleine, with all her heart in her tender eyes,
was listening to him when Arnold Devereux paused at the gate.

Seen thus, she was certainly very fair to look upon-a woman
with a charm deeper and subtler than the graceful beauty of her
face. A caressing smile, a voice of rare sweetness, and the gra-
cious courtesy of a young princess-these things made her dif-
ferent from other women; but there was something even more
than these in which the essence of what people called "Made-
leine Severn's attraction" lay. This was her perfect unselfish-
ness-at once the rarest and the noblest groundwork which char-
acter can possess-'-of which was born a charity, consideration,
and sympathy, that made her the most invaluable of counselors,
the most faithful of friends.

"I have been almost ready to blow out my brains," Lacy was
saying. "You can't imagine how hopeless and miserable I have
felt. Every thing has seemed ebbing away from me-life, hope,
independence, ~OU / I have seen myself. in the mirror of my
own mind as a presumptuous fool. A thousand wild plans and
fancies have come to me."

"Sit down," said Madeleine, putting up a hand as tender as
her eyes-a slender, delicate hand, with a magnetic thrill in its
clasp. She drew him down to a chair by her side. "Your mind
is overwrought," she said. "You see nothing in its true pro~
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portions. A little while ago you hoped too much, now you have
gone to the other extreme of despondency.~~

"Why did you not tell me if you knew I hoped too much?"
demanded Lacy, in an injured tone. "You encouraged me in
my folly, my vanity, my-"

"I encouraged you in your work," she interposed. "In that
I encourage you still; but I told you then-did I not ?-that
you expected your hopes to be realized too immediately. Noth-
ing comes in a day-at least, nothing worth having. That is a
truism, but sometimes truisms a~e the best things we can hear.
You must have patience, Gordon-dear Gordon."

When Madeleini~ said "dear Gordon," the tone of her voice,
the look in her eyes, was more than another woman's most pas-
sionate term of endearment. At least her lover thought so, as
he raised the hand which still rested in his with a quick motion
to his lips. There was no one to see. Devereux had walked
away. Only Lance, the great dog, was in sight, and he looked
on benignantly-slowly sauntering toward them with his plumy
tail drooping.

"You are an angel, Madeleine," said Lacy; "but, when you
tell me to have patience, you forget that all this is keeping us
apart-'vhat I am losing precious time-that we have already
been engaged six months, and that I swore long ago never to ask
any woman to waste the bloom of her youth in waiting for ~

"Foolish oaths are best forsworn," said Madeleine, with her
sweet smile. "Suppose a woman whom you loved-you do love
her, do you not ?-had no other use for the bloom of her youth
but' to give it to you, would you refuse to take it?"

"Refuse! my darling, my own darling!"
"Well, that is settled, then. When I said, 'You must have

patience,' I did not dissociate you from myself for a moment. I
thought, 'We must have patience.' You will conquer fortune in
the end; I am sure of that, and, meanwhile-O Gordon, is all lost
while we love each other, trust each other, and see each ~

"Nothing is lost!" said Gordon, "nothing! 0 Madeleine,
what a comforter you are! You must think me an ungrateful
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coward, but if you could only know how wretched and despair-
ing I have felt-"

"My poor boy!" said she, softly, '~ I fancy I know it all.
- When one loves very much, one feels a great many things through

the sheer magnetism of love. I felt your trouble just that way.
I know every pang you have suffered." She looked at him with
her eyes shining through a mist of tears. "I, too, have suffered
them," she said; "but I am resolved to be brave. I believe in
you, Gordon; will you not believe in yourself?"

What could Gordon say? What could any man have said,
adjured to faith in himself by such tones as those? It is not a
hard lesson to learn-that of belief in one's self-and it was one
which Lacy had never at any time needed to learn. His present
self-distrust was only the reaction from the overweening self-con-
fidence which had preceded it. He was a man who felt failure
and rebuff acutely.-'-felt them in every fibre of his mind and body,
and he was writhing under them just now. But, when Made-
leine spoke, his eyes lighted, the sun shone over the world again.
This was the ideal comforter! This was one of the women
formed by Heaven for the especial aid and encouragement of
flagging genius! Believe in himself! For her sake he would
not have hesitated to believe himself an intellectual giant.

"And now, what is the matter?" asked Madeleine. "Has any
thing occurred ?-any thing new-to dishearteii you so much?"

"Nothing but the old doubts," he answered; "doubts
whether I am acting wisely to neglect a profession in which I
might attain a fair measure ,of success, for the hope of a career
in literature. Sometimes I think my father is right and I am a
fool; again I feel an assured conviction that I shall never do any
thing except in the line in which my fancy-and such talent as I
have-lies."

"And you are right when you yield to that conviction," said
Madeleine. "Gordon, do you think my judgment is worth any
thing?"

Gordon's answer was prompt. He had never known any one
whose judgment could compare to hers.
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"Then," she said, "you may trust me when I say that I am
sure you are in the right path. I am sure you are a born writer.
I do not think you are a great genius-I have never told you
that, you know."

"No, certainly not," said Lacy, conscious, however, that
there was a decided falling off from the ideal comforter in
this.

"But you are very clever," said she, "and there is this differ-
ence between cleverness and genius: the former always succeeds,
the latter often fails." Then, seeing that the lines between her
companion's brows began to deepen a little, she went on, quickly:
"You must not think that I undervalue your talents because I
speak like this. I know that they are rare and great. You
have an exquisite fancy, you have imagination and discernment,
and I am sure that, as a writer of pure and delicate English, you
will some day stand without a rival in our literature. Feeling
this, I cannot bear for you to let your powers rust; I want you
to use them so that all the world may know and admire you, as
'I do."

Madeleine was not usually enthusiastic, and this little burst
amused, even while it touched, Lacy.

".Miignonne," he said, tenderly, "you would spoil anybody!
Soft little hands, sweet, sensitive lips-how true and strong you
are! Ah, Madeleine, what should I do without you?"

"Honestly, I think you would do very badly," replied Made-
cine, with the caressing smile which those who loved her saw

often on her face.
"What is it that he would do very badly?" asked a voice

behind them.-" Good-evening, Gordon. What a charming day
it has been, has it not?"

"Good-evening, Rosalind," answered Gordon as he rose, and,
turning, faced a girl who stood in the open hall-door. "Yes, it
has been very charming-a day of which to dream, or in which
*to dream, as you please. I confess I have done a great deal of
the last. But, are you shod with magic, that you come upon one
so noiselessly?"
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"Nd, I am shod with silence" answered Rosalind, extending
a. foot clad in a velvet slipper. She lifted her long lashes and
looked at him with her lovely blue-gray eyes as she did so. He
was her future brother-in-law, but, all the same, she had no ob-
jection to his admiring the perfect lines of her instep and ankle.
He, on his part, thought that she was, if possible, prettier than
usual. There was the softest and clearest flush on her rounded
cheeks, her eyes had a dazzled brightness, as if the sunset was
lingering in them, her lips had that dewy freshness which we
sometimes see on those of a little child when it has just wakened
from sleep. A divine aroma of youth seemed breathed over her.
Psyche herself could not have been fairer. "What is to become
of the girl ?" Lacy thought. "She grows lovelier every day."

"What have you been doing to yourself that you look so
well this evening?" he asked, with the frankness of life-long in-
timacy. "hf you keep on at this rate, I fear we shall have a
Trojan War about you, sooner or later."

"Who would fight?" Rosalind asked, with a soft laugh.
She had no diseased appetite for compliments, but when she knew
that she was looking particularly pretty, she liked well enough
to receive that assurance from others. "James Champion and
--and---who else? I am deplorably short of admirers just now."

"Short of admirers?" repeated Lacy, arching his brows.
"That is the last; complaint I should have expected to hear. Are
women, never satisfied, I wonder? How many Orlandos would
you like, to carve your name on trees and hang their boughs
with verses in your honor? Is not every man in Stansbury--
with a few trifling exception~--your admirer, more or less?"

"That last clause is equivocal," said she. "How do yoi~ de-
fine 'more or less?' Not that it matters, for I am tired of
Stansbury admirers, and, like Alexander, I sigh for new worlds
to conquer. Unlike Alexander, I know that there are new
worlds, which makes my inability to conquer them very-well,
very hard to bear."

"lit must be hard," said Lacy, looking with a smile at the
winsome fairness of her blooming face.
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"I should like to be an heiress," pursued Rosalind, with an

air of mature deliberation. "I should like to be as rich as Mary
Carlisle. There would be no trouble then about finding the new
worlds-or conquering them either."

"I imagine there are few of us who would object to the gift
of fortune," said Lacy, a little gloomily.

"I should be very happy myself," said Rosalind, decidedly,
and I would make everybody else happy. Here is Madeleine

-I would settle a fortune on her at once. But if you did not
marry her off-hand and take care of it, Gordon, she would give
it all away within three weeks."

"Thanks for your kind intention," said Madeleine. "But
when you are wishing for Mary Carlisle's fortune, does it never
occur to you to consider "-here she stepped behind the other
and laid her hand over the beautiful eyes-." whether you would
take it at that price?"

"No!" answered Rosalind, sharply, as she drew down the
band. "Why should it? Are rich people always blind? That
is absurd, Madeleine!"

"I did not mean t~ be absurd," said Madeleine. "Cer-
tainly rich people are not always blind; but when I hear you
envying poor Mary, how can I help thinking with what gladness
she would give all her wealth for health and sight."

"Do you think so?" asked Rosalind, in a tone of strong
skepticism. "It always strikes me that Mary is very well sat-
isfied as she is."

Madeleine's lips enclosed for a reply, but closed again with-
out uttering it. Plainly Miss Severn had learned the uselessness
of combating some opinions. So, for a minute there was si-
lence. The sun sank behind the red and yellow foliage into a
sea of translucent gold, the glowing colors seemed to die out,
the oaks looked dark, the elms melancholy, the blue haze deep-
ened into mist; all in a minute the scene, lately so brilliant, was
sad and autumn-like. Yet it had still its own tender beauty,
for the air was soft, and the draping mist and russet tints were
lovely even in their sadness. A spell seemed to hold the little

2
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group in stillness. But it was only for a minute. A horseman
came at a quick canter down the quiet street. Lance dashed
eagerly toward the gate. Rosalind moved forward across a
flood of golden sunset light.

"Basil is coming," she said.

CHAPTER LII.

BASIL'S VEXATION.

Tin~ gate swung open and shut, and Basil's lithe figure,
with its square shoulders and the military step he had never
lost, was seen advancing up the walk, with Lance curveting
round him.

"Something is the matter," said Rosalind~ glancing back at
the others. "I know exactly how Basil walks when he is
vexed."

And, indeed, when Basil drew nearer and lifted his hat from
his brow, it was evident that something was the matter. Wheth-
er he was vexed, as Rosalind said, or whether he was worried,
as Madeleine thought, it was at least certain that he did not
look at all like his usual self, for it was not his usual custom to
bring an overcast brow home with him. It was not according
to his nature to brood over trouble, and business vexations rare-
ly ruffled his manner even in business-hours. Out of business-
hours, he left them absolutely behind him. Those whom he was
advancing to meet knew this so well, that their surprise was
great and their inquiries immediate. What was the matter?
they asked. Why should they imagine that any thing was the
matter? he answered, sitting down on the steps as he spoke,
and pulling Lance's silken ears.

"If 'I had a mirror, I would show you why we think so,"
Madeleine replied. "There is no good in attempting to deceive
one, Basil; your face is too transparent."
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"Is it?" said Basil, passing his hand over the face in ques-

tion. "I flattered myself that it was rather impassive than
"What accurate opinions we have of ourselves!" said Rosa-

lind. "But tell us what is the matter? Has any thing un-
pleasant happened? Don't you know there is nothing more
trying than suspense?"

Lacy alone asked no questions, and at him Basil glanced.
"Gordon knows what has occurred," he said. Then he frowned
slightly.-" You have heard that Devereux is in town, have you
not?" he asked.

The other nodded. "His appearance has created quite a
stir," he said. "People are wondering why he has come. Have
you seen him?"

"Not I," answered Basil, shortly.
* "Devereux!" repeated Rosalind, in a tone of great interest.

"Do you mean the man of the lawsuit-the man who claims so
much of the Carlisle property?"

"The same," replied Lacy. "If I had known that you were
in ignorance of his arrival, I should have mentioned the inter-
esting fact earlier.~~

"I suppose you mean that for sarcasm," said she; "but it is
an interesting fact-any thing is interesting that stirs the stag-
nant quiet of Stansb~ry life. And, pray, when did Mr. Devereux
arrive, and how long does he mean to stay, and what has he
come for? Basil, you must know something about him, so tell
us at once!"

"I k~iow very little," said Basil. "The first I heard of the
matter was from Mary Carlisle. She sent a message to the
mills this afternoon, asking me to come over to the Lodge. Of
course Iwent at onceand I found her quite nervous and ex-
cited. She had received a note from Mr. Devereux announcing
his arrival in Stanshury, and begging to see her. She was sur-
prised, and so was I. 'Why should he wish to see me?' she
asked. That I was unable to tell, but I strongly advised her to
refer him to her lawyer. But women "-with a shrug-" are so
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impracticable I It is a great misfortune that they should ever
be connected with business. Some fine phrases in Devereux's
note had pleased her. I could see that she wanted to grant the
interview for which he asked."

"But why did he ask it?" inquired Madeleine. "Surely he
gave some reason for making such a request."

Basil frowned again. "He gave no reason that amounted to
any thing. He talked of their conflicting interests, and of de-
siring, if possible, to find some way of reconciling them-all of
which is nonsense, as I told Mary. If it is a compromise at
which he is hinting, Champion is the proper person to see him,
and tell him that we will not surrender an inch."

"But it may not be a compromise that he means," said Rosa-
lind. "It may be quite a different mode of reconciling their
opposing interests. Basil, I am confident that he wants to
marry her!"

"Good Heavens, Rosalind!" said her brother, starting.
"What do you mean by such a suggestion?"

"s, Is it not reasonable?" asked the girl. "It seems so to
me.-Madeleine, what do you think?"

"I think Mary's great affliction ought to shield her from
such remarks," answered Madeleine, reproachfully.

"Really, I cannot see why Mary's affliction should put her out
of the pale of women who can marry," said Rosalind, coolly.

"The Stansbury people decided long ago that Basil will end
by marrying her," said Lacy.

The blood mounted to Basil's brow in a tide. Few women
are as sensitive as he was about reports of this kind-especially
with regard to Mary Carlisle. He held, like Madeleine, that her
great affliction should have exempted her from. such shafts of
gossip.

"The Stausbury peopk~ are a set of insufferable meddlers!"
said he, curtly. "It is strange that they cannot let Mary Car-
lisle and myself alone. Neither of us takes the least interest in
their marrying or giving in marriage."

"You cannot offend people more than by taking no interest
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in their affairs," said Lacy. "They would forgive you sooner if
you accused them of every crime in the Decalogue."

"Yes," said Madeleine, "a gossip is a sociable being at least;
while those who don't gossip are held to be supercilious, and to
consider themselves better than their neighbors."

"Perhaps IL have a depraved taste," said Rosaliud; "but it
seems to me that .a little gossip now and then is relished by the
best of us. For example, this Mr. Devereux-don't you feel an
interest in knowing something about him? Hasn't he quite a
society reputation? I think IL have heard so."

'You have heard correctly," said Lacy. "He has quite
a society reputation. By all accounts, he is one of the men
who are preiiminently fitted for society and for nothing

"I fancy I must have seen him this afternoon," pursued the
young lady. "As I opened my window a little before sunset, I
noticed a man on the street who was-well, who was staring at
me in the most undisguised manner. Is Mr. Devereux tall and
blond, does he wear an English hat, and his beard in the fash-
ion of the Emperor Maximilian?"

"I am sorry that I cannot satisfy you with regard to any of
those important particulars," said Basil, dryly; "but I think
~yoi~ must have been guilty of some undisguised staring to dis-
cover so much."

"I can satisfy you," said Lacy. "That is the man. I saw
him this morning. his appearance is calculated to make a sen-
eation in a quiet place like Stansbury."

"He looked interesting," said Rosalind, meditatively. "I was
wishing a little while ago that IL was in Mary Carlisle's place---.
as rich as she is, I mean. If I were, I should certainly see Mr.
Devereu; and judge of him myself."

"I suppose you think that you would be quite capable of
judging of him," said Basil, with the nearest approach to a
brotherly Sneer which he ever permitted himself.

The girl laughed-.an indolent, musical sound, which rang
out sweetly on the soft air. "Why not?" she asked. "Worn-
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en are born readers of character. At all events, II would see
him aRd-hear him! I am sure he talks well."

"Because he is tall and blond, and wears his beard accord-
ing to the fashion of the Emperor Maximilian, I presume!"
said Basil, who was very much chafed.

Before Rosalind could reply, a bell suddenly rang in the hall.
"Tea is ready," said Madeleine, with an air of relief. "Now,

suppose we defer any further discussion of Mr. Devereux until
itis over?"

Five minutes later, they were all gathered round one of the
pretty, old-fashioned tea-tables--a table polished until it shone
like a. mirror, with crocheted mats, delicate egg-shell china,
rich silver, and sparkling glass. At the head of it was a lady
in a widow's cap. The resemblance between herself and Rosa-
lind was apparent at a glance, though the daughter's face was
probably more beautiful than the mother's had ever been. The
room in which they were sitting was furnished in the fashion of
twenty years back, for the whole house bad been refitted when
Francis Severn brought his second bride home. The sideboard
and curtains had been new and fresh when that face, now worn
with suffering and faded with tears, had been almost as young
and fair as Rosalind's. 'The sideboard and curtains, as Mrs.
Seven often remarked with pardonable pride in her good house-
keeping, looked as well as ever; but the face-alas! for this
poor humanity of which we are so proud, for these brief roses
of youth and beauty which perish so utterly!

Despite Madeleine's recommendation, it was not long before
the Devereux subject came on the tapis again. Both Basil and
Rosalind were too much interested to let it rest. Scarcely were
they all served with their respective cups of tea and coffee, when
the latter began:

"Mamma, we have some news for you. Do you not see that
Basil is dreadfully vexed? Why, it is the most evident thing
in' the world! Look at' him, and you will see it. Now, what
do you suppose has happened?"

"How can I tell?" said Mrs. Seven, glancing at her step-
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son with an air of anxiety. "There is no bad news, I hope.
Basil, what' is it?"

"Nothing of importance to any one present except myself,
mother," answered Basil, "And nothing to me, personally. It
is only that I am afraid Mary Carlisle intends to act in a very
foolish manner."

"Is she going to be married?" asked Mrs. Seven, quickly,
and somewhat dismayed-for she had her own secret hopes with
regard to Mary Carlisle.

"Heaven and earth-no!" said Basil. "How women's
minds do seem to run on marriage!"

"You see that somebody besides myself thinks that Mary
Carlisle might marry, if she chose," said Rosalind.

"What is she going to do, then?" asked Mrs. Seven. "I
thought Mary never was foolish."

At this, the gentleman in an English hat, who wore his beard
according to the fashion of the Emperor Maximilian, came forth
again, and walked up and down the supper-table for the next
ten minutes, at the end of which time a peal of the door-bell
arrested the discussion.

"That is James Champion," said Rosalind, whose quick ear
caught the cadence of the voice asking for Basil. "He wants
to see you," she went on, turning to her brother "so I suppose
he has come on business; but there is no objection to asking him
in, and giving him some tea."

Nobody offering any objection, Mr. Champion was accord-
ingly asked in, and, although he had probably risen from his
own tea-table not long before, he made no demur about accept-
ing the invitation. A minute later Rosalind had the satisfac-
tion of seeing his strong, dark face opposite her own. A very
strong and very dark face it was, a face looking older than its
years on account of the mental and moral force which character-
ized it, and which impressed every one so deeply with its intel-
ligence and resolution, that few people thought whether or not
it was handsome.

If Rosalind had found any enduring attraction in this face,
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nobody knew-herself, perhaps, as little as any. People said
that James Champion had been in love with her ever since he
came back from the army, and found a blooming maiden in the
first flush of her girlhood. If this were so, it is certain that he
had never followed the example of her other admirers and "made
a fool of himself" about her. He left that amusement to men
with less serious business in life, and less steady self-control than
he possessed. When Rosalind tried ~hin/V~oo far, he quietly ab-
sented himself from her society-if necessary, for months. But
he had never been known to pay more than the merest attention
of civility to any other woman, even at these times. Women in
the abstract seemed to possess no attraction for him-indeed, he
freely confessed that, as a general rule, their society wearied him
-&nd those who knew him best said that, if he failed to win the
bright prize which he had coveted so long, it~ was not likely that
he would ever marry at all, or at least not for love.

It had been several weeks since Rosalind had seen him last,
and they had parted then in any thing but an amicable manner.
Hence, perhaps, her anxiety that he might be invited in to tea;
hence, certainly, her silence after he came.

Mr. Champion made no secret of his business with Basil He
had come to know what the arrival of "that Devereux" meant.
Having fought the Devereux claim for two years with every
weapon which the legal armory could furnish, and with the most
unflagging spirit and determination, he was naturally dismayed
at the idea of a single advantage being yielded to the adversary
whom he felt so confident of overthrowing in the end.

"Why does not Miss Carlisle refer him at once to you or to
me?" he asked, when Basil had explained all he knew of the
matter. "Does she not know that it is the right thing for her-
a woman, and an inexperienced one-to do?"

"I advised her to do so," Basil answered; "but she is in-
clined to see him herself-his note has excited her interest and
her curiosity."

Champion's dark brows knitted. "In that case there is no
telling what may be the ~ he said. "When a woman's
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interest and curiosity are excited, any degree of folly may be
looked for. But I expected better things of Miss Carlisle."

Here Rosalind glanced up and joined in the conversation for
the first time since his entrance. Her eyes were dazzling un-
der their long lashes, her cheeks aglow like the heart of a pome-
granate. Not having had the advantage of seeing her before he
came in, Champion, of course, could not know that this access of
brightness was in honor of his appearance.

~' You talk as if Mary had not a right to do as she pleases,"
she said. "Is not her property her own if she has a mind to
sacrifice it-by a compromise, or in any other way?"

"Her property is undoubtedly her own," Champion answered,
with the sternness on his face and in his tone deepening. "But
Basil and myself-who have both of us worked hard in her in-
terest-are certainly entitled to more consideration than this
Devereux."

"If I was in her place, I should insist upon seeing 'this Dev-
ereux,' as you call him," said the young lady, decidedly.

"Nobody doubts it," said Lacy, laughing. "What woman
can resist a blond beard and aje ne sais quoi air of fashion?"

Hearing this, Champion's face grew, if possible, darker, and
certainly sterner, than before. He turned to Basil and began
talking business. Not once again, while they remained at table,
did his eyes glance toward Rosalind's lovely face.

Out of that face the brilliant color began to ebb by slow de-
grees. Men often ask why women like so well to torment them
-like to torment even those whom they love. It would be
wiser to ask-if there were any voice able to answer-why they
like so well to torment themselves. In nine cases out of ten, the
pang which they inflict returns upon their own hearts with ten-
fold bitterness and keenness; but this only makes the matter
more absolutely incomprehensible.

"Basil is going after tea to see Mr. Devereux," said Made1eine~
presently to Champion. "Do you think of going with him?"

"That is as Basil says," the: young lawyer answered. "I
will go if he thinks it worth while."
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"I don't think so," Basil said. "I am simply going, by
Mary's request, to see Mr. Devereux and tell him that she will
receive him to-morrow. The visit will have no business signifi-
cance-unless he chooses to give it one."

"Do you think it likely he will choose to do so?" Lacy
asked.

"I have not the least idea that he will," the other replied.
This ended the Devereux subject for the time, and soon ~after

the party rose from table. When they reached the hail, there
was a slight pause of irresolution. On one side was the drawing-
room, from which a glow of shaded gas-light came. In front the
hall-door stood open to the autumn night. A moon in her sec-
ond quarter was shining, through the trees, the air was still full
of softness, and the blue haze had turned to silver mist. "It is
too lovely to stay in the house," said Rosalind, as she walked
out on the portico. Basil, on his part, turned to go up-stairs.
"I will change my dress and be back in a minute," he said to
Champion. "If you are going, wait for me."

Now, Champion had not said that he was going, as Made-
leine reflected, with a comment on masculine stupidity. "Why
should you think that Mr. Champion is going to leave us?" she
asked. "He has come so seldom of late, that I hope .he means
to remain, now that he is here."

"Thanks, you are very kind," Champion answered for him-
self, "but I have business which calls me away.-I'll wait till
you come back, however," he added, nodding to Basil.,

At this, Madeleine, turning, passed into the drawing-room,
whither Lacy immediately followed her. Champion hesitated for
a moment. He did not usually hesitate even over so slight a
thing as entering a room; his actions, like his tones, were gener-
ally decided and resolute to a fault. But just now he paused-~--
inclination drawing him in one direction, pride in another. He
glanced into the drawing-room. By a table covered with a lit-
ter of books, papers, and work, Madeleine and Lacy sat down,
and the pretty, suggestive picture which they made, seemed to
decide him. He drew his brows slightly together and his lips
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braced themselves as he walked out on the portico where Rosa-
lind stood in the faint moonlight.

CHAPTER IV.

UNCONDITIONAL SURRENDER.

A THRILL~ half of pleasure, half of triumph, shot, through her
when she heard his step. As she stood, during that brief collo.~
quy in the hall, looking at the dark, motionless trees, the tender,
vaguely-defined shadows, she felt as if she could not bear it if
Champion did not come. But when he came, he found the visor
closed, the armor tightened, the combatant ready, lance in hand.

"Is it not a beautiful night?" she said, tui~ning to him as he
reached her side. "But I forget-I believe you do not admire
Nature very much. Gordon should have come in your place."

"Shall I go and send him?" Champion asked in his cold
voice-it was a voice which iRosalind knew well, and against
which she had often rebelled, yet which possessed a singular
fascination for her.

"He would thank neither of us for calling him just ~

she answered, with her soft laugh. "I don't think the moon-
light has any great attraction. for him; at least no such attrac-
tion ~as Madeleine, who is afraid of the night air."

"Do you think that it is prudent for you to be here?" the
gentleman asked, with a recollection of health which lovers do
not always display. "Let me get you a wrap. Shall I find one
in the hall?"

"My shawl is there, I think," answered Rosalind, with more
docility than she usually showed. She had an object in view
which this docility was intended to secure. That object was to
keep Champion from going away with Basil, whom she expected
to see every minute. When he brought the shawl-light, white,
soft, and very effective as drapery-she made him wrap it round
her, then she sat down in the chair which Madeleine had occu-
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pied in the afternoon, and made a gracious motion of invitation
toward the other one standing near.

This, however, Champion declined. "It is not worth while,"
he said. "Basil will be down in a minute, and I must go. I only
came out to ask how you have been since I saw you last?"

"That was so long ago that I have had time to enjoy a great
many different states of health in the interval," she answered;
"to be well, and ill, and well again, to be in good spirits,' bad
spirits, and indifferent spirits-all without any sign of interest
in my condition from you."

Thus abruptly arraigned-for a woman can generally be
trusted to know when and how to carry the war into Africa with
most advantage to herself and confusion to her adversary-
Champion could not forbear a smile. As he looked at the win-
some face upturned in the moonlight, he felt that all the fairness
and sweetness of life lay for him in it; but he had no intention
of saying so. On the contrary, he answered quite coolly:

"I thought you showed me very plainly, when I saw you last,
that any interest which I might express was more likely to an-
noy than to please you."

"Did I ?" said Rosalind, naively. "But that was so long
ago-six weeks at least. You ought to know me better than
to fancy that I would be of one mind for such a length of time.
Then, you should not bear malice; and what is it 'but bearing
malice to have staid~ away for six weeks?"

"Perhaps it was prudence," said her companion. "I never
had any sympathy with moths-especially with one that, having
been singed, deliberately went back to th~ flame."

"But you are not a moth, and I am not a flame," said Rosa-
lind. "You are only a person who has behaved very badly, and
borne malice in the most inexcusable manner."

"What an excellent character you give me!" said he, smiling
again. But the smile left his face as he went on-surprising her
by quoting two lines of verse, for poetry was not much in his way:

"'You throw ~ff your friends like a huntsman his pack,
For you know when you will you can whistle them back,"'
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he said, gravely. "But you m~ay throw one of them off once too
often. I don't know that you would care if you did so-i don't
know that you might not consider it a happy relief-but, all the
same, the day may come before long when you will find that
even your whistle can fall on deaf ears."

"I am stupid, I suppose," said Rosalind, "but I don't under-
stand in the least what you mean, probably because your met-
aphors are rather mixed."

"I mean," he answered, "that if I have little of the moth, I
have still less of the dog in my disposition. You have wbi~tled
me back into your service several times already, but I am fully
resolved that, if I allow you to do so again, it shall be for the
last ~

"The last time!" repeated she, and, although there was a
tightening at her heart, she smiled with bright defiance. "One
bears of so many 'last times,' that the words have come to pos-
sess very little significance. Indeed, I have grown to doubt
whether there really is such a thing as an undoubted 'last
time.'"

"Yes, there is such a thing," said Champion, the gravity
of his voice making a great contrast to her light, flippant tones.
"Have you never stood by the coffin of one who was dead, and,
looking at the face before the lid was closed, thought to your-
self, 'It is for the last time?' Yes "-his voice softening as he
saw her lip suddenly quiver-" I know that you have done so.
There may be doubt about other partings of earth, but we know
that is the last. Well, if I saw you dead before me, I could not
know more certainly than I do that we shall part forever if we
need to part again. I have tested my resolution too often not
to feel that I can rely upon it."

"Why do you talk to me like this?" said she. "What have
I done?" Her voice was low, and trembled slightly; her
weapons of coquetry seemed suddenly stricken from her com-
mand. She felt bewildered. Did he mean that this inexorable
parting was to take place now? If so, she knew him too well
to hope that he could be moved by any words of hers. An in.
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stint came to her that she had gone too far. It was not a
pleasant realization, for she liked this self-controlled lover of
hers, she liked to see resolution deepening on his face, and to
hear the thrill of repressed passion in his voice. But it was
very much as a child likes to play with fire, or as almost any
woi~ian likes the sense of power, in the first instance; and of pos-
sible (not accomplished) subjection, in the second.

"What have you done?" repeated Champion. "Nothing
for which I blame you; nothing that it was not the instinct of
your nature to do. I am sure you do not blame Muff when she
plays with a mouse in its death-agony. Neither do I blame you
that you should have amused yourself by making a fool of me.
The man who fills such a position," said he, with a chord of con-
tempt in his voice, "deserves no sympathy from himself or
others."

"You are very unjust, and-and unkind!" said Rosalind,
divided between indignation and an inclination to cry. "I never
knew you so unkind before. One would think that I had done
you some great injury, and yet you control yourself so well "-

a note of sarcasm came in here-" that it would have been diffi-
oult to compass if I had ever so much of a mind that way."

"Thank God that I can~ control myself," said he, almost pas-
sionately, "else what you would have made of me by this time
I cannot telL"

"What should I have made of you?" asked she. "Yogi
seem in a mood for reproaches; but I think that, in common
justice, you might tell me what they are about."

"I beg your pardon if I have seemed to reproach you," said
he. "I have no right to do so. I dict not intend to speak of the
matter at all to-night, but since I have begun "-he paused for a
moment, then went on abruptly: "I am resolved that my folly
shall end, one way or another. This has gone on long enough.
No woman shall make a wreck of my life; nor, if I can help it,
of my happiness. You have whistled me back again, Rosalind,
but, as I told you a minute ago, it is for the last time. You
must decide now what you mean to do with me."

I
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"I have no desire to do any thing at all with you," said
Rosalind, thinking that perhaps the best thing would be to yield
to her inclination to cry. "Upon my word, I think you are vet~y
unreasonable."

"I am sorry for it," said be, finding it impossible not to smile
at the reproachful face uplifted to him. "But I fear that I must
remain unreasonable, for on this point my decision is taken. I
would not force you to marry me, if I could; but you must tell
me, once for all, whether or not you intend to do so. You know
how I love you. It would be late in the day to assure you of
that. No man on God's earth ever loved a woman better. It
seems to me that this love is the very essence of my life. But
it is not my master," said he, with the resolute look deepening
on his strong face; "and if you have no need for it, Rosalind-
if you do not intend ever to accept it-I am determined that it
shall trouble you no longer."

The clear, decided tones ceased, and silence followed them.
Rosalind turned away from him and looked at the lawn dappled
with faint shadows, and the trees darkly drooping over the street
beyond. Yet it is safe to say that she saw not a feature of the
scene. Her mind was distracted, her heart seemed beating in
her throat. What was she to do? what should she say? If her
life had depended on it, she could not have told whether or not~
she loved James Champion, and she was neither old enough nor
experienced enough to argue to the contrary from her very doubt.
She only felt that just then she did not want to give him up,
and the danger was imminent that she might be obliged to do
so whether she would or not. Nobody who knew Champion ever
doubted that, as far as rested with himself, his resolutions were
always inflexibly carried into execution; and the words still
rang in her ears: "If I saw you dead before me, I could not
know more certainly than I do that we shall part forever if we
need to part again."

The pause lasted for some time. Neither seemed inclined to
speak. Champion was too proud to do so, Rosalind's conflicting
doubts made her more and more uncertain what to say. With
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the odd sensation which comes at such times, both were distinctly
conscious of all that was going on around, even while they were
absorbed in the issue between them. A katydid-the last of
the season-was chirping a melancholy farewell to summer~
sweetness and summer warmth in one of the tall oak-trees; Made-
leine's laugh floated out from the drawing-room; Mrs. Seven.
spoke to a servant in the hail; Lance walked lazily across the
portico, turned round half a dozen times, and finally lay down on
his large mat; Basil's step suddenly sounded on the staircase.

This last sound effectually roused them. They started and
looked at each other.

"Have you no word for me?" Champion asked, quickly.
"~3asil is coming, II must go."

"What can I say to you?" answered Rosalind, in a low voice.
"How can you expect one to decide in a moment when it is for
one's life?"

"Have you not had years in which to know me?" de-
manded Champion, who, being perfectly well acquainted with
his own mind, was not able to conceive how Rosalind could
fail to know hers. "If you need to hesitate now, it must be
that there 'is no hope for me. It is fortunate& for me that I made
up my mind to that fact some time ago."

"Champion !-are you here?" said Basil, emerging from the
house. "I am sorry to have kept you waiting so long. But I
thought it might be worth while to pay Mr. Devereux the. com-
pliment of looking like'a gentleman. Are you ready now?"

"Don't go 1" said Rosalind, in a whisper so low that it was
remarkable how her listener heard it. The breath scarcely issued
from her lips. Basil had no suspicion that she had spoken.

"Well, are you coming?" he said, a little surprised that
~ha~pion had not answered him.

"If you'll excuse me, I believe not," that gentleman replied,
quietly, out of the shadow where he stood. "You have waited
too long. If you had come ten minutes earlier, I should have
felt inclined to go with you. Now I feel inclined to stay here."

"Just as you please," said Severn, obligingly. "Since you

think of staying, you had better wait till I come back, and I'll
be able to tell you what Mr. Devereux has to say for himself."

"Very well," ansWered the other, briefly.
Nothing more was said. Basil passed down the steps, along

the walk, and out of the gate. It was not until the last echo of
his footsteps died away, that Champion spoke. No one who
had heard him speak ten minutes before would have recognized
his voice now, so much had it softened, so entirely had it
changed.

"Rosalind," he said, "do you mean that there is hope for
me?"

"I don't know," answered Rosalind, who had regained her
usual manner. ".This is too important a matter to be settled
all in a moment. Sit down: let us discuss it."

She pointed again to the vacant chair beside her, and this
time Champion did not refuse to obey the gesture. He sat
down, though he had a vague sense of surrendering an advan-
tage as he did so, and the young lady went on without giving
him time to speak:

"Do you know that marriage is a very serious thing?"
"I believe nobody doubts it," he answered. "Least of ~ll

those who have tried it."
"Such a very serious thing that it would not be well to be

frightened into, it," she continued, gravely. "I do not mean
that you have any intention of frightening me," she added,
quickly, as even in the moonlight she saw his lips compress
themselves in a fashion she knew well, "but that I must be quite
sure I do not consent to marry you because I am afraid of you."

"Are you afraid of me?" asked he, not angrily, but wistfully.
"Yes," answered she, frankly. "Who is not? Everybody

stands more or less in awe of you; and yet," added she, with
a sudden, upward look, "everybody likes you~"

"Do you?" said he, stung and yet soothed, hurt and yet
pleased, in a manner which was not new to him.

"I!" answered she, smiling. "Do you not know that I
do? I like you very much: I have liked you always."
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But that is little," said he, with a strain of sudden passion
in his voice. "In comparison with what I want1 indeed~ it is
nothing at all. Do you love me, Rosalind?"

His tone thrilled her, but still she hesitated. Did she love
him? ,That was the point; that was the question which, -try as
she would, Rosalind could not answer to herself. How, then,
was it possible for her to answer it to him? Again she looked
away, undecided, in doubt, yet impatient with herself and her
own irresolution. As was natural enough, Champion misunder-
stood her silence. He rose abruptly, pushing back his chair on
the.stone flags with a grating sound which made her start.

"I see that I must end this," he said. "It is asking too
much to expect you to do so. Muff never yet released a mouse-
of her own accord, but it sometimes rests with the mouse him-
self to escape. Good-night."

He stood before her with his hand extended, tall, stern, stately.
As she looked up at him, her heart gave a bound. Did she love
him? She did not ask the question then. She only felt that
this was her last chance; that if he left her now, he would never
come back, and that she could not bear to lose him. Vanity, lik-
ing, the desire of conquest, the subtle thrill of half-awakened sen-
timent-who can say in what degree all these were mingled when
she spoke, low but quickly:

"Why are you so impatient? Do you not see that I hesi-
tate only because I want to be sure of myself? That is no1~ as
easy as you think; but if-if you insist upon an answer now, and
if you will take me just as I am, with all my faults-"

The rest of the sentence was not uttered-at least not audi-
bly. The next instant Champion had drawn the slender figure
to his heart, and kissed passionately the sweet lips. Often dur-
ing his long wooing, even when hope had most nearly failed
him, he had dreamed of this hour, yet, now that it had come, he
was scarcely able to realize it. He only felt that she was his at
last, and that, let her cost him what she would, he could never
be sorry for the victory.

F
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CIIAPTI3~R V.

~~THE CLAIMANT."

As Basil walked down the street, enjoying the balmy air,
smoking the good cigar, which was one of the few personal lux-
uries he allowed himself~ and leaving Rosalind and Champion to
finish their flirtation at their leisure, his mind was busy with
thoughts of the man whom he was going to meet, and of the
annoyance which for two years that man's name had embodied
to every one connected with Mr. Carlisle's estate.

It was an annoyance which had not seemed decreasing when
this unexpected visitor arrived in Stanshury. From court to
court the suit had been carried, which was instituted in Dev-
ereux's name soon after Mr. Carlisle's death; but, according to
the tedious processes of the law, its end did not seem much
nearer than it had done in the beginning. Only Champion ap-
peared to see daylight ahead; only he held out firmly against
such an idea as compromise, and advised Basil to fight the claim
to the last extremity. To this advice Basil was ready enough
to hearken, and Mary Carlisle left the matter entirely to her two
advisers-advisers whom she knew to be thoroughly honest, and
doggedly faithful to her interests.

How much her interests were imperiled, these advisers did
not like to acknowledge; but everybody in Stansbury knew that
the Devereux claim was a very heavy one. The most valuable
property of the Carlisle estate-broad acres and flourishing mills
-was involved in the litigation. Mr. Carlisle had bought this
property in good faith, and paid its full value; yet it now ap-
peared, or was alleged, that the title made to him was not good,
inasmuch as thj~ property had. been held, not in fee-simple, but
under a lease. This announcement had burst like a bomb-shell
upon his executor after his death. The lease, however, was old,
had- never been registered, and afforded every loophole for dis-
pute. The result was a lawsuit-James Champion on one side,
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t~he lawyer who had ferreted out the matter on the other;~ Ar
nold Devereux and Mary Carlisle the persons interested.

Of Arnold Devereux, the Stanshury people knew little. He
came from another state, though his mother' had been a Stans-
bury belle and beauty in her day. It was through this mother
that he laid claim to the property, leased by her father fifty years
before. Why he had come to Stansbury now, no one could say;
but conjecture was rife. Did he think of compromise? was he
simply curious to see the blind young heiress? or had that idea
of uniting their interests occurred to him which Rosalind Severn
suggested? Though he had never been in Stansbury before,
the people of that flourishing town occasionally wetit abroad,
and his fame had preceded him-the fame of one ~who had

* achieved an unusual social reputation, who was a sybarite, a
lady-killer, and a thorough man of the world.

Basil knew all this, and in his own mind added the epithet
"fortune-hunter" to those more complimentary ones recorded
above. He was not usually guilty of such rash judgment; but
he could not help feeling sorely disturbed by this man's appear-
ance. He was scarcely conscious of a greater sense of respouw
sibility with regard to his own sisters than he felt for Mary
Carlisle. Her blindness, her helplessness, the trust which had
been placed in his hands by her father, all con spired to make
such a feeling unusually strong. She was to him hedged round
with sacredness, and her cause was nearer his heart than if it
had been his. own To entertain such an idea as that which
Rosalind had hinted, seemed to him monstrous; yet, despite
himself, he found it intruding on his wind.

Pondering these things, he walked into the hotel in a far
from charitable frame of mind, and sent up his card to Mr. Dev-
ereux. The messenger returned immediately, charged to show
him to that gentleman's presence, and a minute later ushered
him into the room where he sat.

It was a large, comfortable room, filled with an odor of cigar.
smoke. From the edge of the mantel-piece the red eye of a half.
consumed Havana glowed. Basil noted these things, as a fair,
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handsome man, with remarkable distinction of manner and grace
of bearing, rose, and, pushing back a table on which lay news-
papers and writing-materials, came forward.

"I am happy to make your acquaintance, Mr. Sevenn" he
said, in a frank, musical voice, "and I am obliged to you for giv-
ing me the opportunity of making it in this manner. Pray sit
down."

"Thanks," said Basil, with a stiffness of manner in marked
contrast to the other's ease, but declining, by a motion of his
hand, the proffered civility. "I have called, Mr. Devereux," he
went on, in a tone of cold formality, standing straight and sol-
dier-like with his hat in his band, "merely to deliver a message
from Miss Carlisle. In reply to your note of this morning, she
requests me to say that she will receive your visit, if she is well
enough to do so, to-morrow; but, her health being very frail, it
is always a matter of uncertainty whether she will be able to
exert herself at a~y particular time, and for this reason she can-
not make a positive engagement to see you. If she finds her-
self strong enough for the exertion to-morrow, she will let you
know."

He bowed as coldly as he had spoken, and turned at once to
go, without waiting for a reply; but Devereux, who had of
course remained standing after the example of his guest, made a
quick step forward.

"One moment, Mr. Seven, if you please," he said. "May
I beg you to sit down? I should like, if you have no objection,
to discuss the business which interests us both, and I have no
doubt we can do so in a friendly spirit."

"I am unable to perceive any good end which can regained
by such a discussion," said Basil, pausing. Nevertheless, he sat,
down. The judicial spirit with which he had entered, was not
disarmed, but he could not fail to acknowledge the courtesy of
the other's manner. It was a manner1 such as can only be ac-
quir~d by a long and intimate association with the world~-easy,
graceful, Basil might almost have thought winning, if he baa
not been too deeply prejudiced to apply such a term. As be ~at



down, he looked at the face before him more critically tban he
had done yet. A broad white brow, a clear decided nose, indo-
lent gray eyes, and -an abundance of blond beard and mus-
tache-these points principally made up Mr. Devereux's counte-
nance. - The expression was somewhat defective ; sensible, but
not intellectual, with a certain debonnaire carelessness which
the grave young critic did not much approve.

After Basil sat down, Devereux followed his example, and
then, glancing again at the card on the table, he said. "Your
name is very familiar to me, Mr. Severn ; you are, I believe, the
executor of the late Mr. Carlisle."

" And the business agent of Miss Carlisle," said Basil, quietly,
yet more conscious, perhaps, at that moment than he had ever
been before of the gentle blood in his veins.

"I was sure I had not mistaken the name," said Devereux,
attaching very little importance to the latter statement. He
knew a gentleman when he saw him, and he also knew the
social revolution which the war had wrought in the South, the
wide-spread ruin that had overtaken the class to which Basil
Severn plainly belonged. "My name, no doubt, is familiar to
you," he went on. "I am afraid it must be synonymous with a
great' deal of trouble and annoyance."

" A lawsuit is certainly not particularly agreeable," said
Basil. " Sometimes, however, it is unavoidable."

"Do you think that the lawsuit in which we are at present
engaged was unavoidable ?" asked Devereux.

Basil threw his head back. There was a good deal of un-
conscious defiance in the action. " It was unavoidable on our
side," he replied, with emphasis.

"You mean that it might have been avoided on mine ?"
said the other.

" That is your own affair altogether,".returned the young
man, coldly. " Of course -it follows that we should not have
needed to defend our interests if they had not been as.-
sailed."

" And do you believe that they were unjustly assailed ?"

U
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*asked Devereux, in a tone which was chiefly remarkable for the
entire absence of any thing like heat in it.

'Basil looked at him doubtfully--the surprise which he felt
evident in his glance. " That is a question which you can
scarcely expect me to answer, Mr. ,Devereux," he said. " That
we have contested your claim is sufficient proof that we do not
believe in its justice. But I have no doubt that you& believe
in it."

" Then you do me the honor to think that I may be an hon-
est man ?" said Devereux, with a slight smile.

The smile was not satirical-only amused-and Basil an-
swered: " I should be very prejudiced if I did not think so.- I
have no right to pass judgment on your conduct, and ani argu-
ment with regard to the justice of your claim would be of little
benefit to either of us. I have done my best for the interests
committed to me. You have probably done your best for your
own interest. It would not be fair to blame you for that."

" Yes, I have done what seemed to me best for my own in-
terest," said Devereux, "and' I certainly feel sure that my claim
is just--else it would not have been made. Nevertheless, it
has lately occurred to me several times that, if judgment is
finally given in my -favor, it will be hard on Miss Carlisle."

It was now Severn's turn to smile--a little grimly.
" Allow me to suggest," said he, " that it might be wise to

reserve your compassion for Miss Carlisle until judgment is
given in your favor."

" You mean that you think it will not be ?"
" I mean that I am sure it will not be."

'" You are not a lawyer, Mr. Severn," said the other, quietly.
" I am--at least, I ought to be. I studied the profession once,
and I tell you frankly that my claim will triumph in the end.
Believe me or not, as you like. No doubt, you do not believe
me. Very likely you think me a scheming intriguer, bent on
compromise. That I am bent on compromise, I confess; but
it is not on my own account, but on Miss Carlisle's. Probably '~
--with a slight shrug-" I am Quixotic; but the idea of ousting



a woman from an inheritance which she considers rightfully her
own, is very distasteful to me."

"Miss Carlisle would be indebted to you for your consider~
tion, if she was aware of it," said Basil, hatightily. The calm
conviction and cool superiority of the other might have irked
one who felt ~the matter less deeply than himself. As it was,
he could scarcely tell whether he was most scornful or indig-
nant. That this stranger-this claimant with his trumped-up
story of an old lease-should express such condescending con-
sideration for Mary Carlisle, who was like a princess in her own
right, seemed to Mary's loyal knight an absurdity scarcely short
of insolence.

Devereux caught the inflection of the tone, and understood
it thoroughly. He did not resent it, which spoke well for the
reasonableness of his disposition. "I hope that when Miss Car-
lisle understands my motives, as I trust to make them clear to
her, she will at least not be offended," he said, gravely. "lit
was on this account that I took the liberty of asking for a per-
sonal interview with her."

"Do not misunderstand me when I say that I think your
having done so was a mistake," said Basil, stiffly. "Women
generally know little of business, and Miss Carlisle knows, if
possible, less than most women. Her infirmity and her ill-
health have made her unusually dependent on those around
her."

"I hope she will make no effort to see me until she is quite
able to do so," said Devereux. "I have no intention of leaving
Stansbury soon and I shall await her convenience with pleasure."

"Will you pardon me, if I ask what you anticipate from
seeing her?" said Basil, feeling that, since this discussion had
been thrust upon him, he would try to gain some idea of the
motive which influenced the other.

"I have no objection to tell you," replied Devereux, "that I
hope to~ induce her to agree to a compromise of the claim at
issue between us. Ihave every reasonable certainty of gaining
the lawsuit-for, although the memorandum of lease which I

45hold is unregistered, I can produce a witness of undoubted ve-
racity, who, besides personal knowledge of the matter, will
swear positively to the signatures of both the lessor and lessee;
therefore, she can scarcely think that my motives are not hon-
est. Any disinterested lawyer would say that my chance of
success is as good as hers. I think it much better."

"We altogether deny the authenticity of your lease," said
Basil, bluntly; "and, if Miss Carlisle listens to my advice and
the advice of her lawyer, she will not entertain the idea of
compromise for a moment."

"Very likely she will listen to you," said Devereux, "and
so I am sorry that I cannot induce you to think of what I
propose."

"You will never induce me to do so," said Basil. "I tell
you frankly that your words are wasted."

"Time sometimes works wonders," replied the other, smiling
again-a frank, careless smile which puzzled and irritated Basil.
He felt that all this was very useless; and he rose wit ha good
deal of defiant haughtiness in his manner.

"Whatever wonders time may work in other respects, it is
not likely to change my opinion on this point," he said. "Mean-
while, if you should desire to see Mr. Champion or myself while
you remain in Stansbury, we are easily to be found."

Mr. Champion is your lawyer, I believe?"
"Yes," responded Basil. "Now, let me thank you for your

courteous reception, Mr. Devereux, and bid you good-night. If
I can be of any service to you, I hope you will not hesitate to
call upon me."

"You are very kind," said Devereux. "If there is any need
to do so, I shall not hesitate to accept your good offices."

With this, they shook hands and parted, Basil carrying away
with l~im an uncomfortable sense of having been worsted in a
fair game of skill.

This setisation bore him company as he passed along the
moonlit streets in the direction of his home. What knowledge
had he gained by his visit? Devereux had avowed that it was
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out of consideration for Mary Carlisle, and because he desired to
make a compromise, that he was in Stansbury; but beyond this,
Basil felt that all was enveloped in doubt. A disagreeable sense
of misgiving weighed upon him. "I distrust the man utterly!"
he said, more than once, half-aloud. Just then, he would have
staked his life that Devereux was a schemer and a fortune-hunter.
"Ite think of Mary Carlisle, indeed!" reflected the young man,
scornfully. "It is of himself that he is thinking, though he
hopes, no doubt, to blind her by an assumption of Quixotic gen-
erosity so transparent that a child might see through it. He
may succeed~Heaven only knows! Women are easily influ-
enced by a plausible tongue. But there is nothing that I would
nob do to save Mary. The question is, what to do? Perhaps
Madeleine may be able to tell."

By the time his thoughts had reached this point, he found
himself at his own gate and face to face with Miss Severn, who
was standing there alone.

"Madeleine !-is it you?" said the young man, starting.
"What are you doing here, all by yourself?"

"1 walked down with Gordon, who left a few minutes ago,"
she answered, "and it seemed a pity to go back and disturb
Rosalind and Mr. Champion's t~te-d-t~te. I fancy they have set~
tled matters at last."

"Do you think so?" asked Basil, indifferently. Champi-
on's suit had been on the tapis so long, that it had ceased to
excite a great deal of interest in the family mind. "There is no
telling; Rosalind is an arrant coquette. But I am glad to find-
you here, for I have something to say to you of importance."

"Let us walk toward the garden, then," said she, slipping
her hand in his arm.

Toward the garden they walked, therefore, and, after a min-
ute had passed in silence, Madeleine spoke again. "It is about
Mr. Devereux, is it not?" she said. "I am sorry to see you so
worried."

"Yes, it is about Mr. Devereux," he answered, "and if I am
worried, it is only because I think of Mary, and because I fear

I
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sne may leb this man influence her,; that is, if she receives him.
But I rely upon you, Madeleine, to keep her from receiving him.
Your Opinion has more weight with her than that of any one else."

"I am not sure of that," said Madeleine; "but, even if it
were so, I should scarcely like to urge it upon her in a matter
of this kind. Mary has a great deal of sense-so much, that
even a clever man of the world might find it difficult to influence
her."

Basil shook his head. "You don't know how easily even
the most sensible woman is hoodwinked by a clever man of the
world," he said. "I thoroughly distrust this Devereux," he
added, feeling reluctant' to express more clearly why he dis-
trusted him.

But Madeleine was one of those rare people with whom in-
stinct might almost be said to do away with all need of lan-
guage, besides which, she knew Basil thoroughly, and she un-
derstood at once what he meant. "Take care!" said she,
pressing her hand lightly on his arm, a~ she looked up at him.
"Don't judge rashly. Prejudice is foolish as well as wrong.
Mr. Devereux may have no such idea as this which you fear-.
but, if he has, Mary is not the woman to fall into the snare of a
fortune-hunter."

Not of an ordinary fortune-hunter, perhaps," said Basil, in
a tone which showed how much he chafed against the discus-
sion of such a subject. "But this man is not ordinary. In the
first place, he is very good-looking..."

"But if he were an Apollo, his looks could not affect poor
Mary," interposed Madeleine, smiling.

"I am not certain of that," said Basil, with rather an ob-
stinate air, "but I was going on to add that he has an exceed-
ingly plausible manner--.that appearance of frankness and ease
which is so attractive and deceptive. Altogether," said the~
young man, with an accent of disgust, "I find myself thinking
more than I like of Rosalind's apparently foolish suggestion."

"Do you think so badly of the man as to suppose that he
has deliberately come here for that?" asked Madeleine,
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"I don't want to do him injustice," answered Basil. '~ As you
say, prejudice is foolish as well as wrong-but his own manner
inclined me to think so. Now, Madeleine, thank God, I am not
afraid of any misconstruction from you; that there is no danger
of your suspecting for a moment that I have any thought of self-
interest in desiring to keep him away from Mary. But you see
how the matter stands: her isolated life and her affliction make
her peculiarly likely to be attracted by a man of this descrip-
tion, a man who professes to be thinking chiefly of her, and I-
who can never forget either her own or her father's kindness to
me-would rather see her dead than married to an adventurer
who thought only of her money.~~

"I understand," said Madeleine. "Of course, I. cannot pre-
tend to decide whether or not your fears are well-grounded--
and I am inclined to think we might trust Mary even with the
most plausible adventurer in the world-but you cannot fear
any misconception from me, BasiL Only I warn you, dear, that
if it should be said that you and I made any effort to keep
this man from Mary Carlisle, there are many people who would
be ready to believe that we did so from self-interest."

"Let them believe it?" said Basil. "What is one~s sense
of duty worth if one does not act up to it in spite of the world's
opinion? I have never yet stopped to consider what men would
say of me if it was right to do a thing, and I shall not hesitate
now. Neither will you, I am sure."

"No," said Madeleine. She spoke quietly, but about the
delicate lips there was a resolute look, in the soft eyes a light.
steady enough to face martyrdom. "Only tell me what you
want done," she added, "and I will try to help you."

"I want you to keep Mary from receiving this man," said
Basil, with emphasis. "I think she will heed your advice, and
you must advise her strongly to refer him to Champion or to
me."

"And if she does not heed my advice?"
"Then matters must take their course, I am resolved upon

one thing, however--if she plays into his hand and makes a
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compromise of her interest, in absolute disregard of my opin-
ion and Champion's opinion, I shall give up the business 1"

"Basil, that is not like you," said Madeleine. "You have
cause to be vexed, but you do not mean what you say when
you talk of giving up the business. What would become of
it without, you, and what would have become of you but for
Mr. Carlisle?"

She looked up at him as she spoke, and the young man
met her eyes with a grateful glance in his own. It was charm-
ing and-to those who had only known very different fraternal
relations~it was remarkable to see the confidence and sympa-
thy which existed between these two. Their opinions never by
any chance clashed or jarred. Especially on any point where
honor or principle was involved, they always seemed to feel
alike, and one never failed to receive ready support and encour-
agement from the other. Those who like to trace every effect
to its cause, might have accounted for this on the ground that
they were much alike in what psychologists call the moral quali-
ties. With regard to conscientiousness, sincerity, and fortitude,
their mental constitutions were exactly similar. All these qual-
ities they possessed in more than ordinary degree. Both were
sensitive, yet both owned a certain sweet and stately pride
which veiled this sensitiveness from others. Both were more
tender than passionate where they loved; both had that gift of
constancy in affection which we are sometimes tempted to think
one of the most perilous and unfortunate of characteristics;
both were singularly courageous, and neither had one drop of
that bitterness which can bear malice, even where malice has
been deserved. Here the similarity between them ended. In
intellectual qualities they differed widely. Basil was thoroughly
sensible, his mind was clear and his judgment excellent; but he
had none of that mental brightness which, without dazzling,
lends grace to whatever it touches; that was one of Madeleine's
chief charms.

"You are right," he said, after a minute, with a frankness
peculiarly his own. "So long as I can be of service to ~Iary,
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I shall not give up the business, for I can never forget what a
friend her father was to me. But I certainly think that I shall
have just ground for complaint if-if she acts as I fear she
may.

"But she has not acted so yet," said Madeleine, with a smile.
"What has come over you, that you take the worst so entirely
for granted? I thought you were a better philosopher. Is Mr.
Devereux so terrible or so irresistible that you think he has
only to see and conquer? For my part, I have a strong confi-
dence in Mary's common-sense."

"I hope your confidence may be justified," said Basil, a lit-
tle gloomily; "but I can't help fearing the worst. Somehow,
I have a presentiment of mischief ahead."

Madeleine shook her head. "I don't believe in presenti-
ments," she said.

"Ah 1" returned Basil, "neither do I-when they don't
come to pass! Now, suppose we go in, and hear what Cham-
pion has to say about the matter?"

CHAPTER Yb

MARY CARLISLE.

"MADELEINE," said Rosalind, entering the breakfast-room
the next morning, where the family were assembled, and she
was, as usual, the last comer, "Mary Carlisle's pony-phaeton is
at the door, and here is a note. I suppose, of course, she has
sent for you," the young lady added, as she sat down to table.

"Yes, she has sent for me," Madeleine answered, reading
the line or two which the note 'contained. "Jessie is always
brief," she went on, with a laugh. Then she looked at Basil.
"You can drive me out to the Lodge," she said. "It would be
a pity not to use the carriage since Mary has sent it; but I
should have enjoyed a walk this bright morning.~,
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"What a singular taste!" said 1?osalind. "I cannot im-
agine how anybody can like to walk. It may be a matter of
necessity; but as for pleasure-I really wish Mary would make
me a present of her phaeton! She uses it very little, and Mrs.
Ingram always takes the carriage when she goes out."

"What will you wish for next?" asked Mrs. Seven. She
spoke a little wistfully. Nothing could have been too good or
too bright for this young beauty, and it went to the mother's
heart to hear her wishing for luxuries which she had no power
to give-luxuries that she would have thought the most common
necessities of life in her own young days.

"Champion will be abl~ to afford a pbaeton for you, I have
no doubt, IRosalind," said BasiL.-" Mamma, you have heard,
I suppose; that she has put Champion out of his agony at
last?"

"Yes, I have heard," said Mrs. Seven. She smiled, and yet,
as she smiled, she sighed. James Champion was well enough in
his way, and she had not uttered a word of objection when
Rosalind announced her engagement, but it was impossible not
to think what a different match the girl might have made with-a
few advantages of wealth and social intercourse.

"If James Champion has ever been in agony," said Rosa-
lind, "he has certainly managed to endure it with a great deal
of philosophy. But there is no good in keeping him waiting
any longer," she ended, with a sigh absurdly like her mother's,
which was not remarkable since they both proceeded from the
same cause. No one was more keenly alive than Rosalind to
the deplorable manner in which her possible chances were being
thrown away.

"Now that you are safely engaged," said Madeleine, "I
hope you will accept my sincere condolences. You have offered
me yours so often, that I am glad to be able to return the com-
pliment."

"It is a great bore," said Rosalind, who was quite of her day
and generation with regard to forms of expression. "James
says he sees no reason why we should not be married at once,
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and I am rather inclined to agree with him; engaged people are
so exceedingly tiresome. There are Gordon and yourself, for
example, Madeleine. How very stupid you have been during
these last six months 1"

"Thanks for Gordon and myself," said Madeleine.
"Now, I don't like rehearsing Darby and Joan beforehand,"

said Rosalind, whose usual healthy appetite did not seem at all
diminished by the fact of her engagement, and who was butter-
ing her toast as she spoke. "Besides, Basil, if you honestly
think there is a chance of the pony-phaeton, it cannot be a day
too soon."

"What cannot be a day too soon?" asked Basil; "the pony-
phaeton, or the prospective marriage? Felicity has mounted to
your brain, and, in consequence, you confuse your meaning and
your pronouns."

"The phaeton, I meant," said Rosalind. "As for the mar-
riage, there is no reason for haste about that, except on the score
of engagements being tiresome. But James is not likely to be
jealous-especially since there is nobody for him to be jealous of;
so, I suppose I shall have leave to amuse myself as well as I can
for a year or two yet."

"That will depend upon yourself," remarked Basil. "Cham-
pion is lucky enough to be able to afford to marry whenever he
likes, and he is never inclined to delay the accomplishment of
any thing upon which he has set his fancy or his head."

"That is very true," said Rosalind, devoting herself to her
toast with a sober air, for she knew Champion as well as Basil
did-too well to indulge in any triumphant flourish about his
being obliged to subrl2lit to whatever she should set her fancy or
head upon.

But here Mrs. Seven interposed-the color heightening a
little in her pale cheeks: "Mr. Champion must submit to what I
decide," she said, "and I shall not think of allowing ilosalind to
marry for a year at least."

"A year, mamma!" said Rosalind, opening her eyes.
"What will James say?"
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"It does not matter what he says," Mrs. Seven answered,
with dignity. "He has no right to say any thing. The lady
and her friends always settle this point. You are too young-.
you do not know your own mind; I will not have your life irrev-
ocably settled without; giving you time for consideration.~
Basil, am I not right?"

"Quite so, mother," responded Basil, cordially.
"But a year!" said Rosalind. Then she leaned back and

laughed. "I shall enjoy the expression of James's face when I
tell him. But what a household of engaged people we shall be!
Basil, if you would only follow our example, it would be really
harmonious and delightfuL"

"Hum! "said Basil. "You are like the fox in the fable:
having been caught in a trap yourself, you are anxious to draw
everybody else in, to keep you in countenance. But how about
the other party to the engagement? There is another needed,
you know. Where shall I go to find her?"

"Would the Champion house do?" asked Rosalind. "Did
I tell you that Helen returned yesterday?"

"No," answered he, while the ready color came into his
face; for he had a fair complexion, and blushed like a girl. "I
suppose she has had a very gay summer?" he added, after a
minute, with rather too great an assumption of earelessnes~.

"I have not seen her," Rosalind answered, "but James said
that she did not talk as if she had enjoyed it a great deal.
Strange, that, for Helen, isn't it?"

"So strange that she must have had a disappointment of
some kind,~~ said Madeleine. "Perhaps she was not as much of
a belle as she expected to be."

"Madeleine, I am astonished at you!" cried Rosaliud.
"That is very ill-natured."

"I am not like the fox in the fable," said Madeleine. "Be-
cause I have fallen into the trap of engagement myself, I am
not, therefore, anxious to draw others into it. But the day is
wearing on, and I must go," she added, rising.-.." Basil, if you
will wait for me, I will be ready in a minute."
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Rosalind looked after her as she left the room, with a sig-
nificant smile. Then she turned to Basil. "One, needs to be
reminded now and then that Madeleine is mortal, like the rest
of us," said she, "but I never knew before that she was jealous."

"Jealous!" repeated Basil, incredulously. "Of whom?"
"Did you not hear what she said of Helen Champion?

She has not forgotten that Gordon Lacy paid her a great deal
of attention last winter."

Basil laughed, half amused, half scornful.
"Is it possible you know her no better than that?" he

asked. "I gave you credit for being a better judge of charac-
ter. You are right in thinking she does not fancy Miss Cham-
pion ; but you are altogether wrong about the cause. I should
think the stars about to fall if I saw Madeleine jealous after any
such fashion as that."

"I believe you think that she is without a fault," said Rosa-
lind, half-offended.

"No," said he; and then he added, with a smile:

"'Faults has she, child of Adam's stem,

But only Heaven knows of them."'

Rosalind thought that she knew of some of them, but, since
1~Iadeleine appeared in the door at that moment, she had not
time to put her thought into words.

"I am ready, Basil," the former said. "~ood~morniflg, main-

rna.~~~good~1florning, Rosalind. Don't be surprised if I do not
come back until this evening. Mary will probably keep me."

There were several messages to Mary from both ladies.
Rosalind said, "Perhaps I may walk out for you this evening;"
and Madeleine answered "Do 1"

Then the brother and sister went to the gate, where Lhe
pony-phaetOfl, which Rosalind envied, was standing with a groom

in attendance. Basil's horse was also waiting-a beautiful,
spirited animal, which he had named Roland after the famous
steed who bore the good news from Aix to Ghent. "Can I
trust you to ride him out to the Lodge, Joe?" said his master,
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a little doubtfully. Joe (the groom) grinned, and touched his

cap. "I reckon you kin, Mass Basil," he answered. "On with
you, then," said Basil, as he stepped into the phaeton after
Madeleine and gathered up the reins. But, like most horses,

Roland knew with whom to be foolish, and it was only after
curveting across the road for some time that he graciously al-
lowed Joe to mount, after which he carried bim off at a rush.

"He will probably reach the Lodge some time before us,"
said Madeleine. "How dusty it is-and yet what a lovely
day!"

It was lovely, exceedingly. The air was like an elixir in its
buoyancy, yet more balmy than that of June; the sunshine was
dazzling gold; the blue haze was faint and delicate as a bridal

veil, softening into tender beauty the rolling hills and glowing
woods around Stanshury. A little later, the day would be mel-
low and golden, as if it had dropped from the courts of heaven;

but now it was only supremely joyous, crisp, glowing, exulting.
As the Severns drove through the town at a sharp pace, color,
radiance, an infinite variety of jewel-like tints, and of light flow-
ing upon and waking the whole to glittering life, seemed to

encompass them. But it was when they emerged into the open

country that the splendor was fairly spread before them. Stans-
bury was built on a ridge, from which on almost every side the

surrounding country sloped away with many a swell and undu-
lation, affording, from any point of observation, a widely-ex-
tended prospect. In this prospect there was nothing grandly

picturesque, but it was very fair to look upon, especially from

the road along which Basil and Ma(leleine were driving-.-fer-
tile breadtbs of fields, green and level meadows shut in by woods
aflame with brilliant colors, purple valleys and hills, which

seemed to sparkle in the distance. Houses were dotted here
and thei'e, while a little to the right rose the tall chimneys of
the Carlisle mills, curling forth clouds of trailing smoke.

"Is not every thing beautiful ?" said Madeleine. She looked
at the fringe of soft blue forest afar off, with her eyes quicken-
ing, her lips parted, a flush like the lining of a sea-shell on her
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cheeks. At that moment no other words came to her but those
supreme ones of the Church's homage: "Pleni sunt coeli et
terra, majestatis gloria~ tua3." She uttered them half aloud, and

as she did so Basil exchanged a salutation with some one on the
side of the road.

Her glance followed the direction of his bow, and she saw
a tall, blond gentleman, who she knew at once could only be
that much-discussed person, Mr. Devereux. Their eyes met, but

it was only for an instant. Basil touched the ponies, and the
phaeton bowled on, leaving the figure of the stranger enveloped
in a cloud of yellow dust. Madeleine was the first to speak.

"So that is 'the claimant?"' said she. "Rosalind was
right in' saying that he has rather a distinguished appearance.
A gentleman, Basil, at least."

"Oh, certainly," said Basil. "Nobody ever doubted that;
but gentlemen-or men who ought to be gentlemen, as far as
blood and rearing go - are guilty of shabby conduct some-
times."

"I wonder if we should call them gentlemen, then?" said
Madeleine; "but one is very apt to use the term solely with re-
*gard to birth and ~

She spoke a little absently. The magical blaze of color about
their path, the transparent mist draping the distant hills, inter-

ested her more than the question of what should or should not
constitute~ a gentleman. She had an artist's soul, though she
never suspected the fact, and just then every fibre was thrilling
with the consciousness that earth was fair, and life was sweet,
and God, above all, very good.

Devereux, meanwhile, was walking 'along the road, think-
ing of that face so full of a "light that never was on land or
sea," which had shone upon him for a moment. He wondered
if it belonged to Basil Severn's wife, and tried vainly to imagine
why it seemed familiar to him, until he remembered the house
where he had paused the evening before, the beautiful face
framed in the ivy-encircled window, the great dog he had patted

over the gate, and the little scene so full of significance on the
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* 'portico, the dark-eyed girl putting up her hand, the man who

tenderly took it. "She is scarcely Severn's wife," he said to
himself, remembering that bit of expressive pantomime. "Per-
haps she is his sister. Now that I think of it, there is some re-
semblance in the faces."

Basil at this moment was flicking the ponies, and saying: "I
hope you will remember what I urged on you last night, Made-
leine. I hope you will strongly advise Mary not to receive that
man. You know the old proverb about an ounce of prevention.
I am inclined to think that it is worth many pounds of possible
cure."

"I will do all that I can," said Madeleine; "but why do not
~'ou speak to Mary, and advise her strongly?"

"I did advise her yesterday-to no effect; but I shall speak
to her again. I have little hope of influencing her, however; I
trust you to do that."

"Don't trust too much. I rely principally on Mary's good
sense."
to "II' hope she will show her good sense by referring the fellow

Champion.~~
"I hope so," said Madeleine, but again she spoke absently.

Champion's name suggested another train of thought. ~
she said, abruptly, "what do you think of th
Rosaliind's?" is engagement of

"I have not decided exactly what to think of it," answered
Basil; "but I suppose Rosalind and Champion know their own
minds, and there is no ground for objection on my part. Why
do you ask? Do you dislike it?"

"No-I only distrust it," she answered. "I would not say
so to a;ny one but yourself, but I am afraid it may end badly.
You know how arbitrary James Champion is, and, as far as I can
judge, I do not think Rosalind knows her own mind very well,
or that she has accepted him for any other reason than that she
does not want to let him go."

"That might be as good a reason as any," said Basil, laugh-
ing; "but," he added, more gravely, "Champion may be as ar-
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bitrary as he likes, he shall not curb Rosalind's liberty of choice.
I will see to that."

"You will see to it?" repeated Madeleine. ~he made a

slight gesture of amused disdain. "And pray how would you
see to it? There is nothing to be done but to let them work
out their problem themselves; but, if it ends in something un-
pleasant, do me the justice to remember that I prophesied it."

"But you are not entitled to much gratitude if you prophesy
an evil without showing a remedy."

"I see no remedy," said she, gazing at the distant hills, as if
an answer might come from them. "Even in the struggles of
those who are nearest and dearest to us, we have often no alter-

native but to look on as mere spectators. Nothing is harder,
and yet it must be endured. Rosalind's life is in her own hands.
We can do little for her."

"And what of your life?" asked Basil, with a certain tender
softness in his voice, lie seldom used an endearing term, but

that cadence expressed more than many endearments, and it

often came when he spoke to Madeleine.
"My life ?." repeated she. "My life belongs to Gordon.

You know that."
"Eut what does Gordon mean to do with it? That is a

question which has occurred to me more than once lately, when
I have noticed how entirely he seems to have lost all interest in

his profession, all apparent desire to win the position on which
his marriage depends. Madeleine, you must not expect me to

stand by and see your youth spent in waiting on any man's
whims and capriceS."

"Gordon and I have settled that," said Madeleine. "Would
not my youth belong to him if I were married to him? Well,
it belongs to him all the same, though we are not married. He

feels the waiting-he feels asking me to wait-as much as you
can," said she, with a half~appealing tone in her voice; "but I
agree with him that it is better he should attempt to do some-
thing in literature than to continue at the law, which he de-
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"My dear," said Basil, gently, "do you think Gordon is a
genius?"

"No," answered she, coloring vividly-for it was one thing
to acknowledge this to herself, and quite another thing to have

it said to her even by her brother's kind lips-" but you know
as well as I do that many people succeed in literature who are
not geniuses."

"Yes," said Basil, "I suppose they do-after a fashion.
But would you care very much for your husband to be simply

one of the moderately clever men who do the drudgery of the
profession? Fancy him worked to death, as the man who de-

pends upon his pen for the means to live must be, oppressed by
care, soured by disappointment and that failure to achieve great
results which men in such cases always call the non-appreciation
of the public. Would this be better than steadfast labor in the
profession for which he has been educated, and in which he has

the ability requisite for success, if he chose to exert himself?
Forgive me, dear, if I wound you," he ended, a little wistfully,
"but it has been in my mind to say this for some time."

"You do not wound me," said Madeleine, in a voice which

was a trifle unsteady-" at least, I mean that I don't blame you
for saying what you think. But you must not blame me if I
say that I believe you are wrong. I know as well as you do
that Gordon is not a genius; but I think that you underrate his
powers, and we must not ignore the great fact that all his en-
thusiasm, all his desire, is toward letters."

"And how many another man's desire is toward some thing
different from the profession which he is forced by necessity to

adopt!" said Basil, determined to go through unflinchingly

with the disagreeable task which he had set himself. "Of
course, if Gordon had sufficient fortune, there would be no ob-
jection to his amusing himself with writing poems and essays
'-or, if he had no connection with you, I should take no inter-
est in ~j affairs. But as it is, Madeleine, I think you ~ou~ht to
insist on his devoting the chief labor of his life to his pro-
fession."
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"1 cannot do that," said Madeleine. "It is I who have en-
couraged him with regard to the other-I cannot Basil I You
must not ask it of me."

"It would be for his good as well as for yours," said Basil.
"I do not think so," answered she, quickly. "You do not

know him as well as I do; you do not know how this ambition
has become part of his life. You are perfectly right in saying
that many men have to give up ambitions which are equally dear
to them; but what is sadder than such a thwarted career?
You must not ask me, for any thought of myself, to thwart that
on which Gordon has set his heart."

"You must. judge for yourself, of course," said her brother,
gravely. "I only thought I would discharge my duty by telling
you how the matter strikes me. Here we are at the Lodge."

It was a short drive from the gate to the door of the house,
visible through the foliage which made a glory of color all about
it. A pleasant, picturesque dwelling, well kept, and meriting
its unpretentious name, was what appeared, as the carriage
crashed along the gravel-drive to the steps of the piazza, which
ran the whole length of the building, and terminated in a large
conservatory at one end.

Joe and Roland were waiting. "Keep him till I come,"
Basil said to the former, as he assisted Madeleine from the
phaeton, and followed her into the house.

As they entered the hall, the doors of which stood open to
the soft air and bright floods of sunshine, a comely~lookiflg
woman, with a short, thick-set figure and ruddy face,. full of in-
telligence, met them. She had a key-basket on her arm, and
her whole appearance seemed significant of honesty and shrewd-
ness. This was Jessie Holme-the house-keeper, amanuensis,
accountant-in fact, as Basil often said, eyes and hands of the
blind heiress. Those who think that there is no such thing as
gratitude in the lower orders should have known this faith-
ful servant of Mary Carlisle. She had been an uncouth, un-
educated child, whose parents had died leaving her absolutely
friendless, when Mrs. Carlisle, out of charity, received her into
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her household. "I shall train her for a house-keeper," she had
said, when asked what she expected to make of such an unprom-
ising specimen of humanity; "she seems to possess the virtue
of honesty, and an honest servant is what poor Mary will need
above all things." Never were truer words spoken; never was
a human soul more incorruptible honest, more gratefully faith-
ful, more warmly attached to the gentle and considerate mistress
who had given her a home and an education, than Jessie Holme
proved. And, next to this mistress, she loved the blind child
who had grown up under her wing, and whom the mother's dy-
ing words committed to her care. "Never leave her, Jessie:
promise me~ that you will never leave her!" sh~ had said; and
Jessie had promised, and passionately begged God to deal with
her as she dealt with the trust thus given. She had been Mr.
Carlisle's house-keeper as long as he lived, and afterward the en-
tire charge and responsibility of the Lodge establishment rested
in her hands. Mary Carlisle trusted her implicitly, and people
who had never taken the trouble to sow those seeds of .kindness
which are likely to bring forth such fruits of gratitude often re-
marked that it seemed a "providential mercy" that she should
have found one so capable and honest to relieve her of all care.

"Good-morning, Jessie," said Madeleine, as they met.
"How is Mary?"

"Good-morning, Miss Madeleine-~good..morning Mr. Basil,"
said Jessie, with a smile that seemed to broaden her face two
inches. "Miss Mary wasn't well last night, but she's better this
morning, ma'am."

"Where is she?" said Madeleine. "In the library?"
Without waiting for Jessie's answer-who, indeed, had

turned to speak to Basib-she crossed the hall, and opened the
door. With the exception of two large, well-filled bookcases~
the room she entered had very little claim to the name of li-
brary. It was, rather, a luxurious sitting-room, furnished with
every thing that could possibly contribute to the comfort of the
person inhabiting it. A soft warmth of atmosphere and a fra-
grance of roses greeted Miss Severn: the first came from a fire
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which burned on the hearth, notwithstanding the mildness of the
morning; the second from several large vases full of those royal
flowers which seem to bloom with greater profusion in October
than in any. other month of the year. There were broad couch-
es and-deep chairs; the sunlight was lying in bars of gold on the
carpet; a mocking-bird, whose cage hung in the window, was
uttering the sweetest of his full-throated notes; and in the midst
of this brightness and grace sat the blind girl who was the
mistress.

She was near the fire.-leaniflg back in a chair that was a
sort of round, luxurious shell, with her slippered feet extended
on the marble hearth. They were dainty, well-shaped feet, and
matched the small white hands which lay, with such pathetic
idleness, lightly clasped in her lap. The chair in which she sat
almost engulfed her fragile figure, while on her face the signs
of illness were visible to the most careless eye, in the transpar-
ence of her colorless skin, and the attenuation of the delicate
features. But even with the disadvantage of habitual ill-health,
Mary Carlisle was not a plain woman; indeed, she possessed
several points of undeniable beauty. Her hair was one of them.
It was unusually fine and unusually abundant-twO things
which are seldom found united-aiid in color a soft, pale brown.
Parted simply, without ripple or wave, it made a Saxon arch
over the pure, white brow, beneath which were eyes of that
clear, limpid blue which one sees but rarely-the tint of a sum-
mer sky, a mountain-lake, or a blossom of the myosotis. Lovely
as these eyes were, however, it was only necessary to glance at
them in order to recognize that they were sightless. No ray

of lights no suggestion of color, had ever come to them, and
that introspective expression peculiar to the eyes of the blind
lent an interest as well as a sadness to the charming face in
which they were set.

That face turned as Madeleine entered, and a faint, sweet
smile broke over it. "So you have come at last!" she said.
"Is it Iwho have been impatient, or is it you who have been
long?"
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"I fear it is I who have been long," answered Madeleine, as
she came forward. "But you must scold Basil; it was his
fault

"I thought ii heard Basil's voice. Where is he?"
"In the hall with Jessie-here he comes now!"
Basil came as she spoke, with a quick, firm step, which would

have been unmistakable to duller ears than Mary Carlisle's.
After he had shaken bands and asked how she felt, he plunged
at once into the business which had brought him.

"According to your request, I saw Mr. Devereux last night,
Mary," he said,~ "but the interview was very unsatisfactory. He
allowed me to understand that he has come here for the purpose
of compromising his claim, but he still professes himself anxious
to see you."

"Why should he be anxious to see me?" asked Mary, a
look of interest coming into her face, a slight flush of color into
her wan cheeks~

"I imagine because he thinks that you may be easily worked
upon-being a woman," replied Basil, dryly.

"Are women supposed to have no sense?" asked she,
smiling. "If that is Mr. Devereux's object, he will find himself
mistaken. I should take no step whatever without your advice
~-you cannot for a moment think that I would!"

"I don't know," said Basil, doubtfully. "Ifyou receive him,
you will take that step against my advice."

"But that is a mere matter of courtesy; nothing of impor-
tance is involved."

Basil looked at Madeleine; then back at the sightless eyes
turned toward him. "I am not sure that it is a matter of no
Importance," said he. "Frankly, Mary, I distrust the man, and
I should exceedingly like you to decline to see him. I do not
wish him to come in contact with you. Promise me that you
will write and refer him to Champion or to me."

Mary hesitated. Plainly she was not ready to promise this.
"I am afraid you think me obstinate," she said, after a minute,
"but I cannot rid myself of a feeling that, since he has applied
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so directly to me, it would seem like rudeness-like a repulse of
what he appears to mean with good intention-to refer him to
some one else."

"You must folloW your own judgment, of course," said
Basilwith a slight chord of irritation in his voice. "I have
only offered my advice. Now I must go. You'll excuse my
haste, I know. ~ood-morfliflg."

"Tell me, will you be vexed with me if-if I should see
him?" she asked, almost entreatingly, as she detained his sun-
burned hand for a moment in the clasp of her small white ones.

"Vexed with you!" repeated he, touched and melted all in
a moment. "Good Heavens, no! Do what you think best, by
all means. As for being vexed with you-I couldn't be that
possibly, if I were to try. God bless you 1-Good-by."

He wrung her hand hard, dropped it into her lap, and, mo-
tioning Madeleine to follow him, left the room.

"I see that she has made up her mind to receive ~ he
said, when they paused on the piazza. "Of course, if she in-
sists upon doing so, it is impossible to hinder her; but your in-
fluence may do a great deal, even yet."

"But it is her own affair," said Madeleine, hesitatingly, "and
perhaps, after all, Basil, it would be better to let her follow her
own judgment-"

"Follow her own fiddlesticks!" said Basil, impatiently.
"The plain English of her judgment is her inclination. She is
interested in the idea of receiving him simply because he ap-
pealed to her feelings; and if he succeeds in gaining a personal
interview and works upon her with that plausible manner of his,
th~re-w~ll, really, there is no telling what may ensue

"I think you are mistaken," said Madeleine. "I am confi-
dent Mary is not so easily worked upon as you think; but I will
do my best. I cannot promise more than that."

"Be sure that it i8 your best 1" said her brother., Then he
turned, and motioned Joe to bring up Roland.
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CHAPTER VII.

MR DEXTEREUX~5 INTERVIEW.

Wrnu~ Basil rode away with rather an overcast brow, Made-
leine returned to the library, where Miss Carlisle was waiting for
her.

"Come and sit by me," the blind girl said, eagerly, as soon
as she heard the welcome footstep. "I~ have so much to say to
you-so much to ask you. Let me feel your hand. AU how
cool and pleasant it is I"

"While yours is dry and feverish," said Madeleine, clasping
it. "I am afraid you are not well. You confine yourself too
much in these warm rooms. Dr. Arthur told me, the other day,
that you ought to spend more time in the open air. What do
you say ?-shall we take a drive?"

"Not this morning," answered Mary, shrinking deeper into
the soft depths of her chair. "I am not strong enough. I was
very unwell last night. Did not Jessie tell you so?"

~'Basil told me yesterday evening that youwe~e notwell,
and, if you had not sent for me, I meant to come this morning to
see how you were."

"You are always kind!" said the heiress, as gratefully as if
she had been a pensioner on the charity of her visitor; and she
stroked softly the hand that rested between both her own.

"Jam afraid Basil is accountable for your fever," said Made-
leine. ~i' Is it not so? Did he not worry you yesterday?"

"No," replied Mary, quietly. "He did not worry me at all;
but I worried myself trying to decide what I should do. It
would seem a small matter, I suppose, to most people," said, she,
with a slight accent of apology, "but I am so un~ised to any
responsibility that even such as this weighs heavily upon me.
Therefore I mean to put it on your shoulders," she ended, with
a smile.
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"On my shoulders?" repeated Madeleine. "Oh, I hope
not. I don't like responsibilities." Then, remembering how
strongly Basil had urged her to use her influence and what a
good opening this was for influence, she paused and hesitated.

"But it is not like you to shrink from them," sai Mary,
"and it is unkind besides, when you consider how many a van-
tages you have over me for forming a correct judgment."

"I am not sure of that," said Madeleine. "You should not
underrate your own powers."

"I do not underrate them. I have brains here "-she
touched her brow with one slender finger-" but I am isolated
by ill-health, and, most of all, I am blind. How, then, can I
have the faculty of judgment?"

"God gave it to you, dear," said Madeleine, simply. "Be-
lieve me, you are as well able to decide for yourself as I am able
to decide for you.~~

"No," said the other, shaking her head, "I am not able.
You must tell me what to do. Shall I, or shall I not, receive
Mr. Devereux?"

"On the whole, I think that, if I were in your place, I should
decline to do so," answered Madeleine, uttering loyally the senti-
nient with which Basil had prompted her.

"But why?". asked Mary. "If you were in my place, you
would certainly have a reason for* declining.~~

"Yes, I think I should have a reason: I think I should
feel that such an interview would be quite useless, unless I
meant to interfere in business-matters which women rarely com-
prehend."

"I have not the least intention of interfering in 1~isiness-
matters, which Basil understands far better than I do," said
Miss Carlisle, "and yet I cannot decide t~ refuse Mr. Devereux
the interview which he asks. I have forgotten one thing, how-
ever; in order to form an opinion, you must read his note. Go
to my writing~desk yonder, and you will find it."

She pointed 'as she spoke-pointed ~8 directly as if sight
had dwelt in her eyes-to a small table on which stood an in-
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laid writing-desk. Madeleine rose, crossed the floor, and opened
it. The first thing that met her glance within was a white
envelope, directed, in black, legible writing, to "Miss Car-
lisle."

She drew forth the enclosure, conscious the while of that
respect for the writer which a thoroughly well-appointed letter
always communicates. It was a thoroughly well-written letter,
also, she found and Madeleine was a fastidious judge of
style and expression. Nothing could possibly have been in
more admirable taste, respectful, terse, and with a ring of ap-
parent sincerity in every word. As Miss Severn's eye traveled
down the clearly-written page, she found herself going Over
from Basil's side to Mary's, in a manner which would have
disgusted the former. It was impossible not to be prepossessed
toward a man who was able to express a difficult request in
such graceful and courteous terms; while far beyond the grace
and the courtesy, Madeleine considered the honesty which
seemed underlying these things. There was not the smallest
trace of presumption or vanity in the quiet simplicity which
characterized the epistle, and when she had replaced it in the
desk, she came thoughtfully back to her friend.

"Well," said the latter, after a pause of considerable dura-
tion, "what do you think? Have you nothing to say?"

"Nothing," answered Madeleine, candidly. "You must de-
cide for yourself. I cannot advise you."

"But you must!" said Mary. "What is the matter? Do
you not like the note?"

"Yes, I like it--that is, it bears criticism very well. It
seemsirank and sincere ;~ it is certainly courteous and respectful."

"What is it, then? Are you afraid of Basil?"
"No," answered Madeleine, laughing. "What an inquisitor

you are! I told you that I do not like responsibilities."
E~ And I told you that you rViust accept this one."
"Why not do as you wish, then?" asked the other, feeling

as if she were a traitor to ~ trust. "After all, it cannot be
a matter of very great importance." This was said more to
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herself than to her companion, and was, it may be added, a salve
to her conscience.

"I don't know," said Mary. "I feel as, if it was a matter
of importance-at least, as if it might prove so. But, then, I
suppose instincts are not to be relied upon."

"No, they are not to be relied upon," said Madeleine, sud-
denly roused to a sense of duty. "If you will have my advice,"
she went on, "it is the same which I gave before I read the
note. I think it would' be best for you to decline to see Mr. Dcv-
ereux. lie can have nothing to say which it is important for
ycu to hear-nothing which could not be said to greater advan-
tage to your lawyer or your agent. There will be no rudeness
in declining his visit if you tell him-which is quite true-that
you are very unwell."

"Do you think not?" asked Mary. Her face fell a little.
Evidently this was not the advice she had desired, for when we
ask advice, most of us have our preference with regard to the
form it shall take.

"I am sure not," said Madeleine, with decision.
Then for a short time there was silence. The fire crackled

softly, the bird sang loudly, the sunshine streamed in with daz-
zling brightness, and Madeleine watched her companion's face
anxiously.

"It is strange that I don't agree with you," Mary said at
length. "I never failed to agree with you before. But my in-
stinct on this point is unconquerable-the instinct that I ought
to see him and hear #hat he has to say."

"In short," said Madeleine, with a smile, "you have asked
my advice in order to follow your own opinion."

"I am afraid I have. Pray forgive me if I seem ungracious
or obstinate "

"How can you talk such nonsense 1" interrupted Miss Sev-
ern. "Is it not your affair altogether? I am half glad to be
rid of the responsibility of yo~fr following my advice; and
now, when do you think of receive~ the formidable gentleman
who has given rise to so much disot4~sion?
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"I might as well receive him to-day: I think I am well
enough."

"There may be two opinions on that point; but shall I write
and tell him so?"

"If you will be so kind," said Mary, gratefully.
So, Madeleine-.who possessed the rare art of yielding grace-.

fully-went to the desk, and having presented Miss Carlisle's
compliments to Mr. Devereux, on a sheet of pale-lavender pa-
per, paused with suspended pen, and glanced at her companion.

"You have not told me what hour to name," she suggested.
"Shall I say one o'clock? You are always better in the morn-
ing."

"Not always. I fancy I shall feel better this afternoon. Say
four, instead."

Since it did not occur to Madeleine that therp was any ob.
section to this, she went on writing the note, and, while she was
so engaged, the door opened and a lady entered.

A lady made up of negatives, if it be possible to use such an
expression-a lady neither young nor old, neither handsome nor
plain, neither attractive nor disagreeable, a passive-looking, neu~
tral-colored person, of whom the most positive thing which could
be said was that she seemed to be a gentlewoman. This was Mary
Carlisle's aunt-a sister of her father-who had not been averse
to taking charge of the orphan heiress when propriety and the
opinion of the world demanded that some one should do so.
Mary herself had been opposed to so useless an appendage as a
chaperon; but finally yielded to the advice of others, and this
lady-a widow of independent means and apparently harmless
character-was installed in the position. She had filled it for
two years with passive ability-in other words, she had placidly
existed, walked, talked, driven, crocheted, without troubling any
one-except the servants, who one and all voted her "meddle-
some." Unhappily, this verdict was a just one. Mrs. Ingram
was greatly inclined to meddle;jn what did not concern her, and
her most active ~wd disa~gre~ble characteristic was excessive
curiosity. At the Lodge her4~osition was altogether a sinecure

4
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-for Miss Carlisle made it definitely understood that she was
mistress ofher own establishment-and for this very reason,
perhaps, she had the greater temptation to pry into domestic
and foreign matters with that inquisitiveness which from much
indulgence grows to a positive disease.

"Good-morning, Mrs. Ingram," said Madeleine, looking up;
"I hope you are feeling well to-day ?-you were suffering with
neuralgia when I saw you last."

"I am suffering with it yet, Miss Severn," answered Mrs.
ingram, in a voice of resigned complaint. "It hardly ever
leaves me, though I am sure Dr. Arthur has given me quinine
enough to drive it out of any system. I hope you are well, and
your mother and sister?"

"Thanks, yes-quite well," returned Madeleine, sealing and*
directing her epistle.-" The note is finished, Mary," she added,
addressing Miss Carlisle. "Shall I ring for a messenger to take
it into Stanshury?"

"Let me ring," said Mrs. Ingram, moving to the bell. In
doing so, she passed behind Madeleine's chair, and looked over
her shoulder at the address on the letter. The result was so
unexpected, that she uttered an exclamation. "Mr. Devereux!"
she said. "Are you writing to him, Mary?"

"Yes," answered Mary, " Madeleine has been kind enough
to write a line or two telling him that I will receive him. this
afternoon."

"You are going to receive him, then 1" said the elder lady, in
a tone of strong curiosity, interest, and surprise. "I thought
you said yesterday afternoon-"

"No matter what I said yesterday afternoon," interrupted
Mary. "I have decided that this is best, Aunt Ingram. Please
don't say any thing more about it; I have heard so much al-
ready, that I am tired."

"Not from me, my dear, I beg you to remember," said Aunt
Ingram, with great dignity. "Of course I can't be expected to
know what others may have urged on you; but I have never
advised you to do other than follow your own inclination. 'You
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must do exactly what you think best,' was what I said yesterday
as soon as you showed me Mr. Devereux's note."

"Yes, I remember," said Mary, with a faint, weary sigh.
"But sometimes it is not easy to tell what one does think best.
-Is that you, Stella? "-as the door opened. "Tell Joe to take
this note to the Stansbury Hotel. It is for Mr. Dev-ereux."

"And then," said Madeleine," bring Miss Carlisle's hat an~i
jacket and shoes. She is going to walk."

"My dear, do you feel well enough?" asked Mrs. Ingram,
with an air of solicitude.

"I suppose I do, since Madeleine thinks so," answered Mai~y,
with a smile.

"Of course what Miss Severn thinks is always right," said
Mrs. Ingram, with an accent not quite marked enough to be sar~
cystic.

"Thank you, ~rs. Ingram," said Madeleine, taking the re-
mark as if it had been uttered in good faith. "At least I know
that I am right now."

Despite her own reluctance, Miss Carlisle was therefore taken
out to walk; and acknowledged that she felt better when she
paced up axid down the garden-paths by Madeleine's side. "But
then I always feel better when I am with you," she said. "How
happy I should be if you could stay with m~ all the time I"

"It would be a cheap way of purchasing happiness," said
Madeleine, with her caressing smile.

Yet, as she spoke, her heart smote her that she could not say,
"I will stay with you!" But to do so would involve a partial
separation from Basil, and in a measure from Gordon also, which,
unselfish as she was, Madeleine could not face. There had been
a question of doing so more than once, and Mary had used every
argument and persuasion to induce her to remain permanently
at the Lodge-though the strongest argument and most effective
persuasion with Madeleine was the manifest need of her. Not-
withstanding this faot, however, she could not decide to go. Be-
fore Lacy had been a tie, she had felt unable to leave Basil. It
has heen already 8aid that they loved each other with more than
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ordinary tenderness, but, apart from this affection, Madeleine
felt that her brother needed her. In the midst of his life of toil,
it was to her that he always turned for that intelligent sympathy
of mind and taste, that encouragement when he flagged, that
advice when lie was in doubt, which few men are fortunate
enough to find at their own heartlistones. Neither Mrs. Seven
nor Rosalind "understood" Basil. The finer shades of his char-
acter, the higher thoughts of his mind, would have been incom-
prehensible to 'them; and so Madeleine could not leave him-
not even for the sake of the blind girl who had been so generous
a fAend to both of them.

The afternoon was in its full tide of mellow brightness, and
the trees were now and then dropping their leaves pensively on
the broad gravel-drive, when Mr. Devereux opened the gate of
the Lodge and walked in. As he did so, he glanced at his watch.
It wanted yet six minutes to four. Then he looked at his boots.
They bore plain testimony to the dust of the road over which
he had passed, for they had changed their color from black to a
fine, light brown. Without being much of a dandy, he wished
for a moment that, instead of having indulged himself in the
pleasure of the walk, he had followed the advice of the clerk of
the' hotel and driven out. But the next instant he remembered
that Miss Carlisle would not be aware of the dust on his boots-
nor indeed whether he wore boots at all or not. This turned
his thoughts frQm himself to the recollection of her blindness,
and, as he walked slowly forward, he regarded the pretty spa-
ciousness of the place he was approaching with that reflection
present in his mind, lit seemed. to lend a sadness to a scene
which else possessed great brightness and attraction. The glass
sides of the conservatory glittered in the sun, though the sashes
were thrown open to the soft, warm air, and many of the plants
were still scattered over the lawn; the windows of the house
were also open, and a golden repose brooded over every thing.

Crossing the piazza, Devereux paused for a moment outside
the open door-admiring the hail with its arching staircase, and
that air of lightness and space which good architecture gives. As
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he pa~u~sed, a voice from the upper regions of the house floated
to him crooning a song of which the words were those of a Meth-
odist hymn, the air that of"Ye Banks and Braes o' Bonnie Doon."
A slight smile crossed his face. Jessie, who was singing as she
darned a pair of stockings, was quite startled by the peal of the
door-bell which the next instant resounded through the house.

A tall, black servant answered it, and, receiving Devereux's
card, ushered him across the hall, and into the drawing-room.
This was a large, pleasant apartment, well-toned, and full of
graceful modern furniture, with several long mirrors, and a few
good paintings on the walls. A glass door, draped with lace, led
into the conservatory. The windows looking toward the west

were open, giving a glimpse of the garden all glowing and brill-
iant in the sloping rays of the sun. At one of these windows,
the figure of a lady was outlined against the brightness. She

turned as he entered and came forward. Receiving his card from
the servant, she glanced at it, then addressed him with a bow.

"Miss Carlisle is ready to receive you, lVIx'. Devereux. This
way, if you please."

She moved across the floor as she spoke, and Devereux--as
much impressed as could have been desired by this ceremonious
mode of reception-followed her as she led the way toward the
end of the room where another. ]ady was sitting whose appear-
ance almost startled him, it was so very different from what he
had expected.

Yet, if he had been called upon to define 'exactly what he
had expected, he would probably have found it difficult to do so.
Only, with the idea of a blind invalid he had associated some-
thing painful which the reality failed utterly to bear out. The
slender figure which rose as he approached, wore a soft blue robe
-so entirely devoid of the flounces and furbelows of fashion,
that it would have delighted a painter-with transparent frill&
at throat and wrists, and the' fleecy white drapery of a Shetland
shawl. There was something very becoming in the simplicity
of this attire, ~ornething very charming in the fair, pathetic face
crowned with pale, silken rnnsses of hair, and something inex-

A'
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pressibly touching in the sightless eyes. At that moment he

scarcely noticed Madeleine, who introduced him with the simple
words, "Mary, here is Mr. Devereux~"

"I am glad to see Mr. Devereux," Mary said, and the words
strtick Devereux with a new sense of her great deprivation: he
did not know how often those who never saw, talk of seeing.

As she* spoke, she extended her hand. If another woman had

done so, he would have been surprised, and his taste would not

have been pleased, but in her it only seemed an act of exquisitely
courteous grace.

As he took it, he murmured something-he scarcely knew
what. Never before had he seemed to himself so awkward and
so dull. Then Madeleine pointed to a chair, and he sat down.
As he did so, she moved away, and he found himself alone with
Miss Carlisle.

For a moment there was silence. Mary had resumed her
~eat, and sat with her face turned toward him with an air of ex-
pectation. She was anxious to hear his voice. It was chiefly
by means of the voice that she judged of character. He, on his
part, felt strangely at a loss for words. She was so different
from what he had anticipated, that he felt thrown out of his
usual self-possession. After a time he spoke.

"I hope you will pardon me for having ventured to intrude
upon you.

It was exceedingly stupid, as he felt; but there are times in
which, if a man is debarred from uttering stupidities, he must
needs be silent altogether, and silence has its disadvantages,
since we have not yet attained to the enviable state of those

pure intelligence who have no need of language.
Mary answered with the utmost simplicity, yet with quiet

dignity: "There is no need to consider your visit in the light
of an intrusion. In the matter which concerns us both, my in-
terest is at stake as well as your own, and I shall be glad to
hear what you have to say regarding it."

"I am much indebted to you for having granted my request
for a personal interview," said Devereux, interested and attract~
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ed by her manner. It was singularly free from pretense, yet it
was evident that the young heiress had no inconsiderable idea
of her own importance. This is common enough with heir-
esses, and few of them have so

much excuse for it as Mary Car-
lisle, since the veriest Liliputian if he lived in solitude might
grow to fancy himself a giant. Neither would we esteem him
a fool for doing so. It is when a Liliputian lives among giants
and thinks himself their equal that we are moved to amused
contempt.

"I hope you will not think that I made the request without

a reason for doing so," the young man went on. "I wished to
speak to you as I could not speak to your agent or your lawyer.

I wished to see you and--and learn how you felt with regard to
this matter, which I fear has troubled you very much, and which

of late has troubled me scarcely less."
"To be frank with you," said Mary, "it has troubled me very

little indeed. I fear I shifted all the annoyance to Basil Severn's

shoulders. Personally I have not felt much interest in the re-

sult. Perhaps you can understand that it would not make a
great deal of difference to me."

He understood what she meant. To this blind girl all the

wealth in the world would be useless (save for doing good to
others), beyond the moderate amount necessary for her own
comfort. There are many men who would have found in this
fact an excellent excuse for relieving her of a portion of the for-

tune which she could not enjoy; but Arnold Devereux was not

one of these men. With all his faults, there was a strain of chiv-
alry in his nature-which to himself he scornfully called Quix-

otism, and kept as much as possible out of sight-which, not-
withstanding his undoubted belief in the justice of his cause,
made him feel just then like a robber of helpless woman-
hood.

"It would make more difference than you think, if the mat.
ter went against you," he said, with a tone of great gentleness
in his voice. "It would cripple your fortune very seriously, and
you would of necessity have to endure many deprivations. I
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hope you will believe me when I say that it is thinking of this
which has lately disquieted me."

You are very kind," said Mary; but she spoke doubtfully.
The man surprised and puzzled her. She 'certainly had not ex-
pected any assurance of this kind, and she found herself won-
derii~g what would come next. His voice had a frank ring of
truth in it, yet she could not help distrusting this frankness al-
most as much as Basil might have done. "If I could only see
his face!" she thought. It had not entered into poor Mary's
consideration that faces can deceive as well as tones.

Devereux, meanwhile, saw the distrust which she was feeling,
in her face, and as he saw it he smiled. He was a man of the
world, and he was not surprised or offended in the least.

"Say candidly what you think, Miss Carlisle," he remarked,
with the gentleness of his voice unchanged. "Say that you
cannot imagine why I should think of you in such a manner,
and that you are sure I have some interested end to serve."

"I should be sorry to do you injustice," said Mary, gravely,
"yet it is strange for you to consider me-and I am forced to
think so."

"Strange or not," he said, "I hope you will believe me-
not on my account, but on your own. I should like you to
trust me sufficiently to listen to a proposal which I desire to
make."

"I have no reason to distrust you," said she. "I only think
it singular that you should have troubled yourself about my loss,
in case the suit is decided in your favor."

"Why should you think it singular?" asked he, quickly.
"It is not as if you-or even as if your father-had been in fault
in the matter. He was deceived; but if he were living, I should
not feel any great disquiet on his account. A man can generally
take care of himself. But you, Miss Carlisle-you, a woman and
an invalid-can you not imagine how reluctantly I face the idea
of depriving you of what you consider your rightful inherit-
ance?"

"I am not absolutely without reason, though I am a woman,"
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said Mary, smiling. "I am able to recognize the fact that it
is no fault of yours if you are forced to do so. But it is very
good of you to think of me, and I am deeply obliged. There
is nothing to be done, however, but to abide the decision of the
law."

"Perhaps you are wrong," said Devereux, "perhaps there is
something else to be done." Then he hesitated for a moment.
He had something to say which he scarcely knew how t~ express.
It would have been an interesting scene at that moment to any
one with subtle perceptions looking on~-Mary's fair, intelligent
face, full of attention, and the doubt, irresolution, almost anxiety
on Devereux's countenance as he gazed earnestly at her, meet-
ing the lovely eyes so pathetic in their blindness. Finally he
spoke, almost desperately:

"Your friends will tell you that I am thinking only of my own
interest when I talk to you of a compromise; but this is not so.
I am thinking of you much more than of myself, and I hope you
will trust me. I have come here solely on your account. I wish
above all things to be sure that you do not suffer through me..-.
at least, not to the extent which will be inevitable if the suit, as
it stands at present, is decided against you. In order to accom-
plish this, it is necessary for a compromise of our conflicting in-
terests to be made. I do not ask you for a definite answer now,
but will you take into consideration doing this 2"

"I do not think I can," said Mary, doubtfully. "The friends
of whom you speak would not entertain such a proposal for a
moment, and it is impossible for me to act in a manner opposed
to their advice.
* This surprised Devereux, and it flashed through his mind
that perhaps she might be engaged to Severn. "I beg pardon,"
he said. "I thought you had reached your majority, and were
entirely independent."

"I am of age, and legally independent," said Mary, "but there
are ties of gratitude and trust which nothing would induce me
to disregard. My business is altogether in the hands of my
friend and kinsman, Basil Severn.".
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"Will you agree to a compromise, then, if I can succeed in
making Mr. Seven hear reason?"

"I will agree to any thing which he does, but "-she shook

her head-" I warn you that Basil will never consent to compro-
mise. I have often heard him say that he would not."

"He is impetuous, honest, and doggedly faithful to your in-
terest," said Devereux "I saw that last night."

"He has been every thing to me," said Mary, with a tender
thrill of gratitude in her voice.'

Then there was another short pause. Devereux felt that he
bad said as much as it was expedient to say, yet he could will-
ingly have remained for a much longer time in this pleasant

drawing-room, with the golden rays of the sun slanting in, the
glowing garden without, a scent of flowers on the atmosphere,
and the attractive face before him, over which each wave of feel-
ing passed like a reflection across a mirror. Suddenly he spoke,
on an impulse:

." Will you allow me to see you again?" he asked. "I hope

you do not think that I presume on your kindness, but I should
like to know mQre of you, and I think that, perhaps, if you knew
more of me, you might-trust me."

The last words were uttered after a short, scarcely percep-
tible hesitation-uttered with a cadence that was very effective.
But, for once, Arnold Devereux was not thinking of effect. He

would have scorned himself if he had attempted to practise any
of his society fascinations on this gentle blind girl.

A faint flush came into Mary's pale cheeks. "I am inclined
to trust you already," she said, "but, if you wish to see me again,

I shall be glad to receive you. Do not trouble yourself further,
Mr. Devereux, about any loss which may come to me," she added.

"You may need this property. You can see for yourself that I

do not. Its loss will no doubt diminish my income very much,
but~ that income already greatly exceeds my wants, which are
few."

"We will talk of this hereafter," said Devereux, touched by

the sweetness of her manner. "You have promised to see me,"
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he went on;" pray do not be surprised, therefore, if I return.
Meanwhile, have 1 your permission to see Mr. Seven, and pro-
pose terms of compromise to him?"

"Yes," she answered, "I leave every thing entirely in his
hands."

Devereux shrugged his shoulders slightly. "I fear in that

case I shall achieve a very small result," he said.
He was wise enough to know, however, that he had already

achieved a very good one, so he rose to take leave, and Mary-

whose, ears had that quickness usual with the blind-hearing
the motion, rose also.

"Let me thank you again for having received and listened

to me so kindly," he said, "and pray remember that you 'are in-
clined to trust me I "'

"I will remember," 8he answered, smiling.

CHAPTER VIII.

A VISIT OF CONGRATULATION.

AFTER Madeleine left borne in the morning, Rosalind finished
her breakfast with so much deliberation that it was at least ten

o'clock before the "breakfast-things" were cleared away-a fact

which in Stansbury was esteemed the height of domestic deprav-

ity. Mrs. Seven herself objected to such late hours, but she
was powerless before Rosalind. Not that the latter was unami-
able or rudely determined to enjoy her morning sleep at the ex-

pense of her mother's convenience; but she was spoiled in the
first instance and self-indulgent in the second. "I will really try
and do better to-morrow, mamma," she would say, when she

came down late and met her mother's mildly-reproachful glance;
but the morrow on which this "better" was to be accomplished
never came, and Mrs. Seven, who was far from being a disci-
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plinarian with any one, was least of all so with Rosalind. This
morning, therefore, like many other mornings, the breakfast-
table stood in the floor, Rosalind idled over her coffee and toast,
Ann gossiped with the cook in the kitchen, and. Mrs. Seven
consoled herself for this common delay in the household machin-
ery by glancing with a distracted mind over the morning paper
4-taking the news of the armies in France in conjunction with
her daughter's rambling conversation. Madeleine had been gone
half an hour, and affairs were still in this condition when there
came a ring at the door-bell.

"There!" said Mrs. Seven, looking up. "There. is a visi-
tor, no doubt, and you still at breakfast, Rosalind! 'What will

people think of your habits?"
"Visitors who come at this hour of the morning, deserve to

find one in bed!" returned Rosalind, composedly. "As for
what they think of' my habits, they are welcome to think that I
am civilized, if they like."

"Miss Champion's in the sittin'-room, ma'am," said Ann,

opening the door, and thinking that she would now have an op-
portunity to clear off the table.
* "Very well," said Rosalind, draining her coffee-cup, and

rising. She gave a slight grimace, for her iliother's benefit.
"Helen's early appearance is to be ascribed to the warmth of
a sisterly heart, no doubt!" she said, mockingly. It was a not
uncommon feature of the intimacy which existed between her-

self and the young lady in question, that they were prone to
make speeches of this amiable kind about each other.

Nevertheless, it was a very affectionate meeting~ which took
place 'when she entered the sitting-room where a tall, brunette
girl, with a marked profile, an abundance of black hair, a full
figure, and that air of style, which go to make up what people
in general gall "a very fine-looking woman," and a large' num-
ber of men admire as a beauty, rose to meet her. At night,
and in full dress, ilelen Champion was very striking in appear-
ance, for she had then a brilliant color, and her bearing was ak

ways' fine; but in the morning her complexion was pale and
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sallow, and by the side of Rosalind's fine features, and delicate
brightness of bloom, she looked as if Nature had fashioned her
heavily and carelessly, using no exquisite workmanship, but lav'~
fishing instead strongly-marked tints and large curves of flesh
and blood.

After embracing each other, and exchanging two or three
kisses. in quick succession, mingled with "So glad to see you

back again!" and "How do you do?" the two friends sat down
side by side, and critically regarded each other. Rosalind's
glance took in the whole style and fashion of Helen's dress.

Helen's eyes dwelt, with an envy which she would not have ac-
knowledged even to herself, on Rosalind's face. Then each
asked the other how she was, and having received a coherent
answer, they plunged into general conversation.

"How good it is of you to come!" said Rosalind. "So ear-
ly, too-I feel immensely complimented."

"I could not stay away!" said Miss Champion. "Of course
it was your place to come to~ see me, since I reached home only
yesterday, and I suppose r should have played propriety and

waited for you, if Brother James had not told us his news this
morning. Then I felt as if I must come! And so you are really
to be my sister, Rosalind!"

"I suppose so," said Rosalind, composedly. "But James
might have come this morning and asked me if I had changed
my mind-one does sometimes change one's mind after sleeping
on a thing-before making his news public, I think!"

This speech was uttered with slightly malicious intent, for
nobody knew better than Rosalind that the Champions rather.
disapproved of her as the choice of their nonpareil James, though
it is doubtful whether any of them were bold enough' to suggest
to James that he might display his wisdom to more advantage
by another choice.

"Do you mean that it is not~ settled, then?" asked 'Miss
Champion, who took things very literally. "Brother James
spoke ~o positively, that we thought of course it was an engage-
ment."
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"I believe it is an engagement," said Rosalind, who knew
James better than to contradict what he asserted, and who,
besides, had a slightly more than conventional regard for the
truth. "But I have not grown used to the thought of it yet.
It seems very strange that I am really, after all, going to marry
somebody who lives in Stanshury. You know I always said I
never would."

"But one says a great many things which fortunately one is
not obliged to carry out," said Miss Champion, who probably
remembered a great many such sayings on her own account.
"Though indeed you are quite right about thinking Stansbury
a very poor place to marry in," she went on, with an impartial
air. "Apart from Brother James, I really do not know anybody
whom it is possible to call a good match."

This was a trifle hard to bear, even to the fortunate person
who had the felicity to be Brother James's betrothed, and family
pride, as well as the desire to be provoking, made Rosalind re-
ply:

"I am not sure that f agree with you. What is the proverb
about every swan thinking its own bird whitest? Not to speak
of Basil-whom I consider a treasure too good for any woman
with whom I am acquainted-there is Gordon Lacy, who, every-
body says, is going to be famous some day.

"But one can't live on what everybody says, nor even
on the fame when it comes," said the other, with a laugh.
"Madeleine has found that out, has she not? Brother James
says it would have been much better if Gordon had kept to the
law. Not but that I like him exceedingly," she added, hastily,
"and you have no idea how much people are beginning to talk
about him-as much, you know, as they talk about any thing
literary, in fashionable society, which is very little."

"What do they talk about?" asked Rosalind, who ha4
not been out of Stausbury since her childhood, and who,
whether she would or not, was therefore obliged to sit at the
feet of her more fortunate friend with regard to society expe.
rience.
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"Pe~ple mostly," was the careless reply. "Conversation
may be a little brighter than ours here at Stanshury, but it is
very much the same in substance. Wherever one goes, one
seems to get into a groove of gossip, and tbe only difference is
the people one gossips about."

"That m~ist be very stupid," said Rosalind. "I grow tired
of gossip here, and to go away and find no change would be very
disappointing."

"Oh, but there is a change," said Miss Champion. "Here
one gossips about the same people from one year's end to an-
other; but if you go away, you find fresh people and fresh inter-
est. Occasionally new people come here, however. Have you
seen this Mr. Devereux whom everybody is talking about?"

"I fancy that I caught a glimpse of him yesterday evening.
It was merely a glimpse, and only for a minute."

"I suppose it was he whom I met a little while ago, as I
came up the street-a tall, handsome man, with the air of style
which one does not usually. see out of a city. Brother James
was speaking of him this morning: he says he has come here
with all kinds of sinister intentions toward Mary Carlisle; but
he does not look like a sinister person, and since we know that
he belongs to nice people, I think some attention ought; to be
paid to him. It is really very hard to face the idea of coming
home and settling down without a single entertaining man to
amuse one."

How Complimentary you are to your old friends!" said
Rosalind, feeling herself grow warm over the implied slight to
the old friends in question.

"But one's old friends are stupid because one knows all
about them," said Miss Champion. "No doubt they do not
strike you so, because you have not been away and seen scores
of entertaining people; but I assure you I feel the contrast
already very sensibly, and I am sure I shall be bored to death
within a month.

"What a pity you had not made up your mind to stay away
for good, then, with some one of the entertaining people 1" said
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Bosalind, who could not resist the temptation to let fly a small
arrow of sarcasm. "But the newest of friends or lovers must
grow old in time, and the important question is, how will he
wear in that case? After all, there are wrse principles of se-
lection than that on ~vhich the Vicar of Wakefield chose his
wife, and she her wedding-gown."

"I suppose that is the principle on which you have chosen
Brother James," said Miss Champion, thinking that it would not
be possible for James to give the same good reason for his
choice. "I am not sure that I should be complimented if I were
in his place."

"James and myself understand each other very well," an-
swered Rosalind, nonchalantly. "But tell me about yourself,"
said she, suddenly dropping her weapons and rushing into the
affectionate familiarity which~alternating with such little amen-
ities aS the above-distinguished their intercourse. "Have you
had a delightful time? Were your admirers all nice, and your
dresses all in the fashion? Did you enjoy your visits to your
friends? and is watering-place life as charming as everybody
says it is?"

In the course of the answers which these questions elicited,
Rosalind was shrewd enough to perceive that Madeleine had
been right when she said that the cause of Helen's disappoint-
ment in her summer campaign was probably to be found in the
fact that she had not met with that~ high degree of appreciation
which is necessary to the mental equipoise of those young ladies
whom society has agreed to call belles. A fish which is very
large in a mill-pond, would make but a small appearance in the

ocean. Apart from her personal charms, Miss Champion-in a
moderate way, and regarded from apost-lettwn point of view-
was ~ heiress in Stansbury. Miss Champion had found her
personal charms outshone, and her heiress-ship quite eclipsed,
when she went out into that world of society which is to be

found in cities and at fashionable watering-places. iThnc& her
views of society in general were slightI~ tinged with misan-
thropy.
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"The men on& meets, with a very few exceptions, are all
fortune-hunters," she said, "and the women are all bent on out-
dressing each other. As for manners, what one reads about the
girl of the period is not exaggerated. You would not believe,
if I were to tell you, all that I have seen and heard this summer.
Still, I have had a pleasant time on the whole, and improved my
knowledge of the world. Rosalind, we must really try to make
things a little gayer than they have been in Stansbury. What
do you think of attempting to organize a dramatic and musical
club?"

"I think it would be very pleasant if it could be done. But
where is the material?"

"That may be found. Gordon Lacy would be a treasure in

any thing of the kind. You must all come to me next week, and

we will try to organize a plan. I shall simply die of ennui if
this state of affairs continues."

To avert such a calamity, Rosalind pledged herself to what-
ever was required of her either in a dramatic or musical point
of view, and went rather beyond what was prudent in pledging
Madeleine, Basil, and Gordon, also. "What an acquisition Mr.

Devereux would be, would he not?" she said meditatively in

conclusion, 'thinking of his blond beard and handsome figure,
in connection with a future stage.

Miss Champion's black eyes gave a flash. "If he stays here
for any length of time, I. intend to know him," she said, with
decision; and there was. a great deal of meaning embodied in
that resolution.

After much desultory conversation of this description, and
many plans, largely and indefinitely sketched, for the social
reformation of as much of Stansbury as the reformers chose to
recognize, Miss Champion rose at last and said that she must
really go. She did go-as far as the halL There she encoun-

tered Mrs. Severe, who, being at leisure just then, was very glad
to see her, and very glad to encourage her to further revela-
tions with regard to her social experiences and knowledge of
the world. Miss Champion being fond of relating things new
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and strange, and perhaps not loath to linger, sat down and
talked for a. considerably longer time. After a while, however,

she was warned by the striking of a clock that the morning was
over, and the primitive dinner.hour of Stausbury near at hand;
so she rose and said again that she must really go. This time
she reached the gate. A quarter of an hour later, she was still
standing there, exchanging a few last important confidences
with Rosalind, when Basil came down the street.

Miss Champion saw him afar off, as indeed she would have
been blind if she had not seen him, since the view was enlarely
unimpeded. She laughed, and drew down her veil. "What a
visitation I have made this morning!" she said. "Yonder is
Mr. Seven coming home to dinner. You must really try to ex-
cuse me, but I have had so much to say. Good-by, dear, and do
come to see me very soon-mamma is so anxious to see you, and
I think I have earned it of you."

"Yes, I shall certainly come soon," said Rosalind; "but
when I do, I will not stay and wait for James 1" she added,
sotto voce, as her friend moved away. She stood still and rather
maliciously watched the meeting of the latter with Basil. When
he saw who was advancing toward him, he raised his hat with
a flashing smile, then rode up to the pavement, and, springing
from his horse, eagerly shook hands. Miss Champion paused,
and a conversation of some length ensued. Finally a small boy,
opportunely passing, was intrusted with the care of Roland,
while Mr. Seven, deliberately turning his back on his dinner,
sauntered away by the young lady's side, with that air which
indicates any thing rather than an intense desire to reach the
point of destination.

"Do you see no signs of Basil, Rosalind?" asked her mother,
anxiously, when she returned to the house. "There is a very
fine fish for dinner, which will certainly be spoiled if he does
not come soon."

"I think you had better order it up and let us have the ben-
efit of it, then, mamma," said Rosalind; "for Basil is walking
home with Helen, and, to judge by the rate at which they were

proceeding when I saw them last, I don't think he is likely to
be here in less than an hour-if so soon."

At that moment, Basil was saying, "So you have been
spending the morning with Rosalind? That is kind of you,
since you reached home only yesterday, and after such a long
absence had a right to rest for a week."

" But though the absence has been long, the journey was not,"
answered she. "Who is it remarks that one does not travel
nowadays, one only arrives at places? I arrived in Stansbury
yesterday, it is true, but I am not tired at all t&day, and I could
not refrain from going to see Rosalind and telling her how glad
I am that we are to be sisters."

Basil flushed a little. There was something very suggestive
in the last word, as the girl who uttered it knew perfectly welL
She looked before her, however, with the most complete uncon-
sciousness, and went on with the prettiest propriety:

"We have always been such friends, you know-such par-
ticular and dear friends-.that it really seems as if Brother James
had consulted my choice as well as his own. A~d yet I hate to
give *Rosalind up even to him-that is, I hate to see her marry.
People say that marriage ends a great many things."

"But affection need not be one of them," said Basil, "espe-
cially since, as you say, Rosalind is going to be your sister. I
should think that a real tie would strengthen instead of weaken
the attachment between you." Miss Champion shook her head.
She was evidently bent upon taking .a pensive view of Rosalind's
engagement. "Marriage ends friendship," she said. "Husbands
are always jealous. Even Brother James is a man like other men."

"But I thought it was just the other way," laughed Basil,
passing over the latter admission-which was really remarkable
from one of Brother James's admiring family-" I thought it
was wives who are said to be always jealous of their husbands'

Iearly friends. You know the old couplet which I suppose has
a grain of truth in it:

'My son is my son till he gets him a wife,
My daughter's my daughter all the days of her life.'
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That goes to prove that it is the wife, and not the husband, who
makes war against early affections."

"Or else women are more faithful than men."
"Nobody doubts that," said chivalric Basil, "at least nobody

worth ~
"A great many people must be not worth considering, then,"

said Miss Champion, smiling.
Now, there was nothing very interesting in this conVersa-

tion, yet both Basil and his companion felt that it was rather
pleasant to idle along the shady side of the street, with the
golden boughs arching over them, and fragrant, freshly-fallen
leaves rustling under their feet, while they talked such common-
places as these. Helen Champion felt it because she knew that
Seven admired her, and she had a most sincere enjoyment of
this admiration, united to an absolute necessity for some interest,
some excitement, some incense to her vanity; in the dull stag-
nation of the life to which she had returned. Seven felt it be-
cause, against his better judgment, he was conscious that the sun
shone more brightly, the air was more soft, and the whole earth
fairer to him, when this woman walked by his side.

"How well you are looking 1" he said, after a while-which
was as much of a compliment as he ever allowed himself to utter
.- " I think you must have enjoyed your summer very much."

"No-not very much; only moderately," she answered.
"Part of it was very tiresome. I begin to think that I have no
very great taste for dissipation, after all."

1 "So you have not come back ready to be disgusted by Stans-
bury quietness and dullness?"

"I certainly have not come back ready to be disgusted with
Stansbury, but the quietness and dullness might be improved-
don't youthink so?"

"If you mean that it would be desirable to improve them, I
agree with you; if you mean that it would be possible-I 'don't
know."

"You have little faith and less energy," said she, shaking her
head at him. "I am like Brother James. If a thing ought to

ne done, I say that it must be done. For two or three years
past, we have all been saying that there ought to be something
done to stir social life in Stansbury; yet nobody does it. Now
I am going to do it."

"Are you? I shall pledge the success of your undertaking
in our best bottle of wine when I go home."

"But you must do something more than pledge it, or it will
never be a success. You must help me to make it one. Will
you?"

"Of course I will," answered Basil, promptly. What else

could he answer ,when such a direct appeal was made to him,
seconded by bright black eyes and full scarlet lips? "That is,
I will do what I can," he added. "But I have very little leisure
for social amusements."

"If everybody said that, there would be no social amuse-
ments," remarked Miss Champion, with an air of conclusive logic.

"Very true; but everybody does not say it. ~On the eon-
trary, there are plenty of people who care for little besides so-
ciety."

"I wish we had a few of that class of people in Stansbury.
I think they would improve us amazingly."

"Do you?" said Severn. They had reached the Champion
door by this time, and on 'the steps he paused. "So you have
come back demoralized, after all! " said he, smiling.

"Do you call it demoralized to have learned that Stansbury
is no worse-no more given to gossip, slander, and all unchari-
tableness-nor very much more stupid, than its neighbors?"
asked she, swinging her parasol to and fro, and looking very ~
handsome just then with the light shadows of the branching
elms falling over her.

"No; but still you seem to be finding fault with us."
"Do you fancy yourselves perfect? Socially I think there

is a great deal yet to be done-and I mean to do it! Come!"
she held out her hand, a well-shaped hand in a well-fitting glove
~"will you pledge your assistance when I need it?"

As Basil took the hand thus offered, an answer rose to his
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lips which for once he did not check: "Q~i m'aime, me suit I"
he said, in a low voice. "Was that call ever unheeded ~

"Then I consider you pledged," said Ncliss Champion. She
blushed a very little, and drew back her hand; but she was not
offended. Her experiences had taught her that this was very
mild flirtation indeed. "But I must say good-morning, unless
you will come in. Mamma will be very glad to see you."

"No, thanks," said he, lifting his hat. "They are expecting~
me at home. Good-morning."

"Helen, was that Basil Severn talking with you?" asked
Mrs. Champion when her daughter entered. "You ought to be
very careful how you encourage his attentions. You know there
has been some gossip about you already, and this foolish affair
of James's will make people talk all the ~

"I have no idea of encouraging his attentions," said Helen;
"but what is the good of being young if one has not some amuse-
ment ?-and he is rather pleasant, as men go."

CHAPTER LX.

ROSALIND TAKES A WALK.

THE man who was rather pleasant, as men go, told his femi-
nine audience at dinner that he had received a short note from
Madeleine, informing him that Mary Carlisle had decided to see
Mr. ~evereux.

"I ~am sorry for it," he said, "but it is one of the things for
which there is no remedy. She is at liberty to see the man if
she chooses-and to make a fool of herself also!" Basil was
very much vexed, or he would not have used the latter expression.

"But why should you think that there is any danger of her
making a fool of herself?" asked Rosalind. "Mary has a great
deal of sense; and she believes in you to such an extent, that she
certainly will not agree to any thing which you oppose."
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"I am not sure of that," said Basil, a little grimly. "She
has taken a fancy to act for herself; and, when a woman has that
idea, Heaven only knows where it will end."

"Some women understand business almost as well as men
do," said Mrs. Seven; "perhaps Mary may be of that kind.
One never knows what one can do till one tries. There is Mrs.
Anderson, Basil-you know how well she has managed two
large plantations ever since her husband's death."

"Yes," said Basil, who was always respectful to his step-
mother's commonplaces; "but Mrs. Anderson is an energetic,
middle-aged woman, with the strength of a grenadier, while
Mary is a blind girl, who has spent her life in a sick-chamber."

"There is a difference, certainly," said Mrs. Seven, candidly.
"But this Mr. Devereux may be a better sort of person than
you think."

"The devil is never so black as he is painted," said Rosalind,
flippantly. "Helen Champion has quite made up her mind to
cultivate Mr. Devereux.-Did she tell you so, Basil?"

*
"No," replied Basil, shortly, and his face darkened over. "Jt

strikes me that women seem to care very little whether a man is
honorable or not, so that he is good-looking, gentlemanly, and
promises them amusement," he said, after a while, in a voice
which sounded almost stern.

"It strikes me that the world in general cares very little
about anybody's principles-or conduct either-so that he is
agreeable and has money to spend," said Rosalind.

"Fortunately, the opinion of the world in general is no cri-
terion at all," said Basil. "'iL~~he world will cease to be the world
i~hen it does not applaud charlatans, and honor rogues."

And if the young 'nan spoke a little bitterly, it may be for-
given him in consideration of the school in which he had learned
his philosophy. Never was man less fitted by Nature for the
part of misanthrope than Basil Severn; never was man to whom
the impulse came more warmly to regard with eyes of charity all
his fellow-men; but some stings sink deep and remain forever in
the soul; some wounds do not pass into scars, but remain for-
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ever open and bleeding. It is doubtful whether a lifetime of
success, and that eager deference which the world is always ready

to pay to the risen or the rising sun, could have effaced from

that gentle and Lkindly heart the record branded on it during the
imp~~essionable years of youth-the record of that stern strug-
gle in which he bad seen his birthright wrested from him by

fraud and chicanery, in which the honor of men had been taken

from his father's stainless memory to be paid to those who had
robbed and betrayed him, and in which he had met only distrust

and coldness in his own effort to win his bread and keep his
name untarnished.

After dinner Rosalind followed him out to the portico where
he was lighting a cigar, and, with a careless air, spoke again of
Mr. Devereux.

"Did Madeleine mention when Mary intended to see him?"
she inquired.

"At four o'clock this afternoon, I believe," Severn answered,
puffing out a cloud of smoke. "Why do you ask?"

"Only because I promised Madeleine to walk ~6ut to the
Lodge for her, and I did not care to chance upoti the important
interview."

"Has not Champion been on duty to-day? I am surprised
at that?"

"He told me not to expect him. Next week is court some-

where, and it seems he is very busy getting his cases ready.
You know he never defers business to pleasure1 "

"I know he is a remarkable fellow in more respects than

one," said Basil, laughing; but he glanced critically at the beau-
tiful, calm face as he spoke. Was Rosalind really so well satis~

fled with this deferring pleasure to business as she appeared ?-

or was satisfaction another~,name for indifference?
Rosalind was unusually restless that afternoon; even her

mother noticed that. She wandered up-stairs and down-stairs,
out into the garden, and back into 'the house; she sat down to
the piano and sang half of a song; she read two or three pages
of a new novel and then threw it down. Finally she vanished
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into her own room, and was neither' seen nor heard from again

until she emerged just as the clock was striking four, arrayed
for walking.

"How pretty you look, my dear!" said Mrs. Severn-whom

most people would have considered a very injudicious mother be-
cause she occasionally expressed in words the agreeable fact of

which Rosalind's mirror bad already assured her-" but surely
you have not put on that dress to walk out to the Lodge?"

That dress was a pearl-colored walking-suit, which was one

of Rosalind's prettiest costumes, though made of inexpensive
material. Every thing about it was charmingly becoming-the
short, kilt-plaited skirt, the puffed and paniered overskirt (one
of those Second Empire styles which the feminine world was
wearing in the summer of 1870), the dainty white ruffle and

blue scarf at the throat, and a gold locket on a blue ribbon.
Add to this a leghorn hat trimmed with blue, of one of those

quaint and becoming shapes which remind one of a Watteau

shepherdess, and it will be perceived that Mrs. Seven's surprise
was not without reason.

"Yes," said Rosalind, with a laugh, "I had nothing else to
do, so I thought I would make myself look pretty. James will

take it as a compliment to himself when he comes this evening-
such is the vanity and short-sightedness of man! I don't think

I shall harm my dress by walking out to the Lodge, mamma.
Jt is not very dusty."

She passed from the hall as she spoke, and Mrs. Seven

watched her graceful figure down the walk and out of the gate.
In her light, picturesque attire, she seemed in keeping with the

glory of the afternoon, her mother thought, and she could
not refrain .from sighing again at the reflection that all this

beauty and grace was to be bestowed on James Champion. If
James Champion's mother had been present, she would probably
have sighed at the thought of her matchless son throwing him-

self away on a frivolous girl, who had never appeared properly
grateful for the distinguished honor of his preference, and who
had "only her beauty to recommend her," as Mrs. Champion

5
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often remarked. There is certainly no such thing as pleasing
everybody, in this world, especially with regard to the delicate
and difficult business of matrimony; though it can be said for
James Champion that he had never for a moment thought of
pleasing anybody but himself~

Rosalind took her way out of town with meditative slowness.
To do her justice, she had not made her toilet or selected her
hour with any view to the possible contingency of meeting Dev-,
ereux at the Lodge: her idea only extended to the probability
of meeting him on the road, and observing if he were really as
handsome as he had appeared to her the evening before. See-
ing, however, implies being seen; and she had been mindful of

this fact in the pains which she had bestowed upon her toilet.
It was needful to impress this traveled gentleman with the fact
that Stansbury had one attraction, at least, of which to boast,
and it was with this high and impersonal view that Rosalind set
forth in her pearl-colored dress and blue ribbons.

The afternoon was so lovely-so abounding in brightness, so

brilliant with color-that it tempted her to dalliance, little as
she cared usually for the sunniest smile which Nature could
wear, the gayest robe with which she could adorn herself. But,

then, Rosalind had a reason for dalliance apart from the beauty
of earth and sky. She was on the direct road to the Lodge, so
that if Devereux left before she reached there, she must certain-
ly meet him, while, if her arrival antedated his departure, she
would probably only obtain an unsatisfactory glimpse of his

back, from the library, in which she was able to fancy herself with
Madeleine and Mrs. Ingram, while all the delicate and becoming
effect of her costume was wasted. Therefore, she loitered along
the sunny foot-path by the side of the road, meeting now and
then a man, woman, or child, most of whom spoke to her, and
all of wh&m stared at her admiringly. Rosalind did not object
to the stares. She had a comfortable conviction that even the

cows which she met, leisurely returning home, looked at her
with something of appreciation in their large, full eyes.

The path which she was following kept close to a zigzag
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* rail-fence, with blackberry-bushes growing thickly within its

corners. It enclosed a cotton-field, in which the hands were at
work picking, the sunlight resting like a mantle of gold over the

broad acres "white with the snow of Southern summers," over
other fields beyond, and blue woods in the distance. Some of
the negroes were singing as they worked-one of the old plan-

tation songs familiar to every Southern ear-a wagon loaded
with wood came by, and two negroes who were perched on top
caught up the refrain and filled the air with it as they passed
slowly along. It brought the recollections of her childhood
back to Rosalind, with a sense of startling reality. Just such

barbaric melodies she had heard when, as a child, on her father's
plantation, she had stood a fascinated spectator of "corn-shuck-
ings," or gone out on the river in a flat-boat and listened to the

boatmen's songs as they poled. Perhaps it was the song and
the memories which it awakened, or perhaps it was the sun shin-
ing directly in her eyes, that made her inattentive to any thing
except the path along which she was slowly walking-a path
leading just then down the slope of a hill, at the foot of which
a broad, shallow stream crossed the road. It is at least certain
that she did not perceive a figure advancing to meet her on the
opposite side of the streams

That is, she did not perceive it until she had already taken
several steps on the log which was thrown over the water for
the accommodation of foot-pasengers. Then, looking up, she saw
a man standing on the other side, evidently waiting for her to
cross. A glance was enough to show her that it was the stranger
of distinguished appearance whom she had seen the evening
before. The unexpected sight startled and confused her, just

when she had most need of her presence of mind, for the log

was small and offered footing by no means secure. Jf she had
caught a glimpse of him beforehand, it would have been enough
to prepare her, and there is no doubt but that she would have
been collected and graeefLd even in this trying and tilting posi-
tion, but she had not obtained that glimpse, for the road made
a sharp bend immediately after crossing the stream, and around
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this bend Mr. Devereux had come while she was doubtfully hesi-
tating over the passage of the log. He had started when he
saw her, but then his start had the advantage of being on dry
ground. It was the last thing which he was expecting to see,
this- daintily-dressed lady, standing on the dusty foot-path, with
a flood of sunshine streaming over the beautiful face, with its
wild-rose tints and hair of rich bronze-brown, which he recog-
nized at once. He was gazing at her steadily when Rosalind
looked up, and, as she met his eyes, she gave a start-tottered-
and extended her hand to grasp the rail-fence which spanned the
stream a little farther up. But, unluckily, human arms are not
elastic. The fence was quite beyond her reach. The next in-
stant, she had lost her balance~slipped-fallenand found her-
self, with all her pearl-and-azure glories, in the water!

It is not too much to say that this was an instant of as keen
humiliation to Rosalind as any she had ever known in her life.
Thought, as we are aware, is quick as lightning, and she felt, in
the second during which she tottered and fell, all the awkward-
ness, the mortification, the undignified nature of her position, as

clearly as she realized it afterward. She was one of the people
to whom, of all the evils of earth, ridicule is the most terrible,
and she oould almost have sprayed the earth to swallow her as
she found herself on her knees and hands in the mud and water.
But the earth, out of the Arabian Nights, is never so obliging
as to do this, and, since her hat had fallen over her face and her
skirts encumbered her, she had no alternative but to remain in her
ungraceful and uncomfortable attitude during the long, horrible
seconds which it took Devereux to stride forward and lift her up.

As he did so, her hat fell off into the water, but neither of
them noticed it. Rosalind gasped as she looked at him; and,
but for a timely' fear of adding to the ridicule of the situation,
she would have burst into tears. As for Devereux, he was seri-
ously concerned.

"I am afraid you are hurt," he said, with the deepest regret
in his voice, as he assisted her to the bank. "It was a dreadful
fall. I would have saved you if I could."

"No, J am not hurt," she answered, tremulously, after a short

pause. Then she flushed scarlet, and drew away from him with'
a little, hysterical attempt at a laugh. "Jt was very awkward
of me, and I-I am very sorry to have troubled you," she said.
"I shall do very well now, thanks."

As she spoke, she was intensely conscious of the pitiable
figure which she presented-her dress wet, muddy, ruined; her
hat gone, her hair disordered, her boots soaked, her gloves fit
only to fling away. If she had detected a single flicker of amuse-
ment in Devereux's face, it is impossible to say What she would
have done. But the sharpest eyes in the world could not have
detected any thing of the kind. He was honestly sorry for her
-sorry for her distress, her mortification, her uncomfortable
plight-and his face expressed this sorrow in a manner which
could not be mistaken.

"You will certainly take cold," he said, anxiously. "Can I
do nothing? Is there no house near at kiand?

"There is none nearer than the Lodge," answered Rosalind.
"I was going there. I must walk a little faster now that is
all."

"The Lodge!" he repeated. "Do you mean Miss Carlisle's
place? I am just from there. My name is Devereux. Pray,
let me assist you in some way.~~

"There is no way in which you can assist me," said Rosalind,
pettishly. Just then she felt that she detested him. Was not
he at once the cause and the witness of her humiliation? "It is
your fault!" she added, impatiently. "Why need you have
come so suddenly around the corner and startled me? If you
had not done so, I should not have lost my balance."

"I am exceedingly sorry," he said-and, indeed, he looked
overcome with self-reproach-" I had no idea that it was my
fault. I never was more sorry for any thing. But I could not
know that you had not seen me until you were on the log," he
added, with a faint attempt at self-justification. "I had been in
sight for two or three minutes at least."

"I had not seen you at all," said Rosalind, decidedly. "It
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was because I saw you at last, so unexpectedly, that I started
and-and fell. There is no good in discussing it," sh6 added,
brusquely. "I am sorry that you were obliged to get your feet
wet, and I ~advise you to go on to town as quickly as possible.
Good-evening."

She turned shortly and walked away, for hot tears of mortifi-
cation were, despite all her efforts, gathering in her eyes, and
she was afraid that, if she delayed another minute, they would
fall. Never in her life had such a misfortune befallen her before,
so she scarcely knew how to bear it. She had always been one
of the people who are peculiarly intolerant of any thing like
awkwardness, and who guard against disagreeable accidents with
particular care. To be seen in an ungraceful or an undignified
position, was something so terrible to her that those who are
humorous enough, or philosophical enough, or careless enough
to think lightly of such things, could not possibly appreciate the
keenness of her distress. She clinched her muddy hands to-
gether and swallowed the salt tears which chased each other
down her cheeks, as she hastened along, so intent upon reaching
the Lodge before any one came by to see her woful plight, that
she would not pause for an instant, nor glance back to see
whether or not that "detestable man" was laughing at her, now
that he could do so with impunity. A small negro urchin in tat-
tered raiment, whom she met, opened his eyes and mouth both
to stare at her, and, although sh~ had a strong inclination to box
his ears, she felt that she could not spare the time necessary
for doing so. Even the cows had, to her excited fancy, changed
their aspect of serene, contemplative admiration for a glance of
wondering derision.

The detestable~ man whom she left behind had, mean while,
applied himself seriously to the task of fishing her hat out of the
water in which it lay with all its pretty bravery of blue ribbons
and forget-nie-nots. It was a sorry sight when he drew it to
land at last, by the aid of a crooked stick. He regarded it hesi-
tatingly for a minute, as if uncertain what to do next; then, with
an apparently sudden impulse, turned and followed the young

lady. East as she was walking, he soon overtook her-since,
naturally enough, his legs were able to accomplish much longer
strides than hers-but he was not prepared for the haughtiness
with which she turned on him as he did so.

"Excuse me,"' she said, "but I thought I told you that there
was nothing which I needed."

"Excuse me," he said, humbly, touched and made willing to
pardon her 6rusquerie by the sight of the tears glittering on her
lashes; "I should not have followed you only I thought it best
to bring you this."

He extended the hat as he spoke. Tt had been Rosalind's
favorite (because most becoming) head-gear, and the sight of its
utter ruin did not tend to restore her amiability.

"It was useless to have taken so much trouble," she said, un~
graciously. "Why did you not leave it in the stream? It will
never be fit for any thing again."

"I was afraid not," said he, looking at it compassionately.
"But still I am sure you would not have liked it left in the
stream, if only because every one who passed would have rec-
ognized it, and wondered how it came there."

There was so much of thoughtful consideration in this that
Rosalind felt suddenly ashamed of her bad temper. After all, the
misadventure was her own fault, and there was no need to make
the enormity greater in Mr. Devereux's eyes by pettish unamia-
bility. Therefore she smiled-an April-like gleam which bright-'
ened her face as she turned toward him, conscious that, despite
mud and water, she was still an exceedingly pretty woman.

"They would have thought, perhaps, that I had been drowned
and swept away like Ophelia," she said. "That would have
been tragic at least, and better than falling off a log-which is
simply ridiculous."

"But people are never drowned in five or six inches of wa-
ter," said Devereux, smiling in turn. "I am afraid that, with
the suspicious conjunction of the log, they could only have ar-.
rived at an idea of the truth. But you must allow me to apolo-
gize again for my unfortunate appearance," he went on, sen-
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ously. "You cannot tell how I regret it. If it had leen only
possible for me to imagine-"

But here Rosalind interposed penitently.
"Of course it was not possible, and it is I who must apolo-

gize for having been rude enough to say that my awkwardness
was in any respect your fault. Pray excuse me. It is the old
impulse of human nature to blame some one else for one's mis-
fortunes."

"But you were right in this instance," he said. "I saw that'
you started when you perceived me, and that immediately you
lost your balance. That makes it my fault, and it is impossible
for me to say how sorry I am. Do you think that you will suf-
fer seriously? Do you easily take cold?"

"I don't know," she answered. "I never fell into water
before. This is my first experience, and the consequences are
yet to be seen.~~

"I am really afraid you may be ill."
"I have no such fear. I may take a sore-throat from my

wet feet, but that will be all, I am sure. You may take the
same," she added, glancing at his boots, which were quite as
muddy now as they had been dusty before. "I have not thanked
you yet for coming to my rescue," she went on, with a blush
which Devereux thought as exquisite as any thing he had ever
seen. "You must think me very ungrateful."

"Not in the least," he answered, sincerely. "I am so much
oppressed by a sense of my responsibility that I cannot for a
moment think that I deserve any thanks. Besides, I did noth-
ing."

"You placed me on my feet again. I don't know how I
should have gained them without your assistance."

"I would say that I am very glad to have been at hand to
render such a service, but for the dreadful fact that, if I had not
been at hand, there would probably have been no accident."

"I am not sure of that," said Rosalind, showing one or two
charming dimples about her mouth. "The log was very inse-
cure.

She began to think that he bore the difficult test of an
awkward introduction very well. He bad that polish and ease
of manner which she had always admired as the first and most
desirable of social gifts, and although it is not possible to say
that she was reconciled to the accident which had made them
acquainted-for the undignified nature of it was not less hard to
endure than th&loss of her dress and hat-she was at least able
to acknowledge that Mr. Devereux had borne his share of the
awkwardness with tact and courtesy.

They were walking so rapidly that they reached the gate of
the Lodge before very long. There Rosalind paused and held
out her hand for the hat which Devereux still carried by its wet
ribbons.

"I am exceeffingly grateful to you," she said, more gracious-
ly than she had spoken yet, "and I am very sorry that you have
had so much trouble. Thank you again, and pray try to forget
my unreasonable impatience. I hope you will suffer no ill con-
sequences from getting your feet wet."

He took his dismissal at once-stepping back a little and
raising his hat. "There is no danger of my suffering any thing,~~
he said. "A pair of wet feet are of no consequence whatever.
But I am really uneasy about your condition. Will you suffer
me to inquire to-morrow whether or not you have taken cold?"

"There is really no necessity for your taking that trouble,"
said Rosalind, blushing vividly. She would have liked to say
yes; but she was not sure about the propriety of doing so, and
she was quite sure that Basil and James Champion would both
object. "I shall do very well," she went on quickly; "thank
you again, and good-evening."

She bowed hastily and flitted away, the shrubs and ever-
greens which grew about the entrance of the Lodge soon biding
her figure from sight. As 'it disappeared, Devereux turned and
walked again - rather slowly-toward the town. His first
thought was that she was not less beautiful than he had imag-
ined the evening before-a fact which surprised him since he
knew the illusive power of distance, and the effect of picturesque
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surroundings, and had calculated that half at least of her re-
markable loveliness was due to those. His second thought was
to wonder whether she was a sister of Basil Severn, mingled
with a reflection that, if so, Basil Severn was fortunate in his
sisters-a short-sighted reasoning from personal beauty to moral
attraction, which probably arose from the fact that Mr. Devereux
had no sisters of his own, and had, therefore, never had the ad-
vantage of regarding lovely woman, either generally or particu-
larly, from the impartial fraternal point of view. His third
thought was that Fate seemed caywiciously bent upon multiply-
ing remarkable impressions upon him since his arrival in SLans-
bury; and his fourth-which was another instance of very illogi-
cal leaping to a general conclusion-was, that Stansbury, with
regard to its inhabitants, must be a remarkable town.

CHAPTER X.

ROSES AND THORNS.

DESPITE her confident assurances to Devereux that no harm
to her health would ensue from the wetting which she had re-
ceived, Rosalind was confined to her room the next day with a
cold which required a little domestic doctoring. As for the
pearl-colored dress, it was beyond all hope of ever making pre-
sentable again, and, after regarding it ruefully in the light of
morning, the patient, with that fine and lavish generosity which
is at the bottom of much of the charity of the world (especially
in the testamentary order), presented it to Ann. " Take it out
of my sight, and never let me see it again," she said; arid
Ann was ready enough to obey., The ill-wind of Rosalind's mis-
hap blew a very substantial benefit to her, since, as she re-
marked to the cook, the dress was quite as good as ever-if you
looked at it behind; and she already saw herself arrayed in it,
and occupying a conspicuous seat in the African Methodist
church on Sunday.

While Rosalind was confined to her room, and boring herself
with a novel-she had no great 'taste for reading, and often de-
clared that she never honestly enjoyed any work of fiction ex-
cept "Thc~ Count of Monte Christo "-the gentleman who had
the misfortune of having been the cause of her accident made
his appearance in Basil Severn's counting-house with the un-
pleasant yet scarcely unexpected intelligence that he had Miss
Carlisle's permission to see him with a view to discovering if
some arrangement could not be made by which the lawsuit
pending between them might be ended.

"I suppose you mean a compromi5e,~~ said Basil, a little
haughtily. "There is no other arrangement of which I know.
Am I to understand that Miss Carlisle has consented to that?"

"Miss Carlisle has not consented to any thing," Devereux
answered, quietly. "She referred me to yourself, placing her
interest entirely in your han~Ls."

"In that case," said the young man, "there is no need to
discuss the matter. I shall not yield an inch, or compromise a
farthing. The law must decide between us, Mr. Devereux, and
the law alone."

"I am sorry that you are so determined," said Devereux.
"I am sorry that you will not listen to reason. Above all, I am
sorry that you distrust my sincerity when I declare that I am
thinking of Miss Carlisle's interest rather than of my own."

"If you will pardon me for saying so, I am unable to imagine
why you should think of Miss Carlisle's interest rather than of

7~
your own, answered Basil, coldly. "Disinterestedness is a very
fine thing, but it is a thing one meets so seldom in the world-"

"That you are inclined to doubt its existence," said Deve-
reux, as he paused. "Very well, Mr. Seven, I have done my
best-I hope you will do me the justice to remember that-and
the subject ends, therefore. I shall not trouble you with it again;
but, before we part, I should like to ask if it is entirely out of
your experience or beyond your conception that a man could
prefer self-respect to interest."

The blood came into Basil's face with a quick rush. It was
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not so much the tone which vibrated through this question as
the answer which his own conscience gave to it that, for a sec-
ond, rendered him almost incapable of reply. Was he, indeed,
doing another the injustice which in his own person he had more
than once felt to be the keenest in the world? It would have
been a trifling question to most men, but J3~sil never forgot the
moment in which he seemed to stand accused and convicted of
rash judgment.

"No," he answered; "it is not beyond my conception to
imagine such a thing. I should give poor testimony against
myself if it were. If I have done you injustice in any respect,
Mr. Devereux, I beg your pardon; but I cannot alter my deci-
sion. The interests committed to my charge are not my own,
therefore I am doubly bound to do my best for Them. There is
nothing I would not sacrifice sooner than compromise in the
least degree the trust which has been placed in my hands."

"I appreciate your fidelity," said Devereux. "Time alone
can show whether I am right or wrong in thinking that you are
making a great mistake. Meanwhile, is there any reason why
we should consider each other in the light of antagonists?"

"1 suppose not," answered Basil, won despite himself by
th%~ other's frankness. It was impossible to avoid being prepos-
sessed toward Devereux. Even those who were most preju-
diced against him acknowledged the charm of his manner, the
cordial sweetness of his smile. He was not a particularly re-
makable man, except for the gift of attraction-an inscrutable
gift at best, and exceedingly hard to define-which better men
often lack. It was impossible to deny that he possessed this
in superlative degree, and, though many people at many times
had said hard things of him, no one had ever b~~en known to
say that he was disagreeable.

After this, a little ordinary conversation took place, and Ba-
sil conquered his distrust far enough to yield to a hospitable
impulse, and ask Devereux if he would not spend the evening
with him. "We have very few attractions to offer,~~ he said,
"but you must find Stansbury dull."
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"I do," said the other, candidly. Then he paused--hesi-
tated an instant-finally went on with a smile: "Excuse me,"
he said, "if I ask whether your sister did not meet with an
accident yesterday afternoon?"

"My sister!" repeated Basil, opening his eyes a little; for
Devereux's connection with Rosalind's misadventure had not
transpired in that young lady's domestic . " Yes, one of
my sisters was unlucky enough to fall into the water in crossing
a stream. I did not imagine that it was a sufficiently important
occurrence to have become an item of news even in such a
stagnant and gossiping place as Stansbury."

"I scarcely think that it has become so," said Devereux,
"since I was the only witness of the accident, and this is the
first time that I have spoken of it."

"Oh! you were a witness, then? Rosalind did not men-
tion that-perhaps" (with a laugh), "she was not aware of
it."

"Yes, she was aware of it," said Devereux, beginning to
fancy that he had been deficient in tact in not imitating the
young lady's reticence. But such reflections, like many of our
brightest thoughts, generally come too late. "I only wished to
inquire," he added, apologetically, "if she has suffered any ill
consequences from her wetting."

"She has a oold," answered Basil-" nothing more, I be-
lieve; but it confines her to her chamber."

"I was afraid of that,~' said Devereux. '~I am extremely
sorry," he added; for he could not help feeling as if the acci-
dent and its consequences were in a measure his fault.

Some one else was concerned by Rosalind's indisposition..~....
some one with a much better right than Mr. Devereux to feel
concern. Champion, to whom she had given a very light ac-
count of her accident the evening before, was surprised, and a
little inclined to be incredulous, when he called in the afternoon
to ask her to ride and heard that she was confined to her room
with a sore-throat and fever. "Is it possible her accident was
so serious as that?" he said to Mrs. Seven. "She scarcely
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alluded to it yesterday evening, and merely spoke of having
spoiled her dress."

"She did not tell us very much about it," Mrs. Seven an-
swered,1" but Madeleine says that she was very wet indeed
when she reached the Lodge; Mary sent her home in the car-
riage, you know."

"Do you think she will be able to see me if I call this even
ing?" Champion asked, after a short pause, as he drew on his
gloves.

Mrs. Seven hesitated. There was no counting on Rosalind.
She was an intractable patient, as well as a capricious person.
She might make an effort and come down-stairs, but more likely
she would prefer the solitude of her chamber, with a wrapper
and a novel. "If you will wait, Mr. Champion, I will send and
ask her," she said, at last; unable to arrive at a decision, and
afraid of vexing Rosalind by doing wrong.

Mr. Champion consented to wait; Mrs. Seven rang the bell,
and in a few minutes he was rewarded by hearing that Rosalind
was very sorry, but her throat was sore and her head ached, and
she did not think she would be able to see, him that evening.

Receiving this decision with only tolerable grace, he made
his ~adieux to Mrs. Seven, mounted his horse, and rode away,
ordering his groom to take the other horse back to the stable.

Ten minutes later another step entered the hall. This time
it was Gordon Lacy, who, sauntering into the sitting-room-he
was as much at home in the house as a tame cat, Rosalind often
said-asked for Madeleine. "She is in the garden, I think,"
said Mrs. Seven. "At least, she spoke a little while ago of
filling the vases.~~

To the garden, therefore, Lacy took his way. It was a
charming place always-being Madeleine's own particular king-
dom-but just now it seemed specially attractive, specially full
of the fragrance of roses, the varying tints of many changing
shrubs. In the depths of a perfect rose wilderness, he found
Madeleine. She had her hands full of flowers, which she held
out to him, smiling brightly.

"Are they not lovely?" she said. "Except May, there is
no month like October for roses."

"I am jealous of these flowers," said Lacy. "I believe you
care more for them than for any thing else in the world."

"I care for them exactly as you do for your poems and
your stories," said she. "Do you care for them more than for
any thing else in the world?"

"That is a fine question for you to ask, when you know that
I would make a bonfire of the whole of them, and swear off
from pen, ink, and paper forever, if it were a question of spar-
ing you, I wifl not say one pang, but one vexation or annoy-
ance."

"Would you?" she said. Her face softened into grateful
tenderness, even though there was something wistful in the
steady regard of her eyes. Perhaps she knew him better than
he knew himself. "You think more of me than I deserve,"
she added, simply, "but II shall never ask such a sacrifice of
)~U.

"I am sure you will never ask a sacrifice of anybody," said
he, truthfully. "You were born to make, not to require, sacri-

He looked at her with eyes of honest love as he spoke, the
sunshine, the warmth, the odor, were all about her-seeming
to typify the brighter light, the rarer fragrance of true devotion
which would encompass her life-yet Madeleine shrank a little.
It seemed as if a cold hand grasped her heart-as if the very
lips of love uttered words which had been uttered in her soul
long before, and from which she had shrunk, as what child of
earth does not shrink? Only the saints of God can stretch out
their hands with the impassioned prayer, "Give me more suffer-
ing, Lord, or else I die 1"

"Don't say that," she answered, in a low tone. "Sacrifices
are terrible things. Who of us can know whether we should
be strong enough to make them if they were demanded?"

" They never shall be demanded of you," said Lacy, confi-
dently. "I only spoke of what is in your nature. But leave your
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roses alone now, and come with me to the summer-house. I
have a manuscript in my pocket with ~hjch I want to bore
you.',

"You know that you never bore me," said she, quickly, and
no one could have doubted her sincerity who looked at her Lace.

Her lover never thought of doubting it; partly because he
knew her uncompromising truthfulness, and partly because he

could not, as a serious matter, entertain the idea that his manu-

scripts could bore anybody. They were interesting to him; why,
then, should they not be interesting to everybody else? Save

in his moments of depression, he had a profound conviction -that

they were, and with regard to Madeleine, at least, he had good
reason to know that every thing which concerned him inter-

ested her.
They went to the summer.house-one of those curious old-

fashioned ones of cedar, with the dark, quaint appearance out-

side, the pleasant aromatic odor within, which only exist in a

few old gardens now-and there, while some birds twittered
and sang in the green roof over their heads, and a church-bell

was softly pealing out on the still air, Gordon read his manu-
script. It was a poem-one of the most elaborate, and in some
respects one of the best, he had ever written. Yet, in listening

to it, Madeleine missed a certain simplicity which had been in
her eyes one of the chief charms of his writing. It was more

artistically finished and polished than much which had gone be-

fore, but it was also more pretentious, and for the first time she
caught a decided echo of the strains of one or two of those poets

who have most strongly impressed their manner and spirit upon
the minor singers of the day. As she noticed this, a doubt and

hesitation, with regard to what ~he should say, came over her.

To many, sufficiently sincere people, it would never have oc-

curred; for there was much in the poem deserving the most
honest praise-there was all the graceful fancy, the delicate

feeling, and the perfect knowledge of versification, which she
had often praised before; but there was a strain after something

higher than the writer's powers were able to attain, there was
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a mystical obscurity of thought and an echo of mystical forms
of expression which are familiar to all of us.

When the last smooth cadence fell from his lips, Lacy looked
up, expecting the quick, sympathetic admiration which had al-
ways met him before. Instead, he surprised the half-troubled

look in her eyes, the hesitating quiver of her lips, in such a
position, Rosalind would have been at no loss: 'she would have

told that part of the truth which was expedient, and gracefully

suppressed the rest. But a compromise with veracity was a
thing which never occurred to Madeleine. "You are absurdly
and~unnecessarily Sincere," Rosalind often said; but even Rosa-

lind acknowledged that this unwavering truth was a rock on

which others could always depend. That it was an inconvenient
rock, however, sometimes dawned on the comprehension of

those about her, if not on that of Madeleine herself. Just now
she almost felt it, as Gordon's eager glance met her own-and
then his face suddenly changed.

"You do not like it!" he said, quickly. "Don't be afraid

to say so. I see that you do not."
"I am not afraid," said Madeleine, with her most tender

smile. "I know you too well to fancy for a moment that you

would be offended by the truth. Besides, a critic is worth noth-
ing, if he or she is not honest; and you say I am your critic.

Shall I tell you then sincerely why I do not like it?"

"Of course," said he-but, although he tried to speak as
usual, there came a tone of slight constraint into his voice-
"you know I always want you to tell me exactly what you
think."

"What I thinkthen," said she, laying her hand gently on
his~"is, that you have been betrayed into a little too much imi-

tation of the style and manner of Swinburne."

Lacy started back indignantly-the blood rushing in a tide
to his face. Hardest of all charges for an author to bear pa-

tiently, whether just or unjust, is that of plagiarism.
"I certainly did not expect that," he said-his voice trem-

bling a little-." at least, not from you, who ought to know that
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I would not imitate anybody. The verification may, to the or-
dinary ear, be, slightly suggestive of Swinburne, but in reality
the subject and treatment are altogether different from any thing
which he has ever produced."

"Yes," said Madeleine, eagerly, "and it is for that very rea-
son-because, in many of the most important points, it is alto-
gether different-that II object to the slight resemblance which
it bears to-to some of his poems."

"But I maintain that it does not bear any resemblance,'~
said Lacy, emphatically. "Point out an instance of what you
mean."

Madeleine drew the manuscript toward her and pointed to a
verse.

"It strikes me that this sounds like an echo of certain strains
in 'Atalanta in Calydon,'" she said. "Perhaps you may not
have thought of it, but read it over and see if I am not right."

"I don't need to read it over to know that you are wrong,"
said Lacy, positively. "There is absolutely nothing like Swin-
burne in the poem. If the measure suggests 'Atalanta in Caly-
don,' I can't help that. I should have to give up writing alto-
gether, if I endeavored to find measures which had never been
used before."

"It is not the measure only," said Madeleine. "You must
acknowledge that there are forms of expression which certain
poets have made so distinctively their own that they are imme-
diately suggestive of them."

~&The plain English of what you meanthen," said Lacy,
pushing the loose sheets of manuscript impatiently away, "is,
that you consider this a plagiarism on Swinburne."

"No, no," said Madeleine, quickly. "You misunderstand
me entirely. I only mean that there is something in it which
suggests his style; but there is also much in it which is original
-so much that is graceful and charming-that I should like to
see this suggestion of resemblance removed."

"Oh, the thing is not worth recasting altogether, as I should
have to do," said Gordon, drawing the sheets toward, him and

I
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beginning to fold them together., "Probably it is not worth
any thing at all," he added, with a short, unmirtliful laugh. "It
is only a pity that I have wasted so much time over it."

"I am so sorry!" said Madeleine, in a grieved tone. She
did not add for what. If she had spoken what was in her mind,
she would have said, "that I have vexed and depressed you."
But, even to do away with this vexation and depression, she could
not unsay her just criticism.

"It does not matter at all," said her companion, shuffling the
papers into his pocket, and rising with a nonchalant air. "There
is nothing to be sorry about. Of cours.eyou couldn't say any
thing but what you thought.-But this summer-house is rather
damp, I am afraid. Suppose we go back to the roses? They
are more interesting, after all."~

"Nothing is better or more interesting to me than what con-
cerns you," said Madeleine, laying her hand on his arm, and lift-
ing her face to his, full of affection and contrition. "Gordon,
don't-don't talk in that manner! How shall I be able to for-
give myself if I have discouraged you, or made you doubt the
excellence of your work?"

"It is a good thing for me to be discouraged, perhaps," said
Gordon. "Likely enough, I am a conceited fool to dream for a
moment that I can' be any thing more than an echo of other men's
strains."

"You know I did not mean that-you know I never thought
that! "cried Madeleine. Tears sprang to her eyes. What could
she say? Gordon was vexed and petulant, and not averse to
making her feel uncomfortable; but it was also true that his ever-
ready doubt and depression had fallen like a cloud upon him..
Even to himself he said, in the soreness of his wounded self-love,
that Madeleine was right to make him understand that his work
was utterly worthless, and himself a presumptuous plagiarist.
As for Madeleine, ~she saw that to say any thing else would only
make matters worse. And so they went back to the roses, with
a constraint between them which took all the brightness and fra.
grace out of the evening, for one, at least.
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* While this little scene was in progress in the cedar summer-
house, while James Champion was riding alone out of the town
into the lovely, color-decked country, and Rosalind was thinking
that her throat was better and that she was almost sorry she had
not gone with him, since her room looked narrow and confined
with the sunlight shining on the twinkling ivy-leaves around
the window, Basil's quick step sounded on the gravel-walk, and
Basil's cheerful presence entered the room where Mrs. Seven
was sitting.

"You are such a famous house-keeper, mother, that I'm not
afraid to tell you what I've done," he said, with a laugh. "Since
I saw you, I have invited Mr. Devereux to tea. P hope you
won't tell me that I have made a great mistake-that there's no
butter in the house, or something of that kind."

"Invited Mr. Devereux to tea!" said Mrs. Seven, dropping
her work into her lap. "Dear me, Basil, how much you are
like your father! That wa~ his way invariably. In the most
off-hand manner he would ask half a dozen gentlemen to dinner,
and give me, perhaps, half an hour's notice of it. I often told
him what some women would have said of such things!"

"Then I have made a mistake!" said Basil. "I am very
sorry, but it really never occurred to me that the tea we have
every evening was not quite good enough for Mr. Devereux."

"I did not say that you had made a mistake," answered
Mrs. Seven, beginning to fold her work; "only that it was so
exactly like your father. Of course, the tea is good enough,
though I could have had a better one if you had let me know in
time. As it is, I'll see what Becky can do, and get out the old
china."

So it came to pass that, when Madeleine came in from the
garden with her hands full of roses, she found Basil lounging in
the hail with a newspaper, and heard that Mr. Devereux was
expected to tea. She looked amazed at this intelligence, and
Lacy, who was with her, uttered a low whistle. "You must
have altered your opinion of that gentleman," he said.

"Well, yes," replied Severn, candidly. "I have altered my
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opinion a little. I don't clearly know what to make of him; but
there's no harm in asking him to tea."

"None at all," said Madeleine," since Arabian hosPitality has
fortunately gone out ~of fashion. As soon as I have put my
flowers in water, I must tell Rosalind. What a pity she is sick!
I have an idea that she would enjoy meeting Mr. Devereux"

Putting the flowers in water was not much of a task to such
practiced fingers as hers. She filled every vase and hanging
basket; then, leaving the drawing-room full of perfume and soft
evening light, ran up to Hosalind's chamber. To her surprise, she
found that young lady standing before her mirror, evidently en-
gaged in making a toilet. Her hair was coiffed, and she was
putting the finishing touches to some light curls about her fore-
head when her sister entered.

"What are you doing?" the latter asked. "Is it possible
you are thinking of coming down this evening?"

"I am not only thinking of it, but I am preparing for it,"
Rosahnd answered, looking closely and critically at herself in
the mirror. "You would not wonder, if you were as tired of
this room as I am!"

"But how is your throat? and are you sure that you are not
feverish now? Let me feel your pulse."

"My throat is better, and my fever is all gone," said Rosa-
lind, extending a pretty white wrist for examination. "I am
almost sorry I did not go to ride with James. But I felt lazy,
and my ~head ached just then."

"Has Mr. Champion been here this afternoon?" asked Made-
line. Instantly her mind flashed to a possible contingency.
"In that case, Rosalind-.-since you did not see him-I do not
think you ought to come down," she said. "Ii will seem
strange.~~

"Why should it seem strange?" demanded Rosalind. "Can-
not one's feelings change? James is not so absurdly unreason-
able as to think any thing of my enjoying the lively pleasure of
my domestic circle because I was not able to see him."

"But it will not be your domestic circle-at least not exclu.
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lively," said Madeleine. Basil has just told us that he has asked
Mr. Devereux to tea."

~" Mr. Devereux!" repeated Rosalind. Sh~ turned round
with the liveliest surprise imprinted on her face. "Are you in
earnest, Madeleine? How very singular! Why, it was only
yesterday Basil was angry with Helen Champion because she
wanted to know Mr. Devereux 1"

"I don't exactly understand Basil's change of sentiment,~'
said Madeleine. "But the fact remains-Mr. Devereux has been
asked to tea; and, therefore, since you declined to see James
Champion, I think you had better not come down."

"James ought to be much obliged to you for your considera-
tion of his feelings," said Rosalind; "but as for me, I shall cer-
tainly come down now that I hear Mr. Devereux is expected. I
would not miss the opportunity of seeing him" (" and being
seen," she might have added), "for any thing. Besides, James is
not likely to hear about it."

"People always hear about such things; and you must con-
fess that it will seem

"I shall confess nothing," interrupted Rosalind, pettishly.
"It is against my principles, and the matter does not appear to
me of sufficient importance to have any seeming at all. I am
coming down, and that is the end of it."

She turned back to her toilet with an air of decision, and
Madeleine said no more. Perhaps she might have uttered a
stronger remonstrance if she had been aware that, besides de-
clining to go to ride, Rosalind had excused herself from seeing
Champion that evening. But Rosalind kept the latter fact to
herself. It did not disquiet her at all. James would not hear
of her being down, or, if he did, she could easily smooth the
matter over to him. She had a firm belief in her power of smooth-
ing matters over whenever she chose to do so.
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CHAPTER XI.

MR. DEVEREUX ENTERS SOCIETY.

AN hour later Mr. Devereux arrived, and was shown into the
drawing-room where the family were assembled. The windows
were open, for the weather had softened to almost summer
warmth, and the gas was burning low in the large chandelier. A
fragrance of roses filled the room, day was dying away in purple
softness outside, in all nooks and corners shadows hung. Made-
leine rose from the piano, the ivory key-board of which gleamed
behind her, as he entered. Rosalind was sitting in a deep, lux-
urious chair just where the light from the chandelier fell most
broadly. Basil came forward to meet and present him to Mrs.
Seven, who extended her hand with a great deal of kindly
grace.

"I knew your mother very well when she was the beautiful
Miss Mansfield, Mr. Devereux," she said, "and I am happy to
make the acquaintance of her son. Will you let me claim the
privilege of my years and say that you look very much like
her?"

"You overpower me madam," said Devereux, bowing. "I
fear that your memory is kinder than I deserve."

As he spoke his eye took in the whole picture of the room,
and he even recognized Lacy as the hero of the little scene on
the portico, which still dwelt in his memory. When he was pre-
sented to Rosalind, she looked up smiling and blushing.

"You must let me thank you again for pulling me out of the
water," she said. "I have been tormented all day with the
recollection of my ungrateful conduct yesterday afternoon."

"You were not ungrateful," he answered. "But I feared
that you would suffer for your wetting, and I am relieved to see
you so well."

"She is not so well as she looks," Mrs. Seven said. "She

K
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has been confined to her room all day, and I am not sure that it
is prudent for her to be out of it now."

"My throat is sore," said Rosalind, clasping that round
white column in her delicate fingers as she met Devereux's
glance. "But that is not of much consequence."

"I should think that it was of a great deal of consequence,"
answered he, with a very warm tone of interest in his voice.
Then he turned to Madeleine: "I suppose you have heard that I
was so unfortunate as to be the cause of this sore throat?" he
said.

"On the contrary, I thought that you played the part of
rescuer," she replied, with a smile.

"It was generous of you to tell no more than that," he said,
turning again to Rosalind. Then he related the story of his
share in the incident-coloring it according to the fashion of
raconteurs-and by the time he had finished, and they had all
laughed over it, the stiffness of new acquaintance seemed to
have vanished.

As has been said before, however, it was almost impossible to
be stiff with Devereux very long. The ease of his manner in-
spir4~&se in others, and Rosalind in especial was delighted
wi$~Ihim. Seldom, in the course of her short and uneventful
experience, had she seen a man so entirely according to the fash-
ion of her own taste. She regarded him with approval from the
crown of his blond head to the tip of his unexceptionable boot,
and exerted herself for him-exerted herself to attract, to please,
to impress. him with the unusual nature of her gifts-as she nev-
er exerted herself for any man of Stansbury, not even for James
Champion, whom she had promised to marry. Tt would have
been strange if she had not succeeded in her object. It would
have been strange if Devereux had not been impressed with ber
brightness and her cleverness-for Rosalind was abundantly
gifted with that adaptive quickness which is quite apart from
intellectual power, or any great degree of intellectual culture.
Then her beauty grew upon him. The more he studied her
face, the more certain he felt that he had never before seen such
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perfection of coloring united to such delicate regul~trity of feat~
ure. Her manner, too, was Singularly good for a village.bred
maiden., It was true that he detected at once the dash of co-
quetry in it, and this coquetry had not the chic which a beauty
of the world would have given, but it was subordinate to good
taste-which is more than can always be said for the chic in ques-
tion. Of vivacity she had just enough to please without offending.
Devereux was fastidious, and a woman who laughed too much,
or who pitched her voice in too loud a key, would have jarred
on his taste if she had been a Hebe. But Rosalind, though she
smiled often, laughed seldom, and no man could have found
fault with the low, sweet peal of that laughter when it came.

It need not be supposed that these observations, on either
side, were made at once. They were extended over a consider-
able length of time, for Devereux could not monopolize Rosa-
lind's, nor Rosalind Devereux's attention. The Severns were
well-bred people, and they understood the rare art of sustaining
general conversation.

If the little group had been sociable in the drawing-room,
they. became still more so when gathered round the tea-table.
It was true that something of a cloud still hung over Gordon; but
only Madeleine's eyes perceived this, and Rosalind was in bright
enough spirits to have atoned for half a dozen misjudged poets.
When they returned to the drawing-room, Devereux walked
to the piano, and taking up a sheet of music asked if she
sang.

"What shall I say?" she laughed in reply. "You will
think me hopelessly commonplace if I answer 'a little,' and I
cannot in conscience answer 'a great deal."'

"Do not answer at all, then," he said, "but let me hear you
and judge for myself whether it is a little or a great deal."

"I would do so with pleasure if it were not for my throat,
but, before I had sung three bars, mamma would interfere, and
send me away to gargle with red pepper and sage-tea."

"In view of such a penalty it is impossible to press the
point," he said, smiling; "but you seem to have an excellent

6
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collection of music here. We can look over the songs, can we
not? Then you can tell me what you like best, and I can hope
to hear them another time."

Rosalind willingly agreed to this, and contracted her dra-
pery in the most obliging manner to make room for him and the
music portfolio which he brought, on the sofa by her side. It
is unnecessary to describe how they looked when they. were
seated with their heads bent together over the open pages,
which they shared between them. We have all witnessed such
scenes, and we all know that, however innocent they may be in
fact or intent, they have but one significance to the general eye,
and that significance is-flirtation. To add to this appearance,
the pair in question were quite apart from the rest of the com-
pany, who were grouped around a table immediately under the
chandelier. Mrs. Seven's crochet-needles were at work; Made-
leine, Lacy, and Basil were discussing the siege of Paris. "That
is a thing which is hackneyed past endurance ~ said Devereux,
turning over the pages of a well-known serenade, and Rosalind
laughed.

"If you are critical and classical," she said, "I certainly*
shall not sing for you. But here is something good !-don't
~you like this?"

"Yes, but it is a tenor song-you don't sing it, surely?"
"Oh no, but Gordon yonder does. He has a charming~

voice.
"Gordon! Do you mean Mr. Lacy?" asked Devereux,

glancing across the room. "He looks like a tenor. Is he"
-hesitation for a moment-" is he related to you?"

"Not at all; but I have known him all my life, and he is
engaged to Madeleine."

"Indeed!" said Devereux. He glanced at Lacy again-
more critically ~this time. As he did so, a sharp peal of the
door-bell echoed through the house, and Rosalind started.
"Who can that be?" she said, and, as her companion's eyes
returned to her, he noticed that the flush on~ her face had deep-
ened.
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"Js she expecting somebody, or dreading somebody?" he
thought-and just then there was a sound of voices, a rustle
of silk, and two ladies swept into the room. Rosalind recog-
nized them in a moment: they were the Champions, mother and
daughter.

"Pity me!" she said, with a little trill of laugbter-.---under
which, however, a cadence of perturbation might have been
heard-" yonder are two people who have come expecting to
find me in bed, with gargles and foot-baths. Listen!"

"Good-evening, Mrs. Sevenn" Mrs. Champion was.. saying,
in a deep bass voice which suited her remarkably imposing and
masculine appearance. "How do you do? Here I am at last,
you see. I have been intending to come for a long time, but
my intentions don't bear fruit very well, and I should not be
here now if James had not returned this evening full of concern
about Rosalind's illness; so I told Helen we would walk over
and see how she is. I hope her sickness is not serious.~~

"Oh, not at all! I am glad to say that she is a great deal
better," Mrs. Seven began, with some embarrassment, when
Miss Champion, whose eyes were sharper than her mother's,
arrested her by an exclamation.

"Dear me!" she said. "Why, yonder is Rosalind, now-
and looking quite as well as ever! I think we have had our
walk for our pains, mamma, if we came to see an invalid."

"Rosalind is better this evening, but she has been very un-
well during the day," said Madeleine, as Mrs. Champion turned
sharply round, and brought her eye-glass to bear on the t~te-d-
tate of the sofa, for Rosalind had not disembarrassed herself suf-
ficiently from the litter of loose music to rise. She did so, the
next moment, however, and came forward with a smile which
might have propitiated the sternest of prospective mothers-in-
law.

"How good of you to come to see me, dear Mrs. Chain-
pion!" she said. "You must not lose sympathy with my sick-
ness because you see me down here. I really have not been
shamming-though I won't say that I might Tiot ha~ve been
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tempted to do so if I had thought that it would bring you! I
have had a very bad cold and fever all day-have I not, mam-
ma ?-and my throat is very sore yet."

"You certainly do not look as if you had been sick," said
Mrs. Champion, coldly. She gave a comprehensive glance as
she spoke, which took in every thing-every tasteful detail of
Rosalind's toilet, the handsome stranger in the background,
the open piano, and the scattered music. "I am sorry we in-
terrupted you," she added, stiffly. "Probably you were sing-
ing for that gentleman. Don't let me interrupt you-I will
talk to your mother."

"Singing!" repeated Rosalind. "How could I sing when
I can scarcely talk? It is only by chance that I am down. I
felt a little better after James left, and I was so tired of my
room. That gentleman is Basil's guest-not mine.-Mamma,
had you not better introduce him to Mrs. Champion?"

"He is Mr. Devereux," said Mrs. Seven, in a low and rather
deprecating tone. Basil had crossed the room and was speak-
ing to Devereux, so she was secure of not being overheard.
"Basil thought it would be only civil to pay him some atten-
tion. If you have no objection, I should like to introduce him
to you. He is very pleasing, and I suppose you remember his
mother.-the great beauty, Miss Mansfield."

"I am really surprised at Mr. Sevenn" said Mrs. Champion,
almost indignantly. "James has no opinion whatever of Mr.
Devereux, and thinks it is quite wrong to countenance him.
Since he is in your house, Mrs. Seven, I can't refuse to allow
him to be introduced."

"'So you have the distinguished stranger!" Miss Champion
was, meanwhile, saying to Madeleine. "Now, I call this lib-
eral conduct in Mr. Severn-better than glowering, as Brother
James does when, one says that one should like to know
him."

"Is it possible the king can do wrong, in your eyes, Miss
Helen?" Lacy asked. "Is not Champion's frown your law?"

"Oh, no-only Rosalind's," answered that young lady, ami-

ably. "I wonder what he will say, by-the-by, when he hears
that, although she was tOo sick to see him, she could come down
to flirt with Mr. Devereux 1"

This was a sotto voce remark, which Lacy, in the same tone,
answered:

"You are mistaken about the flirting. We had only come
in from tea a few minutes before you arrived. Don't judge too
hastily from appearances. They are sometimes deceptive, you
know."

Miss Champion elevated her black eyebrows significantly.
"They don't deceive me!" was what that expressive gesture
said. Like her mother, she noted every adorning ribbon which
Rosalind wore, as she had already noted the scene by the piano.
There is an old and very sensible adage about setting a thief to
catch a thief and the same rule holds good about many other
things-ilirting, among the rest.

After Devereux had been presented to the two ladies, a little
conversation ensued, but it was not in the nature of things that
this should last very long. Mrs. Champion put Rosalind through
a severe cross-examination with regard to her indisposition, and
then, turning to Mrs. Seven, she began discussing the different
modes of treating colds and the maladies which under given cir-
cumstances might arise from them. Rosalind, as in duty bound,
sat in attendance on this instructive conversation, bearing her
martyrdom with outward decorum, and only casting a slight, en-
vious glance now and then at the group on the other side of the
table.

To say that Miss Champion was the most brilliant spirit of
this group would express very little of the conversational power
which that young lady was pleased to exert, inspired by the con-
sciousness of three masculine listeners, each of whom she felt
that it would be pleasant to convert into an admirer. Although
it may be supposed that she was already certain of Basil's ad-
miration, ~t may be added that few women of her class do not
like to rivet fresh fetters even on an assured slave; and of Ba-
sil's slavery Miss Champion had never vet received any satisfac-
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tory assurance. With regard to Lacy, she had once, considered
him an admirer,'aud he had deserted her staiidard. This had
piqued her a little at the time; but, since she had been from home
and had heard of him as something of a celebrity, pique had
changed into a resolution to win him back again, if such winning
were at all possible. As for Devereux, it was not to be expected
that a young lady fresh from fashionable society would be more
blind to his attractions, or look on him with less favor than Ros-
alind had displayed. In the effusive language of her class, Miss
Champion was "charmed" with him, and she arched her eye.
brows and showed her white teeth, and gesticulated with her
ringed and braceleted hands, more for his benefit than that of
any one else.

Instead of having their due effect, however, these efforts were
more wasted on him than on either of the others. his taste was
fastidious, and Miss Champion was not according to the standard
of that taste. She was a commonplace specimen of the genus
"young lady," he thought; passably fine-looking, and exceed-
ingly talkative, but not at all attractive. If civility had sanc-
tioned such a proceeding, he would have looked as he felt, very
mu.h bored, under the steady flow of her animated conversation.
As it was, he took advantage of the first opportunity-when she
was addressing herself especially to Lacy-and turned to Made-
leine. A small photograph in a standing frame on the table near
which they were sitting at once furnished a convenient subject
of conversation, for, drawing it toward him, he saw that it was
a likeness of Mary Carlisle.

"Hoe excellent!" he said-for the sun had indeed caught
with singular fidelity the pathetic charm of that sweet counte-
nance-" I have never seen a better likeness produced by me-
chanical art."

"Yes, it is very good," said Madeleine, "but scarcely does
Mary justice, I think."

"Justice is so hard a thing to obtain," he answered, "that it
is not strange tl5at photography should fail in rendering it to
such a face as Miss Carlisle's. Her features are none o~ them

very distinctly marked, nor are there any striking contrasts in
her coloring. The charm of the face is in its exquisite express~
sion-and that is here."

"Yes," said Madeleine, "it is there-though expression is
usually the last thing which photography is able to reproduce.
I have often thought that it is to the face what the soul is to the
body."

"You are quite right," said Devereux, looking at her with a
smile, "and it is a very candid and beautiful soul which shines
in Miss Carlisle's face. May I venture to say how much I was
attracted by her?" he went on, after a short pause. "I have
rarely in my life been more surprised, and never, I am sure, more
charmed, than by her appearance and manner."

"She is very charming," said Madeleine. The frankness with
which he spoke disarmed stfspicion, and yet at that moment the
fears on which Basil had dwelt, the day before, suddenly oc-
curred to her. They seemed absurd, however, as she regarded the
face before her. Though people might differ very widely about
every other point in Devereux's personal appearance, it was not
possible for any one to say that he looked like a "scheming ad-
venturer." So, after a moment, she added: "I am sure there is
not in the world a nobler nature or a more tender heart than
that of Mary; and it saddens me to think what she might have
been but for the great misfortune which has shut her off from
active ~

"But without that she would have been just like other wom-
en," said Devereux. "Now, she seems to stand apart, marked
off, as it were, by the sacredness of great affliction.

"If you are regarding her poetically, that is true. But, apa~
from poetry, her life is a very sad one."

"I hope I have not spoken too lightly," said he, gravely.
"I hope you do not think that I fail to realize the greatness of
her misfortune. II~ was inexpressibly touched by the mere sight
of her eyes. And there was something of the same feeling in
the gracious sweetness of her manner. One felt as if

'Saint by her face she should be, with such looks."'
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Madeleine smiled. "I am glad that you appreciate Mary,"
she said. "It is not every one who does. You are very kind
to overlook the distrust with which she met you," she added,
thinking that she would sound a little in the unknown waters
of his intentions and desires.

- "There was nothing to overlook," he answered. "The
courtesy of Miss Carlisle's reception was exquisite, and as for
the distrust-it would have been very unjust to blame 'her for
that."

"You seem to have conquered it altogether."
"Did I? I am glad to hear you say so. Miss Carlisle is an

uncommon woman, 6r I should not have conquered it so soon.
Forgive me if I say that women are generally more prejudiced,
and more tenacious in maintaining prejudice, than men."

"Because they are less reasonable?" asked Madeleine, with
* her arch, sweet smile.

"I am sure you are reasonable enough to forgive me again
if I answer yes," said Devereux, attracted by her manner, her
face, her voice, as he had been attracted from the first. It was
a different attraction altogether from that of Rosalind's grace-
ful beauty, and yet not half so easy to analyze. He felt un-
consciously that there was something magnetic about this wom-
an, but let no one~ suppose that it was a magnetism akin to the
tender passion. There are more things in heaven and earth
than are dreamed of in our narrow philosophy. Sometimes we
walk with angels unawares, but again the soul rises up as if to
greet the presence which is to work it great ill or greater good.

"You must not expect me to turn State's evidence," said
Madeleine, shaking her head. "Men are very unreasonable
sometimes-and very prejudiced, too."

"Granted with all my heart," responded Devereux. Rosa-
lind, who was watching him closely without appearing to do so
(a faculty some women possess), wondered what he was talking
about that interested him so much, and decided to question her
sister as soon as practicable. Just then Miss Champion rose,
with a rustle of her silken skirts.

"Mr. Lacy insists on my singing," she said to Madeleine.
"It is true I am rather out of practice, and I have not my notes,
but still one likes to be obliging.-.-Mr. Devereu.x, do you sing?
If so, I give you warning that I am beating my drum for re-
cruits for a musical and dramatic club I am endeavoring to
organize, and that I should be happy to enlist you."

"Unfortunately, I have no claim to enter such a service,,~
said Devereux, bowing. "I am so entirely destitute of musical
or dramatic ability, that I am only able to appreciate the ex-
cellence of others in either respect."

"You are too modest," said she. "I always suspect such
extreme modesty. Have you really no musical knowledge ?-

have you never acted?"
A short catechism on his accomplishments ensued-for the

organization of her club was very near, indeed, to Miss Chani-
pion's heart-which revealed a most startling degree of igno-
rance on Mr. Devereux's part, though it was plain that his cat-
echist regarded this ignorance with suspicion. "He knows a
great deal more than he pretends," she said, indignantly, when
she went at last to the piano with Lacy. "He is conceited,
and thinks the amusements of a country town beneath his dig-
nity. I shall let him alone. He is disagreeable and supercili-
ous.',

The gentleman thus described fell under the odium of still
further disgrace by taking leave immediately after her first song.
As he parted with Basil on the portico, the latter hospitably
gave him a general invitation. "We shall always be glad to
see you," he said; and. Devereux replied with more sincerity
than the trite words usually contain: "I shall be very happy
to come, for already I am indebted to you for a very pleasant
evening.~~

It had been a pleasant evening, he said to himself as
he walked slowly along under the balmy October moon; not
remarkably enlivening, but simply pleasant. It was an inter-
esting, family group, that of the Severns, and the two sisters
were both studies in their different ways. On the other people

K
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whom he had met he scarcely bestowed a thought. Rosalind's
lovely face, Madeleine's soft eyes, seemed floating about him in
the faint wreaths of his cigar-smoke. It was an hour of reve-
rie, lightly tinged with agreeable fancies, such as we have most
of us known. Nothing warned him that an exceptional time-.
a transitional era of his life-had come. Nothing suggested the
idea that, out of the lives of these people whom he had so casu-
ally met, many complications to his own life would result. He
walked on, enjoying the soft beauty of the autumn night, until
his cigar was smoked out, and his idle reverie ended. Then
he turned his steps in the direction of his hotel, and dismissed
the claims of Stansbury society very summarily from his mind.
Fortunately, he did not know with what quiet but irresistible
force Stausbury society had laid its hand on him.

BOOK II.

TN WHICH THE SHUTTLE IS THRO WN.

CHAPTER I.

13Y THE WAYSIDE.

How Rosalind made her peace with Champion did not trans-
j~ire; but that she succeeded in making it, all those interested
had satisfactory evidence when she went to ride with him a
day or two after Mr. Devereux's introduction to Stansbury so-
ciety. It is doubtful if there was any serious breach to heal.
Champion was not a jealous lover, nor, it may be added, an un-
reasonable one. He was also a very proud man, too proud to
suspect duplicity, especially in the woman he loved. He was
hurt to think that Rosalind cared so little to see him that she had
not felt inclined to make on his behalf the effort which she
afterward made without any inducement; but he did not for a
moment question her assertion that this effort had no connec-
tion wh&etever with Mr. Devereux's visit. "I was tired to death
of my room, and dressing to go down when Madeleine came to
tell me that Basil had invited Mr. Devereux," she said, with the
strictest regard to veracity; and Champion gave her implicit
faith. It was an accident, a mere coincidence; yet a disagreea-
ble impression is not always to be banished at will, and the
most reasonable of lovers may retain a slight sense of wounded
feeling.

Rosalind, on her part, was glad that James was so playable.
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It emboldened ~er to think that perhaps the sameness of a rec-
ognized engagement might be varied by a spice of flirtation
with the handsome stranger whom Fate had thrown in her path.
She did not think of more than flirtation, for Rosalind had suf-
fered too keenly from the thorns of poverty not to appreciate
the luxury of ease; and she honestly meant to marry Cham-
pion. She liked him-with a sense of conscious virtue she told
her mother that nothing would induce her to make a purely
mercenary marriage-and she doubted exceedingly if it would
ever be possible for her to do better. If it were possible-well,
that was a contingency which she wisely refrained from taking
into consideration, leaving her conduct to be swayed by future
events.

"Have you really any idea," she said to her lover, while
they were riding, "that Mr. Devereux may obtain the Carlisle
property? I don't want you to answer as the lawyer on the
other side, but as a dispassionate judge of the matter."

"It is rather hard to be dispassionate," said Champion,
bending his brows a little. The subject was distasteful to him,
and, when subjects were distasteful, he generally put them away.
It was impossible to put this away, however, with 'Rosalind's
eyes demanding an answer. "Of course, there is doubt about
these things," he went on. "It is impossible for me to say
positively that he will not obtain it. If the lease is proved, the
property must revert to him."

Can the lease be proved?"
"I think not; but I am not infallible."
"And if the suit is decided in his favor, he gains all this!"

said the girl, meditatively. She pointed with her whip as she
spoke, at the Carlisle mills and factories; for the road along
which they were riding overlooked the lands in litigation. "It
is worth a struggle," she added, as if to herself.

"It is certainly worth a struggle," echoed Champion, dry-
ly, "and I' shall leave no stone unturned in its defense. I
have been very much encouraged by Devereux's offer to com-
promise," he added, after a short pause. "It shows conclu-
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sively that he feels-or that his lawyer feels-the weakness of
his cause.~~

Rosalind said no more, but her glance swept over the scene
before her-the tall buildings with their chimneys curling forth
clouds of white smoke, and the neat rows of brown cottages
which Basil had taken so much pleasure in building for the op-
eratives. It was a small village full of thrift and energy, show-
ing what capital and labor guided by mind and liberality can
achieve. The fame of the Carlisle factories was well known,
and more than once people interested in such business bad come
from afar, in order to see their excellent management. Rosalind
had often regarded the picture before, and sighed to think how
useless all this rich inheritance was to the sick girl who could
never look on it-sighed not from sympathy, but from longing.
"If it were only mine!" she had thought, trying to fancy what
a grand young princess she would be under such blissful cir-
cumstances. This castle-building might have seemed harmless
enough to all save a very rigorous moralist, but the seed of envy
which had been the germ of it expanded now and put forth a
shoot. "If it could be mine!" she thought, while, like a flash,
a series of possible events unrolled before her-events which
almost dazzled her with their brightness. Her cheek flushed
her eye sparkled. Champion, who was looking at her, thought,
with a thrill of. pride, how beautiful she was! She said to her-
self that it was only a day-dream, a castle in the air, but if it
could be-her thought went no farther than this. She turned
to Champion.

"Let us have a canter," she said. "Here is an excellent
stretch of road."

She touched her horse as she spoke, and they swept rapidly
forward at that pleasantest of all pleasant paces. The road, as
she said, was excellent-a white level turnpike, with purple
autumn fields stretching on each side, broken by belts of glow-
ing autumn woods. In one of these fields not far from the road
they noticed a sportsman and hi~ dogs. A covey of partridges
suddenly flew into the air. Simultaneously the report of a gun
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rang out. Rosalind's horse started violently-a start that would
have unseated an awkward rider-then dashed into a run. Cham-
pion followed fast, but there was no need of higi. In less than
a minute the young lady had brought the would-be runaway to
order, and turned a flushed, smiling face round to greet her es-
cort, as he rode up.

"It was only a little foolishness and fright," she said, excus-
ing the culprit. "One cannot expect perfection in horses any
more than in people; and that shot was very near!"

"It was unpardonably careless in the man to discharge his
gun just as you were passing!" said Champion. "He might
have caused a very serious accident-would have done so cer-
tainly if you were not such an excellent rider."

"It was careless, but you see there is no harm done," said
she. "I wonder who it was? He ought to give me that par-
tridge. I like partridges. Hold my rein for a moment, please,
while I put up my hair.~~

Champion held the rein, and watched with a pleasant sense
of proprietary admiration the pretty hands that looped the
bronze-brown curls back to their place. "I have lost nearly all
my hair-pins," she said in an aggrieved tone, as she finally set-
tled her hat and drew on her gloves again. "I shall give you a
box of them to put in your pocket the next time we come out.
It is always well to be provided for emergencies. Now let us
move on-look! is not that Mary Carlisle's pony.~carriage yon-
der? And Mary herself is in it, I think."

"Yes, it is the carriage-and Miss Carlisle is in it," answered
Champion, following the direction of her eyes with his own.
Around a bend of the road the carriage had appeared, and was
now advancing rapidly toward them-the sun shining brightly
on the sleek coats of the ponies, the glancing wheels of the
phaeton and the gayly-striped wrap which covered the dresses of
the two figures seated within.

One of them was Miss Carlisle, as Rosalind had perceived.
The other was Jessie Holme, sitting bolt upright and driving with
the utmost skill and care. She recognized the equestrians at once~
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"Here's Miss Rosalind Severn and Mr. Champion coming to
meet us, Miss Mary," she said. "Do you want to stop and
speak to them?"

"Yes," answered Mary, "you can stop for a minute."
So, as the two parties came abreast, there was a pause, and

an exchange of salutations and inquiries. Mary asked if Rosa-
lind had recovered from her cold. "I was afraid you would be
quite sick after such a wetting," she said.

"It was not much of a wetting," said Rosalind, who did not
like allusions to her accident. "The affair was more ridiculous
than serious. I have quite recovered, except for a little sore-
throat. You are looking well, Mary," she went on. "What a
lovely color you have! has she not, James?"

"Very good indeed," said Champion, who neyer paid com-
pliments-" You are looking exceedingly well," he added, ad.
dressing directly the blind girl, for whom even he had a peculiar
regard. "I am very glad to see it. You must not let yourself
be worried by business-matters. They will all come right in the
end."

"I am not worrying at all," said Mary-into whose usually
pale cheeks the warm air and rapid motion had indeed brought
a delicate carmine tinge-" I am quite content to rely on Basil
and yourself. You must let me congratulate you," she went on,
with a smile. "You are both very happy, are you not? I can-
not see your faces to tell whether~ you look so; but I am sure
you ought to be."

"Oh, we are very happy, no doubt," said Rosalind, with a
light, careless laugh; "but please don't congratulate us-it is
entirely too soon for that ceremony. Marriage is time enough
for it-engagements are so uncertain.~~

"I cannot see why engagements should be more uncertain
than marriage, when those concerned are in earnest," said
2~hampion, in a tone of slight rebuke. There was no disguising
the fact that Rosalind's words jarred on him. They sounded
frivolous, he thought-and in his eyes frivolity was a capital
fault.
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"I only meant to express the trite commonplace that all
things mundane are uncertain," said Rosalind, who knew to a
nicety bow far to venture. "Mary must pardon me if my re-
mark sounded ungracious, and sbe Ipust accept our thanks for
her congratulations. We are happy-though we try not to be
-foolish."

"I cannot imagine that Mr. Champion ever was foolish in
his life," said Mary, with her rare, soft laugh.

"Thanks for the distinction," said Rosalind, gayly.
At this point in the conversation, the whole party except

Miss Carlisle were suddenly startled by the unexpected appear-
ance of two dogs which sprang over the fence into the road,
followed closely by a tall man with a gun, and a small boy with
a game-bag. Rosalind recognized the former immediately, and
uttered an exclamation.

"Mr. Devereux!" she said. "Is it possible this is you?"
"It is quite possible," answered Devereux, lifting his hat.

He was in sporting-dress, and looked so 'handsome, that Rosa-
lind's heart was conscious of a thrill. "I have come to apolo-
gize," he went on, addressing her. "It was my careless shot a
little while ago that startled your horse. I was never more
frightened than when I saw him dash off. I had not observed
you before. You can scarcely imagine how much relieved I was
when I saw what an excellent rider you were, and that no acci-
dent occurred."

"I was to blame as well as yourself," said Rosalind. "I
should have had my horse better in hand, knowing that he is

~inclined to be foolish. But you see I am not always awkward!"
she added, with a subtle play of humorous expression about her
lips and in her eyes.

"Did you imagine that I thought so?" asked Devereux,
smiling. "But you will accept the spoils, will you not?" he
added, pointing to the game-bag-evidently a full one-which
his attendant carried.

"I shall be most happy," answered Rosalind, graciously;
then a laugh brought ~ut all the charming dimples of her face.
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"How did you know that I said that partridge ought to be
mine?" she asked.

"I did not know it, but I felt the same conviction," an-
swered he, regarding her with an expression of admiration
which Champion saw and resented.

"It was worth 'while being frightened to be so pleasantly
rewarded," said she. "But pray excuse me; I am very forget-
ful. You know Miss Carlisle, I believe; but you do not know
Mr. Champion. Let me introduce you-Mr. Devereux, Mr.
Champion."

The gentlemen bowed-Champion a little stiffly, Devereux
with his usual easy grace. "I am glad to make Mr. Champi-
on s acquaintance," he said, with the pleasant ring in his voice
which always went so far to propitiate liking. Then he turned
and walked up to the carriage. He had not noticed its occu-
pants before Rosalind spoke. Now he saw Mary Carlisle's
pure, sweet face, and blue, sightless eyes.

"Pardon me," he said, as he reached her side. "I did not
know that you were here. I was intent on apologizing for hav-
ing startled Miss Severn's horse a short time ,ago. I am glad to
meet you."

"I did not suppose that you observed me," said Mary, ex-
tending ber hand with a smile. "But I knew your voice.
Voices are like faces to me. I never forget them."

"How good your memory must be, then! Better than mine
for faces. I forget many of those; but there is great individu-
ality in a voice."

"You do not know how much unless you have listened, as I
do, without seeing," she answered. "But what have you been
doing to frighten Rosalind's horse ?-shooting?"

"Yes, to kill time as well as birds. And my evil genius
made me 'discharge my gun just as Miss Severn was passing.
It might have proved worse-at least more dangerous-than
the plunge-bath I was unlucky enough to cause her the other
day."

"You have blamed yourself more than enough for that, Mr.
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Devereux," said Rosalind. "Pray believe that I absolve you."
Then she added, seeing that Champion looked a little impatient,
"Are you going into town, Mary?"

"Yes," answered Mary.; "Jessie 'wants to do a little shop-
ping, and I want to see Madeleine. Don't let me detain you

- any longer-I know this is the best part of the afternoon for
riding."

"And for driving, too, so we will not detain f1'OU. Good-
evening. I am almost sure you will find Madeleine at home."

Champion made his adieux also, and the equestrians rode
away. This was a step which irked Rosalind no little, but which
she felt the necessity of facing cheerfully. It would never do to
suffer any seeds of suspicion or jealousy to take root in Cham-
pion's mind. Observing that he looked grave, she spoke with a
laugh:

"Basil thought it absurd when I suggested that Mr. Deve-
reux had come here to marry Mary. I wonder what he thinks
now? It seems to me as plain as possible that he intends to do
so.

"I am afraid he does," answered Champion, "but I hope
Miss Carlisle has too much sense to fall into the trap of a for-
tune-hunter. I distrust the man altogether," he said, as Basil

'had said before him. "He professes too much disinterestedness.
When a man does that, it is safe to suspect him of a desire to
serve his own interests particularly well."

The man thus condemned was at this time saying to Mary,
as he stood by the carriage, with his gun in his hand, unconscious
how intently Jessie Holme's keen eyes were reading his face:

"I will not detain you, either, further than to ask if I may
come to see you. I remember that you gave me a kind permis-
sion to do so the other day, but I have hesitated to avail myself
of it, fearing that you might consider me presumptuous."

"Why should you have feared such a thing?" she asked,
with gentle graciousness of manner. It was nc* Rosalind alone
who felt Devereux's charm. 'Though his handsome face and
graceful bearing were veiled from poor Mary, she could appreci

ate none the less-rather, more-the deference of his manner,
the music of his voice. "I am not in the habit of saying one
thing and meaning another," she went on. "Come when you
feel inclined to do so."

"I shall feel inclined very soon, then," said he. "May I
come to-morrow? Shall I find you disengaged?"

"I am always disengaged?" she answered. "Yes, you may
come to-morrow." Then some instinct made her add: "You will~
find my dear friend Madeleine Severn with me. I am gofng for
her now."

"Indeed!" said Devereux. He would have liked to say
more, but seeing that the ponies were restless, he drew back.
"I must not detain you longer," he added. "Good-evening.~~

Mary bowed, Jessie touched the impatient horses, and the
carriage bowled rapidly away, leaving him standing by the road-
side gazing after it.

He stood so long, and gazed so steadily, that the bearer of
the game-bag grew quite restless, and finally suggested that the
dogs were "clean out o' sight." He was rewarded for this in-
telligence by being told to call them back, and when they reap-
peared, Mr. Devereux returned to his shooting. He shot quite
as well as he had done before, and many a pretty, brown bird,
with its dainty plumage all bloody and ruffled, was crammed
into the game-bag with its murdered comrades, before the sun
went down. But through all this wholesale slaughter the
sportman's face still wore the preoccupied expression which
came over it as he looked at Miss Carlisle's carriage driving
away, and more than once he said to himself, "After all, why
not?"

Mary, meanwhile, had turned to her companion, and said, a
little wistfully, "Jessie, what do you think of him?"

"He's good enough looking, Miss Mary, if looks was all a
body had to go by," responded Jessie, cautiously.

"Do you mean handsome?" asked Mary. "Every one says
so. I did not mean that-I meant, what do you think of him?
Does he look to you like a man you would trust?"
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"1 have never yet, found-speaking of men-many of them
I would trust," answered Jessie, who regarded the dominant
half of the world with profound suspicion, largely seasoned with
contempt. "I've found that they'll generally take a woman in
-if they can. It is not very likely this Mr. Devereux is differ.
ent from the rest."

"But does he look deceitful, or-or-as if he were capable
of double-dealing?" asked Mary. "Jessie, you have sight, and
I have not-can you not tell me how his appearance strikes
you?"

The earnestness of this appeal seemed to take Jessie by
surprise. She turned her eyes quickly to the blind girl's face,
What she saw there made her change her tone. There was
nothing short of perjury she would not have said ~to gratify the
least desire of her gentle mistress.

"My eyes are no better than your ears, Miss Mary, and so
I've told you time and' again," she said. But if you want to
know how Mr. Devereux strikes me, I can~honestly say that I'd
trust him as soon as I would any other man. He has a kind of
don't-care look on his face, and a lazy expression in his eyes, but
I shouldn't think he'd say one thing and mean another-at least
not more'n men in general do."

"What a man-hater you are!" said Mary, smiling. "Don't
you trust any of that sex?"

"I trust Mr. Basil Severn," replied Jessie. "If I had a mint
of money-which the Lord knows I don't want-i should give it
all to him to keep, and not take any receipt, either!"

"I shall tell Basil that," said Mary, "and since he knows
your business character, and how inflexibly you always demand
a receipt for every thing, he will appreciate the compliment."

Soon after this they reached Stausbury, and found Miss Sev-
ern at home. "I have come for you to go back with me," said
Mary, and Madeleine could snot refuse. She often went to the
Lodge and spent several days-sometimes even a week or two-
and just now she had no excuse to refuse returning with her
friend. Yet she felt very reluctant to go-a reluctance which

she could scarcely analyze, but which she remembered afterward,
and asked herself, as people will do, if it had been a presentiment.
It was a date to which she looked back, this visit-a gap, as it
were, between her old life and the new events which were com-
ing to meet her. IL is impossible to suppose that she felt any
prophetical sense of this when she hesitated over Mary's request;
but it is certain that she did hesitate, and when at last she agreed
to go, it was with the proviso "I cannot stay long-not more
than a day or two.~~

"You ~shall come back exactly when you choose," said Mary,
pleased to win consent at any price.-" Jessie, you may go and
attend to your shopping. Miss Severn will drive me home.-~--
Madeleine, don't be long in making your preparations, or we
shall miss the pleasant part of the afternoon."

Madeleine's preparations did not detain her long, but, after
having put together a few articles of dress, she sat down and
wrote a note to Lacy-in thoughts of whom her reluctance to
leave Stansbury principally took root. She had seen him only
once since the evening she had played impartial critic with such
disagreeable results; and then there had been a subtle reserve
and constraint like a curtain between them. She had felt this-
felt it keenly-and tried by every means in her power to put it
aside, but she had failed; and the failure made her uneasy and
miserable. She was not a woman to indulge in those piquant
amusements known as "lovers' quarrels "-there was a sweet pa.
tience, a breadth of tender harmony, in her nature, which made
dissension in any form impossible to her-so her engagement had
altogether lacked this seasoning, and she had no experience of
the past to fortify her in the vague shadows of the present. She.
only feft, as all truly generous natures invariably feel, that .~he
must be in the wrong, and, so feeling, she stretched out her
hand with a great impulse of love and repentance. Despite
herself, the conviction forced itself upon her that her lover was
not so strong as she had fancied him-that there must be some-
thing of weakness and self-love, mingled with the poet's sensi-
tiveness; but all the more for this realization she blamed her-
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self for the pang she had inflicted, the harsh judgment which
she had passed. She wrote now an affectionate note, telling
him that she was going out to the Lodge for a few days, but
she made no special request that he would come there to see
her. "If he wants to come, he will not need an invitation,"
she thought.

The afternoon was still soft and pleasant when Mary and
herself drove out of Stausbury. They met Basil, and stopped
to exchange a few words. He looked a little surprised when he
saw Madeleine. "You have surely forgotten," he said, "that
Miss Champion begged us to come to her house to-night in
oi~der to arrange some dramatic or musical entertainment?"

"I did forget it altogether," answered Madeleine. "You
must make my excuses. My attendance is not of any importance,
fortunately, since I have neither dramatic nor musical ability."

"I doubt if any of us are much endowed with talent in
either line," said Severn, with a laugh, "but Miss Champion is
determined to put us to the test.-Mary, I am very' glad to see
you out, and more glad to see you looking particularly well."

"I must be looking 'well," said Mary, "since you are the
third person who has told me so."

After a few more words, they bade each other good-day
and passed on. Then Madeleine said: "Helen Champion has
made Basil promise to take Mr. Devereux to her gathering to-
night. I fancy he will be very much bored."

"He can amuse himself by making apologies to Rosalind,"
said Miss Carlisle. "He seems destined to cause mishaps to
her. This afternoon he frightened her horse."

"Was there any accident?" asked Madeleine, slightly star-
tled.

"None at all. I should not have heard of it, only he came
up to apologize while I was talking to her. Then she rode on,
and he lingered a few minutes tospeaktomeandsaythathe
would like to call to-morrow. Madeleine "-a slight pause-
"he is really very pleasant."

"Very," replied Madeleine, rather dryly.
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CHAPTER II.

THEATRICALS-AND OTHER MA~[TERS.

"MA~n~A," said Miss Champion, with an ~air of severe gravi-
ty, "how do you think I look?"

"Bless me, Helen!" replied her mother. "What is the
use of such a question? You know you are looking as hand-
some as possible. That dress is elegant-and so becoming."

The dress in question was certainly elegant, and very be-
coming-a gold-colored silk made demi-toilette and softened by
black lace. Crimson roses were in the young lady's raven hair
and on her breast; crimson roses also shone on her cheeksand
her dark eyes had that starry look which we often see in eyes
that have no other beauty. A splendid-looking-woman, cer-
tainly, by gas-light, was Miss Champion, eminently "a. woman
with a presence," and if just now a woman slightly overdressed,
considering that this was provincial society, that she was in her
own house, and that the occasion was informal, what else could
be expected of an heiress with lustrous silks and costly laces in
her possession?

She swept down the drawing-room with her rich dress trail-
ing half a yard behind, and regarded herself intently in a full-
length mirror. "I don't think Rosalind Severn will look better
than I do to-night!" she said at length, half audibly.

Low though the words were, her mother caught them, and
answered from the arm-chair where she sat fanning herself-for
the night'~was warm, and Mrs. Champion's size was large: "It
is quite beyond me to imagine how you can think that Rosalind
Severe ever looks better than you do, Helen! She is pretty
enough in an insignificant kind of way, but as for looking like
you-"

"She certainly does not look like me," said Helen, with a
laugh, "but some people prefer her looks to mine. There is
brother James~ for instance."

4' ~g
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"Ah I" said Mrs. Champion, with a sigh. She always sighed
when James's unaccountable infatuation was alluded to. It was
a safe and terse way of expressing her feelings. Just now,
however, being alone with Helen, shewent on to express them
in words: "On that point," she said, "James's opinion, counts
for nothing. His fancy for that girl is something I can't under-
stand !-something I never expect to understand! It would be
impossible t~o find any one more entirely unsuited to him. If I
am any judge of character," pursued the lady, with dignity,
"Rosalind Severn will never make a good wife for any man;
but for ~Jame8 to throw himself away on her, is-is horrible!"

"It is his own affair-he will not be warned, he has always
'been foolish about her," said Miss Champion, philosophically,
giving a touch to the braids and curls of her elaborate coiffure.
"I would not trouble about it if I were you, mamma. Some-
thing may happen. Rosalind is a born flirt-I don't think she
could help ifirting if her life depended on it-and, if she goes
to that again, Brother James will certainly break off the engage-
ment."

"I wish to Heaven she would go to it!" remarked Mrs.
Champion, devoutly.

"I think she will-if she has an opportunity," said Helen.
'"There is Mr. Devereux-you may be sure that she will flirt

with him if' she can! You remember the scene when we went
there the other night."

~" But James would not believe that she meant any harm by
it," said Mrs. Champion, despondently.

"Nonsense!" returned Helen, with a strong accent of incre-
dulity. "He would not own that he believed it, but I know that
he did.-'Is that the door-bell? Are you sure I look my very best,
mamma? I have half a mind to flirt with Mr. Devereux myself."

"I would rather you let Rosalind do so," said Mrs. Cham-
pion, with a solicitude that was touching.

Her daughter's laugh-not a very musical one-rang through
the room. "How much Rosalind would be obliged to you!"
she said. "But you see it does not depend on me. Mr. Dove
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reux is like the sultan-he must throw his handkerchief where
he pleases."

As she uttered the last words, a gentleman entered the room,
and' advanced down ifs length to where the ladies were sitting
-Helen having thrown herself carelessly into a deep chair, and
making, as she knew well, a very striking picture, with the folds
of her amber silk sweeping the floor, her draperies of black lace
and her crimson roses enhancing the rich brunette tints of her
face. It was a picture that Gordon Lacy was specially fitted to
appreciate-and it was Gordon Lacy who approached.

Is it possible I am the first-corner?" l~e asked, after he had
said good-evening to Mrs. Champion. "I would ask you to
pardon me, only somebody must be first, and you can set my
early appearance down to my eagerness to see you. Now that
I do see you," he went on, with an expressive glance and a slight
bow, "I am well repaid."

"It is not you who are e~rly, but the rest who are late," Miss
Champion answered, her gloving color deepening a little under
the admiration of his gaze. "It is provoking of them, too, for I
meant that we should transact a great deal ~f business. But
where is Madeleine? Does she not intend to come?"

"I have not seen her," Lacy answered, carelessly, "but I
scarcely think she will be here, since she went out to the Lodge
this afternoon with Miss Carlisle."

"How sorry I am!' I wanted everybody to come. My heart
is quite set on doing something that will make a sensation in
Stansbury. You must tell me what it shall be, Mr. Lacy."

"On the contrary, I am the humblest of your servants, and
waiting for you to tell me."

"Ah, how modest you are! It is very good of you-'---such an
exalted person as you have become-to put yourself at the com-
mand of such an insignificant person as myself."

"Have I become an exalted person?" Lacy asked, arching
his brows. "lit is very kind of you to be the first to tell me
such an astonishing piece of news. And have you become an
insignificant person? That is more remarkable still."

I~7
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"You know perfectly what I meant," said she, laughing. "I
must tell you, by-the-way "-here she looked down and unfurled
her fan-" that I admire your writings so very much that I have
grown absolutely afraid of you. I cannot realize that we were
such good friends as-as we used to be."

"You honor me too much," said' he. "I hope you are in
earnest, I hope you do like my writings-I shall like them bet-
ter myself if they have your approval. But as for not realizing
what good friends we used to be-I assure you that I realize
fully and shall never forget it."

His voice had a tender cadence; he spoke as if the friendship
to which she alluded was a source of mingled consolatiQn and
regret to him. Why should he not amuse himself by talking in
this manner? There could be nothing reprehensible in a harm-
less flirtation with this star*eyed admirer of his writings, while
Madelei~ne, their unsparing critic, was playing backgammon with
Mrs. Ingram at the Lodge, and talking to Mary Carlisle.

It was a pity that a conversation so productive of entertain-
ment on both sides should have been interrupted just here by

0

another peal of the door-bell. A moment later, two young ladies
and their attendant cavaliers entered. They belonged to the
extremely talkative order, and their gay, empty chatter soon
filled the room. Lacy listened for five minutes, looking intense-
ly bored the while-then he sauntered away to the piano, and
occupied himself turning over the music; scarcely heeding the
people who now arrived in detachments, Miss Champion having
beaten her drum to such good purpose for. recruits that she had
enlisted nearly every one of her acquaintance. 13'inally, among
the very last, Rosalind appeared, on the arm of her adoring
James.

She was not outshone; that was positive as soon as she en-
tered the room. Whether some instinct had warned her to look
her best, or whether-as was most probable-she did not stand
in need of such an instinct, the fact remained undeniable that
she did look her best, even though she wore no silk, or lace, or
jewels. Fine feathers often make fine birds, but sometimes the
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birds themselves are fine, and then they do not need the feath-
ers. Rosalind was one of these. Her delicate, graceful beauty
stood in no need of rich adornment. She never looked lovelier
than when she appeared as now, dressed in filmy white muslin,
with her sash-ribbons and flowers all a clear, delicate rose-color.

Miss Champion met' her effusively. "I am so glad to see
you!" she said. "I have been longing for you to come and help
me bring order out of chaos. I am half frightened at the tumult
I have evoked. Where is Mr. Seven? I count on him for so
much assistance.~~

"Has he not come yet?" asked Rosalind. "He went to the
hotel some time ago to meet MrJ Devereux."

"Did he? He will be here then, no doubt, very soon. Now
do come and see if you can make any two of these people agree."

"You set me a difficult task!" said Rosalind, with a laugh.
She came to the rescue, however, and, leaving her to pour oil

on the troubled waters, Miss Champion moved down the room
to where Lacy still lingered at the piano.

"Won't you sing for us?" she asked, touching him lightly
with her fan. "It is not allowable to come to a business meet-
ing and do nothing. Have you heard the confusion over yon-
der? *I think the best plan will be to elect a president, and
make everybody abide by his or her decision."

"I am quite sure of that," said he, "and I beg leave to cast
my vote at once for yourself. What have you decided to do? -

Act a play?"
"I believe so-almost every one is anxious for that. But

the question is, what play ?-.and you know there will be a bat-
tle-royal over the characters."

He shrugged his shoulders. "I know indeed! If you want
to sound the hidden depths of people's natures, act a play with
them~-..above all, give them a character which they fancy be-
neath their powers. I wonder if you have an idea what a har-
vest of hatred you are going to reap in return for your efforts as
a social reformer?"

"Why should you try to discourage me so? It is very un-
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kind. But if people are offended, let them go I I shall have
you left-and Rosalind and Mr. Sevenn"

"A small dramatic company," said Lacy, smiling. "But I
have a suggestion to make. Instead of one of those five-act
plays which you were all discussing, choose a short, three-act
comedy, distribute the characters impartially as you think best,
leaving out you and me altogether."

"But why?" asked Miss Champion. Her face fell absurdly.
I am not so disinterested as you seem to think," she said. "I

have a great desire to act myself."
"bo you think I meant to propose that you should not do

so? I am sure you will act excellently, and I am selfish enough
to want you to act with me. When they have finished their
play, let us then give some graceful little comedietta like the
'Morning Call."'

"That is an admirable programme; but what will the rest
say?"

"Don't ask them to say any thing. Make a bold coup
d'etat and constitute yourself manager'. Then announce what
you mean to do."

"You must support me," she said, with .a laugh.
"With all my heart," he answered. "And yonder tomes

some one who will support you also, no matter what act of des-
potism you may choose to eKecute."

"Who is that?" she asked; but the next instant she saw
who he meant. Basil Severn was entering the room with Mr.
Devereux~ They paid their respects to Mrs. Champion, then
crossed tile floor to where the younger and fairer hostess stood.

"You are very late," she said, after she had greeted them
both. "116w do you know what important matters might have
been transacted in your absence? Mr. Devereux, I hope you
mean to help us? I am sure you can if you will."

"I place myself at your command," replied Devereux. "But
it is only fair to tell you that my theatrical experience is very
limited."

"You have played, however, have you not?"

"A few times. I undertook to murder the character of
Charles Surface once-and again to personate ~

"Ab, I am sure you will do admirably," she said, complacent~
ly. Then she turned to Basil. "Can you suggest any three-act
comedy in which you would like to take a part?" she asked.
"Mr. Lacy and I have arranged a programme. It is only neces-
sary now to find a play and cast the characters."

After this an animated discussion ensued. Devereux, who.
felt not the faintest interest in the matter, bore the part which
Fate had assigned him with cheerful philosophy, and it was he
who finally suggested one of Scribe's comedies, which seemed
to suit the occasion better than any thing else which had been
proposed. "We must get it at once," said Miss Champion,
and Lacy added the name to a long list which he had already
made out. Basil took the paper from his hand and glanced
over it.

"These must be ordered immediately," he said. "Until
they arrive we can do nothing more.~~

"I wish you would make a statement to that effect,~~ said
Miss Champion.

Mr. Seven obeyed. He advanced into the middle of the
floor, requested silence, and informed the assembled company
that a list of plays had been made out, which would be ordered
speedily, after which they would recalled upon to decide what
they desired to act.

"You need not have added that," said Helen when he re-
turned to her side. "I don't mean to have such a gathering as
this again. We will choose a comedy, and then we will simply
let the people to whom we assign the characters know what
they are to play." 3

"Very likely, then, they will simply let you know that they
do not fancy the characters assigned, and do not care to play
them.~~

"N'importe I" she laughed. "We shall do very well, I dare
say. Now let us have some music. Mr. Devereux, go and bring
Rosalind. She must sing.~~
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Mr. Devereux went-nothing loath. He had the quick eye
of a society-man, and, the moment he entered the Champion
drawing-room, he had seen that there was but one woman in it
worth any attention. That woman was Rosalind, looking fair as
her namesake of Ardennes, in her fleecy white muslin and the
delicate tints of rose about her. He went up to her now-amused
to see hpw listlessly she was enduring rather than receiving the
attentions of one or two Stansbury gentlemen. Champion, on
his part, had fallen into the hands of a very lively young lady
across the room, who evidently had not the slightest idea of re-
linquishing him.

Rosalind saw Devereux approach before he reached her, and
the listlessness vanished instantly from her face. Animation
waked to lustrous L~eauty the lovely blue-gray eyes, and bright-
ened the carmine on her cheeks till it matched the roses in her
hair. She turned her shoulder deliberately on her faithful at-
tendants, and greeted him with the most radiant of smiles.

"I thought you did not mean to come to let me thank you
for your partridges, and tell you how much I enjoyed them," she
said, when he reached her side. "You may frighten my horse
again any afternoon you choose."

"Thank you very much for the permission,'~ he answered.
"But I hope I shall never be so awkward again.# I am glad you
enjoyed the birds-.-you must let me send my game-bag to you
hereafter. It will give me an object in shooting besides that of
killing time."

"You are too good-I don't want to be selfish. But do you
only shoot to kill time?"

"Only for that-and a little, perhaps, for the sake of the
sport. One must do something, you know."

"Stansbury is certainly a very dull place," said she, candidly.
"Any place is dull to a man with few aQquaintances, and no

occupations," he replied. I assure you I am not inclined to find
fault with Stansbury. It has one or two attractions which would
redeem a very Sahara of dullness."

"Such as 'amateur theatricals?" asked she, laughing. "How
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sorry I am for you! How good it is of you, to submit to be
bored with the smiling serenity of a martyr!"

"You forget that boredom-like every other form of martyr-
dom-occasionally has its rewards," said he, loQking straight
into her eyes as no Stausbury man ever looked. "I am being
rewarded now."

"How delightful it is to find a man who knows how to pay a
compliment!" thought~ Rosalind, with a growing sense of grati-
fication. But she was careful to give no expresshsn to the feel-
ing. Though she lacked society training, she had innate tact
enough to hold her own even with Mr. Devereux.

"You are very kind," she said, quietly; "more kind than sin-
cere, I am afraid. But have you really pledged yourself to the
theatrical? Do you mean to take a part?"

"I have pledged myself to take any part which Miss Cham-
pion assigns me; but I may be allowed to express a hope that
she will cast me to play with you.~~

"I should like that," said Rosalind, frankly. "I am sure
you play well-and, in amateur theatricals, bad playing is the
rule."

"You must not think that I am the brilliant exception to
prove the ~ said he. " I might allow you to do so-for none
of us object to being overrated-if you were not destined so
soon to find me out.-.--But I am neglecting the mission on which
I was ~ he added, suddenly. "I see Miss Champion is
shaking her fan at me. I came to beg that you will sing for us.
I hope your throat is well enough to allow you to do so?"

'~ ~y throat is quite well," she answered,"but, honestly, my
singing is not worth listening to. It does well enough for Stans-
bury, but I had rather not sing for you."

"Why not for me? Do you take me for a nightingale or a
critic?"

"You may be either or both, for aught I know to the con-
trary. I do know, however, that you are accustomed to hear-

* ing cultivated voices, and therefore I prefer you not to hear
mine."
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"I will not press the point, if you would really rather not
sing," said be, "but, if that is your only objection, I must dis-
claim any such critical knowledge of music as you attribute to
me.''

She raised her shoulders lightly. "Ab, I know!" she said.
"Besides, it does not matter. Yonder is Linda Berry going to
the piano. She will please the company better than I can She
sings American ballads-horrid things that I have culture enough
to despise."

"Need we stay and listen to her, then?" he asked. "The
night is lovely. Won't you go out on the piazza and look at
it?"

Rosalind hesitated. It was an entrancing prospect that
of going out in the moonlight with this pleasant companion,
but-there was James! What would he think? Whatever he
might think, she decided, after a moment, to go-and this deci-
sion was not taken in a spirit, of recklessness, but of sober calcu-
lation. It might be absolutely necessary to her future plans
and prospects Lor her to encourage Devereux's attentions, and
fan into something more than liking, the-well, the appreciation
he showed her. If that lease should be proved-Rosalind's
thoughts did not go definitely farther than this, but she rose
and moved toward a window which was open near them.

"The night is lovely," she said. "It seems a pity not to
enjoy it."

The night was truly lovely. A great, silver moon was bang-
ing in the dark-blue heaven, in tho midst of fleecy clouds, and
the air had that softness which is peculiar to the autumn. Over
the lawn in front of the house, dark shadows lay, and the half-
stripped branches of the trees stood out with delicate effect
against the sky. While Rosalind and her companion admired
this scene-no doubt with pleasure and profit to themselves-the
gay voices talked and laughed within, and a merry clatter of
tongues came out to the silent night which was filling earth
with the beauty of its pageantry. Champion still performed his
share of social duty, but his face began to wear a look which his

mother and sister both knew well, though it would have been
scarcely perceptible to one not familiar with his countenance.
The firmly-cut mouth only set itself a little more sternly when
he was not speaking, and the dark, straight brows drew a shade
closer together. It would be difficult to express how strongly he
disapproved of flirting-especially of a woman who flirted with
other men after she had engaged herself to marry one-and it
was more disapproval than jealousy which hardened his face
now. He did not fear that Rosalind was in love with Devereux,
but he felt that she was acting in a manner unworthy of herself,
and a shade of disgust mingled with his displeasure.

The evening wore on. Miss Berry having exhausted her
repertoire, was succeeded by others at the piano, and finally
Lacy's melodious tones-he had a remarkably good and remark-
ably well-cultivated voice-floated out on the moonlit night in
the exquisite "I arise from dreams of thee." Miss Champion
played his accompaniment, and, when the song was ended, she
looked up with a smile.

"How beautiful that is!" she said, "and how well you sing!
It must be charming to have such a poem addressed to one! I
suppose you often address your poems to Madeleine-do you
not?"

"I address them, or rather, they address themselves, to any
subject which inspires me;" he answered. "I am no Shelley,
alas! but I have been tempted all night to put you in a poem.
May I do so ?-and shall I call it 'The Fair Odalisque?"'

"Are you in earnest?" s~ie cried, with sparkling eyes. "I
should be delighted! But you can't mean it, I am sure."

"I do mean it most sincerely," he answered. "Since you are
kind enough to admire my verses, why should they not be dedi-
cated to you?"

"I admire them inexpressibly," said she, with emphasis.
"But then, I am not alone in that. Everybody is enthusiastic
about your writings-prose as well as poetry. I suppose a hun-
dred people asked me this summer all about you, and I felt very
proud of having a genius for a friend."
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"Not much of a genius," said he, with a faint, self-scornful
laugh. Yet the flattery soothed his ruffled pride. He knew
perfectly well the intellectual weakness of the woman who spoke
--her absolute incapacity for forming an intelligent critical opin-
ion-yet the admiration which she expressed pleased and grati-
fied him. A vague consciousness came to him that perhaps this
was the ideal comforter, after alL A household critic mighL
prove an undesirable and uncomfortable thing. A man's home
should be an asylum from criticism; the divinity of his hearth
and heart should be one who took hi~ genius for granted, and
admired rather as a matter of faith than 6f judgment.

* " What. do you mean by saying 'not much of a genius?"'
asked Miss Champion, with a melting glance. "You should not
doubt your great powers. It is really wrong to do so!"

"You inspire me to believe in them," said he, with tender
gallantry.

In this strain the conversation continued for some time.
Lacy meant no disloyalty to Madeleine. He was simply enter-
taining himself after an old fashion, which of late he had rather
laid aside. Perhaps his volatile nature grown a little tired
of undeviating constancy, or perhaps spoor Madeleine in her
straightforward simplicity had wounded his vanity more deeply
than she knew that evening in the cedar summer-house. At all
events he was quite ready to receive the homage of this "fair
odalisque" in golden silk and crimson roses-and to repay it in
kind.

Basil, looking on, felt a suspicion which he would not acknowl-
edge to himself, that things were not quite right. He did not
like to own that he was jealous of Lacy-who was engaged to
Madeleine; yet he felt sure that, if any other man had so devoted
himself to Helen Champion, he should have been jealous of him.
Yet he was too loyal to blame the young lady for accepting
these attentions. What he would have thought if he had known
how deliberately she was encouraging them, it is not worth
while to conjecture. Our code of morality and good taste is
generally an elastic one, and fitted to stretch over the short-

comings of those whom we like or admire. It will be seen, how-
ever, that matters were not all tranquillity in this first of the
gatherings which were meant to reform Stansbury society.

There was some slight change in affairs when two or three
servants entered with trays of refreshments. Pyramids of ice-~
cream and piles of frosted cake are not only good things in them-
selves, but they~ serve admirably to relieve the tedium of an
evening when people have nothing definite to do beyond talking
to each other. Miss Champion came forward to assist in serv-
ing her guests, and, having made Basil very useful, rewarded him
by taking her ice-cream in an alcove with him. It was the only
pleasant hour of the evening to the young man. The window
was open behind them, and a fragrance of honeysuckle came in
with the silver moonlight; draping curtains in front shut them
partially from view, and gave a picture-like effect to the lighted
room and clustered groups beyond. Did it matter that the
voice by his side talked nonsense, while the face that looked at
him was fair, and the eyes full of alluring light? There are some
things on earth, if not in heaven, which will always remain be-
yond the ken of any philosophy-and the manner in which a
sensible man will tolerate and admire the silliness of a pretty
woman is 'one of them.

Rosalind, meanwhile, was taking her ice-cream with Deve-
reux still by her side, for Champion held resolutely aloof. When
she came in from the piazza, a glance had showed her the state
of her lover's feelings, but she took the matter philosophically.
There was time enough to soothe him-she could not afford to
be di strait just now, and weaken the impression she had made
on Devereux. In highest beauty and brightest spirits, there~
fore, she talked; and Champion, without seeming to glance at
her radiant face, saw and marked it all.

There were one or two dances to the piano after this, Miss
Berry playing waltzes and gallops very obligingly. "Will you
dauce?" Devereux asked Rosalind; but she shook her head
reluctantly. This was more than even she dared venture. It
would have been delightful to float round the room on this
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handsome stranger's arm, but James would never forgive
that, she felt quite sure; and she was not ready to resign the
substance for a shadow which, after all, might prove only a
shadow.

When the hour for departure arrived, when the assembly
was dispersing, and the last good-nights had been exchanged,
Champion came up and offered his arm to her; but he did so in
almost perfect silence. For the sake of his peace of mind it is
to be hoped that his eye was not quick enough, or his observa-
tion close enough, to miss one of the pink perfumy roses from
her hair, else he might naturally have identified it with one
which Devereux held in his hand when they passed him stand-
ing on the piazza lighting his cigar.

CHAPTER III.

AT TIlE LODGE.

Tnx day following Miss Champion's "evening" was over-
cast, as days sometimes are after lovely moonlight nights, even
in October. A south wind had brought hazy clouds, and rheu-
matic people were conscious that there was dampness in the
air. Notwithstanding this fact, it might be some days before
the dampness culminated in rain-so Madeleine thought as she
walked in front of the Lodge breakfast. Mary had not
appeared at that meal, and a t~te-d-t~te with Mrs. Ingram was
never agreeable to Miss Severn; indeed, so much the reverse,
that she was glad to end it by taking her hat and strolling out
as soon as they left the breakfast-room. Few things can be
conceived more wearying than an absolutely vapid and negative
companion; but Madeleine's gentle courtesy could have borne
with the vapidity if that had been all. It was not all, however.
Like most negative people, Mrs. Ingram could be positive occa-
sionally in her dislikes, and she heartily disliked this friend and
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cousin whom the heiress loved and trusted. She made no active
display of this feeling, but it was clearly patent to the subject
of it, as such feelings always are. Love may conceal itself, but
aversion has a language that not even the veriest dullard can
fail to read. "Poor woman! she is envious and jealous,"
Madeleine thought, as she met the cold glance and detected the
venom lurking under the measured tones. ~She made not the
slightest difference in her own manner, but this morning-as on
many other occasions-she found it tiresome to talk platitudes
and commonplaces to an uninterested companion, and she was
glad to escape.

She strolled slowly along toward the gate with her hat in
her hand-there being a gray veil of cloud over the sun-her
pretty brown hair coiffed in the graceful knot which suited the
classic arch of her head, and her soft brown eyes gazing somewhat
wistfully before her. Not a beautiful woman like Rosalind, nor a
magnificent woman (considering a woman in the light of a fine
animal) like Helen Champion; but one whose charm had the
power of strong individuality, and whose bravery was veiled in
softness, as a woman's courage should always be. Just now her
heart was conscious of a sense of heaviness. She was thinking
of Lacy, and more than once she sighed. "Was I unkind?"
she thought. "Am I a blunderer, trampling heedlessly on the
sensibilities of others? Ah! how hard it is to remember that
we must take people as they are-as God has made them-and
not try to remodel them according to our poor, presumptuous
ideas?"

These were not cheerful reflections, yet she was so absorbed
in them that she did not notice the sound of a horse's hoofs on
the hard, graveled drive, until she walked slowly around a curve
and found herself facing Basil and Roland. The young man
smiled at her start, reined up his horse, and dismounted.

"I am glad to meet you," he said. "It was to see you
more than any thing else that I was coming in." Then he laid
hi~ hand on her shoulder, and, stooping, kissed her brow-au un-
usual caress on his part, for the Severns were not~ a demonstra-
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tive family. "What is the matter?" he said. "You look
pale, and a trifle sad."

"I think you must be mistaken," said Madeleine. "The
overcast day makes every thing look a little sad. I am like the
leaves, perhaps, and need sunlight to brighten me. You are
the sunlight," she added, slipping one hand in his arm and
clasping the other over it. "I am very glad to see you, but
why have you come?"

"Don't I always come to you when any thing worries me?"
answered he, with a slight laugh. "I often feel ashamed to
think how Ii cast my cares and annoyances on your shoulders.
Women ought to be shielded from such things, but it has always
been the other way with you, and habit is strong."

"J hope that habit will always be strong with you," said
Madeleine, in her sweet voice. "It seems to me that the wom-
an who does not help others-who-does not take on herself as
far as she can the troubles of others-has scarcely a right to
live. People talk of a woman's rights. I think that is the
chief of her rights-to share the burdens of those she loves.
What is your burden now?" she asked, glancing up in his
face.

"Not a burden-rather a doubt," he answered. "After
leaving Mrs. Champion's last night I had quite a talk with Dev-
ereux, and we went over that business of the lease in all its
bearings. It is a staggering thing sometimes to hear a matter
with which you have fancied yourself perfectly familiar, and
with regard to which your convictions are entirely settled, pre-
sented clearly and impartially from the opposite view. I begin
to think that he may be right and Champion wrong-I begin to
think that it might be well to compromise."

"Is it possible! "said Madeleine. She was so much surprised
that for an instant this was all she uttered Then she said,
"So Mary's interests are, after all, seriously threatened?"

"Very seriously threatened, as far as I can judge," Basil
answered. "Champion thinks I am wrong, but Champion is by
nature a very obstinate partisan. I believe Devereux is honest,
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and I believe his case is a strong one. The lease was never
registered, but he has a witness who can swear positively to his
grandfather's handwriting, and the handwriting of Shelton, who
held the property. One thing is certain, Mr. Carlisle was not as
careful as he ought to have been about looking into the titles
when he bought the land. Necessarily, in the course of years,
it passed through many hands, but a thorough business-man goes
back to the fountain-head. He did not do so. Hence this
claim."

"And you think it ought to be compromised?" said Made-
leine.

"I am not so positive as that. I told you it was a case of
doubt. But I am inclined to think so. Devereux is willing-
indeed, I may say anxious-to compromise, and of course, if a
decision is given in his favor, Mary loses the whole. Tell me
your opinion. Champion is as determined as ever to ~fight the
matter out. He firmly believes that General Mansfield sold the
property to Shelton in the year 1815."

Madeleine shook her head. "I cannot advise you," she said.
"You must act as you think best. I know Mary will say the
same thing. She throws all the responsibility on your shoulders,
and she is too generous as well as too just to blame you, what-
ever happens. But I somehow think "-here she paused and
looked up in his face with an expression half-sad and half-amused
~ that there will be no compromise needed. Do you remem-
ber what you said when Mr. Devereux came? I begin to be~
lieve you were right."

"Do you mean that he wishes to marry Mary?"
"Yes, I mean that. I may be wrong, but I think so."
"And she?" Basil stopped short, and stood with the keen-

est interest in his face. "Can it be possible she will think of
such a thing?"

"My poor Mary!" said Madeleine, with a thrill of tenderest
pathos in her voice. "She was talking of him last night, and I
thought I could perceive that, unconsciously to herself, he has
touched her fancy, which, with a woman, is the first step toward



touching her heart. From Mary's affliction and isolation, her
heart will be all the more easily touched by one so attractive as
we must acknowledge Mr. Devereux to be. Whether he is
worthy of her or not, that is another question."

"I wonder if you are right?" said Basil, and, notwithstanding
the fact that this had been his own suggestion, surprise seemed
his predominant emotion. After a moment, he went on with
energy: "There is no need to question whether he is worthy of
her. No man is worthy of the woman whom he marries sokly
as a matter of convenience. If Devereux wishes to marry Mary,
it can only be for that reason. I don't consider him the design-
ing fortune-hunter that I suspected him to be at first. I recog-
nize the fact that, as a man of the world, this ma seem to him
the best solution of the difficulty. With many women si~ch an
arrangement would answer very well, but-but Mary is nkt like
other women to us, Madeleine."

"No," said Madeleine. "I feel as you do-such a thing, con-
nected with Mary, seems like a desecration. But we must hope
for the best. Mr. Devereux spoke of her the other night with an
unusual degree of appreciation. Perhaps she may touch his
heart."

Basil looked doubtful. "Men like Devereux have not, as a
'rule, hearts that are easily touched," he said. "He has evi-
dently amused himself with many women-if his reputation had
not~preceded him I should know that from the manner in which
he speaks of them. I don't mean that he deals in hackneyed
cynicism, but th~re is a tone of contemptuous lightness running
through all ~that he says of the sex, which is very significant.
And this reminds me," the speaker went on, "that I think he is
inclined to amuse himself with Rosalind.~ It might be well if
you 'warned her, Madeleine, that he is not the kind of man whose
attentions she should encourage."

"Does she need the warning?" asked Madeleine. "Surely
now that she is engaged-"

"I am afraid her engagement has not altered Rosalind," said
'Basil. "She seems as much disposed to flirt as ever. She flirted

with Devereux last night to a degree which made her the object
of general attention and the subject of general remark."

"How sorry I am to hear it !"' said Madeleine, with a look
of distress in her eyes. "Such conduct is so unworthy and so
unkind; Rosalind lowers herself, while sh~ is paining as faithful
aiid disinterested a lover as ever woman had. What did Mr.
Champion think of her?"

"That is more than I can say. He looked as black as mid-
night, and I have no doubt expressed his disapprobation when
he was taking her home, but I was not there to hear it. If she
is not careful she will wear out his patience: he is not a man to
endure such treatment beyond a certain point.-Well, I must go
now." They had been walking slowly onward, and reached the
gate at this moment. "Give my love to Mary, but it is not ne-
cessary to say anything to her about the compromise at present.
We can wait a little longer, am1 see what turn afl~airs will take."

"But you have not told me any thing about yourself yet,~~
said Madeleine, laying her hand on his shoulder as he was turn-
ing to mount Roland. "I may be wrong, but I think you have
something you meant to tell."

"You are mistaken," he answered with a slight increase of
color. "I have exhausted my budget. There is nothing else
with which I need burden your mind or your heart. I am as
right as a trivet. God ~bless you. Take care of yourself and
good-by!"

He kissed her forehead again, then sprang into his saddle
and rode off, leaving her quite still in the open gate-stricken as
it were into silence. What did he mean? She felt sure that
his last words, his last caress, had some more than ordinary
meaning attached to them-but what could it be? Naturally
her mind reverted to Lacy. Did Basil suspect any thing of the
subtle estrangement there ?-or wa~ the trouble his own? "My
poor boy!" she thought with a pang of that vicarious suffering
which it falls to the lot of some women to endure all their lives.
"llow~ hard it seems that he should have given his heart to such
a woman as Helen Champion!"
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Basil, on his part, was thinking as he rode away that his
courage had failed at 'the critical moment, that he could not tell
Madeleine how Lacy had made himself conspicuous the evening
before by his devotion to Miss Champion. "She will hear it
soon enough," he said, grimly. "As for Lacy, it will not be well
for him to attempt any thing like trifling-Heavens what a rid.
dIe life is! Now, why should a woman like Madeleine have fallen
in love with such a man as that?"

The speaker did not consider that the world is full of such
enigmas-that he who looks around observantly may find them
by the score-and that no one has ever been wise enough to
solve for us the least of them. They are part of that great mys-
tery which we call life, that burden of sore doubt and misunder..
standing, of confused meanings and hidden 'purposes that only
eternity can lift away and make clear to the puzzled soul.

When Madeleine returned to the house, she found Miss Car-
lisle in the library, where she usually spent her mornings; looking
very fair and fragile, in a white cashmere morning-robe, as she
lay on a couch near the fire. She held out her hands with a
smile when she heard the light, welcome step which entered.

"It is you, Madeleine, I know," she said. "How differentJy
you walk from Aunt Ingram or Jessie! Are you well this morn-
ing? You can't tell what a comfort it is to wake and feel that
you are in the house"

"I am always well," answered Madeleine, kissing her. "What
should ail me this morning? But how are 'you? Jessie looked
doubtful when I asked about you before breakfast, and hinted
darkly that you were kept up too late last night."

"Jessie knows nothing about it," said Mar "1 was not
kept up too late at all; and I am quite as well as usual. I sup.
p~se I shall never be strong-I never have been, you know.
What a good thing it is on that account that I am rich !-for, if I
were poor, I should be a terrible burden to somebody."

"You can never, under any possible circumstances, be a bur'
den to anybody," said Madeleine, quickly. Somehow those words
-the first expression of satisfaction in her wealth which 8he had

ever heard the blind girl utter-struck her strangely and almost
painfully coming so immediately after Basil's foreboding ac-
knowledgment that her interests were "seriously threatened."
Of course in no case-even granting the worst-would Mary Car-
lisle be poor in the literal meaning of the term; but still that
congratulation made Madeleine feel as if she were concealing
something which it was the other's right to know.

"What can I do to amuse you?" she said, changing the
subject. "I am here to play companion. Shall I read to you?
I see some new magazines and novels on the table."

"One of the magazines has an essay of Gordon Lacy's, so
Aunt Ingram told m'e,'~ said Mary. "Read that."

Madeleine obeyed, nothing loath. She was an admirable
reader, and Lacy's prose, like his poetry, was full of ease and
grace. The style flowed so pleasantly, the pure, delicate English
was so well chosen, there was so much of sparkling brightness
here and there, that it was almost impossible to ask whether
there was niot a certain lack of nervous vigor, and whether the
social theories which the writer expounded were sound, or his
broadly generalizing criticism always just.

Certainly, these questions did not occur to the reader or the
listener., The fire burned with a pleasant sound on the hearth,
the mild, balmy air came in through the open window, and there
was a tenderness at Madeleine's heart which echoed in the musi-
cal rise and fall of her voice. She was blaming herself and ex-
alting the writer in a glow of remorseful love and pride. She
longed to see' him, in order that she might put her self-reproach
into words, and make generous amend for every expression of
seeming depreciation which she had uttered.

This longing was so strong that, ~when a peal of the door-
bell suddenly echoed through the house, she laid the magazine
down in her lap-almost sure that he of whom she was thinking
had come. A man~s voice sounded in the hall-a sudden flush
rose to Mary Carlisle's cheeks. She thought, "It is Mr. Dev-
ereux!" and she was right. It was Devereux, not Lacy, who
entered the room when the door opened.
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It has already been said that he was a man of unusually
quick perceptions, so it chanced that he caught the look of
eager expectation-the love-light, as it were, of welcorne-shin,
ing in Madeleine's eyes, and react aright the disappointment in
which that light died out. It interested him and wakened his
curiosity. Miss Severn, who rose to greet him, had no idea ho~
much her eyes, in one swift second, had betrayed.

His manner certainly did not enlighten her. He advanced
with the ease which always characterized him, and made his
apologies for appearing so early. "But I am like the lover in
Shelley's serenade," he added, with a smile. "'A spirit in my
feet,' brought me, whether I would or no. How well, by-the.
way, Mr. Lacy sang that song last night, Miss Severn!"

"He sings very well, I think," said Madeleine, with. a cou~
sciousness that it was odd that Lacy's name should be the first
mentioned. "I hope you enjoyed your evening," she went
on, remembering what Basil had told her of Rosalind's flirta.
tion.

"Very much indeed," answered Devereux, probably mindful
of the same fact. "Miss Champion promises to be an energetic
manager, and I think will carry the theatricals through success~
fully. Do you not mean to take any part?"

She shook her head. "None at all. I do not think that I
have any dramatic talent, and I am sure I have no dramatic am*
bition."

"Rosalind will act well," said Mary. "She intends to play,
does she not?"

"I think she will likely be the star actress-what on the
lyric stage is called prima donna assoluta-of the company,"
answered Devereux. "She is already cast for the leading part
in the comedy."

"And Helen Champion," said Miss Carlisle. "What part
will she take?"

"Miss Champion intends to play an after-piece with Mr.
Lacy, in which she will share her laurels with no one."

"Indeed!" said Mary. It was impossible for her not to

wonder what Madeleine thought of this. But Madeleine only
looked up with a smile. Neither suspicion nor jealousy en-
tered her mind. If it pleased Lacy, there was no reason
why he should not play a dozen after-pieces with Helen
Champion.

"I hope they will extract some amusement from the affair,"
she said. "It really seems to me a laborious pursuit of pleas-
nrc; but who can account for tastes! Are you much of a read-
er, Mr. Devereux?" she added, glancing at the magazine in her
hand. "Do you keep up with the current literature of the
day?"

"I confess, to my shame, that I am very little of a reader,"
said Devereux, with humility. "I skim the journals, and man-
age to know what books are out, but as for reading them-." he
paused expressively.

"flow strange!" said Mary, in her pathetic voice. "If I
could read, I should like literature best of all things! I often
think if I could only take a book and lose myself in it-not be
obliged to tax any one else's eyes and throat in my service-
pain~ might be forgotten, and life prove easy. And you, who
can read-you do not care for it!"

"I did not mean to express quite so much as that," said he;
"but you make me feel how little I have appreciated a great
source of enjoyment. But then, one might feel that of almost
every thing. In. truth, I have lived a life which does not fit one
for intellectual pleasures; the most barren and aimless life in
the world, I begin to think-that of a society-man."

"If you feel that it is barren and aimless, why do you con-
tinue to live it?" asked Mary, with the direct frankness which
people were good enough to pardon in her.

"One falls into a groove," he answered, "in which it is less
trouble to walk than to rouse one's self and step out of it. I
have never 'had a motive to rouse me, and I have been an epicu-
rean from my birth, liking pleasure, loving ease. If I were ab-
solutely a poor man, now-" Here he stopped. "I am tempted
to be frank with you," he went on after a moment, addressing
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Mary, yet looking at Madeleine. "Personal details are never
in good taste, but it may help you to understand why I am here,
I came out of the war with only a moderate fortune, an dl lived

extravagantly. The result was that my means were soon very
much diminished-so much diminished that I was obliged to
apply toA Mr. Stringfellow, a keen lawyer and old friend of my
father's, for legal aid in some pecuniary difficulties. He found
my affairs in a desperate state, and, in examining them, he hit
upon this matter of the forgotten lease. I shall never forget the
expression of his face when he said to me, 'Well, Mr. Devereux,
I have found another fortune for you to make ducks and drakes
of!' The lease had already expired, and he instituted suit at once
for the recovery of the property. It went on for two years with.
out my troubling myself much about it, but during this past sum-
mer I met some people who knew you "-he spoke directly to
Mary-" and they told me so much of you, that I began to feel
as if I should like to know you, also. To Mr. Stringfellow's

disgust, I determined to come and offer to compromise. I c~me,
and you know the result. If the suit goes against me, I shall
be a poor man; but that may be for the best. I have been a
good-for-nothing all my life. Perhaps I possess no ability to be
any thing else; but, if there is any power of doing in me, pov.
erty ought to bring it out."

"Poverty must be a terrible thing," said Mary, "though I
speak of it as one safely sheltered talks of tempests. How

~would you learn to struggle with* it after such a life of careless
ease? I begin to think with you that the claim should be com-
promised."

A sudden flush rose to Deyereux's face. "You cannot do me
the injustice of supposing that I spoke of myself with any ref-~
erence to that, with any idea of touching your compassion !" he
said. "I must beg you to believe-"

Mary lifted her hand with a slight silencing gesture. "I do
you no injustice," she said, softly. "I believe that you have
thought of me more than of yourself; but you must not quarrel
with me if, in turn, I think of you a little."

"Quarrel with you!" said Devereux, touched by the sweet-

ness of her words and smile. "You know that is impossible.
]3ut I cannot permit you to think of me in such a way. I am a

man, though. a good-for-nothing one. I shall do well in any
event."

"You cannot be sure of that," said Mary, with a serious air.

Then, hearing the rustling sound of Madeleine's dress as the lat-
ter suddenly rose, she turned to her. "Where are you going?"
she asked quickly.

"Only to meet Rosalind, who is coming toward the house,"
answered Madeleine. "No doubt she wishes to see me. I
shall be back presently."

"Bring.her with you," said Mary. "Mr. Devereux and her-
self can compare notes of the last night's entertainment, and we
can listen."

Madeleine said nothing-she did not even glance toward Dev-
ereux to see how he received this suggestion-as she crossed the
floor, a~d passed out of the open window, through which she had
perceived Rosalind approaching. She was possessed by a feeling
of angry contempt so unusual, that it almost startled her. It is
impossible to say whether this feeling was most strongly directed
against Rosalind or Devereux, or whether it was shared equally
between them. She felt an instinct approaching to a conviction
that their meeting at the Lodge was not altogether an accident
-and if it were arranged, there was an air of duplicity about it
which made her heart stir with a hot sense of indignation. If

)hey wanted to flirt, had they not honor enough to do it openly
and brave the consequences? This was what she thought as
she swept by Devereux with disdain, and stepped out on the
piazza to meet Rosalind.

That young lady was looking quite as lovely as usual, as she
advanced toward the house. Nothing that could possibly hap

pen ever disturbed Rosalind; unless, indeed, it happened tc
herself. The misfortunes, the anxieties, the troubles of others,
caused no ripple on the smooth surface of her content and self.
complacency. Not even a recollection of the pain she had in-
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flicked on Champion marred her calm. She was not cruel, as

some women are, for the very love of cruelty; but she was en-
tirely absorbed in herself, and wrapped in egoism like a garment.

She looked a little surprised as Madeleine descended the
piazza-steps to meet her. "Good-morning," she said, with her

light, rippling laugh. "I did not know that there was a watch-
tower here, from which you observed the approach of visitors.
How is Mary to-day?"

- "She is as usual," replied Madeleine, with a strain of cold-

ness in her voice. "But she is occupied just now, so I came

out to meet you, thinking most likely you wanted specially to
see me."

"Not at all," said, Rosalind, quietly. "I only walked out

because th6 morning was pleasant and I had nothing to do at

home. If Mary is occupied-but how strange that Mary should

be occupied! I did not know that she ever attended to business
or any thing of that kind."

"She is not attending to business," said Madeleine; "a vis-

itor is with her. If you will come into the drawing~room, or up
in my room

"No, thanks," interrupted Rosalind. "The open air is much
pleasanter. We can walk here until the important visitor is

* gone. I should like to see Mary."
"We will walk in the garden, then," said Madeleine.
She turned in that direction as she spoke, and Rosalind did

not demur, though she knew perfectly well who the visitor was.

It was no part of her policy to seem to seek Devereux's, atten-

tions, and she thought as she moved away that the step would

have a good effect. He could not now suspect her of having

come to meet him. She was consoling herself with this re-
flection, when Madeleine spoke.

"Basil was here an hour or two ago," she said. "He looked,

I thought, a little jaded, and not as if he had enjoyed himself
last night."

"I don't suppose he did enjoy it," responded Rosalind, cool-
ly; and, being vexed, though she showed no sign of it, she went

on with the deliberate intention of annoying her companion,
"Helen Champion spent the evening flirting with Gordon Lacy.

You can imagine whether or not that was pleasant to BasiL I

wonder he did not give you a hint that you had better look
after your property."

"Basil knows that I trust Gordon entirely," said Madeleine,

in her calm, proud voice. "But how can you, Rosalind, talk of

others flirting, when I heard with the deepest regret that you

made yourself conspicuous last night by the manner in which
you received Mr. Devereux's attentions."

"iii suppose Basil told you that," said Rosalind, nonchalant-
ly, "How strange that he had only an eye for my small pecca-

dilloes! Mr. Devereux was the most agreeable man in the

room, why should I not have received his attentions? I was

very much obliged to him for entertaining me so well as he
did."

"The most agreeable man in the room ~ repeated Made-
leine. "Where was Mr. Champion?"

Rosalind laughed, haIC mockingly. "James was there," she

said, "and would no doubt be infinitely gratified by the comply.
ment your question implies. But he is not Darby yet, and I

am not Joan-pledged to think him the pleasantest as well as
the wisest man in the world."

"Rosalind, how can you speak so lightly!" said Madeleine,

pausing abruptly, with a glow in her eyes. "How can, you be

so ungrateful, and-forgive me if I speak plainly-so unfeeling?
Do you think that it is honorable to pledge yourself to marry

one man, and ther~ to lower yourself and him by flirting with

another? Basil said I must tell you that Mr. Devereux is not a

man whose attentions you ought to encourage, even if you were
not engaged. But since you are engaged-"

"Since I am engaged," interposed Rosalind, coldly," "I can
manage my own affairs, without the assistance of Basil or your-

self. I know what I am doing. As for my being ungrateful

and unfeeling, that is-stuff! I have never thanked James

Champion humbly for the honor he did me in asking rue to mar-
8
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~y him, and IL have no idea that his heart will break because I
amuse myself with Mr. Devereux."

"You cannot deity that he was pained," said Madeleine.
"Even Basil saw that."

"He was jealous* and angry," said Rosalind, carelessly.
"We had rather a stormy scene last night, and I am glad he
has gone off to his courts this morning, and will not be hack
for tw~ weeks. A jealous man is a dreadful bore," pursued the
young lady, contemplatively. "I like people who take things
lightly and gracefully, like Mr. Devereux."

"There are certainly disadvantages connected with feeling
any thing deeply," said Madeleine, with a tone of scorn' in her
voice.

After this there was silence. They paced slowly along be-
tween the flower-beds all aglow with bright autumn flowers, and
the rose-bushes laden with sweet blossoms, yet neither of them
heeded these tl~iings-Rosalind because she was wondering
whether Devereux would go without making an opportunity to
speak to her, Madeleine because her thoughts were in a\tumult.
'This was how the world went, she said to herself with unaccus-
tomed bitterness. To the light of soul fell the rich gifts of
life-the love, faith, devotion, loyalty, which are worth more
than the wealth of kings! While to others-somehow, she
could go no farther than this. There was a pain at her heart
which she could not or would not analyze. She turned her
back on the deihon of suspicion, but how could she stilt the
pang that was like a lance?

When they reached the end of the walk, they turned to re-
trace their steps toward the house. Then Rosalind uttered a
slight exclamation which caused Madeleine, who was looking
down, to glance up. At the end of the long alley two figures,
framed in green, were advancing toward them. One was Miss
Carlisle, the other Mr. Devereux.

CHAPTER IV.

"ON PLEASURE BENT.~~

"So it is Mr. Devereux who is Mary's ~ said Rosa~~
lind-, with the least possible accent of triumph. "Odd of you
not to mention the fact! You surely did not fear that I would
go in and take his attention by storm, did you?"

'"You know that I feared nothing of the kind," said Made-
leine. "But I did not think that his presence concerned you."

She spoke quietly, yet she was in truth very much disturbed
by IDevereux's appearance. It seemed to justify her worst fore-
bodings, and changed all the kindly feeling which she had be-
gun to entertain for him as Mary Carlisle's possible suitor into
dislike and distrust. It may be thought, perhaps, that she was
rigid and strained in her ideas of what constituted honorable
conduct, but she only followed in this the tradition of her fam-
ily. If Devereux wished to marry Mary Carlisle~ was it honor-
able of him to amuse himself with the vanity of another woman,
and, above all, to make Mary~s own house a place of rendezvous?
This was what Madeleine was saying to herself when they met
the others, and paused.

"How do you do, Rosalind ? "* said Mary. "It is Rosalind,
is it not? You see we came in search of you, Madeleine.-The
day is so pleasant, I thought I should like to enjoy the air."

"It is pleasant," said Madeleine, "in a sere soft, autumn
fashion; but too dt~mp for you, I am afraid."

"Don't believe her, Mary-it is not damp at all," said Rosa-
lind, with a light kiss. Then she turned to Devereu~ with her
eyes shining under their silken lashes, an enchanting smile dim-
pling her cheeks and showing her pearl-like teeth. "How are
you this morning, after your arduous exertions last night?" she
asked. "I had no idea of meeting you here,"

"It is a very charming place to be met," answered he.
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"May I say that I am glad to see you looking sd well? Evi-
dently your social duties last night did not exhaust you."

"What social duties had you, Rosalind?" asked Mary.
"None at all except to be amused," answered Rosalind.

"There was a good deal that was amusing, too, was there not?"
(this to Devereux). "Everybody was so comically selfish and
intent upon getting the best of every thing for themselves and
their friends. Human nature,~ regarded from a dramatic point
of view, is certainly a study."

"Is it not a study from any point of view?" asked Devereux.
"But whether it repays one for devoting time and attention to
it, may be doubted."

"I should think that, of all things in the world, it would re~
pay one best," said Mary.

"Such an opinion speaks well for your own disposition, and
for the friends you have made," said Devereux. "But cynical,
worldly-wise people like Miss Rosalind Severn and myself, can-
not agree with you."

"What reason have you for classing me with yourself as cyn-
ical and worldly-wise?" demanded Rosalind, looking at him with
laughing eyes.

"I thought you favored me with a good deal of that kind of
- philosophy on the piazza last night," he answered, half-uncon-

sciously lowering his voice a little.
"Ah," said she, gayly, in ~he same tone, "but that was all

moonshine."
Talking in this manner, the quartet strolled about the garden

for some time-Rosalind and Devereux bearing the chief burden
of conversation, Mary joining in occasionally, but Madeleine say-
ing scarcely any thing at all. Often she looked back to this
morning, and thought of it as the beginning of a time of doubt
and trouble. The flowers, the fragrance, the south wind laden
with coming rain, all seemed full of the suggestion of anxiety-
all seemed to stamp the occasion with picvu.re-like vividness on
her memory.

Wher~ they finally returned to the house, Mary asked Rosa-
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lind to come into the drawing-room and sing for her. "I do not
have so much music as I should like," she said, "and your songs
always please me."

"So I shall have the pleasure of hearing you at last 1" said
Devereux to the girl, as she hesitated

"And the pleasure of laughing at me, very likely," she re-
torted. "Only remember, please, that I know quite as well as
you do that my voice is nothing."

"But at least you will sing," said Mary, when they entered
the hall.

"If you really wish to hear me," Rosalind answered, turning
toward the drawing-room.

There was no fire in this room, but the air everywhere was
mild and warm. Madeleine opened a window, and Devereux
raised the lid of the piano. Rosalind sat down and began to sing.
Sh~ had a clear mezzo-soprano voice, flexible and sweet, and,
though untrained, she sang with taste; it is not possible, how-
ever, to add with feeling. She knew this, and consequently she
rarely attempted to render a song which required any thing like
pathos. But certain light and graceful melodies she sang charm-
ingly.~ On the present occasion she did herself more than justice.
Her gay tones rang out with silvery effect. "Through the wood,
through the wo6d, follow and find me!" the arch-voice tilted.
Devereux stood leaning against the piano, handsome and indo-
lent, his eyes on the singer's face. At the - other side of the

* instrument Mary sat, while at the farther end of the room
Madeleine's slender figure was outlined against the light, as
she stood by the window she had opened. It was the same
window at which Devereux had seen her when he came to the
Lodge first. He thought of this as he glanced toward her once
or twice.

Presently the song ceased, and compliments were paid; then
other songs followed, and might have continued for some time,
if Madeleine, in one of the interludes, had not approached Mary.

"You will take cold in this atmosphere," she sa4d. "It is

very damp.' Qome over to the library. If Rosalind wishes to
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on singing, and you wish to hear her, the doors can be left

open."
"I have not the least desire to go on singing," said Rosalind,

rising. ~" On the contrary, I must say good-morning, and take my
way back to Stansbury. Mamma will be wondering what has
become of me..-Good-by, Mary-I shall come out soon and
spend the day with you."

"What I are you going?" s~id Mary. "Not before luncheon,
surely? I cannot hear of such a thing! You must stay-and, Mr
Devereux, you will stay also, will you not?"

Devereux felt no inclInation to decline-especially when
Miss Carlisle added, "I will order the pony-carriage afterward,
and you can drive Rosalind back to Stansbury."

"My dear Mary, how kind of you!" said Rosalind. "But I
dislike to trouble Mr. Devereux."

* "The trouble will certainly be terrible," said Devereux, look-
ing at her with a smile.

They adjourned to the library after this, and found Mrs.
Ingram established there. She had come down specially to see
Devereux, concerning whom her curiosity was greatly excited;
yet, when Madeleine presented him, she acknowledged the' intro-
duction very stiffly. What business had this claimant of Mary
Carlisle's rightful property, under the roof of the Lodge, she
thought, being one of those quietly venomous people who are
esteemed amiable by the many, and are only known by the
few.

"What a charming room this is!" said Rosalind, sinking
into a puffy chair that was a very nest of luxurious comfort. She
heaved a heart-felt sigh as she did so. Why was not all this'
brightness and grace of wealth hers? If it only could be!
Already, from a mere day-dream, this idea had grown to a tan-
gible desire. She looked at Devereux, who was essaying a few
commonplaces in the direction of Mrs. Ingram. How she ad-
mired him I flow entirely such a husband, and such a house,
would suit her;. would realize all her aspirations and desires!
What would'become of.Mary in such a case, she did not trouble

herself to consider, further than that no doubt she woul
comfortable with Madeleine and Basil d be very

Leaving the group about the library-fire, Miss Severn, mean-
while, sought Jessie out in the region of the store-room, and
suggested that luncheon should be served as speedily as possible.
"Rosalind and Mr. Devereux are here," she said, "and I think
the sooner they go the better-Mary is exerting herself too
much."

"She'll bring on some o' them awful spasms of the heart if
she don't take carp," said Jessie, anxiously. "I saw her walking
in the garden wii~h Mr. Devereux. Miss Madeleine, what is he
comm' here for?"

"How can I tell ?" answered Madereine, who understood
perfectly the drift of the question. "Have luncheon, Jessie, at
once, and don't forget to put down wine-claret and sherry will
answer, I suppose."

*" Is there any thing else you can think of Miss Madeleine?"
asked Jessie, who always scorned to accept a word of advice
from Mrs. Ingram. "It isn't often a gentleman comes to the
Lodge, and a body likes to have things nice."

"You always have them nice," said Madeleine. "I cannot
think of any thing else to suggest. But pray make haste."

She went back to the library after this adjuration, and Jessie
did make haste. In less than fifteen minutes, Albert, the tall,
black, well-trained servant, who had waited in the Carlisle dining-
room ever since he was a boy, appeared, and announced that
luncheon was ready.

The dining-room was one of the pleasantest apartments of the
Lodge-pleasant and thoroughly well fitted up as they all were
-and immediately in front of a deeply-recessed bay-window, 7
draped with lace curtains, stood the round-table, on which was
spread a luncheon that was dainty enough to tempt theappetite
of a valetudinarian. Devereux was charmed. Like all men, he
appreciated excellence in the gastronomic department, and after
a week or two at the Stausbury Hotel, he was specially fitted
to enjoy this well-served collation, with its carefully~prepared

j ~.
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dishes, snowy damask, beautiful china, and fragile glass. The
too, was good-better than is usually found in a lady's

cellar-and altogether he felt like one for whom the gods have
a special care. He had come to this strange region on an abso-
lute uncertainty, not knowing what manner of people he should
find, and lo! how Fortune had rewarded his somewhat blunder-
ing effort to do the thing which was right! When, in all his
life, had he ever found a more, interesting character than that
of the blind girl by his side, or a more exquisite face than that
of Rosalind, which blushed and dimpled opposite him?

When luncheon ended, the pony-carriage was standing before
the door, and Rosalind put on her gloves. "Are you ready to
play cavalier?" she sMd to Devereux. "I do not know how to
drive. Madeleine is an accomplished whip, but I make it a rule
never to learn to do troublesome things. Then somebody else
must do them for me."

"An excellent rule," said he, smiling; "at least it seems
excellent to me just now. In fact, at all times, one of the chief
charms of a woman is her helplessness."

"Why not say her selfishness at once!" Madeleine thought
-but such thoughts as these are among the large number that
never find expression. She did not know whether Devereux
was sincere, or whether he was merely uttering a commonplace
of gallantry; but she was well used to hearing foolish and selfish
speeches commended when spoken with infantile sweetness by
lips of coral.

"'Good-by again, Mary!" said Rosalind. "I have spent such
a pleasant morning, and am so much obliged to you for sending
me home in this delightful fashion!"

"Let me bid you good-morning also, Miss Carlisle," said
Devereux, "and thank you for your' graceful hospitality. Will
you forgive the unconscionable length of my visit, and permit
me to have the pleasure of seeing you soon again?"

"The length of your visit is very easily forgiven," said Mary,
as he took her hand, "and I shall be glad to see you when you
come again.

The soft graciousness of the tone was more than the words
..-was so much, indeed, that Devereux felt strongly tempted to
lift to his lips the delicate hand which lay in his. Butevenif
they had been~alone, he would scarcely have ventured on this-
of course with three ladies standing by such a thing was not to
be thought of for a moment. He pressed the hand slightly,
however, saying as he did so, "Do not blame me if I come too
soon."

"When do you expect to return to Stansbury, Madeleine?"
Rosalind was saying, meanwhile, in her careless voice. "Hon.
estly, I think Gordon needs looking after-which reminds me
that Helen Champion is very anxious to know definitely if you
will not take a part in the dramatic entertainment with which
Stanshury is to be edified."

"Let her kbow as definitely as possible that~ I shall not,"
answered Medeleine, a little coldly. She would have scorned
herself if she had been "jealous" for a moment, but still human
nature is only human nature; and it was with Helen Champion
that Lacy's name had been coupled before this.

Then Devereux led the young lady out and assisted her into
the luxurious little phaeton, where she leaned tack with' an air
of extreme satisfaction, while he took his seat by her side, Joe
sprang to the rumble behind, and the ponies darted off. The
air was more damp than it had been an hour or two before, the
clouds had gathered more grayly, prospect of rain was more
certain; but there was a sense of exhilaration in the moist fresh-
ness of the atmosphere, and the breeze created by their swift
motion soon brought a lovely flush to Rosalind's face.

"Oh, how delicious this is!" she cried, as they swept out of
the Lodge-gates. "Pray, Mr. Devereux, if you have no spe-
cial reason for going at once to Stansbury, let us take a drive!
Mary never goes out such a day as this, but Ithink it is perfect
-the southerly wind and cloudy sky of the old hunting-ballad."

"I shall be delighted!" said Devereux, who thought that he
might be more uncomfortably placed. "I am obedient to your
commands. Tell me where to go."
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"Turn here to the right," said Rosalind. This was the road
away from the mills, for she had no desire to meet BasiL Dcv-
ereux obeyed, and with their horses' heads turned in the oppo-
site direction from St.ansbury, and the southerly wind in their
faces, they bowled along over the smooth autumn roads. "Who
would not be rich!" thought Rosalind, with a sense that the
transformation scene in her life was about to dawn. The cin-
ders of poverty, metaphorically speaking, had been her portion
during many weary years, but the turn of fortune's wheel had
come at last, and she was to be lifted to that position for which
she was fitted, and which she felt a calm certainty of adorning.

It boots not to tell how far this well-entertained pair drove,
nor at what hour they returned to Stansbury. To them the re-
sult of their mornings visit was no doubt thoroughly agreeable
and satisfactory. It was an example of the different effects
which may follow the same cause that it was exactly the oppo-
site of these things at the Lodge. Miss Carlisle, as Madeleine
feared, had been too much excited. The inevitable conse-
quences of excitement and exertion followed. After the vis-
itors left, she complained of lassitude. "Lie down, and I will
read you to sleep," Madeleine said.. But there was no such
thing as sleep for Mary-though tired, she was still full of ner-
vous excitement. By evening she was feverish and suffering
with those "spasms of the heart" which Jessie had prophesied;
and by ten o'clock at night a messenger was galloping into
Stansbury for Dr. Arthur.

He came, to find his patient suffering with her most danger-
ous mal~dy-that terrible form of heart-disease known as an-
gina peotoris. Madeleine and Jessie were by her bedside-they
had shared many a vigil like this before, and knew perfectly all
thali could be done, and how to do it-while Mrs. Ingram dozed
placidly near the fire. Nobody was paying the least attention
to her, but she thought that it would not "look well" if she
was not visible when the doctor came; so she established 'her-
self comfortably in 'a deep chair, placed her feet on a cushion,
and said "0 dear!" and "poor child!" at sympathetic inter-
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vals, when Mary's agony found expression in shuddering moans
and gasps.

It was agony such as iL~1iadeleine had never seen her suffer
before, an~ she was not surprised th4 Dr. Arthur's face settled
into anxious gravity as soon as he approached the bedside, lie
spent the night there, and only took his departure in the morn-
ing when the paroxysms of pain had at last subsided, and the
exhausted girl sank to sleep under the influence of the opiates
which had been freely given. Then he went down-stairs with
Madeleine and uttered a few impressive words of warning, while
she poured out a cup of coffee for him.

"Miss Carlisle should avoid all excitement," he said, ~" and
she should be very careful with regard to over-exerting herself.
I am sorry to perceive that her attacks become more frequent,
and the paroxysms more severe. Her heart is organically af-
fected, and, when that is the case, a fatal result may ensue from
any imprudence. It might be well for you to let her know this,
Miss Severn, without alarming her more than you can help. It
is above all things necessary that she should be prudent, and
prudence is not a virtue in which young ladies excel."

"Mary is not foolish enough to be recklessly imprudent,"
said Madeleine. She was unstrung from watching and anxiety,
and she looked at the doctor with quivering lips and tearful
eyes. "Do you really think the heart is organically affected?"
she asked. "Does not that mean danger of-of sudden death
at any time?"

"It means that in a measure; but in this disease the chief
danger is of acute and prolonged suffering ending in death," an-
swered the doctor. "I am sorry to pain you-as I see .1 do-by
such words'; but you must understand the case, and the need
that there is for prudence and care. Miss Carlisle may live for
many years if she avoids excitement and over-exertion. I can-
not impress this upon you too strongly, and you must impress
it upon her in any way that seems to you best."

These were not the last words he spoke, hut they were the
words that rang in Madeleine's ears after he was gone, and she
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stood for a fe~ minutes at the window watching the mist-like
rain which was falling rapidly, and the canopy of clouds that
bent low over the sere trees and btown earth. The day was
ineffably~ sad and dreary, or seemed so to her as she looked out.
Who has not felt the depression which weighs on mind and body
after a night's vigil? And with this depression already resting
like an incubus upon her, she had heard that the life of the gew.
tIe girl who filled a sister's place in her heart, hung on a thread,
that a little excitement, a little exertion, would end all things
whatsoever-as far as things can end on earth-for the richly-
dowered mistress of this pleasant home.

She felt that she could not trust herself to think of all that
was implied in such an idea; so, hearing Mrs. Ingram's step on
the stairs, she turned hastily and left the room. That estimable
lady had retired to her slumbers the night before at eleven
o'clock, and this' was her first appearance since that time. She
was looking injured and majestic when Madeleine met her in the
hall, for she had called at Mary's door in passing, and Jessie had
declined to admit her.

"I hear that Dr. Arthur has gone, Miss Severn," she said.
"I hoped that I should have come down in time to see him and
hear what he thinks of Mary's case. I am sure she is not serb
ously ill, and I said so last night if you remember; but still it
is always well to have the opinion of a physician."

"Dr. Arthur thinks that she will do very well now, provided
she is quiet and careful," said Madeleine. "I suppose yot.vhwve
heard that she is asleep at last, after a night of terrible suffer-
ing."

"Jessie Holme told me so," replied Mrs. Ingram, with severe
emphasis on that offending person's name. "She was afraid that
I would disturb Mary if I went to her room-I, who have always
'been considered one of the best people in the world for a nur~e,
because, as everybody always says, I am so quiet. I was sorry
I could not sit up after midnight last night; but there seemed
no need of me, and I feel that at my time of life I must consid.
ermyownhealth."

*. ' .

"There was no need of you at all," said Madeleine, gassing
on. She felt too weary and anxious to be quite as courteous as
usual, and Mrs. Ingram appreciated the change in her manner.

"One would really think that Miss Severn was mistress of
the house!" she said, with spiteful emphasis, to Albert, who
was bringing in warm buckwheat-cakes when she entered the
dining-room.

Unconscious of the offense which she had given, Madeleine
went up the broad, thickly-carpeted stairs to Mary's room. She
sent Jessie away, and sat down by the bed on which the sick
girl lay, heavily sleeping, her fair hair pushed back from the
white brow on which every azure vein could be clearly traced.
Madeleine gazed at the delicate, unconscious face until tears
misted her sight. "My poor Mary!" she whispered once or twice.
She was just then in that morbid state of mind-a very uncom-
mon state with her-when feeling, events, foreshadowing, are
magnified and distorted beyond their true proportions. She
connected the doctor's warning with the fears which had ~p-
pressed her the day before, and to her fancy it seemed as if a
double doom was impending over that quiet sleeper-a doom of.
love and a doom of death. Which was worst? Madeleine
said to herself that she could not tell. "To give such a heart
as yours to an idle vaurien who cares only for your fortune!"
she thought. "0 my poor Mary, God may be kind if He
takes you away from that fate!,'

These were not cheerful thoughts; the fire burned low, the
room was dark, and presently, through very weariness of spirit,
Madeleine fell asleep. She must have slept an hour or two, but
she waked at last suddenly with Jessie's hand on her shoulder
and Jessie's voice in her ear.

"I am sorry to disturb you, Miss Madeleine," she said3 in a
low voice, " but Mr. Lacy is down-stajrs."
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CHAPTER V.

THE RESULT OF PLEASURE.

As Madeleine took her way down to see Lacy, she could not
fail to be conscious of a sense of constraint with ;e~ard to him.
There was no coldness, no jealousy, no injured self-love in this;
it was not that she resented any thing which he had done, or
left undone, but it was simply the inevitable result of certain
given causes. Perhaps the depression under which she~ was
laboring deepened the effect. At all events she looked like a
pale wraith of herself when she glided into the library where
Lacy was standing before one of the bookcases, apparently
reading the titles of the volumes.

"Good-morning, Gordon," she said, in her sweet, clear voice;
and he started and turned.

"Heavens, Madeleine !-what is the matter?" he exclaimed.
"Is Miss Carlisle dying or dead, that you look so like a ghost?"

"She has been very ill indeed, and I suppose I look badly
from having been awake all night," Madeleine answered, as he
came forward and took her hands. Even then, with his warm
clasp on her own and his eyes reading her face, the sense of
constraint still oppressed her. It was so subtle that she could
not define in what it consisted, yet it was decided enough to
keep her from drooping her head on his shoulder, as she might
else have done. She made an effort, however, and, looking at
him with her usual tender smile, said: "I am very glad to see
you. I hoped you would come; for I do-not know when I shall
be able' to go back to Stansbury."

"Why not?" asked Lacy. "I cannot bear that you should
be here. It puts you so far away from me, and I need you
so much!"

"Do you miss me, then?" she said; and despite herself she
could~ not help a little wistfulness, a shade of doubt, in her tone.

"Miss you!" he repeated. "What a question! As if 11
could do any thing else than miss you! I have come out here
this morning because I must have your advice: are you not my
counselor? Here are some letters I have received., Come to
the fire and read them."

He drew her gently forward and placed her in an arm-chair.
It was pleasant to be so cared for, and yet, for the first time,
Madeleine felt an intangible sense of want. What was it? She
did not ~sk herself, she only felt that it would have been better
if he had come because he wished to see her, not simply because
he desired her advice. But she was that rarething-a thor-
oughly unselfish and -unexacting person. This reflection cast
no shadow on her manner. She only said: "I fear I am dull
and stupid this morning. You must excuse me-Mary has been
so ill."

"You are never dull and stupid," said Lacy. "The idea is
absurd! But Jam sorry that Miss Carlisle is so island still
more sorry that you were obliged to sit up all night. Was it
necessary? Has she not attendants?"

"Attendants-yes," said Madeleine. "But do we leave
those whom we love to attendants? Now, what are your let-
ters about? Of course you know that my best advice is at
your service."

The letters were produced and examined. Two were from
editors, a third from a publisher. One of the first accepted and
complimented highly the poem which had been so unfortunately
criticized. When she read this Madeleine looked up with a smile
of pleasure so sincere that no one could doubt or mistake it.

"You see I was wrong!" she said. "How glad I am! Now
you will forgive me for my blunder, will you not ?-and I shall
never try to play critic again."

The sweet frankness of her tone and glance touched Lacy
with a sudden sense of admiration and self-reproach. At this
moment it was not agreeable to remember that he had come to
the Lodge specially to show her how wrong she had been-or,
at least, how differently others thought. The better part of
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his nature was fast becoming spoiled with success and the de-
sire for praise, 'iiihich is like an unhealthy appetite, that grows
with indulgence; but still he felt dimly that Madeleine was his
good genius, that her fearless truth, her tender sincerity, was
better for mind and soul than the laudation which had become
so necessary to him.

"I am~ not sure at all that this fellow is right," he said,
touching the letter. "But, sinc~ the matter was at issue between
us, I thought I would submit it to some one else."

"And the some one else has decided against me," said Mad.
eleine, who w~ really delighted--it was so pleasant for Lacy to
be gratified, and for herself to be proved wrong! "Dear, I con-
gratulate you with all my heart."

"What a heart it is!" said Lacy. "The sweetest, the bravest,
the best in all the world!"

"You don't know all the hearts in the world," said Mad-
eleine, laughing. She looked up with her soft glance. Con-
straint and doubt fled in one happy moment. She did what
many women before her have done-shut her eyes to the weak-
ness, and threw over his faults the generous mantle of love.
What people take to their hearts, they do not criticism. There
is a certain degree of distance always necessary for that unpleas-
ant opQration, and Lacy had only himself to blame when he
placed himself in a position where Madeleine's judgment was
forced to regard him, instead of Madeleine's heart.

In this manner, that which scarcely deserves the name of an
estrangement was ended, and perfect harmony restored. Lacy's
wounded amour propre was soothed, and Madeleine felt that she
was magnanimously forgiven. What did that matter?. Peace
and trust were sweet-and there was a golden charm about the
hour which followed. The autumn rain beat mournfully on the
windows, but the firelight within flickered over the apartment,
Mrs. Ingram's large Maltese cat dozed placidly on the hearth-rug,
and Lacy, thoroughly comfortable in a luxurious chair, talked
of himself, his hopes, fears, doubts, and intentions, to his full
content.
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He could readily have spent the morning, if not the day, in
this fashion; but an interruption occurred. The door-bell rang
sharply, and Albert's voice was heard answering some one's
questions with regard to Miss Carlisle, and finally saying that
Miss Severn was in the library.

"Who is that, do you suppose?" asked Lacy, irritably.
Before Madeleine could reply, the door opened and Devereux

entered. He looked, as usual, self-possessed and graceful, though
Miss Severn's manner was chiefly remarkable for its coldness as
she rose.

"Pray pardon me," he said, coming forward, "but I have
been extremely concerned to hear of Miss Carlisle's illness-.-.and
especially concerned because I fear that I am to blame for it. I
called to inquire how she is, without hoping to see any one, but
the servant at the door told me that you were here, and I ven-
tured to enter, in order to learn her condition, and express my
most sincere regret."

"She is quiet now," said Madeleine. She spoke courteously,
but he felt the chill in her voice, as if it had been a draught of
cold air. "She spent a terrible night, but, for the present, danger
is over, I hope."

"Danger !-was there danger?" asked Devereux. He looked
shocked. "How can I forgive myself?" he went on. "You do
not say so, Miss Severn, but I feel that her having walked out
yesterday morning-"

"Had nothing to do with her illness," interrupted Madeleine.
"But she was too much excited. I knew that at the time. She
lives so quietly, she is not accustomed to seeing visitors very
often, and Rosalind and yourself-"

"I cannot sufficiently express my concern," said Devereux,
as she paused. "If I had suspected such a thing for a moment~
nothing would have induced me, for my own gratification, to
incur any risk. May I beg you to let Miss Carlisle know how
sorry I am, and how earnestly I hope that she may soon be well
again?"

"I will let her know," said Madeleine, "but I do not think
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she will soon be well. She is always very much ~prostrated
after one of these severe attacks, and absolute rest is essential
for her."

Devereux understood the hint, and was a little amused by the
decided manner in which it was given. "When she recovers
sufficiently to receive visitors, I hope to express my regrets in
person," he said. "But I do not think you need fear that 1 will
repeat the same offense. I have received a lesson which I shall
not forget." -

"I do not think it was your visit alone," said Madeleine, who
felt as if she had been a little rude. "It was the general excite-
mait. Will you not sit down?" she added, with a sudden recol-
lection.

"No, thanks," replied Devereux, bowing again. "I only
called to inquire-forgive me for troubling you, and pray express
my most sincere regret to Miss Carlisle."

He passes out of the room, and Madeleine, with a slight flush
on her cheek, turned back to Lacy.

"I am afraid I was not so courteous as-as I should have
been," she said, contritely. "But it was all his fault-his and
Rosalind's-that Mary has been so ill."

"I met them driving into town together in Miss Carlisle's
carriage, about four o'clock yesterday afternoon," said Lacy,
with an air of lazy amusement. "I thought it lucky Champion
was not about. Rosalind looked lovely, and as full of mischief
as possible. She certainly is s~duisante to an uncommon degree.
But what is to be the end of it all ?"

"Heaven only knows!" said Madeleine. " Rosalind heeds no
remonstrance. As for Mr. Devereux, I distrust him altogether."

"You and Champion can shake hands, then-but Basil seems
to have gone over to the enemy, horse, foot, and dragoons."

"Basil thinks he means well in a business point of view;
and perhaps he may-I cannot tell. But with regard to Mary,
I think that he does not mean well. He intends, if he can, to
marry her for her fortune, and meanwhile he is flirting with
Rosalind in a way that no honorable man would think of doing."
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"According to your code, few men are honorable," said
Lacy, with a slightly uneasy laugh, whtch may or may not have
had its origin in one or two pricks of conscience.

"You do not think my ideas strained, do you?" said Made-
leine, looking at him with earnest eyes. "It seems to me that
if I was in Mr. Devereux's place, I should feel that truth was

' all the more owing to poor Mary because she might be so easily
deceived."

"Men of the world-" began Lacy, but she interrupted him
with an impetuosity which was very novel with her:

"Even 'men of the world' profess to believe in honor, do
they not?" she asked. "And I am sure you could not call it
honorable to try to win a woman's hand solely as a matter of
convenience, and then to fail in giving her even the poor com-
pliment of faith, in return for such great gifts as her heart and
-her fortune!"

Lacy shrugged his shoulders. "The rule is the other way,"
be said. "But have you any right to talk of men? Do wom-
en act much better? There is Rosalind!"

"Ah 1" said Madeleine, as if the mention of Rosalind in
such a connection was equivalent to a physical pang2 Her pride
was hurt as well as her heart. One of the Severns !-one of -

those whose name has been for generations a synonym for
honor, of whom "all the men were brave and all the women
virtuous ! "-that one of these should be at last that weak and
volatile thing, a woman whose faith was like a feather! There
is no denying that this stung Madeleine to the quick. "I can-
not talk of it!" she said. "Such conduct is unworthy of any
woman-it is doubly unworthy of Rosalind! I do not know
where' it will end. I am sorry for Mr. Champion. 0 Gordon,
is not life a puzzle!"

"Sometimes it seems particularly so," said Gordon. He
spoke feelingly.. There was no disguising the fact that sometimes
the puzzle was almost too much for him. It had weighed upon
him heavily since he saw Madeleine* last, and, if the unquiet
spirit was laid a little now by the magic of her presence, he
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knew that it would return to torment him when his dark hour

came-the dark hour of- temptation as well as depression. '

Presently the door-bell rang again, and this time it was Dr.

Arthur who made his appearance. Then Madeleine's attention

was claimed, and Lacy felt that he must go. She went out with

him to the piazza, and stood there in her pretty morning-dress,
the damp air waving her brown hair, and bringing a faint color

to her pale cheeks, while he mounted his horse. Having done

so, he turned again to say good-by. " Come back to Stans-

bury as soon as possible, anima mica," he said, caressingly.
" There is no telling what will become of me if you do not. I

cannot live without my counselor."
" But you can come to see her, can you not ?" the counsel-

or asked.
"And be interrupted by Messieurs Devereu.x and Arthur !

That is not very satisfactory. Promise me that you will come

as soon as you can."
"Of course I will," said Madeleine.
But she was not destined to fulfill this promise very speedily

Mary's -illness lasted as she had feared that it would. There

were more paroxysms of heart-disease, followed by utter pros-

tration; and so, for two weeks, Madeleine scarcely left the sick-

room where Jessie' alone shared her labor of watching. The

doctor knew that he could depend implicitly on these two, and
all other nurses were excluded. Of how' the world went on

during this time Miss Severn scarcely knew. 'Basil came daily
to inquire about Mary, but sometimes Madeleine did not see

him, and when she did he was not communicative with regard
to outside affairs. Indeed, there was not time for any extended

communications, if either of them had 'felt inclined that way
Those who have watched in a sick-room know how engrossing
that occupation is-how absorbing to the mind, how wearyinig
to the body ! Lacy came once or twice, but found these visits
so "unsatisfactory," that he discontinued them. Perhaps it

was natural that it should not have occurred to him that they

might be a pleasure to Madeleine. Other visitors called, were
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received by Mrs. Ingram, and departed leaving sympathetic
cards and condolences. Rosalind flitted in and said she would
be " glad to do any thing she could." Being assured that her
services were not needed, she gladly departed. So matters
went on. By the end of the second week Mary began to mend,
but the third week was well advanced before the doctor said
that she might be taken to the library and see a few quiet
friends.

C HAP T ER V1.

MADELEINE RETURNs TO sTANSB3URY.

'FoREMOST among these quiet friends was Basil Severn. The
first day that Mary was established on her familiar couch by the
library-fire-fire needed now, since it was a clear, frosty No-
vember morning-he entered, with warmest pleasure and con-
gratulation on his frank, sunburned face. This face poor Mary
could not see, but she could hear the genial ring of his voice,
and feel the cordial clasp of his hand.

" What a pleasure it is to see you down again !" he said,
holding her fragile hands-thin and shadowy as a fairy's--tight-
ly within his own. " I began to think you meantio retire per-
manently into winter quarters up-stairs, or that Dr. Arthur meant
to keep you there ! ~By Jove ! it is odd to think that when I
saw you last I told you how particularly well you were looking,
and now--"

" And now you can tell me exactly the reverse, I suppose,"
she said, with a smile. " How fortunate it is that I can't see
how badly I look ! Dear Basil, I am so glad to be down-and
what a weary time Madeleine has had with me !"

"Do you hear her?" said Madeleine. "She does not talk
of her own great pain-such pain, Basil !-but of how tired I
must be who have suffered nothing."

" The pain is gone," said Mary, simply. " Why should I
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talk of it? But I am sure that Madeleine feels and shows the
effects of her confinement. Basil, does she not? I cannot let
you have her in Stansbury yet, but she must certainly go to
drive to-day. I have told her that. I hope Gordon Lacy will
come to go with her,"

"Have you seen Lacy lately?" said Basil, looking at his sis-
ter-and something in his tone, or in the expression of his face,
seemed to Madeleine full of restrained significance.

She shook her head. "lit is nearly ten days since I saw him
last," she said. "Why do you ask?"

"Oh, nothing," answered Severn, carelessly, "except that I
wondered if he had found time to come; he seems to be ab-
sorbed in those theatricals which they are organizing in Stans-
bury."

"So that is still going on?" said Madeleine; then she
laughed. "When one has been withdrawn a little from the
world, one is apt to forget that it has not stood still," she said.
"Instead of asking if the theatricals are still going on, I should
have asked, how are they going on?"

"As well as such matters usually do, I believe, with not more
than a quarrel a day, on an average, among the performers--
which, of course, does not include any that may spring out of
the half-dozen deadly feuds flourishing in the town."

"Are you one of the performers?" asked Mary.
"I fill the honorable and onerous position of stage-manager,

said he, "and heartily tired of the whole affair I am. If it had
been possible to retreat, with due regard to others, I should have
resigned my office long ago.~~

"Tell us all about it," said Mary. "We have heard nothing
-Madeleine and I. Does Rosalind play leading lady?"

"In the comedy, yes-to Devereux's leading gentleman,~~
answered Basil, looking again at Madeleine-~a look in which the
significance was not at all restrained now. "Champion has
been induced to take a part in the same play, very much
against his will. I fancy he will throw it up in 'disgust before
long. 'Miss Champion and Lacy monopolize the after-piece."
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"And what is the end of it all ?" asked Mary. "Amusement
pure and simple?"

"Amusement, certainly," replied Severn, "with a decent pre-
text of ' charitable purpose.' If you ask what the charitable pur-
pose is, however, upon my word I am unable t&tell you."

"I wonder if the rest are as well amused as you are?" said
Mary, with a laugh, while Madeleine looked at her brother with
wistful eyes. She. understood him thoroughly, and, under every
careless word he uttered, heard the sharp cadence of suffering.
Instinctively she felt all that had been going on-at least as far as
he was concerned. She felt how the fancy for Helen Champion,
against which he had struggled for years, had been fanned by
the coquetry of its object, and the association of these past weeks,
into a torturing love. "For her own triumph!" Madeleine
thought. "Oh, the sinfulness, the heartlessness, the Qruelty of
such conduct!" Her soul was sick with indignation. It was not
only that she loved her brother as few brothers are loved, but
she pitied him with that tender compassion which is akin to pain.
His life had been so hard, and he had borne it so bravely! This
was what she often said to herself. And that a frivolous woman,
simply for her own amusement, should add the bitterness of
squandered love to the f'~Aled ambition and weary toil of this life,
seemed almost too much to bear. Yet such things must be borne.
It falls to the lot of many women to look on powerless, and see
their dearest and best fling their hearts down into the dust at
the feet of some unworthy Circe.

After Basil was gone-and he did not stay ye ong-Made-
leine felt a spirit of restlessness take possession of her. Despite
the efforts to do so, she could not forget how he had looked when
Lacy's name was mentioned, and again when he had spoken of
Rosalind and Devereux. She was conscious of a sudden desire
to see with her own eyes, and hear wi~th her own ears, all that
there was to see and hear. After struggling for a time with the
feeling, she suddenly rose.

"If you have no objection, Mary," she said, "I will leave
you for a little while. I think I should like to goto Stansbury.
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several things needing my attention."

"Certainly,"' said Mary. "I am not selfish enough to want
to keep you pinned to my side now. But you will be sure and
come back, will ~ou not? I cannot give you up, and, pray, ring
and order the carriage. You must not think of walking."

Madeleine made no demur about this. Generally she liked
walking, but now she felt languid from confinement, and impa-
tient besides. This impatience struck her as something strange.
For three weeks she had no more troubled herself about affairs
in 'Stansbury than if they had been affairs in Paris; yet now,
all in a minute as it were, she felt charged with restlessness as

with electricity. Was it because of the suffering she had seen
on Basil's face, or the significance in his tones? Whatever it

was, she was trembling with nervous excitement when she went
up-stairs and changed her dress for driving.

The close carriage which she had ordered, in preference to
the pony-phaeton, was at the door when she came down. Gil-
bert, the coachman, would probably have kept Mrs. Ingram wait-
big half an hour, but all the household liked to serve' Madeleine,
and he had brought out his horses with unusual celerity when
he heard that they were wanted for her.

The day was bright and sparkling, though cold-as cold
is reckoned in the South. There had been a white frost early
in the morning under which the roses had drooped their heads,
to raise them no more till spring. Indian summer was yet to
come with all its mellow, hazy beauty, but for the present the

~earth felt
* . Winter's scourge, with Summer's kiss

Still warm upon her lips."

The drive to Stanshury was short, and when Madeleine en-
tered the town she was struck by the change which the past
three weeks had made in the appearance of every thing. Au-
tumn splendors were gone, brown leaves covered the earth, bare
trees lifted their skeleton branches against the pale-blue sky-
how different from the glowing world of color she had left
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when she drove to the Lodge with Mary Carlisle on that Octo-
ber afternoon! Her road led past the Champion residence, one
of the stateliest in the town, an imposing, white-pillared house,

* crowning a hill; its beautiful lawn dotted with evergreens, slop-
ing down to the street in front. This was Rosalind's future
home. Madeleine could not restrain a slight sensation of won-
der as she looked at it. She knew Rosalind so well-~her in-
tense love of ease and luxury, her passionate desire for wealth
-yet, now these things were within her reach, she was playing
fast and loose with the mafi who represented them! What did.
it mean? Miss Severn asked herself, conscious of her knowledge
of character being at fault somewhere. Rosalind could not think
that Devereux-who had frankly avowed himself a poor man-
would marry a penniless woman, neither was it at all likely
that so thorough an epicurean as that young lady would, under
these circumstances, desire to marry him; Was it all a mere pur-
suit of the pleasure of the minute? Or was a grande pa&9ion-
that mad fever of heart and brain which is thoroughly reckless

of consequences so long as it lasts-involved with either or both?
Mrs. Seven was the only person at home when Madeleine

entered the familiar sitting-room. She was darning a table-
cloth with great care, frdba which she looked up as her step-
daughter appeared.

"Why, Madelein~, is this you?" she said, with placid sur-
prise. "I am very glad to see you back again-and how is
Mary? I told Rosalind only this morning that I thought I
would go to see her."

"Mary will be very glad to see you now that she is better and
able to receive visitors," said Madeleine. She bent and kissed
the faded lips as she spoke, and then sat down-looking round
a little vaguely. For what had she c~me? She could scarcely
tell, except that it was not to sit here and watch Mrs. Seven go
back to her work-her slender, blue-veined hands, which seemed
made for other uses, moving methodically to and fro across the
shining damask. Damning is absorbing work, but nevertheless
she was able to glance at the face opposite and say:

9
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"You are looking badly yourself, Madeleine. I am afraid
you have been confined too closely with Mary; indeed, Basil has
been quite uneasy about you."

"I am very well," answered Madeleine, "but of course the
confinement has told on me. I have not much appetite. I hope
you have been well-and Rosalind. Where is she?"

"She has gone to a rehearsal," replied Mrs. Seven. "I
suppose you have heard of th~E~ theatricals Helen Champion and
herself are engaged in getting up. I can't say that I exactly
approve, of such amusements; but young people must have some
diversion-and this is a dull place."

"I suppose they are diverting," said Madeleine, who was
not interested in the theatricals further than what might grow
out of them.

"They seem so," answered Mrs. Seven, threading her needle.
"Rosalind has been at home very little lately; and the company
have been here several times in the evening. I shall be glad,
however, when the entertainment is over," she added, in a tone
which to Madeleine's ear was full of meaning.

'~ Probably Rosalind will not be sorry," she said. "Such affairs
generally end in proving more tiresome than entertaining."

"I am afraid Rosalind is very well~ entertained," said Rosa-
lind's mother, dropping her work in her lap and looking up with
her still pretty and pathetic eyes full of anxiety. At this point
she hesitated. She did not wish to say any thing severe of her
darling; and yet she, like every one else connected with Made-
leine, always went to her in matters of doubt and times of
trouble.

"I think I can easily conjecture what is going on," said
Miss Severn. "Rosalind is flirting with Mr. Devereux, is she
not? I expected nothing*lse. And what does Mr. Champion
think of it?"

"He is very jealous," said Mrs. Seven. "Any one can see.
that; and, 0 Madeleine, I am greatly afraid the engagement will
be broken off. It is not," the lady went on, raising her delicate
head with an air of pride, "that I do not think that Rosalind is
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in a manner throwing herself away upon James Champion; but
then he is the best match she can command here, ai~d-"

"And she engaged herself to him, I believe," said Made-
leine in & tone which was a trifle hard-if such an expression
could possibly be applied to her voice.

"Yes, she engaged herself to him," said Mrs. Seven. "And
it is not in good taste to break engagements..so I have told her;
but she only laughs. If you would speak to her-"

"Excuse me," said Madeleine. "I have no influence over
Rosalind. I should have discovered that three weeks ago, when
I tried to remonstrate with her about this very matter, if I had
not known it before."

I do not see what she means," said Mrs. Seven with a
sigh. "Mr. Devereux has squandered all his fortune, Basil says,
unless he wins this suit, when in that case-Why, what is the
matter, Madeleine?"

"Oh, nothing," said Madeleine; but she had started and
grown suddenly paler than she had been before. Mrs. Seven's
words gave, like a flash, the key to the enigma which had puz-
zled her. That was what Rosalind meant! If. Devereux won
the suit-if Mary Carlisle was dispossessed of her fortune-she
would marry him. If not, all this would pass as the amusement
of an idle hour, she would probably bestow the inestimable
treasure of her hand on James Champion, while Devereux~but
this was more than Madeleine could bear to consider. "My
poor Mary! my poor Mary!" she said to herself, while a flood
of passionate resentment rushed over her. Involuntarily she
rose. "I will be back presently," she said, and quitted the
room.

Left alone, Mrs. Seven shook her head. Madeleine's affairs
did not by any means ~possess to her 'the interest which belonged
to Rosalind's; but she was nevertheless sufficiently attached to
her step-daughter to feel sorry for a blow which she knew to be
impending over her. More than once lately Rosalind had spoken
of Gordon Lacy's "flirtation" with Helen Champion; more than
once she had said that she thought' it would end in something

I
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more than mere flirtation. That very morning at breakfast, after
Basil's departure, she had calmly delivered her opinion on this
subject.

"Helen is crazy to marry Gordon since she thinks he is like-
ly to become distinguished," Rosalind said. "She cared noth-
ing about him before she went away and heard people talking
of his writings. Now she professes to 'adore intellect,' and all
such stuff, and is perpetually paying him compliments, which he
receives condescendingly and returns in kind. I used to ke very
fond of Gordon, but really he is growing so spoiled that he is
not like himself, and, as a matter of self-respect, Madeleine will
be forced to discard him before long, I think."

"Do you think he can possibly wish to marry Helen?" Mrs.
Seven had inquired.

"I think he does," Rosalind returned, coolly. "He may be
in love with Madeleine-I don't pretend to know about that--
but Helen is handsome and rich, and shows her preference for
him openly."

"I call it very singular conduct on her part when she knows
he is engaged to another ~ remarked Mrs. Seven, with
faint indignation.

Her daughter laughed. "Helen cares nothing for that. She
believes in

'The good old rule, the simple plan,
That he shall take who has the power,

Audhe shall keep who ~

she replied, carelessly-""though how much she endorsed such a
rule herself, she did not add.

Mrs. Seven remembered this conversation, and so it chanced
that she shook her head over the table-cloth.., But she had ex-
hausted her powers of keen emotion earlier in life, and now was
in the habit of taking things, pleasant or otherwise, with a mild
philosophy-which she did not in the least suspect to be philos-
ophy. She went back to her darning in this spirit. Matters
woul4 probably right themselves after a time. Meanwhile, it
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would not do to "slight" this beautiful damask which had worn
so admirably for twenty years.

When Madeleine came back to the sitting-room she still had
her hat on, and she bade her step-mother good"morning, much to
that lady's surprise. "I promised Mary not to be gone long,"
she said, "and II have some shopping to do down-street. By-
the-way, can you tell me where the rehearsal is going on? I
should like to see Rosalind for a few minutes-"

" The rehearsal is at the theatre," answered Mrs. Seven.
If you could only say something to Rosalind to make her

more careful, Madeleine-"
"I fear that is impossible," said Madeleine, gently but

coldly.
This coldness remained with her as she drove away. She

felt that she could never again voluntarily speak to Rosalind on
the subject. She was filled with a sense of scorn which was
new to her, and which may seem overstrained to those who do
not consider first her peculiar organization, and secondly the sa-
credness which to her, as to Basil, seemed to encircle Mary Car-
lisle.

When Gilbert drew up before the building, which was a
very passable little theatre for a country-place, and was always
grandiloquently spoken of in bills and posters as the Stausbury
"Opera-House," a group of young ladies and gentlemen were
descending the steps which led to that temple of art. This was
the CO?~8 dr~matique. But among them Rosalind was not,
neither was Helen Champion, neither Lacy nor Devereux.
Madeleine stopped a member of the group to ask for the miss-
ing performers-at least for the only one in whom she chose to
express an interest.

"Rosalind is still in the hall," answered the young lady ad-
dressed. "I saw her as I came out. Are you going up? This
is the stage-entrance."

"I am going up for a few minutes," said Madeleine. "The
other entrance is closed."

She passed on as she spoke. The theatre was on the sec-
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ond floor, and the stairs leading to the rear of it were steep and
dark. Having climbed to the top of them, she came to a door
and pushed it open, finding herself in that bewildering region
which lies at the back of the stage. She walked a few steps,
and while she then paused, irresolute which way to turn, Helen
Champion's artificial laugh suddenly fell on her ear.

"That will do for Sir. Edward Ardent," the voice which
matched this laugh said, coquettishly; "but you have no right
to say such things to me as JFTh. Lacy."

"Why have I not?" Lacy's well-known tones replied-in-
dolent tones, with a strain of banter in them, yet a subtle ac-
cent of admiring tenderness, too. "Are they not true? You
know as well as J do that they are. Let me be Sir Edward
Ardent, then, and say how well that yellow rose looks in your
hair, 6elle. Odalisque!"

"It came from the hot-house; there are no roses in the gar-
den this morning. Should you like to have it? You said the
other day that you only cared for things which were rare.~~

"I should like to have it if you can honestly aver that you
gathered it and wore it for me!"

"Of all conceited men, you are certainly the most conceited
and spoiled!" said Miss Champion, with another laugh of grati-
fied vanity. "And suppose I did say so-what then?"

"The~ I would beg you to put it in my button-hole, while I
quoted Waller's verses for you."

"I never heard them-are they very pretty?"
"Very indeed."
"As pretty as yours?"
"I never wrote any thing half so good in my life."
"I am sure I shall not think so; mamma says I am quite

absurd with regard to your poems, I like them so much."
"You are very kind, but about the rose-"
*" Oh, I suppose I must confess that, when I saw this bud, I

thought of what you said the other day about yellow roses, and
80-here it is! Now for the verses.?'

"You must pin it in my button-hole," said Lacy, placidly.

It need not be supposed that Madeleine overheard this art-
less conversation voluntarily. For a moment she had paused-
doubtful whether to go on or to go back-her heart throbbing,
her cheeks flushing. Then instinct said, "Go on!" and she
went forward. But to reach the point whence the voices pro-
ceeded was not so easy as it seemed. There was little light,
and apparently endless confusion. Madeleine had never been
behind the scenes in even the smallest theatre before, so it oc-
curred most accidentally that she made her appearance on the
stage just when Miss Champion was pinning the yellow rose
under discussion in Lacy's button-hole, while that gentleman
repeated those charming verses of Waller's which begin,~" Go,
lovely rose I"

The lady's face was turned toward the wing at which Made-
leine made her entrance, and it was she who started so violent-
ly, flushed so deeply, and dropped the rose, that Lacy turned.
His surprise and confusion were scarcely less great when he saw
Miss Severn advancing. He was generally the farthest possible
remove from an awkward man, but at this moment he was
thrown off his guard, and he looked as he felt-startled and
guilty. Altogether it was an odd little scene-a bit of impromp-
tu drama-and Rosalind and Devereux, who were conducting
their flirtation in the auditorium, paused, surprised and amused,
to look on.

It was Madeleine who ended the awkwardness and put them
at their ease. Her pulses were beating with a vibrating rush,
but pride steadied her nerves and gave all its usual composure
to her manner. Such tests as this show mettle and breeding.
She came forward with a smile, and when she spoke her voice
had lost none of ~its sweet frankness.

"Good-morning, Helen-good-morning, Gordon," she said.
"Pray, Qardon me for startling you by such an unexpected ap-
pearance, but I ventured to come up unpiloted, and it seems that
it is a very difficult undertaking to .find one's way on the stage.
What a lovely rose!" she added, as she stooped, lifted and
handed the beautiful cloth-of-gold bud to its owner.
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"Yes, it is very pretty," said Miss Champion, who had the
grace not only to look but to feel ashamed. "I am glad to see
you in Stansbury once more, Madeleine," she went on, with an
effort to speak cordially. "low is Mary Carlisle?"

"Better, I am glad to say," replied Madeleine. Then she
looked at Lacy, and spoke with the faintest possible trace of
malice in her tone. "Are you rehearsing?" she said. "I beg
that you will not let me interrupt you. I came in search of
Rosalind. Is she not here?"'

"She was here a moment ago," said Lacy, looking round.
"There she is in the auditorium! Will you let me take you
down to her?"

"That is not worth while," Madeleine replied, "if you will
tell me how to get down. Do I go this way?"

'No-in this direction." He moved in the direction indicated,
and she followed him through the side-scenes, down a flight of
steps, to a door, which he opened. Then she said: "Thank you;
do not let me trouble you any further "-and passed him with
an air of quiet decision.

He looked after her a moment as she walked away-admiring,
perhaps, the gentle stateliness of her carriage, the graceful poise
of her head, the whole air of distinction which stamped so un-
mistakably her manner and bearing. Then he turned, and went
back to Miss Champion, who was rather sedately fastening her
boa round her throat.

"Pray, do not think of attending me home," she said, with
an air of elaborate indifference. "Of course, I do not expect
such a thing with 3ladeteiue here. Good-morning."

"Allow me to relieve you of that book you are carrying,"
said Lacy, coolly, "and where is my rose ?-am I not to have it,
after all ?"

"Are you really coming ? ~ asked she, pleased, yet incredu-
lous, as he took the book from her hand.

"Do I no~t always come?" he replied. "Is it likely I shall
deprive myself~ of that pleasure this morning? Take care of the
step! Let me~~~sist you."

CHAPTER VII.

"LA BELLE ODALISQUE."

RosAu~a~ met Madeleine very warmly. In some slight man-
ner she was probably attached to her sister-in some slight
manner, also, indignant with Lacy. This indignation was not
extreme~ for the younger Miss Severn was not an impulsive per-
son, nor did she ever feel keenly any thing which concerned
others; but it was sincere, and untempered by any reflection
that she was acting in the same manner. It was a woman's privi-
lege to flirt, she would have said, if such a consideration had
been suggested to her, and it is well known that many things
which are allowable in women are contemptible in men. She
had no doubt that Madeleine would finci or mane an Occasion to
say something disagreeable to her, but that did not greatly mat-
ter, and in the mean time the little throb of sisterly feeling,
already mentioned, stirred in her breast and gave a genuine
warmth to her greeting. Devereux, on his part, received
the somewhat frigid bow which Madeleine bestowed on him,
with the air of one whose conscience was altogether void of
offense.

"Where do you come from?" Rosalind asked. "I never was
more surprised than when I looked up a minute ago, and saw
you advancing on the stage. You appeared quite dramatically
-did she not?" (this to Devereux). "And so gracefully, too I
I wish I could hope to make my appearance so effectively.
But how is Mary ?-and have you come home 'for good,' as
children say?"

"Mary' is much better," replied Madeleine, "but I have not
come to remain-only for a short visit. I did not find you at
home, so I thought I would call by here to see you."

"I am glad to see you!" said Rosalind-who felt any thing
but grateful, since her t~te-d-t~te with Devereux had reached a
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very interesting point when the interruption occurred. "But
are you walking."

"No-I am driving. Mary~~ carriage is at the door."
"Then you can drive me home-I detest walking! Let us

go down, for this place is growing cold."
Back over the stage, therefore, they went; and as Rosalind

led the way, Madeleine found herself with Devereux. After a
minute, he spoke:

"I am exceedingly glad to 'hear that Miss Carlisle' is better,
Miss Severn, and I hope you have forgiven me for my unlucky
share in the imprudence which caused her illness."

"I should be very unreasonable if I blamed you for her illness,"
said Madeleine, who felt that she must be just, even though she
disliked and despised this handsome, well-bred man of the world.
"Of course, you could not know that Mary had heart-disease, or
that so slight an excitement might lead to such painful ~conse-
quences."

"No, I could not know it," he said; "but now that I have
learned it-now that I am not likely again to be guilty of so
much imprudence-will you not give me the hope of seeing her
soon?"

She turned almost involuntarily, and a look which startled
and surprised him flashed suddenly out of her brown eyes.
Devereux never forgot that moment. He w~s holding open the
door which Lacy had held open before him, and the full glance
met his own, just as Madeleine passed into the darkness beyond.
Such a glance! It seemed to thrill him like a flash of elec-
tricity. He asked himself in amazement, what it meant. What
had' he said or done? What had called forth that flash of fire
out of the softness which usually sheathed it? What was it
the eloquent look expressed ?-scorn ?-indignation? But what
had occurred to wake either sentiment?"

Madeleine, unconscious how much she had betrayed, walked
on till they emerged upon the stage. Then she turned and ad-
dressed him. "I believe I did not answer your question," she
remarked. "The doctor has said that Miss Carlisle is able to

receive visitors, but~ I think it would be well for those who see
her to be very cautious. The lease excitement may cost her
another severe illness, or-her life."

"This way, Madeleine!" said Rosalind, turning round. "Take
care !-the steps are steep. Laura Gresham fell here the other
day, and injured herself severely."

"Can I assist you?" asked Devereux, but Miss Severn re-
turned a decided negative, and, as he followed, he asked him-
self again, what had he done? He could think of nothing that
deserved such severe punishment: from which it will be per-
ceived that Mr. Devereux was afflicted with rather a callous con-
science.

Having put the two ladies into the waiting carriage, he closed
the door, and was turning away, when Rosalind spoke.

"You will remember to-night, at the Champions', will you
not?" she said; and Madeleine, glancing at her, thought how
much seductive beauty there was in the face bent forward, the
lovely eyes upraised, with an expression in their depths that the
dullest man alive might have read.

Devereux read it and smiled. After all, can we blame a man
for being flattered, when his vanity is gratified~ as some women
know so well how to gratify it? "I will endeavor to be there,"
he replied. "But I may be detained away-by business. I
shall see you at the rehearsal to-morrow, however. Good-morn-
ing."

He lifted his hat, and walked away-an elegant figure, in
strong contrast with most of the Stansbury men loitering about.
Rosalind looked after him approvingly. "Are not his manners
charming?" she said to her sister "and does not he dress fault-
lessly? There is no suspicion of the dandy about him, and yet
every thing is in such perfect taste! What beautiful gloves he
wears! What exquisite handkerchiefs he uses! Ah, how I adore
the polish and refinement of men of the world!"

"And what has become of Mr. Champion?" asked Made-
leine. "Have you altogether ceased to adore him?"

"Did I ever adore him?" replied the other, raising her
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brows. "Poor James! I don't think I ever did, though of course
I like him very much-after a fashion.' He came back from his
courts about a week ago, and has been very unpleasant ever
since. If men only knew how much they injure their cause by
behaving like bears~-"but fortunately he is very busy, and I do
not see much of him. I suppose you have heard that he has
thrown up his part, and refuses to have any thing more to do
with the theatricals?"

"I had not heard that important fact."
"It is quite true. Helen came to the rehearsal this morning

very much vexed. 'Brother James announced at breakfast that,
since next week is court week, he will not have any time to
spare for theatrical absurdities.' So now we are almost in de-
spair for some one to take his place. Helen wants Gordon Lacy
to do so, but he only cares to play Sir Edward Ardent to her
.Afrs. Chillington. It affords him no pleasure to take the part
of my lover."

"Did you fancy that it would?"
"Oh, dear, no. Why should it? I am not sympathetic and

spirituelle, like you-nor yet a wealthy Odedisque, like Helen
Champion."
* "Why do you call her such a name as that?" asked Made-
leine. Despite herself, she shrank a little. The same expres-
sion had been on Lacy's lips.

"Have you not heard it before?" asked Rosalind. She
laughed, yet she glanced keenly at her sister. She was sorry,
but then she was angry too-with Lacy-and thought it "high
time" for his misdemeanors to be known to the person most
concerned in resenting them. "That is what every one in
Stansbury is calling Helen just now," she said. "Gordon ad-
dressed some, verses to her under that name, and she was so
elated that she has exhibited them to everybody. People are
laughing and talking no little over the affair, and one hears of,
'La Belle Odalisque' on all sides."

"Have you seen the verses?" asked Ma4eleine. As she
3poke-Steady though her voice was-her heart turned faint.
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lit was not the isolated fact of Lacy's having dedicated some
verses to another woman which so affected her, but the realize~
tion of how one, little circumstance after another seemed to be
fitting into each other like a mosiac work of proof against him.

"I should think so, indeed!" said Rosalind. "The question
is who has not seen them? J took a copy for your benefit, think-
ing you might like to glance over it. Come in, and you may
have that pleasure."

The carriage stopped before the Severn gate as she spoke,
but Madeleine hesitated. "1 hardly think I have time," she
said. "1 hardly think I care__"

"Ohpray come in! "said Rosalind, anxiously. "I want your
advice about my dress for the comedy. I must look my prettiest,
you know, and mamma has lent me all her point-lace. It is love-
ly on my green silk, and I want your emeralds, Madeleine."

"Of course you can have them," said Madeleine. "Shall I
get them for you now?"

"If you will be so kind," answered Rosalind, springing from
the carriage.

They entered the house together, and went up to Madeleine's
room. Here the latter unlocked the drawer of. a ~small cabinet
and took out a casket containing her mother's jewels. The set
of emeralds which IRosalind wished to borrow was the hand-
somest among them-so handsome, indeed, that Madeleine
seldom wore it. She had a fine sense of the fitness of things,

4.

and she knew-what many people seem not to know-that
jewels are only appropriate at certain times and under certain
circumstances.

"How lovely!" said Rosalind,~slipping the ear-rings into
her ears and running to a mirror. "Fancy Helen Champion
with such a tint next her complexion! One should certainly
be obliged to Nature when she has given one a delicate skin!
Thank you very much, Madeleine! And now I will get you the
poem~"

Before Madeleine could reply, she left the room, and in a
moment came back with a sheet of folded paper in her hand.
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"Here it is!" she said. "Take it and read it at your leisure
keep it, also, I beg, for Idon't want it! To think of all that

nonsense about Helen Champion, one of the most ordinary girls
in the world! Gordon ought to blush with shame! But I was
determined you should know about it, and, if you take my ad-
vice, you will write at once and discard him."

"Thanks for the advice," said Madeleine, slightly smiling.
She took the paper and looked at it doubtfully for a moment.
"You are sure there is no breach of confidence in your showing
me this?" she said.

"Breach of confidence!" repeated Rosalind. "What non-
sense! I tell you Helen shows it to anybody; and T scribbled
off that copy before her eyes. You certainly have the most
absurd scruple; Madeleine!"

"It is better to have too many than too few," said Made.
leine.

She slipped the paper into her muff; however, put away the
casket, locked the cabinet-drawer, and turned to go. "Mary
will be anxious," she said: "I promised to be back soon.
salind, I wish that it was worth while to speak to you seriously
once more-"

Rosalind put her hands over her emerald-hung ears. "I
don't' mean to be impolite," she said, "but it is really not worth
while at all. I know what I am about. If you want to speak
seriously to anybody, devote your attention to Gordon."

In this way they parted; and when-Madeleine found herself
in the carriage, alone again and driving out toward the Lodge,
she drew from her muff the paper which Rosalind had given
her, and opened it. The following verses were copied thereon,
in that very large and almost illegible "English hand" which
has become so fashionable of late:

LA BELLE ODALISQUE.

Half reclined on silken cushions,
Veiled in mellow, golden light,

With a smile so sweetly gentle,
And with eyes so darkly bright,
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With an air of tender softness
On the lovely, downcast face,

Yet a spe11 of subtle passion
In the languid Southern grace I

With an arm upon the sofa,
Ivory-white and rounded fair,

And a slender hand caressing
The dusk curls of raven hair;

With a smile on lips half parted,
While the fring?~d lids droop low,

And a charm of pensive beauty
On the smooth, broad, Grecian brow!

With a royal grace of motion
Waves the fan within her hand,

Trained as any queenly sceptre
To the gesture of command!

And behold a dewy rose-bud
Glowing blushfully above

The warm heart-beats of a bosom
Thrilled with happiness and love!

Who may master, 0 my empress!
The deep secrets of your grace?

Who may read the rare enigmas
Hidden in your haunting face!

What your arch-enchantments whisper,
And what fateful meaning lies

In the depths of star-like lustre
Dawning from your midnight eyes?

'Neath the shade of drooping lashes
What gay gleams of light beguile!

Who can say what magic dwelleth
In your swift, bewildering smile!

All your tones axe rife with music,
Rhythmic rills of silvery sound,

Rippling through the dreamy softness
Of the perfumed air around.

Oh, the whirl of captured senses!
Oh, the pulse-beats swift and strong!
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What to me the rush of dancers?
What to me the glittering throng?

Fettered by your eyes' dark splendor,
I confront you charmed and dumb;

Wondering what strange fate shall crown you)
Siren! in the days to come!

If Madeleine's lip curled over this effusion, let no one blame
her, or fancy that it curled from jealousy of the woman so be.
rhymed. Indeed, the flattery with which every line was redolent,
struck her almost absurdly. This to Helen Champion! She
smiled as her hand dropped the paper into her lap-a smile of
faint amusement dashed with a scorn that with many women
would have passed into cynical bitterness. It stopped short of
bitterness with Madeleine, yet Lacy would scarcely have been
gratified threat if he had read her thoughts. These thoughts
were not angry or contemptuous, but they simply faced for the
first time a consciousness which had before this dawned upon
her-a consciousness that the man whom she loved, the man she
had promised to marry, was no high ideal, no stainless knight,
no sublime demi-god at whose feet she could offer incense, but a
mortal very full of faults, and (worse still in the eyes of a wom-
an!) full of weaknesses.

There are few passions to which such an hour of awakening
does not come, and let us own that there are few that stand the
test of the revulsion of feeling which inevitably follows. The
love which draws together the rank and file of mankind, partakes
very little of the nature of an idealizing sentiment, therefore to
this love no such disenchantment is possible. But to the few
who are exalted-whether for their own good or not, who can
say ?-above this level, the passion of love must be an idealizing
sentiment, or else it is degradation. Yet to how many the hour
comes when the veil of romance is rent asunder and the clay
feet of the idol stand confessed! Who blames Love then, if he
turns and flies? But there are some rare natures in which he
only changes his guise-changes from passion to forbearing ten-
derness. Such a nature was Madeleine Severn's. Not a weak

nature clinging like a reed to that which has shaken it off, but a
nature rock-like in its constancy and truth.

As she sat, with the poem lying in her lap, gazing absently
out of the carriage-window at the landscape flitting past-the
bare fields, the brown woods, the curling white smoke of the
Carlisle mills in the distance-she was asking herself sadly what
she had better do. She put herself aside, she would not listen
either to her pride or her heart, as she pondered the question.
There was no one to whom she could appeal. Basil, in a differ-
ent spirit, would have echoed Rosalind's advice, and urged her
to discard the man who thus paraded his devotion to another
woman. But Madeleine held her pledge as something which
had not been lightly given and could not be lightly broken. No
one would ever say to her:

"I think you hardly know the tender rhyme
Of 'Trust me not at all or all in all."'

As she entered the Lodge, she encountered Mrs. Ingram in
the hall. "Mary grew tired, and has been taken up-stairs," said
that lady, "but Mr. Lacy is in the library, and has been waiting
for you for some time."

The speaker was not very observant, or she might have no-
ticed the start which Madeleine gave at the sound of that unex-
pected name. It was the last she had any idea of hearing, and
she stood still for a moment, undecided whether to go in at once,
or to take a little time to consider what she should say. But
what good purpose would consideration serve? surelynone, and
so, turning, she entered the room.

Lacy had seen the approach of the carriage, and when she
opened the door, he advanced quickly to meet her with both
hands extei~ded.

"My Madeleine," he said, eagerly, "do not judge me until
you hear me!"

"Is there any need for me to judge you at all?" asked Made-
leine with gentle coldness. She allowed him to take her hands,
but she looked at him with a glance which stopped any warmer
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demonstration. After all, her pride had been keenly wounded,
and she would have been something more than a woman if she
had showed no sign of it.

"Have you not the right to judge me?" said Lacy, "and
are you not exercising that right now? Madeleine, are you an-
gry with me, or are you contemptuous of me? An ordinary
woman might be both; but you-tell me,~ is it only that foolish
conversation which you overheard that makes you look at me
with eyes which are not like your own?"

"Wbat does it matter?" asked she, a little wearily. She
drew her hands away-not impatiently, but decidedly-and going
to the fireplace sank down into one of the deep chairs always
placed there. She was inexpressibly tired, and though her tears
did not usually lie on the surface, she felt just then as if it would
be a relief to let them flow. It all seemed so hopeless, why waste
words over it? Palaces may rise from their ruins, but who can
build up again a shattered trust?

Her apathy alarmed Lacy more than an avalanche of re-
proaches could have done. He followed and stood before her.

"Madeleine," he said, "is this kind? is it just? IL can im-
agine all that you have heard, but I did not think you would
condemn me before I had spoken in self-defense!"

"I do not condemn you," said Madeleine, quietly. "It is
natural enough, I suppose. I only beg you to tell me this thing
frankly, do you wish to be released from your engagement?"

"Great Heaven!" he said, vehemently, "what have you
heard? What madness is this? Do I wish to be released? Let
me ask another question: why should you imagine such a thing?"

She felt a strange disinclination to words, and having the
paper containing the poem still in her hand, it seemed an easy
way to answer him-at least it embodied many things difficult
to utter. She extended it, therefore. "There is one reason
why I might think so," she said.

He received and opened it. Certainly he had not expected
to find what he did within. The blood leaped' in a torrent to his
face,~ and for an instant he stood speechless. Then he recovered
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himself, and, crumpling the sheet angrily in his hand, flung it on
the glowing coals.

"And you have given a moment's consideration to that piece
of consummate folly!" he said. "Madeleine, I did not think
such a thing possible! I thought you so far above the class of
women who are suspicious and exacting, that it never occurred
to me to hesitate in writing that absurd bit of flattery, to fulfill a
promise and gratify Miss Champions vanity I"

"It is not only that," said Madeleine, forced to express her-
self, and watching the shriveled black paper on the fire. "I
should despise myself if I were jealous or~ exacting, but it seems
that what I overheard to-day-most accidentally-.is very com-
mon, that you have been devoting yourself to Helen Champion
until every one in Stansbury is talking of it, and-I cannot bear
to say such things!" she broke off abruptly. "Gordon, let it
end. You know all, more than all that I mean."

"I know," said Gordon, "that I am a great fool, and that I
have probably amused myself more than I ought with the vanity
of an uncommonly silly woman; but my folly has not yet reached
the point of giving up you, Madeleine, the good angel of my life.
~y darling, can you not forgive me ? "-again he held out his
hands-" if I had thought for a minute that such a thing would
cause you pain or annoyance, do you not know that I could
never have been guilty of it? But I fancied your trust so per-
fect--"

"It is!" she cried, interrupting him with sudden impetu-
osity; "it is! I co~ild not believe that you meant any wrong,
any thing unworthy of yourself, any thing unkind to me, yet--.
yet---it was of you that I thought when I asked if you did not
wish our engagement ended."

"Never ask me such a thing again!" said he, quickly. "It is
frightful! I feel as if the solid earth had shaken under my feet.
A hundred Helen Champions are not worth such a shock! And
you-how pale you are!" He knelt in front of her to look into
her eyes. "Is it I who have made you look so? How can I
forgive myself! But do you forgive kne? Tell me so
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"Is it necessary for me to tell you so?" she said, with her
caressing smile. "Do you not know it?"

But, as she spoke, her eyes involuntarily went past his face
to the shriveled fragment lying on the fire.

CHAPTER VIII.

A MODE OF COMrRoMISE.

THE business which detained Mr. Devereux from the social
gathering at Mrs. Champion's was not merely the excuse which
too often passes current under that name. He had received a
telegram early in the day from Mr. Stringfellow, telling him
that he would be in Stansbury that evening, and, if an appoint-
ment with a lawyer is not business, what can possibly come
under that head? On a train which reached Stansbury at 7.45
I'. M.~ Mr. Stringfellow arrived, therefore, and an hour later his
client and himself sat together over a bright fire in the room of
the former, with a bowl of punch on a table between them.
This punch Mr. Stringfellow. had mixed with his own hands, and
he was now doing full justice to it. He looked, indeed, as if he
were in the habit of doing justice to such refreshments of the
inner man; not that there were any signs of vulgar intemperance
about him, but he bore every stamp Df the habitual 6on vivant.
His ruddy face was full and jovial, though his small gray eyes
were keen and piercing; his pronounced aquiline nose was also
ruddy, but his cleanly-shaven cleft chin was quite Napoleonic.
In society he was remarkably popular, being a genial host and
pleasant companion, a giver of good dinners and a lover of good
wines; at the bar he was esteemed an acute lawyer, and an honest
man withal, as men go. This gentleman now glanced with some
disapprobation at his companion, who, leaning back indolently,
with the firelight flickering over his face, seemed rather inclined
to trifle with a half-drained glass of punch.

"You are like your father, very like your father, Arnold," he
said. "You are even like him in that "-he indicated the glass
of punch-" I knew no man of his generation who drank so mod-
erately; of course he did drink, like a gentleman, but 'port my
life I don't believe he cared much more for it than a woman
might. Give him his choice, and he always took light Rhenish,
or something of that kind. Bless my soul, how much you re-
mind me of him as you sit there now

"I suppose I am like him," said Devereux. "At least I
know that I deserve no credit for being temperate-I have never
felt any temptation to be otherwise. I also prefer light wines-
though I esteem myself a judge of all. I have cultivated the
accomplishment as an accomplishment. One should not be at
the mercy of a wine-merchant, nor offer one's friends poor vint-
age whatever else may be lacking in one's manage. You must
not fancy that I do not appreciate your punch, my dear Mr.
Stringfellow," he added. "It is excellent!" and, as a practical
commendation, he drained his glass.

"It is made according to a receipt which I may call an heir-
loom in my family," said Mr. Stringfellow, helping himself to
another supply. "Though a great deal of diplomacy has been
used to obtain it, neither my father nor myself has ever given
it to any one. My grandfather, who was a sea-captain, brought
it home from one of his voyages-quite the most valuable thing
that he did bring. Take some more, Arnold, don't be afraid of
your head! It would scarcely hurt a kitten!"

"I am not at all afraid of my head," replied Devereux, truth-
fully-having tested that organ too often not to know its capaci.
ties. "But no more just at present, thank you; will you have
a cigar~ I can recommend these."

Mr. Stringfellow took one of the offered cigars, bit off the end,
lighted it, drew two or three whiffs, and nodded approval. "Un-
commonly good!" he said. Then warmed by the fire and the
punch, he stretched out his legs before him on the hearth-rug, and
looked benignly at his companion. "Well," he said, "you have
been in the field for a month now,~ believe: how goes the cam-
paign?"
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Devereux shrugged his shoulders lazily. "It scarcely goes
at all," he said. "The invincible obstinacy of Miss Carlisle's law-
yer and agent foiled all my attempts at compromise, as I wrote
you."

"So much the better!" said the lawyer, with an air of satis-
faction. "You were a-hem !-very foolish ever to make such
an offer. I told you so when you came here. Quixotism is a
very fine thing in its place, my dear boy-and you inherit that
toQ, from your father-but quixotism in business matters is devil-
ishly out of place! I told you, when we parted, that the only
sensible way to compromise would be to marry Miss Carlisle.
Have you thought at all of that?"

"Yes," replied Devereux, quietly, "I have thought of it."
"You have, eh? And have you induced the lady to think

of it also?"
"I might have done so, perhaps, but I have lacked oppor-

tunity. She is an invalid, and has been very ill for two or three
weeks."

"Hem!" said Mr. Stringfellow, in a tone of strong disap-
proval. "Sick women are the very deuce! My first wife was
an invalid, and I learned that to my cost. Miss Carlisle is blind
besides, is she not? On the whole, with your chance of winning
the lawsuit, I don't know that I would advise you to compro-
mise in that way.~~

"You think there is no doubt of my winning the suit?"
"No doubt in the world. The case will be decided in your

favor next week."
"AM" said Devereu~, in a musing tone. He took the cigar

from between his lips, and emitted a cloud of light-blue, curling.
smoke that formed a fantastic haze about his head. "You will
think me more of a Quixote than ever, I am afraid," he said,
"when I tell you that such an assurance gives me the strongest
possible reason for endeavoring to compromise, or rather to fuse
Miss Carlisle~s interest and my own in the manner of which we
have spoken."

"You mean out of regard for her, I suppose?"

"Yes, out of regard for her. Is it not the best thing I can
do as matters stand?"

"That depends," said Mr. Stringfellow, cautiously. "If she
were an ordinary woman, I should say that it was the best thing,
but blind! and an invalid! By George, you are more of a Quix.
ote than I gave you credit for being, if you can stand all that!"

"It is precisely because she is not an ordinary woman that I
think of it," said Devereux, in his careless, indolent voice. "I
have altogether passed the age of sentimeht-if I ever had such
an age, nothing would astonish and, on the whole, bore me more
than to find myself involved in a grande passion. But certain
requirements of my taste must be satisfied in the woman whom
I marry. As I grow older, I find myself becoming critical and
fastidious to an uncomfortable degree. An ordinary woman with
the~ dowry of a princess would not tempt me."

"Then Miss Carlisle-.?"
"As I have said, is not an ordinary woman. She interests

and pleases me exceedingly. I feel sure that I can make what
the French call a manage de raison with her, and find it thor-
oughly satisfactory, even though she is blind and an invalid."

"A very odd taste!" said Mr. Stringfellow,1 shaking his
head; "a very odd taste, indeed! I should have fancied you
would hav~e wished to marry a woman of great beauty and fash-
ion-~-.one who would make a sensation in the world."

"You think so because I have been in the train of ~uch women
ever since my boyhood. But can you not imagine that one may
have a surfeit of even such excellent things as beauty and fash-
ion? You understand me well enough to believe that I am not
affecting 6las~ puppyism when I say that I know such women
thoroughly, and have altogether ceased to be attracted or enter-
tained by them. They have palled on my taste-if, indeed, they
ever suited it."

"Odd!" said Mr. Stringfellow, still shaking his head "But
convenient, at least, in the present instance. And Miss Carlisle,
herself? Vanity apart, can you not tell what kind of an im-
pression you have made upon her?"
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"Vanity apart-for, indeed, what need is there of vanity ?-

I think that she is inclined to like me," said Devereux, with un-
moved quietude. "But her illness came at an unfortunate time
-just when I had decided on this step-and, no doubt, I shall
have to make my impression over again. Besides this, I have to
face the disadvantage of being disliked and distrusted by her
closest companion and nearest friend."

"Not a woman, surely?"
"A woman, certainly-why' not?"
"I thought women were always your friends."
"There is no rule without its exceptions. Miss Severn is not

my friend."
"Miss Severn!" repeated Mr. Stringfellow. "I am told that

Champion is engaged to a Miss Severn. No doubt this is the
same, and she is merely taking his side against you. Women
are always partisans."

"Very true; and your reason would be quite satisfactory but
for the slight fact that the Miss Severn who is engaged to Cham-
pion is not the one of whom I speak."

"Not-eh? Then who is the one of, whom you speak?"
"She is sister to Mr. Champion's ftanc~e, and cousin to Miss

Carlisle."
"Then she is doubly pledged to oppose you; and may prove

dangerous if she belongs to the class called designing.~~
Devereux could not restrain a smile. Madeleine's face rose

before him-the delicate, noble features, the dark, eloquent eyes.
"No one could possibly think that she belongs to that class,"
he said. "But her prejudices against me may be strong, never-
thdess."

"You ought to devote yourself to conciliating her, if her influ-
ence is really great," said Mr. Stringfellow, complacently. "But,
after all, why should she be prejudiced? Any one might see that
you are acting, and have acted, with most uncommon regard foi
Miss Carlisle."

Devereux did not choose to enter into the possible or prob-
able grounds of Madeleine's prejudice. He let the subject drop;
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and so, for a minute, there was silence. It was Mr. Stringfellow
who spoke first.

"I suppose, since you have been here, you have seen old
Burnham-the witness to your grandfather's handwriting?"

"I have seen him only once," Devereux answered. "Then,
though ~his mind was perfectly clear, his health seemed very
feeble."

"He must not die before he gives his evidence," said Mr.
Stringfellow, hastily. "That would never do! We must go to
see him to-morrow. How far does he live from here?"

"Eight or nine miles, perhaps."
"Well, we must drive out. In the morning, say-have you

any engagement for the morning?"
"I am sorry to a~iswer yes-I have been foolish enough to

become entangled in some ridiculous amateur theatricals, and
there is a rehearsal in the morning."

"The afternoon, then-are you free for the afternoon?"
"Entirely so. We will go after dinner, if the weather is

good."
The next morning, at the rehearsal, Rosalind noticed that

Devereux seemed a ~little di8trait-a very little; for he was too
thoroughly accustomed to the social habitude of concealing what
he felt, to betray, in any marked degree, the real absence of his
mind. It was an unusual state with him, for he generally
kept bis mind well under control; but, since Mr. Stringfel-
low's words the night before, his thoughts were running very
much on Mary Carlisle. Not as a lover's thoughts run on the
object of his choice-that was not to be expected-but as a
man thinks of something which puzzles and disquiets him. It
was not any consideration of Mary herself which puzzled and
disquieted Devereux, but a doubt which he could not decide,
whether he should or should not speak to her definitely before
the suit came off in the courts. He wished very much to do so
before that time, for reasons which will be at once apparent. Jf
things Were already settled between them, the decision of the
court would not matter; but if things were not settled, andif

10
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the decision were given in his favor, he felt instinctively that
'Mary Carlisle would greatly distrust his reason for addressing her,
and would set it down unhesitatingly to pity for her changed
condition. Yet, to speak to her at once on such a subject would
seem premature, if not presumptuous. Then a recollection of
Madeleine's warning suddenly came to him. What if he should
endanger her life, or kill her! On the whole, Mr. Devereux had
various considerations to revolve; and his slight absence of mind
at the rehearsal was not very i'emarkable.

When the important matter was over, he glanced at his watch.
It was only twelve o'cloQk-fully time for a visit to the Lodge-
and he felt that it was imperative that he should see Mary. Her
manner would tell him, better than any reflections of his own, bow
far he might venture to speak openly. He felt that he could rely
on his judgment, as a man "in love" can never do. Much as he
liked and admired the gentle blind girl, his' heart beat no whit
quicker at thought of her, nor sent up any mist to cloud and con-
fuse the cool, steady brain. This fact did not make him pause
for a moment in his resolution to ask her to be his Wife. One or
two fever-fits of passion in his early youth had cured him of all
desire to drink again of the cup of Circe. .2lkriage de reason
commended itself to his philosophical soul as the thing to be most
desired, and certainly reason, kindness, and good taste, were all
on the side of a marriage with Mary Carlisle.

With these admirable dispositions lie approached the Lodge.
The mellow November sunshine was lying over the house, the
soft November haze was draping all the distant landscape. The
atmosphere had the Indian summer deliciousness-a warmth
without heaP-in its golden stillness. Devereux remembered the
last day he had been there-the falling rain, the lowering' sky
outside; within, the hushed house, and Madeleine's cold, proud
face. He smiled a little to himself, and wondered if she would
see him again, and send him away without a glimpse of Miss
Carlisle.

In answer to his summons at the door, Albert appeared and
ushered him into the drawing-room. Here he was left for a few

minutes in suspense, which did not prove very irksome, until the
servant reappeared saying that Miss Carlisle would receive him.
Thereupon he was conducted across the hall and admitted to
that pleasant, anomalous apartment known as the library.

Fate had befriended him. Mary was alone. She was re-
clining in a deep chair, dressed very much as he had seen her
first, in soft pale blue. Her fair, delicate face, sharpened by
illness, was turned toward the door, arM there was something
inexpressibly touching in the sightless eyes and sensitive lips
which made Devereux's heart melt with a sensation very closely
akin to tenderness; indeed, it was such tenderness as he might
have felt for a frail, attractive child. He advanced and took
her hand. "How glad I am to see you well again!" he said.

The faint color flickered into her cheeks, the lips smiled, the
blue eyes met his own with their pathetic introspective regard.
"You are very kind," she said, gently. "Yes, I am well again,
that is, as well as I shall ever be, I suppose. I have never had
strong health: I know that I must never expect it."

"Why not?" he asked; involuntarily speaking as gently as
herself. "Do you not think, if you. went to a warmer climate,
perhaps.-"

She shook her head, shrinking into the depths of her chair.
"I could not leave home," she said. "I have never done so-
I think I have taken root. Why should a mild climate help me?
I have no disease which it could cure."

"A mild climate helps almost all diseases," said Devereux.
"Then change of air-"

But again Mary shook her head. "I am sure there is no bet-
*ter air anywhere than that which one breathes here," she said.
"Is it not pleasant to-day? Perhaps it is because I have been
sick that it seems to me so delightful."

"I scarcely think so. I have not been sick, and it seems de..
lightful to me. Do you know, by-the-way, that I have been
suffering great self-reproach during your illness? The last day
that I was here I remained too long, and so became accountable
for part at least of your suffering."

214
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"Why do you think such a thing?" she asked. "Did any
'one tell you so?"

"Miss Severn told me that you were ill because you had been
over.excited."

"Ah, yes! over-excited. But you had nothing to do with it
-at least I mean that you could not imagine I would be excited
by that which would be no excitement at all to any one else."

"I should have remembered that you are not like other peo-
ple."

"No," she said, eagerly, "you must not blame yourself! I
assure you it was not the excitement of your visit which caused
my illness. I should have been ill in any event. I am confident"
(very positively) "of that."

"You. are very good to reassure me," he said, watching the
play of expression over the mobile face, the soft lights and shad-
ows which chased each other across it, and the tremulous mo-
tion of the flexible lips. Dared he speak? This was what he was
thinking, and, while he thought it, Mary went on:

"And what have you been doing during these weeks which
have seemed to me so weary? Surely you have not spent the
time in rehearsing the play of which I have heard so much?"

"I have spent more of it in that way than I should like to
consider, if there had been any thing else for me to do," he
answered. "But when I was not shooting there was nothing
else~ You may remember that I shocked you by confessing
when I was here last that I am not very much of a reading-
man."

"You did not shock me, but I thought that it was strange,"
said Mary. "We always think it strange when others do not~
like what we like."

'"Yesterday my lawyer arrived-Mr. Stringfellow, of whom
you have heard me speak," Devereux continued, plunging head-
long into the subject which he saw no means of approaching
carefully, though he wished to do so. "Will you forgive me if I
dr~w your attention again to the case at issue between i~s, which
will probably be decided ne'xt week 1"'
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"Do you ~think it is at issue between us? or between our
lawyers?" she asked, smiling. "I hope you are not disquieting
yourself on my account. You cannot tell how little interest I feel
except for others. But it will be a terrible blow to poor Basil
if the case goes against me!" she added, gravely. "And this
reminds me, Mr. Devereux, that I have a great favor to ask of
you.~~

"Surely you know that you have only to ask, that I will do
any thing which lies in my power for you," he said, earnestly,
touched afresh by the sweet face turned, toward him.

"It is this, then," she said: "If the decision is given in your
favor, and the property becomes yours, will you not retain Basil
in his present position? I should not make such an appeal if he
were not the most honest and faithful of men, or-or, if you had
not showed so generous a disposition."

"Do not let us discuss such a possibility!" he said, impetu-
ously; "I cannot bear, I will not bear to think of despoiling you
of your inheritance! There must be some means-" He rose
suddenly, very much to her astonishment, and walked away. In
truth, he scarcely'knew wl~at he was doing. A most unusual
agitation seemed to possess him-an agitation which he had
never felt in the presence of those women of the world of whom
Mr. Stringfellow had spoken. Should he risk all that he de-
sired by speaking now? or should he risk still more by wait-
ing? He had to decide this, and besides to take into considera-
tion all the danger connected with excitement. As he stood by
the window debating these questions, he did not perceive that,
after a minute's hesitation, Mary rose and came to him. He did
not hear her light footstep on the thick carpet, nor was he aware
of her presence at his side until she spoke.

"You are considering me," she said, with the frankest sim-
plicity. "Pray do not! In any case I shall not suffer, you may
be sure of that. But I could not help thinking of Basil. He did
so much for papa, and he has done so much for me."

In her pleading, she involuntarily extended her hand and laid
it on his arm. The opportunity which he desired seemed to
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come to Devereux without his seeking. He took that hand in
his own-took it not passionately, as a lover might have taken
it, but with almost hesitating gentleness. To him, as to Basil
and Madeleine, there seemed a sacredness about Mary Carlisle.

"It is not worth while to speak of these things," he said.
"There is no certainty that the decision of the court will be in
my favor. You know how anxious I have been to compromise
my claim, and how persistently your friends have refused to
entertain such an idea-but-but has it never occurred to you
that there might be one mode of compromise in which your
agent and your lawyer would have no voice, which would rest
altogether with yourself-a compromise which would make it
a matter of indifference to us in whose favor the court gave its
decision?"

He spoke with the utmost quietness to which he could modu-
late his voice, fully mindful of the danger of exciting her, yet
he felt a throb of keen anxiety when he saw the start which she
gave, the quiver which ran over her from head to foot, and he
was haunted afterward by the inexpressible mingling of wist-
fulness and doubt on the face turned toward him.

"What do you mean?" she faltered. "I do not think .11
quite understand-"

"For Heaven's sake, do not excite yourself!" he said, hur~
riedly. "I mean only this, that, if you could think of such a thing
as marrying me, the whole matter would be settled. God knows
I have very little to offer you," he said, with a tone of genuine
humility in his voice, "and I am aware that you know very little
of me, and that this may seem to you very presumptuous; but
still, if you would consider-"

He broke off abruptly as she retreated from him with a low
cry, clasping her hands with a sudden motion over her heart.
The gesture dismayed him. What had he done?

"I shall never forgive myself if you allow what I have said
to agitate you!" he exclaimed. "I only ask you to take such
a thing into consideration, not to decide on it now. If you can
only tell me that you will think of it-"

"But why should I tell you so?" she asked, in a tone of
keen pain, as he paused. "Why should I. think of it? You only
propose it because you are sorry for me; because you believe
that I shall be poor!"

"You are mistaken," he said, quickly. "I would not insult
you by such a proposal if I had no better reason for it than
that. Besides, there is no certainty that you will lose* any
thing. * It may be I who will lose every thing, and then, be
branded perhaps, as a fortune-hunter. But do not let us talk of
interest, let us put that aside. In speaking as I have done, I
think of you, not of that which is at issue between us. I cannot
tell you how charmed I was when I saw you first, and that im-
pression has never left me. I do not expect you to feel toward
me in the same manner; I only ask you to let me try to win
your heart, and to take into consideration the thought of marry-
ing me. Will you do this?"

She was silent for a minute, a troubled expression on her
face, her fingers lacing and unlacing nervously. Then without
a word she turned away and went back to the fire. Devereux
followed, and when she sank into her seat took one of the
slender, trembling hands and tenderly kissed it.

"Do not trouble or disquiet yourself to answer me now," he
said. "I can wait. All that I ask is that you will suffer me to
plead my cause when you are able to hear me."

CHAPTER IX.

THE EYE OF BATTLE.

WHEN Devereux left the Lodge he felt that be had gained a
great deal, and had every reasOn to hope for final success.
Mary bad promised to take his proposal into consideration, and
the manner of this promise had been more than its matter. He
felt satisfied that he was acting with wisdom and discretion, and
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he had been more than ever attracted and pleased by the gentle
~sweetness of the girl. he hoped to win. It would not matter
now in whose favor the suit was decided, though of course he
entertained a not unreasonable desire that the balance of for-
tune should be on his side. Few m~n with any genuine man-
hood in them fancy the idea of playing the part of Prince
Consort, and Devereux fancied it even less than most men, that
strain of Quixotism in his nature which had brought him to
Stansbury, and made him Mary~ Carlisle's suitor, asserting itself
on this point with marked distinctness. More than once in his
past life he had allowed opportunities of the kind, which his
friends had esteemed really providential, to slip by unheeded.

That there was any danger of the suit going otherwise than
in his favor, his friend Mr. Stringfellow would not for a moment
admit. As they were driving that afternoon, on their way to
visit Mr. Burnham, who was so important a witness in the case,
that gentleman expressed himself again with great decision.

"The case will undoubtedly go for you," he said, as they
passed the Carlisle Mills, "and a very fine property you will
come into; I don't know a finer anywhere! And to think of
that lease having been laid aside and forgotten for so long!"

"The property was almost valueless when it was leased,"
said Devereux. "That accounts for it, I suppose, together with
the fact of my mother, who was sole heiress o~ her father's es-
tate, having married and gone away. And you think," touch-
ing the horse meditatively, "that the decision will certainly be
rendered in my favor ?~'

"I am not a betting-man," said Mr. Stringfellow, "but I
would take odds, fifty to one, on the point. In fact,~ am confi-
dent of it, and I sincerely hope that old Burnham is as clear in
his head as he was when I saw him eighteen months ago. That
length of time sometimes makes a great difference in one of his
age-confound Champion and his miserable quibbles and delays!
He has fought off the case for two years, in order that Burnham
might die. But Buruham, luckily for us, is not dead."

"He was very feeble when I saw him three or four weeks
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ago," said Devereux. "I don't know that I would advise you
to count too confidently on his testimony."

"Oh, he will be all right when he is wanted," said Mr. String-
fellow, who was plainly bent on regarding every thing as cheer-
fully as possible. "He has the right stuff in him, that old
fellow! I saw it at once. He has good stamina to his consti-
tution, and doesn't mean to die while he is needed."

The speaker was, however, forced to retract a good deal of
this sanguine view of things when he saw "Old Burnham,"
who, was really, as Devereux had said, very feeble. But this
feebleness related altogether to the body, not at all to his mind.
The clearness of his intellect was something remarkable when
one considered that he was, as his son proudly stated, eighty-
nine on his last birthday.

"Archie's right," said the old man, with some exultation in
his uncommon age. "If I live to see Christmas I shall finish
my ninetieth year. I haven't such use of my limbs as I should
like, but, thank God! my memory's as clear as ever. I remem-
ber your grandfather well" (nodding to Devereux), "and I re-
member all about the lease you want to prove. Tom Shelton
had been renting the property ~for some tiix~e when General
Mansfield gave him a lease for fifty years. That was in 1815.
I remember the year as if it were yesterday."

"And you remember seeing the contract of lease," said Mr.
Stringfellow briskly, "which was signed by both the lessor and
lessee?"

"Yes, I remember it," answered the old man, nodding his
white head. "There was a duplicate; General Mansfield kept
one and Shelton the other. I saw Shelton's."

"I wish we could see it," said Mr. Stringfellow. "It would
strengthen our case amazingly. Well, General Mansfield died,
his only child married and went away, and Shelton after holding
the land for twenty-odd years-long enough to give a title on
~he strength of possession-sold the property and moved West."

"Just so, just so," said Mr. Burnham, tapping on the floor
with his stick, while a small grandson stood by his knee and
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gazed, with his finger in his mouth, at The strangers, at the ener-
getic, rubicund lawyer, and the quiet gentleman who watched
the scene with lazy, almost uninterested, eyes. "He moved
West, ai~d nobody in these parts has ever heard of him from that
day to this. I wasn't living here at that time. I went out to
Mississippi.-.-which was what you might call real frontier country
then-with one of my sons, and I never came back till just be-
fore the war. The land had passed through a good many hands
in the mean, time, and at last had come to be owned by Mr. Car-
lisle. He was building factories at a great rate, and I never
thought of the lease till I heard about the lawsuit."

"And you don't know anybody else in the country round
here who might remember it?" asked. Mr. Stringfellow.

The old man shook his head. "I'm alone of my generation,"
he said. "I know nobody else. If you had come and asked me
the same question ten years ago, I might have given you a dif-
ferent answer, but war and trouble have killed off the old men
very fast. I'm the last of my generation, and I shall go soon."

"You mustn't think of such a thing before you have given
your testimony," said the lawyer. "Bless my soul! I don't see'
an~y reason why you should die for ten or fifteen years yet-you
are hale and hearty!"

"Not so much so as you think, perhaps," said Mr. Burnham.
"I'm not what you might call sick, but I'm weakly-very weak-
ly, of late. But I'll try and get into court to give my testimony.
Do you think the case will be tried next week?"

"It certainly will be, unless the other side manage to have
it put off again; and I don't think they can do that," replied
Mr. Stringfellow. Then he turned to the son-a stout, middle-.
aged farmer sitting by. "To-day is Saturday. You'd better'
bring your father into Stansbury to-morrow, had you not?" he
said. "The case will be called early in the week, and we had
better have him on hand."

"That's what I meant to do," answered the younger Mr.
Burnham. "I've a sister married in Stansbury, and I thought
I'd take him in to her to-morrow if it's a fine day. The old man
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is right-he has been giving way uncommonly of late," he added,
in a lower tone. "If you put off your case again, I'm inclined
to think you won't have him for a witness."

"It shall not be put off!" said Mr. Stringfellow.
"You can't tell that," said Devereux, after they had taken

their departure and were driving away; "Champion may suc-
ceed in having it deferred again."

"I don't think so," replied the other. "He has 'exhausted
his excuses for delay, and must come to trial. He has showed
great ingenuity in staving matters off so long, but the tug of
war must take place next week."

It chanced that on this same day Basil Severn appeared in
Mr. Champion's office, and, finding the latter alone, at once
plunged into the subject of the lawsuit.

"As sure as you live we have made a mistake!" he said.
"'The more I think of it, the more certain I am that we ought to
compromise the matter. Upon my word when I think of the
case coming off next week, and of the danger of Mary's losing
almost every thing she has by our obstinacy, I feel nervous as a
woman!"

"I think you must be nervous as a woman to talk in that
fashion," said Champion, coolly, looking up from his writiiig...
"I have told you all along that the case will be decided in our
favor, and I tell you so again. If you choose to sacrifice Miss
Carlisle's property by a compromise, however, I suppose it is
not yet too late to do so. No doubt Mr. Devereux and his law-
yer will grasp eagerly at such a proposal-.but you must excuse
me from having any thing to do with it."
* "There is old Burnham ready to swear every thing necessary
for making' out their case," said Basil, with the most sincere
anxiety and perturbation on his face.

"Old Buruham is in his dotage," said Champion, contemptu-
ously. "The contract of lease which they produce is invalid.
That is what I maintain, and what I shall prove. You must of
course act according to your own judgment, but, if I were in
your place, I would not surrender an inch. Compromise is the
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very thing they want, and the verry thing at which they are aim-
i~g with all their blustering talk. 1 know Stringfellow ~f old;
and as for that fellow Devereux-"

"You are prejudiced against him," said Basil. "So was I
at first, but I think now that he means well on the whole."

"He means to compromise his claim if he can, and, failing
that, to marry Miss Carlisle," said Champion, bending his black
brows. "A more insolent puppy, or fortune-hunter, never
lived!~7

"I wish to Heaven I knew what to do! ~ said Basil, with
energy. "The responsibility falls on me, and, in case we lose the
suit, I shall never forgive myself."

"Now look here!" said Champion, with decision. "That is
nonsense. We must all accept responsibilities in this world, do
the best we can according to our honest judgment, and leave the
rest to-Providence," he said-thinking that form of expression
as good as any other. "If we could realize Adam's ambition,
and be as gods knowing good and evil, of course it would be
more convenient; but, that being impossible, we must be pre-
pared to make mistakes sometimes, and bear the consequences
philosophically. In my opinion, we shall not lose the suit-but,
if we do, I shall not regret having advised you to stand by your
colors!"

"I am afraid you don't put yourself exactly in my place when
you give that advice," said Basil.

"if I were in your place I should not need it," replied the
other, dryly.

There was a little more talk of this description, and~Then
seven took his departure, no whit; easier in mind than when he.
came. He had described his condition accurately when he
spoke of being nervous as a woman over the approaching trial.
What was it best to do for Mary's interest? That was the
question which tormented him. It certainly seemed too late to
compromise, now at the eleventh hour, yet more and more his
judgment turned toward compromise. Perhaps he might have
disquieted himself less if he had known the result of' Deve~

reux's morning call at the Lodge; or perhaps his disquiet might
have taken another form, and he would have thought that
Mary's happiness was in greater jeopardy than her fortune.
* This certainly was Madeleine's opinion when she heard-as

she soon did-all that had passed in the course of Devereux's
visit. It is not saying too much to declare that she was aghast.
She knew that it was likely to occur, but she had not looked
for it so soon-so suddenly. A pang of pity and indignation
seized her heart. The man rose before her with all his d~,bon-
naire grace, as she had seen him last, smiling on Rosalind's beau-
ty, and that he should have come immediately from that shrine
to offer his empty heart and impoverished fortunes to Mary Car-
lisle, seemed to her almost too much to be borne. But what
was to be done? Should she warn the latter by declaring all
that she knew and mush more that she suspected, of her suit-
or's unworthiness? No one could doubt that Madeleine pos-
sessed moral courage in no common degree, yet she shrank from
this. Not only because she feared, most naturally, that she
would be speaking in vain, but because she could not bear to
dash with pain the happiness shining on the blind girl's face.
Her heart melted over this happiness-which, indeed, had in it
many elements of pathos-almost as a mother's might have
done. So hopelessly cut off and debarred from all the pleas~
ures of youth had Mary always been, that it seemed little less
than a miracle that this cup of delight should at last be held to
her lips. Could any hand have dashed it away or infused bit-
terness into it? Assuredly not Madeleine's. When the story
was hinted rather than told, she put her arms around the fal-
tering speaker as if she had been indeed her sister. "My dear,
dear Mary, God bless you!" she said. It was all' that she
could say-at least for some time. But the tender benediction.
was full of sweetness to the listener.

Unconscious, meanwhile, of the bold move which her sworn?
vassal-for so she esteemed Devereux-had ventured to make,
Rosalind was arranging all her plans for the future with great
satisfaction to herself. She found that possessing two strings
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to her bow was an agreeable excitement, and developed all her
diplomatic talent, besides offering very substantial benefits in
prospective. James, it is true, had become very unmanageable
of late, and more than once she had a twinge of fear lest' she
might have committed herself too far with Devereux; but on
the whole she had succeeded in keeping matters very well bal-
anced between the two. She entertained no doubt whatever of
her ability to manage the d~noilinent entirely to her satisfac-
tion. Devereux, she felt sure,' only waited for the successful
termination of his lawsuit to declare himself, while nothing was

* easier than to make Champion demand his freedom-when she
was ready to give it to him. His patience had reached its far.
thest limit, she knew-a little more provocation and it would
end altogether.

On this somewhat tangled web of di~erent hopes, fears, de-
sires, and intentions, the sun of Saturday went down, and, as
Rosalind watched the pageant of sunset from the ivy-encircled
window where she had seen Devereux first, she said to herself,
"Another week will end suspense.~~

BOOK Ill.

WARP AND WOOL~.

ChAPTER I.

BASIL'S MIND IS RELIEVED.

WE all know how weeks, months, even years, often pass,
carrying us with them down the stream of time, without a sin-
gle event of importance coming to stir the placid current of
monotonous, life. Then, again, this life seems suddenly full to
overflowing, crowded to the brim with momentous occurrences
-occurrences, perhaps, which revolutionize all the familiar
world around us-and which may put untold. pQssibilities of
happiness or sorrow into the space of a few days. There are
such tidal periods in almost every existence, and something like
this came to those interested in the lawsuit and all that was
likely to arise from it.

That next week to which Rosalind looked forward as the
end of suspense came as brightly and serenely-beautiful No-
vember weather, all blue haze and mellow sunshine-as if it had
been freighted with no such important meaning. On Sunday
Mr. Burnham was brought in by his son to his married daugh-
ter's house, and here Mr. Stringfellow found him on Monday
morning, when he called, on his way to court, to inquire into
his condition. That condition was by no means so satisfactory
as it might have been. The old man was very much shaken 1y
his unusual journey, and his daughter looked grave when she
admitted the lawyer into the room where he lay in bed. "Fa-



their's an old man and not well enough to be worried in this kind
of way," she said, in a tone of strong disapproval. "I shouldn't
be at all surprised if this business would be the means of kill-
ing him. He was excited and restless all night, and this morn-
ing he's as weak as a baby."

"What on earth was there to excite him?" demanded Mr..
Stringfellow, in a tone of great disgust. "All that he is asked
to do is to keep quiet and be ready to go into court, and give
his testimony when it is called for. There's nothing in that to
make him restless, I'm sure."

"There wouldn't be any thing in it to make you restless,
perhaps," said Mrs. Warren, who was known to all her neighbors
and friends as being decided of character and sharp of tongue,
"but it's been years now since father's done any thing but sit
in the chimney-corner at. George's and smoke; so when you
come Pa talk of such a thing as lugging him into court-"

"I don't talk of such a thing at all, madam," said Mr. String-
fellow, whose forte was not patience. "I am not in the habit
of lugging people into court. They come when the law sum-
mons them-and the law has summoned your father. Now, I'll
go in and speak to him."

"The less you say the better, in my opinion,~~ remarked
Mrs. Warren, as she opened the door.

There was not much to say, and Mr. Stringfellow left very
soon, feeling a little uneasy. He did not like old Burnham's
appearance, and he said to himself that the sooner the case
was over and his testimony given, the better. That cumbrous
machine which we call the law moves slowly, however, and

'there were several cases on the docket to be disposed of before
that of Devereux vs. Carlisle could be called.

The plaintiff in this case, meantime, troubled himself very
little concerning it. He went daily to the Lodge without men-
tioning again the subject on which he bad touched,.and devoted
himself to Mary with all the graceful gallantry which he had ac-
quired during years of social success. Of the result it is scarcely
worth while to speak. Madeleine, looking on, saw plainly enough

how entirely Mary was surrendering her heart, and that, when-
ever Devereux chose to put his fate to the touch, it would be all
that he could ask. Sunday and Monday passed in this manner,
and short as the ~time was Mary seemed to expand like a flower,
gaining color and fragrance with every hour. Her rapid im-
provement astonished every one who saw her. Even Mrs. In-
grain-usually the most obtuse of. mortals-perceived it, and Dr.
Arthur fairly opened his eyes when he called. "You have done
wonders for your patient, Miss Severn," he said, turning to
Madeleine. "I never saw her rally so quickly before."

"I do not think I have had any share in the rallying, doctor,"
replied Madeleine; but Mary impulsively put out her hand.

"You have! you have!" she said. "I should never have got
well but for you.~~

"Take care that you don't get sick again, then," said the
doctor. "Remember-.-.-no excitement!. And I think you had
better begin to take a little exercise."

It was on Devereux's arm that this exercise was first taken,
that afternoon. With him Mary walked around the lawn and
through the garden. Nature was at her loveliest, her pensive
beauty seemed to hold the world in a spell, the airs 'was like an
elysium, the smoky haze wrapped all the distant landscaper. in a
blue dimness. Devereux, who had a very epicurean element in
his composition, thought that the soft autumnal beauty-beauty
without the passionate fervor of summer, or the virginal grace of
spring-seemed in subtle harmony with his state of feeling, with
the quiet pleasure he experienced in Mary's society, and the re-
pose of a well-satisfied conscience.

While these two were pacing along the garden-walks, Made-
leine passed out of the Lodge and took her way down to the
mills. It was a pleasant walk across the fields, and, if her mind
had been a little more at ease, she would have enjoyed it ex-
ceedingly. But, in her present mood, there was a sadness in the
still loveliness of the afternoon which almost oppressed her. As
she paused for a few minutes by a stile, and looked beyond the
brown fields and blue woods to the distant horizon, she made a
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picture that a painter would have liked to idealize. But there
was no painter to catch, the unconscious grace of the slender fig-
ure, the unconscious pathos of the quiet face-

"The mouth with steady sweetness set,
And eyes conveying unaware

The distant hint of some regret
That harbored there."

Only Basil, coming around a curve of the path, saw her and
suddenly started.

"Madeleine!" he said, "what odd chance brings you here?
I was just on my way to the Lodge to see you."

"Were you?" said Madeleine, starting in turn at the unex-
pected address. "Well, we have met half-way, for I was coming
tothe mills to see you."

"For any particular reason?" asked he, pausing in front of
her, with the stile between them.

"For no more particular reason than I suppose was bringing
you to see me," she answered, smiling. "Shall we walk? or will
you sit down here? It is very pleasant, and see what~ a pretty
bit of landscape is yonder!"

Basil looked at the landscape' absently as he accepted a seat
on the stile.. There was a shadow on his face which Madeleine
was quick to observe. She drew closer, and laid her hand on his
arm. "Something is troubling you," she said; "what is ~

"Only the old story," he answered. "I was coming to talk
it over with you once more."

* "Do you mean about the lawsuit?"
"Yes, about the lawsuit. It haunts me night and day that

Mary may lose every thing because I have listened to Champion
and been obstinate about a compromise. Madeleine, it is not too
late even yet. Tell me what you think. Shall, I take the re-
sponsibility of compromising? Champion is as strong as ever
against such a step; but it seems to me

He was interrupted here, much to his surprise, by a low
laugh fro~n Madeleine, not a very mirthful laugh, it is true, yet
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one which had a certain strain of amusement in it. "Excuse
me," she said, as he looked at her. "But you spoke of this
once before, do you remember? and have you forgotten what I
told you then?"

"You said that you thought there might be no need of a com-
promise - that you believed that Devereux wished to marry
Mary. I believed it too, at first, as you may recollect, buf of
late-"

"Well, of late?"
"Jie has seemed to think only of flirting with Rosalind, till,

upon my word, I believe that, if he wins the suit, she will marry
him.~~

"I do not think she will have the opportunity," said Made~
leine, quietly; "and as for you, dear Basil," she added, with a
slight smile, "don't disquiet yourself. any more. Let the suit
end as it may, Mary's interest is secure, for Mr. Devereux has
asked her to marry him."

"Has he indeed!" said Basil. Two months before, he would
have received such an announcement with indignation: now an
expression of absolute relief came over his face. "Then the load
is off my shoulders," he said, "and a heavy one it has been ever
since I began to look into the matter for myself! Up to that
time I had simply taken Champion's word for every thing. But
when Devereux put his view of the matter before me, and when
I examined registers and questioned old Burnham, my heart
fairly sank into my boots."

"Then you think the case will certainly be decided in Mr.
Devereux's favor?"

"I am unable to see how it can possibly end otherwise, though
Champion stands as firmly.as ever by his opinion that we shall
be successful. But, if Mary has accepted him, it hardly matters
how the case goes.~~

"I did not say that she has accepted him, only that he of-
fered himself. He has not received her answer yet, but there is
little doubt of what it will be. My poor Mary! It almost breaks
my heart to see her-she is so happy!"

I
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"Why should that break your heart?" asked Basil, with a
smile. "Surely happiness is a good thing-as well as one of
the rarest things on earth-and Mary has never had much of it."

"For that reason I am sorry-oh, sorry to absolute pain-to
look at her now," said Madeleine. "Don't you understand? It is
not as if she had been like other people, but she has been so cut
off from the ordinary lot of women, and now for this to come, and
for her happiness to have no real foundation! 0 Basil, don't
you understand?"

"I think I do," said Basil. "You mean that Devereux is
not worthy of her. Granted, with all my heart-but, if my
opinion of the pending suit is a right one, he cannot, at least, be
charged with being a fortune-hunter."

"But who knows that your opinion is right," said Madeleine,
"or who knows how he may betray Mary's trust ~tt last? I have
no faith in him-none whatever!"

"Take care you don't run into prejudice," said her brother.
"You gave me that advice once on the same subject, and now
I repeat it. Extreme opinions are generally mistaken opinions.
I think the man is honest ai~d a gentleman. Let him have
sought Mary for what reason he may, honor will keep him
straight."

"IL hope so," said Madeleine. "It is the best thing we can
hope, now."

After this there was a minute's silence, which was broken
presently by Basil's saying, abruptly: "I suppose it would be
premature to mention any thing of this'4n Stansbury?"

"Altogether premature," she replied. "Do not mention it
to any one. The affair is yet in uncertainty. Mr. Devereux, when
he declared himself, said that he would not press Mary for an
answer.~ He has not done so, and perhaps~" added Miss Severn,
with unaccustomed cynicism, "if the lawsuit is decided in his
favor, he never may."

"In the name of Heaven, why should you think such a thing?"
demanded Basil, considerably startled. He was so much in the
habit of relying on Madeleine's opinion, that he could scarcely
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realize that she might be misled by prejudice as well as other
people. ~C You must misjudge him!" said the young man. "No
one could be so dishonorable. He would have to answer to me
if he were-but you must be mistaken."

"I may be," said Madeleine. "But I cannot like or trust him.
Perhaps it is because trouble seemed to come when he came"
said she, clasping her hands in her lap, and looking again toward
the misty horizon.

"But he is hardly accountable for that if he did not bring; or
mean to bring it," said Basil, to whom it occurred that Devereux
had nothing to do with Lacy's conduct, or Miss Champion's
heartlessness. "Rosalind, now-he certainly had a share inthat
annoyance; but, after all, was not Rosalind herself greatly to
blame? With the best (or the worst) intentions in the world, a
man cannot possibly flirt with an engaged woman, unless she has
a mind to flirt with him."

"That is true," said Madeleine, answering his remark; and
she sighed a little-one of those sighs which indicate, but do not
relieve, a heavy heart. "lilt is easy to make trouble-the least
sensible person in the world can do that-but how to end it often
puzzles the wisest."

"I don't count myself among that class,~~ said Basil, "but it
puzzles me. However, such things are not helped by dwelling
on them. What will 'be will be. After all, there is rio better
philosophy than that. Now, Madeleine, when are you ~oming
home? I did not say any thing as long as Mary needed you, but
she does not need you now, and I miss you."

"I am coming to-morrow," said Madeleine. "You are right--
Mary does not need me any longer." She hesitated a moment,
then added, "What is Rosalind doing?"

"Going to rehearsals, and preparing theatrical costu~nes, as
far as my knowledge extends," replied Basil. "She expects to
'rob the world of rest' in a certain green silk, of which I have
heard a great deal."

"Is that theatrical matter to go on indefinitely?" asked
Madeleine. "I wish it were over."

I
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"So do I," said Basil, rising, "and you may be sure that,
~when the play has been. performed, it will be over as far as I am
concerned. If it had not been that it would have seemed disoblig-
ing, and like going back from my word, I should have followed
Champion 's example, and left the business long ago."

"How one reads the character even in trifles!" Madeleine
thought, as she rose, too, and looked at the erect figure and open
fac~e before her. Rather than "go back," as he phrased it, from
any thing to which he had pledged himself, rather than disoblige
others, or be swayed solely by considerations of self there were
few sacrifices Basil would not make. That he had made no small
sacrifice in this instance, she knew well. A constraint about the
mouth, a pained look in the eyes, told her all he had suffered, and
was suffering yet.

After a few more words they parted, Madeleine going back
to the Lodge, Basil returning to his counting-house, and pres-
ently-when the day's work was over-mounting Roland and
returning home. The intelligence which he had heard regarding
Mary bore him company all the way~ indeed, it had not left his
mind since Madeleine had told him of it. Ever since then, he
had felt a sense of relief from responsibility, and yet a distinct
consciousness of impending trouble, doubt, difficulty. This was
not altogether on Miss Carlisle's account. He would have been
something more than man if he had not also considered the
matter in a personal light. What change it would make in his
fortunes, he could only dimly forebode, but that such a change
might be great, he could easily imagine. On this point, hQw-
ever, he would not allow his mind to dwell-at least, he en-
'deavored to prevent it from doing so. "Sufficient unto the
day is the evil thereof!" he said to himself-falling on that
well-worw proverbial currency which serves us all in time of
need.

When he reached home, dusk had fallen, the atmosphere had.
grown slightly chill, and a fire shone out cheerfully from the
sitting-room, across the hall and portico, when he approached the
hou~. What a friendly, welcoming beacon such a light is, and

with what eloquence it speaks of rest and comfort, and all the
pleasures of home! It was no wonder that it drew Basil like a
magnet, yet, when he entered the room, he was sorry for having
yielded to the attraction, for, before the fire sat Rosalind, with a
flush on her fair cheeks deeper than could have been caused by
the leaping blaze, while Champion stood on one end of the
hearth-rug, resting his arm on the corner of the mantd-piece,
with an expression of settled determination on his grave, dark
face. Basil felt a sensation of storm in the atmosphere, and was,
therefore, uncomfortably conscious of being de trop, but he
avoided an abrupt retreat-that sure resource of awkwardness
-and made the best of matters by coming forward.

"Good-evening, Champion," he said. "I am glad to see
that you have got away from the court-house, and that dreary
office of yours for a little while. I hope you mean to stay to
tea?~~

"On the contrary, I must go back to that dreary office, as
you call it, in a few minutes," answered Champion. "I have a
terrible press of business on band. But I am glad to meet you-
I hope you have set your mind at rest about that lease. The
case will probably be called for trial on Thursday, and I am
more confident than ever that the result will be in our favor."

"Yes, my mind is quite at rest-I leave the matter alto-
gether in your hands," said Basil, smiling in a manner which the
other did not altogether understand. Rosalind looked up at her
brother in surprise. She had seen a great deal of his anxiety re-
garding the lease and had even heard, a hint or two of compro-
mise; which had gone far to strengthen her belief that Devereux
would succeed in the end. Now to hear Basil speak like that,
something surely must have happened ~o reassure him! This
thought, like a flash, passed through her mind, even while Basil
went on addressing Champion: "Very likely you are right, you
certainly ought to know your trade better than I do. At all
events, a man can only act as seems to him best, and accept the
consequences."

"Exactly what I told you the other day," said Champion.

I



"It is better to heed wisdom late than never," said Basil,
with the same odd smile. He turned, as he spoke, toward the
door. "I must go and change my boots," he said. "Il find

you, I suppose, when I come back."
" That depends entirely upon how long it takes you to change

your boots," returned Champion.
Severn, who was in the act of leaving the room, did not hear,

or at least did not answer this remark; and after his departure
silence reigned for a minute; the only sounds which broke the
stillness being the subdued crackling of the fire, and the ticking
of a clock on the mantel. The silvery chime of the latter struck
six before Champion spoke, for Rosalind remained silent.

" You say-or you imply-that I am harsh and domineer-

ing," he said, and his tones, though low and quiet, had a certain
vibrating ring which made them strike sharply on the soft firelit

-stillness. " That may be true enough. I do not deny it. But

you knew my character when you engag-ed yourself to me as
well as you can possibly know it now. You knew that I dis-
dained jealousy, but that I would not tolerate any lightness of
conduct-such as the world classes under the head of flirtation-
in the woman I expected to make my wife. I have borne more
from you than I ever expected to bear from any woman. But

my forbearance has reached its farthest limit. Your name is the
theme of every idle tongue in Stansbury. People say that I am
merely held in leash until you are secure of your other lover.
Whether this be true or not, the time has come when you must
choose between him and me-your flirtation or .your engage-
ment must end!"

His lips closed firmly over the last words, the clear, decided
voice ceased, but its echo still rang so distinctly in Rosalind's
ears that she could almost have affirmed that he continued re-

peating, " Your flirtation or your engagement must end !" It
will be seen that this was exactly the issue which she had de-
sired and intended to bring about; but it came too soon, and
made such a total bouleversement of her plans, that she was
thrown into horrible uncertainty with regard to what it was best
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to do or say. She really possessed a diplomatic talent, however,
besides a profound Conviction that a bird in the hand is worth
very much more than even a grander and more desirable bird in
the bush. She also knew Devereux's reputation, and, though she
did not seriously believe that he was trifling with her, she was
not blind to the knowledge that such a thing might be. At all
events, he had not declared himself, and his fortune was not se-
cured ; therefore it was unquestionably her best policy to mollify
and retain Champion. It did not take he~ more than a minute
to balance these considerations. Then she looked up, with the
firelight shining on her bright eyes and her lovely flushed face.

" You are unjust and unkind," she said, " more unjust. and
more unkind than I ever thought you would be ! And what you
say insults me. I have no flirtation with -any one. If gossips
choose to talk, can I help that ? But I never fancied that you
would listen to them."

"Rosalind," said Champion, drawing in his breath, "how
can you venture to say to me that you have no flirtation with any
one, after what I have heard and seen ? Do. you mean to tell
mne that you have not encouraged the attentions of that puppy
Devereux ?"

"I mean to tell you exactly that," answered Rosalind, who
knew that matters were desperate ; that she must throw truth to
the winds and make out her case as best she could. "I have
never encouraged Mr. Devereux's attentions, never ! It was not
my fault that we were thrown together by the theatricals. If
you blame anybody for that, it must be Helen. I do not know
whether he likes me or not, but I do know that be has never
been more attentive to me than politeness would have required
him to be to any woman under the circumstances. You talk of
not being jealous, but if this is not jealousy-"

" You are mistaken," said Champion, as she paused, "it is
not jealousy but self-respect, and a determination not to suffer
you to lower me, if you choose to lower yourself, by trifling with
a man whose character is notorious as that most contemptible
of contemptible things-a male flirt."

I
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"But I have not trifled with him!" cried Rosalind, really
frightened now by the angry sternness of his tone. If he left
her once, she knew that she could never hope to whistle him back
again, and what if Devereux should be only flirting!

Champion uttered a short laugh. "May I venture to inquire
what is your definition of trifling?" he said. "If it does not
include flirtation patent to every one on every possible occasion,
t~te-d-t~te walks and drives, pictures given-"

"Pictures!" gasped Rosalind. Her heart seemed to stand
still. Who had betrayed her? It was the last thing, she knew,
that Champion would forgive. His ideas were old-fashioned in
their fastidiousness-especially on this point. She had often
heard him ~ay that no woman should ever give a likeness of her-
self to any man who was not a near relative or accepted lover.
"What do you mean?" she asked, falteringly. "What pictures
have I given or received?"

"I heard accidentally of one," he answered, speaking with
difficulty, for it irked his pride bitterly to be constrained to make
such complaints as these, "which has passed into Mr. Devereux's
possession. If this is so, Rosalind, if you have given him a
proof of trust which you never gave me-"

"I have done nothing of the kind," interrupted Rosalind,
driven farther and farther over the borders of falsehood. "I
had a vignette taken and set in a locket, but it was for you"
(this was true in a certain sense !), "and I meant it for your
birthday. I haven't it with me now, or I would show it to you.
I lent it to Madeleine, and she took it out to the Lodge. Mr.
Devereux may have seen it there, but as for its being in his pos-

"Then it is false ?-you are sure that it is false?" said
Champion, watching her keenly, and enraged with circum-
stances, with her, and with himself that he should be constrained
to doubt her for a moment.

~" Sure !-how can I help being sure?" she asked, intensely
conscious of the flush which burned on her face. "If you do
not believe ~
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But he interrupted her impetuously. "Do not say such a
thing as that! All would be at an end between us indeed if I
did not believe you! But people would not originate such re-
ports if-if you had not given them reason to do so."

"I have been foolish and volatile, no doubt," she said, almost
meekly. "But I was always that, you know, and one cannot
change one's character in a day. You ought to be more patient
with me; you ought to believe that IL do not mean any harm or
wrong to you!"

She rose as she spoke, and came toward him holding out her
hand, the rose-radiance of the firelight falling on the tints of
her beautiful face, the exquisite lines of her graceful - figure.
"See!" she said with a smile, "you have been unkind and un-
just, yet I ask you to forgive me for all the pain I have thought-
lessly made you suffer."

Does any one need to be told how Champion answered?
The pain of which she spoke, the smouldering resentment, the
angry pride, seemed to vanish as he clasped her, for the first
time in many cu~ys, to his heart, and kissed the lips which had
just uttered their first unequivocal lie.

CHAPTER II.

DEFEAT ON THE EVE OF VICTORY.

THE next day Madeleine left the Lodge, and came back to
Stansbury after a month's absence. This was Wednesday.
There was to be a final dress-rehearsal that night of the im-
portant play, and the next night-as all the good people of
Stansbury were informed by handbills and placards-.the long-
deferred performance would take place. Rosalind was very
much occupied, and her sister saw little of her. In truth, that
young lady had no desire to have l~er wishes and intentions
sounded, and she feared that Madeleine might attempt to ~Io
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something of the kind. The scene with Champion the evening
before had warned her what a dangerous game she was playing,
but she was still determined to play it to the end. The stakes,
she thought, were worth a little risk. If Fortune would only be
kind, if Devereux would only come into his own-what a per-
fect life stretched before her! Surely the price she was paying
was not too heavy for that.

While she was considering these things, and adding a few
last stitches to the irresistible green silk that was destined to
dazzle the audience which would assemble to see her play the
emotional, charming coquette, of the sparkling comedy Lacy had
translated and adapted from the French, Devereux was startled
by the overwhelming intelligence, brought to him by a tall,
overgrown boy, who announced himself as Johnny Warren, that
old Mr. Burnham had a stroke of paralysis. The young man
felt almost as if he suffered a stroke of the same kind himself,
as he listened. Surely no calamity is harder than to suffer de-
feat on the eve of an assured victory! Devereux did not know
until that moment how much he had built on success, how little
he had anticipated any thing else.

But the blow only stunned him for a minute. Before the
~boy ceased speaking he was altogether himself again. He wrote
a line to Mr. Stringfellow and sent it to that gentleman, then he
accompanied the bearer of ill-tidings to the house where the
old man lay-helpless, speechless, and distorted. Mrs. Warren
received 'him like an aulmated glacier, and introduced him to
the bedside with something which bore a remote resemblance
to grim triumph. "That is what I said would come to pass, and
it has come!" said she. "I hope you are all satisfied now."

"Mr. Devereux has reason to be any thing but satisfied,"
said the doctor, who was standing by. Then he turned to that
gentleman with an expression of sincere regret. "I am heartily
sorry," he said, "I wish I could give you any hope of the pa-
tient's rallying."

"Is there no hope, then?" asked Devereux..
"None whatever. He will never speak again."
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When Mr. Stringfellow arrived-and he came in haste-he
was more than aghast, he was outraged by the malignancy of
fate, and by his own culpable carelessness. "I ought to have
taken his testimony down, to be used in case of his death" he
said. "But I saw no reason to anticipate any thing so sudden
as this. I perceived on Monday that he was giving way very
fast, but bless my soul! how was I to imagine that just on the
eve of the trial-Arnold, my poor fellow, I shall never forgive~
myself; but unluckily that won't help you."

"Don't worry over it!" said Devereux, for he saw that the
other's distress was genuine. "It cannot be helped. Kismet!
as the Arabs say-it is fate! You should not blame yourself for
one small oversight, after all that you have done. No one could
anticipate this."

"Perhaps he may get over the attak," said Mr. Stringfellow
eagerly-but the doctor, to whom he looked appealingly, shook
his head.

"No one ever gets over the third stroke of paralysis," he
said. "Mr. Burnham has had the warnings before."

"But he may rally enough to sign a paper?" persisted the
lawyer desperately.

"He will never rally," repeated the doctor. "From the
state in which he now is, only one change awaits him-that of
death."

After this decision, there was nothing for Mr. Stringfellow
and his client, but to leave the Warren mansion and betake
themselves, with what spirits they might, back to their hoteL
They said very little as they walked down the street together.
Both knew that the lawsuit was virtually ended, and that the
Carlisle Mills, and woods, and fields, would never pass into Dev-
~ possession-at least, not in the manner on which they
had so confidently reckoned. That they might, however, come
to him in another manner, suddenly occurred to Mr. Stringfellow
in the midst of his deep dejection, like an angel's whisper of
comfort.

"What an excellent thing it is that you arranged matters

I
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with the heiress!" he exolaimeff. "For once Quixotisin is its
own reward!~ My dear boy, I would rather have lost every other
case I have than this: but since it is to be lost-~-and that
through no fault of ours, though my carelessness is in a measure
to blame-I congratulate you most heartily on your prospect of
coming to your rights by marriage instead of 1"

"I don't know that I care to be congratulated," said Deve-
'reux in an indifferent tone. The events of the last hour had
changed the aspect of every 1~hiug for him. He, too, had thought
of Mary Carlisle, but the thought had given him no such com-
fort as it afforded to his friend. On the contrary, a sudden sense
of rebellion against the position in which he had placed himself,
came over him. It had been one thing to be the means of gen-
erously caring for the interest and shielding the life of the blind
girl who had so strongly appealed to his compassion-but it was
quite another thing to receive from her fortune and considera-
tion, and to be esteemed by her friends and the world in general
a successful schemer and fortune-hunter. This cud of bitter
fancy he had been revolving in his mind when Mr. Stringfellow
spoke, so it will be seen that he was in no mood to receive con-
gratulations suavely.

He did not go to the Lodge that afternoon. He felt that he
could not do so. While the taper of life still burned dimly in
old Burnham's breast, all did not seem ended. Perhaps the
doctor might be mistaken-perhaps there might be a faint flicker
of reviving consciousness before the light went out into dark-
ness. Devereux knew that it was absurd to hope for this, yet
he did hope despite reason, and he felt that he could not ap-
proach Mary Carlisle again until every thing' was settled-one
way or another. The case would be called in court to-morrow.
When it was 'decided against him, he would go and tell her that
he resigned all hope of winning her heart. If conscience whis-
pered that perhaps he had already won that heart, he closed his
ears. Like many a man before, he was intent chiefly on saving
his own pride.

He spent the afternoon-Mr. Burnham's stroke had occurred

at mid-day-in his own room, smoking a great deal, reading a
little, thinking much. With all hope of succeeding in the law-
suit stricken away, what prospect was before him with his ruined
fortuneshis idle habitshis luxurious tastes? He had never
made a farthing in his life-how was he to begin to do so now?
He smiled grimly as the question occurred to him. No lily of
the field ever bloomed with less knowledge how to toil than
this impoverished, fine gentleman. He had good abilities, but
they were altogether neglected and untrained, and he knew the
world well enough to be aware that whatever is untrained is
useless. A feeling of despondent hopelessness, and a scorn of
himself and his own life, rose within him, as he sat by the fire
gazing into the red embers dreamily . "I am a cumberer of the
ground!,' he thought. "Why d~ I live? I do nothing for
mankind, either individually or collectively-no human being
gains any thing from my life, neither is it necessary for any
one's comfort or happiness. I exist simply because I do exist-
that is all that can be said for me, and I promise to be very much
of a burden to myself when it becomes necessary for me to sup-
port myself."

It must not be supposed that Mr. Devereux was in the habit
of reflecting on his life and the conditions of it in this manner.
Very likely he had never done such a thing before in the course
of his thirty years. But just now thought for his future was
thrust upon him as an imperative necessity, and he was in a
measure unstrung and rendered morbid by the abrupt revulsion
from certain hope of success to absolute knowledge of failure,
through which he had passed. Those who have ever suffered
such a blow know that, however bravely and composedly it may
be borne, it seems for a time to unhinge every thing.

As the afternoon was merging into twilight, Mr. Stringfellow
made his appearance, and announced gloomily that old Burnham
was sinking rapidly. "I have just been to see him," he said.
"There is no hope whatever of his lasting through the night.
As for any thing like consciousness or speech, that is entirely
out of the question. I never knew such luck before!" said the
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despondent gentleman, sinking into a chair. "The devil must
certainly have a hand in it! Champion has accomplished all
1~hat he has been aiming at, and he will walk over the course
triumphantly to-morrow!"

"If the luck is unalterable, we can at least bear it philosoph-
ically," said Devereux, laying his hand on the other's shoulder.
"Ne quid nimium cupias! That has been my motto ever
since I was old enough to realize that the worst enemies of a
man's comfort are his own de~ires. You have said more than
once that I felt too litfie interest in the fight you have been
making for my fortune~-now I wish that I had felt even less,
and I wish that you, my kind friend, had felt none at all."

"I don't wish any thing of the kind!" replied Mr. String-
fellow, testily. "Confound ~uoh cold-blooded philosophy! The
man who does not desire any thing is half dead-and I wish to
Heaven you could be roused to desire something very strongly!
It might be the making of you!"

"Be more charitable in your wishes," said Devereux, with a
slight laugh. "I consider myself very well made already."

"If looks were all, you are right enough," returned the law-
yer dryly, but with a gleam of partial regard in his keen gray
eyes. "I hardly know how I should manage to bear up under
this blow at all~ if it were not for your forethought with regard
to the heiress!" he went, on, after a short pause-his mind, as
was natural enough, returning to Mr. I3urnham's highly incon-
siderate conduct in proposing to go out of the world so suddenly

"but, all things considered, it is certainly the most fortunate
thing possible that you should have put matters on a right foot-
ing with her before the result of the suit was definitely known."

"I am not so confident of its being fortunate," said Deve-
reux, turning away and pacing the room-a cigar between his
teeth, his hands in the pockets of his coat. "Every one will
think that I anticipated losing the' suit, and so addressed her
while there was still apparently a chance for me. Now, if that
were so, it would have been such an underhanded trick."

"But it was not so!" interrupted Mr. Stringfellow with en-

ergy, rising and standing with his back to the fire, so as to face
the shadowy figure moving to and fro. "No one with any sense
could think such a thing for a moment; and as for dwelling on
what prejudiced fools might say-I should tell them at once to
go to the devil! You are morbid and upset-that is what is
the matter with you," pursued the gentleman more mildly; "and
no wonder, I am sure! Such a blow-coming so unexpectedly
-might knock any one down. We'll talk no more about it-
and try to think as little as possible'! There's that infernal din!"
-this complimentary term referred to the tea-bell-" let us go
down, and after tea we'll have some punch and a game of whist
to raise our spirits. I see Hawley and Roberts here. They are
both first-rate players.

"I am sorry that I can't join you," said Devereux, "but I
am obliged to attend one of those troublesome rehearsals to-
night. If ever I am caught in such an absurdity again ! -"

"Pshaw! let the rehearsal go!"*
"And have my non-appearance and its probable cause can-

vassed by every gossip in Stansbury-I don't think I am a cow-
ard, but my courage is not equal to that. No, I must face the
music, and take care that no one can say that my heart is broken
by the loss of my last stake for fortune."

"Not the last, I trust," said the lawyer, hastily. "You have
a still better one left."~

"Do you think so?" asked Devereux. "Tastes differ
greatly."

Stanshury was not a very small place, so old Mr. Burnham's
illness made no stir, nor, indeed, was heard of outside the small
circle immediately interested in the event. A rumor of it
reached Champion in the course of the afternoon, however,
which he immediately took pains to verify, and finding it quite
true, sent the following hastily-scrawled nott~ to Basil:

"Set your mind altogether at rest. Old Buruham has had a
stroke of paralysis. The other side will probably ask for a de-
lay to-morrow, and the case will eventually end in a nonsuit.

J. 0."
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It chanced that there was some delay in the delivery of this
missive, and Rosalind was not at home when it was received.
She had gone out immediately after tea. "I want to call and
see Laura Gresham," she said-this was the young lady who
took the second part in the comedy-" before I go to the thea-
tre. Tom Gresham can escort us both, so you need not trouble
about calling, Basil; but, pray, be punctual at the rehearsal."

Basil did not say, "Confound the rehearsal I "-for which act
of abstinence he deserved a great deal of credit-but he made
no haste in his movements, notwithstanding this adjuration. He
was established in a lo'w chair before the sitting-room fire, smok-
ing, very much at his ease, a short, black pipe-to which neither
Mrs. Seven nor Madeleine objected-when Champion's note
was brought. He took in its contents at a glance, then tossed
it into his sister's lap.

"Fate fights for us!', he said. "See there!"
Madeleine read, and was shocked. "How dreadful I" she

said. "You and Mr. Champion are glad that this old man has
a stroke of paralysis!"

"Not at all," answered Basil. "We are only glad that,
since he ha.s the stroke, it redounds to our advantage. There is
no harm in that."

"AhI I am not sure---it seems very heartless! Mr. Cham-
pion writes in an exulting tone. Poor man! I wonder if he
will oblige you both by dying?"

"I hope not," said Basil, cheerfully. "Unless it is the third
stroke, it is not necessarily fatal, you kn~w. He may recover
and live some time longer.~~

"And give his testimony at last."
"Perhaps so; but I begin to have faith in Champion's opinw

ion again. You see he says the case will eventually end in a
nonsuit."

"What is a nonsuit?" asked Mrs. Seven, looking up from
the note which Madeleine had handed to her.

While this matter was being discussed in the Severn domes-
tic circle, Rosalind was taking her way to the theatre, in pro.

I

found unconsciousness of the blow impending over her. Even
when she reached there no one amor~g the assembled company
gave her any information regarding a matter which (in her own
opinion) concerned her so vitally. Devereux was rather late,

but presently he came, in full evening dress-so handsome, so
distinguished-looking, so easy in bearing, so graceful in manner,
that Rosalind's heart thrilled with admiration almost akin to
the tender passion. She knew that she was looking beautiful in
her shining green silk, point-lace, and emeralds; so she swept
across the stage and tapped him on the arm with her fan, after
the manner of the French coquette she was soon to enact.

"Why are you so late? she asked, as he turned toward
her-he had been speaking to Tom Gresham, who now discreet-
ly moved away-" I have been wondering what detained you,
and fearing that perhaps you meant to play deserter at the
eleventh hour. I know you are tired of the whole affair, and,
honestly, I do not blame you; but there is no help for it now!
What would become of me if I had to act without my chief
lover?"

She looked at him with a challenge in her eyes which the
dullest man must have read, and the coldest would have been
likely to accept. Devereux was neither dull nor cold, and just
now he felt sufficiently reckless of consequences-sufficiently in
need of some moral stimulant-to be willing to flirt to the top
of her bent with this enticing Hebe.

"You need not fear that I will desert while I have that part
to sustain!" he answered, in that tone of half jest, half earnest,
which can be rendered exceedingly effective by one who under-
stands the art of doing so. "If you should depose me now,
I will not answer for what desperate thing I might do."

"I have no idea that you would be desperate under any cir-
cumstances," said she, meeting his gaze with a thorough con-
sciousness of the admiration it unreservedly expressed. "You
are so completely a man of the world-so cool, soquiet! I
fancy you have taught yourself to have no emotion& which are
not altogether comfortable and agreeable."
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"And you have not learned better than that in all the weeks
that we have known each other," said he, with a great deal of
ffieaning in his voice. "How strange! I fancied that you
bad learned to know me better, perhaps, than L cared to be

Now, this was rather enigmatical, but Rosalind, reading it
in the light of her own wishes, thought that it implied much
which was agreeable to her. She was scarcely to blame for
this. Devereux's voice sank (through force of habit) to a very
tender cadence-one which might have misled even a less sus-
ceptible listener.

"I should not wish to know any thing which you did not
care for me to know," she replied. "But I have been so frank
with you, and let you see so many of my little absurdities, that
you should not regret any knowledge that I may have gained of
your character."

"~y character is open for you to read as much as you
choose, or can," he answered; "but feelings, hopes, wishes-
one likes to keep them as much as possible to one's self. That
is, it is generally one's best wisdom to do so."

"Why?" asked Mademoiselle Circe, softly. "Is not sym-
pathy a good thing?"

"As far as it goes, yes; but it does not go very far."
"Perhaps you are mistaken about that: perhaps it would

go quite as far as the feelings, hopes, and wishes, are concerned.
He glanced at her keenly, as she stood before him, trifling

with the glittering fan in her hand-beautifulself-possessed,
and beguiling. It began to dawn upon him that she had anoth-
er end than flirtation in view-it was borne to hini with a swift
sense of amazement, what manner of game she was playing.
"She thinks me worth casting her nets about in earnest!" he
said to himself. "Shall I let her think so a little longer? It
will be instructive to see in what manner she will take the
truth."

So, for the rest of that evening Rosalind was gratified by as
much incense as one small head could bear without absolute
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giddiness. )Te~irer had Devereux been more gallant, more atten-
tive, more charming. They acted their parts with such grace
and spirit-with so much seductive coquetry on one side and so
much impassioned ardor on the other-that even the other mem-
bers of the company applauded warmly. "If only you will do
as well to-morrow night!" they cried.

"As if there was any danger we should not!" said Rosa-
lind, scornfully.

"To-morrow night I shall have a favor to ask of you in
memory of our pleasant association," said Devereux, as he
wrapped her cloak around her after the rehearsal. She had re-
luctantly declined his attendance, for Basil was waiting to take
her home.

"That sounds quite solemn and formidable-like a farewell
speech, or somethingg of that kind," answered she, with a peal
of laughter which might have been empty if it had not been so
sweet. "I hope you do not mean that our acquaintance is to
end as well as our association?"

"That will be for you to say," he answered, pressing the
small gloved hand which she held out to him.

"There is not much danger of its doing so, then; pleasant
acquaintances are not so common in Stansbury' that one. can
afford to give them up. Good-night."

The soft salutation lingered on his ear, the lustrous eyes
looked into his own, then with a rustle of drapery, a faint rush
of delicate fragrance, she was gone.
* Devereux followed almost immediately, and on the street

paused a moment to light his usual companion-a cigar. It
chanced that he was standing under a gas-lamp, so that his face
was distinctly visible, and a negro boy, who was advancing lei-
surely along the pavement, walked directly up to him and pre-
sented a scrap of folded paper with one hand, while he touched
his cap with the other.

"Mr. Stringfellow tol' me to give you that, Mr. Devereux,"
he said.

"Is it you, George?" said Devereux, recognizing a servant

I



from the hotel. He took the, paper and opened it. Within
three words were penciled-he read them easily by the light
of the street-lamp:

"Burnham is dead."

CHAPTER III.

THE END 0F THE SUIT.

FORTUNATELY for the peace of Rosalind's slumbers, Basil
sai4 nothing of Mr. Burnham's stroke on their way home. He
forgot that she had not heard that important intelligence, and
for himself he was thinking of something else. It had pleased
Miss Champion to be unusually gracious to him that evening,
and, like many a lover before, his passion fed upon very frugal
cheer indeed. H~ could not know that this graciousness had
its birth in vexation with Lacy, who had been exceedingly
changed during the last week. What woman, when she has
been slighted by the man she prefers, does not soothe her
wounded self-love by encouraging another, if possible, before
his eyes? And what man is so wise that he has not, at some
period of his life, suffered himself to be tormented by the ca-
price of a coquette? Miss Champion was a blunderer in the
art which she attempted to practise-she understood none of
those fine shades of reserve and evasion which heighten coquetry
as a veil adds to beauty-and wh~n she encouraged at all she did
so with the most unmistakable emphasis. If any one wonders
~why Basil Severn should have fancied such a woman, it is only
possible to answer in Byron's not very complimentary words:

"Curious fool, be still!
Is human love the growth of human will?"

Is it not rather the growth of human circumstances, of illu-
sion, of association, of Heaven only knows what, a very mid-
summer madness often, to which the cured subject afterward
looks back in disgusted amazement?

But who believes this when the madness has drugged the
mind, and filled the veins like fever? "To be wise and love
exceeds man's strength," said he of the golden tongue three

* hundred years ago, and men have not increased in wisdom since
Shakespeare's day. Basil was a shade more sensible than his
fellows, inasmuch as he knew himself~ in plain language, to be a
fool; but the knowledge did not make him resolute to break
his chains. His folly could hurt no one but himself he thought,
a little doggedly; and so he sat (metaphorically) at the feet
of his dark-eyed enchantress, and listened to the frivolous
words which dropped from her lips as if she had been, indeed,
the siren that Lacy called her.

As for Lacy, it is not too much to sa*y that he was heartily
sick of the echo of his own absurd verses. It had seemed a
very slight thing to go from the presence of a pretty woman,
with the whirl of champagne in his head, and, sitting down at
midnight, dash off an impromptu bit of rhymed flattery, over
each line of which he had smiled in a manner that would not
have gratified Miss Champion if she had seen him. But it was
not a slight thing to one so sensitive to the least breath of
ridicule, and who held so superciliously aloof from Stansbury
notoriety or praise, for these verses-which, to himself he said
contemptuously, did not merit~ the name of poetry-to be can-
vassed on the street-corners, and discussed in drawing-rooms.
People had scarcely noticed his most artistic efforts when they
came forth in print-his personal unpopularity having nearly, if
not quite, balanced the pride of possessing a "poet" in their
midst. . But when he began to write vers de soci~t6, and ad-
dressed the first of these effusions' to Helen Champion, there
was a flutter in many dovecotes. "Oh, if he would only write
something to me!" sighed more than one young lady in the
bosom of her family; but men* chiefly laughed. "Lacy is not
too much of a poet to have an eye to substantial charms," they
said. "La Belle Odalisque-what the deuce does that term
mean, by-the-by ?-has bright dollars as well as bright eyes."

But when, in addition to this unpleasantness, Lacy found
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that Madeleine was roused out of her gentle forbearance even
to the point of offering him his freedom, he began to consider
That amusement and folly had gone too far. He had not the
least desire to give up his engagement. Moments of petulant
doubt and depression came to~ him with regard to Madeleine, as
with regard to everybody and every thing else; but, these
apart, she was still to him the supreme good of his life-the
star shining above all his clouds with steady, serene lustre. He
felt dimly that the deterioral4ng change at work within him
must go farther yet, that be must sink immeasurably below his
present level, before he could willingly suffer her to pass out of
his life. So, in an impulsive fashion common with him, he
ceased to offer homage at Miss Champion's shrine as abruptly as
he had begun to do so; and, disgusted alike with her and with
himself, lapsed into his normal. condition of social unpleasant-
ness. The revenge she took was one not calculated to affect
him deeply. If Basil Severn could have been multiplied twen-
ty times, she might have flirted desperately with each one of
the twenty without weakening a thrill of jealousy in Lacy's
breast. He was profoundly and unaffectedly indifferent, and,
recognizing this, Miss Champion went home on the night of
the dress-rehearsal in a very bad humor indeed.

The next morning Basil announced at breakfast his intention
of going to the court-house. "I understand that old Burnham
died last night," he said, breaking an egg, "and I am anxious to
hear what Stringfellow will have to say."

There was a sharp clang on the other side of the table. Rosa-
lind, who had entered a few minutes before, dropped her spoon
unheeded into her coffee-cup. She looked at her brother in con-
sternation, the color dying out of her face.

"What do you mean?" she asked, after a second's pause.
"Who is dead?"

"Old Burnham-Giles Burnham," her brother replied. "The
principal witness, indeed, I think the only witness, on whom
Devereux's lawyer relied to make out his case."

"So he is dead-poor man!" said Mrs. Seven, in a tone of
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kind compassion. "But, then, he must have been quite old-.
ninety, at least, I should think. One must expect to die when
one reaches that age. I forgot that you were not here last
night, Rosalind, when Basil received a note from Mr. Champion,
telling him ~that the old man had a stroke of paralysis," she went
on, addressing her daughter. "He wrote as if it quite ended
the case. Indeed, I believe he said that you might dismiss all
anxiety-did he not Basil?"

"I think he did," answered Basil, composedly mixing salt
and pepper in his egg.

Rosalind was speechless. Only Madeleine, sending one swift,
penetrating glance to her face, understood the meaning of the
pallor which had come over it, of the choking motion in the round
white throat. When the girl spoke, her voice sounded hard and
not like her own.

"Why did you not tell me this last night ~"she asked, ad-
dressing Basil. "You might have supposed I felt some interest
-if it was important."

"Upon my word, I never thought of it," he answered, look-
ing up in some surprise. "It did not concern you at all-I had
no reason to suppose that you felt much interest."

What could Rosalind say? Not concern her! It seemed
incredible that any one should believe such a thing; that they
should not know how it concerned her! She tried to go on
with her breakfast as if nothing had happened, but there was
a sound as of many waters in her ears. The blow stunned
her almost more than it had stunned Devereux the day before.
He had realized it, and rallied from it; but to her it appeared
like a hideous nightmare, something too dreadful, too overwhelm-
ing to be true!

After a while she recovered sufficiently to be able to trust
her voice to speak. "Does this end-every thing?" she asked.
"Will the case go against Mr. Devereux, now?"

"Champion says that it will," her brother replied. "He is a
lawyer, and ought to know. I suppose Stringfellow will still
make some sort of a fight, however."
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"And you think it honest to take advantage of-of such a
thing?" said Rosalind, in a tone which trembled despite all her
rffrt at self-controL "What is it but a mere accident ?-and

you know what the witness would have testified if he had gone
into court!"

"But we don't know what would have been the result of his
testimony," said Basil. "When people go to law, they must
make out their case to the satisfaction of the court, or else suf-
fer defeat. One yields no chiyalrous advantage to one's adver-
sary. If we had killed old Burnham to put him out of the way,
that would have been decidedly unfair, but, since he has died a
natural death, we are not accountable for the loss of his testi-
mony-and certainly we cannot pretend to be sorry."

"It looks quite like the finger of Providence," said Mrs. 5ev-
em, piously.

"People always believe that Providence is on their side!"
cried Rosalind, stung beyond endurance. "But, for my part,
I am like Napoleon. He said that it was on the side of the
heavy artillery. I think that it is on the side of heavy money-
bags.~~

"My dear!" said her mother. "You don't remember what
you are saying!"

"Champion would be touched if he knew how deep an in-
terest Rosalind takes in the success of the case for which he
has labored so long and so faithfully," said Basil, rising from
table.

This recalled Rosalind to a sense of her imprudence. The
chord of self was touched, which, instead of passing in music
out of sight, returned a decided warning. , She said nothing
more, but, as soon as breakfast was over, she went to 'her own
room, and shut herself in with her bitter disappointment.

How bitter this disappointment was, it is hardly possible to
express. Last night she had been so certain of accomplishing
all she desired, that the revulsion now seemed almost more than
she could bear! To be coolly told that hope was over, and that
the loss of it did not concern her! She wrung her hands to~
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gather with a passionate sense of impotent despair. Devereux's
words, looks, and tones, came back to her, together with all the
dreams she had built on them. Was it not enough to break
her heart, she said to herself that not one of these dreams
would ever be realized; that all the gay, sumptuous, delightful
life she had planned receded away forever, and left her with no
alternative but that of marrying James Champion [

The gentleman who played the part of pis aller in this grati-
fying fashion was, meanwhile, indulging a restrained but very
positive triumph over the discomfiture of his adversary. If be
did not exactly affirm, like Mrs. Seven, that the finger of Provi-
dence was in old Burnham's death, he felt something equivalent
to that and, when Basil appeared in his office, he met him ~with
a congratulatory shake of the hand. "I told you every thing
would come right!" he said.

It is, perhaps, superfluous to remark that the same event,
regarded from different points of view, often presents a totally
different aspect. It was not surprising, therefore, that the state
of affairs which seemed altogether right to Mr. Champion ap-
peared wholly and depressingly wrong to Mr. Stringfellow and
his client. They bore a brave front before the little world' of
gossip around them, but to each other they Bhowed plainly the
despondency which possessed them. "I might as well end the
matter at once," said the lawyer, mournfully. "There is no good
in prolonging the suit. It will only increase the costs, which
are heavy enough now. We have not the remotest chance of
ever establishing the claim."

"End it, by all means," replied Devereux. "I supposed, of
course, that you intended to do so."

When the case was called in court an hour later, Mr. String-
fellow rose, therefore, and stated that he was not ready for trial,
owing to the sudden and wholly unexpected death of the only
witness to the contrac~'of lease, by whose testimony he expected
to make out his case. Then he paused, cleared hi~ throat, and
fumbled for a moment nervously with some papers on the table
before him. Champion shot' an exulting glance at Basil: the
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other lawyers looked up curiously. Old Rurnham's dramatic
death, just at the time his evidence was needed, had given the

case an interest which it had not before possessed to the legal
mind. They wondered if Stringfellow meant to ask that the
trial of the case be delayed, in order that he might endeavor to
collect other proofs. Stringfellow had no such intentions and,
w bile they wondered, he addressed the court again, stating that
he never expected to be ready foi~ trial, since there was no other
evidence he could procure in order to establish the validity of
the lease. This ended suspense, the court directed a judgment
of nonsuit to be entered, the next case on the docket was
called, and the lawsuit which, for two years, had cost Basil
Seven so much anxiety and Champion so much labor, was finally
terminated.

Absolute certainty on the point having been attained, Deve-
reux felt that he must go to the Lodge. The manner in which
he shank from this step was probably natural enough, and, since
excuses for procrastination are never lacking when procrastina-
tion presents itself in the light of a desirable thing, he decided
to wait until afternoon in order that Miss Carlisle might hear
the news of her good fortune before he presented himself. "Of
course Severn will take it to her at once," he thought.

He was right. Basil left the court-house as soon as the de-
cision of the court was given, and, with the light of victory on
his face, went home. When he entered the sitting-room, he
found Lacy with Madeleine. The latter sprang up at sight
of him, and, before he could utter a, word, 'her arms were round
his neck.

"I see!" she cried. "The decision is in. Mary's favor-aud
I am so glad for your sake! She does not care, but I am glad-oh,
very glad-that you have kept the trust Mr. Carlisle gave you!"

"Yes, it is all right," said Basil, as plainly as a man could
speak who was in process of being choked. "And I am glad,
too, though none of the credit belongs to me. The case has
ended in a nonsuit, as Champion predicted. I must go at once
and let Mary know."

"Accept my warmest congratulations!" said Lacy, offering
his hand as Madeleine drew back. "You have had uncommon
luck. What a fortunate thing it is that you were so firm in your
refusal to compromise!~~

"Champion deserves the credit for that, also," said Basil,
laughing, as he crossed the floor and rang the bell. "Tell Dick
to bring out my horse immediately," he said, when Ann an-
swered it.

Sitting forlorn and disconsolate at her chamber - window,
Rosalind saw him mount and ride away, and she knew instinc-
tively on what errand he was bound. His face was offensively
bright, his manner offensively triumphant, she thought. "After
allit was only an accident!" she said to herself and then hot
tears rose again in her eyes. Only an accident! and it had
altered i~he whole course and meaning of her life!

CHAPTER IV.

MARY'S ANSWER.

"THAT will do, Jessie," said Miss Carlisle, in her soft, languid
voice. "Stir the fire a little-I think the room is chilly-and
then you may go."

"And leave you all by yourself, Miss Mary!" said Jessie,
in a tone of remonstrance, as she looked at the delicate face
lying on the cushions she had just arranged. "I don't think
that's a good notion. When you stay by yourself so much,
you get moped-like. It's true I'm not the best of company, but
almost any company is better than none; and Mrs. Ingram has
gone to town.~~

"I should be very unkind if I wanted better company than
yours, my dear old Jessie," answered Mary. "But just now I
don't want any at all. I have a great deal to think about-I
suppose you have heard the news Basil brought me?"
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"I met Mr. Basil when he was coming in the gate," replied

Jessie, "and he stopped me to tell me that he had ;won the suit.
'Good newsJessie!~ he says, and I says, 'Thankthe Lord!'
for I knew in a minute what he meant. Of all villainy," pur-
sued Jessie, robini' an orphan is the worst I They thought

because you was fatherless and helpless they could do what
they pleased, but the Lord raised up friends for you, and thank-
ful I am to Him!"

"You must not talk in that .way," said Mary. "Nobody was
trying to rob me. If my father bad lived, the suit would have
been brought all the same. But I am certainly grateful for the
friends God has given me," she added with an accent of unmis-
takable sincerity.

After Jessie had stirred the fire and left the room, the young
heiress lay perfectly quiet on her sofa-cushions; fair an~l fragile

'as a pale china rose, her long lashes sweeping her cheek, and

her lips closed with that expression of gentle serenity which is

generally an index of pleasant thoughts. And Mary's thoughts
were very pleasant. Yet in their pleasantness Basil's news
played only a subordinate part. Notwithstanding the undoubted
clearness of her intellect and strength of her character, she had
the simplicity of a child where worldly matters were concerned,
and it did not occur to her for a moment that any thing had
happened which might alter her relations to Devereux. That
her inheritance was still her own was agreeable to her chiefly
that she-and not the law-might give it to him, and that her
generous desire to prove her own disinterestedness might be
gratified. Poor Mary! as Madeleine called her, she knew little
of the world outside the cloistered home in which she had
spent her life, and absolutely nothing of that other, subtler world,

the heart of man. It is only when we come in contact with the

blind that we realize how necessary is sight, even for many things
which belong to the moral rather than to the material order.

The pretty Swiss clock over the mantel had ticked away an
hour, the stream of gold lying on the carpet had. shifted a little,
and still the girl lay motionless, wrapped in a trance of calm

happiness. She felt no anxiety that the man of whom she was
dreaming did not come-that he had not come for two days-
her thoughts were busy picturing all that it was in her power to

bestow on him. What she would receive in return, obtained
from her scarcely a moment's consideration. That instinct of

unselfish tenderness which is strong in almost all women-or at

least in a sufficient number of the sex to constitute a large ma-

jority-was peculiarly strong in Mary Carlisle. The disturbing

influences of passion had no abiding-plate in her soul, and her
pure, serene countenance mirrored truthfully the purity and

serenity of the spirit within.
As the cuckoo darted out from the clock, announcing the

lapse of time, she stirred with her first movement of anything

like impatience. It was not impatience, however, but expecta-
tion, as the manner in which she - turned her head over her

shoulder, in the attitude of one listening, plainly showed. She

had not remained in this position a moment before the sound

of the door-bell echoed through the stillness of the house. She

smiled then-a smile that said more plainly than words, "He
has come

He entered the room a minute later. And, when she heard

the step now grown familiar to her ears, she rose, with both

hands extended-an impulsive greeting due altogether to instinct
and not at all to premeditation.

"I am so glad that you have come!" she said. "Why have
you staid away, so long~~~

For once her blindness was her best friend, since it veiled
from her the doubt, irresolution, hesitation on Devereux's face

as he advanced. Had she seen his expression, she could scarce-
ly have spoken with such simple sweetness-yet it would have

been impossible for the most consummate woman of the world
to have thought of any thing better to say.

He took the hands she offered, and lifted them to his lips be-

fore he answered, bending his head without any thought of
effect-for there was only the mocking-bird in his cage to see-
like a cavalier in a picture. Then he said, "I will tell you pres-

I
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ently why I have staid away-but -first let me thank you for this

kind welcome."
" Why should you thank me ?" she asked, as she sank back

on her couch, and he drew a chair close to her side. "Do -you
not cheer my solitude by coming ? It is I, then, who should be

grateful."
" Do not speak of such a thing !" said he, hastily. "I can-

not tell you how deeply I feel, how warmly I shall always re-

miember the kindness with which you have, from the first, re-
ceived and treated me."

" What do you mean ?" she asked-a cloud of doubt falling
across her face as she turned it toward him. "Why should you
speak in this manner ? Something has come over you like a

change: I feel it in your voice. What is it ?"

"Do you not know what it is ?" he answered-determined
to say at once what he had come resolved to utter. " Have you
not heard that the suit in which our interests were opposed has

been decided in your favor ?"
" Yes, I have heard it," she replied, " but what of that ? You

speak as if it were a matter of great importance. To me it seems*

of very little."
" Do not misunderstand me," he paid ; " do not think that I

am not honestly glad,- on your account, that it has ended in this

manner. But naturally it alters every thing for me. I told you
once-here in this very roorpi-what my circumstances were-.
When I spoke to you later of hopes that I now feel it necessary
to put aside, I counted too confidently, perhaps, on success-.

Instead, failure has come, and now I have absolutely nothing
which it is possible to ask a woman to share.. Stop a moment
and hear me out ! "-as she opened her lips quickly to speak-

"I scarcely fear that you will misjudge me far enough to think
that I anticipated such a result as this when I spoke to you five

days ago, but there are others who may tell you that I did-.

Pray do not believe them. Pray let me keep the thought that I

have won your faith, though Fortune denies me the right to win

your heart."
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She uttered a low, startled cry-strangely like the one he
had heard from her lips when he spoke on this subject before--
and raised herself quickly to an upright position. He was
frightened by the manner in which her color came and went,
and by the trembling of the fragile hands that clasped themselves
together.

'"I suppose IJam very stupid," she said, " but I hardly think
I understand you-I hardly think you mean that this decision is
to make an end of-of all you spoke -of the other day ?"

If ever Devereux felt himself in a horrible quandary, it is
safe to say that this was the moment. He saw what manner of
influence he had gained over the mind and heart of the girl be-
fore him, and his position, which would have been a difficult one
with any woman, was rendered ten times mere difficult by the
peculiar circumstances which surrounded Mary Carlisle-by the
pathos of her blindness, by the danger of her illness, and by the
charm of her character: He hesitated, and those who do. not
understand the movements of a generous, impulsive, rather un-
selfish, and wholly undisciplined nature, will probably think him
altogether weak and vacillating, when it is recorded that already
he felt the resolution with which he had entered, wavering.
That resolution had been to firmly renounce all attempt to win
the heiress's hand; yet when he saw the startled pleading of her
face, the childlike quiver of her lips, his heart misgave him.
Could he' draw back ? Would not the consequences be more
disastrous than if he accepted the situation in which his own
premature folly (so, in the light of old Burnham's death, he now
regarded his offer) had placed him? If Mary could have seen
the troubled look in his eyes, she might have understood the
meaning of his hesitation better than she did. As it wvas, she
suddenly extended her hand.

"You are only trying me," she said. "I feel sure of that.
You do not mean any thing so unjust. What ! you were willing
to offer me the fortune when you thought it would be yours-
and now you are not willing to take it when it is mine ! Was I
right the other day, then ?-was it only pity that you felf for
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me? And now-now that you think I shall not need money-
you are ready to go and leave me?"

"It is you who are unjust!" said Devereux, speaking almost
mechanically in the tumult of his thoughts. "Pardon me for
saying that you do not comprehend-you do not realize how in
the eyes of the world I should seem to have taken advantage of
your generosity to make my fortune secure in the event of either
losing or gaining the suit."

"No, I do not comprehend," said she, slowly. "I do not
realize how it can be so important to you in what manner the
eyes of the world regard you. If I believe that you never mearrt
any thing of the kind-is not that enough? It only concerns
you and me-not the world."

"The opinion of the world is something that no man can
afford to disregard," he said. "It is embodied in many ways.
Your friends, for instance-"

"I have no friends for whom I care except the Severns," in-
terrupted she, "and Basil, who was here an hour or two ago,
told me he felt sure the case would have gone in your favor, but
for the death of your witness."

"Yes," said Devereux, "IL think it would-but he died, and
that ended the matter."

"It should not have ended it, however," said she, with a

glow coming over her face. "It was not honest. If that man's
testimony would have made the property yours, it ought to be
yours as much as if he had given it. That is how I feel. But
I did not mind it," she added, "when I thought it would be
yours in any event; only ~

Her voice trembled and ceased. Involuntarily one hand
went to her heart, as she leaned against the back of the couch
on which she was sitting. She was like a child in the ignorance
of her blindness, yet a chord of the woman stirred within her,
and she felt that she had said as much as it was possible to say.
The rest must come from Devereux; the decision rested with
him-would he go or stay?

If the moment of silence which followed was one of suspense

to her, it was certainly one of conflict and doubt with her com-
panion. To a man of less subtle perceptions, all that she was
feeling might not have been so fatally clear--but he not only
understood all that she implied, but he read all that she thought
as if her mind had been a crystal pool. In that moment he felt
that he could not do the thing on which he had resolved when
he entered-he could not, to save his own pride, leave this worn-
an whose heart he had won. "It would be brutal I" he said to
himself. "I should be haunted by the look of her face as long
as 12 lived! God knows, no one could hate more desperately to
bear the brand of a fortune-hunter, but-one must think of honor
before all things."

So, when he spoke, it was with all his usual gentleness in
his voice-the, gentleness she had learned to know so well. "I
cannot bear to give you pain by discussing this matter," he said,
"but you must understand that the decision of the court is ir-
revocable. The property is yours-nothing can possibly take it
from you-and you must not say again that it 'ought' to be
mine.~~

"Why should I not say it if it is true?" she asked. "Do
you know that you are cruel to talk like this! How can I make
you comprehend ?-I am blind-I am a woman-.-"

She could say no more. With a gasp, she lay down on the

scroll end of the couch, and buried her face in the cushions. Her
heart beat with a vibrating thrill which made itself felt in every
fibre of her body, and her whole frame visibly shook with agita-
tion. With a sensation of absolute dismay Devereux saw this,
and Madeleine's warning flashed upon him. He felt that this
excitement must be ended at once, and, bending forward, he
touched lightly the quivering form.

"Forgive me!" he said. "I did not mean to be cruel-I
would do any thing sooner. You are right, after all. It does
not matter what others say of me, so that you believe, in my
honesty and faith. And if you do believe in it, and if you will
let me ask again the question I asked five days ago-"

She lifted her face abruptly-so abruptly that the motion
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* took him altogether by surprise-and caught quickly the hand
wliich had touched her.

"Stop 1" she said, hastily-almost passionately-" stop a
moment and listen to me. I do nQt know much of the world,
but perhaps there is some way in which you could take this
property that I believe to be rightfully yours, without-.---without
me. If ~o, it might be better. I am sick, I am blind, I should
only encumber you-but if you would take the ~

This was more than Devereux could bear-it ended his last
shred 'of hesitation. The light of self-devotion on the blind
girl's fair, spiritual face, seemed to shame his own consideration
of self. With a sudden motion he drew her to his heart.

"I will take ~,iou," he said, "and thank God for the gift of
one so tender and trusting-but do not mention the fortune
again. That is more than I can bear. I have no longer concern
or interest in it. I almost wish that I bad never laid claim to
* it."

"Do not wish that," said she. "It cannot have been mere
chance that drew our interests and our lives together. God
must have meant that we should know and-and love each other.
See, too, how it smoothes every thing-as you said five days ago!
Does it matter now how the suit ended? Ab, if you would only
feel with me that it does not!"

"Should you have felt that if it had ended otherwise?" he
asked.

"Yes, yes, a thousand times yes," she answered; "only I
might have doubted a little if you did not merely pity me.
Perhaps I might doubt it yet, if I stopped to weigh and measure
all that you have said. But I cannot do that. You would not
be unjust enough to seek to win me if you did not care for me
a little, and I-I love you, and I am quite happy."

CHAPTER V.

BEHIND THE SCENES.

As Rosalind made her toilet in ~he dressing-room of the
theatre that evening, it was with a grave face and an anxious
mind. She had quite decided what it was that Devereux had
on the night before declared his intention of asking her, and she
felt that the necessity for avoiding him was very great indeed.
The suit having been abominably and unjustly decided against
him, there was "no good" in entangling herself any further.
Champion would not endure much more trifling-if indeed any
at alL "It is easier to avoid trouble than to cure it," she
thought. "I must keep out of Mr. Devereux's way.~~

In accordance with this resolution, therefore, she kept care-
fully to her dressing-room-delaying her toilet by various de-
vices-until it was time for her appearance on the stage. Then
she turned to Madeleine, who had obligingly acted as lady's-
maid, and begged that she would keep with her. "I have a
particular ~ she said impressively, "for the request. I
will tell you about it afterward."

"It may be impossible for me to keep with you all the time,"
said, Madeleine, "but as much as possible I will-Here! let me
pin your train a little farther back."

They went out together, and the first person whom they met
was Devereux. Rosalind strove desperately to be as usual in
her manner, but the effort was a depressing failure. Her disap-
pointment was too recent, too acute-and at sight of him all its
bitterness revived! When he spoke, she could almost fancy
that she had been dreaming, so entirely was his manner un-
changed. Yet it was impossible for her to respond to its ease
and lightness. Never before, she said to herself, had she been
so awkward and so constrained. Naturally this knowledge did
not tend to make her less so, and when-suddenly looking up-
she caught his eyes bent on her, full of a certain amused intelli-
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gence, her sense of discomfiture was complete. They were
standing at the wings, waiting for her cue, and at that moment,
to her great relief, it came. With cheeks flushed deeply, and
almost ungraceful haste, she swept past him to the stage. At
another time she might have been nervously conscious of the
critical Stausbury eyes ranged before her, but now she scarcely
gave them a thought.

"She has very little of that self-consciousness which is usu-
ally the bane of amateur actresses!" said Devereux, following
her with his eyes.

"She is always self-possessed," answered Madeleine, quietly.
She glanced at him as she spoke-trying to read the riddle of
his handsome, careless, yet impassive face. It was not remark-
able that, under the circumstances, she should have felt no small
degree of curiosity regarding that flirtation which had been so
patent to all observers, between Rosalind and himself. How far
had it gone? Had it passed over the somewhat indefinite
bounds which divide flirtation from absolute love-making? Had
they in any manner "understood" each other? Rosalind's
mode of receiving the news of the end of the lawsuit had cer-
tainly inclined her to think so, yet there was the stubborn fact of
Devereux's offer to Mary Carlisle. Had he been playing fast
and loose with either-or both?

Every one feels the magnetism of a steady, intent gaze, and
before long Devereux's eyes left Rosalind to meet the dark,
quiet orbs bent on him. What soft, serene lustre they pos-
sessed I-not liquid wells of beguiling light like some other eyes
he knew, but crystal depths in which a man might be sure of
finding absolute truthfulness, perfect trust, and quiet repose.
So he reflected, while he said, with a smile:

"I wish I might venture to ask of what you are thinking,
Mis~ Severn."

"I wish I might venture to tell you," said Madeleine, in her
frank voice. "If I thought it could serve any good end, I
would; but I fear that i~ impossible."

He was surprised and interested. "Why should it be im-
possible?" he asked. "If I can do any thing for yom-"

But she interrupted him by shaking her head. "Not a fly
thing," she said. "I was not thinking of myself.. There is
nothing you can do for me. I was thinking of-others, and
wondering-shall I really tell you what I was wondering, Mr.
Devereux?"

"If you will be so kind," answered Devereux, altogether at
a loss for her meaning, and puzzled by her manner.

Then on the impulse of the moment she spoke.
"I was wondering," she said, "where the amusement of the

hour ends, and the earnestness of life begins, with a man like you."
"The amusement of the hour I" he repeated, thoroughly

surprised. Then a tide of warm blood sprang to his face.
Madeleine's glance-almost unconsciously-passed to iRosalind,
and he grasped all that she meant. He hesitated. What
could he say? No man with a fragment of chivalry in his na-
ture cares to exculpate himself at the expense of a woman.
"It is my luck!" Devereux thought. It certainly had been
his luck before. Women had always had a habit of distinguish-
ing him by their attentions, and he was never able to pass the
sirens with closed ears.

"I think you misjudge me, Miss Severn," he said, after
a while, a little diffidently. "I am not so thoro~igh an epicurean
as you fancy. The amusement of the hour is not by any means
the first consideration with me."

"It may not be the first consideration," answered Made-
leine, a little coldly-she thought to herself: "He is quite right!
Interest is plainly his first consideration! "-" but at least it is
enough of a consideration to make you careless of-of things
that ought to be regarded." Then, having said this, she sud-
denly remembered how little right she had to call Mr. Devereux
to account for his shortcomings, and she blushed. "Excuse
me!" she added, quickly. "I am presumptuous-I have no
possible rightto speak so to you."

"Let us take it for granted that you have a right," said
Devereux, with unmoved courtesy, "and pray be good enough~~.~~

"What on earth is engrossing you two?" demanded Basil,
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suddenly appearing, play-book in hand. "Didn't you hear
you~ cue?" (this to Devereux). "The play is waiting on
you."

"By Jove 1" said that gentleman, starting. "I had forgot-
ten all about the play. What is my speech?"

Basil gave it to him, and the next instant he made his ap-
pearance before the audience that had good-naturedly waited in
silence during a dismal interlude of two minutes.

"What came over the fellow?" Basil asked his sister.
"They all seem on their heads to-night. Things are going off
shockingly."

"And Mr. Lacy has not been seen or heard of!" said Miss
Champion, at that moment making her appearance, with a crim-
son scarf draped becomingly over her head. "I should not be
surprised if he did not come at all-~-it would be just like him!
0 !-I~'i1adeleine, are you here? I'm sure I beg pardon. But
perhaps you know something of Mr. Lacy's whereabouts?"

"I have not seen him since this morning," answered Made-
leine, "but no doubt he will be here in time."

"He is not due till the after-piece," said BasiL
"I wish he was not due at all," said Miss Champion, who

had plainly lost her temper. "I don't pretend to understand
the caprices of poets, being only a plain mortal myself!"

"I don't think you need fear that Gordon's caprices will
make him late," said Madeleine, with a slight strain of hauteur
in her voice. Then she walked away.

"I suppose I have provoked her," said Miss Champion, look-
ing after the retreating figure. "Of course I am sorry, but no-
body can deny that Gordon Lacy is literally made up of caprices.
He does not know his own mind two consecutive days. I detest
that kind of person! Now, when I make up my mind, it is
made up for good. Nothing ever changes me."

"Are you quite sure of that?" asked Basil, looking at her
with his honest~* steady eyes. The Spanish proverb did not at
that moment occur to him, which says that a wise man changes
his mind,~a fool never. When do uncomplimentary proverbs,

or reflections, occur to a man who listens to nonsense from the
lips of a woman with whom he fancies himself in love?

"Oh, quite sure," relied the young lady, who belonged to
that large class whose imagination is not vivid enough to antici-
pate any change in themselves. "What I decide to do I al-
ways accomplish in the end, no matter what obstacles interfere,
and that is the way I like a man to be."

"But it is hard to persevere without hope," said Basil, who

had not the least idea that the sharp edge of her words was
due to Lacy's defection. "With hope a man might accomplish
any thing, but without-"

"Is there any need for him to be without?" asked she,
laughing, and casting down her eyes, conscious of the length
and blackness of their lashes.

It was certainly no time or place for a declaration, but Basil's
love-fever had reached a point when he knew that he could not
endure suspense and .trifling any longer. Whatever his fate
might be, he must know it.

"May I have hope, then?" he asked, ~quickly. "I have
long wished to ~sk you that. You know how I love you-is
there any hope for me?"

"Mercy, Mr. Seven !-how you startle one!" said Miss
Champion, who did not look by any means exceedingly amazed.
"Is it possible you expect me to answer such a question as that
now-and my head full of the play?"

"Severn, ~ said Tom Gresham, advancing from the
front of the stage to the side-scene, "where the deuce is that
fellow who ought to come on and say that my mother is ill and
has sent for me?"

"Where, indeed?" said Miss Champion. "It is Frank
Urquhart you mean-~what has become of him?"

"~He can't get on his boots," said a voice from the green-
room. "His feet are swelled."

"Confound his boots!" said Gresham. "Let him come on*
without them.-Severn, for Heaven's sake-"

Basil did not need the adjuration. He darted away in search
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of the delinquent Frank, who was vainly and agonizingly trying
to draw on his long, red-topped postillion boots. "I can't get
them on, Mr. Seven I" he affirmed, half crying-for had not
the dream of appearing before the Stanshury public in these
boots been the delight of his life for three long weeks ?-" I
went duck-shooting to-day, and my feet-"

"You young rascal, don't you know that everybody is wait-
'ing?" said Basil, wrathfully. "Put on your other boots, and
come along!"

But with one final despairing tug the boots came on, and
Frank was spared that dreadful alternative. He seized the whip
held out to him and fled.

A minute later, Gresham came off highly indignant. "I
could hear the people laughing in front!" he said. "They knew
as well as I did that there was some hitch, and that I was there
behind time. I believe the thing is going to be a fiasco after all
our rehearsals. There are Miss Rosalind and Mr. Devereux-
everybody knows how well they acted last night; to-night I'll
be hanged if they are much better than two sticks!"

This was, unhappily, true. Rosalind and Devereux were
not doing themselves credit-the former played constrainedly,
the latter absently. They were both conscious of the fact, and,
when they met in the green-room at the end of the first act, the
gentleman made his apologies.

"IL fear-indeed, I know-that I am supporting you very
badly," he said. "Pray excuse me. I told you that I feared I
should murder the part."

"It is I who am murdering mine," said Rosalind. "I think
you do very well-though not so well as last night, certainly.
But one cannot always be at one's best."

"That is very true," said he. "But there is no reason why I
should be at my worst-unless, indeed, it is a case of magnetism."
- Rosalind knew well what he meant, but she made no attempt
to answer, as she would have done twenty-four hours before.
She only said, quietly, "If magnetism explains bad acting, some
one must surely have subjected me to it."

"You are not your usual self to~night,~~ said Devereux, cu-
rious to know the exact meaning of the change in her. He
could not believe that it was indeed-as he had first suspected
-owing to his own altered prospects. After all it did not con-
cern her greatly whether he was eligible or non-eligible as a
matrimonial parti. IFler reserve and constraint must have some
other meaning, and he decided to discover what it was. They had
the green-room very much to themselves just then-the curtain
being down, and the rest of the company on the stage, engaged
in a general hubbub.

"Am IL not?" said she, evasively. "I do not feel very well.
I have had a headache all day. But perhaps you are like one of
Charles Rea~e's characters, and entertain a 'rooted distrust' of
feminine hea~laches. I should not blame you. We often make
them cloaks for other things."

"Has yours to-day been a cloak for any thing else?"
"No, mine was genuine-I have it yet. I wish this tire-

some business was over. How foolish we were to be entrapped
into it!"

"I do not regret my share of the foolishness," said Devereux,
not very truthfully. "It has given me many pleasant hours which
would else have been dull ones."

No answer, no swift, upward glance of the lovely, blue-gray
eyes. "If I utter one word, there is no telling what he will say!"
thought Rosalind. "Where is Madeleine? She promised~ to
keep with me. If, by some ill-chance, James should come, he
would be certain I was flirting!"

"IL told you last night," said Devereux, sinking his voice a
little, "that I meant to ask a favor of you to-night, in memory
of our pleasant association. May I ask it now

"I am afraid I must beg you to defer it," said she, quickly.
"Is not that the curtain going up? Excuse me !-I must ~ee
Madeleine for a moment. 0 Gordon !-is that you?"

"I have some reason for believing so," responded Lacy, into
whose arms she very nearly ran, as she turned abruptly. He
wore a light overcoat over the faultless costume of ~Sir Edward
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Ardent, and looked out of sorts, aud altogether unlike that very
gay and gallant cavalier. "Is Madeleine here?" he asked. "I
want to see her.~~

"She ought to be here," said Rosalindin an aggrieves tone.
"I was just going in search of her. Perhaps she is in the dress-
ing-room. I will see."

The two men, left together as she passed away, had very
little to say to each other. "The play is going on heavily, isn't
it?" asked Lacy. "IL have ju~t arrived, but it strikes me the
company seem rather demoralized."

"I think the first rehearsal was better, on the whole," replied
Devereux.

The second act was in progress by this time, and the latter
was summoned on the stage at that moment. Almost immedi-
ately afterward, Madeleine appeared. "I was arranging Rosa-
lind's costume for the third act," she said. "So, you have come
at last, Gordon! I am glad of it-Miss Champion has been very
uneasy for fear you did not mean to come at all."

"I was almost tempted to stay away," he replied. "Made-
leine, my darling, such horrible luck !-Come out of this uproar
a little, and let me tell you."

"What is it?" asked she, slipping her hand into his arm, as
they made their way to a corner. "Nothing very terrible, since
you are here."

"Ali, I am not sure of that. It is something terrible when
one's hopes and toil go for naught. My publishers are bank-
rupt."

"0 Gordon!"
"It is a fact. I saw a newspaper rumor to that effect a few

days ago, and I wrote at once for information. The mail this
evening brought me the news. They owe me heavily, and I
shall probably obtain but a moiety of the amount-if that."

"How sorry, how sorry I am !" she said, with a quiver in her
voice-~-for she knew how deeply this blow struck. "Forgive me
for speaking so lightly-I know this is terrible, after all your~
labor! Can nothing be done?"

"Nothing whatever. I must share with the rest of their
creditors. What castles in the air it ends !-llow much farther
off it puts you!. Now I must begin afresh, with what hope I
rnay*~~

"With all hope!" said she, earnestly. "You have a name,
which you did not have before, greater art, and a more facile
power of working. Ah, Gordon, have faith in yourself!"

"I have not the least-not one grain !" said he, impetuously.
"I am unstable as water, shifting as sand. If it were not for you,
Madeleine, God only knows where I should drift. But with you,
I feel strong; you give me repose, faith, patience. Promise
me that this shall make no difference--that you will wait and
trust -"

"Gordon!" said Madeleine, in a tone of keen reproach. She
lifted her hand and laid it over his lips. "Hush!" she said.
"How can you wrong me by such words? Can you think it
would make a difference? Can you think I shall not wait and
trust-to the end?"

"Did some one tell me that Lacy was here?" asked a voice
near at hand. "By George !-here he is! Sir Edward Ardent,
you fascinating dog, ilirs. Chillington wishes to speak to you."

"Stay here till I come back," said Lacy.to~. Madeleine, with
an impatient contraction of the brows. "I shall not be gone
long. It is impossible that Miss Champion can have any thing
of importance to say to me."

Whether she had any thing of importance to say or not, Miss
Champion managed to detain her unwilling knight some time,
and Madeleine had left her corner to arrange some stray locks
of Miss Gresham's hair, when Devereux next came off the stage.
He waited till that young lady was summoned away, then he
addressed Miss Severn.

"Pardon me for neglecting to tell you earlier," he said, "that
I saw Miss Carlisle this afternoon, and she asked me to~say that
she will send her carriage for you to-morrow morning, and that
she hopes you will go to the Lodge. She wishes very much to
see you."
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"Of course I will go," replied Madeleine. She glanced up
quickly, and something reminded him of the look she gave him
once before, in this very place. "I hope Mary is well," she
added.

was quite, well when I left her," Devereux answered.
"But I have feared since that she may have been too much ex-
cited. I am glad, therefore, that you are going to her."

"But you should not have excited her," said Madeleine, al-
most indignantly. "I warned you-I told you that it was no
slight danger you incurred I Her life hangs on a thread."

"I regretted as much as possible the necessity for exciting
her," he answered, "but it was something unavoidable. I was
forced to speak of the business which was ended to-day."

"There is nothing very exciting in discussing a lawsuit,~~ said
Madeleine, regarding him suspiciously~

"True-but the discussion of a lawsuit may lead to, the dis-
cussion of other matters. It did so with us."

"And it might have led to consequences much more serious,"
she said, feeling slightly ruffled by his cool self-possession.

"I should have been inexpressibly 'sorry,~~ said he, quietly,
" but I could not have blamed myself-neither, I think, could
you blame me, if you knew all the circumstances-though you
are a severe judge."

"I!" said Madeleine, coloring. "You are the first person
who ever thought so."

"Perhaps I am the first person who ever had reason to think
so. At all events you cannot deny, Miss Severn, that you are
~disposed to judge me severely."

"I have not the faintest reason to judge you at all, Mr. Deve-
reux.'2

* "That, if you will excuse me, is an evasion which I hardly
expected you to make. Be frank, please-frank as you were an
hour ago when we were interrupted-and tell me what it is that
prejudices you so deeply against me. One or two things I know,
and those things I should like to explain if you will give me an
opportunity to do so."

His limpid eyes met her own-eyes which looked as if can-
dor ought to dwell in them-and between surprise and hesita-
tion, Madeleine felt at a loss what to say. It was a relief that
she was spared the necessity of saying any thing, for Champion
appeared at that moment and came up to her.

"I am afraid Rosalind is not well," he said, after exchanging
a stiff salutation with Devereux. "I have been watching her
for' some time, and I have come to propose that she shall go
home immediately after the play. My mothers carriage is at
the door."

"Probably she will be glad to do so," answered Madeleine.
"I do not think she is very well. Here she comes to answer for
herself."

Rosalind answered for herself to the effect that she would be
very glad to go as soon as her part ended. "I am sick of the
whole thing," she said. "I-I have made a complete fool of my-
self! Are' not people laughing at me, James? I give you my
word, I feel hysterically inclined."

"Everybody says that you are looking exceedingly pretty,"
replied Champion, who had tact enough to administer the only
consolation in his power.

"Oh, that is nothing!" said she. "The~wQman who would
not look pretty in point lace and emeralds, had better go and
hang herself. But I thought I should make a great success as
an 'actress, and I have been no better than a stick. Last night
I did act splendidly-you ought to have seen me last night,
James!" Here she stopped and colored-strongly conscious
that it would not have afforded James any great satisfaction to
have seen her last night.

"Once is enough for me," said Champion, with disgust. "I
have had enough of seeing other men playing at making love to
you. I will never tolerate such a thing again-not for a mo-
inent."

"I shall never ask you to tolerate it," said Rosalind, who felt
very much depressed.

In this manner the comedy proceeded, and, after many mis-
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adventures, finally ended. "The Morning Call" went off with
a little more spirit, but if the appreciation of the audience had
been tested by vote, it is likely that the opinion would have
been unanimously returned that the long-expected dramatic en-
tertainment was a decided, failure. Questioned respecting the
cause of this, after it was all over, Tom Gresham delivered his
mind as follows:

"The cause of the failure," said he, "was flirtation-or what-
ever else you might choose to call the dramatic entertainment
behind the scenes."

CHAPTER VI.

ROSALrND MAKES A REQUEST.

THE events of this night did not altogether end with the
ending of the play, for Madeleine. Lacy accompanied her home,
and remained an hour or more discussing his affairs in all their
details, and receiving consolation. That the cheeks of his con-
soler were pale, and her' eyelids heavy, did not occur to him-
such trifles rarely occur to 'the masculine mind when it is well
entertained. If the price of a virtuous woman is above rubies,
what gem shall represent the value of a considerate man? He
is certainly one of the rarest of phenomena, and, let us add,
one of the most agreeable. But among the characteristic virtues
of the stronger sex, unselfishness has not yet taken its place;
and Lacy was no more inconsiderate than the 'majority of his
fellows. Besides, Madeleine gave no hint of her weariness.
When he went away at last, however, she sat looking into the

'dying embers on the hearth-almost too tired to rise and go up-
stairs. Then it occurred to her that Basil had not yet come in,
and she leaned her head against the deep back of her chair, think-
ing that she would wait for him. So leaning she fell into a
light sleep, aiid waked suddenly to find Basil standing over her.

"Why, Madeleine," he was saying, "what are you doing

here? Don't you see how late it is? You had better go to
bed."

"I thought I would wait for you," said Madeleine, rising.
"What makes you so late? Where have you been?"

She looked up in his face, and, as she looked, something
struck her-some change there. His eyes were shining, his lips
under their 1)rOWn mustache slightly smiling. When happi-
ness touches us, it leaves an impress that not even the most
careless glance can mistake-and Madeleine's glance was not
careless.

"Basil!" she said, quickly, "what is it? Something has
happened to make you glad."

He laughed as he bent and kissed her-laughed with a sound
which reminded her, for the first time in many years, of his boy-
hood.

"What a close observer you are!" he said. "I don't know
whether or not any thing has happened to make me glad-that
is, I don't know that there is any reason in my being glad. But
all the same, you are right-I am!"

"Why?" she asked, breathlessly. "You are not going to
be glad and not tell me what it is about? Where have you
been? What has happened?"

Basil did not answer. He was evidently averse to speaking
-even to her. It was not only that some things are too in-
tangible to be put into speech, but. he had always with regard
to his deeper feelings been shy as a girl. That some deep feel-
ing' was stirred now, Madeleine perceived, and suddenly com-
prehension flashed upon her.

"Basil," she cried, "you have been with Helen Champion,
and she has said or done something to make you glad! 0 my
dear, my dear, don't let her play with you! don't let her amuse
herself by breaking your heart!"

Many a man would have answered such an appeal sternly,
for, when the thrall of Circe is over them, men generally care
little how deeply they wound those who have always been most
tender and true. But Basil did not belong to this class. He
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saw his sister's love shining in her passionate eyes, and he
knew that nothing which Helen Champion had yet given him
could equal the value of the affection which had been his stay
through life. So he made answer quietly, but kindly:

"I think you are a little unjust, Madeleine; or, at least, a
little prejudiced. Why should you take it for granted that Miss
Champion means to amuse herself by breaking my heart? You
wrong her by such a suspicion, and you wrong me. I shall
never sink into a plaything for any woman's caprice.~~

"Has she promised to marry you, then?" asked Madeleine~
eagerly. She did not believe that Helen had given such a prom-
ise, or that, if she had given, she meant to keep it, yet she would
have found it difficult to explain the cause of her settled incre-
dulity.

A flush came over Basil's face. "Not-exactly," he replied,
"but Ii have every reason to hope."

"What does that mean?" asked Madeleine. "0 Basil, re-
member-"

He lifted his hand with a silencing gesture. "Hush!" he
said, gently, "you don't understand-you cannot tell. There is
no definite engagement yet-that would be premnature-but I
have not only every ground for hope, but every ground for cer-
tainty. You must not ask me to say more. I am pledged not
to do so. I only say this to you-in confidence."

Madeleine did not speak when his voice ceased. She sat,
with her hands clasped in her lap, gazing into the fireplace at
the red. coals, the soft gray ashes. If her heart was full of bit-
terness, who can blame her? She saw the end as clearly then
as she ever saw it afterward-for she had not lived with closed
eyes up to the year of grace 1870. She knew-as who, alas!
does not know ?-how many women in these days seem to hold
their honor at less than a farthing's value, how lightest of all
light things is that promise given and held which stands charged
with so much meaning in the sight of God and man, and how
careless-nay, even how ruthlessly cruel-are those who should
remember that 'she who, for pleasure or triumph, tramples on a

I

human heart with all its infinite capacities for suffering, has
often a sterner account to render than he whose hands are red
with the blood of his brother. 0 for some voice brave enough
and strong enough to reach the multitude of ears now closed by
vanity, frivolity, and heedlessness, and preach to them the old
evangel which tells how a woman's chief jewels are purity, ten-
derness, and truth; how she should be gentle and yet strong,
gracious in her courtesy, considerate in her kindness, and firm
in her constancy! Nothing is more true than that she who
lowers herself in man's esteem, lowers for the time her whole
sex with her. The instinct of reverence for womanhood is
planted deep in every true man's heart, and, so long as women
are worthy of honor and respect,~ honor and respect will never
fail them. But when instead come scoffing and contempt,
the hour which is dark for man is darker still for them. With
their own hands they have torn the crowns from their brow,
and descended from the thrones where God himself placed
them.

These thoughts came to Madeleine, as they had come often
before-~--not connectedly, but tumultuously and dimly, with the
sharp pang of personal sorrow stirring through Lhem. She knew
Basil's nature so well-knew it by its very likeness to her own-
and she felt that there was no material in him for the light and
careless lover who is fit subject for a coquette's amusement. But
there was nothing to be said or done. He must "dree his weird,"
as the Scotch say; and learn, as many a man has learned before,

"How much is wasted, wrecked, forgot,
On this side heaven!"

"God bless you, dear!" she said, presently, rising and lay-
ing her hand on his shoulder. "You know I wish you all happi-
ness-you know there is nothing I would not do to win happi-
ness for you! I hope Helen will be true. If she plays you false,
it will be hard for me to forgive her!"

"Wait until she has played me false before you speak like
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that," said Basil, smiling. "Now God bless yoz~, and good-night.
It is time you were in bed."

But Madeleine was not destined to attain that desirable
place of rest for some time yet. She had scarcely entered her
own chamber, and turned up the gas dimly burning by the side
of the toilet-table, when without; any warning the door sud-
denly opened, and Rosalind-attired in a blue dressing-gown
with a cloud of brown curling hair about her shoulders-stood
on the threshold.

"I beg your pardon for not knocking," she said, advancing,
after closing the door behind her, "but I thought mamma might
hear, and want to know to-morrow why I was wandering about
this time of night. What kept you down-stairs so long? I have
been waiting and waiting for you! I thought Gordon was never
going, but he left an hour ago, and still you did not come."

"I have been talking to Basil," ~said Madeleine. "Why are
you not asleep? You must be tired."

"I am tired, dreadfully tired!" answered Rosalind, sinking
into a chair. "I have not been to bed, either, for I dared not lie
down lest I should fall asleep and not hear you when you came
up~stairs*~~

"And why were you anxious to hear me?" asked Made-
leine, who was tired herself and naturally averse to conversation
at such an hour of the night.

"Because I have something important to say," replied Rosa-
lind. "I want to say it to-night and be over it. There is no
telling whether or not I shall have an opportunity to speak to
you privately to-morrow."

"It is very likely that you will not, since I am going to the
Lodge in the morning."

"To the Lodge !-are you?" said Rosalind, starting in a
manner which that very simple and common occurrence did not
seem to warrant. "Do you think you will stay long?" she
asked, quickly.

"I cannot tell. It depends upon how much Mary needs or
wants me," answered Madeleine.

5 -
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The other was silent for a moment-looking down with brows
slightly drawn together as she traced with the point of her slip-
pered foot a pattern on the carpet. Then, without glancing up,
she said, abruptly, "Do you think you are likely to meet Mr.
Devereux there?"

"Where ?-at the Lodge?" said Madeleine. "It is very
likely; but why do you ask?"

"That; is what remains to be told," answered Rosalind, with
a faint sigh. "But tell me first why does he go there? Do you
think that he will marry Mary now that the fortune is hers?"

"I would rather not speak of that," said Madeleine-who felt
just then as if she could not do so-" Mr. Devereux's hopes or
intentions do not concern either you or me."

"Do not be too sure of that," replied Rosalind; and despite
her honest (because selfish) anxiety, a smile of gratified vanity
dimpled the corners of her mouth. "Perhaps Mr. Devereux's
hopes and intentions concern me very much-that isif I choose
to let them do so."

"Rosalind," said her sister, in a tone of pain, "I should be
sorry to hear that, although bound by your honor to one man, you
have been trifling with another."

"Call it what you like," said Rosalind, who saw no further
good in secrecy, and who knew that she could trust Madeleine to
the last extremity. "What I mean is the simple fact that, if Mr.
Devereux had won his suit, I should have married him."

"And you-you are -not ashamed to say so!" cried Made-
leine, shocked, revolted, yet not surprised. "Call it what I like!
What can I call such conduct but utter want of principle? I sus-
pected, I feared, but to know-" She stopped short, not because
words failed her, but because she felt how useless they were.
Who can explain the fine essence of honor and faith to' those who
are morally obtuse? It would be less waste of time to talk of
light and color to the blind.

"Why should I be ashamed?" demanded Rosalind, quietly.
"Self-preservation is the first law of nature, and to do the best
that ~ne can for one's self-is not that self-preservation? It is
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not worth while to discuss the matter, but I certainly meant to

/ do the best for myself. Of course it is all over now. I know
too much of poverty to think for a moment of marrying a ruined
man-and Mr. Devereux, no doubt, will console himself with
Mary Carlisle."

"Don't mention her!" said Madeleine, with sudden and most
unwanted passion-passion so unwanted, indeed, that her com-
panion looked up amazed at the startling energy of those words.
"ilave you no sense of contempt for the part you have played,
and that which you were willing to play?" she went on, with
a ring of scorn in her voice which vibrated even through Rosa-
lind's indifference. "Think for a moment of all that we owe to
Mi~ry; think of her darkened life, her generous heart! Then
think that you were ready to profit by her great loss, to break
faith with the man who had been true to you for so long, to
-Ah, I can not speak of it all! It is too much-too much!"

"If I had imagined that you were going to indulge in hero-
~ said Rosalind, "I should have been more guarded in my
admissions. Consider my conduct what you please, I know that
I have only acted as any one else would have acted in my place.
To come to the point-for all this is pure waste of time-I
want you to understand that I now intend to marry James
Champion, and that it is necessary for me to see as little as pos-
sible of Mr. Devereux."
* "Why should it be necessary for me to understand any thing
about it?" asked Madeleine.

"Simply because you may do me a great service, if you
will," her sister answered. "I see that you are about to say
that you will not, but wait and hear me 'out. I take it for
granted that you wish me to marry James Champion.~~

"You take too much for granted," said Madeleine, in whom
indignation still burned hotly. "As far as I know any thing

* about Mr. Champion, he is an honorable man. I should, there-
fore, wish him better fortune than to marry a woman who ~ias
acted so deceitfully!"

A flood of bright crimson sprang to Rosalind's fair face. It is

one of the strangest traits in this strange, complex human nature
of ours, that we shrink from hearing that characterized which we
do without compunction.

"I did not come to be lectured," she said, rising haughtily.
"My affairs are my o~vn altogether. I am sorry I thought of ask-
ing your assistance. Good-night."

She crossed the floor before Madeleine uttered a word. It
was only when her hand touched the door that the elder sister's
voice sounded.

"Stay a moment," she said. "I spoke too severely-for

courtesy. Excuse me. Let me hear what you came to say.~~
Rosalind had her own reasons for accepting this very slight

apology. Madeleine's assistance just then was almost absolutely
necessary to her. She turned and walked back. But she did
not sit down again-which to Madeleine seemed an encouraging
sign.

"I came," she said, "to ask you to-assist me out of a difficulty
in which I find myself. Of course it is my own fault that I am
in it; but that, unluckily, does not help matters. As I have
already said, I intend now to marry James Champion; but he is
jealous and suspicious of my flirtation with Mr. Devereux, and
if he has the least idea that I was ever seriously ~entangled with

him, he-.--James, I mean-will certainly break off the engage-
ment. Very likely you are ready to say that it would serve
me right if he did, but would it. serve any good end besides?
I should be left on Basil's hands for Heaven only knows how
long. Helen Champion would spread the story to the four winds
-and should you like all Stansbury to hear and talk of it?
People have always said that the Severns kept their word. For
the sake of family pride, I thought you might help me to keep,
mine.

"Family pride is a good thing in its way," said Madeleine,
"but there may be other things to consider." Then she paused
to consider those thing~. As it chanced, they all seconded
Rosalind's appeal. Champion's long attachment, Mary Carlisle's
engagement, Basil's entanglement-all would be more or less af-
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fected if that of which Rosalind spoke came to pass. "What do
you wish me to do?" she asked, after a minute. "I cannot
assist y~u in any further deception, but if you simply wish to
draw back-"

"That is all," said Rosalind. "The favor you can do me
will be very slight to you, though important to me. It is only
to obtain from Mr. Devereux a picture which I was foolish
enough to give him. James heard of it-how I cannot imagine
--and I was forced to deny that he had it. I said I lent it to
you, and you took it to the Lodge. Pray remember this, in case
the matter should be mentioned before you."

She spoke with emphasis, but Madeleine was literally inca-
pable of reply. Those to whom that branch of polite fiction
known as white lies is thoroughly familiar, cannot realize how
this upright spirit recoiled from her first personal introduction
to falsehood. It seemed incredible that Rosalind could really
have meant what her words implied! "You told him what was
not true?" she said, like one who only half comprehends.

"Yes," answered Rosalind, who read all the meaning of her
tone, "I told him what was not true. 'You can scarcely think
worse of me than I think of myself for having done such a con-
temptible thing; for, though I don't consider morals as much as
you do, IL feel that a lie is contemptible, chiefly because it is
cowardly. Now, I am not a coward, generally. But just then
every thing hung on yes or no. James was ready to leave me
at a word, and, if he had gone, I should never have won him
back. I knew that, just as I know now that if he learns that I
deceived him, and that Mr. Devereux has my likeness, he will
never forgive ~

"Try him!" said Madeleine, impulsively. "0 Rosalind, for
Heaven's sake, turn back! You do not know what a road it is
that you have entered upon I How can you endure for an hour
the consciousness that you are deceiving one who trusts you?
A lie is cowardly, as you say. Be brave: tell him the truth I
I am sure he will forgive and respect you."

"Such advice proves how little you know James Champion,"

said Rosalind. "He would never forgive or trust me again,
even if I had courage for the step, which I have not. I have
always been afraid of him, IL suppose I always shall be, and it is
nonsense to speak of such a thing. All that I desire of you is
to ask Mr. Devereux for my picture. Leave the rest to me."

"But why not ask him yourself?"
"Is it possible I have talked all this time and you do not

understand yet that I specially wish to avoid him? But there
is no reason for you to do so, and you have abundant opportune..
ties for seeing him at the Lodge. Pray, therefore, get the like-
ness! It is a small vignette set in a locket. Even if James
were not likely to speak of it again, IL should not wish it to re-
main in his possession. I do not feel as if I could trust him not
to show or talk of it."

"And yet you gave it to him-a man whose sense of honor
you trust no more than that!"

"I did not think any thing about his sense of honor at that
time. I only thought how charming he was, and that he was
likely to obtain the Carlisle estate. If the suit had gone right
-if that horrid old man had not died just when he was needed
'-there would be none of this trouble. It would be James
whom I should discard."

"That will do!" said Madeleine. "Don't say any more if
you wish ~ne to help you I It is chiefly for the sake of others
that I promise now to do what IL can. I will ask Mr. Deve-
reux for your picture, little as I like such a task. Is there any
thing that you specially wish said to him?"

"Nothing at all-simply I want the likeness. He will un-
derstand the rest. Now, I will leave you to go to bed. I sup-~
pose, since you are doing this 'for the sake of others '-na
doubt that means Mary and James-it is not worth while to
thank you?"

"Not at all worth while," answered Madeleine. "Are you
going? Good-night."

13
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'CHAPTER VII.

~'TRY NOT TO THINK THE WORST OF ME."

ROSALIND betook herself to her virtuous slumbers with a
mind satisfied and at rest. From her earliest childhood she had
known that whatever Madeleine engaged to perform was sure
of accomplishment; and now, as often before, she felt the con-
venience of possessing such a sister. If her vanity still smart-
ed a little at the recollection of the humiliating admission she
had been forced to make with regard to her falsehood to Cham-
pion, she' salved it by the thought that after all it was no such
terrible thing, and that, in any event, Madeleine was altogether
to be relied upon. Tortures would not wring from her any
thing that was told her in confidence! thought the' young epi-
curean, laying her head on her pillow; so with one last sigh to
the vanished castle of her dreartis, she closed her fringed lids
and floated away into unconsciousness.

That Madeleine did not find repose so easily was according
to the nature and probably the fitness of things. To the selfish
and egotistical, nothing is easier than to dismiss all troubles
which do not immediately concern themselves, but there are
others who seem born to bear through life the weight of vica-
rious as well as personal suffering, and Madeleine was one of
these. We all know how it is that the world runs away, but
many of us do not know-perhaps never will know-what bur-
dens have been borne by tender hearts that watched, indeed,'
while others slept.

The next morning the carriage from the Lodge came, as
Devereux 'had said, together with an urgent message from Mary
-delivered by Joe, hat in hand, at the sitting-room door. Mrs.
Seven and Madeleine were there together; Basil had gone to
the mills; Rosalind, having breakfasted in bed, had not yet made
her appearance. "Shall you go?" asked the elder lady, glancing
at her step-daughter. "You are looking pale, Madeleine!"'

28:7
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"I was awake late last night," said Madeleine..: "Yes% I
must go; the fresh air will do me good."

The fresh air did her good in a~ measure. It reviyed her
'spirits, and 'brought a faint tinge of color t& her alabaster ~heeks,
but it could not 'lighten the weight of trouble lying heavy at
her heart. Should she tell Mary the truth,. or should, she
not? That had been the Itefrain of her thoughts all night~ and
was their refrain stilL It is all~ very well for easygoing peo-
pie to talk of ignorance being bliss: Madeleine's proud spirit
rose up and said that ignoraiice was not bliss when it meant the
love of a true heart squandered, loyalty 'given in return for falsi-
ty, passionate generosity for mercenary calculation. "How is
it possible for me to stand by and see that n~an toueh Mary's
hand," she said to herself, "when I think of the dishonorable
part he has played? Yet how can I speak the truth, to break
her heart and kill her?"

It was a difficult question 'to answer, arid, when the Lodge-
'gates were reached, Madeleine was no nearer answering it than
she had been hours' before. She stopped the carriage and told
the coachman to set her down. "Take the~ carriage . to the sta-
ble," she said. "I will walk to the house." ~This was in order
to gain a little longer time for reflection. But Gilbert touched
his hat,' and remarked that he had to go back to Stausbury for
Mrs. Ingram. "She's been staying at Mr~ Waldron's for two
or three days," he said, "and Miss Mary tol' me to go~ for her
after I brought you out, ma'am."

"Very well-go, then!" said Madeleine, carelessly. She did
not give a moment's thought to Mrs. Ingram, as the carriage,
after a sweeping turn, rolled, away. Her wind was. still intent
on her problem. Should she speak, or should she not.? There
was a rustic seat under a beech that bordered the drive, arid she
sat down on that to reflect at her leisure. So sitting, she made
a picture worth admiring-the hazy gold of the sunshine streamed,
the delicate shadows ifickered, over the graceful, quiet figure, the
somewhat sad, yet altogether gentle and resolute young face.
She was near the gates, beyond which stretched the open country,
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with the tall chimneys' of the mills in the distance, a tender sky
arching over purple woods, a blue mist wrapping every thing.
Her gaze being turned in this direction, and her thoughts deeply
absoz~bed, she did not see, through the almost leafless trees, a
figure advancing from the house, nor hear a quick step crushing
down the gravel-walk, until it gained her side-when she started,
turned, and faced the man of whom her thoughts were full.

"Mr. Devereux!" she said.
"Good-morning, Miss ~ said Mr. Devereux, a trifle

surprised. "Is it possible you have walked from Stansbury! I
thought the carriage-

"I came in the carriage," answered Madeleine," but it has gone
back for Mrs.'Ingram. I merely sat down here-to think little."

"Miss Carlisle was expecting you when I left her a few min-
utes ago," said Devereux, looking as if he thought the last as-
sertion rather a singular one. "But the morning is very beau-
tiful, and tempts one to enjoy it."

"IL was not thinking of the morning at all," said Madeleine,
quietly. Then she paused and hesitated. Here was her oppor-
tunity to execute Rosalind's commission. Should she take ad-
vantage of it? After a second's reflection, she decided to do

there is
so. "It is intensely disagreeable, but no good in defer-
ring it," she thought. Whereupon, she lifted to Devereux's face
the grave, beautiful brown eyes, with which he began to feel
familiar-~---drawing back a portion of her drapery from the seat.

"Will you sit dQwn?" she said, with the courtesy which never
deserted her. "I am sorry to trouble you, but I have something
to say-that is, to ask-and it is fortunate that I met you here."

With another woman Devereux would 'certainly have replied
that the good fortune was on his side, but he felt instinctively-
had felt, indeed, from their first acquaintance-that such empty

compliments were ill-suited to Madeleine. He bowed, and sat
down at once. "I am at your service," he said. "Whatever
you wish to ask I shall be glad to answer."

"It is not a question, but a request," she said; and, as she
tittered the last words, deeper color came into her cheeks. She
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began to feel that this request was awkward for her to make,
and might be awkward for him to hear. But a timely recollec-
tion of his duplicity came to her, and she went on coolly and

steadily enough. "It is one with which I am charged by my sis-

ter. She wishes me to ask you for a likeness of herself which
is, ~I believe, in your possession."

"There is such a likeness in my possession," replied Deve-

reux, so much astonished that he could do no more than merely

assent. "What next?" he said to himself, men tally. "I under-
stood that Miss Severn was kind enough to give the picture to

me, else I should not have retained it so. long," he added, after
a moment. "No dOubt my stupidity was in fault. I shall return
it to her, of course."

"Pardon me," said Madeleine, "but if you would return it

to me, it might be better. Rosalind specially requested me. to
obtain it."

"Certainly," he answered, with perfect composure. "Unfor-
tunately, I have not the locket with me at present. Shall I send
or bring it to you?"

"There is no immediate haste," she replied. "I shall 'prob-
ably be here for several days. If, when you come again

"I will bring it," he said, as she paused. "I am sorry that
Miss Severn should have felt any anxiety or annoyance respect

ing it. If she had only spoken a word to me last night, or the
night before, I could have restored it to her then."

"Straightforward modes of dealing with difficulties seem to
me best," said Madeleine. "But many people do not think so.
Perhaps, also, you are aware why Rosalind might have hesitated
to speak to you?"

"No," he replied, regarding her curiously-as if he wondered
~a little what was the meaning of all this-" I have not the least
idea why she should have hesitated to speak to me on that or any
other subject."

"You do not know then that, although she is engaged. to
another man, every gossiping tongue in Stausbury has been busy
with her name-and yours?"

u
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"I l~ad no concern with the first fact," he answered, quietly.

"With regard to the last, I hope you will forgive me for remark.~
ing that it has not seemed to concern Miss Severn very much,
while I am thoroughly well seasoned to gossip-and thoroughly
indifferent to it."

"You are a man-you can afford to be so," said Madeleine,
with a half-indignant accent in her voice.

He looked at her with a slight smile. "True," he said. "I
am a: man, but since your sister has more than once explicitly
said that she was indifferent to it also, wa& I greatly to blame
for 'ignoring gossip on her account as well as on my own?"

"She had no right to be indifferent to it," said Madeleine.
"No woman, should be-and she was bound in honor to think,.
not only of herself, but of the man to whom she was and is en-
gaged."

"Do not consider me as meaning to offer an excuse for any
thing Which you may think culpable in my conduct, when I say
that I was led by Miss Severn to understand-though again my
stupidity may be in fault-that she was not absolutely engaged
to Mr. Champion," said Devereux, with a quietness which almost
verged on indifference.

"' I am sorry to say, then, that she led you to understand what
was not true," answered Madeleine. "You probably know that
some women hold that falsehood on that s~ibject is less falsehood
than on any otl~er. , But if she deceived you," the speaker went
on, yielding to an impetuous impulse, "did not you in turn de-
ceive .one who deserved better things at your hands? Did you
not offer yourself to Mary while you had already made Eosalind
believe that, if the lawsuit was decided in your favor, you would
offer yourself to her?"

"Good Heavens; Miss Severn!" said Devereux, completely
confounded by this most unexpected charge. "Do you know
what you are saying? Do you know that you force me to de-
clare that I have never, for one moment, entertained the idea of
Offering myself to your sister in any event.?"

"You did not!'~ said Madeleine. The words were almost a

gasp. What was true ?-what was false? This new world of
assertion and denial bewildered her, so little was she used to any
thing save the one direct road of honor. For a moment she
was silent-then she turned to him almost, passionately.

"If you did not entertain the idea," she said, "you cannot
deny that ,you made her think that you did!"

"Pardon me, but I am forced to deny any thing of the kind,"
he answered-and his usually pleasant voice, though still cour-
teous, was very grave-" you do me great injustice; you charge
me (I am sure unwittingly) with most grossly dishonorable con-
duct; I have a right, therefore, to ask what possible grounds you
have for such a belief?"

A burning blush came to Madeleine's face. She had gone too
far to recede, however, and of evasion and equivocation she knew
literally nothing. So she answered the plain truth: "The im-
pression was left on my mind by Rosalind's manner of talking
when she asked me last night to obtain her likeness from you.
She made no direct assertion, but she spoke as one might speak
of a thing explicitly understood."

"Miss Severn did me too much honor," said Devereux, "or
you must have misunderstood her greatly. It is impossible she
could have meant to imply that I was ever hersu~tor."

It is doubtful if a man ever lived to whom such a denial
could have been more unpleasant-he almost hated himself at
that moment for the idle 'folly which had placed him in a position
where it became necessary. But that it was imperatively n~ces-
sary, could not be gainsaid. The charge was too serious for him
to let chivalry hold his tongue. If he had not been engaged to
Mary Carlisle, it would have been another matter; but now-
yet the glow which came into Madeleine's eyes did not look as
if he had won her belief.

"Probably I did misunderstand," she said, coldly, "probably
Rosalind did not imply that you were ever absolutely her 'suitor.'
But you forget that I have seen-that every one has seen~-your
conduct; and every one has drawn the same inference from it,
I suppose a man of the world does not consider his honor bound
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unless he has said in plain words, 'Will you marry me? '-per-
haps, indeed, not even then-but it is impossible for you to deny
that your flirtation with Rosalind has been constant and open."

"It is certainly impossible for me to deny that I have passed
many pleasant hours with Miss Severn, that I have admired her
beauty, and no doubt talked a great deal of nonsense to her-
but I had not the faintest reason for supposing that what was
amusement to me was earnest to her. Had I imagined such a
thing for a moment, I should have been more guarded in my
conduct and manner, since I have long intended to marry Miss
Carlisle, if she would marry me."

"And yet such an intention did not keep you from meeting
and flirting with Rosalind here!"

Her voice was full of scorn, but again, as on the night before,
he felt the absolute impossibility of reply. How could he ~ay
that he had merely responded, in very idleness, to the invitation
held out by the woman of whom they spoke?

"If you knew all," he said at length, "you might not judge
me so hardly. One cannot throw off the habit of a lifetime in
a day. I meant no harm, certainly no dishonor."

She made a slight gesture of disdain. "That is an old ex-
cuse," she said, "and, pardon me if I add, a worthless one. To
mean no harm and yet to do it-is any thing more common?
But it is useless to talk of this "-she rose as she spoke-" of
course you see no reason why you should not have amused your-

9

self with Rosalind (who in turn was betraying the trust of an
honorable man), even while you were endeavoring to arrange a
marriage of convenience with my poor Mary. If one does not
see these things, they can hardly be made clear. Good-morning,
Mr. Devereux."

"May I detain you for a moment?" asked Devereux. He,
too, had risen and stood by the side of the road, with the
sunshine falling in patches of gold on his uncovered blond head.

"Is there any reason why you should .do so? " answered
Madeleine, pausing reluctantly.

"I think I may say that there is a reason, unless you have
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forgotten that I asked you last night if I might not hope to ex-
plain some of the things which prejudice you against me."

"Why should you wish to explain them ?-what does my
prejudice matter to you?"

"It matters more than you think, perhaps. I should like to
win your good opinion: I should like you to believe that I am
neither the dishonorable flirt nor the mercenary adventurer you
fancy me to be."

"I should be very glad to believe good of you-on Mary's
account," she said, a little wistfully. "I told you, when you
found me here, that I had sat down to think. My thoughts
took the form of a question-I was debating whether I should
or should not tell Mary what I conceived to be the truth with re-
gard to your character."

"Meaning your own opinion of it ~
"Yes, my own opinion-together with the apparent testi-

mony of circumstances."
"And what was your decision?"
"I had formed none. You may understand that it was not a

question easy to decide."
"I understand that it might be difficult to say to Miss Car-

lisle, 'You are about to give your heart to a man who seeks you
only for your fortune-after having failed to obtain it in any
other way-and who I have every reason to believe would have
married another woman if he had succeeded in winning his suit.'
Was not that the form that your warning would have taken?"

She was looking at him steadily, trying to detect satire in
his eyes or tone. But there was not the least trace of it in
either. The eyes met hers frankly and clearly, The ~tone was
composed and earnest. She returned candor for candor.

"Yes," she said, "'that was the form my warning would have
taken. If I hesitated to utter it, my hesitation was due to the
fact that I feared to break Mary's heart, or end her life."

"You would never have uttered it," he said, quietly. "Of
that I feel sure. You never will utter it, Miss Severn; you will
be just enough to give me the benefit of a doubt, and to pardon
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tue for reminding you that, when I asked Miss Carlisle to marry
me, I had every reason for believing that the suit would end in
my favor. My witness was not then dying or dead, and even
your brother felt sure of my success."

Madeleine knew that this was true. Almost at the eleventh
hour Basil had been ready for compromise, but then-~-.there was
the entanglement with Rosalind! Had the latter been alto-
gether wrong? Had it really never passed beyond the idle
amusement of empty days, which the society of the nineteenth
century has agreed to call flirtation? She looked at the hero, of
this flirtation doubtingly, and while they were so standing,, the
ioU ~f approaching carriage-wheels was heard. Glancing round,
she spoke quickly:

"I must go. Yonder is* the carriage returning from Stans-
bury with Mrs. Ingram. Mary will wonder what keeps me. If
I' have judged you too hastily or too harshly, I am sorry. But I
was thinking of her-altogether of her! I know her so well I
love her so dearly. Ah, if I could make you feel how kind and
generousslie is!"

"Perhaps I know already," he said. "Not as well as you,
it~may be, but still in a measure. Try not to think the Worst
of me-that' is all 'I ask of you. I do not deny that I am an ut~
ter good-for-naught, that for years amusement has been my end
ai~d alin in life, that I am scarcely worth shooting if one is to be
valued by the good one has done in the world; but' still, I could
s6oiner ~hoot'mys~ilf than betray such a trust as Miss Carlisle
has giyen me, or try to Win the love of a generous heart as a
matter of sordid calculation!"

Clang~ welit the iron gates behind them. "I hope* you are
-in earnest," said Madeleine. "IL will try to believe in you, for
Mary's sake. Again, good-morning."

She bent her head and walked away, her slight, graceful
figure fr~tned for a moment by the evergreen shrubs and leafless
trees, then 'passing out Qf sight around~ the curve of the path.
I~evereux. watched her meditatively as'long~ as she was in view.
When she disappeared, he,.too, turned, and with a bow to Mrs.

Ingram-who bowed to him out of the carriage-window-took
his way to the gates.

It was naturally to be expected that two horses would reach
a given point before one woman, saying that they started from
the same place, and that the woman in question had no more
advantage in the matter of distance than Madeleine possessed.
Mrs. Ingram therefore disembarked on the steps of the piazza,
and waited there several minutes for the pedestrian whom she
had passed. The eyes of this worthy lady were sharp, and she
had recognized the violet dress, the cloth jacket, the pretty vel-
vet hat, which made up Madeleine's out-door attire, before she
reached the Lodge-gates. Immediately thereupon she had in-
terrogated Gilbert. The dialogue was somewhat after this fash-
ion, for it has been already remarked that Mrs. Ingram was not
popular with the Lodge servants:

lIfrs. Ingram (tapping sharply on the glass through which
her charioteer's broad back was visible). "Gilbert, Gilbert! isn't
that Miss Madeleine Severn yonder, just inside the gates? "

qit~ert (who makes it a cardinal principle to afford Mrs.
Ingrain 'as "little information on any subject as possible). "IL
don't' know, ma'am. My eyes ain't what they used to be."

.M~& Ingram (indignantly). "You do know! It is Miss
Madeleine, and Mr. Devereux with her. What are they doing?
I suppose you can see that!"

~%l6ert. " No, xna'am; IL can't see that." Then sottovoce:
"'Tain't everybody's eyes gets sharper as they gets older, like
your'n does ~

.Afrs. Ingram. "Then you must be as blind as a bat-and IL'
never heard that before. They are standing there talking-and
they've been sitting' down. Now, didn't you tell me that you
brought Miss Severn out to the Lodge before you 'came back
for me

Gil&ert (a little doggedly). "Yes'in; I told you so because
you axed ~

*.Miw. 'Ingram (irritably). "Did I say I 'didn't ask you?
Such impertinence! Well, did she go in the house?"
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"I found something to engross me," replied Madeleine, qui-
etly; "but wh ther it was pleasant or not is another matter. I
suppose you enjoyed your visit in Stanshury? I hope Katie
Waidron is well again."

Wl6ert (with an obstinate look on his face, which fortunate~
ly his interrogator did not see). "I, can't tell you, ma'am. I
didn't stay to watch her."

kfro. Ingran~ (quite as obstinate). "Where did she get out
of the carriage?"

~~7~ert (conveniently deaf). "I brought the carriage right
straight along after you, ma~am.~~

Mrs. Ingram. "Are you stupid as well as blind? I asked
you where did she get out of the carriage?"

Gilbert (sulkily). "Somewheres between the gate and the
hohse. I disremembers exactly where."

Mi's. Ingram. "AhI And talking, no doubt, to Mr. Deve-
reux all the time! But people say Miss Madeleine Severn
don't flirt. I hate such slyness!"

Gilbert (whose deaf ears these words~ not intended for
them, reached). "You ought to hate yourself monstrously, then,
for you is as sly as an old cat!"

This remark, of course, was muttered confidentially to Rat-
tler and Racer-the two handsome bay horses-and a moment
later the carriage entered the gates. Mrs. Ingram's face was
wreathed in smiles when she bowed to Mr. Devereux, and it
preserved the same benevolent aspect as she stood on the piazza-
steps waiting for Madeleine.

"Such a lovely day!" she said, when that young lady came
up. "I suppose you have been enjoying it, Miss Madeleine?"

"Not particularly," answered Madeleine-to whom, as we
are aware, this was the second time that the beauty of the day
had been suggested-" I have been thinking of other things."

"Oh, indeed! I thought you must have found something
pleasant to engross you when I saw you still at the gate after
Gilbert had told me that he brought you out before he came for
me."
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They entered the, house together, and were met in the hall
by Mary, who had heard her friend's voice.

"0 Madeleine, how long you have been!" she cried, re-
proachfully. "I have been expecting you for more than an
hour. What has made you so late?"

"I made Gilbert put me down at the gate, and there I met
Mr. iDevereux. I have been talking to him," answered Made-
leine. "I am sorry you have been expecting me. 0 Mary, how
well and how pretty you look!"

"Do I?" said Mary, blu~hing. "I am glad to hear it. But
Aunt Ingram is here, is she not?"

"Yes, my dear," said Aunt Ingram, cheerfully. "Here I
am-like the tortoise, you know, that overtook the hare. Though
Miss Madeleine was set down at the gate before Gilbert started
to Stansbury for me, I reached the house in advance of her."

"The drive to Stansbury is a short one," said Mary, "and
if Madeleine was talking to Mr. Devereux, no doubt time passed
very quickly to her. If I had known that, I should not have
been impatient," said she, turning to Miss Severn. "I want
you to know and-like him. I am so glad you are here! You
have come to stay with me for several days, have you not?"

"If you want me," said Madelefne, whil9 Mrs. Ingram
turned majestically and went up-stairs.

"One would think that I was nobody!" she said to herself.

CHAPTER VIII.

MR. DEVEREUX EXPLAiNS HIMSELF.

MADELEINE soon heard all that Miss Carlisle had to tell.
She was the only person in the world on whose love and sym-
pathy the blind girl could rely, or to whom she ever laid bare
the thoughts of her mind or the desires of her heart. She told
every thing now with a simplicity that touched Madeleine deep-
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Ly. As she listened, the latter thought how right Devereux had
been when he said that she would never have uttered the warn-

'~ ing which a few hours before she had felt impelled to deliver.
If she had come to the Lodge without meeting him, the first
tone of~ Mary's voice, the first glance at* her face, would have
ended all doubt, and showed her that, no matter what the need
might be, the time for warning had passed. A little earlier it

,uught~~have served some purpose: it could do nothing~ now save
bring bitterness and struggle in the place of peace ax~id happi-
ness.

As for Mary, she suspected nothing. The troubled look in
Madeleine's eyes was veiled from her, and in the voice that.
spoke words of tender affection and sympathy, there was no
echo~of the' disquieted heart. Yet indeed this heart was 'not so
disquieted as it had been before that encounter at the Lodge-
gate.' Despite every apparent reason to doubt Devereux's sin-
cerity, Miss Severn found herself recalling his tones, his words,
l4~ manner, with a~i odd inclination to trust him. After all,
1Iosalmd might have been mistaken-or she might have mis-
taken ~Iosalind. Putting aside the flirtation which could not be
denied-which he 'had not attempted to deny-there might have
been nothing worse on his side, there might have been no delib-
erate intention to betray Mary's trust, no more mercenary calcu-
l~tioa than ~iany men make, and take no shame to themselves
in making.

Yet, notwithstanding this partial consolation, as Madeleine
sat by Mary's side listening to the words in which, half uncon-
sciously, the young heiress showed all the depths of her heart,
a sense of the perplexing nature of that problem which we call
life weighed heavily upon her. Few are so light of soul that
such hours do not come to them---hours'in which we are tempt-
ed to ask if every ~thing, save indeed that which is given to God,
is hopelessly wasted-but more than her due share of these

~hours ~had come to Madeleiue~of.late. Only last night she had
been made to realize how Champion's faith had been rewarded,
how Basil's kve, which might have been the crown of a true

woman's life, was poured, like water on sand, at the feet of a
shallow coquette; and now, with Mary's hand in hers, she heard
what seemed to' her like the same story-passionate devotion,
generous loyalty given for naught.

For naught? So Madeleine thought, as 'many others have
thought, and then it came to her to ask if any thing, which in
its own nature is noble, is ever given for naught? Love may
be wasted, lives may be sacrificed, talents may be buried-but
the love. may purify the heart in which it exists, the lives may,
in their pain and obscurity, be like a sweet incense in the sigE4
of God, and the talents which are dwarfed and crippled here
may rise to heights of full accomplishment in "the white radi..
ance of eternity."

It was long before she forgot the hour ' which was full of
these reflections, and of Mary's sweet, low voice 'telling her
story. The dusk gathered over the world outside; the rose-
bloom of the firelight within bathed pearl-tinted walls, leaning
picture-frames, carved bookcases, and sweeping curtains. They
dined late at the Lodge, but tea was generally served here, and
presently Albert brought it in. Having placed his tray o~a~ a
'small table near the fire, he walked to one of the window to
close the blinds. As he did so, he turned and~ said, "Mr. Deve-
reux is coming, Miss Mary."

'~Very. well," said Mary, quietly.. "Ask him in."
Every one about the Lodge knew by this time the position

which Mr. Devereux occupied; so it was with a great deal of
ernpre88ement' that Albert met 'that gentleman~ and conducted
him into the library.

"Don't' think me a visitor entirely without conscience," he
said, as he took :the hand Mary offered, "but my visit this morn-
ing was scarcely a visit at all-merely a call of inquiry-so I
could not resist the temptation of coming again this evening."

"Stausbury must be very dull," 'said Mary. "'We are very
glad to see you-Madeleine and I. Don't think, it necessary to
apologize for coming."

Dev~reux looked at Madeleine. It was a glance half-amused,
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half-appealing, which sai& plainer than words, "How do you
Like the welcome bestowed in your name?" She gave a faint
smile, a gentle, gracious bend of her head in reply. "Since he is
here, since the engagement is an accomplished fact, I might as
well n~ake the best of it!" she thought. Then she rose and
walked to the tea-equipage. "1 hope you have not been to tea,
Mr. Devereux," she said.

Mr. Devereux replied that he had not been to tea, and that he
~as glad to say so. He had the gratification, therefore, of drink-
ing some of that fragrant beverage out of a cup not much thick-
er than an egg-shell, with the most beautiful roses painted on it,
and of eating some of the 'lightest of curled wafers-besides
other things more substantial. Mrs. Ingram made her appear-
ance, and rather to his surprise cordially shook hands with him.
This good dame had no intention of being behiudhand in paying
her homage to the rising sun.

"Is there any new~ in Stansbury?" Mary asked, after a while.
"What are the people talking about?"

"The failure of our dramatic entertainment, chiefly," Deve-
reux answered. "Miss Severn, did you ever know any thing so
complete as that failure? The cause puzzles me-unless it was
owing to the fact that raw troops, no' matter how well drilled,
will not always stand fire."

"I think the cause was complete demoralization," said Made-
leine. "All the performers seemed to have something on their
minds more important than their business on the stage."

* "What was on your mind?" asked Mary, turning to Deve-
reux. He glanced at Madeleine with a smile, which Mrs. Ingram
-watching narrowly form her shaded corner of the chimney,
a place good for knitting and nodding-noted down in her
memory, a dismal kind of receptacle where she stored many
things which, as a rule, were produced exactly when they were
not wanted.

"Miss Severn knows," said Devereux, in his pleasant, careless
voic~ "At least it was in talking to her that I forgot all about
my part, neglected my cue, and kept the audience waiting fully
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two minutes-atolerably long time when one has nothing to do
6ut wait."

"It was worse for Ros~lind than for the audience," said Mad-
eleine. "Sh&had nothing to do but walk up and down the stage,
and show off her train.~~

"Which she did admirably, every one says-while poor
Gresh.am, having no train to exhibit, could only fidget nervously,
and direct imploring glances toward the side-scenes.

"Well, I thought there was something the matter," said Mrs.
Ingram, suddenly speaking-somewhat to Vhe surprise of the
company-" I told Mr. Waldron so, but he said he supposed it
was part of the play. And you say it was because you were
talking to Miss Madeleine, Mr. Devereux. How interested you
both must have been!"

"Iwas interestedd" said Devereux. "I am afraid to answer
forMiss Severn."

"You are very modest," said Madelehie, "butiflhadnot
been interested, I should probably have noticed that you were
needed."

Here the conversation dropped. Neither of them volunteered
an account of the subject which had interested them, aAd, though
Mrs. Ingram would gladly have obtained further information,
she did not venture to ask it.

Talk flowed idly ~back and forth a little longer. Then Made-
leine rose. "Should you like some music, Mary?" she~said. "I
feel in the mood for playing."

"I should like it very much," Mary answered. "Ring and
have lights taken into the drawing-room. "If you will leave the
doors open, I can hear perfectly."

"I will come and open the piano for you," said Devereux,
rising also.

Knowing what he meant, Madeleine did not refuse. "It is
not necessary," she said, "but you can come if you like.-
Lamps in the drawing-room, Albert! "-as the latter appeared
at the door.

Lamps having been taken into the drawing-room, and the fire
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pushed into brightness, Madeleine crossed the hall and entered
the room, attended by Devereux. It looked large, and ghost-
like shadows hung in the farther corners, since the lights only
made a circle of radiance in their immediate neighborhood.
Having lifted the glossy lid of the piano, and run his fingers over
the keys as one who tests the tone of an instrument, Devereux
turned to where Madeleine stood.

"I iiill stay and hear one piece," he said, "if you will allow
me. I 'do not like listening to good music across two rooms and
a hall."

"How 'do you know that my music will be good?" she
asked.~

"I' know it by your eyes and by your fingers," he replied,
'glancing at the last-the slender, lissom fingers of the born
pianist.

"Perhaps I had better convince you that you. are wrong
as soon as possible, then," said she, seating herself before the
instrument. "Give me an idea what music you like best4"

"I wonder if I may venture to say Chopin's?"
"Ah I "-a glow came to her face, a light to her eyes-" do

you know The Polonaise in F sharp minor?"
"Perfectly, and should like of all things to hear it."
At once she began to play. The "beautiful cold keys" an-

swered back splendidly to the white fingers that dwelt on them
with that magnetism of touch which, before all things, is needed
t~ interpret the subtle beauties lurking in the harmonies of this
great composer. It is, of course, unnecessary to say that Mad-
eleine did not render the divine composition as a trained artist
would have done. Her technique was defective, but she h~d that
which is' as far above technique as the soul is above the body-
expression. Devereux, leaning back in a large chair and listen-
ing silently, forgot to wonder at a skill greater than he had
imagined, in the sense of absolute enjoyment which r~pt his
spirit - in that partial trance known to all passionate lovers of
music.

When the strains at last died softly away into silence; he

looked up, and met the eyes of the musician. "J knew IL was
right," he said. "1 knew you would play exquisitely. I suppose
II may thank you for so much pleasure, though you did not play
for me. Now-must I go?"

"Your appreciation is so pleasant, that 11 feel inclined to play
one more strain for you," she said; "a favorite one of mine. So
few people care for this kind of music-not any one whom I
know, except B~sil-that I rarely play except for him or for my-
self. It is true Mary likes my music sometimes-but she prefers
dreamy nocturnes, and songs without words. Ilike the massive
harmonies of the old masters. I am going to play for you the
Largo Apassionato from Beethoven's Second Sonata."

"Of course, I felt sure that Beethoven was a god of your
idolatry."

'She smiled without answering, and turned back to the key-
board. Who that loves Beethoven, does not know the strains
which poured ~ut in the rich, bell-like tones of the viano then?
Who that has heard, can ever forget that delicate scherzo and
brilliant rondo? Devereux had beard it often before, but he Was
charmed afresh, and when silence fell again, he said:

"If you would only go on I I could never tire of listening
to such music."

"That is enough for the present," she said. "Now you
must go hack to Mary. Tell her I will play some of Men-
delssohn."

"Before I go," said he, rising, "let me give you this picture,
for which you aske& to-day. Pray, make my excuses to your
sister for the misapprehension under which I have kept it so
long.' I 'was on the point the other evening 'of asking her to
accept ~a likeness of myself, in memory of our pleasant associa~
tion, but we were interrupted, and I had no opportunity after-
ward to do so. ILpresume it is scarcely worth while to offer it
now?" /

" I do not think she would or ought to accept it," said Made.
leine," though in these days the giving and receiving of pict~
ures has come to~ have very little meaning.
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"I do not like the custom," he said-apparently forgetting

the locket hanging from his finger, in which Rosalind's fair face
was set-" one's taste[ think, revolts from multiplying cari-
catures of one's self-for are not almost all photographs cold,

- hard, utterly hideous ?-and scattering them broadcast. How
much better were th~ old days of portraits and miniatures!"

"But so rew people could afford those."
"And do you think that the majority of the human family

are worth reproducing by means of photograph~y?"
"Not in an artistic point of view, perhaps. But if it affords

them satisfaction-."
"Ah!" shrugging his shoulders lightly, "that is another

question. Still, if any thing could reconcile one to the exist-
ence of photography,. it would be such a face as this," said he,
opening the locket and handing it to her.

"Miss Madeleine," said Mrs. Ingram's voice at the door, so
unexpectedly that both Madeleine and Devereux started, "M&y
says will you please play the 'Lorelei' for her?"

"Certainly," answered Madeleine. There was not a shade
of annoyance in her tone, but she felt tempted to character.
ize Mrs. Ingram very much as Gilbert had done. What was
most vexatious, this inquisitive lady came forward, instead of
retiring.

"I can't hear the music so well as I should like in the
other room," she observed. "Is that your likeness, Miss Made-
leine?"

"No," said Madeleine, closing the locket and dropping it
into her pocket.-" Thank you, Mr. Devereux," she added. Then
she turned and struck the first chords of the melody for which
Mary had asked.

When Devereux went back to the library-which he did im-
mediately, leaving Mrs. Ingram comfortably established in his
vacated chair-he found no shadow on Mary's brow, such as
would have been on ~the brows of many women. "I was glad
you were enjoying Madeleine's music," she said, "and I tried to
keep Aunt Ingram from going to disturb you; but she would

go! It is a misfortune to be curiousis it not? If two people
are talking, she cannot bear not to know what they are talking
about. As soon as the music ceased she grew restless, and
when I said I hoped Madeleine would play that lovely 'Lorelei,'
she volunteered at once to go and tell her so."

"Mrs. Ingram did not disturb me," said Devereux. "I was
just coming back. -But Miss Severn plays charmingly."

"What does not Madeleine do well?" said Mar*y, in her
kind, loyal voice.

Now and then, in this rugged, up-hill journey which men
call life, there come pleasant breaks in the toilsome way; we
leave the dusty road for a while, and our path lies through some
green valley or stretch of sunny meadow, to which we look
back afterward, with the fair light of memory shining across it.
We know-those of us who have passed that first youth in
which one expects all sunshine and flowers-that this cannot
last, that the dusty road awaits us again, that there are hills to
be climbed, and dark forests to be traversed, but all the more
for this knowledge do we enjoy therest and refreshment while
it lasts; all the niore do we cry, "Linger, 0 gentle Time!" and
hoard the flying seconds as they pass.

Such a time came to Mary Carlisle now. The days which
followed were 'to her full of that rare and p~fect. happiness
which, in its very nature, must be briefest of all the brief things
that make up the sum of our existence. The serene depths of
this happiness almost awed Madeleine, and she was moved to
say as much to Devereux one day, after she had been at the
Lodge nearly a week. It chanced that they were alone. He
had entered unannounced, as was now his familiar custom, and
found Madeleine in the library. Mary had gone up-stairs to rest
after a drive from which she had just returned: Mrs. Ingram
was happily absent. Miss Severn was sitting with a book in
her hand, but she was not reading; and when she saw Devereux
at the open window-for December had come with the air of
May-she bade him enter.

"I am glad to see you," she said. "I was just thinking
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of something I should like to say to you. I don't know that it
will serve any good purpose, but still-"
* ~"Still you will give me an opportunity to show you whether
or not it ma serve a good purpose," he answered, advancing.
"You said that once before-do you remember? Are you
going to tell me again that I care only for the amusement of
the hour?"

She looked up, meeting his gaze frankly with her grave,
sweet eyes. "No," she said. "I was not thinking of you.-
at least not directly. I was thinking of Mary. I was wonder-
ing if you realize how great a power over her happiness-I
might almost say over her life-you possess."

A shade of gravity came across his face instantly.. "I think
you may set your mind. at rest," he said, leaning one arm on the
mantel as he stood before her. "I realize the fact of which you

'speak~ with startling force-with a force, indeed, which almost
oppresses me. It is not that I doubt myself "-~---as she glanced
at him quickly-" that I am not sure of my own good inten-
tions; but I am so consciofls of that which you have just stated
that it makes me what a woman would call ' nervous.' I am
haunted by a sense of responsibility, by a fear lest something-
some inadvertence or ignorance-..-should be the cause of pain to
one who trusts so absQlutely."

"But why should you feel this if you are sure of your own
good intentions?" asked Madeleine, anxiously.

"Ah, why, indeed!" said he, smiling a little.. "Do you
never puzzle yourself? Perhaps not; ]i cannot imagine such a
thing. But the sooner you realize that you are formed on no
common model, Miss Severn, the better. You must not judge
yrour wa~rering fellow-creatures by yourself."

"That is nonsense," said Madeleine, with an attempt at se-
verity which was not very successful. "And why do you talk
of wavering? People have no right to waver where truth and
honor and the happiness of others are at stake."

"That is very true; but the best-intentioned, the wisest of
us, may blunder, may we not?"

"What do you mean?" asked she, with slight impatience.
"Why are you trying to divert my attention by these surface
metaphysics? Of course, people must blunder now and then;
but the blunders of those who are well-intentioned and wise~-
as you imply that you are-will not be likely to be very seri-
OUS."

He laughed. "I did not mean to imply that I was very well-
intentioned," he said, " and certainly not very wise. I only want-
ed to explain to you why I feel the anxiety which you seem to
regard with distrust. If I were more obtuse, I might not feel
it so much; if I did not realize with such painful, clearness all
that rests upon me

He broke off abruptly, and for a minute there was silence in
the room. Madeleine did not look at his face; she gazed down
at the hands clasped together over the book in her lap, and felt
that she was as far from understanding him as ever. But, al-
most unconsciously to herself, she beg~n in a measure'to trust
him. "He is volatile and careless~ and mercenary, perhaps;
but still I think there are good elements in his character," she
said to herself; and she almost started when his voice suddenly
broke in on these thoughts.

"It is likely that we may never speak of this subject again,"
he said; "therefore I am tempted to ask you to listen to, a his-
tory so personal that I should not dream ~f relating it to any
one else. But, since to clear your mind of one or two nuisap-
prehensions may make you more easy with regard to the trust
which has fallen to meI scarcely think you gill blame my
egotism very severely."

"I shall not blame it at all," said Madeleine,' looking up
again. "I shall be very glad to listen to any thing you wish to
say. You will not feel inclined to doubt my sincerity when I
fell you that my interest in you is very deep. How could it
fail to be so? No sister could be dearer to me than Mary; and
day by day it grows upon me that her happiness is entirely in
your hands."

"I feel it!" he said, with something almost akin to emo-
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tion in his voice. "I feel it so keenly that, as J told you a few
minutes ago, it haunts me. I am possessed by such a fear as

'might beset one to whom is intrusted something inexpressibly
fragile and costly. Perhaps, if you heard how it came into my
hands-shall I tell you?"

"Yes, tell ~ answered Madeleine, pointing to a
near her own. At that moment she almost forgot Mary: she
was 'interested in this man whom she distrusted, yet who ap-
pealed to her with such candid eyes"' and persuasive tones. It
was a study of character su6h as had never before come into
her 'rather narrow life. Was he worthy of belief, or did he de-
serve only contempt? Perhaps Devereux read this question in
her glance. He certainly smiled as he began to speak.

It is not worth while to follow him. He took up the thread
of his story when he first came to Stausbury, and told with
marked simplicity all that affected in the least degree his rela-
tions with Miss Carlisle. Madeleine listened with close atten-
tion. She knew all the story as it appeared from the other side,
and she was prepared 'to detect the least equivocation or dis-
crepancy; but none appeared. It was only the reverse of that
wonderful tapestry of human events which was presented to
her. It was strange, as Basil had once said, it was "stagger-
ing," to hear that with which she had fancied herself familiar
told from a new stand-point. And was it that Devereux was
plausible, or was it the power of truth, which so impressed
her? Whatever it was, she found herself listening not only
with attention, but also with credence. When he finished, she
met his eyes not doubtingly, but sadly.

"My poor Mary!" she said, under her breath.
He understood her instantly, and a flush such as one seldom

sees on a man's face, dyed his. He rose quickly and walked
away.

Then, again, there was silence in the room, unbroken by hu-
man' voices. The cuckoo broke it by darting out and announcing
four o'clock, while Madeleine looked at the tall figure outlined
against the light of the window, and thought that she had been

inconsiderate. When Devereux turned presently and came
back, she did not wait for him to speak.

"Forgive me!" she said, in her soft, frank voice. "I fear
you misunderstood me. I appreciate the chivalry of feeling
which has made you act as you have done, and I believe all you
have said of your moti'ires; but-but Mary-"

"I know," he said-speaking as if by a strong effort-" I
understand; but I think you may trust me. Under no circum-
stances could I be base enough to deceive or pain her-know-
ingly. On this I do not hesitate' to pledge my faith and
honor."

"And I do not hesitate to trust you," said Madeleine, as
with one of the impulses which occasionally carried her so far,
yet were always full of grace and gentleness, she held out her
hand-for the first time since they had known each other.

Devereux, who was easily touched by kindness, felt this un-
expected though somewhat princess-like concession very much;
and being rather given to impulses himself there is no telling
what he might have said or done, if Mrs. Ingram's voice had
not at that moment made its elf heard in the hail.

"It is a good thing that you are coming down, Mary, for Mr.
Devereux has been here so long that he must have grown tired
of waiting for you. He and Miss Madeleine are in the library."

"I did not know that he was here," Mary's tones replied;
"but he could not have missed me very much if he had Made-
leine to talk with."

"There's such a thing as too much modesty, my dear," said
Mrs. Ingram, solemnly, "and that's your fault. Miss Madeleine
is a very nice young lady, but you are-you."

"I am ~irery well aware of that," said Mary, with something
between a laugh and a sigh.

She crossed the hall as she spoke-in her own home she
never needed a guide-and the next instant stood in the library-
d6or.

It was a picture which neither Madeleine nor Devereux was
likely to forget. The low, level December sunlight streamed
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behind, so that her figure stood, against a background of gold,
like a medhoval saint. The delicate outline of form, the lovely,
pathetic face, the fair hair, brightened by the glory falling Over
it-..-these things seemed for the moment rather of heaven than
of earth to those who looked.

BOOK IV.

IN WHICH TIlE WEB [S CUT.

CHAPTER I.

"FOR BETTER, FOR WORSE."

IT may be remembered that at the time of R
gagement to James Champion, Mrs.' Severn had d
she would not think of allowing the marriage to tal
de~ twelve months. Rosalind had submitted witho~
this edict, not only because it served her purpose j
niirably, but also because she knew that it could be
any time she saw fit. Her mother had never in her
any thing which she, desired, and it was not like

would begin to do so in the present instance. The
fled her expectations. When Champion said with ~
decision, "I will have no more of this !-you must
once, if you mean to marry me at all," she repl
ready to marry you at once," and she told Mrs. 5
was folly to talk of deferring the matter longer.
submitted in her usual fashion, the day for the wedc
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prepare a trousseau, but "James" had been imperative, and what
must be done generally can be done.

Devereux she had not seen since the unfortunate dramatic
entertainment. He left Stanshury ten days later for his own home
-promising Mary to return in a month or two at farthest. Dur-
ing his absence he wrote constantly, and perhaps the keenest pang
Mary ever felt, connected with her blindness, was when his first let-
ter was placed in her hands, with all its thoughts hopelessly sealed
away from her. She bent her head over it and burst into tears.
What could she do? It seemed to rob love of all its sacredness
to bring a third person here-for other lips to repeat what he had
written, for her answer to be uttered to other ears! "If I had a
mother," she said to herself, "it might not seem so hard!" At
that minute her isolation pressed upon her as it had never done
before, and she sobbed to herself like a forsaken child.

So~ she was still sobbing, absorbed in the bitterness of this
new form of an old grief, when arms, than which no mother's
were ever tenderer, went round her, and a voice which thrilled
like music said, "Can I do nothing?"

"Madeleine!" she cried, with a gasp-for she had no idea
that Madeleine was nearer than Stansbury. Then she threw her
arms around the bending neck, and clung there almost convul-
sively. "You are my good angel !" she said. "God sent you
to me long ago to comfort my darkness, and you have done it-.
0 Madeleine, you have done it! Do you feel when I want you
most? You always come-I never wanted you that you did not
come. And never, never have I wanted you so much as now!"

"What is it?" asked Madeleine. Then she suddenly saw
the letter, and guessed all. "Do you want a secretary?" she
asked, with a quiver of what the French call larmes de la voix.
"You know I am always ready."

Mary answered by putting the letter into her hand.. "Read
it to i~ne," she said. "I cannot read it myself, but-God knows
best. And your voice will make even his words dearer."

So the duty of reading and answering Devereux's letters fell
to Madeleine as a constant thing. She learned to know the days

when one could be expected, and those days-no matter what
the weather might be-~always found her at the Lodge. To dic-
tate to an amanuensis when one has never been accustomed to
such a thing, is very likely-in fact, is almost certain-to -fetter
one's thoughts, and place a curb on one's tongue; but Mary had
always been accustomed to it, and she was, moreover, so entirely
secure of. Madeleine's love and syihpathy, that her thoughts
flowed freely into expression. The beauty ~and sweetness of
these thoughts scarcely surprised--though they often touched-
Madeleine, as she transcribed them. No one knew so well as
herself the strength of the blind girl's mind, or the nobleness
of her heart. It may be added in this connection, that Deve-
reux's letters impressed her very strongly. That he wrote with
a certain degree of reserve-knowing whose eyes would read his
words-was, perhaps, natural enough; but, notwithstanding this
drawback, it must have been an exacting woman whom these
letters did not satisfy. They satisfied Mary fully, and Madeleine
read them over and over again to her, until she smiled, some-
times, to think how much of her own life Devereux began to
occupy. Unconsciously, she found herself recalling his thoughts
and forms of expression very often. Without possessing Lacy's
facile grace of style, he wrote an admirable letter-polished,
yet frank and easy; personal, without being eg~tistical; full of
a delicate spirit of tenderness, which was always subordinate
to good taste; and finally, showing that rarest of all ra4 quali-
ties, a tact which was perfect. "It is not an easy task which
he has," Madeleine said to herself more than once. "To write
to one woman, knowing that another, with eyes entirely Un-
blinded by partiality or passion, will read his letters, to satisfy
Mary's heart, and yet not offend my taste-how few men would
be able to accomplish it!"

She said as much one day to Lacy, who shrugged his
shoulders in a superior manner. "I read somewhere, not long
ago," he answered, "that a great painter had remarked, 'the
amateurs run us very close so long as they confine themselves to
sketches.' What is true in one art may be also said of another.
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In literature, as in painting, amateurs run us very close, so long
as they confine themselves to letters. If they attempt any thing

beyond that, however, they make-not to put too fine a point
upon it-.-consummate fools of themselves."

"I do not think Mr. Devereux has an idea of attempting
any thing beyond letter-writing," said Madeleine, who was not
pleased by the tone of this remark.

"It is to be hoped not," said Lacy, rather superciliously. "I
am inclined to think that his triumphs will begin and end on
drawing-room carpets."

"I think you misjudge him," said Madeleine. "I really
think he has more in him than that."

Her companion looked at her amused. "Pray when did you

make the discovery?" he asked. "In these remarkable letters?"
"No-yes---that is, not altogether," she replied. "Before

he left I began to think that I might have been prejudiced, and
judged him too harshly.

~ I have heard that few women can resist his fascinations,~~
said Lacy, dryly-for he was one of a large class to whom the
praise of a neighbor is by no means honey.

Madeleine flushed under the imputation. It was one not easy
to bear with equanimity. "You must know me better than to
suppose that a mere attraction of manner influenced my opinion,,~
she said.

"I did not seriously mean to imply such a thing," said Lacy.
"But as for these letters, you may be sure he regularly com-
poses them."

Madeleine felt that she knew better than this, but she made
no reply, and never mentioned Devereux's letters to her lover
again.

In truth, during these days she did not see a great deal of

Lacy. The blow of his publishers' bankruptcy threw a cloud over
him which did not lift as time went on. Every one noticed it,

and Mr. Lacy senior expressed his opinion thereof in the domes-
tic councils. "The boy is finding out his mistake," he said. "I
knew him better than he knew himself, He has a fitful kind of

impetuosity, but no stability or perseverance whatever. Now,. I
know enough of the world to be aware that to succeed in litera-.
ture a man must drudge. Gordon never did that in his life, and
he never will. Take my word for it."

Without being aware of this opinion, Gordon was acting in a
manner which verified it. After having seen all the first-fruits
of his toil shipwrecked, he seemed to lack energy to begin afresh.
He did a little desultory work for the magazines, but the poem

on which he meant to stake his fame lay untouched in his desk.
"A man cannot be expected to make his best efforts when

he has no higher object than that of getting money," he said
impatiently to Madeleine. "It is folly to talk of it. An artist's
mind must be at rest from sordid cares. Every day I am more
certain of that. To make one's fine conceptions mere slaves of
the lamp, to turn ideal beauty to sordid uses-could any degra-
dation be greater?"

"It is hard," said Madeleine, with her wistful look, "but I

should not call it a degradation. Intellectual culture is not the
highest good of life."

"There we disagree," said Lacy, positively. "I hold that it
is the highest good. And what manner of culture can a man pos-
sess, whose life is bound in a treadmill of labor for bread? Can
he be faithful to his art, and aim only for a high ideal, when he
has the horrible question staring him in the face, 'What will
this bring? How will that aggregated mass of stupidity, called
the general public, like it?"'

"You are complimentary to your readers," said Madeleine,
trying to smile.

"My readers-bali! Does any one out of twenty understand
any thing of the canons and requirements of art? Yet the man
who writes for bread must write to be popular. Good Heavens,

popular! In that case the sooner I begin composing verses in
vulgar dialects, and, if possible, with a little bad spelling, the
better I"

"Gordon," said Madeleine, "you break my heart! Why do
you talk like this?"
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"Because I see-feel-----realize it all!" answered he, beginning
to pace up and down the rc~pm in which they were. "It is pressed
upon me, if not for the first time, at least more clearly than ever
before. Instead of broadening my life, expanding my faculties,
cultivating my tastes, and altogether rising to greater heights of
mental development and intellectual culture, I am to sink into
narrowness and drudgery; the mere idea haunts me like a night-
mare. Again I say that an artist's life should be free from such
necessities as these."

There was a mist in MadehAne's eyes so that she could hardly
see the work-some delicate embroidery for Rosalind-which she
held in her hands. There was a pang at her heart which put a
quiver in her voice when she said, "I wish that you were rich-.
I wish that Iwere rich, for your sake."

"Riches I should not ask," said he, still pacing the floor, and
too much absorbed to notice her tone. "Of course wealth
would be agreeable-what doors of pleasure and culture does
it not open ?-but a competence would content me. That
is absolutely necessary for true artistic production. One should
never spur the mind to effort. It ought to be able to command
leisure and repose.

"Do you not think there might be danger of its lapsing into
indolence?" Madeleine suggested timidly, an idea promptly re-
pulsed by the disciple of that new "religion of culture" which
one or two ardent apostles. have preached so eloquently to the
world.

Those who are aware that the chief article of their creed
defines the first duty of man, or at least his first privilege~the
progressionists have abolished duties-as that of cultivating
his aesthetic faculties, will not need to hear the rest of Mr.
Lacy's argument. Madeleine heard it oftener, and at greater
length, than she liked. The more she heard, the more her soul
revolted, until at last she spoke-greatly to Gordon's surprise,
who had taken her assent to all his propositions entirely for
granted.

"I agree with you," she said, "that it is bitterly sad and

painful to see an artist forced to make his ideal conceptions mere
money-getting drudges, but I think there is something even
worse, and that is the exaltation of the intellect above every
thing else. Culture is not the chief good of life. It widens the
life, as you say, and educates the appreciations, it makes peo-
ple accomplished and graceful, and prepares them for the keen-
est and subtlest emotions of pleasure, but it does not touch
or elevate the spirit. It does not make them unselfish and
brave, gentle or pure. It is the gate to a new earthly para-
dise which is barred to the many and open only to the few. But I
am sure that, if one will, one may learn in self-sacrifice, yes,
even in hard toil for what you would call sordid ends, better
things than are taught by all the ~esthetics in the world."

A dark cloud came over Lacy's brow, the darkest which
Madeleine had ever seen there. His lips curled in impatient
scorn. "I never expected to hear you talk so like a moral bar-
barian," he said, "or with so little regard to logical sequence.
As if culture makes people selfish ~or cowardly, cold or sen..
sual !"

"I did not mean that for a moment," she said.
"I fancy you hardly knoW what you did mean," he answered,

walking abruptly away.
From that hour the constraint which had existed between

them once before c~me back, deepened and intensified. There
was no possible roc~m to doubt that this was Lacy's fault. The
sense of an alienated sympathy embittered him, he felt wounded
in his self-love by Madeleine's depreciation of that which was to
him the chief good of life, and there were besides other causes
which he shrank from naming. He did not absolutely say to
himself that he had made a great mistake, that he had beefi fool-
ish and hasty in tying his life down to narrow possibilities; but
the consciousness was at work within him, like a slow poison.
Stanshury and every thing connected with it began to oppress
him. He longed to leave it behind, and take his way to the
great centres of intellectual culture, the great world of intellect-
ual strife. Yet he shrank from owning this desire to Made-
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leine. To go away, leaving her indefinitely bound, to wear out
her youth in waiting for a success which might never come to
him-he felt the folly and selfishness of this. He could not re-

solve to propose such a thing, he could not brace himself resolute-
ly to work, and so the days went by, finding and leaving him
steeped in apathy, depression, and morbid gloom.

These days, meanwhile, were not filled with sunshine to Ba.
sil, though he bore himself cheerfully as he had always done.

No one save Madeleine suspected that as he came and went, with
the frank sunshine of his smile undimmed-the smile with which
he had faced danger, death, adversity, and toil-that his heart

was aching as only the strongest and bravest - hearts know how
to ache. That the woman who caused this pain was not worth
one throb of it, did not matter. He had taken her to his heart,
and it would be her own fault if she lost that loyal shelter. Yet
there is no denying that she tried him hardly. Her caprices and
flirtations, her eager reception of other men's admiration and
attention, her absolute refusal to allow him to make their en-
gagement public-these things irked, Basil bitterly, irked his
pride as well as his love, lie was fastidious, to a point of

sensitiveness, with regard to what a woman should be, and
those who wondered that, in spite of this fastidiousness, he fell
in love with Helen Champion, knew little of that inconsistency
which is a much more prominent point in men's characters,
generally speaking, than their consistency.

Of his enchantress there is little to be said. If she had been
seriously interrogated with regard to her intentions, it is proba-
ble that she would have laughed, and replied that she was

"amusing" herself. Not even her mother could draw from her
any thing more definite than this. She belonged altogether to
that large and far from estimable class of young ladies who make
it the business of their lives to attract and deceive as many
men as possible, who are spoken of b~ their friends with an in-

dulgent (sometimes an exulting) smile as "dreadfully fast flirts,"
and of whom the American people have the mournful satisfaction
of possessing a monopoly.

Why Miss Champion had drawn Basil Severn so far into her
toils is not difficult to guess. He was a conquest whom her

vanity was bent upon making secure. For years he had piqued
and puzzled her by his evident admiration, and' still more, evi-
dent reserve. She was determined to subjugate him completely,
and she felt a throb of sincere satisfaction when this subjugation

was accomplished. What was to be the end of the matter she

did not pause to consider. Why should she? The society in
which she lived looked most leniently on such trifles as jilting,
and her own conscience was not likely to assert itself on the
subject. If he had been rich, she would not have minded mar-
rying him. The Severns had been "good people" for a longer
period of time than the Champions, and, even in the South of
18'rO, blood counted for much. On Basil's personal character
there had never been a breath of reproach. A brave soldier,
and one who in peace as in war-

"bore without abuse
The grand old name of gentleman ".-

this, and this only, men could say of him. Yet how little this

counts when arrayed against the golden calf of the world's idola-
try! It certainly counted little with Helen Cha~mpion. "Why

should II marry him?" she said to herself. "He has nothing
that I want-neither money nor. reputation!" Yet he was a

subject worth parading before the eyes of Stansbury, and so
poor Basil's weird did not seem likely soon to end.

Rosalind's marriage was appointed to take place early in

January. "I don't know how I can possibly be ready!" she
said on an average five times a day; but when the appointed
time arrived she was ready, and looked as lovely in her bridal
array as the heart of woman could desire. The marriage was

very quiet-for Champion did not like a parade, and Rosalind
yielded gracefully to his wishes, probably anticipating' some

future occasion when he could be thereby moved to yield to
hers-but, to indemnify society for this quietness, there was a
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brilliant reception at the Champion house when the newly-
married pair returned from a brief bridal journey.

How beautiful Mrs. James Champion looked on this occa-
sion, it is difficult for an uninspired chronicler to tell. To those
who came from the gray, overcast winter's day into the rich
drawing-room, blazing with gas, and filled with the fragrance
of flowers, she seemed a vision fitted to dazzle, in her pearly
silk, rich laces, and flashing diamonds. For the glow on her fair
cheeks, the light in her lovely eyes, there was reason enough.
The thorns and struggles of 'poverty were over for her now-
ease, wealth, indulgence, all the material goods of life for which
she had longed, surrounded her. She might have done even
better for herself, perhaps, if circumstances had been less ad-
verse-of that she did not like to think-but it was undeniable
that she had every reason for content in her present po-
sition.'

At this reception a vague rumor, which had been floating
about for some time and meeting only with general discredit,
received authoritative confirmation. Miss Carlisle intended to
give a ball. The announcement was like an electric shock, and
Stansbury was absolutely stricken dumb with amazement. Such
a thing had never been known before; and so much of a recluse
was the blind mistress of the Lodge, that no other event could
have agitated society so deeply. The simultaneous elopement of
all the young ladies in the town would have been a trifle in com-
parison. And it was true that Miss Carlisle certainly intended
to give a ball-an intention, it may be added, which had aston-
ished her nearer as well as her remote friends. They all ex-
pressed astonishment, and a few hinted disapproval, but occa-
sionally Mary could be obstinate, and she was obstinate now.
"There is nothing too great for me to do," she said, "in order
to show my love and gratitude to the Severns. IRosalind is
not my cousin, but she is the sister of Madeleine and Basil,
and I will not let any thing keep me from paying her this at-
tention."

Even Madeleine remonstrated, and found her remonstrances
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unheeded. "I think of your health," she said, "and how bad
the excitement may befor you."

But Mary only smiled. "You don't know how little I shall
have to do with it," she answered. "I shall leave you and
Aunt Ingram to receive the guests, and see to every thing. Of
course I can do none of that. My excitement will be limited to
listening to the music, and talking to a few people. I don't
think you need be anxious about me-my health is excellent."

"Then there is all the more reason for keeping it so," said
Madeleine. But she saw that there was no good in arguing the
point; Mary's resolution was taken. Soon Jessie, with a corps
of subordinates, went to work, carpets were taken up, floors
were waxed, a band of music was engaged, and all those in
Stansbury who had a claim to such a distinction were bidden to
the Lodge in honor of Mr. and Mrs. James Champion.

CIIAPTER II.

"THY FACE ACROSS HIS FANCY COMES."

THERE could be no doubt that such a compliment as this
which Mary proposed to pay, was appreciated by the Chain-.
pions. It was the first time that the Lodge-doors had been
opened to Stansbury society, in its collective form, since the
death of Mrs. Carlisle, twelve years before. "Miss Carlisle feels
how much she owes to James," said Airs. Champion, majesti-
cally, to her friends. "If he had not defended her interest so
well, all that great manufacturing property would have passed
away from her." As for Rosalind, the faintest possible sense of
shame stirred at her heart. It was not sharp enough to cause her
discomfort, but was only a throb of the same sensation that she
had felt when the set of jewels, which was Mary's beautiful bridal
present, had been brought to her. Certain poignant words of
Madeleine's had flashed back upon her memory, but she had the
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happy faculty of putting uncomfortable reflections aside;, so she
wrote a charmingly affectionate note in acknowledgment of theF. jewels, just as she now prepared to wear her most eleganttoilet to the balL After all, she had not done, nor wished to do
any thing for which she needed to reproach herself. Only Made-
leine's overstrained ideas could have seen any reason why she
should not have decided to marry Mr. Devereux if he obtained
the Carlisle property.

That was all over now-but how charming he has been! So
she thought, smiling a little as'she glanced up and saw her love-
liness reflected in a large mirror opposite the luxurious chair in
which she was reclining; Rosalind admired herself as calmly
and dispassionately as an artist could have done. She regarded,
with a gaze of thorough appreciation, the brilliant fairness of
her complexion, the exquisite outline of her nalf-turned throat
and chin, the rich sheen of her hair, the grace of her features.
That a man could forget these charms in a day or a month, she
held absurd. Devereux had thought it best to offer himself to
Mary Carlisle, with a view, to making that very useful arrange-
ment called manage de convenance, but it was folly to think
of his being in love with a woman who was scarcely pretty, and
blind. That his sentiments did not concern her in the least, Mrs.
James Champion was fully aware; nevertheless she amused
herself by speculating upon them, and felt that it would be pleas-
ant to exhibit her beauty, her wealth, her satisfaction and happi-
ness before the eyes of the man who had been so wretched as to
lose her.

It' chanced that while these thoughts were passing through
her mind, the man whQ had suffered this, bereavement left
the Stansbury Hotel, and took his way down the street
with an elasticity of step and healthfulness of general appear-
ance which did 'not indicate any very serious disorder of the
heart. He walked for three or four squares before he came to a
corner where the streets 'diverged-one leading in the direction
of the Lodge, the other toward the Severn house. Here he
paused for an instant, seemed to debate a question in his mind,
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then turned sharply, like one who has decided a point, and took
the latter direction.
* A further walk of less than two blocks brought him to the
Seven gate. Here he was met by a member of the family who
always made a point of meeting strangers and escorting them 4o
the house. This was Lance, the great St. Bernard dog. Dogs
have a finer instinct than people, with regard to those who like
them, and when Devereux said, "Lance, old fellow! how do
you do?" Lance responded by leaping and fawning upon him,
as if he had recovered a dear and long-lost companion of his
youth. "By Jove!', said Devereux, to himself, "it is pleasant
to be greeted affectionately even by a dog. Now that I think
of it, you were my first acquaintance in this household, Lance!
How well I remember that first evening when I stopped and
patted you over the gate!"

Lance seemed to remember it also, for, with many demonstra-
tions of cordial feeling, he accompanied his friend to the house,
and stood by while he rang the door-bell.

It was answered by Ann, who, wondering within herself
what had brought Mr. Devereux back now Miss Rosalind was
married, received his card, answered his inquiry for Miss Severn
by saying she was at home, and ushered him into the drawing-
room.

Left here, with the door closed so that Lance could not enter,
he looked around, half unconsciously, for some traces of Made-
leine. They were not difficult to find. Everywhere signs of
her habitual presence were manifest, and the whole room was
pervaded by that grace of arrangement which with some women
is at once a gift and an art. On a book-covered table stood a
tall, slender glass containing a small bouquet of those flowers
which are the first heralds of spring. Devereux had forgotten
that February was at hand, until their delicate beauty and still
more delicate fragrance attracted his attention. Half a dozen
white hyacinths, a white narcissus, two or three Fair Maids of
February (iris), violets, crocuses, some golden, others daintily
stippled with purple-a bit of early honeysuckle, and a spray or
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two of pyrus-japonica, with its deep crimson buds and blossoms~-
these were all, but no gorgeous array of hot-house flowers could
have seemed more fair. He appropriated several of the violets
which he was endeavoring to pin in his button-hole, ~*hen the
door opened and Madeleine entered.

How fair ~hewas! what gracious sweetness in her eyes and
smile! These were the thoughts that passed through his mind
as he turned, and she came forward.

"This is a very pleasant surprise, Mr. Devereux," she said.
"When did you reach Stanshury, and how do you do?"

"I reached here on an early train this morning," he answered,
conscious of a well-defined pleasure in clasping her hand and
meeting the full, serene lustre of her glance. "I am glad to
see you again. I hope you have been well."

"I ?-oh, yes," she replied. "Very well indeed. And Mary?
Have you seen Mary~~~

"Not yet. I am on my way to the Lodge, but I stopped to
see you-thinking you might tell me all about her."

He added the last clause rather in the tone of one who had
meant to say something else, but, if Madeleine noticed this, she
gave no indication of having done so. As she sat down, she an-
swered:

"Mary is as well as possible, and in better spirits than I have
ever seen her. She will be very glad that you have come-all
the more glad because she is not expecting you. In your last
letter you did not speak of coming so soon.~~

"No-I changed my mind after writing that letter, and de-
cided to come at once. There was nothing in particular to detain
me away, and I thought I might as well be here as elsewhere."

"In that case, perhaps a little better here than elsewhere,"
said Madeleine, smiling, "since at least you may feel that your
society. is a great pleasure and satisfaction to Mary."

"Yes, that is something," said he. "Indeed, it ought to be
a great deal to one so good4or-nothing as myself. I wonder if
you would despise me, Miss Severn, if you knew how idle and
aimless my life is-and has been for many years?"

"Despise you'- surely not!" said Madeleine. "But why
should your life be idle and aimless? why should any one's life
be so in a world full of work to be done?"

"Do you not know that such a question is far more easily
asked than answered? There are some fortunate people who
have no difficulty about their W~cation in life. They have a
marked talent or aptitude for something in particular. There
are others who are a puzzle to themselves and their friends, and
who have no special gift for any thing whatever. To that class
I belong."

"People do not always find out their gifts at once," said
Madeleine. "Nothing is more marked, I think, than the igno-
rance which many of us display with regard to our own capa-
bilities. We stumble into the right path at last, after many
blunders and failures.~~

"I doubt if I shall ever stumble into mine," said Devereux.
"I shall probably go on to the end of the chapter, idle, aimless,
useless, as I am now! There was but one chance for me-that
was the chance of becoming a poor man."

"Which you never will become."
"Not likely." He spoke with what seemed an accent of

honest despondency. "But if it could be-shall I tell you what
Would do then?"

"Yes, tell me by all means. I like castles in the air, even
though I have my doubts as to the wisdom of building them."

"I should go to the West-to Colorado-and practise my
profession. You look surprised. Perhaps you never suspected
that I have a profession? I have, however, studied law, and
not long ago a friend who obtained his license at the same time
that I did-~one of the most brilliant men I know-wrote to me
from Denver, urging me to come there, and offering me a part-
nershi~ in a practice which is already large and lucrative. You
see while I have been idling in drawing-rooms and ballrooms,
he has been working, and, hearing of my reverses of fortune,
he wrote, making this kind and generous proposal. It is one
which I should accept at once, if it were not for Mary. I have
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even thought of accepting it under present circumstances. Yo~
will pardon me, I am sure, when I ~say that I came here princi..
pally to ask you what you think of my doing so."

This statement did not seem so singular to Madeleine as it
might have appeared to many women. In fact, it did not* seem
singular to her at all. She was so accustomed to serving as
counselor-in-chief to Basil, Lacy, and Mary Carlisle-not to
speak of any one else-that she felt unconsciously that it was
quite natural for Devereux to seek her advice. She looked at
him as if she had been threescore, and gave it simply.

"I am sorry, but I feel sure that you ought not to think of
such a thing. Your first duty is to Mary, and you would make
her wretched by such a proposal. Besides, you forget that,~
when you marry, all her property will be in your hands; and the
care of it will, or ought to, keep you here and give you occupa-
tion."

"It will never be in my hands at all," said he, quickly----.al-
most impetuously-" I shall have no more to do with it than I
have now. On that I am resolved. It is the only way by which
I can avoid feeling 'shamed through all my nature' by. the po-
sition I shall occupy."

"Nay," said Madeleine, "that is morbid. Will you forgive
me if I say that it would also be foolish and unkind? In saving
your own pride you would wound Mary very deeply. But yours
is no uncommon frame of mind. Many of us feel that we could
give without stint when we are altogether unwilling to accept."
She paused for a minute, then in her soft voice added:

"' I hold him great who for love's sake
Can give with earnest, generous will,

But him who takes for love's sweet sake,
I think I hold more generous still.'"

"Thank you," said Devereux, touched by her manner even
more than by her words. "You are always right and always
kind."

"What formidable flattery!,' said she, smiling. "'Always

right;' if I did not know better, how vain you would make me!
Generally speaking, I am wrong as often as my neighbors; but
in this instance I know that I am right."

"I feel sure that you are," he answered. He did not say
any more, and Madeleine took his words for a simple assent. In
fact, they had two meanings. lie said to himself that to ac-
cept for "love's sweet sake" might be very easy, but that with-
out love it was very much the reverse of easy to do so.

"I scarcely know how to apologize for having thrust so en-
tirely personal a question upon your consideration," he went on,
after a minute. "Such an offense would be wholly unpardon-
able if it were not that you must be conscious how differently
you impress one from-from other women. Then you owe me
some share in your good offices for having misjudged me once."

"Granted with all my heart," said she. "But even if I had
never misjudged ydu, you would have every claim to my good
offices, for Mary's sake."

A slight change came over his face-of what kind she could
not exactly determine-but he was silent, and there followed a
short pause. Madeleine thought he ought to go to the Lodge,
but it was clearly impossible to make such a suggestion, and the
idea did not seem to occur to him. He had not yet spoken,
when voices suddenly sounded in the hall, and Madeleine, rising
quickly, said:

"Why, there is Mary now!"
As she spoke, Ann opened the door, and ushered in Miss

Carlisle, saying, "Here's Miss Madeleine, ma'am."
"Yes, here I am," said Madeleine, advancing, "and very

glad to see you. It is surely a wind of good fortune which has
brought you just now."

"I needed a little fresh air, so I thought I would drive in
and ask you to go back with me and see if things are as they
should be," answered Mary, smiling. She was looking better
than she had ever looked in her life, and Devereux was struck
by her appearance as he had been struck when he saw her first.
There was so much gentleness, purity, and good sense in the
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face, and the same pathetic, introspective look in the lovely,
sightless eyes. She was dressed as became her wealth, in silk,
velvet, and costly furs, and Ann cast an admiring look on her
costume before closing the door.

Then Madeleine said: "There is some one here with mc,
Mary, who has just come and was on his way to see you: Can
you guess who it is?"

"Ah I" said Mary, turning her face round, with something
like a quivering glow passing over it. The next instant she held
out both her hands. "It is Mr. Devereux, is it not ? "~ she said.

'Devereux came forward to answer for himself, and having
said, "I will be back presently," Madeleine passed out of the
room and left them together.

An hour later it was Devereux, not Madeleine, who accom-
panied Mary to the Lodge. Miss Severn excused herself from
going. "I will come out to-morrow," she said. "To-day I
cannot leave home."

Mary did not press the point:, well as she loved Madeleine,
it was pleasant to think that she would have Devereux for, the
drive, and perhaps for the day, "all to herself." So in the same
pony-carriage in which he had once had the pleasure of driving
Rosalind, they bowled down the Stansbury streets, observed by
all who were fortunate enough to see them, and reported to
those who were not. "Devereux has come back," the former class
said to the latter. "I saw him driving Miss Carlisle to-day. He
has made a good thing of his lawsuit after all-but how little
sense women have, to play into the hands of a fortune..hunter
like that!"

The man thus judged, with that charity,, justice, and general
good sense which distinguish popular opinion, was meanwhile
exerting himself to repay the affectionate sympathy and interest
on the tender face turned toward him, and for the first time find-
ing this a little difficult But he succeeded in so far that Mary
did not suspect the 'difficulty, nor how much 'his thoughts were
wandering while he talked to her. That the fault of this lay in
himself, he was perfectly aware. What was Madeleitie Severn
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to him that her soft, brown eyes, her caressing smile, her low,
sweet voice, should haunt him like a spell? He said to himself
that he thought of her chiefly because he could not understand
the influence she had acquired over him. He had been "in love"
too often in the course of his thirty years not to be thoroughly
familiar with the signs of the tender passion, and this bore no
relation to them. It was something strange, new, and so subtle
that he failed altogether to analyze or class it. Was it because
Madeleine was (as he had told her) altogether different from the
vast majority of other women, that she interested and pleased
the taste which had been rendered fastidious by much inter-
course with coquettes of all classes, from the emotional and pen-
sive to the audacious and sparkling? The question was more
easily asked than answered, but it was certain that, in the course
of a long and varied social experience, he had never before seen
.- he had never even imagined-a woman so free from coquetry.

It was after they reached the Lodge,~and were in the library
which wore to him such a familiar, seeming, that it occurred to
Mary for the first time to wonder why she had found him in the
Seven drawing-room. So mere a trifle as the violets in his but-
ton-hole led to this consideration-or, at least, to the expression
of it. They were standing together before the fire, when she
put out her hand and touched them. "How sweet! " she said.
"I have been noticing the fragrance for some time. I am so
fond of violets! Will you give them to me?"

~~Certainly,~~ he answered, beginning to unfasten the frail
stem, "but you will find them few and faded. They rightfully
belong to Miss Severn, too-that is, I took them without leave
from a glass of flowers while I was waiting for her."

"Perhaps you would like to keep them, then," she said.
"No," he answered. "Why should I? I only wish they

were better worth giving to you."
"I only wanted them because you had worn them," she said,

simply. "Thank you," as he laid them in her hand. "There
are plenty in 'the garden, if you would like some more. Jessie
brings me a bouquet every morning.~~
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"You shall give me some before I go. In thatiyay I will
make a profl~able exchange."

She smiled a little, and lifted the violets to her face, but
when her hand dropped, she said, "Had you been long at the
Sevens? You cannot tell how much I was surprised to find
you.',

"I do not think I could have been there more than half an
hour-if so long," he answered. "I was on my way here when
it struck me that I could hear something about you from Miss
Seven even before I saw you. That is how you chanced to find
me with her."

"And you were really on your way here?" she asked-not
doubtingly but wistfully, laying her~hand on his coat.

"Did you fancy otherwise 1"' he asked, taking the hand in
his own. "How could you do me so much injustice? It was
merely for a few minutes that I stopped."

'~ I am glad you have learned to like Madeleine-as I was
always sure you would," she said, and after this she did not al-
lude again to the visit.

When Devereux heard of the projected ball he, like every
one else concerned, regarded it with decided disapproval. Had
he arrived in Stansbury a fortnight or even a week earlier this
disapproval might have proved powerful enough to nip the mat-
ter in the bud, but now it was too late. Arrangements were
made, invitations were issued, every thing was in train; and it
was' with that grim sense of disgust, common to the masculine
mind when not inclined for social festivities, that he faced the
necessity of bearing his part in the entertainment. "IFI had
known of this, I should not have come until it was over," he said
to Mary.

"You would have been very unkind, then," she answered,
"for I know that you are not, like some men, afraid of or averse
to society. V count on you to aid in making the matter a suc-
cess. And have you no curiosity to see your old acquaintance,
Rosalind Severn transformed into Mrs. James Champion?"

"Not the least," he answered, with a tone of contempt in
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his voice which would not have pleased that charming and self-
satisfied lady, had, she been unfortunate enough to hear it.
"Pretty women are common enough," he added, after a minute;
"and besides her beauty, I do not know that Miss Rosalind Sev-
ern,~ now 'Mrs. James Champion, possesses any attraction what-
ever."

"Did you not formerly find some about her? '~' asked Mary,
smiling. "It seems to me that I remember hearing something
of that kind when you were acting together."

"She served, like thousands of others, to help one pass time,"
he said, carelessly. "Beyond that I never gave her a thought
-and never shall."

CHAPTER III.

MRS. INGRAM U~fERS A WARNING.

"MARY," said Mrs. Ingram, solemnly, "there is something
I should like to say to you if I were sure you would take it in
good part.",

"Why should I not take it in good part, Aunt Ingram?"
said Mary. She did not stir as she asked the question, but lay
quite still on the blue couch that threw her figure into relief,
her face turned toward the open window by her side, through
which spring-like air and golden sunshine came. She was in her
own room, whither Mrs. Ingram had penetrated uninvited, and
after a little desultory conversation, had uttered the above' remark.

Well," said that lady in reply, "there are a good many
reasons why you might not take it in good part. People ~are
not always obliged to one for giving an honest warning. It's a
thankless duty at best, but what is my duty I was never known
to shirk."

"What are you talking about?" asked Mary. She turned
her face now with a slight contraction of annoyance on her
smooth brow. It required no small exercise of patience to bear
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with this unpleasant interruption to her thoughts. As she lay,
bathed in sunshine, listening to the sweet twitter and soaring
notes of the birds Which congregated on a cedar-tree just out-
side the window, she felt, though she could not see, the beauty
of the day, and her soul seemed to rise up to God in thanks for
the happiness He had vouchsafed her. It is not everybody who
thinks of thanking God for happiness. Many of us are 'like un-
gracious churls, taking it as our right, and never lifting our
voices save in refining or 'reproach. But there had been long
years in which happiness never came to Mary, and now, when it
burst on her like a heavenly aurora, the gentle, devout spirit
was full of gratitude for this most rare and precious of earthly
gifts. "If it is any thing about Jessie or the servants," she
went on, after a minute~-for Mrs. Ingram's warnings were
chiefly on this score-" I am sorry to seem discourteous, but I
would rather not be troubled by hearing it."

"It is not about Jessie or the servants," said Mrs. Ingram,
"though I do think that the manner in which you trust every
thing in their hands is dreadful! It concerns some one, however,
with whom you are almost as much infatuated, and that is Miss
Sevenn"

She brought out this name with spiteful emphasis, but, well as
she knew Mary's "infatuation," she was not prepared for the~
amazement and anger which flashed instantaneously over her face.

"Madeleine!" she said, in a tone divided between surprise
and haughtiness. "Are you in earnest, Aunt Ingram? Do
you mean to say that you venture to connect such a thing as
warning with Madeleine Severn?"

"I venture to speak the truth in season and out of season,
my 'dear," returned Aunt Ingram in a very sharp tone; "and
being your father's sister-though you seem to forget that, and
prefer everybody else to me - I feel it my duty to tell you,
who can't observe things for yourself, that Miss Madeleine
Seven is flirting in a very marked manner with Mr. Devereux.
I saw it before he went away, but I couldn't make up my mind
to trouble you by 'speaking of it; I hadn't the faintest idea,

U

either, that you would believe me, but the thing is so manifest
now that I can't be silent any longer."

"I think you must be mad," said Mary, "or-or more
licious than I have ever dreamed of your being, to come and
say such a thing to me. Madeleine flirting with Mr. Devereux!
You might as well tell me that there was no such thing 'as truth
or honor in the world."

"You may think me mad, or you may think me malicious,~~
said Mrs. Ingram, who was deeply incensed, and whose very
cap-strings shook with indignation, "but I knQw that you are
blind; and therefore I pardon your language. You may believe
me or not, as you like: my conscience is clear when I have
warned you. I didn't expect to be thanked, but it was more
than I could stand to watch those two deceiving you before
your very eyes, because they knew you would not see them.
Haven't I found them in the grounds together ?-haven't I seen
them looking and smiling at each other, with you sitting by ?-

didn't I surprise Mr. Devereux giving Miss Severn a likeness in
a locket of which I know you never heard ?-.didn't he go to
see her as soon as he came back to Stansbury, before ever he
thought of coming to see you ?-wasn't she here with him all
day yesterday ?-and aren't they coming yonder together now,
walking like two snails and talking to each other? Ah, I may
be mad, or I may be malicious, but my eyes are worth some-
thing, and, as for seeing such duplicity and saying nothing, I
could have died first?"

"You had better have died first," said Mary, with a passion-
ate energy in her voice such as the other had never heard be-
fore. "It would have been bad enough to take such a story to
any one, but to bring it to me-me who am blind-oh, it is
base and cruel! But I do not believe it,'not one word of it!
Remember that. I would trust my life, my honor, my love, all
to Madeleine, and I have trusted them to Mr. Devereux. Go.
I do not wish to hear any more. You talk a great deal of
your Bible, but I wonder if you ever read it! If soit is strange
that you have forgotten that our Lord says, 'Blessed are the

15
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peace-makers,' and it follows that those must be cursed who de-
stroy peace."

"Well, upon my word," said Mrs. Ingram, rising, "if thi8 is
not thanks for doing my duty, to be told to my face that I am
cursed! Go? I should thinly I would go, and I hope-li hope
that when it is too late you n~ay remember my warning, and
blush to think how you received it."

The last words were shrill with anger; the next instant there
was the whisk of departing skirts, followed by the sharp bang.
ing of the door, and Mary was left alone with the sunshine and
the birds.

Alas! out of the sunshine had fled its warmth, out of the
notes of the birds their music. That terrible discord which one
human spirit, one human tongue, can make in human life, had
replaced the happy serenity of less than an hour before. For a
little while Mary felt stunned. What was it that had happened?
It seemed beyond realization that such a charge, against those
whom she loved best in the world, should have been brought to
her; that anybody could have been cruel enough to breathe sus-
picion into the ear of one whose eyes God had sealed. "lit is
not as if li could see for myself whether it is true or false," she
murmured with a moan, but then the generous spirit rose up
and scorned even this admission. "I do not need to see, ii
know that it is false!" she said; and as she uttered the words,
through* the open window Madeleine's sweet, gay laugh came
borne to her, together with IDevereux's voice.

She remembered then that Mrs. lingrarn had said they were
approaching. Yesterday it had been the same thing: Devereux
had met Madeleine as she was leaving Stanshury, and walked
with her to the Lodge. She had spent; the day there, superin-
tending various arrangements for the ball, and in the evening
he had accompanied her back. To Mary it had all seemed
natural and very pleasant; she was glad that those who were
so dear to her should learn to know and like each other. Now
the serpent had entered her Eden and suggested a thought
which she disowned, but could not forget.
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She was still lying in her white cashmere draperies on the
blue couch, with her face turned upward to the sunlight, when
Madeleine entered the room. The latter had knocked, but since
no voice spoke-~-for Mary did not hear-she opened the door.
It was a lovely picture which greeted her, but one which made
her heart for a moment stand stilL The doctor's warning had
never left her mind, and the immobile attitude, the hands
clasped on the breast, the fair pale face, all looked like death.
It was only for a second that the impression lasted; then, feel-
ing the draught from the door, Mary turned and spoke.

"Is that you, Madeleine?" she said. "I heard your voice
below."

"Yes, it is I," answered Madeleine, advancing. "I did not
hear you speak, so I came in. Do you know that you look like
'the lily-maid of Astolat' as you lie there? I have often felt
inclined to call you Elaine, but never so much as now."

"Do you mean I look like her after she was dead?" said
Mary, with a quickness of comprehension for which her com-
panion was not prepared. "But I should never have had my
body sent down to the palace as she did. It seemed like re-
proaching Lancelot, and it was not his fault that he did not love
her. One's own pain one cannot help, but we ~an always refrain
from giving pain to others."

"Do you think one always can?" asked Madeleine, wist-
fully. "I am not sure of that." S/se was thinking that only
the night before she had pained Lacy by failing to surrender
her own opinion in one of the discussions he had of late so often
thrust upon her.

"I mean voluntarily," said Mi~ry, with a sigh. "It is an
awful thing to cause pain voluntarily, lit seems to me I would
rather deprive any one of life than ~of the peace which makes the
best part of life."

"What has put such thoughts into your head?" said Made-
leine. "You never pained any one voluntarily. Of that I
am quite sure. And no one could be heartless enough to pain
you."
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She knelt by the couch-a very common attitude with her-.
as she spoke, but she was not prepared for the manner in which
Mary drew her cheek down till it touched her own, saying, almost

passionately, "Not you-not you! That I know I"
The day which began thus inauspiciously was that of the

ball. If consideration had obtained the least hearing in Mrs.
Ingram's mental councils, she would certainly have deferred her
warning twenty-four hours at least. But no 'thought of the
unusual excitement and fatigue which awaited Mary weighed
with her for a. moment. It may be said that she honestly be-
lieved that which she uttered, though how far dislike to Made-
leine in the first instance, and dislike to Mary's engagement in
the second, influenced her belief, is another question. There
are few who can afford to analyze their motives too closely. At
the bottom of virtuous indignation seeds of envy, jealousy, and
uncharitableness, too often lurk.

Some people may think that Mary might have dismissed
what she had heard from her mind, without giving it any
weight, or allowing it to trouble and disturb her. But the
mind is an unruly servant at best, and often refuses absolutely
to obey. With the best will in the world to the contrary, Mary
could not help being troubled and disturbed. She did not be-
lieve, but she could not forget. Her old passionate desire for
sight came back to her. "If I could only see!" she thought.

When Madeleine and Devereux spoke, she yearned to watch
their faces, to look into their eyes. It was not that she doubted
them, but she longed to be 8ure. Mrs. Ingram's tongue had
done its work: Mary's peace was slain.

To realize this, it must be understood that the pillars which
upheld her world were shaken. She had nowhere to turn, she
had no one to whom to appeal. She was left, as it were, in
darkness to wrestle single-handed with that demon of suspicion
which has poisoned many noble natures and broken many tender
hearts. "I will forget all about it," she thought; but the reso-
lution was made in vain. The old story-story familiar from
personal experience to most of us-that it is much easier to

raise a fiend than to put him down again, was exemplified here.
Poor Mary's fiend had been raised for her, but to put it down
passed her power. Yet it cannot be said too often that she dis-
believed utterly, though she could not banish from her mem-
ory, Mrs. Ingram's story. INow, and then she smiled to herself
over the folly of it. Madeleine, of all people! "Aunt Ingram
ought to have chosen a likelier heroine for her romance!" she
thought.

That those around her suspected nothing of this struggle
spoke much for the inherent strength of her nature. She was
altogether her usual self during the day, and, when Madeleine
spoke after dinner of going back to Stansbury, she said at once:

"You must take the pony-phaeton. I will not hear of such
a thing as your walking after all that you have been doing
to-day. You must be thoroughly tired. Mr. Devereux will
drive you, I am sure."

"I will take the phaeton gratefully, but I will not trouble
Mr. Devereux," answered Madeleine, before that gentleman
could express his willingness to play cavalier. "I am an ex-
cellent whip, you know, and I want to go by the mills and
speak to Basil. . I shall come back early, Mary, in order to give
a finishing touch to your toilet."

"And to receive the people," said Mary. "Don't forget
that you are to play hostess. I leave every thing to you. Be
sure to send word to Gilbert, when the phaeton returns, what
time you want the close carriage to come, for you.~~

When the phaeton appeared at the door, Devereux attended
Madeleine out and placed her in it. Then, as she gathered up
the reins, he said: "Since you are so thoroughly independent
that you will not let me drive you, I suppose we shall meet next
at the balL Will you promise me a dance, then ~ I shall need
some oasis of pleasure in the melancholy desert of boredom be-
fore me."

"Dance with you? Yes, of course-if I dance at all," an-
swered Madeleine. "But I am not sure about that. I am
tired, and I shall have a great deal to do."
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"Must I content myself with your sister?" he asked, in an
almost boyish tone of petulance.

She looked at him gravely and doubtingly. "Remember
this," she said, in a low voice-for Joe was still busy about the
horses' heads-"'it is easy Qut of mere levity and idleness to
make trouble that nothing can cure.~~

"How~ can you think such a warning necessary?" he said,
flushing under her regard. "I see I have not won your trust
even yet."

"Prove that you deserve 'it," she answered. After which-
nodding with a smile as Joe sprang to the. rumble-she drove
awa~y.

Three or four hours later it was a very charming reflection
that Miss Severn's mirror gave back, as she stood before it with
her toilet complete. Full evening-dress is like a revelation
of the beauty of some women, and though Madeleine did not
belong to this class, it enhanced her fair looks as it enhances
those of every woman who possesses any fair looks at all. Out
of diaphanous draperies of white and silver, her graceful sloping
shoulders rose, and her slender neck bore her head as a stem
bears its flower. Around this neck and on her white arms she
wore a necklace and bracelets of pearls, in an old-fashioned set-
ting-their soft, cloudy lustre harmonizing admirably with the
rest of her costume. If her face lacked color, it was hardly pos-
sible to find fault with it on that score, so delicate and refined
were the outlines, so clear the pure complexion, so limpid the
brown eyes, so flexible in their sweetness the red-yet not too
red-lips.

Her toilet made, Madeleine spent no time in "last touches,"
but having received from Ann the complimentary assurance that
she looked "almost as pretty as Miss Rosalind," she threw her
shawl over her 4arm and went to Mrs. Seven's room, where that
lady had begun her toilet.

"I am going to the Lodge now, mamma," she said. "I will
send the carriage back in about an hour for you and Basil; you
will not want it before that time?"

"No, certainly not," answered Mrs. Seven, "and that will be
early. How pretty you look, Madeleine I Your dress is a great
success, and who would fancy that you made it yourself! I won~
der what Rosalind means to wear ?-I forgot to ask her."

"Whatever she wears, Rosalind is always beautiful," said
Madeleine. "Now is there any thing I can do for you before I
go? Ann is but a clumsy lady's-maid."

"Yes, my hair," answered Mrs. Seven, helplessly, as the

small white hands that had never been accustomed to such labor,
dropped in her lap. "I cannot arrange it."

Madeleine's gloves were not yet on. She took the refrac-
tory tresses in her deft fingers-fingers good for much besides
playing sonatas-and in a few minutes the coiffure was ar-
ranged, and Mrs. Seven looked at herself and was satisfied.

This over, Madeleine went down-stairs and lingered a few
minutes with Basil, who was reading newspapers in solitary state
by the sitting-room fire. Perhaps she expected to find some one
else with him, for her glance swept round the room as she en-
tered, and an expression of disappointment came into her eyes.
She said nothing, but Basil must have divined what she was
thinking, for after he had taken her out to the carriage, seen that
she was well wrapped, and promised to change, his dress at once,
he muttered as he went back to the house, "What the devil
does Lacy mean?"

CHAPTER R I V.

"A SOUND OF REVELRY."

IT was not remarkable that out of all the invitations issued
for the ball at the Lodge, scarcely one "regret" had been re-
turned. People were not only convinced that it would be a
grand affair-f6r Miss Carlisle's wealth was popularly spoken of
as "immense "-but curiosity was also rife. Every one was
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anxious to see Mary in her capacity of hostess, and not a few
wished to observe Devereux in his new position. One or two
sentimental young ladies-a class nearly extinct in the present
day-remarked that the engagement between the young heiress
and the defeated claimant of her inheritance was "like a ro-
mance;" but the majority displayed their acute worldly wisdom
by saying that the romance was altogether one of interest.
"What will not people do for money!" they exclaimed.

When Madeleine reached the Lodge, already blazing with
lights, she was met by Jessie, who looked grave and foreboding.
"I never have liked the notion of all this to-do, Miss Madeleine,"
she observed, "and I likes it now less than ever. You take
my word, the end of it is going to be that Miss Mary will be
sick."

"I have been afraid of it myself," said Madeleine, "but
there was nothing to be done. What is the matter? Is she
not well?"

"She won't own that any thing ails her," said Jessie, "but I
know her better than she knows herself, and I see that she isn't
at her best. If you could persuade her to be quiet, Miss Made-
leine, and not excite herself to-night-"

"I will do what I can," answered Madeleine, passing up the
broad staircase. When she entered Mary's room, she found her
sitting in a chair near the toilet-table, already dressed, though
her maid was still hovering near. "Isn't she pretty, Miss Made-
leine?" said the latter, stepping back, with her head admiringly
on one side.

"Indeed she is!" answered Madeleine, coming forward.
"You are more like the 'lily-maid' than ever, Mary."

"Do I really look well ?" asked Mary. "I am so glad if it is
so-if you are not saying it merely to please me."

"I should like a picture of you just as you are," said Made-
leine. "You are lovely! Every one will tell you so. Has
Mr. Devereux come? You must go down and let him see
you.',

"I don't think he has come," said Mary, "but there is time

enough. I cannot see how you look, Madeleine," she added,
"but no doubt you are beautiful."

"I beautiful!" said Madeleine. "What an idea! I am
rather more inclined to prettiness than ugliness, but that is all
that can be said for me. Turn your head a little, Mary. Let me
give a touch to your hair. Stella has made it a trifle too fashion-
able. To such a face as yours a coiffure which is too much in the
style is not becoming."

Judicious touches reduced the fashionable appearance, and
gave more of that~simplicity which is essential to grace to the
soft masses of fair hair. A few beautiful pansies starred it here
and there. As the young heiress rose, she certainly might have
stood for a picture of Elaine-gentlest and most pathetic of mod-
ern heroines. The rich white silk which she wore clung ~to her
slender figure in the sculpturesque folds that silk of such a text-
ure naturally assumes if left to itself. The V-shaped corsage
was filled with lace, and around the arching throat ran a chain of
yellow gold, from which was suspended a cross set with brilliant
-her only ornament.

"You would make a sensation anywhere!" said Madeleine,
kissing her with delight. "Whenever you think of yourself to-
night be sure to think, 'I am looking as lovely as a woman could
possibly desire to look.' It makes one much~ mbre comfortable
to feel that one is pretty. But you must promise me not to over-
exert yourself. I am so afraid that all this will make you ill."

"I do not think so," said Mary, "but I promise to be as quiet
as possible."
* When Devereux saw her, he endorsed all that Madeleine had
said. His admiration and praise brought a tinge of color to her
cheeks, and a sense of happiness to her heart. "You are very
kind," she said, with her sweet, gracious smile. "Ifeel now as
if I could face the people who are coming without shrinking very
much and feeling that they will pity you.~~

"Pity me!" ~ie repeated. "What do you mean by such an
expression? How could any one in his senses pity me, who
am far luckier than I deserve to be?"
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"You know what I mean," she said. "Are not those
carriage-wheels? I suppose the people are beginning to
come."

She was right. The people were beginning to come. Carriage
after carriage crashed along the gravel-drive, and deposited its
freight before th~ door, out of which streamed a flood of light.
Party after party entered the spacious drawing-rooms, now
thrown into one, and were received by Mrs. Ingram or Madeleine,
in the name of the young hostess. Everybody agreed that
"things were beautiful." The floors were waxed to the smooth-
ness and almost to the slipperiness of ice; flowers were every-
where in abundance, the band in the conservatory were playing
that enchanting dance-music which makes the soberest pulses
tingle, and the staidest feet stir.

The rooms were well filled before the Champion party ar-
rived. They were among the number of tliose who were taken
at once to Mary, and with a light, perfumy kiss, Rosalind made
her graceful acknowledgments for the compliment paid her.
Champion made his less gracefully, but perhaps more sincerely,
while his wife turned with a smile to Devereux.

"It has been a long time since we met," she said. "I am
glad to see you again."

"And I am glad to have the opportunity to offer my con-
gratulations on your change of name and state," answered he,
bowing over the daintily-gloved hand which she extended. "May
I be permitted to say that matrimony seems to agree with you?
I never saw you looking better."

"Thanks-I am very well indeed," she answered, with a deep-
ening flush on her cheek, a brighter lustre in her eyes, for she
knew that "better" stood for "more beautiful."

"Will you give me a place on your ball-book for old ac-
quaintance' sake?" he asked then-thinking, as he had often
thought before, that it would be difficult to find a more exquisite
face, or a manner more full of arch coquetry.

"My ball-book is void of engagements as yet," said she,'
handing it to him. "So you can take your choice of the dances."

I
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"I will be moderate," he answered, scribbling his name down
for a quadrille and a waltz.

After a few more words, Rosalind floated away on her hus-
band's arm-dazzlingly lovely in salmon-pink, point-lace, and
diamonds. A little later, Miss Champion came up to speak to
Mary. She wore a rose-colored silk that lit up her brunette
complexion admirably, but was regarded with disgust by Rosa-
lind, because it "killed" the delicate tint of her dress. "You
must not come near ~ she had said. " We cannot even dance
in the same set. Our dresses swear at each other horribly."

"Mine makes yours look fade, but yours does not harm
mine," said Miss Champion, complacently.

This young lady was leaning on Basil's arm when she ap-
peared. He had been waiting for her at the foot of the- stair-

case as she descended from the dressing-room, and' in this way
secured the honor of sharing the sensation which her appear-
ance created. A woman to make a sensation in a ballroom was
Miss Champion-a woman fitted to shine by gas-light and utterly
eclipse fairer beauties. Besides, she was an heiress, and-now
that Rosalind was married-pre~minently the belle of Stausbury.

On her ball-book Mr. Devereux-mindful that Mary had
begged him to do all he could to make the entertainment a suc-
cess-also had the honor of inscribing his name. He did not
ask for more than one set, having long since discovered that the
best point of the "fair Odalisque" was her appearance, and
owning a mild partiality, as he now and then remarked, for a
woman with a little sense.

Fortunately for Miss Champion's empire, few. men shared
this uncommon taste. "By Jove, what a splendid-looking
woman!" they said to one another, as she swept down the room.
Strangers (of whom there were a few) asked to be presented, old
acquaintances begged for a dance. She was soon holding a court
at one end of the ballroom-admirers thronging round her, her
eyes like stars, her color rivaling the roses in her hair, her white
teeth flashing, her empty laugh sounding continually, her fan
in constant motion. It w~Cs impossible to deny that her manners
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were a trifle "loud," but what else could be expected? She had
been out in the world, and formed them on the most approved
models.

In this manner Lacy found her when he sauntered up pres-
ently., "What have you kept for me?" he askedtaking her
ball-book, and glancing over it.

"Two waltzes," answered she, pointing to them. "That is,
you may have them if you like. If not-"

"There are plenty of other candidates for them, I do not
doubt," said he, coolly. "I will take them with thanks, and this
redowa down here, and-this unengaged lancers, though I de-
test quadrilles as a rule."

"Are you crazy?" demanded she, in. a tone indicating any
thing rather than displeasure. "Do you think I shall let you
monopolize my ball-book in that fashion? You shall h~ive your
two waltzes and no more.~~

I' Too late, ma belle!" said he. "My name is down for the
others, and if you give them to any one else, I shall have a fair
excuse to challenge the fortunate man."

He returned the ball-book, bowed, and passed away. It was
one of his arrogant peculiarities-well known in Stausbury
society-never to share a divided attention, and Miss Champion
was not surprised, therefore, to see him go. She meant to give
him the dances he wanted-and any thing else to which he had a
mind-but she did not say so, being of the opinion that, in order
to render a favor valuable, it should be reluctantly granted.

"Mr. Laoy is frightfully spoiled," she said to her court. "He
believes that he has only to ask and to receive! Upon my word,
ii think his self-conceit needs a lesson."

"Is that Mr. Lacy the poet?" asked a stranger standing by
a gentleman whom one of the Stansbury families had brought

in their train. "I have felt a great curiosity to see him. I think
he promises to be the Morris of America."

Miss Champion turnj3d her starry eyes on the speaker. She
had the faintest possible idea of any thing concerning the author
of "The Earthly Paradise," but she kaew that a compliment to
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Lacy was intended, and in that moment she decided to keep
him in her train as much as possible during the evening. Mr.
Lacy the poet! The words had a sweet sound in her ears. Not
that she had abstractly any liking for poetry; but she admired
whatever commanded social homage and respect.

When the first quadrille was forming on the floor, Lacy went
up to Madeleine. She had been so occupied, that he had not,
before this, been able to do more than merely exchange a greet-
ing, and utter a gracious approval of her costume. Now he
made his appearance, with the air of one ready for the sacrifice.

"You intend to dance, do you not?" he said, offering his
arm. "I presume I may have the pleasure-"

"You mean the boredom," she interrupted, with a smile.
"No, I will not immolate you on the altar of duty. 1 have
promised this set-the first, isn't it ?-to Mr. Devereux."

"Indeed 1" said Lacy. He opened his eyes in sudden and
not well-pleased surprise. A slight of any kind was something
quite new to him-and from Madeleine! He recovered himself
in a minute, but she saw that he was vexed. "I suppose you
mean this for a rebuke," he said. "No doubt I should have
asked you when I first came in if you would dance with me, but
I took it for granted the first set was mine.

"I could not know that you had taken it for granted," she
answered, gently, "but I assure you the idea of a rebuke did
not occur to me. Before you came Mr. Devereux asked me to.
dance this set with him, and .1 promised to do so.~ Yonder he
comes now! Will you have the next?"

"I am engaged for the next," he replied, and turned away.
He cared nothing about the dance-quadrilles always bored
him-but he was in a chronic state of discontent with Made-
leine, and every trifle added to the feeling.

While the music was swelling out on the air and the
dancers were "dancing in tune," he betook himself to Mary
Carlisle, who, sitting in an alcove-.

"Like some marble saint, niched in cathedral-wall,"

was talking to two or three of her elder guests. It chanced that
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it had been some time since, she met him last, but with the
quick memory of the blind she recognized his voice at once,
and made way for him on the seat by her side.

am glad that you have come to talk to me, Mr. Lacy,"
she said, kindly; "but do you not dance? You must not let
me detain you if you have any engagement-"

"1 have none at all," he answered. "I am not fond of
dancing for dancing's sake, though I meant to tread this meas-
ure with Madeleine; but she has thrown me over for Mr. Deve-
reux."

"Madeleine thrown you over!" said Mary. "I cannot im-
agine that."

"It surprised me," returned he, candidly, "but it is true.
No doubt she has made a good exchange. I am rather out of
sorts, and Mr. Devereux seems very fascinating."

"Why should you. be out of sorts?" asked Mary, with the
simple directness which characterized her. She looked grave,
and his last words brought neither smile nor blush to her face.
She lowered her voice a little. Those around were talking
among themselves-comparing opinions of the toilets in the
shifting throng before them-and the music was pealing over
all. "You have every thing, it seems to me, that any one
could ask," she went on-" youth, talents, reputation and-
Madeleine."

"Did it never st4ke you that it is very easy to sum up our
neighbor's blessings and prove entirely to our own satisfaction
that he ought to be the happiest dog in the world?" asked
Lacy, with a strain of bitterness in his voice which her ear was
quick enough to detect. "Personal discussions are never in
good taste, or I might convince you that I do not in reality pos-
sess one of the things you have enumerated."

"Not even Madeleine?" asked she, in amazement.
The devil surely prompted Lacy when he answered, "Not

even Madeleine. An engagement is an uncertain thing at best
-and ours is peculiarly uncertain because my prospects are so
indefinite. I have suffered a heavy loss lately, and the reputa-

tion of which you spoke does not help me much. Then I am
conscious of-of a change in Madeleine. Don't think that I
mention it to complain. It is of course not her fault that she
has seemed to drift away from me in sympathy of late."

The question "How?" was quivering on Mary's lips, when
one of those interruptions occurred which count so heavily in
the sum of human vexations.

"My dear Mary," said Mrs. Seven's placid tones, "here is
an old friend of your father's who wishes to know you-Mr.
Heriot. He happened to be in Stansbury, and came with Colo-
nel Mitchell; feeling sure you would be glad to receive him."

"And remembering that when I saw you last, I had the
pleasure of holding you on my knee," said Mr. Heriot-a frank,
middle-aged gentleman-taking the blind girl's hand, and gaz-
ing with compassionate interest on her face.

She responded with her usual gentle courtesy, while Lacy-
relapsing into boredorn-re~igucd hi~ place to Mr. Heriot and
strolled away. He would probably. have been surprised if any
one had indicated to him the mischief which he had worked hr
these few minutes, but there are few things from which we need
pray more earnestly to be delivered than from the consequences
of our idle words.

After the ball fairly opened, dance followed dance in quick
succession. Madeleine waltzed once with Lacy-with no one
else'-and walked through two or three more quadrilles. Rosa-
lind, meanwhile, in brilliant beauty divided the homage of the
room with her handsome sister-in-law. Had it been before her
marriage she would have monopolized public attention, but mar-
ried belles belong to an order of civilization which had not yet
reached Stausbury. I am compelled to say, however; that there
was much of the old spice of coquetry in Mrs. James* Champi-
on's manner when Devereux claimed her hand for the first of
the dances for which she was engaged to him. As they took
their places in the set-with due care that Miss Champion~ s
rose-colored dress was not near the salmon-pink-she handed
her ball-book to him.
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"See there!" she said, with a laugh, indicating the waltz
for which he had written his name. Through it, and all the
other round dances, a broad black pencil-mark was drawn. "Mr.
Champion has had my book for revision, you perceive," she
added, as Devereux glanced up interrogatively. "That is what
comes of giving a man a right to regulate one's actions and cur-
tail one's enjoyments. Oh, miserable fate to be a woman! You
ought to imitate the Mussulmans who thank God that they are
neither women nor dogs."

"You must forgive m& if I cannot sympathize with you,"
said Devereux. "I have always thought that I agreed with the
Frenchman who said he should like to be a woman till he was
thirty-a beautiful woman, of course, understood. And I can-
not blame Mr. Champion very much, though he has deprived
me of a great pleasure. In his place I should probably act as
he has done. Nothing is more strong in man's nature than the
instinct of monopoly."

"Oh, that is all very fine," said Rosalind, whose annoyance
was greater than she cared to show, "but it is not you who are
condemned to these stupid things "(quadrilles evidently meant),
"with such music and such a floor! I must go away before the
German. I cannot sit by and see that! Gordon Lacy always
leads it, and I suppose he will ask Helen to dance with him.
Pray, observe the difference between a sister and a wife. James
cannot make her give up round-dancing."

"And this is the only dance you can give me, then?" said
Devereux, looking again at the ball-book. "I see your list of
engagements is complete."

"I am sorry that I cannot give you any other dance," she
replied. "But there is our waltz. If you care to come and
bear me company, we may take an ice while it is going on, and
my feelings need not be hopelessly lacerated. We have not met
in so long, and I have several things to say to you."

"I shall come with pleasure," said he, wondering a little
what was the meaning of this, and what Madeleine might think.

So when the others were floating over the polished floor to

~he strains of the sweet Strauss music, Mr. Devereux made his
way to where Mrs. James Champion sat surrounded by two or
three gentlemen. Her husband was not among them-for she
had persuaded him to go and play whist; by no means a diffi-
cult task, since he liked whist exceedingly, and altogether ab-
jured dancing. When Devereux drew near, she rose, took his
arm, and bending her head gracefully to the others in a manner
~hicli signified, "I have an engagement," moved away.

To this same waltz-music, meanwhile, Miss Champion was
floating round the room on Lacy's arm. He was the best
waltzer in Stansbury, and she liked dancing with him on that
account, but if he had been the worst she would probably also
have liked it-conscious that all eyes were upon them, an dpeo-
ple were remarking to one another the devotion of her compan-
ion. It was a trifle altogether beneath her consideration that
among these eyes were those of the woman to whom he was en-
gagedand of the man whom she had induced to believe that she
would some day marry him.

The latter felt a growing conviction of his own infatuation as
he watched the flying pair, and the perfumes, the lights, the
whole bright scene, seemed to him full of weariness and depres-
sion. His heart was sore with pain as he stood, talking to a
pretty chestnut-haired girl-a new ddutante-who was telling
him how much she liked the convent-school from which she had
just returned. "I have to thank Miss Madeleine for having
been'sent there," she was saying. "Mamma said she could not
ask any thing better than the school that had formed her. Some
of the sisters reminded me of her-they have such sweet, gentle
manners. And they all remember her so well! I must go to see
bQr and deliver all the messages with which they charged me.~'

"She will be very glad to see you," said Basil, looking at
Madeleine with a glance of pride in his honest eyes. He could
not help wondering, as she moved here and there, playing her
part of deputy-hostess with the manner of which his companion
spoke, what she~ thought of Lacy's conduct. If it cost her a.
pang, the fair, brave face kept its own secret. It may seem

349
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strange, perhaps, to those who are accustomed to think oniy of
themselves, but Madeleine was at that moment wondering how
Basil bore Helen Champion's reckless flirtation.

After a while he left the room, and then she made her way
through the crowd and followed him, touching his arm with her
fan when she found him at the open hall-door. He started when
he turned and saw her standing byhis side in her gauzy dress
of white and silver.

"What are you doing here?" he said. "Don't you know
you are too lightly clad for~ this draught? I came for a little
fresh air."

"And I to speak to you," said she. "Do you know where
Rosalind is? Have you seen her lately?"

"No, not particularly lately. Why do you ask? She is en-
joyingherself~ you may be sure, wherever she is."

"That is very likely," answered Madeleine, a little dryly,
* but whether her husband would approve of her mode of enjoy-

ment is another question. I saw her enter that alcove behind
the conservatory some time ago with Mr. Devereux, and I have
not seen either of them since. Please go and find them, and
send Aim to me."

" You talk as if Iwasapolicenian," said Basil. "But if I
can find them, and if either of them is to be sent to you, I think
it better be Rosalind. Flirtation before marriage was bad
enough, but flirtation after-.--"

"No," she said, with a quick gesture of dissent, "I don't
want to see Rosalind. There is no good in it. I can make no
impression on her whatever; but on Mr. Devereux I think I can.
Send him to me. I am going to the library."

CHAPTER V.

"EVIL IS WROUGHT BY WANT OF THOUGHT."

BASIL departed on his errand, and found the two culprits
where Madeleine had supposed they would be found, in an alcove~
next the conservatory. It was unquestionably a charming nook
for flirtation. Flowing curtains of silk and lace gave partial se-
clusion, a large window overlooking the greenhouse opened
down to the floor, and a scent of orange-blossoms came in with
the cadenced rise and fall of music. Bosalind was a fit goddess
for such a scene. No artist could have desired a prettier picture
to illustrate a society-idyl than she made leaning back in a lux-
urious chair, with her delicate silken draperies sweeping the
floor, and a glass of water-ice in her hand. Immediately in front
of her Devereux was sitting-on the low ledge of the open
window, with the glossy leaves of an orange-tree, laden with
fruit and blossoms, touching the back of his head. He looked
lazily amused and content. What man owning his tastes and
habits would not have been, with so fair a face before him, and
the music of so gay a tongue in his ears?

On this pleasant scene Basil broke somewhat like the polic&.
man to whom he had likened himself. In the opening of the
curtains his tall figure appeared, and his voice when he spoke
was so cold that it sounded unlike itself.

am glad to find you, Rosalind," he said. " Your partner
for the next set is looking for you "-this was quite true, he had
met that neglected person in crossing the room-" and one or
two people have asked me where you were.~~

"And you have taken the trouble to search for me on their
behalf?" asked Rosalind, arching her brows. "Thank you very
much, but I am very comfortable and do not think I shall dance
any more just now."

She evidently did not mean to stir, her face said so as plainly
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as her voice-and Basil therefore was forced to fire his second
shot.

"You must allow me to take charge of you, then," he said,
"for I have been also commissioned to find Mr. Devereux.-My
sister," be added, turning to that gentleman, "asked me to tell
you th~it she wishes to see you. She is in the library."

Devereux rose at once-rose with an alacrity which surprised
and displeased Rosalind, since nothing piques a woman more
than for a man to show that he is willing to leave her society.
"In that case," he said, "if Mrs. Champion will excuse me-"

"Oh, certainly! "answered Mrs. Champion, retaining self-
command enough to smile. "I cannot expect you to disregard
such a summons."

He only answered by a bow, and passed out of the alcove,
leaving her in the enviable position of being t~te4t~te with'her
own brother. The latter sat down on the vacated window.
ledge and looked straight into the lustrous eyes before him.

"See here Rosalind," he said, gravely, "this will not do!
Coquetry before marriage is no credit to a woman, but after
marriage it is a disgrace. If you imagine that Champion will
tolerate such conduct, you know him less than you might.
Take my advice: stop in time, before you shipwreck your hip.
pines and his trust in you."

"What perfect nonsense!" cried Rosalind, angrily. "Stop
in time indeed! Wiat is there to stop? I I~ever heard before
that it was coquetry to go into a cool place to eat a water4ce.
Oh, how full the wotld is of prudish, uncharitable people! I will
venture any thing thaV Madeleine sent you here to say this."

" She did nothing of the kind," returned her brother sternly.
"What I have said has been altogether unprompted. You may
make what evasions you like, you know that you came here to
flirt, or 'try to flirt, with Devereux; but I warn you that if you
do not wish to cause such mischief as many a weak, volatile
woman has caused before, mischief that an angel could not heal,
you had better not play with edged tools. Now I think you
should go back to the ballroom."
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"There is undoubtedly no inducement to remain here," said
Rosalind, rising and shaking out her train.

In the ballroom she soon met her disconsolate partner, and
Basil was released, to find his way to Miss Champion's side.
lie had danced with her only once-the first quadrille-and he
now came to claim the next set, which chanced to be the lancers
for which Lacy had expressed a desire.

"I am sorry, Mr. Sevenn" said Miss Champion, whose head
was by this time completely turned with incense and flattery,
"but I am engaged for the lancers."

"Engaged!" repeated Basil. "Certainly you are engaged,
t6 me! Excuse my persistence, but I asked the dance early in*
the evening."

"You did not write your name on my tablets, then,'~' 'said
s~ie, looking annoyed, "and I cannot be expected to carry such
things in my memory. Indeed, I make it a rule to give a dance
only to the person whose name is down for it."

"I shall not ask you to break your rule on my account,"
answered he, a little haughtily. "But may I be permitted to
inquire whose name is on your tablets?"

She blushed crimson, she could not help it, but her eyes met
his defiantly. '~ Mr. Lacy's," she replied.

"Are you in earnest?" asked Basil. Such an answer
seemed to him almost incredible. "Do you really mean that you
will refuse this dance to me in order to give it to Lacy, with
whom you have already danced oftener than with any one else?"

The black eyes flashed. Miss Champion had the temper
which usually accompanies orbs of that color.~ "I mean," re-
plied she, emphatically, "that I will dance with whom I please,
without submitting to dictation from any one."

"Pardon me," said Basil," but if you think that I wished to
dictate, you are mistaken: I only wished to understand. I
comprehend now thoroughly, and I have the honor to wish you
good-evening."

He drew back-never had she seen him look so nearly hanck
some, or so absolutely haughty-bowed, and turned away. At



that moment he was almost a free man. The beauty which had
enthralled him seemed to vanish, and the dwarfed, misshapen
soul looked at him out of those "midnight eyes" which Lacy
had rhymed. "It is over!" he said to himself. "If I go back
to her again, it must be because she sends for me, and that is
not likely."

While this little scene was in progress, Devereux made his
way to the library, where Basil had told him that he would find
Madeleine. He smiled a little as he did so, smiled at himself
for the pleasure he felt in 'being so summoned, an*d at the curi-
ous sense of detected guilt which accompanied him. "How
can I make her understand that1 it was not my fault 1" he
thought.

By what he felt to be a fortunate chance, he found her alone.
All the straggling couples who at intervals during the evening
had wandered into the library for flirtation or cards, were hap-
pily returned to the ballroom, and she was sitting by the fire-
rather in the shade, yet with enough light falling over her to
show that she looked pale and weary.

He advanced and stood before her, gazing down into the
eyes which were uplifted to him with a very reproachful expres-
sion. "You sent for me?" he said.

"Yes, I sent for you," she. answered. "You will forgive
the liberty, will you not? There seemed no other way of end-
ing what should never have been begun. And yet this after-
noon you told me to trust you !"

"I tell you so again, he answered, smiling at her tone.
'Why will you not believe that there is nothing which could
tempt me to deserve your distrust?"

"That is easily said, and no doubt you mean it, but, though
you may not intend harm, you may make harm. Do you under-
stand the distinction?"

"Perfectly, but I must say once more that you misjudge me.
To make harm, one must be either weak or badly-intentioned.
I do not' think that I am either."

"I do not believe that you are badly-intentioned," said she,

looking at him steadily, "but I am not sure about the other. I
am inclined to think that you are weak-in a certain way, that is."

"Thank you for the qualification," said he, flushing a little
-for who likes to be called weak ?-yet still smiling at the can-
dor and simplicity of her manner.

"I mean," she went on, "that you have probably always
been accustomed to doing that which was most pleasant-and it
never occurs to you to resist an agreeable temptation."

"In other words, you think me a hopeless epicurean."
"Not exactly: I only think that you regard your own amuse-

ment as of more importance than any probable consequences."
"You could not believe any thing much worse of me," said

he~ Then he drew a chair in front of her and sat down.
"Come, let us reason about it. I do not think I have a great
deal 6f vanity, but I cannot submit to such shameful injustice.
May I speak to you frankly ?-may I tell you exactly how it
chanced that I was found by your brother in such a suspicious
position?"

"Yes," she answered, "you may speak as frankly as you
like."

"Then I am compelled to' say that it was by Mrs. Cham-
pion's own reqi~iest that we went into that alcove to take a
water-ice. I feared at the time that you might think I had
forgotten, your warning of the afternoon, but what could I do?"

She fixed on him the grave, gentle, brown eyes, which he
knew so well, and propounded this leading question, "Were
you not willing to go?"

He shrugged his shoulders. "Willing-yes. Anxious-no.
Mrs. Champion is a very beautiful woman, but (apart from her
beauty) she is not a woman whom I admire or like. I hope you
will pardon this candor-I am constrained to it in self-defense."

"Yet," said Madeleine, with a flash of sudden indignation,
"you have flirted with her in the past, and are ready to flirt
with her in the future 1,'

"Again permit me to say-no. I have flirted in the past,
perhaps-though never to the degree of which you once accused
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me-but with regard to the future, I know whereof I speak
when IL say that nothing could induce me to do the same thing
again. I suspect more than I care to tell you of the part which
Mrs. Champion played, or desired to play, While she was yet
MissEosalind Severn."

Madeleine knew what he meant, but her lips were sealed.
How was it possible for her to deny that Rosalind had indeed
played a most unworthy part? Afker a short pause, he went
on, with a tone of subdued eagerness in his voice:

"I wish most earnestly' that you would trust me! I wish
you would believe that not only is my honor bound in a manner
which would of itself make me abstain from such idle folly-folly
often ending, as I am well aware, in grievous harm-but you
have more influence over me than you know. I could not vol-
untarily do any thing to lower myself in your esteem, or which
would cause you pain and uneasiness."

"You are very good to think of me," said Madeleine, sur-
prised and touched. She looked at him with something of grati
tude in her kind, sweet glance. It did not occur to her for a
moment to suspect that be might be paying merely an empty
compliment. There was no suggestion of flirtation in the eyes
meeting her own, and the sincerity of the last w6rds was almost
passionate.

"Think of you!" he repeated. "How can I help-" Then
he stopped short. There was another pause. Across the hail,
the swell of music came borne, together with the tread of dan
cing feet. How many of the tragedies of life occur in just such
scenes! This was not a tragedy, but at that moment a truth
which he had suspected, but not before known, came and stared
Devereux in the face. It was a revelation, and not a pleasant
one. Boys and girls like to play at love, to nurse sentiment and
encourage fancy, but men and women who have been scorched
by the fires of passion, and to, whom experience has taught the
almost 'overwhelming might of this tyrant of human nature,

~.. shrink away from that which brings little pleasure to recompense
much suffering.
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"But you should not think of me," said Madeleine, after a
moment "ii mean that I am of small importance in your life.
You should do right for the sake of right. You should think of
your own honor and of Mary's trust."

"I do think of these things," he answered, in a low tone.
Was he not, it~deed, thinking of them at that moment?

"Then it seems to me," Madeleine went on, with the bravery
which sometimes made her say and do things that no on&else
could have attempted, "that if IL were a man, I should scorn to
lead a woman into folly. The best of chivalry is not only that
which defends the weak from others, but from themselves. A
gentleman should be a knight, and we know to what they pledged
themselves."

He looked up-the soft, brown eyes were shining like ~tars
out of her fair, pale face. Gentle thoughts, noble impulses-are
they not flowers of the soul? And sometimes we see and feel
their beauty, which is greater by far than any beauty of flesh
and blood.

It has been said that under all his laissez-faire indifference,
Devereux veiled a nature originally prone to impulses. One of
these impulses carried him away on its tide now. He took Made-
leine's hand and kissed it. "If I am ever a knight," he said,
"you will be my inspiration."

The tone was more significant than the words, and made his
listener draw back with a dignity all her own. "You have for-
gotten the motto of the knights," she said. "It was 'God and
Our Lady.' The best of them had no mortal for an inspiration.
If you cannot aim so high, at least remember that, speaking for
this world, a gentleman's best inspiration is his honor."

"Surely you do not think that I am likely to forget it?" he
said, with a pained look on his face.

"No," she answered, kindly. "I am sure you never will: I
am sure you will remember-all that you ought. I only feared
you might be thoughtless. That was all."

"You must not think better of me than I deserve," he said,
after a moment's silence. "I have no fixed ideas or principles

16
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of any kind-one feels no need of them, you know, in such a life
as I have lived. There is only one thing about which I have
ever troubled myself, and that is-my honor. I could not readi-
ly support the idea that in any way I had forfeited that."

'~ No6lesse obl41e I" said Madeleine, smiling. "Whoever
feels that, is not likely to go very far wrong."

He looked at her, but did not answer immediately. There
was a subtle sense of sympathy and comprehension between
them which he felt to be very pleasant. He said to himself, "If
only it could last! "-but who does not know that the happy
hours of life end quickly, while the sad ones are leaden-footed?

This hour ended while the reflection was in his mind. Mrs.
Ingram's pearl-gray moire and uncheerful face suddenly appeared
at the door. "Oh-you are here, Miss Madeleine !" she said.
"I thought perhaps it was Mary. Do you know where she
is?"

"I have not seen her for some time," answered Madeleine.
"Is she not in the drawing-room?"

"Not anywhere at all," answered Mrs. Ingram in a porten-
tous tone. "I will send up-stairs and see if she is there. I'm
afraid something may be the matter. She hasn't looked well
this hour or two past."

"I will go and see if she is up-stairs," said Madeleine, rising
quickly.

She passed out of the room, crossed the hall, and sped up-
stairs-vaguely uneasy, though she knew that Mrs. Ingram be-
longed to a class characterized by Jessie as croakerss."

Miss Carlisle's chamber-door was closed. Madeleine knocked,
but no answer came. She turned the handle, but the door re-
sisted her efforts. Plainly it-was locked.

Her surprise and alarm were great, as she stood for a mo-
ment motionless. No one but Mary could possibly have locked
the door, and why did not Mary give some sign of being within?
She knocked again, and called her name, buf there was no reply.
Again, and yet again, with the same result. Then, full of con-
sternation, yet resolved to make no scene, she turned and
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ran down-stairs. After all, she thought, Mary might not be
within-she would go and look for her.

At the Loot of the staircase she found Devereux-evidently
waiting for her. Thoroughly as she commanded herself he
knew in an ir~stant from her face that all was not well. "What
is the matter.?" he asked, quickly. "Is Mary ill ?"

"I have not found her," Madeleine answered. "She is not
in her room-at least the door is locked, and although II knocked
several times there was no reply. She must be down-stairs some-
where. Go and look through the drawing-rooms and conserva-
tory, while I go to the dining-room a4ld see if Jessie knows any
thing about her. It is foolish to be alarmed, but Mrs. Ingram is
such a prophet of evil that she startles one."

He required no second bidding, but entered the drawing-
rooms at once, while Madeleine, on her part, went to the dining-
room, where the beautiful though much-demolished supper-table
stood. She found Jessie in a tempest of indignant sorrow over
a fruit-stand of Bohemian glass, whjch had just been broken.
To her careful soul the accident was a terrible one, but she
forgot it altogether when she heard Madeleine's question:
Did she know where Mary was ? - and why was her door
locked?

"Is her door locked?" Jessie asked, in immediate trepida-
tion. "She's up there-that I know. I saw her cross the hall
and go up-stairs some little time ago. I noticed it, because she
was all by herself, and Ii thought that was queer; but I was too
busy to go and see about her. I wish now I had! It would
have been better to have had every piece of glass in the house
broken, than to have let Miss Mary want for any thing."

"T don't know that she ha~ wanted for any thing," said
Madeleine. "Why should she? Her bell has plainly not been
touched, for yonder is Stella; but you had better come up with
me, Jessie."

"Of course I'm coming," said Jessie, leaving the Bohemian
ware and cut-glass to its fate.

In the hall they met Devereux. He shook his head. ~" She
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is not to be found anywhere here," he said. "She must be up.
stairs." -

"We are going to. sue," answered Madeleine.
"I will come, too," he said.

one demurred, and he accompanied them to the upper
story. Mary's door was still locked, and no word came from
within. Jessie waited a moment to ascertain this fact, after
which she said, "I'm going through my room, Miss Madeleine.
It's not likely she has locked that door."

"Oh, how stupid of me!" cried Madeleine. "I forgot your
room altogether. Certainly we can go that way."

Leaving Devereux where he was, she followed Jessie down
a side corridor to the head of the private staircase. Here was
the room of the latter-assigned to her in order that she might
be near her young mistress. She led the way through to a
door which opened into Miss Carlisle's dressing-room. It was
unlocked, as also the door between the dressing-room and
chamber.

Entering the last, Madeleine found h~r fears realized. In
the deep arm-chair near the toilet-table, where she had sat a
few hours before for her hair to be arranged, Mary was sitting
now-or, rather, lying-in a dead faint.

CHAPTER VI.

~~WHEN THE ~AMP IS SHATTERED."

IT was not long after this before the house-lately blazing
with light, and echoing with mirth and music-was silent and
empty, save for its usual inmates, together with the doctor and
Devereux. Fortunately, the former had been among the guests,
and when he was summoned in haste to Mary's chamber, the
rumor spread-all in an instant, as it were-no man being able
to tell where it originated-that she was dead. The German

broke up in dismay, people flocked up-stairs by scores, but no
one was allowed to enter the room of the young mistress of the
house. Jessie met them in the hall, told them that she had
merely fainted-probably from fatigue-and sent them down
again. After this followed demands for* cloaks and carriages.
In less than an hour the last equipage had rolled away.

Basil remained to the last, saw the musicians depart, and the
lights all out. Then he sent for Madeleine, and asked if there
was any thing he could do, and, finding that there was nothing,
took his departure for a few hours' sleep, promising to be back
early in the morning.

"Don't hasten back under the impression that you can do
any thing," said Madeleine. "I see that it will be the old story.
Mary has recovered from her swoon, but she is suffering with
dreadful paroxysms of heart-disease."

It was the old story. Terrible suffering came on as soon
as Miss Carlisle recovered from unconsciousness-indeed, she
opened her eyes with a great gasp of agony. Neither the doc-
tor, .nor Jessie, nor yet Madeleine, was surprised. They had
expected much such a finale. Yet it was a strange ending
-this vigil by a bed of pain-4o the night which had begun so
differently for them. Among these watchers, it may be remarked
that Mrs. Ingram was distinguished by her absence. She retired
to her couch, while Devereux solaced his anxieties by a cigar,
as he sat alone in the library and watched the lightning in the
east, which showed the coming of the winter dawn. The morn-
ing star rose radiantly-rose with a splendor which fascinated
even his indifferent eyes-the glory of sunrise filled the whole
eastern horizon, and finally the sun himself appeared, and sent
his red lances over the earth.

Then the gazer by the library-window rose also-somewhat
listlessly-and, opening the sash, walked out into the- sharp,
frosty air. The morning was like a flawless crystal in its clear-
ness and brightness. It revived him more than any thing else
possibly could have done. The lassitude of watching passed
away; his spirits regained their elasticity. "A walk will help

c
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me," he said. "I shall go into Stausbury, change my dress, and
be -back before any one here is aware that it is day."

An hour later he had not yet returned, when Madeleine
stood in the library with the doctor, and listened with a White
face while he told her that Mary's illness was fatal. "Ii do not
say t~iat she will die at once," he added; "she may linger for
days,. and even weeks, but there is no hope of recovery. The
organic disease has greatly increased since I examined her heart
the last time. I have feared during the last few hours that she
would die in every paroxysm. If you wish to satisfy yourself
by calling in another physician-.."

"Do as you think best," said Madeleine. She spoke like
one stunned: she could scarcely understand: she could not at
all realize. "Mary has all confidence in your skill," she said,
"and so have I, but 0 doctor"-she held out her hands with
a gesture so imploring that it was almost passionate-.." do you
mean that there is no hope?"

The doctor took the hands and wrung them hard. His own
eyes were moist, for he bad known Mary from her infancy.
"God knows," he said, "that I would willingly believe other-
wise, and still more willingly keep the truth from you, if there
was any good in doing so-but there is none. A terrible ordeal
is before you, and you are not like other women. To know the
worst is not, with you, to shrink from it."

"You don't know-you don't know! "said Madeleine, broken-
ly. "I have never been tried like this before. I have never had
to stand by and see one whom I loved-O doctor! is it true?
Do you mean that Mary will die?"

Her lips faltered over the last word. She broke down, and,
with a great sob of tearless grief, sank on the sofa and turned her
face away from the light.

"Poor child!" said the doctor. Then he walked away-
walked to the window through which Devereux had passed out.
It did not seem strange to him that this burden should fall on
Madeleine, for he recognized, like every one else, that she was
made to bear burdens, but he wondered a little where was the

man to whom Mary was engaged, and how he would bear the
blow which threatened to wrest from him all that he had schemed
to win. It will be perceived from this that Dr. Arthur shared
the opinion of the rest of Stansbury with regard to Devereux's
interested motives.

Only a minute or two passed in silence while he stood with
his hands in his pockets and his brow slightly corrugated, con-
sidering these things. Then Madeleine rose and came to his side
-the early sunlight falling over her face and showing the great
change that even a few hours had wrought in it. She touched
his arm, and, when he turned, lifted her eyes-ringed already by
dark circles-with the mute look of suffering in their depths,
which is never to be mistaken and difficult to be forgotten.

"If it is true," she said, "if there is no hope, Mary must
know."

"Mtist know!" repeated Dr. Arthur, tak~n greatly by sur-
prise. "Good Heavens, Miss Severn! you surely don't consider
what you are saying? I did not expect such a proposal. From
a medical point of view nothing is worse, nothing is more ill-
judged, or more certain to work ill-results than to let a patient
suspect her danger."

"From a medical point of view, perhaps people have not souls
to be saved," said Madeleine, quietly, "but from a Christian
point of view they have. Besides, I am bound by a promise to
Mary. Long ago she begged me to be with leer when-when
the end came, and not to let her die in ignorance.

Dr. Arthur shrugged his holdersr. Like many of his pro-
fession, he thought it great folly of people to want to know
when they were going to die. It agitated their minds, dis-
turbed the effect of the medicines, made unpleasant scenes, and al-
together was not nearly so convenient as when they were content
to pass quietly away, in that ignorance which the medical mind
esteems desirable, to wake-like many others, he never troubled
himself to consider where. In fact, if he had been closely interro-
gated, some of his patients might have been shocked to find that he
did not think them exceedingly likely to wake anywhere at all.
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"You must do as you like, of course," he said, a little stiffly,
"but I warn you that the consequences may be very serious."

"Whatever they are, she must know the truth," said Made.
leine in a tone which, together with the firmness of her lips and
the steady light in her eyes, showed that no warning would alter
her resolution.

The doctor reflected for a minute. Then he said reluctantly;
"Perhaps in the case of one who possesses such a property as
hers, it might be well to give her an opportunity to put her af-
fairs in order. But do not be precipitate. So far as I can judge,
there is no danger of immediate death. I will bring Dr. Thorn-
ton this morning, and we will make a thorough examination of
the heart. If you will allow me to suggest, would it not be well
also to consult Mr. Devereux?"

"I had forgotten all about him," said Madeleine. She looked
round as if she expected to find him near. "He ought to be
here," she said. "He told me he would stay."

"Probably he has gone up-stairs to sleep," said the doctor.
Madeleine rang the bell, and when Albert appeared, inquired

if Mr. Devereux was in the house. Albert was unable to say,
but he. went at once in search of him, returning speedily with
the intelligence that he was not to be found. After a few more
words, the doctor took his departure-Mary being then quite
under the influence of an anodyne-promising to return in an
hour or two with Dr. Thornton.

Left alone in this manner with her burden of grief and re-
sponsibility, Madeleine paced the floor for a few minutes, scarce-
ly knowing what she did. Then the impulse which in pain or
trouble always carries one of her faith to the sanctuary, came
over her, and leaving the room, she went up-stairs to a small
oratory next Mary's chamber. Her convent education had made
her a Catholic, and Mary had willingly followed whither she led.
Here they had often knelt together, and here now Madeleine
sank on the prie.Dieu placed before the altar, and poured out
her soul in sobbing prayer, while from the crucifix, that throne 0

of love," the thorn-crowned head bent tenderly toward her.

When she rose from her knees, a consciousness of calmness
and strength had come to her-that strength which often up-
holds, almost miraculously, through such scenes as those which
lay before her. She left the oratory and entered Mary's room,
where she found her still sleeping, with Jessie watching by her
side. Wondering then if Devereux had come, she went down.
stairs again, and met him entering the hail.

He came forward eagerly and took her hand, which felt cold
in his own. "You look wretchedly," he said, forgetting polite-
ness in truth. "What a night you have passed, and I could do
nothing to help you! How is Mary?"

"She is better-that is, she is quiet," answered Madeleine,
too much preoccupied to notice that thought of her went before
thought of Mary in his mind. "But she is very ilL Come in
here, I must speak to you."

She led the way to the library, where during her absence the
housemaid had been at work, and every thing was now in order,
a bright fire burning, the sunlight lying on the carpet, the whole
aspect of the room cheerful and pleasant. "Have you been to
breakfast?" Madeleine said, turning to her companion. "I had
a cup of coffee with the doctor some time ago. If you would.
like any thing-"

"I breakfasted in Stansbury," he said. ~' Do not trouble
yourself about that. Tell me what is the matter. Is Mary dan-
gerously ill?"

She looked at him with eyes full of tenderness and pain,
shining through unshed tears. "How can I tell you?" she
said. "And yet I must! She is not only dangerously, but also
hopelessly ill."

He started and gazed at her with paling face and incredu-
bus eyes. For a moment his heart seemed to stand still. The
shock was overwhelming. He had anticipated nothing like this,
and he could say nothing more than, "My God! and I have been
thinking so lightly of her illness!"

"You did not see her," said Madeleine. "Her suffering has
been terrible, and the doctor feared (so he told me afterward)
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that she would die in one of the paroxysms. Now she is quiet,
and he says that she may live for days, or even weeks, or-she
may die to-morrow."

Her voice fell over the last words, and silence followed them.
Devereux sat like one struck dumb; in the tumult of emotion
which took possession of him, he could neither tell what feeling
was uppermost, nor give expression to any. It was Madeleine
who spoke again after a minute.

"I fear I have been too abrupt," she said, "Forgive me. I
would have prepared you if I had known how to do so. But I
have always felt that I would rather know the worst at once,
and I judged you by myself."

"You were altogether right," he said, a little hoarsely.
Only I-I cannot realize it. Last night she was so well

"Only well in appearance," said Madeleine, as he paused.
"The doctor says that the organic disease of her heart has
greatly increased since he examined it last. He will bring Dr.
Thornton with him when he Comes back in an hour or two, but
there is, no hope. He says we must understand that."

"Does she know ?" he asked, speaking with that effort
which always shows when a man feels deeply.

"Not yet," Madeleine answered, "but I see you think as I
do, that~ she must know. There is no time for delay-an hour
may end aJI. We have no right to keep her in ignorance. Will
you tell her ?-It is your right."

He shrank back. "Great Heaven-no!" he said. "I 1
What fitness have I for such a duty?"

"I think such news.-which, after all, ought not to be very
terrible news to one who believes, loves, and hopes-comes best
from the lips which are dearest to us," she answered, simply.
"You have that much fitness, if no more. But if you do not
feel able to do it, I will."

"You shame my cowardice," he said, "but it is best so.
You are fit for such a task-I am not."

She shook her head, and some of the tears, with which her
eyes were brimming, fell. "I have no fitness at all," she said,

"except that God gives it to me to do, and therefore He may
teach me how to do it. Now, I will go to her. You must stay
here. She may ask for you when she wakes."

Mary did ask for him when she woke. As Madeleine bent
over her, she whispered faintly, "Where is Arnold? "-so she
had of late begun to call him.

"He is down-stairs," Madeleine answered. "Do you wish to
see him? He has been waiting for you to send for him."

"Presently-not now," Mary answered. She uttered these
few words slowly and laboredly, conscious that the least excite-
ment would bring on another awful spasm of pain. Several
minutes elapsed before she spoke again; then her lids trem-
bled, though they did not enclose, and her slender fingers clasped
closer round Madeleine's hand.

"I am ~going to die, am I not?" she said.
The question was so unexpected and so startling that Made-

leine did not know how to answer. It was some time before
she could command her voice sufficiently to a~sk, "Why do you
think so?"

"Because I have never suffered so much before," said Mary,
"and because-of the doctor's voice and yours. Don't be afraid
to tell me-I want to know. I have a great deal to do."

Madeleine sank on her knees, and, kissing the frail hand
which she held, burst into tears. "Oh, my dear, my dear," she
said, "every thing is as God wills, but we fear-the worst."

"The worst!" repeated Mary. She paused for a moment,
as if reflecting, with none of the agitation which Madeleine
dreaded on her face. "You should, rather say the best," she
added. "Whatever Godwills must be best, and then-perhaps
I have done my work in the world. When that is the case God
calls one, does He not? Pray for me, dear-but don't be sorry.
God knows best."

It is impossible to give an idea of the sweetness and quiet-
ness which filled these words-sweetness 'distilled, as it were,
from self-conquest, quietness without an effort. Faith had. al-
ways seemed a very simple thing to this blind girl. She had
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the trust of a child, and even in this supreme hour when the
necessity came to her of leaving life, and wealth, and love be-
hind, she was able to say like a child, "God knows best." To
Madeleine such an act of resignation was not so easy. She
had uttered it, but who has not learned that, even while the soul
bows in obedience, the heart Cries out passionately against
the pain of some parting that seems to rend its very fibres
apart?

"0 Mary, my darling, my sister!" she cried, "J cannot
give you up !-J cannot feel that it is best-so gentle, so no-
ble, so loving! Oh, why should your life be cut short?"

"Who can tell ?" said Mary, softly. "Only God-but He
knows. Think, dear! I have not done much harm in my life, and
I have tried to do what good I could. Is it likely, then, that
our blessed Lord-so merciful and kind-will deal hardly with
me? Where we love, we trust; and I love him. Don't grieve,
then I It is hard to leave you-oh, very hard !-but I shall also
leave care and responsibility, and pain. I shall be safe from sin,
and I shall see."

She opened her eyes at the last word, as if sight had already
come to them. Then she took up a crucifix which lay beside
her and gently kissed it, whispering a few words of prayer.
That calm which often comes at death to the great in faith and
the pure of heart, seemed breathed over her like a benediction.
And what could Madeleine say? What can any of us say when
God calls, and, like soldiers, those whom we love must rise up
and obey?

Not long after this the two doctors came. They examined
the patient with great attention, theii held a consultation of
some length, and finally gave their formal decision that Mary
Carlisle's life could now only be counted by days-perhaps only
by hours.

Hearing this-for she insisted upon hearing it-Mary asked
~or Devereux. He went to her at once, and Madeleine left
them together.

Au hour, two hours, three hours elapsed, before the door of

the sick girl's chamber opened again. Meanwhile, Stansbury
rang with the news which Dr. Arthur had taken there, and all
who had any claim of blood or friendship authorizing them to
do so, came to the Lodge. Madeleine was not able to see these
solicitous friends, but Mrs. Seven had accompanied Basil when
he returned, and the duty fell on her, since Mrs. Ingram proved
as thoroughly useless in this as in every other emergency.

So the day wore on-dropping its minutes and hours into
eternity-and when at length Devereux left Miss Carlisle's
room, he came to Madeleine, looking pale and grief-stricken,
but composed.

"Mary wishes," he said, "to see a lawyer and a priest."

CIIAPTER VII.

THE LAST OF EARTH.

WHEN it was known in Stansbury that James Champion had
been summoned to the Lodge, a thrill went through every one
to whom the intelligence was communicated. Men looked at
each other and said, "She means to make her wilL" This
suggestion once uttered-authorized, indeed, by that summons
of a lawyer-it is needless to detail the endless field of conjec-4
ture which it opened. Speculation was rife; to whom would
the property go? People in general inclined to the opinion
that she would leave it to Devereux-perhaps even that, follow-
ing romantic precedent, she might marry him on her death-bed;
while others espoused the cause of her relations, and a few sug-
gested that "the Severns might come in for ~ share." Those
who knew the value of this rich inheritance, shook their heads
to think that it should all hang on a girl's dying caprice.

This girl, meanwhile, saw her lawyer, as she had seen her
lover, alone, and gave him her instructions with great clearness
and calmness. That these instructions surprised him exceed-
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ingly, no one could have looked at his face and doubted. Re-
membering that he was a friend as well as a lawyer, he ventured
to utter a remonstrance, but Mary stopped him-gentlv, but with
decision.

"It is a matter which rests with me alone," she said. "I am
sure you mean well, and I thank you for this, as for all other kind.
ness; but I cannot accept any advice. My resolution is taken.
Make the will as I have told you, and let me sign it. Then I
shall be satisfied. Remember, I trust to your honor that it shall
be exactly as I have said, and with no legal flaw-for it must rest
between us two. Give me your hand, and promise me that you
will tell no one-not even your wife-what it is, until I am dead."

He gave her his hand, and promised in a voice that faltered
over the words. Even James Champion had ~ tender place in
his heart for Mary Carlisle. "God grant that you may live to
put the instrument in the fire," he said, "and enjoy your wealth
for many years!"

She shook her head, smiling faintly. "That will not be," she
answered. "Now do not lose any time. Remember that my
hours are numbered."

He went immediately to draw up the will, and it was then
that Mary's suffering returned-suffering too terrible to dwell
upon. It was not until the next day that a short period of re-
lief came to her. The will had already been signed-.--.in the
intervals of her agony she had insisted upon doing that-and
witnessed. Now she called for Jessie, and begged every one
else.-even Madeleine and Devereux-to go away. "It is the
last of my private interviews," she said, "except, indeed, the
most private of all, when Father Vaughn comes."

When Jessie came-poor, faithful Jessie,' who felt that it would
be easy to die instead of the child of her love !-Mary bade her
close the door, and bring writing-materials to the side of the bed.
Then she said, in a voice that had grown fainter, "You must
promise me that you will write exactly what I dictate, and that
nothing shall induce you to tell to any one what I have written,
so long as you live."

"I'll promise you a thousand times if you like," said Jessie,
"but, 0 Miss Mary, it's strange yoa should begin, after all these
years, to think it's needful for me to promise to do whatever you
say; and as for telling-not tortures could drag out of me any
thing you wanted me to keep."

"I know you are true as steel," said Mary, tenderly, "but
still, my mind will be easier if you promise. Come here-kneel
down by me, and tell me you will remember that I trust you in
this, as I could trust no one else on earth; that I, who am blind,
thank God for the gift of a friend so faithful that not only have
I relied on her during all my life,, but I call on her for the last
earthly service which any one can render me, now I am dying.
Tell me that you will remember this, dear Jessie, and then prom.
ise never to repeat what I shall dictate to you."

"I promise-0 my deane, my deane, don't you know that I
promise, as God hears me, to do every thing you say, and keep
any thing you trust me with, to my dying day!" cried Jessie,
breaking into passionate sobs. "I knelt down by your mother
just this way and I promised ker to be true to you, and never
leave you, and haven't I kept that?"

"Yes," said Mary, "in letter and in spirit you have kept your
promise as few people ever do. My dear Jessie! You will
grieve for .me, and miss me longer, perhaps, than any one else.
I wish I could say something to comfort you, but I can only say
this-I love you, and God knows best. Remember these two
things, and serve God as well as you have served me. I do not
think that even He could ask much more."

She paused-evidently exhausted. lien strength was small,
and her respiration difficult. For the space of two or three min-
utes no sound broke the stillness of the room, save Jessie's sobs
-deep and convulsive almost as a man's. Fearing that her grief
might agitate Mary, she was striving hard to repress it, and when
at last she succeeded in a measure, the sick girl spoke.

"There is no time to lose. You must write what I want at
once. Are you sure the doors are closed and no one can hear?
Then get your paper ready, and begin.~~
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A little more of suffering for one, of watching and grief for
many, and the end came. It was on Friday-that day forever
sacred to the Christian heart. Mary's paroxysms of pain were
terrible till near mid-day. Then they abated somewhat, but this
respite was different from any which had gone before. She was
sinking visibly-that change, unlike any which mortality knows,
was plainly stamped on her sharpened Tace-and those around
her scarcely needed for the doctor to say, "She is dying."

She smiled.--a faint, shadowy, unearthly smile-when she
heard this. "Dying! "she whispered, so softly that only Devereux,
in whose arms she lay, caught the words. Then she repeated that
touching cry of the blind man in the Holy Scriptures, "Lord, that
I may see!', After a short pause, she, "It is strange, and
yet not terrible-this dying. Remember that, and don't shrink
from thinking of me after I am gone. I should like you to think
of me sometimes, and say, 'She loved me very much, a even
if she had lived, she would have tried to make me happy."'

He could scarcely answer her-when he did, he murmured,
brokenly: "For God's sake, don't say such things unless you
want to stab me to the heart with their recollection! If you
could only live-if God would only let you live-I should try
with all my heart and strength to make you happy."

Even then her exquisite consideration showed. She uttered
no further word in which lurked the shadow of reproach. Her
fragile fingers pressed his hand as she said, "You have made
me happy-don't forget that! I have been happier since I knew
you than ever before in all my life. No such happiness had ever
come to me until then, and I thank God for a taste-even for a
taste of it. If it was not perfect, what is perfect on earth? It
is only in heaven we can look for that. Ah, pray for me-pray
for me, that I may find it there!"

She was silent for a moment-lying so still, with her breast
scarcely stirring in its difficult respiration, that those around
looked at each other with questioning terror in their eyes. Had
the end come? Was she to slip away from them thus, without
those consolations which religion brings to the bed of death-.

for the priest who had been summoned was absent from Stans-
bury, and had not yet arrived?

But the soul was not yet ready to go forth. Again the pale
lips enclosed. She put out her hand, saying, "Is Madejeine
here ~?'?

I am here," answered Madeleine, choking back her grief.
She took the hand, kissed and softly stroked it. "Is there any
thing you wish to say ?-is there any thing I can do?"

"Yes," replied Mary, faintly. "There is a key hanging
round my neck which you must take-after a while. It is the
key of my desk, and I give it to you-the desk, I mean. There
is a letter in it for you-you only!"

"I understand,~~ said Madeleine, "I will find it. Do not
think I shall not do all you ask."

"Will you remember that?" said Mary. "Will you do all
I ask? If you can promise me-"

But Madeleine was spared a promise which she had no
thought of refusing to make, and the memory of which might
have weighed upon her in the time to come. At that moment
there was a stir about the door which attracted even Mary's at-
tention and made her pause. "Is it Father Vaughn?" she
whispered, and Madeleine turned. A delicately-formed, dark-
eyed man, wearing the dress of an ecclesiastic,~ entered the room.
In his face was the peculiar mingling of asceticism and sweetness
well known to all those who are acquainted with that heroic
army called the Catholic priesthood. He came in rapidly, and
when he saw that he was not too late, he turned to Madeleine.

"I was on the ~ he said, "remote from railroads.
Your telegram only reached me yesterday. Thank God I am in
time!"

The scene which followed was not one which, on such a page
as this, can be described in detail. The children of the Church
know that those sacraments which, with inspired wisdom and
tenderness, she reserves for the hour of death, to aid the soul as
it passes through the Dark Valley, are the most touching and
sublime of all her offices. So long as men believe that they hcwe
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a soul, so long high and low, rich and poor, learned and un-
learned, will own the divine majesty of the viaticum which
strengthens, of the holy unction which purifies, and feel the beau-
ty of those words which for centuries have fallen on the dying
ears of all the faithful. Around the lowliest death-bed on earth
they summon such state as no monarch was ever able to command.
They bid the standard-bearer, St. Michael, conduct the departing
spirit into the holy light, they call upon the noble company of
angels to meet it, upon the court of Apostles and the triumphant
army of martyrs to receive it, upon the crowd of joyful con-
fessors to encompass it, and upon the choir of blessed virgins
to go before it. They invoke a happy rest for its portion in the
company of the patriarchs, and they pray that Jesus Christ may
appear with a mild and cheerful countenance to give it a place
among those who are in His presence forever.

The last sacraments had been administered, the litany for a
departi~ig soul had been said, and yet the feeble breath still came
through Mary's lips. jilt has been well remarked that this life
which is so hard to enter, and so bitter to live, is harder yet to
end-but is it possible to forget Who hung for three hours upon
the cross? Mary remembered this, as those around her knew
when, as the clock struck three, she murmured, "Father, into
thy hands I commend my spirit"-.--words which fell from the lips
of God, and fittest, therefore, for the last act of the dying.

Then in the midst of that strange hush which falls in the
chamber of death, while the rest were holding back their sobs
that they might not disturb the soul engaged in that last com-
bat which the Church warns her children will be the most terri-
ble they have to fight, the clear, solemn tones of the priest's
voice rose in that command for which the spirit often seems to
wait:

"Depart, 0 Christian soul, out of this miserable world, in
the name of God the Father Almighty who created thee; in the
name of Jesus Christ, the Son of the living God, who suffered
for thee; in the name of the Holy Ghost, who sanctified thee;

in the name of the Angels, Archangels, Thrones, Dominations,
Cherubim, and Seraphim; in the name of the patriarchs and
prophets, of the holy Apostles and Evangelists, of the holy mar-
tyrs and confessors, of the holy monks and hermits, of the holy
virgins, and of all the Saints of God; let thy place be this day
in peace, and thy abode in holy Zion; through Christ our Lord.
Amen."

Before, the last words were spoken, Mary's eyes opened with
a sudden, bright, 8eeing look, the lips formed for the last time
into a faint sweet smile, and then, with one soft sigh, the spirit
passed to God-passed without a struggle, seemingly without a
pang, so gently that not even Devereux, on whose arm she lay,
knew the truth till the priest began the De Profundis for a de-
parted souL
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BOOK V.

TANGLED THREADS.

CHAPTER I.

AN UNEXPECTED INHERITANCE.

To those who loved her,. and whose lives in a measure re~

evolved around hers, the world seemed to stand still after Mary
Carlisle's death. The Lodge was closed, the mills were silent.
When the funeral was over, Mrs. Ingrain betook herself to her
friends in Stansbury, while Madeleine and Basil, returning to
their own home, looked at each other through tear-filled eyes-
sorrowing a~ for the most tender of sisters.

What words are there to express that 6lanlcness which fol-
lows in the train of d&ath, that sense of intolerable emptiness
that pervades the world from which one presence has forever de-
parted? All the familiar threads of life are to be taken up and

knit together again, and how have we the heart for this? Every
thing stabs us with a recollection, every scene is fraught with
associations that we never recognized before. If we could only

remain in the shadow of grief we should be content, we think;
but life's duties claim us, the world goes on and we are borne

with it, all the manifold acts of existence lie before us; we have
yet to hope and fear, to joy and suffer, to labor and endure, and
finally to die, while that grave from which we turn, marks the

warfare of one soldier ended, the armor laid down, the hands

folded, the tired spirit entered-pray God !-into eternal rest
and peace.

These were the thoughts-or, rather, the sensations, for they

did not form themselves into thoughts-that accompanied Made-
leine when, on the day following the one-which had seen all that

was mortal of Mary Carlisle committed in its pale, fair beauty
to the earth, she left the house, impelled by a fever of unrest.

There are some people who in grief shut themselves up like
wounded animals, and shrink, as it were, from the light; but

others yearn for the freedom of the great sky, and the calm face
of Nature. Madeleine was one of the last. She bore confine-
ment as long as she could---being worn out in physical strength
-but at last the restless impulse which bade her go forth could
no longer be restrained. She put on her hat, and when Mrs.
Seven looked at her solicitously, she said, "I feel poisoned in
the house. I must have some fresh air. If Gordon comes while

I am gone, tell him I shall be back presently, and ask him to
wait for me."

As she passed out, Lance came and thrust his cold nose into
her hand. She understood the mute entreaty. "Yes," she said,
"you may come.', It was the only society that just then she
could have borne.

They went together through a back gate, across several fields,
and finally into the woods which Madeleine had in view. Rail-
roads and manufacturing interests, as Mr. Ruskin laments, are
great destroyers of the picturesque; yet notwithstanding their
presence, there were lovely bits of natural beauty left in the
neighborhood of Stansbury. The best of these lay around Made-
leine now, but she hardly observed them. It is not when the

heart is aching, the eyes filled with tears, that we are best fitted
to appreciate the graceful lines of distant heights or shadowy
forests fringing the horizon.

Coming at last to a hill which she knew well, she climbed to
a favorite seat of her own-a rock on the western slope. Here
she sat down, with Lance crouched lion-like at her feet, and
gazed across all the wide stretch of blue undulating country to
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where the sun was sinking in one of those ineffably golden skies
which mortal minds can only liken to the glory of the heavenly
Zion. "0 Mary, my dear Mary," she said, clasping her hands,

you can see now! That radiance yonder is poor and dim coin-
par&l to the beauty which has been shown to you! Gentle
heart, true and tender friend, do you think of this sad earth and
those whom you have left? Ah, if I knew, if I knew! I won-
der did I ever tell you how much I loved you! I wonder do you
know bow much I miss you, and shall miss you always till we
meet again! How wrong I am to grieve ! "-her tears were fall-
ing thiok and fast-~--" J ought to rejoice for you, and yet I can-
not, for, 0 my dear, my dear, I miss you so!"

The sunset faded, and the purple dusk fell like a soft veil
over the landscape, before Madeleine moved. Then rising with
a last low sigh, she drew her shawl around her, and bade Lance
come. They descended the hill, and passed along a gently-roll-
ing valley, through which flowed the stream that helped to turn
the great machinery of the Carlisle mills. Here she strolled
slowly, careless of the deepening twilight, for not oiily was Lance
by her side-a guard to inspire confidence in the breast of the
most timid-but she knew that for her there was no danger of
harm or insult. The poor have not so many friends that they
can forget those who have been kind to them-and her name
and presence were well known wherever sickness and suffering
had set their mark.

Hence she felt no uneasiness when she saw the figure of a
man hastening toward her. Indeed, she scarcely observed him
further than to think, "One of the mill-hands, probably, going
home by a short cut." It was only when the figure drew nearer
that she saw that the outlines were not those of a mill-hand, but
of a gentleman, and a minute or two later she found herself
face to face with Lacy.

"Gordon!" she exclaimed, in great surprise. "What are you
doing here?"

"What should I be doing but coming after you?" replied
Gordon. "And what are you doing-at, this hour and alone?"

"Oh, that is nothing," said she. "I have been to walk, and
staid a little later than I intended, watching the sunset-but
Lance is with me."

"It is altogether wrong," said Lacy, taking her hand and
drawing it within his arm. "You should not stroll in this man-
ner about the woods alone-not even with Lance, though I own
he is a formidable-looking protector. You had not been gone
ten minutes, Mrs. Seven said, when I came to the housc~ After
waiting for two or three hours, you can imagine that I grew u~n-
easy, so I started in search of you, and was fortunately sent in
this direction by two boys whom I met, who reported that they
had seen you perched on the side of Crag's lull."

"It was very kind of you to come," said Madeleine, clinging
to him. Her heart went out toward him as it had not cTone in
many -a long day before. She felt that it was good to love and
be loved, good to hold this treasure in actual possession un-
touched by death's terrible hand. The reaction from much grief
-the calm that follows longing-fell over her. She felt glad
of his arm, of his touch, of his voice.

"Kind!" repeated Lacy. "What do you mean by that? Is
it not my right to take care of you? Ch&ie, even in this light
I see that you look pale and worn-youaregrievingt~omuch!
Think how useless it is! No grief can bring your friend back,
and-and no doubt she is happy.~~

"I hope so," said Madeleine. She said no more. The vague
generalities and platitudes in which people indulge on this sub-
ject oppressed her with their forced unreality, and she felt ner-
vously averse to hearing them applied to Mary-Mary who had
gone with a child's unwavering faith whither God's voice calh~d.

"She must have been very much attached to you,~~ said Lacy,
after a pause. "When I came to the house this evening, it was
with Basil, to tell you some news. Her will, which was left in
Champion's hands, was opened to-day."

"Indeed!" said Madeleine. She shrank, as who that has
loved the dead does not shrink from that which makes death so
real? "Don't tell me about it," she said. "I can't bear it-yet.
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.1 think there must have beeii great anxiety to know what was
in it."

"Opening it was a matter of necessity," said Lacy. "Her
relations who came to the funeral could not remain longer. It
was~opened by their desire and in their presence. They were
very much astonished when the truth was known, for, Madeleine,
she has left all her fortune to you."

"Gordon I
This was all Madeleine could say. She turned so white that

Lacy involuntarily put his 'arm around her, the whole landscape
seemed to whirl before her eyes. She did not faint, because
she was almost physically incapable of such a thing, but a feel-
ing of faintness came over her. It could not be true! Mary could
not have been so foolish-so wild!

"Sit down for a minute," said Lacy, placing her on a stump.
"I am afraid I have been abrupt. I ought to have waited till
you were at home. But my head was so full of the wonderful
news that I could not keep it any longer."

"And is it true?" asked Madeleine, imploringly. "Is there
no mistake ?-O Gordon, there must be some mistake."

Gordon laughed. Evidently to him Mary's last will and tes-
tament appeared altogether good. "There is no room for mis-
take where legal documents are concerned," he said. "I was
not present, of course, at the reading of the will, but Basil was,
and I have heard all about it from him-as well ~ts from half a
dozen others. There are one or two minor legacies of no great
amount-that to Jessie Holme is largest-but you are the resid-
uary legatee of mills, houses, lands, stocks, in short, every thing."

"But Mr. Devereux?" said Madeleine, who was thoroughly
bewildered. Lacy shrugged his shoulders. "Devereux's name
is not even mentioned. This puzzles people amazingly. Was
there any thing like a quarrel between Miss Carlisle and himself
at the last?"

"How can you ask me such a question I" said Madeleine,
and what with amazement, bewilderment, grief, and indigna-
tion, she burst into tears.

It was now Lacy's turn to be surprised and concerned. He
had never known Madeleine so much like "other women" be-
fore. Deciding that these tears were half hysterical and half
over-wrought weariness, he proposed at once to take her home.
"Night is falling," he said. "Basil and Mrs. Seven will be
uneasy."

So, through the deepening winter twilight Madeleine went,
walking as in a dream over the familiar hills and dales. She never
forgot the aspect of that evening, which was always afterward
connected in her memory with the news that was to work such a
revolution in her life. The closing purple dusk, the faint after-
glow still lingering in the west, a silver star shining in the east,
blue smoke rising column-like from the chimneys of houses out
of sight, every detail was stamped like a photograph on her
mind. She never saw the picture afterward without ~recalling
the chaos of emotions that seemed to possess her that evening.
Lacy talked, but she scarcely heeded him, and answered in
monosyllables when she answered at all. The whole story
seemed to her unreal and impossible. She longed for Basil to
tell her what had really occurred and what she must do.

When she reached home, Basil was there, looking pale and
grave, but besides there were Rosalind and Champion, and Mrs.
Seven in a tumult of joy. To this circle Lacy introduced her,
while Lance, pushing his way in unobserved, sat down gravely
and regarded the company.

The company met the heroine of the hour with a burst of
congratulation. Mrs. Seven embraced, Rosalind kissed, Cham-
pion shook hands with her. She, on her part, sat down on the
first convenient chair and looked at Basil, asking, "Is it true?"

"Of course it is true!" said Rosalind, before he could an~
swer. "Didn't James make the will, and know all along how it
was, and yet he never said one word to me until after it was
read to-day! And now you are a lady of fortune !-oh, such a
fortune, Madeleine I-and the Severn star has risen at last
again! It does not concern me, you know-at least not very
much~ -but I am so glad I scarcely know what to do."

17

I
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"You made the will," said Madeleine, looking at Champion
and at last beginning to understand the situation a little.
"How could you~-oh, how could you let Mary be so foolish!"

"She was determined on it," he answered. "I tell you
frankly that I thought it my duty to remonstrate-knowing that
she had relations much nearer than yourself, who expected at
least a part of the inheritance-.-but she stopped me at once.
She said that she had made up her mind to leave her property
in this way and in no other. After that I had nothing to do but
to draw up the document in legal form."

"And Mr. Devereux is not remembered?"
"Not even mentioned. She told me that this was by his

special desire. 'He has made me promise not to leave him any
thing,' she said. So I suppose I must acknowledge "-this to
Basil-" that, in common with a great many other people, I
have done him great injustice."

"I have felt sure of that for some time," said Basil. Then
he walked over to Madeleine. "Did Mary give any hint to you
of this intention?" he asked.

"None," she answered. "Can you think I would have al-
lowed such a thing if she had? I cannot imagine what it
means, I cannot imagine why, if she wanted to leave the fortune
to one~of us, she did not leave it to you.

"That is just what I said," remarked Mrs. Seven. "Why
isn't it Basil? It always seems more natural for a man than for
a woman to hold property, particularly such a property as this.
But Mary was always very much attached to you, Madeleine-
very much."

"She was very much attached to Basil also," said Made-
leine, with a trembling voice.

"Thank God, she did not leave the property to me I" said Ba-
sil, quickly. "It is a possibility that I do not for a moment like
to consider. Such a fear never occurred to me. I thought that
she would probably leave the mills to Devereux, and the rest of
her fortune to some of the Carlisles."

"Mary never liked her father's family," said Rosalind.
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"Everybody knows that. Nobody could blame her for it, either
-they are such disagreeabk~ people! Henry and Thomas Car-
lisle-her first cousins-were both here, and James says they
were so angry! They even talked of undue influence and of
disputing the will. What was it you said to them, James?"

"I told them (in substance) that they were preposterous
fools," replied James. "'You are very much disappointed now,
gentlemen,' I said, 'and that will excuse your language. When
you come to your senses, you will realize the absurdity you are
talking. You may have the will carried into any court of law,
and you will find that it will stand-at my client's request I took
care of that. The rest is sheer nonsense.' They blustered, of
course, but that was the end of the matter."

"And, oh, don't you know that Mrs. Ingram is furious!" said
Rosalind.-" How I always detested that old woman, and how
she detested you, Madeleine! I am sure she could bear it bet-
ter if the property had been left to Mr. Devereux."

"Madeleine looks pale," said Mrs. Seven, at that moment
struck by her step-daughter's face. "I am afraid all this ex-
citement is too much for her."

"I am a little unstrung,~~ said Madeleine. "I cannot realize
that it is all really true. I feel as if I were waiting for a further
revelation of what Mary meant."

"I call such a feeling foolish and wrong," said R~salind, who,
being now married, felt that from her height of position and ex-
perience she was capable of enlightening on many points the
unmarried mind. "It sounds like spiritualism. What further
revelation can Mary make?~~

"Madeleine is not exactly herself this evening," said Lacy,
whose hand was on the back of her chair. "She is agitated and
weary, depressed and yet excited; if we all went away and left
her to rest, it might be better. I am sure she will look at
things very differently to-morrow,"

There was real consideration in this suggestion, though Ho..
salind resented Lacy's making it. "He is very ready to speak
for Madeleine now I" she said to her husband, after they had
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taken their departure. To herself she said: "Helen has lost
him. Her fortune is nothing at all compared to the great Car-
lisle estate." It must be added that Rosalind sighed a little as
she made this reflection, not on account of Miss Champion~~
loss~ of Gordon Lacy, but because some tempting spirit whis-
pered to her that,~ if sh~ had only waited, a much more brilliant
future might have been in store for her than was possible to
James Champion's wife. She knew that Madeleine was at all
times the very soul of generosity, and a dazzling picture rose
before her. "We would have gone everywhere," she thought,

and there is no telling who I might not have ended by marry-
ing! ' But, to do justice to Rosalind's good sense, she did not
render herself uncomfortable with these reflections very long.
What was done was done. She had acted for the best accord-
ing to her lights, "since nothing short of the gift of prophecy
could have enabled me to foresee such an astounding turn of
affairs," she added. This led her to say aloud:

"It seems impossible that Madeleine can really be so rich!
What will she do with all her wealth, I wonder ~ It is a pity
for the whole of it to go to Gordon Lacy, who never has
done, and never will do, any thing but amuse himself writing
poetry."

"Her engagement is certainly unfortunate," said Champion.
"I never had much opinion of Lacy-but Madeleine is too loyal
to withdraw from it now. Her wealth will make a great differ.~
ence to Basil, however. He has only to purchase the mills-
taking his time, of course, for payment-and his future is as-
sured. With his business talents and energy, he will be. one of
the richest men in the country."

He repeated this opinion after he reached home, and, though
Helen preserved an appearance of indifference, she both heard
and heeded, After she went to her chamber that night, she sat
in her dressing~robe before the fire, meditating deeply. She had
lost Lacy. That fact was as clear to her as to Rosalind. "He'll
never give up Madeleine for me now," she decided. Then she
thought of Basil with more favor than she had ever done before.

This was not strange, since Miss Champion was a young lady
altogether of her day and generation, and Basil had now the
golden halowhich he had heretofore lacked. An old namea
stainless character, and the prospect of being "one of the richest
men in the country "-she appreciated the last of these things,.
and did not wholly ignore the first. So, it came to pass that her
decision was taken-she would draw Basil back to her side and
marry him. Rosalind was right when she said that the star of
the Severns was in the ascendant once more.

Lacy, meanwhile, had lingered after the Champions to say a
few words. Mrs. Seven was called away, Basil left the room,
and he was alone with Madeleine. Taking her hands, he looked
into her pale face, her wistful, shadow-circled eyes.

"To-morrow," he said, "you will be better, and realize more
the great good fortune that has come to you. My darling, my
darling, what a thing it is !-how it ends all fears and doubts
of the future! How it will lift you into a realm where vulgar
cares and sordid anxieties need never enter!"

"I am not sure," said Madeleine. "Perhaps it is because I
am stunned that I do not seem to feel any thing clearly-except
regret. I have no right to this fortune. I wish, oh, I wish that
Mary had snot left it to me!"

A slight shadow came over Lacy's face. Even at this mo-
ment he felt that she ought to remember him. He thought that
she should have recollected the freedom which it would bestow
upon him. His was not in the least what is commonly called a
mercenary nature. Money for money's sake, nor even for the
sake of the power and luxury it can buy, he had never valued.
But, of late, it had been borne home to him that, to mount into
that high region of ~esthetic refinement where he longed to
abide, money was absolutely necessary. Hence, he felt that
Providence had in a particular manner cared for him now-and
that Madeleine was ungrateful for this care.

He did not give expression to these sentiments, but they
would have been apparent in his manner if Madeleine had be-
stowed her usual attention upon him. For once she was too
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much engrossed by other thoughts to do this, so he went away
at last without having drawn from her a single expression of
happiness in the great change that overshadowed her.

Then the brother and sister, left alone, looked at each other
and asked, "What does it mean?" Their sympathy was so
perl4ect, their knowledge of each other's character from long ex-
perience so exact, that they had no need to compare the feelings
which this unexpected bequest roused in them. Each knew
what the other thought, and so they simply uttered the interro.
nation recorded above.

It was an interrogation more easily asked than answered,
The secret of what Mary meant might reasonably have been
supposed to have gone with her into that great world whither
she had passed; but Madeleine repeated again what she had
shocked Rosalind by uttering once. "I cannot accept this bare
fact as it stands; I feel as if there must be some further revela-
tion of Mary's wishes. When she was dying, she spoke to me
of a letter and I have the key of the desk in which it is to be
found. To-morrow I will go to the Lodge for it. Until then
we must wait."

It was in this manner that the current of life claimed those
who, only for a moment, as it were, had paused by the side of a
grave where life's interests had ended forever. Perhaps the
only person neither surprised nor concerned by the will was
Devereux. He had suspected very much how it would be, and
now he felt that the freedom of which he once spoke to Made-
leine had come to him-.-freedom to go away from the associa-
tions of his life, and enter on a new career alone. That all the
tenderness he had ever felt for Mary was revived and inten-
sified by her death, will readily be believed by those who know
what power death has to rouse such emotions. If it did not
waken the tide of remorseful love which overwhelmed the cold
lover of Daphles, he was at least conscious, in a measure, of
the feeling which has never found truer or tenderer expression
than in the beautiful lines that are the key-note of the same
poem:

"Love and be loved! yet know, love's holiest deeps
Few sound while living! when the loved one sleeps
That last, strange sleep, beneath the mournful sod,
Then Memory wakes, like some remorseful god,
And all the golden past we scarce did prize,
Subtly revives, with light of tender eyes.

CHAPTER II.

THE MESSAGE OF THE DEAD.

THE next morning, early enough to avoid both Lacy and Rosa-
lind, neither of whom she desired to see just then, Madeleine set
out for the Lodge. What an effort it cost her to resolve to go
there, it is hard to express. Her grief was still so fresh and
keen that it was like returning to gaze on Mary's dead face to
enter the home so intimately associated with her presence. The
day before she would have felt that nothing could induce her to
go, but in the course of a few hours it had become a necessity
to do so, and Madeleine was not one to shrink from a necessity,
even though it lacerated her heart.

This necessity cost her suffering more poignant than any
which she had endured since her father and brother were borne
home from the fields of honor, where they had fallen. She trod
the familiar road leading to the Lodge with a mist of tears over
her sight and choking sobs in her throat. Death-the death of
those we love-is not only bitter to endure, but also hard to
realize. But yesterday they were here by our side, looking into
our eyes, and now they are so far away that not even imagination
can pierce the indefinite regions to which they have gone. We
cry to them and they do not answer, we stretch out our hands
and they do not heed. Of all that love which life gave us, death

only leaves us the power to pray. When the heart is sick with
longing, it is not only faith but Nature which cries, "Eternal rest
give unto them, 0 Lord, and let perpetual light shine upon them."
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* When Madeleine entered the Lodge-gates and saw the closed
blinds of the familiar windows, her resolution almost failed.
'How can I?" she said, half aloud. But the hesitation did not

last long. She girded up her strength and went forward, avoid~
ing the front entrance of the house and passing round to the
house-keeper's room where Jessie was usually to be found.

She was there now, sitting in that idleness of grief which,
with the usually hard-working is so full of pathetic meaning, be-
fore the fire, a ray of yellow sunlight streaming across her bl&ck
dress. Mary had been right. On her the blow fell most heavily.
Devereux and Madeleine had other interests awaiting them,
other claims already engrossing them, but for her the occupation
of life had come to an end. What had she ever been save Mary
Carlisle's faithful friend and servant and, now that Mary was
gone where human faith and service were no longer needed, what
remained for her? She had been asking herself this question,
perhaps, for her eyes were heavy with weeping, when looking up
she saw Madeleine standing in the door.

An expression of something like relief came over her face.
She rose instantly. "I'm thankful to see you, Miss Madeleine,"
she said. "II couldn't say that to anybody else, but I was just
thinking that it might ease my heart a bit if Ii could talk to you
who was always with my deane, and loved her almost as well
as I did."

"My poor Jessie," said Madeleine, coming forward, "I have
thought of you a great deal. How sad and lonely you must be!
Don't you think it might be better if you came into Stansbury
and staid with us for a while?"

"What would I do there?" asked Jessie. "It's true I've
nothing to do here-and that's the hardest thing to bear-but
it would be worse anywhere else. Here's the only home I've
ever had, and, please God, I sha'n't leave it till I'm forced to go
for good."

"I hope that may never be," said Madeleine, as she sat down
by the fire.

"It's for you to say," replied Jessie. "They tell me every

thing belongs to you now. If it belonged to anybody else it's
not me would stay an hour under the roof; but if you are. not
the first in kin, you are the first in love, and that's the best claim
of the two according to my thinking. What's our mortal bodies?
Don't they die, and aren't they put in the ground to moulder
away? But our hearts don't die, and those that's nearest to
them are the closest kin in my opinion."

"You are partly right," said Madeleine, who knew that Jes-

sie's ties were altogether of the heart, "but it is possible to
carry such an opinion too far-with regard to property, for in-
stance. Dearly as I loved Mary, I was very distantly related to
her. I cannot feel that I have any right to what she has left me."

"Miss Mary knew best," said Jessie, almost defiantly. "It
was hers, and, if she wanted you to have it, that's enough."

Madeleine shook her head, but she had no intention of argu-
ing the point, and after a few more words she rose. "I will be
back presently," she said. "Now I must go-to Mary's room."

"It'll break your heart," said Jessie. "I can't keep out of it
by night or by day, but it almost breaks mine."

"I dread it," said Madeleine, "but I must go. Don't en-
courage me in my weakness."

She turned as she spoke, and was leaving the room, when, to
her surprise, Jessie followed and laid her hand on her arm.
"You'll mind one thing, Miss Madeleine," she said, eagerly;
"the last wishes of the dead is binding on the living."

"Sometimes," answered Madeleine, astonished, yet with a
flash of intuition connecting this warning with the letter which
awaited her. Then decidedly but gently she put Jessie aside.
"I must judge," she said, "what is binding." With these words
she passed across the hall and ascended the staircase.

Who can measure the power of familiar objects to stab us
to th~ heart when the Angel of Death has passed over the
threshold? We never guess until such an hour what links of
association are twined around the most ordinary things. We
feel like storing away, as sacred relics, articles which yesterday
had no value in our eyes; we enter as if it were a sanctuary t~hat
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which so short a time ago was only a common chamber in our
sight!

So Madeleine felt now. The room where Mary had lived,
suffered, and died, was so eloquent of her presence, that it
seen~ed impossible that presence could have passed away for..
ever. All was in order, yet all terribly significant of what had
been. She was met not by one, but by a hundred ghosts
-ghosts of dead hours, of tender smiles, of words that still
seemed. lingering on the air. The couch on which Mary had
been lying when she likened her to Elaine was still standing by
the window, through the partially-closed blinds of which the
morning sunlight streamed. Though the sash was down, the
sii~eet notes of the birds outside came in, full of the spirit of
happiness.

It was some time before Madeleine could control herself
sufficiently to open the desk which stood on a table in a recess,
At last with the key which hung at her watch-chain--.--the key
which she had taken from Mary's neck-she unlocked and lifted
back the scroll-like to The first thing which she saw was a
packet of Devereux's letters, tied with a ribbon, and laid care-
fully aside. The next was the letter to herself, directed in Jes-
sie's writing.

This she took, closed and locked the desk again, and, going to
one of the windows, which she opened in order to admit a little
sunshine to dispel the chill air of the room, sat down to read the
last message of the dead. It began as if Mary had been speaking:

"I have made my will, dear Madeleine, and left you all that
is mine to leave. It is a burden which would long since have
proved too heavy for my strength if Basil had not lifted it from
me, and I owe you an explanation of why I have shifted it to
you, who do not want it, I am sure. If what I have to say
pains you in any manner, forgive me I I would be silent if I
could, but it is impossible. You must know the truth, and I
only pray you to believe that, in speaking it, there is not a single
reproachful feeling~ in my breast. What has happened is not

your fault-is ilot anybody's fault. Remember that, in dying, I
tell you once more, that you have been the comfort and light
of my life, and that I love you and trust you implicitly.

"You must understand that I should have left my fortune to

Arnold Devereux, if he would have accepted it. But he antici-
pated my intention as soon as I spoke of a lawyer, and desired
me so earnestly to leave him nothing, that I could not disregard
his request. But I feel-I have felt ever since the suit was de-
cided against him-that it is his by right; and he must have it.
You see, therefore, that it is more a trust than an inheritance
which I have left you. And now I will tell you why.

"I have left it to you instead of to him, because he loves
you, and because I hope that you will love him when his honor
is no longer bound to me. I need not tell you all the reasons
why I know the first and hope the last. I know that you have
both been every thing that was true and honorable. I never
doubted that for a moment-never! The fortune is yours until
you marry Arnold; but, I beg you, as the last favor I shall ever
ask, to do so speedily, and then show him this letter, that he
m~y understand how my desire has been to secure to him that
which is justly his. He has been very kind and good to me
from first to last, and I am not unreasonable enough to blame
him that he did not love me as he loves you.' It was foolish of
me to fancy that any one ever could love me in that manner..
Yet I am not sorry to have fancied it. It made me very happy,
and I do not think it has done much harm to any one else.

"Dear Madeleine, I can scarcely bear to write all this. I
know it will pain you, and I fear you may think that I mean to
reproach you. Do not believe such a thing for a moment. You
are, and always have been, the gentlest, truest, best of friends.
I have blessed you often in my heart, and I bless you once
again for all your unselfish tenderness to me in the past and
present.

"I hope I have not done wrong. If I have, you must pardon
me, and think that, for the first time, I have had to rely alto-
gether on my own judgment. If it has misled me, remember
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that J meant to act for th& best. God bless you and make yoi~i
happy. That is the prayer of

The amazement which Madeleine felt, when the letter dropped
from her band to her lap, was so great that it literally over-
whelmed every other feeling. What madness had possessed
Mary? This was the first thought which occurred to her-the
first definite expression of her astonishment. She said to her-
self that nothing could possibly have astonished her more than
this revelation of what had been in Mary's mind. How had
such a thing been suggested to her? What did it mean?

She looked round the room with a sense of hopeless appeal
against the judgment which had thus wronged her. "0 Mary,
how could you !-h~w could you!" she exclaimed aloud. "Why
did you not speak to me? Why did you go away with this
shadow of cruel misconception over our faithful love? Oh, my
dear, can you hear me say that you were wrong? What de-
lirium possessed you to dream of such a thing?"

Alas, vain words! The silence which Death had made was
never to be broken: the work on which Death had set his seal
remained, with all its train of consequences yet to come. Made-
leine felt as if her brain was whirling. She tried to go back and.
remember what had possibly occurred that could have left such
an, impression as this on Mary's mind. The effort was quite
useless. She could remember nothing. Finall5T, with a de.
sparing impulse, she took the letter and went down again to
Jessie. The thought which suggested itself to her was that
perhaps Jessie, who had written these words, might be able to
throw some light on them.

Jessie heard the approaching step, and her face set itself in
certain resolute lines that meant a great deal-lines that Made-
leine understood as soon as she entered. Nevertheless, she ad-
vanced with the letter in her hand.

"Jessie "
she said, quickly, you wrote this. For Heaven ssake tell me, if you can, what it means! What induced Mary

to think such a thing, and why did not you warn me what she
had done?"

"Take it away, Miss Madeleine!" said Jessie, waving the
letter back. "1 don't want, to see it, and I promised never to
speak of it to a living soul so long as I lived. I wrote down
just what she told me-word for word as it came from her
mouth-and that's all I know about it."

"But there is no reason why you should not speak of it to
me-to whom the letter is addressed," said Madeleine. "Jessie,
if you know-"

"I don't know any thing at all but what Miss Mary told
me," said Jessie, "and I've nearly forgot that. Do you reckon
I was thinking of any thing but her then?"*

"What did she tell you?" asked Madeleine. "Oh, if she
had only spoken to me! If she had only given me one oppor-
tunity to assure her that she was wrong!"

"She told me what's there," said Jessie, pointing to the
letter-" nothing more. I was not troubling my head about
any thing but her, and she was weak and faint enough. Twice
I had to stop and give her medicine."

"And you cannot help me!" said Madeleine. "You can
give me no clew to the cause of this letter !-no idea what made
Mary suspect a treachery which never existed!

Jessie hesitated. Evidently she had something to tell, yet
she could with difficulty conquer her reluctance to speak of the
subject of the letter even to the person to whom it was a&
dressed. After a moment, however, she said: "If you are talk-
ing about Miss Mary's believing that there was something be-
tween you and Mr. Devereux, I can give a guess as to who put
such a notion into her head."

"Who?" demanded Madeleine, breathlessly.
"Why, who should it be but that old cat-the Lord forgive

me !-Mrs. Ingram? She's always peering and prying into
what don't concern her, and it was the very morning of the ball
that I was in Miss Mary's dressing-room looking over some of
her things, when I heard Mrs. Ingram talking in the next room.
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I thought it was queer for her to be there, but 1 didn't pay any
attention to what she was saying-though her voice kept get~
ting louder-until at last I heard Miss Mary say-and her voice
was like a flute, it was so clear-that it was base and cruel to
brii~g such a story to her, who was blind and could not see for
herself, but that she did not believe one word of it. She said

she would trust her life, and her love, and her honor to you,
and that she had trusted them to Mr. Devereux. Then she told
Mrs. Ingram to go-she had heard enough. 'If you ever read
your Bible,' she said, 'I wonder you don't reniember that if
the peace-makers are blessed, those that destroy peace must be
cursed.' - After that Mrs. Ingram said something about not
staying to hear herself cursed, and banged the door as she went
out. I didn't think much about it at the time, but now I know
she must have been warning Miss Mary about you and Mr.
Devereux."

"0 Mary, my generous, noble Mary!" said Madeleine, while
a sbower of tears fell from her eyes over the letter in her hand.
At that moment she scarcely felt a throb of indignation against
Mrs. Ingram-it was of Mary only that she thought, Mary who
had proved so tender and so loyal. "Oh, if I had only known!
-if I had only known!" she cried.

"It don't matter now," said Jessie, wiping her eyes. "She
never believed any harm of you-that I know-and she's gone
where sorrow and doubt and trouble are at an end. I begin to
understand what the bible means when it says that, where your
treasure is, there will your heart be also. My i~reasure is in
heaven now, and, please God, I mean to be a better woman, to
meet her there. All I care about is, to end my days here in this
house; and you know me well enough, Miss Madeleine, to be
sure i'll serve you faithfully."

"I am sure you would never serve any one otherwise than
faithfully," said Madeleine, "but you are mistaken if you think
the house is mine. How the matter will be settled, I cannot
tell; but this letter makes it impossible for me to accept Mary's
bequest. I am going to Basil now, and I knQw what he will say."
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"You won't, 'give it up-O Miss Madeleine, you won't give it
up!" said Jessie, imploringly. "It was Miss Mary's last wish
that you should have it."

"It was her wish that I should have it in a way that is ut-
terly impossible," said Madeleine. "I shall be sorry if it makes
any change for you, but the legacy which Mary left you-it is
five thousand dollars, and will bring an income of four hundred,
Basil says-is secured to you."

"What do I care about legacies?" said Jessie. "All I want
is to end my days here. It's the only home I've ever known
siuce my dear mistress saved me from the poor-house-and I
don't want to know any other."

"I am sorry that I cannot give you any absolute assurance
of what is to be," said Madeleine, rising. "There is trouble
before all of us, I fear; but we can only do what is right, and
leave the rest to God."

CHAPTER III.

THE BEGINNING OF THE END.

WHILE Madeleine, at the Lodge, was reading, with bewil-
dered amazement, the record of Mary's last thoughts and wishes,
an unusual visitor came in Stansbury to pay her a call of con-
gratulation. This visitor was Miss Champion, who, without in-
forming any one of her intention, set forth soon after breakfast,
for the Severns'. Meditation with her bore fruit. If she was to
lose Lacy, she would run no 'risk of delay in securing Basil.
Failing a "poet," the future owner of the Carlisle.Mills was not
to be despised.

Fortune favored her. Miss Severn was not at home, Ann in-
formed her, and Mrs. Seven was very much engaged; but if
she would wait- Yes, Miss 4 Champion, mindful of her object,
would wait. She swept across the hail, and was ushered into the
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sitting-room, where Basil-on whom idleness weighed heavily-...
was reading a newspaper.

lie rose quickly. Was this a goddess who entered, in flow-
ing robes of rustling black silk, with one crimson rose at her
th~pat, and another in her hat, her cheeks glowing, her eyes
shining? The young man, who had been reading with a very
distracted mind the political intelligence of the day, was, for a
moment, dazzled. Only for a moment. He advanced the next
instant, courteously, but so coldly that Miss Champion felt that
the occasion called for he~ best diplomacy.

"Pray excuse me for intruding so early," she said, extending
both hands with a gesture of irresistible cordiality, "but I could
not restrain myself any longer. I felt that I must come to con-
gratulate Madeleine on her great good fortune."

"Madeleine would appreciate your kindness if she were at
home," answered Basil, " but she went out an hour or two ago.
She does not, however, consider the bequest to which I sup.
pose you allude in the light of a very great good fortune."

"Does she not?" said Miss Champion, with an involuntary
opening of the eyes, which indicated as much incredulity as
surprise. "Of course, I know that she was greatly attached
to Miss Carlisle, but still-the fortune must go to some45ody now
that she is dead, and it is a great deal better for it to go to Made-
leine than to anybody else."

"I am not sure of that" said Basil. Then he moved a large
arm-chair near the fire. "Pray sit down," he said, thawing a lit-
tle under the influence of the sunshine showered so warmly upon
him. "My mother will be in presently."

"Thanks," said Helen, graciously. She sank into the chair,
and glanced up at him with the pleasant consciousness of look-
ing her (daylight) best. "How strange and sad it seems to re-
member all that has happened since we met last!" she added,
after a moment, drooping her lids. "Only think of the ball, and
poor Miss Carlisle! You can't tell how much I have felt for
Madeleine and-yourself!"

Over the last word her voice dropped to a lower and tenderer

key, and Basil's heart thrilled; but he was firmly resolved against
being made "a fool of" any longer, and, moreover, he had learned
to distrust the speaker. It is to be supposed that even Circe's
spells would lose their power after a time, if cast again and yet
again ever the same subject.

"Thank you for your sympathy," he said, quietly. "Mary's

death has been a great grief both to Madeleine and myself-one
of which I do not yet like to speak."

"I think painful subjects are best avoided," said Miss Cham-

pion, in a tone which indicated that she practiced her own phi-
losophy, "but I could not help letting you know how much sym-
pathy I have felt."

Then there was a short pause. "I have given him an open-
ing," thought Helen, "why don't he speak?" As for Basil, he
felt as clearly as she could possibly have desired, that he had but
to speak to obtain a more definite assurance than he had ever
been able to draw from this slippery young lady. A month be-
fore, he would have grasped such an opportunity eagerly, but
now he hesitated-why, he scarcely knew. It was not that he
was less thrilled by the fair face turned toward him, or that wis-
dom had overmastered passion in his breast. Jt was simply an
instinct that kept him silent. Perhaps the uncertainty of his
circumstances had, unconsciously to himself, something to do
with this. He was on the eve of a great change-one way or
another-in his affairs. In a little while he would have some
positive prospect to offer the woman he loved, but now he felt
that silence best became him. Helen Champion knew-had
known for many a day, on the best possible authority-that his
heart was hers. heretofore she had treated the knowledge very

lightly. He did not like to consider why it sh6~yld suddenly
seem of more v~lue in her eyes now.

These reflections did not last very long. When he spoke, it
was in a manner which irked Helen exceedingly. "It was very
kind of you to feel for us," he said. "You know how grateful
I must be for any of your thoughts-and especially for such
thoughts~ as these."
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"You do not seem to care for them very much," said she, with
tears of genuine vexation rising in her eyes. "You never come
near me to-to ask if I think of you. I fear you have not forgiven
my foolish conduct the night of the ball. Yet you ought to know
by this time how capricious and frivolous I am-sometimes."

'~ Pray do not mention it," said Basil, gently. "I have not
thought, I do Dot think, any thing unkind of you. Such trifles
as those to which you allude have been swept from my mind by
all that~has occurred since that night."

This was not so consoling as it should have been, but Miss
Champion made the best of it. "I am glad you are not vexed
with me," she said. "I have been fearing that you were."

She glanced up at him with eyes shining through their tears
like diamonds. In common with all men of his class, Basil was
very easily affected by a woman's tears. He could not with.
stand them even if the woman who shed them was indifferent
to him, and this woman, with all her faults, he loved deeply.

"How could you wrong me by supposing such a thing?" he
said, taking her hand. "I was pained, I own; but vexed-with
you! That is impossible. Yet, if you realized your power,
Helen, I think you would use it more generously."

"Have I any power?" asked Helen, naively. "How much?"
It is not worth while to follow the conversation further than

this. As is always the case in an encounter of the kind, the one,
who was the most in earnest fared the worst. A man feeling
less deeply, less keenly alive to what may be called the chivalry
of sentiment, would not have been drawn on so easily; but the
frank simplicity of Basil's character fitted him very little for such
a game.

He had received Miss Champion's pledge of faith-a pledge
given freely, and it may be added with perfect sincerity-had

escorted her home and returned to his house, when Madeleijie
arrived from the Lodge, with an expression on her face which
-before she uttered a word-told him that she had learned
something.

Notwithstanding this partial preparation, he was thuuder-

struck when Mary's letter was placed in his hands. "Was she
mad?" he ejaculated, looking up at his sister.

"No-not mad, but deceived," Madeleine answered. "Poor
Mary! Nothing could possibly show her childlike ignorance
of the world and human nature more plainly than that letter.
Of course she was wrong-all wrong-in the idea on which it is
based; but, even if that idea had been right, what pathetic want
of knowledge her manner of dealing with it displays 1"

"But, in the name of Heaven, what possessed her to enter-
tain such an idea?" demanded Basil. "To suspect you-of all
people!"

"She was blind," said Madeleine, "and the blind are easily
rendered suspicious. Jessie thinks that Mrs. Ingram is the per-
son who is accountable for it. I do not know."

"If she had only consulted any one!" said Basil. "But to
act like this solely on her own judgment-she who never had
any means of forming a judgment-it is the most inconceivable
thing! And what is to be the result? Since the supposition
on which she wrote was an altogether mistaken one, what do
you mean to ~

"You know what I mean to do," she answered. "I mean
to make the property over to Mr. Devereux. It is to him in re-
ality that it is left, and Mary says what I, also, believe-that
part at least of it is rightfully his.~~

There was a minute's silence. Then Basil said: "You must
consider this well. You must not act hastily and afterward re-
gret what you have done. Remember the fortune is legally and
absolutely yours, and it secures you-I do not speak of any one
else-all the best gifts of life. If you put it away on a mere
impulse-"

She stopped him by placing her hand on his arm. "Answer
me one thing," she said. "In my place, what would you do?"

Their eyes met-the same clear light burning steadily in
both. Each knew, though neither expressed this knowledge,
what the sacrifice would cost, yet it is not possible to say that
either felt for a moment the faintest temptation to retain that

s
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which honor bade them surrender. The merit of the sacrifice
would have been greater if there had been this temptation; but
there are some natures to whom such a thing is impossible, and
both Basil and Madeleine belonged to that class.

"In your place I would give up the property," said BasiL
"It is a question of honor-not of law."

"II knew you would say so," she replied. "Now, what is
the first step to be taken?"

"The first step will be to let Devereux know-and here, I
am sure, you will encounter a difficulty. If he would not accept
the fortune from Mary, is it likely he will accept it from you?"

"I fear there will be. a great deal of difficulty," said she, "but
you must see him at once, and you must make him understand
that, if he refuses to accept it, I will nevertheless make it over
to him, and it may lie untouched, fo~ I cannot and will not re-
tain it."

"Do you mean to tell him any thing of this?" asked Basil,
touching the letter.

A flush rose to Madeleine's cheek. For the first time, the
realization came to her of the singular position in which the let-
ter placed her with regard to Devereux. "He must be told
something of it," she said, after a short pause, "but not alL
Tell him, in Mary's own words, that she left her fortune to me
'as a trust, not as an inheritance:' that she believed it to be
rightfully his, and that she wished him to have it."

Basil shook his head-a gesture which quite as often ex
presses doubt as dissent. "It will look very mysterious," he
said. "Devereux will naturally ask why, if she wished to leave
it to him, she did not do so in a legal manner?"

"Remind him of the promise he exacted from her that she
would not do so. For the rest, we cannot help the mystery. It
is impossible to make the contents of that letter public."

in "Quite impossible," said Basil, glancing again at the letter
his hand. "One thing is certain," he added, with emphasis,

"1 should like to cut into mince-meat the tongue which has been
at the root of this mischief 1"
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"That would not remedy it now," said Madeleine, with a
sigh. "1t was base and cruel, but we must deal with what is;
not with what might have been."

"And you wish me to see Devereux at once?"
"Yes. There is no reason for delay, and he may leave

Stansbury."
"That is true," said Basil, stretching out his hand for his

hat, which he had thrown carelessly on a table near by. "I
confess I see nothing but trouble and vexation ahead," he went
on. "He is certain to make difficulties, if not to refuse the
fortune point-blank; and then what is to be done?"

"As the Spaniards say-God knows!" answered Made-
leine. "Let him do what he will, our course is clear. You
were right when you called it a question of honor. Go; then,
dear Basil, and-will you stop on the way and ask Gordon to
come to me? I owe it to him to let him hear my decision first
from myself."

Basil assented, but as he left the room a shadow fell over
his face. Madeleine's allusion to Lacy had not been necessary.
to remind him of Helen Champion.. He had not distinctly said
to himself that her graciousness that morning had been dic-
tated by the changed prospects that opened to him through the
fortune which had fallen to his sister; but he wm~s quite as well
aware of these prospects as James Champion, and he had felt
instinctively that it would not do to analyze too closely the
motives which prompted Helen's accession of regard. In a
manner not unusual with men of his order, he had resigned him-
self to a half-sad knowledge of the imperfections of his idol.
He had told himself more than once that, as he had been fool-
ish enough to set his heart on this woman, he must take her as
she was, not hoping that she would ever be able to reign as
queen in the high places of his soul. Some of her faults he
could not fail to see; against the perception of others he closed
his eyes, as he had closed them this morning-refusing to con-
sider why she had sought him out. Half unconsciously he
reasoned that she must care for him since she had encouraged

4
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him to believe that she would marry him, long before these later
events occurred; but his heart misgave him when-as he went
in search of Devereux he thought, "Now will come the
test!"

~ He had not proceeded more than half a square before be
met Lacy; and Madeleine was still sitting with Mary's letter in
her hand, when she heard the familiar step of the latter on
the gravel-walk leading to the house.

She scarcely understood why she shrank with such a feeling
of dread from the interview before her. "I am weak and fan-
ciful," she thought. "No doubt Gordon will agree with me.
He cannot do otherwise; but I know it will be a terrible disap.
pointment to him, and it seems hard that I should be obliged
to cause it."

There was certainly no anticipation of disappointment visi-
ble on Gordon's face when he came in. The world to him this
morning was flooded with sunshine. He felt that he was fully
justified by circumstances in those two apparently foolish acts
of his life-7his devotion to literature and his engagement to
Madeleine. In remembering the past, he conveniently ignored
all his doubts and hesitations, and appeared in his own recol-
lection as an embodiment of loyal constancy. For this con-
stancy he now had his reward! All sordid questions of ways
and means were now at an end. He would be lifted above all
need of degrading his genius to the mere uses of subsistence.
He would have leisure to cultivate art, and he would possess
the society of-the woman who was his chosen companion and
best inspire.

He looked like "his old self," Madeleine thought, when he
entered-the lover who had come to woo, not the one who,
since that wooing, had so often brought his gloomy moods to
her-and her heart smote her that she must cast a cloud over
this brightness. As he reached her side, his first words were
caressing:

" Ch~rie," he said, "you are not yourself even yet! You
look pale and sad. I think, if you went out, the mild day would
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do you good. I see you have your hat on. Were you waiting
for me to walk?"

"No," Madeleine answered. "I have just come in from the
Lodge."

"Ah!" said Lacy, "that accounts for your pale looks, then.
You should not have gone to a place so full of sad associations
for some time yet; and the walk was too long for you, besides."

"Oh, no," said Madeleine, "IL scarcely noticed the walk. I
was thinking of other things. I felt that I must go. There
were reasons-Gordon, I have something very important to tell
you."

"Tell me, then," said Gordon, indulgently. He sat down
near her-in the chair which Miss Champion had occupied an
hour or two before-and looked at her with eyes full of- sunny
light. "You are tormenting yourself about some scruple," he
said. "I see that plainly. It is my turn to play comforter
now. Let me hear what troubles you."

"It is not a scruple," she replied, "but something much
more grave. Do you remember last night when I said that I
was waiting for a further revelation o~E what Mary meant by
leaving her fortune to me? Well, I haive had the revelation."

"Madeleine!" said Lacy, in a tone of surprise. He was
thoroughly astonished. Was this spiritualism, as Rosalind had
said? or had her wonderful good fortune turned Madeleine~s
brain?

"When Mary was dying," Madeleine went on quickly-
anxious to make the explanation and be over with it-" she
told me to take from her neck the key of her desk, and that in
it I should find a letter addressed to myself, containing her last
wishes. I took the key after her death, but I did not open the
desk-not thinking that the letter could be of any immediate
importance, and shrinking from the pain of reading it. But
last night-as soon as I began to understand the strange terms
of her will-I thought of the letter at once, and that was what
I meant when I spoke of a further revelation of her wishes.
This morning I went out to the Lodge, and-I found it."
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"Found what?" asked Lacy. He still spoke with indtil.
gent kindness, sure that nothing more than some feminine (prob.
ably sentimental) nonsense was bc~hind all this formidable pre-
amble. "The letter do you mean? I hope there was nothing

'terrible in it. Last wishes are usually very uncomfortable things.
What injunction did Miss Carlisle's letter contain?"

"It contained, more than an injunction," said Madeleine.
"It told me that she left her fortune to me as a trust, not as an
inheritance."

She repeated almost mechanically the words which had
graved themselves on her memory as expressing concisely the
spirit of Mary's letter. They were words which-uttered in
her firm voice-had to Lacy the force of a moral blow. As
was natural, however, he failed to comprehend their full signifi-
cance.

"A trust! " ~he repeated; "not an inheritance! What is the
meaning of that?"

Madeleine hesitated, uncertain whether or not to tell him alL
She had put Mary's letter in her pocket when she heard his step.
Now her hand involuntarily sought it. Should she show it to
him, or should she not? A second's reflection made her decide
in the negative. How could she show to the man to whom she
was engaged a letter, full of the evident belief that she loved,
and clearly expressed hope that she would marry, some one else?
It was simply impossible.

"The meaning," she answered, after a moment's pause, "is,
that Mary wanted to leave her fortune to Mr. Devereux-to whom
she thought that all the property in litigation justly belonged-
but he desired her so earnestly not to do so that she left it to
me, and then wrote this letter, telling me that she wished him to
have it."

As she completed this most lame and blundering explana-
tion, Madeleine felt that the amazement on Lacy's face was not
remarkable. He looked at her as if he thought it a very doubt-
ful question whether or not she were sane.

"Are you really in earnest? "he said, at last. "Had Miss Car

lisle lost her senses? Left her property to you, and then wrote
a letter saying she wished Devereux to have it? I never heard
such a meaningless absurdity in my life! If she wanted him to
have it, why on earth did she not leave it to him?"

"He asked her not to do so."
"And yet she thought he would accept it from you-by Jove!

There are no words to characterize such folly. In fact, it is more
than folly-it's downright craziness! Your friend must have
been out of her mind, Madeleine."

"No, she was not," said Madeleine; "she was only blind and
-mistaken. She knew so little of the world-nothing of hu-
man nature. Poor Mary! She meant to act for the best, and
yet how much trouble she has made for me-for all of us!"

"I do not see any necessity for that," said Lacy, a 'little
coldly. "Such folly is scarcely worth a second thought. As you
say, it displays supreme ignorance-nothing else. Of course, it
does not bind you at all."

"Do you think not?" asked Madel'eiue. Her face grew a
shade paler; her eyes gazed at him with steady sadness. Sud-
denly she felt the struggle before her. It was borne to her not
as an instinct, but as a certainty, that Lacy would not approve
of what she felt bound to do.

"I am sure not," he answered, decidedly. "'Is this the phan-
tom that is disturbing you? Listen to a little reason about it.
In the first place, there is every presumption that Miss Carlisle
wrote that letter when entirely incapable of exercising even her
ordinary power of judgment; therefore, even if its substance were
sensible, it would not bind you to a direct contradiction of her
will. But its substance is not sensible. On the contrary, it is
simply absurd to imagine that Devereux would accept a fortune
in such a manner. Refuse it from her, and take it from you!
The idea is too preposterous to be worth serious consideration."

"I fear you are right," said Madeleine, looking troubled,
"but, even if he does refuse, it is impossible for me to retain
it."

"What!" said Lacy. His astonishment had been ascending
18
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like a scale in music, and this exclamation marked the highest
point. A vivid change passed over his face-a change embody.
ing coldness, disgust, incredulity. "You cannot mean such a
thing!" he said.

" How can I mean any thing else?" asked Madeleine, eagerly
-almost nervously. "Stop a minute and think! The fortune
was Mary's, and she tells me with her last breath what she
wishes done with it. How can I be honorable, and refuse to do
what she desires?"

"Do you think I have not as keen a sense of honor. as your-
self?" demanded Lacy. "But this is mere Quixotism. The for-
tune is not only legally but morally yours. If you throw it
away-but I will not entertain such an idea! Madeleine, my
darling, for Heaven's sake, trust to my judgment! You are not
fitted to judge-you are overwrought, and ready to see things in
an exaggerated light. I am sane and cool, and I tell you that
you will be doing yourself, and every one connected with you, a
grievous wrong if you act in this manner."

"I do not think of myself," said Madeleine, with a low sob.
~C But I confess it is hard to think of others-of Basil, and of you,
dear Gordon-"

But Gordon threw his head back haughtily. This was not
the kind of consideration he wanted. "I beg you will not think
of me-at least, not in such a connection as that," he said.
"If you believe that I have been pleading for myself, you do
me great injustice. I certainly hoped that the long period of
waiting to which we have looked forward might be abridged
by your good fortune; but I could afford 'such a hope since I
think" (quite loftily) "that I have sufficiently proved my dis-
interestedness."

"Do you fancy that I ever doubted it?" asked Madeleine.
Her eyes were brimming with wistful tears, but they did not
soften Lacy's heart, which was 'just then full of resentment.
Never in his life had he been'so 'outraged before-so set aside
and made of no account, where he should have been of chief
importance! It was almost incredible! After all his sacrifices

for Madeleine; was it possible that she could treat him like
this!

"If our engagement means an~ thing at all," he presently
said, "it means that you have bound yourself to some regard
for my wishes, and respect for my' opinions. If you persist in
your present intention, it will prove that you have neither the

one nor the other, and the engagement, therefore, is little more
than an empty body without a spirit."

"'Have I ever failed to show regard for your wishes before?"
asked Madeleine. "Do you not know that it almost breaks my
heart to act in opposition to you? Gordon, I thought you would
feel with me that, however hard the necessity might be, it i8 a
necessity. After all, we are only where we were before that
will was opened."

"Only where we were!" repeated Gordon. He uttered a
short, sarcastic laugh. "And pray where was that? You may
not have realized, but I have, for weeks and months past, that
our engagement has been simply a hopeless clinging to some-
thing without definite end. I knew that we could never afford
to marry, unless some entirely unforeseen good fortune happened
to one of us. The good fortune came-from Heaven, as it were-
and you tell me that you mean to throw it away."

"But it has not ever really been mine," said Madeleine,
gazing at him with all her heart in her eyes--eyes which pleaded
mutely for one word of encouragement, one word of acquiescence
in the sacrifice for honor's sake-" Mary did not mean it for me,
it was of Mr. Devereux she thought."

"And it must surely be of Mr. Devereux that you think,"
said Lacy, forgetting himself in the sense of indignant impo-
tence which possessed him, in finding that even his influence over
Madeleine was powerless to change her resolution. "Your
solicitude for him must certainly be great, since, to place at his
feet a fortune which he is not likely to accept-"--and to which he
'has not the slightest claim-you are willing to throw Basil on
the world without occupation, and to render our marriage vir-
tually impossible."

407
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"0 Gordon, how can you be so cruel!" said Madeleine. She
clasped her hands together, and lifted her appealing face toward
him, as-having risen from his chair-he stood before her. "Is
it I who will do all this? But surely you perceive that I can-
not ~help it-when duty and honor are at stake, one cannot count
sacrifices. Basil thinks that I am right. He has gone to Mr.
Devereux now."

Lacy looked confounded. This was worse-much worse-
than he had expected. He grew fairly white with anger-anger
which for a moment rendered him incapable of expression.
When he spoke at last, his voice was so tense that it did not
sound like his own. "In that case," he said, "it seems to me
hardly worth while to keep up such a farce as our engagement
has become. You think of every one before me, you consult
every one but me. You are only kind enough to inform me after
you have already taken steps to commit such a stupendous act
of folly as this."

"With regard to the engagement, it must be as you like,'K
said Madeleine. She also rose, but there was no trace of anger
or haughtiness in her manner-only a grave, gentle dignity
touched with sadness. This was no shock to her. She knew
now that for some time she had expected it. How much pain
it held for her, she did not stop to ask. The pride which often
stands a woman in good stead upheld her, as she went on: "Even
if it comes to that issue, I cannot recede from what I know to
be right. You should not ask it of me-and, above all, you
should not insinuate, as you did a moment ago, that I think of
any thing but my honor. That not only wronged me, but it was
unworthy of you. If you think it best for us to part, do me the
justice to remember hereafter that it was by your act-not mine.

As the clear, sweet tones ceased, there was a silence for a
minute, and, If ever the forces of goo~l and evil fought in a man's
soul, they did in Lacy's then. He was half minded to say, "Do
what you will-I cannot live without you!" to be~ her to for-
give him and let him keep the treasure of her faith. But the
4emon of sel~shness, which he had been fostering for months past,

rose up now in the might which he had given it. "Think of
your own prospects," said that mentor; "remember your brill-
iant talents which only need a field; think of all the sacrifices
you have already made, and do not bind you life any longer in
idle,~ aimless waiting. Break your chain, and go into the world
a free man."

Listening to this excellent counsel, there was no softening
in his tone when he answered Madeleine's last words. "I can-
not admit that. It is your act-not mine-which separates us.
You show me plainly and decidedly of how little importance I
am in your life. I should have little self-respect if I could con-
tinue to fill the position of your betrothed husband, while in a
matter which concerns you vitally you put me contemptuously
aside. But all this is useless. Pardon some of the terms I have
ventured to use, and let me say good-morning."

"Good-by," said Madeleine, holding out her hand. The
same strange, sad gentleness was in her tone and gesture. Dim-
ly Lacy felt that she looked as a guardian angel might when
forced to leave an erring human soul. "God bless you!" she
said, in a low voice. "Don't imagine that I have any harsh
thoughts. Perhaps you are right-perhaps it is best. I seem
to have failed to make you happy. But I shall be very glad to
hear that you have found happiness elsewhere. Believe that."

"I can readily believe that you are completely indifferent to
me," replied he-angered afresh by this, yet touched, indignant,
desiring-he knew not what. He did not take her outstretched
hand, but, retreating a little, made a quick, defiant bow and was
gone.

CHAPTER IV.

THE COST OF SACRIFICE.

As Lacy's ringing step passed away, Madeleine sank down
again in the chair from which she had risen, and asked herself
if life had ended within her, or why she felt so strangely stunned
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and quiet. Her power of emotion seemed for the time suspend.
ed; she was not conscious either of indignation or pain. She
had simply a dull sense of having received a heavy blow, and
she said quietly, "Jt is over I"

After a while she rose and went up-stairs---stopping a mo-
ment in the hail to speak to Mrs. Seven in her usual manner.
"You look pale, Madeleine," said that good lady, but this was,
all she noticed. "I feel a little tired," replied Madeleine, and
went on to her room, where she closed the door. Even then,
however, it was not to give way to any burst of grief. She
wondered at her own singular apathy and calm. She 'laid aside
her hat and jacket, walked to the mirror and smoothed her hair,
saying again half mechanically.-as she met her own sad eyes:
"It is over! Why do I not care more?"

Yet, as she asked the question, instinct warned her that the
reaction of keen suffering was to come. Only light natures-
natures to whom love is incomprehensible (save in its lowest
forms of foolish sentiment or animal passion), and faith a jest-
can break without a pang such ties, and end such hopes as Made-
leine had seen vanish from her that morning. Pain is the chrism
which concentrates all sacrifices, and pain was yet to wring her
heart in its strong grasp. Some realization of this-together
with a great sense of emptiness and desolation-made her sink
on her knees before an oratory in the corner of the room. At
the feet of the large, white crucifix lay a rosary and an "Imita-
tion." She opened the last like one seeking words of comfort,
and this was what she read:

"Free me from all evil passions, and cure my heart of all
disorderly affections; so that, inwardly healed and well purified,
I may become apt to love, courageous to suffer and steadfast to
persevere.

"A great thing is love, a great good every way; which alone
lighteneth all that is burdensome, and beareth equally all that
is unequal.

"For it carrieth a burden without being burdened, and mak.
eth all else that is bitter sweet and savory.

"Love will tend upward and not be detained by things be-
neath.

"Love will be at liberty, and free from all worldly affection,
that its interior vision be not hindered; that it suffer itself not
to be entangled with any temporal interest, nor cast down by
misfortune.

"Nothing is sweeter than love, nothing stronger, nothing
higher, nothing wider, nothing more pleasant, nothing fuller or
better in heaven or in earth: for love is born of God, and cannot
rest but in God, above all created things."

Golden words of heavenly wisdom which in their tender
sweetness loosed the bonds of numb apathy, and brought a wave
of sorrow over her soul. "0 Lord," she cried, "give to me this
diviue love, so that the desertion of no human friend, the. failure
of no human faith, may grieve the spirit fixed on Thee."

An hour later Basil returned and asked for Madeleine. "She
is up-stairs, I think," said Mrs. Seven, from whom the weight
of years seemed lifted by the pleasant consciousness that hence-
forth she would have no need to darn table-linen, or pay visits
on foot. "Gordon Lacy was here for some time, and after he
left she went to her own room. Shall I send and let her know
you want to see her?"

"No," answered Basil, after a pause; "1 will wait till she
comes down. There is no reason why I should see her at once.
Probably she is resting. She took a long walk this morning."

He went out of the sitting-room without saying any more
than this. He, too, felt tired in mind and body, weary of the
strain of much emotion, and disposed to defer the disagreeable
duty of telling his step-mother what a mere dream Madeleine's
fortune was to prove. "Nothing is settled yet," he thought.
"There is time ~nough.~~

It did not occur to Madeleine to remain in her own room
when the dinner-bell rang. She had - never been one of the
women who "give way," and to whom every thing must be ac-
commodated. On the contrary, she was one of those in whom
long habit had trained the original impulse of self-control, until
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she was capable, even in great emergencies, of putting her own
feelings aside and caring unselfishly for the comfort of those
around her. It was this impulse which made her rise now from
the couch, on which she had thrown herself in utter exhaustion,
and go down-stairs. To bear her burden bravely, to hide as far
as possible the depth of her wound, and to make no one else
unhappy because she was miserable-these were the ends which
half-unconsciously she proposed to herself, and it was thus that
the brave, sweet spirit rose up, without bitterness, to meet the
suffering which had fallen ,on it.

Basil noticed her altered looks and absolute want of appetite
at dinner, though he wisely abstained from remark; but after
they rose from table he followed her into the hall and pro-
posed that they should go into the garden. "The day is de-
lightful," he added, "and I have something to say to you."

"Wait till I put on a hat," said Madeleine. The hat was
soon put on, and then they went into the garden together.
The day was indeed delightful-full of the breath of advancing
spring, and soft with a faint, purple mist. Who does not know
the feeling of such a day in February? Birds are singing, buds
are expanding, green shoots are coming up out of the brown
earth, flowers are gay along the garden borders, an odor of violets
fills the air.

Yet to those over whom the shadow of grief rests, there is
nothing, perhaps, more mournful than such a day. The dreariest
December sky would be more welcome than this buoyancy of*
awakening life. "It is only when the first bitterness of the
spirit is past, that the voice of Nature can reach sad ears. Her
call is too still, too gentle, to be heard when a tumult is in the
heart."

There was a tumult in Madeleine's heart, little as she gave
any sign of 'it, and so the multitudinous sweet sounds and scents
rather oppressed than cheered her. She did not even notice her
favorite flowers, but plunged immediately into the subject that
demanded her attention, if it did not claim her interest. "What
did Mr. Devereux say, Basil ? ~' she asked.

"Exactly what I expected~" Basil replied. "He refuses
absolutely to hear of such a thing as accepting th~ property, and
he is coming this afternoon to tell you so."

"That is unnecessary," she said, with a slight chord of
impatience in her voice. "Did you not tell him that, as far as
I am concerned, the matter is fixed-that nothing can change my
resolution?"

"Yes, I told him that, and a great deal more. I think we
must have talked for an hour and a half; but I left him as de~
cided as I found him. I don't think he has the least idea of
yielding."

"Jam sorry," said Madeleine, "but even in that case it is
impossible for me to keep the property. Am I not right?"
said she, stopping and turning to him appealingly. "Should I
not give it up?"

"You are quite right," said Basil. "The more I think of
it, the more I am convinced that it would be impossible for
you honorably to retain property which was bequeathed to you
under an altogether false impression. Mary left it to you be-
cause she thought she would thereby be virtually leaving it to
Devereux. Now, for you to take it and marry another man-"

Something in Madeleine's face-a certain shrinking expres-
sion-hushed the words on his lips. He thought suddenly of
Lacy, and was not surprised when she looked up with a faint
quiver of her lips. "Never mind about that," she said.. "There
is no need to take into consideration any thing about marriage.
The fact simply remains that I cannot honorably keep the for-
tune. That is enough."

"Madeleine," said Basil, suddenly taking her hand, "is your
engagement broken?"

"It is at an end," she answered, simply. Then, as she saw a
quick flash of anger in his eyes, she put out her other hand
and laid it on his wrist. "There is nothing to resent," she
said, "nothing to regret. When two people recognize that
they have made a mistake, it is best to end it-do you not
think so?"
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* hy is it that you-that Lacy-only recognized your
mistake this morning?" asked he, looking at her suspiciously.

"We have been advancing to the recognition for some
time," she replied. "I see that now. This morning we faced
the truth. No one is to blame. It is for the best. I am sure
of that."

"lam sure," said Basil, full of heat, "that Lacy objected to
your resigning this fortune."

She smiled-a shadowy ghost of a smile. "Edward the Con-
Lessor said that the secrets of the household should be known to
God and the saints alone," she answered. "I have always thought
that the affairs of those who are-who were-lovers, should rest
under the same seal. I cannot describe even to you, dear Basil,
how we parted. It is surely enough to say that no one is to
blame.

Then silence fell for several minutes as they paced the garden-
paths together, between trim, old-fashioned lines of box and cedar.
Basil knew, as clearly as if Madeleine bad spoken, the general
purport of what had occurred with Lacy; and his prophetic
heart warned him that something very like it would occur when
Helen Champion came to know how Madeleine and himself
meant to support the Severn tradition of "honor before all
things." Yet this brother and sister were fortunate above many

* of their fellows in that each had the other's faithful affection for
compensation when that which the world called love fell away.
They were spared the terrible sense of isolation which over-*
whelms the spirit when such a sacrifice must be made without
any support, when a human soul is called by God into the drear
desert of pain, alone.

The afternoon was nearly spent, and the sun was sloping low
in the west, before Devereux presented himself at the Severn
door and asked for Madeleine. He was ushered into the draw-
ing-room, where a fire was burning, though a window at the
farther end of the room was open, and the fragrance of hya..
ciuths was heavy on the air. The last time that he had been
here was on the morning of his return to Stansbury, and the

whole apartment seemed to him full of that recollection. He
could hear Madeleine's soft voice speaking of sacrifices which
should be easy "for love's sweet sake~" and he could see Mary
enter. Only yesterday! yet part of a past as utterly dead as if
the tender face that brightened for him that morning had been
a century underground!

He was standing near a window through which the level
sunshine poured in a slanting golden stream, when Madeleine
entered. Though he turned at once, his eyes were too much
dazzled by the radiance to appreciate for some time the great
change in her appearance. When it gradually became clear to
him, he was sincerely shocked. The deep mourning which she
wore threw into relief her colorless face, with its dark-ringed
eyes and pale lips. Watching, grief, excitement, pain-each
in turn had done its work and left its trace on the mobile
countenance. Devereux had too much tact to repeat what he
had inadvertently said once before, "How badly you look!~~
but his voice expressed the same thing, when-after they had
shaken hands almost silently-he said:

"I fear you have not rested properly yet-you still show
signs of fatigue. I am sorry-very sorry-that you should
have been annoyed so soon by matters relating to ~

"I am perfectly well," said Madeleine; "~ little tired, per-
haps, but that is all. As for business, it will trouble me very
little. Basil has told you, Mr. Devereux, thatdt was Mary's de-
sire that you should have her fortune, and that I therefore have
no alternative but to make it over to you."

"Your brother told me something of the kind, but it is-if
you will excuse me-so utterly out of the question, that I have
not given it the least serious consideration."

"But you must give it serious consideration," said Made-
leine. " It is a matter which concerns you chiefly; indeed, I
may say altogether. What have I to do with it? Nothing ex-
cept that I am placed in the position of one to whom a trust
and not an inheritance has been left."

"How am I to reason with you on a subject so far beyond
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the province of reason?" said Devereux, as they sat down.
"If Mary knew so little of the world as to write such a letter
as that to which your brother alluded, you certainly ought to
be aware that it is simply impossible for me to accept in this
manner a bequest which I absolutely refused to accept through
the regular form of a will."

" I know that there are difficulties in the way,~~ she answered,
"and I appreciate the awkwardness of the position in which it
places you; but my course is clear; whether you refuse or
whether you accept the fortune
of it." e, Mr. IDevereux, I will have none

"Do you mean that you will not keep it under any circum-
stances?"

"I mean distinctly that I will not keep it under any circum-
stances."

"Miss Severn, for Heaven's sake, consider-"
She stopped him by a gesture. "Spare me, if you please.

I do not feel equal to a long discussion. I have had too many
of them already. Argument is useless. There is but one thing
for me to do, and that 1 intend to do. The fortune is not hon-
orably mine, Mr. Devereux, and I will not keep it."

"Give it away, then. There are the heirs-at-law. Hand it
over to them."

"That would not be what Mary wished. Besides, I have
no right to give k to any one but you. After it is yours, you
can hand it over to them if you like."

"It never will be mine," said he, gravely. "Understand
that once for all. There is nothing which could induce me to
take it-not even Mary's last wishes, not even your desire. If
you were not-you, I should be indignant at such a proposal.
Asit is, I fear that you must think poorly of me, else you could
not make it."

"How can you wrong me by saying such a thing!" said
Madeleine. "Think poorly of you ?-I am sure you know bet-
ter than that. As for Mary-she meant to act for the best."
* "I never entertained the least doubt of that," he said, with

a strain of emotion in his voice. "But the matter is a com-
plete mystery to me. I cannot imagine why she should have
thought that I would take from you what I refused from
her."

"I am sorry that you should not understand," said Made-
leine, "but there is only one thing for me to do."

Then there was a pause. Devereux felt, as he said, that the
matter was wrapped in mystery, but he also entertained a sus-
picion of what lay beneath the mystery and made Madeleine so
determined. This suspicion was necessarily vague, and took no
definite form. Madeleine, ot' her part, said to herself that she
was not accountable for the mystery. It was clearly impossible
for her to show Devereux Mary's letter. Things must be as
they were: she could not smooth the tangled threads in which
her own life and the lives of others were caught. A sense of
dull apathy weighed on her; Devereux thought that he had
never seen her so little responsive in sympathy, so cold, so un-
like herself. Naturally conscience-which makes self-accusers
as well as cowards of us all-made him suspect that this might
have its origin in his fault. What had Mary said in that letter
which it seemed he was not to see?

The feeling of constraint which followed these reflections
with both, was not remarkable; and when Devereux spoke, his
voice was so decided that it sounded almost stern:

"If you feel that it is impossible for you to retain the prop-
erty," he said, "do what you like with it-endow a church, if
you choose-but understand as a final matter that I refuse ab-
solutely to receive it. To any one but yourself I should say
this in much more imperative terms. If it is a question of hon-
or with you to relinquish it, still more is it a question of honor
with me to refuse it."

What could Madeleine reply to this? She felt that, in~ his
place, she would act as he was doing, yet she also felt how
much his resistance complicated her position. Under the influ-
ence of these feelings she made what might perhaps be called
an exceedingly feminine plea. "You are very unkind,", she
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said, with something like a sob in her voice, "you ought to
think more of me."

It was so childlike, and under some circumstances would~
have been so irresistible, that Devereux could scarcely 1' restrain
a smile. "I would do any thing else for you," he said. "But
this you ought not to ask. It is simply impossible. I have al-
ready decided what to do-my plans are all made. I am going
to Colorado-to the friend of whom I spoke to you once
before."

"Going-away so far!" said Madeleine. Tears gathered
in her eyes not so much for his departure as for a sense of the
change and instability of all earthly things. There seemed an
upheaval going on of all her familiar world. "You are not
acting justly," she added, after a minute, almost passionately.
"You are throwing all this burden on me, and it is not right.
Nothing can make me retain the fortune; but you are throwing
the trouble, the responsibility, the weight-."

"I would relieve you of them if I could," said Devereux,
gently, as she stopped, but I cannot do so without takin the
property, and that is out of the question."

So it was to this point they both returned. Poor Mary little
anticipated such a clash of Opposing wills when, in the simplicity
of her heart, she wrote the letter which caused it. Discussion
seemed useless. Every thing came to this-one would not re-
tain, the other refused to accept. How the matter was to be
finally settled seemed a puzzling enigma.

CHAPTER V.

SOME THERE BE THAT SHADOWS KI55.~~

A BOMB-SHELL in the Champion household could not have ex-
cited more consternation than the news of Madeleine's resolution.
Basil, by his sister's request, carried the intelligence to Jame8
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Champion, asking him at the same time what legal forms were
necessary for the transfer of the property. That gentleman was
at first incredulous, and then indignant-more indignant than
he had ever been before in his life. Such a thing was without
precedent in his experience, and without excuse in his opinion.
He called the question of honor, on which Basil laid stress, a
question of fiddlesticks; he pointed out the moral and legal claim
which Madeleine possessed to the fortune, and he concluded by
saying that, if she persisted in such egregious folly, he would
have no part in it; that some other lawyer must be found to do
the necessary legal work. "My share in the business began and
ended when I drew up Miss Carlisle's will," he said. "Of any
foolish letter which she may have written afterward, I know
nothing. I thought Madeleine had more sense than to act
in such a manner as this. It seems one is never safe in as-
suming that a woman may not be carried away by impulse."

"I am not a ~ said Basil, "and I agree with her."
Champion had too much courtesy to say, "The more fool

you!" but-he looked it. "You are one of a class of men who
are cursed by a morbid sense of honor," he said. "You ought
to distrust your own opinion on all such points. Now, I am
sure that I am an honorable man, but, under the circumstances,
I should not hesitate to take the fortune and to keep it."

"Under the circumstances, I have no idea that you would do
any thing of the kind," returned Basil, dryly. "We are very apt to
think our neighbor's scruples nonsense, when, if we were placed
in his position, we might find them serious enough. However
that may be, Madeleine's resolution is taken, and nothing will
change it."

"I shall at least clear my conscience by letting her hear my
opinion of the matter," said Champion.

He was as good as his word. He went to see Madeleine, and
let her h6ar his opinion of the matter-a terse, decided, lawyer-
like and common-sense opinion, which might have influenced a
resolve less strongly grounded than hers. She listened with
patience and replied with kindness, but he recognized, as every

S
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one else had done, that her determination was wi. oily beyond
his power of moving. When he returned home with this news,
Rosalind's disgust, and Helen's dismay, can perhaps be irnag.
med. The latter felt that she had "committed" herself to Basil
in a wholly unnecessary manner; the former, that the Severn
star had set again in deeper gloom than ever. She was philo~
sophical about the matter, however, observing that, although
she had always known that Madeleine and Basil were full of
Quixotism, she had not suspected, until now, half the extent
of their absurdity. I' What will be next on the cards, I won.
der?" said she. "Whom will Mr. Devereux bestow the fortune
upon?"

"Perhaps," said Mrs. Champion, in her imposing tone, "Mr
Devereux and Madeleine may settle the matter by a marriage."

But Rosalind treated this suggestion with the well-bred scorn
which she felt that it deserved. "There is nothing in Madeleine
to attract such a man as Mr. Devereux," she said, with the calm
decision of one who knows whereof she speaks. "He admires
beautiful women, and women with style. INow, one could as soon
associate style with St. Cecilia as with Madeleine. She suits
Gordon Lacy exactly, and will probably spend her youth waiting
for him to make a fortune-which he never will make. How I
detest long engagements!"

"Mr. Lacy said the other day that he thought they were
generally mistakes," remarked Miss Champion, with deliberate
malice.

"I am glad Madeleine has made him understand that at last,"
returned Rosalind, coolly. "I have been trying for some time to
induce her to discard him."

In a place like Stanshury, whatever is known to three or four
people must necessarily soon be known to everybody, and before
society had ceased marveling over Mary Carlisle's will, and con-
jecturing what Madeleine would do-whether she would imme-
diately marry Gordon Lacy; whether Basil would buy the mills;
whether they would all go to live at the Lodge, etc., etc.-the
news of her resolution to resign the fortune convulsed Stans.

bury to its centre with such a sensation as it had not known
before for years. People were so astounded that they simply
stared at each other, and said at intervals, "Did you ever hear
the like?"

Apparently nobody ever ka~Z heard the like. There was
no precedent for any thing of the kind in Stansbury experience.
A dozen wild rumors and versions of the story were set afloat in
as many hours-VersionS which nobody took the trouble to con-
tradict, the Severns being too indifferent, and the Champions
too angry. The town was rather inclined to dullness just then
-a chronic condition of most country towns-and it was conse-
quently duly grateful for such a dish of gossip. Everybody was
interested in Devereux' s movements. What did he mean to do?
The acute public mind still regarded him with distrust~ and dis-
approval. People did not hesitate to hint that the present state
of affairs was the result of some deep-laid plot of his-that
he had induced Mary to write a will before she died, which
Madeleine conceived to be binding~ in honor, though it was not
binding in law. "If it's binding in honor, it'll be the same
as if it was binding in law with the Severns," said some of the
older inhabitants, who knew the history and character of the
family.

In the midst of all this, nobody (except, perhaps, Miss Cham-
pion) bestowed much thought on Gordon Lacy, but it is to be
supposed he supplied the omission by bestowing a great deal
on himself. He certainly spent two or three moody days revolv-
ing in his mind the situation in which he found himself, and
finally he shook the dust of Stanshury from his feet, and departed
for New York-with what ulterior intentions, save the vague one
of making literature a profession, even his own family did not
know.

The news of his departure added slightly to the general sen-
sation. "So the engagement is off at last!" gossips, both mas-
culine and feminine, said to one another-and this fact estab.-
lished, public comprehension leaped at once from effect to cause.
On the subject there was but one opinion-that Lacy had acted
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very badly, though how much his personal unpopularity helped
to make this opinion, there was no accurate mode of determining.
Those who have in any manner exalted themselves above thei~,
fellows must expect to be judged by a severe standard, and
Lacy had exalted himself most superciliously. Now came the
inevitable hour when performance, measured by pretension, ex-
hibited a very shabby discrepancy. "This is what comes of all
his fine words and ideas!" cynical friends and neighbors re-
marked. "There's many a man who never knew any thing about
ideal beauty' in his life, ~ho would have had manliness enough

to stand by the woman he loved, whether she was rich or poor."
Certainly it was impossible to deny that ideal beauty had not
worked a very beautiful result in the character of its apostle-.
and Stanshury (mindful of having been more than once de-
nounced as "barbarous ") rejoiced in the fact.

When Madelei~je heard the news she grew a shade paler, and
her lips set themselves ~a little, but that was alL It did not sur-
prise her. She had expected something of the kind-at least
she felt sure that her parting with Lacy was final, and that he
was as clearly conscious of this as herself. It was no sudden
shock which had separated them, but many causes culminating
at last in one definite effect. Rosalind, who had brought the
intelligence, looked at her keenly.

"I am very glad that you dismissed him at last," she said.
"1 should have given him his walking-papers long ago. If you
were only going to keep the fortune now, like a sensible person
-only in that case I am confident you would never have rid
yourself Qf Gordon, for he would never have given you an op-
portunity to do so.."

"Rosalind, you are talking about what you don't understand,"

said Madeleine, gravely. "My engagement to G8rdon is ended,
but you are mistaken if you think I 'dismissed' him. I should
take shame to myself if I had broken my word for no better rea-
son than that I chose to do so. One's word is too sacred a thing
to be given or reclaimed lightly. But when two people are
agreed that it is best to part, then an engagement may be lion-
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orably dissolved. It was in that way that Gordon and myself
said good-by."

"And not at all, I suppose, because you were going to re-
sign the fortune?" said Rosalind.

Madeleine waived this remark. She was too honorable to
deny its truth, and too loyal to betray the man she had loved.
"I shall not answer any questions. The matter rests entirely
between Gordon and myself and, if I do not blame him, no one
else has a right to do so."

"I am glad to say that he left without seeing Helen," re-
marked Rosalind, amiably. "I know that he did not see her,
because she was so much astonished to hear that he was gone.
I think she is really in love with him-as much as she can be
in love with anybody-and I am sure she means to treat Basil
abominably before she finishes amusing herself with him. Why
can't you warn him, Madeleine? He heeds you. It really puts
me out of patience to see a man made such a fool of-and by
Helen!"

"You did not think it strange when men were made fools by
you," said Madeleine, smiling faintly. "There is no good in
warning Basil. He must learn wisdom for himself, and I fear
that he is learning it very fast."

She was right~-Basil was learning a certain kind of wisdom
very fast indeed. Yet it was a wisdom which no one need de-
sire to learn-a sorrowful realization of what some writers would
fain make us believe the rule in human nature, falsehood for
truth, selfishness for tenderness, shallowness for depth. Happy
is the man who has not at some period of his life learned such a
lesson, and been forced to feel that-

"Sad it may be to be longing, with a patience faint and weary,
For a hope deferred-and sadder still to see it fade and fall;

Yet to grasp the thing we long for, and with sorrow sick and dreary,
Then to find how it can fail us, is the saddest pain of alL"

What he had longed for through many days, Basil grasped
at last for one fleeting moment, and lot like fairy gold, it turned
to moss and leaves in bis grasp. Though, like many another
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he had been ensnared by mere physical beauty-beauty in
which shone no ray from mind or soul-his was a nature which
such charms had no power to satisfy. And herein lay one great
difference between Lacy and himself. The former felt, as keenly
as Basil did, that Helen Champion's nature was of the shallow.
est, her. range of thought of the narro~yest, and her capacity for
sympathy so limited that it scarcely merited the name; yet
there were times when the intellectual man found pleasure in
her society from these very causes, when he was conscious of a
sense of relief in feeling that he had no criticism to fear, when
his vanity was gratified by her homage (utterly without any
power of real insight as he knew her to be), when his lower na-
ture asserted itself and he said mentally that 'the women who
serve as playthings. and dolls are the best companions for man,
who wants a worshiper at his footstool, not a rival near the
throne.

Such sentiments as these were utterly foreign to Basil's con-
ception. They found neither place in his mind nor echo in his
heart. He had none of Lacy's intellectual gifts, but he had that
which is much higher and far more admirable-a loyal, gallant,
knightly nature. Love and reverence went hand-in-hand with
him-for in the instinctive pride and purity of his character, he
had always held aloof from things base and degrading-and,
when reverence began to fail, love could not long survive. Yet
in a heart like his, affection takes such deep root that its death
causes a struggle which a lighter nature fails to imagine or com~
prehend. Through this struggle Madeleine and himself were

both passing, both learning by degrees the unworthiness of the
objecJ~s on which they had lavished their tenderness, yet both
loyal, as it were, in their own despite.

During these days which were sufficiently uncomfortable to
everybody concerned, the palm of discomfort might, perhaps,
have been awarded to Devereux. He was still firm as a rock in
his determination not to accept the fortune which Madeleine, on
her side, was firm in her resolution to make over to him; but it
may readily be imagined that to be the centre of such a commo~-

tion was not agreeable to him. Indeed, it was as distinctly dis-
agreeable as any thing could possibly have been conceived. Yet
what was to be done? lie had exhausted the forcible negatives
of the language in expressing his refusal, and he found that re-
fusal altogether unheeded. It was true that, however determined
Madeleine might be to give, she could not force him to accept;
but it was the giving which disturbed him, it was her persisting
in casting away an estate which would secure to her all that ease
and power of wealth which the man of the world fully appre-
ciated. Nerved at last by desperation, he went once more to
appeal to her.

CHAPTER VI.

TIlE LAST APPEAL.

"Miss MADELEINE'S not at home, Mr. Devereux," said Ann,
answering the door-bell, scrubbing-brush in hand-for she had
been polishing the hall-floor with wax.

"Not at home!" repeated Devereux-looking as he felt, a
little blank. "Do you know when she will be at home?"

"No, sir, I don't," Ann answered. "She went out into the
woods 'bout an hour ago, and she don't often come home till dark
when she goes there."

"Did she go alone?" asked Devereux, into whose mind an
idea flashed like an inspiration.

"There wasn't anybody with her but Lance," replied Ann.
Then, with a sympathetic intuition which did her credit, she
pointed over her shoulder. "Miss Madeleine went that way,
she said, "across the fields tow'rds Crag's Hill."

"Thank you," said Devereux, gratefully. He put out his hand,
with something in it which raised him very high .in Ann's esti-
mation. While she dropped a courtesy and uttered her thanks,
he turned, passed quickly down the walk, and out of the gate.
A sudden sense of elasticity came to him-the first he had felt
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since Mary's death. It may have been the bright warmth and
sweetness of the spring-like afternoon, or it may have been-.--.
and 'this was more likely-that he was going to see Madeleine
alone, out, in the great expanse and freedom of Nature, instead
of ~within the formal walls of a room. That any thing pleasant
could be the result of this interview was, of course, not tobe
expected-he told himself as if rebuking his own levity, that
such a thing was impossible-yet, nevertheless, he felt that
to see her was pleasant, let other circumstances be what they
might.

The road which he followed to Crag's Hill was a little longer
'than that short cut "across the fields " of which Ann had spoken,
but he walked briskly down a street, past scattered suburban
houses, through a lane, and so out into the stillness and pleas-
antness of absolute "country." Along the valley, where Made-
eleine had met Lacy, and heard the news of Mary's will, he went,
noting, yet scarcely heeding, the mellow sunlight spreading the
ridges with gold, and the wafts of spicy fragrance from the pines
growing along the uplands, and standing, like Titan spears,
against the sky. Around the base of Crag's Hill the valley made
a bend, and he passed around this before he saw, perched on the
high western slope of the hill, a figure clad in black, with a leo-
nine dog for companion.

With a sense of satisfaction he proceeded immediately to
mount the ascent, which was rather steep. Lance heard him
breaking through the undergrowth before Madeleine, in her ab-
straction, noticed any thing, and with a low, menacing growl,
that faithful sentinel darted away. "'Lance!" eried Madeleine,
afraid that he might harm or frighten some one-but, all in a
moment, Lance's growl turned to a whine of delight, and a few
seconds later he darted back to his mistress's side, followed by
a figure that Madeleine at first did not recognize. Then ,with
surprise, she said:

"Mr. Devereux! Is it possible this is you?"
There was an air of coolness as well as surprise in her tone,

which made Devereux feel as if he had presumed. He .lifted his
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hat with an air of deprecation. "It is I, Miss Severn," he said,,
"I hope you will forgive me for venturing to follow you, but
I wished particularly to see you, and I heard that you came this
way."

"There is nothing to forgive," said Madeleine, etill a little
coolly. "I am sorry that you should have had the trouble of
the walk; but if you have any thing special to say-"

"I liked the walk," said he, almost humbly. "The afternoon
is beautifuland, since Lam going away so soon, I did, not like
to lose an opportunity of seeing you. May I sit down?"

"Surely, yes," she replied, smiling slightly. "There is little

choice of a seat-but I should have asked you to sit down. I
forgot that this hill-side is, in a measure, my castle. It is a
favorite haunt of ours-is it not, Lance?"

Lance, hearing his name, beat his plumy tail on the ground
assentingly, while Devereux, disregarding the attractions of a
rock and a stump, threw himself carelessly down on the short,
dry grass that covered the hill. Having done so, he saw at
once why Madeleine liked the spot. The view was far-reaching
and beautiful, with that softness of a rolling country which, with.
out the grandeur of a mountain-region, has its own attraction to
the eyes of those who love Nature in all her phases. The valley,
with its glancing stream, was at their feet; beyond, the ground
rose ~n undulating swell, cultivated toward the west, far as the
eye c~puld reach; on the crest of a distant hill, Where one or two
tall trees stood outlined against the sky like the masts of ships
at sea, some cattle were slowly moving, thrown into relief by
the golden light of evening behind them. As the glance swept
round the great circle of the horizon, to the north belts of blue
forest stretched behind the level fields, while in the east rose a
chain of wooded heights of which Crag's Hill was the chief, and
which formed part of the ridge on which Stansbur~y was built.
There was a sense of great expanse and wide freedom in the
scene, as it melted away on all sides into misty distance. Fresh'
sweet winds came out of the ~vest, where the sun was sinking
in a tender, lucid sky, with floating masses of v~por above
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"There is something in the effect of this view-particularly
toward the west-which reminds me of the ocean," said Deve-
reux.

"I have often thought so," said Madeleine. "I like to
come here. It is almost like going into a church-it calms one,
and, makes one feel the littleness of life, and particularly of one's
affairs in life. That is a good thing to feel at all times-not only
from a Christian but from a philosophical point of view."

"Do you think so?" said Devereux, who was not averse to
prefacing what he had to ~ay by a little discursive conversation.
"I am not sure that I agree with you. Such reflections may
be necessary for some people, but I am obliged to spur myself
to action by exactly contrary thoughts. If I pause to consider
of how little real importance any thing is-at least, how few
things which make up the sum of life have any meaning which
is not trivial-I become hopelessly indifferent; and indifference
has already been the bane of my life."

"We are not speaking of the same thing," said Madeleine.
"I think I know the frame of mind to which you allude; but
that was not what I meant. Are you never distressed or an-
noyed? If so, you would know the comfort of coming here
where the great bending sky seems to dwarf one's trouble, and
one feels, as Solomon said to the Eastern prince, 'This, too,
will pass away.~ ~

"Most things pass away," said Devereux, reflectively, "but
some of them cause a great deal of annoyance before they go.
Miss Severn) I wish I could make you comprehend how much
unnecessary trouble you are now giving yourself, every one con-
nected with you, and myself most, perhaps, of all, by persisting
in a course which is-if you will pardon me-unworthy of your
good sense."

"I am sorry, very sorry, if I am giving trouble," said Made-
leine, turning her soft, wistful regard upon him. "But, after
all, is it quite just to say that I am giving it? Remember I
did not place myself in the position which entails this d'ourse to
which no doubt you allude."

"But how can any position in which you are placed, possi-

bly entail such a thing?" said Devereux, impatiently. A sud-
den resolution came to him of sounding the depth of the mys-
tery which puzzled and annoyed him. "You have never been
thoroughly open with me," he said. "I think you ought to be.
I am sure there is something at the bottom of all this which I
do not know-Something which probably would be all the bet-
ter for letting daylight in upon it."

A swift wave of color came over her face. She met his eyes
-full, searching, direct in their gaze-for an instant, then turned

her own away. "You know all that it is essential for you to
know," she said. "I have told you that I am bound in honor."

"But how?" asked Devereux. He saw that he had gained
an advantage, and pressed on eagerly. "How can you be bound
in honor to perform a wholly useless, and-you must excuse my
plain speakingfoolish act? What good results, to any one?
You ought to know me well enough to believe that I shall never
touch this fortune which you persist in nominally bestowing
upon me. In a day or two-to-morrow, perhaps-I shall leave
for Colorado. Probably I shall never come back. I shall cer-
tai~nly never comb back to claim what is not and can never be
mine."

There was no mistaking the decision which filled the last

sentence. Madeleine's lips parted and a faint sigh came through
them. "Poor Mary!" she said; "how hard it seems that her
last wish should go unfulfilled! She desired above all things
that her fortune should be yours, and yet you refuse to take it."

He threw his head back with a very haughty gesture. "Of
course I refuse," he said. "I should despise myself-you would
despise me-if I did not refuse. I told Mary, before she made
her will, that I could take nothing from her. To discuss such a
question now is perfectly useless. The fortune is left to you,
and it is yours.~~

"It is not mine!" said. Madeleine. "It was left me under a
false impression-and even if I wished to retain it, I could not
honorably do so."

19
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"Under what false impression was it left to you?" asked
Devereux. "Don't hesitate to tell me. I feel that I ought to
know."

"How can I tell you?" said Madeleine. She spoke in a low
voice: her color came and went. Once she could have faced
such an emergency with the courage that so rarely deserted
her, but now she shrank, conscious of not being herself, sensible
how much she had been shaken by all that she had passed
through.

"Why can you not tell me ~" asked he, with the gentleness
which sometimes made his voice irresistible-a gentleness which
came from nature, not from art. "Do you think I could mis-
understand any thing? Do you think J could doubt her-or
you?"

His kindness overcame all her doubts. A sudden resolution
-the wisdom f which she did not pause to question-carried
her away its tide. It seemed as if she had unconsciously
prepare or this, for she bad with her the "Imitation" with
Mary' etter between its leaves. The book lay in her lap, open
whe shQ had been reading, and, as she glanced down, her eyes
fell on these words:

"How often have I not found faithfulness there, where I
thought I might depend upon it!

"And how often have I there found it where I the less ex-
pected it!"

Who is not superstitious enough to sometimes throw the
weight of decision on such an accident as this-an open book,
a sentence fraught with meaning? To Madeleine, in her per-
plexity and doubt, it seemed as if a voice spoke. Her heart was
still sore with the sense of having failed 'to fiw4 faithfulness there
where she thought she might depend upon it. And now, might
she not find it here ?-might she not find a friend, who, as he
said, would not misunderstand? She hesitated only a moment.
Then she drew out the letter and gave it to him.

"There!" she said. "That will tell you all."
He took it, and as he glanced down at. Jessie's large, irregu.
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lar handwriting, a sudden instinct-a quick apprehension of the
truth-was borne to him. He rose and walked away.

Madeleine was glad of this, and she thought again, as she had
more than once thought before, that wherever a delicate per-
ception of~ what was fitting could save a man from a blunder,
Devereux would be saved. That fine courtesy which is born of
consideration for others, and perfected by social training, was
his in preeminent degree. She watched him as he walked away,
and when he paused at a little distance, and, standing with his
back to her, one shoulder leaning against the tall, straight trunk
of a pine, began to read the letter, she found herself wondering
at the revolution of her own feeling with regard to him. What
a little while ago it seemed since she had utterly distrusted him!
and now she felt as sure of his integrity as of her own! She
had come to expect, as a natural thing, kindness and considera-
tion from him. To how few men could she have ventured to
show such a letter as that of Mary's, sure that none of the over-
weening self-conceit, which is a more distinctively masculine
than feminine (ailing, would come into play! "He will know
perfectly how we have both been misunderstood," she said to
herself; but o1~ how few men could she have predicated such a
thing with any certainty!

He was motionless a long time, or what seemed a long time
to her. He must have read the letter over twice or thrice, she
thought. Meanwhile, the sun-a great ball of fire-sank slow-
ly beneath the far, blue horizon which marked "the fine, faint.
limits of the bounding day," and after the last line of his disk
had disappeared, his rays of glory, shooting upward, turned the
filmy vapors to islets of dazzling gold floating on a background
of aqua-marine, which had that peculiar translucent appearance
that one often sees in a sunset sky. Madeleine tried to fasten
her attention on the changing tints, but with very little success.
After a minute, she looked again at the figure leaning against
the pine; and, as she looked, Devereux turned and came tow-
ard her.

Then it was that the delicate bravery, the supreme reticence
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and pride of her nature, asserted itself. There was not the
'faintest trace of the flutter of self-consciousness which an ordi.
nary woman would have betrayed on such an Occasiou* Botb
courage' and high-breeding came to* her assistance, and the vain-
es~ man alive could not have misconstrued the calm dignity of
her manner. There was no flush on her pale face, no drooping
of the lids over her steady eyes. As Devereux reached her
side, she saw that he baci lost much of his usual composure,
and therefore she spoke first-very quietly:

"I am sure you must have been touched as well as aston-
ished by that letter. I was. Its generosity is like Mary; its
mistake was no fault of hers. She was blind, she could not see
for herself:, and she listened too readily to a story as absurd as
it was false. But you understand now why I cannot keep the
property."

"Pardon mc, I do not understand any thing of the kind,"
he answered. "It is true that Mary took too much for granted;
but even if she had taken nothing for granted, I am sure that
she would still have left you all that was hers to leave."

"How can you say such a thing when her own words are
before you!" exclaimed Madeleine. "She says emphatically
that she leaves it to me as a trust, not an inheritance."

Devereux knitted his brows slightly. "You attach too
much importance to thos& words," he said. "You wrest them
from their context. Do you not perceive that she put 'them on
record only because she did not wish the unreserved possession
of this fortune to stand as a barrier between-.-"

He broke off abruptly, but Madeleine knew what words he
would have uttered if he had finished the sentence, and she was
angry with herself for blushing. Having been guilty of that
involuntary act of folly, she made amends for it by speaking
very coldly.

"Whatever Mary meant," she said, "the fact remains that
'she left the fortune to me under a gr&ve mistake; and that is
reason enough for my not retaining it."

$he looked at him as she spoke, and something strange in
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his eyes-an expression almost impossible to define-sent a
quick thrill of consternation over her, What did it mean?
She did not stop to ask herself, but, acting on an uncontrollable
impulse, rose to her feet.

"That is all," she said. " Now, I think we bad better go
home."

"It is early," said Devereux, whose composure came back
as she lost hers. "Will you not stay a little longer? I shall
not trouble you much more, you know-I am going to start for
Colorado to.morrowbut I have a few words to say.'~

The allusion to Colorado was artfully introduced. It made
Madeleine pause. Indeed, in the quick reaction of sentiment,
she was ashamed of herself. What folly had she imagined?

"Are you sure that you are going?" she said. "Will
nothing induce you to stay-at least long enough to make some
arrangements about the property?"

"Good Heavens, Miss Severn!" he said, "are you still de-
termined on that? Then you force me to candor I 'Don't
blame me more than you can help when I tell you that what
you consider a mistake on Mary's part was not a mistake at all,
so far as I am concerned. She speaks in this letter of my love
for~. you as something of which she was sure. She had reason
to be sure of it. ]~o you remember our long interview before
she made her will? She asked me then if I did not love you,.
and I-to whom the revelation was new, but strong-could not
deny the truth."

"Mr. Devereux!" said Madeleine. The ejaculation was an
absolute gasp. At that moment there was room for nothing
but amazement in her mind. Mary's letter itself had not been
a greater shock than this most unexpected declaration. She
retreated a step and gazed at the speaker with incredulous as-
tonishment. He took advantage of the pause to go on. There
was no want of self-possession in his manner now. It was
that of one from whom a load of silence had been lifted.

"You must forgive me," he said. "How could I help
telling you? How could I let you continue to think that
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4 ~t was all a mistake. Any other woman would have known,

but you never seem to think of yourself and so you did not
know."

Then Madeleine found words. Amazement suddenly swept
into indignation. She turned on him with such a blaze of pas-
sio~iate resentment in her soft, brown eyes, as no one had ever
seen there before.

"If this is true," she said, "if you are not merely playing
on my credulity, how can I answer you ?-how can I tell you
with sufficient force that it would never have occurred to me to
suspect you of such cruel dishonor if you had not borne testi-
mony against yourself?"

The trenchant words cut the deeper for their uns~xpected-
ness. A flush rose to his brow, but his eyes met hers steadily.
"I do not think you have considered," he said; "I do not
think you understand. My conscience does not accuse me of
either dishonor or cruelty."

"Your conscience must be a very callous one," said Made-
leine, to whom, for the first time in her life, a power of uttering

words
bitter came. "To be false to Mary in your heart, and
then to tell her on her death-bed-oh, I could not have believed
it! I could not have thought that any one would be so cruel
and so base! My poor, poor Mary! To think that she did not
even die in ignorance of how she had wasted her love and faith!"

She turned and walked away from him in an agony of tears.
It seemed more than she could bear. That Mary's heart-the
truth, the tenderness, the trust of which no one knew so well as
herself-.sliould have been stabbed by such a revelation at the
very last, was as keen a sorrow to Madeleine as she had ever
been called upon to endure. And Mary had gone away believing
her fai)hless! This edged the bitterness twofold. No consoling
reflection came to her that perhaps Mary knew better now in
that clear light of eternity which (we hope) solves many a riddle
Qf time. All she felt Was the human sense* of intolerable pain-
pain for the tender heart that had been wounded; pain for hav-
ing been misunderstood; pain most of all that no word of expla.
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nation could now break the great gulf of silence between the
living and the dead. Not far from where she had been sitting
a fence ran, dividing the hill. She walked up to this, and, lean-
ing her face down on the t6~p rail, sobbed like a child.

As for Devereux, it is not too much to say that he was
appalled by the effect of his revelation. He was accustomed to
seeing Madeleine so calm and self-controlled, that this burst of
anger and grief amazed him inexpressibly. He was more than
amazed; he was deeply concerned, and, after reflecting for a
minute what was best to do, he walked quietly up to her.

"I will not ask you to pardon me for paining you so much,"
he said in a low voice, "for I am sure you cannot do so yet-
you do not understand. But I appeal to your sense of justice
not to judge me too hardly before you have heard my story. I
know you do not feel able to hear it now, and I-perhaps I could
not telt it as it should be told. Butr may I write it? If I send
you a letter will you read it?"

"Why should I?" asked Madeleine, speaking with a great
effort, and keeping her face turned away. "You are right. I
cannot forgive you for darkening the last hours of-of-"

Her voice trembled, faltered, broke down-but he knew what
she would have said. He answered gently-almost humbly: "I
do not ask you to forgive me ~itil you know cdl. Will you not
reserve your judgment for a little while? I shall send you the
letter to-morrow, and I am sure that you will read it. You are
too kind, as well as too just, not to do so. Now I will go. I
am sure you would rather walk home alone."

"Thank you," said Madeleine. She spoke involuntarily,
feeling that, let him be what else he might, it was impossible to
deny his consideration~imPossible not to be grateful for it.
She heard him pass away from her side, speak to Lance, and
then go down the hill. When she lifted her face at last she was
alone, and the divine flush of sunset had lighted up the whole
sky with rose and opal beauty. Even in the east the tender
radiance tinged all the. bending arch, while the reflected glory
fell over the great dumb face of Nature like a smile from God.

484
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CHAPTER VII.V DEVEREUX TELLS 1115 STORY.THE next day was Sunday. At seven o'clock, Madeleine
w~nt out to church, and when she returned home, breakfast was
on the table. As she sat down, she saw that the mail had been
brought from the office. Two or three letters lay by her plate,
at which she glanced listlessly, until on one she recognized, with
a start, Devereux's writii~g. She could not help wondering if
any One else had noticed it, and instinctively she glanced at
Basil, lie was dividing his attention between, his breakfast.
plate and a newspaper, and did not look up. If he had observed
it, he made no sign to that effeof. This was like Basil, how-
ever, and was no proof of a want of observation. Mrs. Seven
was deep in her own correspondence, so with a sense of relief
Madeleine slipped the letter into her pocket, to be read when
she was alone.

This was not until some time after breakfast. Church-bells
were beginning to peal out in chiming chorus on the air, when
she sat down by the ivy~encirci~~ window in her room (which
had once been Rosalind's) to read the letter. Her pulses quick-
ened a little, with a vague sense of excitement and curiosity, as
she did so. What would he have to say? flow could he clear
himself of the charge of dishonor? In all this Madeleine
scarcely thought of herself. It did not Occur to her, as it would
have occurred to many women, to excuse Devereux because he
professed to love her. On the contrary, such a plea steeled her
heart the more against him. To make her accessory, as it were,
to betraying Mary's faith and wounding' Mary's love-she felt
that she could forgive any thing sooner than that. It was in this
frame of mind that she unfolded the letter and began to read.

"In addressing you," Devereux wrote, "I will not picture
you to myself as I left you this evening~pain~~ indignant, with
averted face, and all the friendly regard which I have won by I

slow degrees and with so much difficulty, estranged from me.
If I thought of you in that way, I should hardly be able to write
at all. I must of necessity address one whom I know better-
one in whose eyes kindness and tenderness dwell, on whose lips
gentleness reigns supreme, and in whose heart even those who
have erred may hope to find comprehension, charity, and justice.
I think you will pardon me for this, and therefore it is to that
gentle presence that my story shall be told.

"I do not know when I began to love you. Looking back I
endeavor vainly to tell. The sentiment was so subtle, and its
growth so gradual, that the idea of analyzing it, the idea of
anticipating what it might become, never occurred to me. I had
played with edged tools so long with perfect impunity that I
did not fear receiving a wound at last. I had amused myself
with the counterfeits of love, until I lost all power of recognizing
the divine original, and lost also, perhaps, all faith in its exist-
ence. My suspicions were disarmed by the manner in which
your attraction stole upon me. A fever-fit of captivated fancy
would have been perfectly familiar to me-but how could I tell
what heavenly spirit was coming with shy sweet steps to
brighten the earth for me by lodging in my heart?

"Does this sound to you strained and unreal? I hope not,
for I count much on your sympathy-by which I mean that gift
of comprehending the moods and thoughts of others, whkh is
one of your greatest attractions. Try to throw yourself into my
thoughts: try to realize how all that was best and subtlest in
my nature answered to your touch, as a violin thrills under a
master's fingers-and yet how it chanced that I gave to the
spell every name but the right one. I said to myself that you
harmed my fancy, that you satisfied my taste, that you were
the most sympathetic of companions, the most unselfish of
friends; but I did not say that I loved you, until the truth rose
up suddenly and stared me in the face.

"It was on the night of that ball which neither of us is ever
likely to forget, when we were sitting in the library-do you re-
member? Then I felt with the force of an absolute revelation, and
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with a greater sense of dismay than I can hope to make plain to
you, that the strange sentiment which had changed the aspect
of every thing for me was love. That I was dismayed will not
surprise you. A hopeless passion may amuse a boy, but it can
only prove the misery of a man. You will say that a man need
not suffer from a hopeless passiQn if he chooses to be his own
master. Grantc~d. But think of the struggle which the asser-
tion of mastery entails! To those who fight bravely, victory
generally comes at last; but a life-and-death combat is a thing
from which the bravest might shrink.

"Probably you have forgotten all that we said that night.
Ihave not forgotten one word-.I do not think I ever shall-.but
to recall to your memory all that passed would tax too greatly
the patience and kindness on which I rely. I did not betray
myself to you, for you suspected nothing, but I betrayed myself
to ,one whose ears were more acute because her eyes were blind.
Mary came to the door of the library, paused there for a few
minutes unnoticed, heard what was said, and then passed away.

"What followed you know. I cannot relate, I can scarcely
even in my thoughts venture to dwell upon, her great tenderness
and gentleness when she sent for me. One thing, however, I
must say in self-defense-in order to prove that I was not guilty
of the cruelty of which this evening you seemed to think me
capable. She asked no questions, she simply said, 'I know the
truth I '-and how could I deny it, even if denial would have
brought conviction to her, which I doubt? She seemed like one
who had already left the passions of earth behind-a calm had
come to her which no emotion had power to break. That I have
suffered keenly from the thought that such a knowledge should
have cast a shadow over her last hours, you will believe-yet I
cannot clearly see in what manner to blame myself. I can hear
you say, with your eyes shining like stars, that honor should
have kept my heart loyal to Mary. Alas! the truth must be
written, and you must forgive it as well as you can-in the
sense of supreme love, my heart never was given to Mary.
Tenderness, kindness, pity, all these I felt for her-but not love.

"I do not fear from you any harsh judgment on this con-
fession. You know better than to believe that any mercenary
motive made me seek that place in her heart which it is now
my punishment to have won. The subject is too complex to be
dealt with here. Many things influenced me. 0 gentle sym-
pathy, to which I find myself appealing as I write, am I wrong
in thinking that you feel what some of them were?

"Now do you understand why that letter was written to
which you have given infinitely more importance than properly
belongs to it? If I had not betrayed myself when we were
sitting in the library, it would never have been written, and
Mary would have left her fortune to you unreservedly. It fol-
lows, therefore, that if you persist in the course upon which
yon were determined when we parted this evening, I shall go
away feeling that I am accountable for your having impover-
ished yourself. X~Thether or not this consciousness will greatly
add to my happiness, you can judge.

"May I hope to see you once more and hear your final deci-
sion from you own lips? I shall leave Stanshury to-morrow
night. Before I go, will you grant me an interview? You may
trust me to say nothing to offend or pain you. Over the con-
tents of these pages I beg you to draw the kind mantle of your
charity, and to believe me always

"Your faithful friend and servant,
"ARNOLD DEvEREUX."

The faint color which came into Madeleine's cheeks as she
began this letter had increased to a scarlet flame by the time
she finished and laid it down.

"Is he mad?" she said, half aloud. ".What does he mean,
and what an~ Ito do?"

The last question was harder to answer than the first. What
he meant was sufficiently plain; but what she was to do was
not so easy to tell. She could not but feel that the difficulties
and perplexities of her position were increased tenfold. In her
distress and doubt she wrung her hands tightly together as they
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lay in her lap. An overpowering sense of indignation against
]Devereux filled her heart. It was all his fault! That was what
she thought. It had been an evil day when he came to Stans-
burl, to wreck the lives and disturb the peace of people with
whom he had no concern, by his idle fancies!

Poor Madeleine was scarcely to blame for these thoughts
unjlfst as, in a measure, they were. It is hard to see the whole
meaning of our lives altered, our most cherished hopes brought
t6 naught, by the gravest blows of Fate: how much harder,
then, when they seem the sport of trifles fit only for contempt!.
This was the light in which she regarded Devereux's declara-
tion, being overwrought, strangely impatient, and disposed to
take an extreme view of things. Certainly he had not found
the gentleness, sympathy, and justice, to which he appealed.

Presently the bells clashed out again on the air, and, rising
with a slight sigh, she walked to the mirror to put on her bon-
net. She could not stay at home as she felt inclined to do,
because she was organist, and no one could fill her place. She
must go; but first she must write a note to Devereux. What
should she say? The idea of seeing him was disagreeable to
her, yet she shrank from refusing so slight a favor when he was
going so far away. In her irresolution she glanced into the
mirror, and the sight of the heavy crape she wore for Mary
added to~her repugnance to discuss any further the subject of his
letter.

"He does not even think of the decencies of life," she said
to herself bitterly. "How short a time it has been since Mary
died in his arms; yet he does not pay her memory the respect
of seeming constancy! No; I cannot see him!"

In this mood she went to church; but it is pleasant to record
that she came away more like herself. On her knees in the
sanctuary she had formed a resolution, and, reaching home, her
first act was to write a note to Devereux. It contained only
two lines:

"I will see you after vespers. Can you meet me at the
church-door at five o'clock? M. S."
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"There will be no answer," Madeleine said to her messen-
ger when she gave him this missive to take to the hotel where
Devereux lodged. Notwithstanding that direction, he brought
an answer when he returned:

"I am very grateful for your kindness, and shall certainly be
there. A. D"

Vespers were nearly over, and a small acolyte was light-
ing the candles on the altar for benediction, when Devereux
entered the church and sat down near the door. The rich, full
notes of the organ were rolling out under the touch of fingers
that knew how to draw forth all the magic of the keys; the
choir-well trained, though few-were chanting the beautiful
Latin anthem; the lights flashed out like stars over the face of
the altar, and the people scattered about the chapel dropped
through their fingers the last beads of their rosaries. After a
while the voices ceased, and only the organ still rolled forth its
splendid tones. Then the door of the tabernacle was opened;
the congregation sank upon their knees; the monstrance, flash-
ing in the light of the tapers, was lifted up, and the choir burst
into the magnificent "0 Salutaris Hostia!"

Before long all was over, the benediction given, the "Tan-
turn Ergo" sung with a pathos and sweetness that might have
touched any listener, the organ sobbing out its undertone; the
golden-robed priest left the sanctuary; the starry lights were
extinguished; the people began to depart. The choir came
down in a band and went out. As they paused a moment in the
vestibule, Devereux heard one of them say:

"How we miss Gordon Lacy! Of course lie only came to
oblige Madeleine; but didn't he sing charmingly!"

A fex~' minutes later Madeleine herself came down the steep,
dark staIrcase which led to the organ-loft, and found a cavalier
waiting for her just inside the arched doorway. He was a cava-
lier fitted by nature to please any woman's vanity and touch any
woman's heart; but neither Madeleine~ s vanity nor her heart
was just then in a condition to be touched. He thought that

?
1

1
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sh~ looked like a fair, cold statue as she advanced out of the
gloom toward him, her black draperies sweeping round her,
This was a mere fancy, however, for although she looked pale--...
as was now habitual with her-there was nothing statue-like in
her appearance, while her manner had all its usual gentle sim-
plicity when she spoke to him.

"Thank you for being so punctual. I considered, after my
note was sent, that you might think it strange that I should
have asked you to meet me here; but at home we should have
been sure to be interrupted, and then-do you not feel some-
times '~ioi'e able to talk in 'the open air?"

"I feel so now," he answered; "I felt so yesterday afternoon
when I followed you to Crag's Hill. Shall we go there again?
Is the walk too long for you? Perhaps you are tired."

"I am rarely too tired to walk-it is a relief to me," she
answered. "Yes, we will go there."

So they set forth for Crag's Hill, meeting few people on the
quiet streets, for the other churches were "not yet out." Yet
it was a relief to both when the streets were left behind, and
they found themselves in the woods, where

"In the deep heart of every forest-tree
The blood is all aglee,

And there's a look about the leafless bowers
As if they dreamed of flowers."

Who does not know that look, when spring is in the air-
yet who but a poet would have dreamed of expressing it?

Spring was certainly in the air on this fair "day of God."
Her buoyant warmth was in the golden sunshine, her delicate
purple mist over the distant hills. Every one wore a knot of
violets or a few fragrant white hyacinths. Madeleine had not
gathered an~r for herself but a little child had offered her some
when she was entering the church, and they lay now on her
breast, their faint perfume exhaling on the air as she moved.

There was a sense of constraint between Devereux and her-
Belf, though both were too well-bred for this to be outwardly

apparent. An observant listener (if such a person had been
following them) would have drawn the inference principally
from the fact that their conversation did not languish, at all. lit
may be taken as an invariable rule that, when people are
thoroughly at ease With each other, they are not afraid of being
silent together.

As they passed the Severn house, Lance had joined them
wiffiout waiting for the formalityof an invitation; therefore it
was the same group as on the preceding evening which was to
be seen after a little while on the crest of Crag's Hill. A child
passing along the road, on a horse behind his father, pointed
them out,, exclaiming in a shrill treble, "Oh, look papa !-a
lady and.a gentleman, and such a big dog 1"

"It's Mr. Seven's dog," said the father, turning his glance
in that direction. Then he added, "By George!" The lady
in black could only be Madeleine, and Devereux's tall, graceful
figure was unmistakable. Everybody in Stansbury was deeply
interested in those two, and this acute observer felt that he was,
in information, a point or two ahead of his neighbors.

The lady, meanwhile, was rather tired when she gained the
summit of the hill, and sat down on her usual seat to rest. For
the first time silence fell between the two-sifence which Deve-
reux presently broke:

"How glad I am that I came here 1" he said, abruptly.
"How I shall think of this scene when I am far away! Next
Sunday, perhaps, I may be looking at the Rocky Mountain5-~
but I shall never forget these hills."

"I fear they will not bear comparison with the Rocky Moun-
tains," said Madeleine, smiling. "I love this scene very much,
but I am perfectly aware that it is what one from a bolder coun-
try would call tame."

"That does not matter," said Devereux. "The beauty of a
scene rests in the sentiment with which we clothe it-at least
very often it does."

"Certainly the beauty which the* present scene possesses
must principally rest in that," said Madeleine.
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After this, silence fell again. The eyes of both wandered to
the horizon which bounded. them on all sides like a mighty am-
phitheatre. How soft the air was !-how faint yet perceptible
the odor of growing things from the valley below !-what a
pearly sky arched overhead 1-and what a delicate drapery of
mist hung over the distant, leafless forests! Devereux thought
that it was a picture worth carrying even to the Rocky Moun-
tains. Then he glanced at his companion. Should he ever
forget that sweet yet noble face, with its sensitive lips, and eyes
of tender gloom? He felt-not as a boy fancies, but as a man
knows-that he never would. It was while he was reflectin 8

upon this that Madeleine spoke:
"I received your letter this morning, Mr. Devereux, and read

it before I went to church. If we are to speak to any purpose,
I must tell you frankly how it impressed me."

"Tell me, by all means," said Devereu.x. "What can I ask
from you better than frankness?"

There was an accent of restrained feeling in his words, but it
brought no tinge of color to Madeleine's cheeks, nor change to
her manner. She went on quietly:

"You may ask something better when you have heard my
frankness. I fear that I shall pain you "

"Never mind any fear of paining me," he inter posed, quickly.
'~That is not a matter of the least' importance. Say what you
choose. You can say nothing that will offend me."

"I should be very sorry to do so," she replied, with evident
sincerity. "Let me begin, then, by saying that I was unjust to
you yesterday. I should not have called you dishonorable and
cruel-~I might have known that you could not be either of those
things deliberately. You have shown me that you were only
volatile and careless; but it seems to me that some of the worst
consequences on earth flow from those causes."

"You are severe!" said Devereux, who felt that this did not
mend matters much. "I wonder if I may venture to say that
you are unjust. If my letter showed you that I was volatile
and careless, I wrote it to little purpose, after all."
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"What else could it show me?" asked Madeleine, with a
glow suddenly coming into her eyes. "Stop a moment and
think! When you first came here, five months ago, do you
remember how you were attracted by Rosalind? I do not say
that the fancy was strong or lasting, but it was a fancy-no oi~e
could doubt that. You amused yourself with her, as you had
probably amused yourself with a succession of other women.
Then you saw Mary, and her delicate charm pleased your subtler
taste, you pitied her, and there were reasons which made it
expedient for you to marry. You offered yourself, and she
accepted you-loving most tenderly, trusting most absolutely.
Should not such love and trust, and your own honor, have made
you constant? But your fancy wandered yet again, and in this
wandering stabbed the truest, gentlest, most generous of hearts.
You sent that heart away darkened by a suspicion of-of one
who would have died sooner than deserve it; which can never
be disproved on earth; and that great error has led to a legacy
of trouble which you leave others to bear. All this your letter
made clear to me, Mr. Devereux."

He was dumb. The list of charges was so unexpected and
so overwhelming, that he felt like one whose power of speech
had been stricken away. In Madeleine's words, he saw himself
as she saw him, and the sight rendered h'im~ aghast. He was
silent and motionless for so long, that her heart suddenly smote
her-what had she said? Had she wounded him more deeply
than she thought possible? Her lips were enclosing for speech,
when Devereux himself spoke, without taking his, eyes from the
distant purple horizon.

"God help me, Miss Severnif all that is true! No wonder
you despise me if you believe it."

"I fear I have been harsh," said Madeleine, moved to com-
punction. "I do not despise you. I think you have been care-
less, but I do not believe you meant any harm."

"You only think that I made th~ worst kind of harm
through very idleness; again I say, God help me if you are
right!"
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"And God forgive me if I am wrong," said Madeleine, "for
I see that I have pained you. But I thought it best to be
frank."

"ft was best," said he, hoarsely; and then again there was
silence.

Having delivered herself of that opinion, which during the
whole day had burned within her for utterance, Madeleine now
felt as uncomfortable as people generally do after such a relief
to their minds. Had she been unjust? She feared that she had
been unkind, that she had spoken with too little regard to the
golden precept of charity. It was all true, she thought-.bat,
then; no one knew better than herself that truth is not always
to be uttered in uncompromising severity. It was Devereux
who ended the pause after a few minutes.

"I have been 'asking myself whether 'I shall endeavor to
justify my conduct in your eyes," he said, "and ii have decided
not to make the attempt. You have seen, no doubt, those draw-
ings which, regarded from a wrong point of view, present only
grotesque and unmeaning lines-yet from another point exhibit
harmony and unity of design. Sometimes a character may be
like that. It is not probable, I suppose, that you will ever
change the point of view from which you regard my character;
but if you ever should, you will understand your mistakes better
than I can make them clear. Until that time, words of justifi-
cation would serve no purpose."

There was, something in this proud yet not angry reticence
which touched Madeleine more than many sentences of pleading
could have done. It was only natural, perhaps, that when he
laid down weapons of defense, she should begin to consider that
something might be said on his side.

"You must think me very unkind," she said. "No doubt
you also think my ideas very strained. To a man of the world,
I can imagine that such things may seem very trivial"

"Are you giving me a taste of satire?" he asked. "Such
things !~-do you mean such trifles as honor, and happiness, and
the strongest passion of man? But I forget that you believe

me to be a Sybarite, a trifler, who can never do more than sip
the froth of life."

"Mr. Devereux, are you just when you hold me accountable
for an opinion I never entertained?"

"Do you not entertain it? Do you not think that I spend
my life in a succession of idle fancies?"

"Why do you force me to say what will sound harsh
again?"

"Because I want to know exactly how poor an opinion you
entertain of me."

She looked distressed. This was all very unpleasant, ~ind
the worst of it was that it seemed as unending as a circle.

"You forget that I am not altogether to blame," she said.
"Your reputation preceded you, and then I have seen-)'

She stopped, and he took up her sentence: "You think you
have seen how well my reputation is deserved. In other words,
must I understand that you rank my love for you with any fan-
cies which may have gone before it?"

"Since you force me to utter what sounds so ungracious-
how can I rank it otherwise?"

"And you do not believe that it will prove enduring?"
"Why should I believe it? But," she went on, hurriedly,

with a sudden flush on her white cheeks; "tall this is quite
useless. According to rules of courtesy I suppose I should say
that I am grateful for your-fancy. But you will pardon the
omission. I cannot be grateful for what has wrought in every
way so much harm. I must not let you suppose that whether it
endures or whether it does not is a matter of importance to me.
But I have no idea that it will endure."

"Time must answer for me," said Devereux, calmly. There
he paused. What would he not have given to know how little
or how great a place Lacy yet held in her heart! but he dared
not ask. What right had he to utter such a question? He only
looked at her and said, "If I am living three years hence, may I
come back and tell you whether it has endured?"

4xi
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CHAPTER VIJI.

MADELEINE 'S ANSWER.

MADELEINE was vexed with herself for having been led into
a discussion which finally drew down such a question. A
haughty answer rose to her lips-an emphatic disavowal of any
interest in the life or death of Mr. Devereux's fancy-but she
did not utter it. One ,of the generous impulses which were
stronger with her than any thing else restrained words which
she would have regretted afterward. For in this sad world we
cannot easily be too kind, and, if we err at all, it is better to err
in that way-it i~i far better to think, "I might have been more
severe!" than to think, "I might have been more gentle!"
When she answered, therefore, it was with much of her usual
sweetness:

"I must be frank with you, and say that there is no reason
why you should do so. I hope your fancy will not endure, but
I should be very culpable if I let you think that I shall be more
ready to listen to it three years hence than I am now."

He was still looking at her, and an expression so pained and
wistful came into his eyes at those words, that involuntarily she
turned her own away. The woman who can inflict even the most
unavoidable suffering without finding an echo for it in her own
breast, has lost from her nature the tenderest trait of woman-
hood. Madeleine had not lost it-indeed, through her own pain,
she had lately gained a fresher, deeper sympathy for the pain of
others-and this sympathy stirred now, despite her belief that
what Devereux felt for her was only an idle sentiment which
would soon be swept away by other impressions.

"You are quite sure of that?" he asked in a low voice. "Do
you despise me so much, or is your own nature so unalterable
that you can speak with so much certainty of the future? I
have no hope now, Miss Severn, but if I prove myself worthy of
better thoughts than you have given me-"

She lifted her hand with an entreating gesture, her lips
quivered. "Don't!" she said. "I cannot bear it. It is not
that I despise you, or that I imagine myself unalterable; but
such words are out of pl~ce*~~

"I can wait,'? he said, quietly. "And some day-you will at
least listen to me, will you not?"

She shook her head. "It would be wrong to say even that,"
she answered. "The woman ~who promises to listen, promises
also to answer; and there is no answer possible between us save
that which I give you now. Do not try to force yourself to
remember me; on the contrary, forget me as soon as possible;
and don~t blame yourself-don't think that it is because you are
you that I say this-for I should say it to any one else."

Then the words which he had desired several minutes before
to utter would not longer be restrained. "Do you mean that'
your heart is still given away?" he asked.

She turned and met his eager gaze with her soft, 'sad eyes.
"No," she answered, "I mean that it is empty."

"If it is empty, it may be filled," said Devereux with a sud-
den flash of resolution on his face. "No !-do not answer me.
I know what you will say. But you cannot hinder me from
loving you, and from coming some day in the future to plead my-
cause-though it may be unavailingly. You are not accountable
for this. Remember th~t, and do not ever blame yourself. If I
rush obstinately on pair~, it is my own fault, but experience has
taught me that nothing worth possessing is won easily. The
rich prizes of life are only gained by a man's best effort. It has
dawned on me by slow degrees, that it is better to fail in striv-
ing after them, than to be content with lower things that are
more easily reached. Therefore, I shall not let any thing hinder
me from striving after the one prize which seems to me best
worth winning on earth, and if I fail-it will be no fault of
yours..~~

Were these the words of a trifler, of one who cared only for
things easily reached, for fruits that grow low, for flowers ready
to the hand? Madeleine could not help asking herself this
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question. All that was best and most determined in De'vereux's
character was in his face at that moment.-.--lighting up the hand.
some, listless features with new expression-expression so vivid
that she retained the memory of it afterward like a picture.
The eyes grew luminous, the mouth set itself in grave, steady
lines under the sweeping, blond mustache.

You leave me nothing to answer," she said after a minute,
"except that I am sorry, oh, very sorry, you have not some better
hope to lead you to all that I think you may yet accomplish."

"I could not have a better hQpe," he answered, "and, even
if it never finds fulfillment, I shall not regret-.--any thing."

Madeleine made no reply. The sun sank slowly, wrapped
in tender haze. There were not clouds to form a brilliant sun-
set, but a rosy glow diffused itself over all the drooping west.
In the sky above, a white moon hung. Every thing was fair and
still: there were no striking forms or colors, but exquisite tone
and sentiment pervaded the whole scene. It was pleasant to sit
there with the beauty of the landscape spread before them, and
the sweet murmur of flowing water rising from the valley below;
but each felt that the time or ending this had come. When
Madeleine rose, saying, "We must go," Devereux assented,
though he felt all that the going meant for him. After they had
descended the hill and were walking along the valley, he said:

"You will remember, perhaps, that I asked you to let me
hear your final decision with regard to the Carlisle estate, this
afternoon. Surely, you are not still determined to refuse Mary's
bequest?"

"I am, if possible, more determined than ever," Madeleine
answered. "What do you think of me, that you can suppose
any thing else? You have added to my resolution by all that
you have told me. Nothing would induce me to retain the
fortune now.~'

"That is your unalterable decision ?"

" That is my unalterable decision.~~
"Then I will say nothing further on the subject to trouble

you, but I must see your brother before [leave."

"Are you going to-night?"
"Yes, to-night."
They said little besides this in the course of their homeward

walk. Lance, marching gravely behind with drooping tail, won-
dered, no doubt, what spirit of silence had come over them; but
Lance had a dog-like ignorance of the variableness of human
moods.

When Madeleine reached home, she constrained herself to
ask Devereux if he would not come in to tea, "since it is for the
last time," she added; but the effort was probably too plain in
the invitationhe declined. "With your permission, however,
I will make my adieux to Mrs. Sevenn" he said.

This was not a ceremony which occupied much time. "Mr.
Devereux wishes to tell you good-by, mamma," said Made-
leine, leading the way into the sitting-rQom where Mrs. Seven
was usually to be found. She was there at present, and
although she had no partiality for Devereux-regardiflg him in
the light of the person to whom Madeleine persisted in resign-
ing the Carlisle property-she was too thorough-bred to fail in
courtesy and well-worded regret. Devereux, on his part, acquit-
ted himself with rather more than his usual grace. Having
made his acknowledgments for all the kindness and hospitality
which he had received, he carried to his lips Mrs. Seven's pale,
delicate, blue-veined hand. 'If we never meet again," he said,
"pray give me a small place in your memory, for you will
always retain a very great place in mine.~~

Then he turned to Madeleine, and it may not be uncharitable
to suppose that, in kissing the elder lady's hand, he had wished
to establish a precedent. Certainly he put his lips, almost with-
out a word, on the one which Madeleine exteilded, and as she
drew back, it chanced that the knot of violets from her throat
dropped at his feet. He stooped and lifted them. "May I
keep them?" he asked, looking at her. "It was an accident-
you did not give them-they gave themselves-may I keep them
in memory of all your kindness ?"

"Of course you may keep them," answered Madeleine,

I
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hastily, conscious of Mrs. Seven's eyes and ears "but they
are very faded."

"Thank you," he said, quietly. "Now may I beg one more
favor-will you ask your brother to meet me at the hotel this
evening? My train leaves, I believe, at nine o'clock."

"I will tell him certainly, and I am sure he Will see you,"
said Madeleine. "I am sorry he is not at home now."

In this way they parted. With a bow which included both
ladies, Devereux left the room, and Mrs. Seven walked to the
window for a parting glimpse of him. "What excellent 'nan-
ners he has!" she said approvingly. "I have seen nothing like
them since I yvas young. But how strange of him to go away
just when you are about to give up all that fortune to him! I
confess I don't understand the business, Madeleine."

Madeleine did not feel able just then to play the part of
enlightened. She was weary in mind and body, and she passed
out of the room and went up-stairs.

Basil came in late, and, hearing with some surprise of Deve-
reux's. intended departure, took his tea hastily in order that he
might reach the hotel in time to see that gentleman. lie found
him writing a letter in the midst of a room full of that disorder
which, is so significant of preparations for a journey. A
strapped portmanteau stood on the floor, an overcoat was thrown
over a chair. Basil paused in the door and regarded these tokens
of "flitting" somewhat grimly.

"I am very glad to see you," said Devereux, glancing up.
"Come in and sit down-I shall finish in a moment. I am only
writing a few lines to Stringfellow."

Basil waited till the few lines were finished. Then he said
in a judicial tone, "Pray what is the meaning of this? Do you
think it is exactly fair or considerate to take yourself off, leav-
ing a business unsettled in which you ~are more concerned thai~
any one else?"

"See here!,' said Devereux. "There has been nonsense
enough talked about that business. Understand, once for all, as
man to man, that I will have nothing to do with, it. If your

sister persists in her present intention of making the property
over to me, it will simply remain in your hands, unless you
choose to hand the management over to some one else. I will
have nothing to do with it, either directly or indirectly. It
would be a pity for such an estate to go to rack and ruin, how-
ever, so I hope you, will continue to look after it."

"To what definite end?" asked Basil. "By Jove! I won-
der if such a thing was ever heard of before! I should like to
know if you consider this just to my sister? You don't think
of the position in which she is placed."

"Yes, I do," returned Devereux, shortly. "But it is a posi-
tion the difficulties of which she altogether exaggerates. Can't
you take my word for that? I know more of the matter than
any one else. She will be influenced by you. Don't encourage
her in the act of sheer folly which she contemplates."

"You don't know Madeleine," said Basil. "Gentle and
yielding as she usually is, when she thinks a thing is right she
can be like a rock."

Devereux was lighting a cigar and did not answer for a mo-
ment. When he did it was to say: "I think I know her well
enough to imagine that. But there is no earthly reason why
she should think this right. And you neither of you know me.
If you fancy I shall yield an inch, you are mistaken."

"I don't fancy any thing of the kind," replied Basil, dryly.
"I think it is pretty evident that your obstinacy and pride are
both iii arms.

"Call my resolution what you please, so that you understand
that nothing will induce me to change it. I should like, how-
ever, to know that in any case you will remain at the helm of
the ship you have managed so long. Won't you promise me
that? I don't ask it in my own name, but-in Mary's. Nothing
was nearer her heart than your interest. You know better than
I can tell you how grateful she was for your faithful friendship
and service; for her sake, then-will you do this?"

Basil rose and walked across the room. A full minute
elapsed before he could steady his voice to reply. Devereux's

20
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words, simple as they were, seemed to bring Mary's presence
before him. For her sake! Was there any thing he would not
have done for her sake, for the sake of that tender friendship
which death had hallowed, not ended? When he came back,
Devereux knew that his point was gained.

"I can't refuse," he said, "what is asked in that name.
Mary and her father were much more than kind, far more than
generous to me. For their sakes it would certainly go hard
with me to see the property neglected or abused. I meant to
give up tall management ~as soon as the transfer of the estate
was made~ but now

"Thank you!,' said Devereux, eagerly. "Thank you very
much. Now my mind is easier. I believe there is little more
to be said except to tell you that I shall never forget all your
kindn~ss. I have no idea that you remember how great it has
been, but I shall never forget. In time of action words are few,
however, and I see "-glancing at his watch-" that my train
is shortly due. Will you walk down to the station and see
me off?"

" With pleasure," answered Basil. " The night is beautiful,
and, thanks, yes-I'll light a cigar.~~

The night was as soft as the day had been, and fleecy vapors
were floating over the moon, obscuring but not hiding her light.
The two young men walked down to the station, and then paced
the platform together, smoking and talking, until the red eye of
a locomotive burned in the distance, and a minute later drew
its train of vibrating cars beside them. Then their hands met
in that tight clasp which with Anglo-Saxon men expresses so
much.

"Take care of yourself," said Basil,"' and let me hear from
you."

"Don't forget your. promise," said Devereux. "Good-by."
The engine gave an impatient whistle; one sprang on board;

the other waved his hand; there was another whistle, a clang
of machinery, and the train sped swiftly and noisily away.

BOOK VI. /

IN WHIUH SOME THREADS ARE SMOOTHED.

CHAPTER I.

~0 LAST REGRET, REGRET CA1~T DIE!"

DEWEREUX'S last words were not without effect. Madeleine
remained firm in her intention of resigning the estate, and car-
ned this intention into effect as soon as possible; but the conse-
quences to the estate were not so disastrous as they might have
been if Basil had carried out his intention of giving up the man-
agement. As it happened, the result of the whole matter was to
make him virtual owner of the property-an odd kind of own-
ership, involving much trouble and very little profit. When
Devereux was informed, some time after his arrival in Colorado,
that the deeds transferring the estate to him were all regularly
executed (though not by' the aid of Champion, who persisted in
"washing his hands of the affair"), he replied by assuring Basil
that the information was not of the least importance to hir~.
"Nothing shall induce me to claim the property, to touch a six-
pence drawn from it, or to give any directions with regard to its
management," he wrote. "I hope you will keep it in your
hands and do the best you can for the sake of those who are
dead; but, even if you decline to do so, I shall not assume any
nights.of ownership. This is final and unalterable,"

In consequence of this final and unalterable ultimatum, Basil

I
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had no alternative but to continue in his position, and to admin-
ister as best he could the business of the estate. The Lodge
he placed in Jiessie's charge; the mills remained under his own
superintendence, while he was forced to apply and invest the
large income arising from the last solely by the light of his own
judgment. It was a trying position, and one which would have
exposed many men to serious charges and suspicions. But not
the most malicious, evil-speaking tongue in Stanshury ventured
to hint a doubt of Basil's integrity. Even men who disliked
him-and in all such places there are hereditary if not personal
dislikes-owned that his honesty was above suspicion. "It
would be a capital opportunity for some people to fill their
pockets," these shrewd philosophers observed; "but there's no
danger of any thing of that kind with Severn."

This was a fact so thoroughly recognized by every one that
it even penetrated Miss Champion's by no means acute intelli-
gence. She did not absolutely say to herself that it showed
very little knowledge of the world in Basil not to fill his pockets,
but it is to be feared that she dimly felt something akin to this.
She told her mother in the forcible language of her class, that he
was "poky "-and further than this the condemnation of the girl
of the period can scarcely go. "He will never be any thing but
poor, he will never do any thing but superintend those horrid
mills, and plod along on his salary," she continued. "I like a
man with spirit and energy, if he is a little fast. Better be too
Last' than too slow."

"I am not sure of that," replied Mrs. Champion, who began
to be somewhat uneasy with regard to the final choice of this
self-willed young lady. "Fast men are the last men in the
world to marry, Helen. Basil Severn is not slow-unless you
call honesty ~

"Oh, dear, no," said Helen. "I only mean that he tires me-
he . good for

is toome. I think that must be what is the matter.
I feel as if he expected me to sit up on a pedestal and be wor-
shiped, to be always 'wisest, virtues, discreetest, best '-and
you know that it is not my style' at all. The fact is, he is alto-
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gather spoiled by Madeleine-he wants every other woman to be
on her pattern-and I don't admire her at all."

"I have a very high opinion of Madeleine ~ said Mrs.
Champion, magisterially, "though I think she acted foolishly in
giving up the Carlisle estate. I wish your manners were as
good as hers, Helen."

"Her manners are ~ said Helen, who resented*
this. "She is old-fashioned herself. I think she is cut out for
an old maid, and the best thing she and Basil can do will be to
live always together and admire each other."

Notwithstanding these kindly opinions, Miss Champion did
not take any immediate steps to end her engagement with
Basil, Probably consideration for self was at the root of this.
Stansbury was dull-very dull-just then. If she did not sing
"Robin Adair" after Lacy's departure, she at least felt that the
town was nothing to her without the spice of his presence.
Failing the chief good.which she desired, she fell back on a lesser.
There are multitudes of women- to whom, as long as they are
unmarried, an admirer-a subject for flirtation-iS a necessity
of life. To this class Helen Champion distinctively belonged.
Since Robin Adair had gone away in very unpoetical sulks, she
consoled herself with a substitute for him-~-.though it may be
said, to Basil's credit, that he made .a very poor olie. He was
not a sufficient master of the art of compliment, neither was he
content to live in 6adinage forever, and he often wearied-gal-
lantly as he strove to repress any sign of this-of the froth which
made up Helen's conversation. He was too loyal, however, to
fail in devotion or attention to the woman he had sought, or to
complain of what he had deliberately brought on himself.

In this manner several months went on. Winter melted into
spring, and spring bloomed into summer with very little change
in the attitude of affairs. Twice or thrice during this time, Basil
received a letter from Devereux-pleasant, friendly epistles,
describing his life in Denver, and asking for news from Stans-
bury. After the first of these letters, they contained no allusion
whatever to business, and more than once Basil wondered why
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they were written. He always banded them to Madeleine, arid
she read them as she might. have read the letters of any ordinary
acquaintance. "He writes Uncommonly well," Basil would say,
and she always assented cordially. "There is no affectation in
his style," she answered once. "He writes with the simplicity
wl~ich is the greatest charm of a letter."

"It is a great charm of any thing," said Basil, with a slight
sigh. Perhaps he was thinking of a character which had lately
unfolded itself to him, and which lacked altogether that crown.
ing grace.

As time passed, the friends and countrymen whom Gordon
Lacy had left so contemptuously behind began to hear news of
him. This news came through the channel which he liked best
~~~-the public press. A book bearing his name appeared, which
exo

ited a great deal of comment-.some of which was very farfrom flattering. Other, however, was laudatory in the extreme,
and it has come to be an accepted axiom.that it is better for an
author to be a bone of contention among critics than for his
work to be damned with faint praise, or not noticed at all. A
bone of contention this book of Lacy's-a dramatic poem of con-
siderable length~undoubtedly became. Some critics of high
authority hailed the rising of a new and very brilliant star in
literature; others said emphatically that, although Mr. Lacy was
abundantly gifted with pleasant fancies, and was a thorough
artist in his choice of terms and use of rhyme and metre, he had
not a shred of original genius. "In this volume of graceful and
melodious verse," wrote one of the latter class, "we find every
proof of an agreeable fancy and a cultivated taste; but that
which the performance most fatally lacks is strength. When-
ever the author atteriip ts to soar beyond a certain level of mu-
sical prettiness~we are heartily sorry to pain him by the use of
the last word, but it is unavoida~ble.he does so on borrowed
pinions. There is much in the book which suggests Morris,
there is a flavor of Rossetti, and there is a great deal of Swin-
burne. At the feet of all these esoteric poets, Mr. Lacy has
plainly sat. In many instances, he has inclosed thoughts which
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are his own in forms so plainly borrowed, that the imitation is
evident to the most casual observation. We are sorry to add
that, in borrowing much which is good-the peculiar charm of
the author of the 'Earthly Paradise,' for instance-he has also
taken much that blots the delicate grace of his pages. There is
a sensuousness here and there which would do credit to Mr.
Swinburne."

In the above key all the depreciatory criticisms were written.
There was no lack of kindness in any of them-there was no
excuse for Lacy to consider himself a second misjudged Keats-
but they all made the same charge with singular unanimity. A
copy of the book, with a complimentary inscription on the fly-
leaf, Lacy sent to Helen Champion as soon as it appeared, and
she carried it in a glow of triumph to Madeleine. "I thought
you might like to see it," she explained, "and the booksellers
here have not received their copies yet. It must be making a
great sensation. I saw a very complimentary notice of it in the
Journal of Literature and Art this morning."

"Thank you," said Madeleine, quietly. '~ I shall be glad to
look over it."

After Miss Champion went away, leaving the daintily-bound
volume on the table in the room where Lacy himself had often
sat and read the manuscripts of his poems ~loud for Madeleine's
criticisms and suggestions, Mrs. Seven roused from her usual
placid calm to express an opinion.

"L never knew any thing to equal the ill-breeding and inso-
lence of that girl!" she remarked. "To think of her bringing
you a book which Gordon Lacy sent to her! Why did you let
her leave it, Madeleine? I should have told her that I had no
desire to read any thing he had written."

"Oh, no, mamma; you would never have told her any thing
of the kind," answered Madeleine, with a smile. "You are
angry for me now; but if you had been in my place you would
have acted as I did-knowing that she would have been very
much gratified if I had declined to receive the book."

"I hope, at all events, you don't mean to read it," said Mrs.
Seven, still indignantly.
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"Why not?" asked Madeleine. "Do you think I have lost
all interest in Gordon? On the contrary, I am very anxious to
see it."

Later in the day she carried the book with her when she
went for a walk, which ended-as her walks often did.-on
Crag's Hill. She could scarcely tell why she liked this place so
much, except that it was elevated and lonely, and the view from
itw as very fair, now that the land was clothed with summer's
green, and smiling with summer's abundance. As she sat there
on this evening,, soft, tricky breezes played about her, the great
voice of Nature's multitudinous life rose up from the valley
below, while through the pines behind a sighing murmur now
and then crept. Every thing was still and peaceful. The low,
slanting sunshine lay like a mantle of gold over the earth-sun-
shine full of serene beauty-while from the distance came the
faint tinkle of bells, as the cattle wended their way homeward.
It was an hour so suggestive of happiness that sadness seemed
more than sadness, loneliness twice loneliness-and it is impos-
sible to deny that Madeleine was both sad and lonely. She did
not yield weakly or morbidly to these feelings-indeed, no one
ever struggled more valiantly against them-but sometimes
they overpowered her, and this was one of the times. As
Lacy's book lay in her lap-as she opened it and saw on the fly-
leaf Helen Champion's name in his well-known writing-it was
not jealousy nor absolute pain, but a great sense of desolation
which made her tears fall in a quick, fast shower. Almost in-
voluntarily she murmured some lines which had haunted her for
many days, as fragments of poetry will, in certain states of the
mind:

"We walked too straight for frrtiine's end,
We loved too true to keep a friend;

At last we're tired, my heart and I."

The pathetic voice uttered the last; words with an accent so
expressive of loneliness and weariness, that it touched the only
heart near at hand to be touched. Lance pricked up his ears,
and, turning, looked in his mistress's face. If he did not under-
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stand the words, he understood the tone, and when, after a
pause, she repeated again,

"So tired, so tired, my heart and I I "-

he could bear it no longer, but creeping close, with a low
whine, laid his massive, gentle head in her lap. She started and
looked down. No words can describe the love and faithfulness
shining dumbly in the liquid eyes uplifted to her. It was as if
be spoke-as if he said, "Stop and think how many there are
who love you yet!" She bent down suddenly and kissed the
broad, intelligent forehead. "Thank you, dear Lance," she
said, "and G4d forgive me for my ingratitude!"

After this she resolutely turned to the first page of the poem
and began to read. A better antidote for the regret Which had
almost overpowered her could scarcely have been devised.
Familiar as she had been with Lacy's mind, and with the change
which had been coming over it when they parted, she was not
prepared for such a revelation. She saw in every verse signs of
decadence, not only in the poet, but in the man. Was this
half-pagan singer, with no light but sunset, and no hope but the
grave (as some one has well said of the school to which he
belonged), the same whose earlier, simpler, purer songs she had
loved and commended? She could hardly realize it. She saw
the fatal spirit of imitation in these pages, as she had detected
its first indication on that far-gone afternoon in the cedar sum-
mer-house-and, when at last she closed the book, there was a
look of unselfish pain in her eyes. This pain was all for Lacy-
for the mist which had come over his spirit, the cloud over his
eyes. All that was best and highest seemed eliminated from
his work-and, let us say what we will, an artist's work reflects
his soul. In all God's world it has never been known that a
clear fountain sent forth a polluted stream. "0 my poor Gor-
don!" said Madeleine, as she closed the book. It was all that
she could say. Thc~y had drifted too far asunder for any thing
save sorrow-sorrow for him-to cross the gulf between them.

When the volume was returned to Miss Champion, she
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expressed, even more effusively than before, her admiration.
"IL think it is perfectly exquisite I" she said, "and I have writ.~
ten to Mr. Lacy and told him so. I am afraid my letter was

a1~surdly enthusiastic; but then I can't be moderate about what
I really admire! Have you any message, Madeleine, if I should

write again?"
"None at all," answered Madeleine.
This was in July. A week or two later-the first of August-

the Champions left home for a summer campaign of some length.

"We may go as far as Canada, and we certainly shall not be

back before October," said Rosalind, wh~n she came to say
good-by, looking charmingly lovely from the consciousness that

= the world, full of untold possibilities of pleasure and admiration,

was before her, with only "James's odd ideas" as a slight draw-
back. "If you had kept your fortune, Madeleine "-Rosalind
never wearied of harping on this string-" ~QU might be going
anywhere you chose-to Switzerland, perhaps."

"Very true," said Madeleine, smiling; "but, since I did not
keep the fortune, it is not worth while to discuss the possi

ability "
Miss Champion also came to make her adieux, and was very

coquettibh with Basil, very sweetly patronizing to Madeleine.

She, too, was intoxicated with the hope of future conquests.
"Perhaps I may =never come back," she said, laughing. "I am
not so enamored of Stausbury that I can promise to resist an

excellent opportunity to remain in some gayer place. What do
you say to that, Mr. severe?"

"You must act altogether for your own happiness," answered
Basil, gravely. They were walking together in the soft summer

moonlight, and the young man thought this 'a good opportunity

for an explanation. "I hope you will remember," he went on,

"that I do not wish you to sacrifice any thing to your engage-
ment to me."

"As if I were likely to do so !" thought Miss Champion,

with a sense of profound scorn for the dullness of some men.
But she was not frank enough to say this openly. She had been

*1
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premature once, and she was determined not to be premature
again. "I was only jesting," she said, looking up with her

dark, starry eyes. "You should not take every thing so liter-
ally. I only wanted to hear what you would say."

This was an opportunity for Basil to utter some impassioned

flattery-something to please her vanity, and touch the fancy

which did duty for her heart. The kind of lover she desired was

one who had all the light nothings of gallantry and sentiment
ready at his tongue's end, who was expert in turning every
remark into a compliment, and who never wearied her by a

seriousness and earnestness which she could not comprehend.
To such an ideal, Basil bore no resemblance. Just now his

heart was too sad for flattery. It has been known, since the

beginning of the world, that at parting we are most likely to
learn how much we love, and the parting looming before him

now taught him that this woman was dearer to him than of late
he had imagined. He began to feel the self-reproach, common
to all generous natures, to think that he had judged too hardly

her folly and frivolity. He did not answer her last remark for

some time-then he said:
"One thing is certain-you will know your own mind and

your own heart thoroughly when you return. You will be able

to tell then where your happiness lies. If you can come =badk
and share willingly the life which is all that I have to offer-
I hope I do not need to tell you, Helen, how happy I shall be!"

"You don't talk as if you would be very happy," said Helen,

with a slight pout." "When I care for any thing, I care for it
to distraction. I never understood cold people."

"It can't be possible that you think me cold!" said Basil, to

whom this was a new charge, though lately his companion had
more than once hinted her disapproval of him in various ways.

Miss Champion replied uncompromisingly, that she did think

him cold. "I don't believe you would care very much if I did
not come back at ~ she added in an injured tone.

"Don't try me-that is all 1" said Basil, smiling. This was

undoubtedly folly, pure and simple; but he felt indulgent toward
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it, since it sprang, or seemed to spring, from love for him. It
did iiot occur to him that vanity is very often as strong as love
in a woman's breast-the vanity which desires to be sure of the
power to inflict pain.

In, this manner Miss Champion took her departure-still
engaged to Basil, and promising constancy even when the prom-
ise was not demanded. Au~'ust passed. From mountain
spas and sea-side resorts came rapturous letters, principally from
Rosalind, 'now and then from Helen, describing, with much
underscoring and many admiration-points, the gay life they were
leading. When September spread over the earth its mellow
beauty, these letters were dated from New York. Then it was
that a paragraph in one of l~osalind's prepared Madeleine for
what was to come.

"We have seen a great deal of Gordon Lacy since we have
been here," Mrs. James Champion wrote, "and I think it only
kind to let you know that he is very attentive to Helen. You
know she has been crazy about him for a long time, so of course
this delights her. The matter may end by a marriage, since
James says that Gordon is very much disgusted with the life of
a literam~y hack, and very anxious to obtain an income that will
relieve him from the necessity of writing for newspapers and
magazines. I give you this hint in order that you may tell
Basil to write and 6reak the engagement. I do not want her to
have the gratification of jilting him. He may use my name as
freely as he pleases. I told Helen that I meant to let him know
how she is acting. She only laughed. Evidently, she thinks
he is too deep in her toils to escape. I hope he will prove the
contrary to her."

Madeleine had no alternative but to show this letter to Basil.
It was not only meant for him, but to spare him pain by retain-
ing it would have been, in all probability, only to defer the blow

land render it harder in the end. She gave it to him, therefore,
and watched his face with wistful, loving eyes as he read it.
When he reached the' paragraph quoted above, she saw him
start, and his lips set themselves. Beyond this, he showed no
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sign of en~otion, and, having quietly read to the end of the letter,
he folded it carefully, returned it to the envelope, and then
looked up and met her gaze. Something in that gaze touched
him, and made him smile a little-the brave sweet smile with
which he had gone into many a battle, and faced worse than
hostile~ cannon in his life of daily, self-sacrificing toil.

"Don't be sorry for me, petite," he said, caressingly. "You
know you are clear of blame-you warned me. I did not heed
the warning, but that was my fault, and, after all, it scarcely
matters. Disappointment and pain are not as hard to me as
they might be to one with less experience .of both. It is possi~
ble to grow used to any thing; and then you remember my
motto:

"Come what will, come what may,
Time and the hour run through the roughest day."

"But you deserve something besides rough days," said Made-
leine. "It seems so hard that you should have set your
heart-"

"Never mind,~' he interrupted, quietly. "It is the fate of
many a man, and I hope I know how to bear it. Perhaps it is
best so. I am afraid I never could have made her happy."

"And do you mean to follow Rosalind's advice?" asked
Madeleine-though she felt sure what the answer would be.

He looked at her and she read it in his grave, handsome
eyes. "No," he replied; "a gentleman never gives a woman
back her faith. If Miss Champion chooses to jilt me, she may
do so. She will lower herself but she cannot lower me."

A few weeks went on, and then the end came, as Rosalind
bad predicted. Not one line to the man to whom she was
engaged did Helen Champion write, but Basil opened a New
York paper one day, and there he saw her marriage to Gordon
Lacy recorded.



OHAPTE.R II.

DEVEREUX IS REcALLED.

So far this narrative has followed the course and endeavored
to tell the story of certain exceptional, events which happened
within a short space of time. Occasionally such periods occur
in life, but as a general thing the rule of existence is monotony
-a very depressing rule we are sometimes tempted to think,

and yet it may be that God's providence appears in this, as in
all else, were we only clear-sighted enough to recognize it.
The flame which is constantly fed by excitement would burn
out too quickly; so perforce we must rest inlong, sluggish calms
when day follows day, with nothing save the ordinary affairs of
life to mark their passage.

Such a calm as this came to Basil and Madeleine after the
events which ended in that marriage on a crisp October morning
in New York. A week later, Mr. and Mrs. James Champion
returned to Stansbury, and the former made one-only one-
allusion to his sister's marriage when speaking to Basil, which
showed how deeply his pride and sense of honor had been
wounded.

"I was powerless to prevent the marriage," he said, "but
nothing would have induced me to be present at the ceremony
if she had not been under my protection. I told her at the
church-door that she had disgraced herself by acting as no
Champion, to my knowledge, ever acted before, and I did not
see her afterward."

Then, be fore Basil could reply, he turned the conversation
abruptly to business, and the subject was never mentioned
between the two men again.

Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Lacy were able to support with cheer-
ful philosophy any disparaging remarks which Stanshury. saw fit
to make about them. In the first place they did not hear the
remarks, and, in the second place, they would not have cared if
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they had heard them. Both had acted with due deliberation,
and due regard to their own interest, which is of course the only
thing a sensible person ever thinks of regarding. Helen flat-
tered herself that Basil Severn had "broken his heart" over her
loss, but Gordon indulged in no such fancy of Madeleine. He
knew her better; and sometimes it cost him a pang to think how
complete her contempt for him must be-not bitter or keen, but
quiet, decided, and most sorrowful. As time went on, however,
he grew careless even of this thought, and banished so effectually
from his heart the sweet face which had once been the light of
his life, that finally it ceased to haunt his memory. It is not
worth while to follow the record of his life-which indeed at the
present day is still mc~st prosperous. Who, that has looked atten-
tively at the great web of human existence, has not seen many
such a choice made as his-the lower path taken, the goods of
this world chosen, self triumphing over honor, passion over faith,
high powers prostituted to ignoble uses, the desires of the flesh
exalted above the aspirations of the spirit? Such a choice is
usually crowned with success but who would not rather be
Bayard dying by the wayside with his knightly honor unstained,
than the victorious conqueror and traitor who stood before him?

Eighteen months passed very quietly for the Severns.
Basil's position with regard to the Carlisle estate, which at first
had seemed so anomalous, fell into the routine of accustomed
things over which people cease to marvel. In Madeleine no out-
ward change of any kind was apparent-the serene grace of her
presence filled the home in which she had been born, as it had
filled it for many years, and no one was able to say, with that
compassionate interest which gossips love to affect, "How dif-
ferent she has been since that affair with Gordon Lacy!" Per-
haps those who were in sorrow found a change in her, for her
manner was even gentler and tenderer than of old, and little
children never looked into her face save to smile; but this had
been very much the case always, so it was not singular enough
to be remarked.

Of Devereux it may be said that she thought now and then,
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wondering a little, as women will, if he had altogether forgotten
the words which he had uttered before going away-"--the resolu.
tion which he had expressed with* so much impetuous decision.
It is true that she rebuked her own frivolity for indulging in
such conjectures, and told herself that he had no doubt forgot..
ten and ignored every thing connected with that past fancy;
but still, as every woman will understand, it was impossible not
to wonder. During the two years which had elapsed since he
left Stanshury, he had maintained a tolerably regular corre-
spondence with Basil, and~ it was very clear from this that he
had, to use his own expression, " kept steadily at the oar7~ since
he had been in Denver. He alluded once or twice to the fact
that his friend and partner had gone away for a holiday; but
he never spoke of any holiday for himself except once, when he
said that he had joined a party to the Rocky Mountains, and
inclosed a few flowers for Madeleine, "since I have her violets
yet," he added. "What nonsense!" said Madeleine, when she
read the letter; but she did not refuse to keep the blossoms
which had been gathered in the defiles of the far Western
mountains. It struck her as a little strange that a man who had
probably had half a. dozen love-affairs since his untoward attempt
at one with herself should care to remember her in this manner;
but she explained the matter to her own satisfaction by reflect-
ing that gallantry of the kind was no doubt natural to a man
like Devereux.

The second spring after the departure of the latter, Basil
began to experience unaccustomed difficulties in the manage-
ment of the mills. For the first time he had trouble with his
operatives. He had never before known any thing of the kind,
for he possessed in a remarkable degree that power of governing
men-of uniting kindness and consideration with perfect subor-
dination~-~which is a special gift bestowed by Nature on special
men formed to exercise authority over their fellow-creatures.
But, even in the best-drilled corps, mutiny sometimes appears;
and so it was in this instance. During the winter one or two of
the principal mill-hands died, and their places were supplied by

I

new-coiners who sowed the seeds of mischief; and, after good
deal of indirect trouble, they, with two or three raiders and
bettors, were summarily dismissed for insubordination.

They did not receive their dismissal quietly. On the con-
trary, they complained loudly, and continued to hang about the
neighborhood of the mills, though ordered several times to take
themselves off. Once or twice Basil was warned that they were
uttering threats against him. The young man only smiled.
"Such blustering is not likely to frighten an old soldier," he
said. "Let them do their worst."

They took him at his word; but it was a worst which he had
not anticipated. One night the cry of "Fire!" rang out on the
Stansbury streets, and people sprang from their beds to see a
glare brighter than that of day lighting up the sky, and to be
told that the Carlisle Mills were burning. What Basil felt
when he heard the news it is impossible to describe. There was
scant time for words; but Madeleine never forgot the expression
of his face as he mounted his horse and rode away at full speed,
in advance of the fire-engines, toward the lurid splendor of the
conflagration. It was a splendor dearly bought, for he found,
when he arrived at the scene of action, that the incendiaries
had done their work thoroughly. The watchman had been
faithless or negligent, and the fire made great headway before
any alarm was given. Consequently, Basil saw at once that it
was hopeless to think of saving the buildings; but he made a
desperate effort to save the valuable books and papers from the
counting-house. On this service of danger he would allow no
one to accompany him ;~ but, having stationed outside two or
three faithful men to receive what he was able to bring, he
entered the burning building alone. Three times he came out
with his arms loaded, and three times he returned. The fourth
time there was a tumultuous shout from the assembled multi-
tude when he appeared; but it suddenly died away into awed
stillness, for, before he could cross the threshold, he was struck
down by a falling timber, while rolling smoke and leaping flame
appeared to sweep over him.
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There was a ~ pause of horror-then half a dozen
intrepid men rushed forward to the rescue. Scorched, begrimed,
senseless, they drew him ~out-his right arm doubled under him
and evidently broken. After this the fire had very much its
ow~ way, and finished its terrible work unmolested. Even the
engines lost heart and ceased to play, except on the cottages of
the operatives, which they drenched thoroughly, and so saved
from destruction-the inhabitants of these cottages meanwhile
stood by in despair. It was their bread which the cruel flames
were devouring, and when they heard that Mr. Seven had been
killed, or something very near it, despair broke into lamentation.
Womeu sobbed and men cursed. It was a scene to be long
remembered-the wild glare of the fire on excited faces, the
uproar of many voices, the roaring and crackling of flames, the
crash of falling walls, and the imprecations poured forth on the
authors of such a work. If one of the sup~iosed incendiaries
had ventured to show his face, it certainly would not have been
well for his neck. Angry men are not, as a rule, inclined to try
suspicion by the test of reason, nor to remember that law of
fair play which demands that both sides shall be heard

Meanwhile, Basil, still senseless, was taken back to Stans-
bury and placed in the hands of his sister, and the doctor who
was hastily summoned. The latter pronounced his injuries very
serious indeed. Concussion of the brain is in itself no trifle;
but besides this-from which he could not recover for some
time-the young man was severely burned, his shoulder was
dislocated and his arm broken. So, when the morning sunlight
reddened the smoking ruins of the Carlisle Mills, it found him
unconscious both of the destruction which had been wrought
and of his own danger.

That unconsciousness and danger lasted for days, and it was
upon Champion that all the labor resulting from the fire fell.
He started swift and hot pursuit after the suspected incendiaries,
who had one and all decamped, and he attended as far as possi-
ble to the loose odds and ends of business demanding attention.
The position was not very much to his taste, however, and, com-
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ing in one day, he electrified Madeleine by asking if she did not.
think Devereux ought to be summoned.

"I have not thought of it at all," Madeleine answered~ "but
why should he be? You know that he has never claimed the
property, nor even expressed the least interest in it."

"Nevertheless," said Champion, whom any allusion to the
matter always irritated, "I suppose it is his-if it can be said to
be anybody's. Basil will be in no condition to attend to any thing
for weeks-perhaps for months. If it were his business or yours,
I would attend to it with the greatest pleasure, but I have no
time to spare in looking after Mr. Devereux's interests."

"I understand," said Madeleine. "Something must be done,
of course. As soon as Basil is better, I will ask him what it
must ~

Basil was a little better the next day, and opened the con-
versation himself by asking what had been the result of the
fire, and if various matters, which he mentioned, had received
any attention.

"James Champion, assisted by Mr. Willis "-the latter was
foreman of the manufactory-" have done their best to put
affairs in order," answered Madeleine. "Two of the men.who
are supposed to have fired the mills have been apprehended and
committed for trial."

"I doubt if any thing positive can be proved against them,"
said Basil. "But I wish you would send for Willis to come
here to me: I must give him some directions."

"You must do nothing of the kind," returned Madeleine.
"The doctor says you are not to be worried or excited. Do
let the mills alone! They are burned, and that is an end
of it."

"That is not an end of it," replied Basil. "You don't
understand-there is an enormous amount of business to be
transacted. Oh, if I were only not lying here incapacitated!"

"Whose fault is it that you are incapacitated?" demanded
Madeleine. "If you had not been so rash-"

"IJ~on't let me hear any thing about that!,' said Basil with a
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groan. " Never hit a man when he is down-and I am down
unmistakably just now."

Madeleine reflected for a monient and then decided to men-
tion Champion's suggestion. "Do you think Mr. Devereux
ought to be informed of the loss of the mills ?" she asked.
" He has taken so little interest in the property that it scarcely
seems worth while, and yet-they are, or were, his, you know."

" Of course, he .ought to be informed," said Basil. " Has
nobody written to him ? Whether he takes interest or whether
he does not, the property belongs to him, and it is my duty to let
him know of such a loss as this. Write at once, Madeleine. Tell
him all about it, and how I am situated."

"Very well," answered Madeleine, quietly. She had no fancy
for the task, but it did not occur to her for a moment to shirk it-.
Why should she not write to Devereux, as she would write to
any other man, a letter of business ? This was what she asked
herself-indignant with the folly that made her, even in thought,
hesitate for a moment. .

She brought writing-materials to the side of the bed, and,
assisted by Basil's dictation, this was what she wrote:

"DEai MR. DEVEREUX : I am sorry to tell you that the
mills have been burned down. Every one thinks that the fire
was the work of incendiaries, but there is no positive proof to
support this opinion. It rests entirely on what, I believe, you
lawyers call presumptive evidence. Basil discharged several
hands for insubordination a fortnight or two ago, and instead of
going away they remained in the neighborhood, and more than
once were heard to utter threats against him. He disregarded
this, because he thought they only threatened him personally.
If he had thought of the mills, he would have redoubled his
usual watchfulness. On last Thursday night, between midnight
and morning, the alarm,,of fire roused us--the mills were in
flames. When Basil reached them he was too late to do any
thing except make a desperate effort to save the books and
papers. This he succeeded in doing. Very little which was
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valuable in that line was lost, but he was severely injured, and
. is consequently unable to write to you. His -right arm was

broken, his shoulder dislocated, and his burns are very serious

and painful. He bids me tell you that the loss is partly covered

by'insurance, but that it will nevertheless prove very heavy.
As soon as lie is able to do so-which cannot, however, be for
some time-he will send you a detailed statement. The accu-
mulated income of the last two years will warrant, he says, the
immediate rebuilding of the mills, and he hopes that you will
write as soon as possible and let~ him know your wishes on the

subject.
" Pray pardon me for adding that I, also, hope you will do

so. I am sure you must feel that it is scarcely generous to
throw on my brother all the weight of responsibility, as well as
of labor. During the last two years he has toiled faithfully,
with no sign of interest or encouragement from yourself; but
now that he is disabled and suffering, I am confident that your
kindness and sense of justice will conquer your pride, and that

you will give him the aid which he asks and needs-the aid of

sympathy and direction. That the presence of the owner of the

property is very much needed here at present, you may perhaps
imagine; but Basil hesitates to ask you to come, not knowing in
what spirit you may receive the request, and I can only say, for

.him as for myself, that if you come at all it must be to assume
the duties as well as the rights of ownership.

" I cannot close without congratulating you on your success

in your profession, and with the kindest regards of my mother

and asi~la,'"Very sincerely yours,

"MADELEINE SEVERN."

It will be perceived that a more altogether formal and corn-

mionplace letter could scarcely have been written, yet, when
Devereux received it, his heart leaped up like a school-boy's. It
is trite to say that absence extinguiishes a weak passion and

deepens a strong one, but many trite things are true things-
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and this is one of them. Two years had done nothing toward
extii~guishing that "fancy" which Miss Severn had treated so
severely. On the contrary, it had been so materially strength-
ened that Devereux had ceased to ask himself to what order of
passion it belonged. It is only when men are doubtful, when it
is sentiment not love which has come to them, that they analyze
and dissect their hearts as a botanist dissects a flower. With
certainty comes repose. Let a man desire something as a
supreme good, and he will cease to ask why or how he desires
it. Still it must be admitted that, notwithstanding all he had
(very sincerely) said when leaving Stausbury, Devereux-warned
by much experience-had not been altogether sure of his own
constancy. But he was sure of it on the April morning when he
unexpectedly found on his table that letter addressed in Made-
leine's fair, clear writing. He tore open the envelope, wonder-
ing what had moved her to write, and grateful for the cause,
whatever that cause might be. The news which the letter con-
tained did not in any manner diminish the exhilaration of his
spirit. He felt absolutely grateful to the incendiaries who had
fired the mills, and his resolution was taken immediately. He
would go to Stanshury: she wished it, and that was enough.
When his friend came in presently, he *announced this reso-
lution:

"Those mills have been burned down, Hurst," he said, "and
Seven has been badly injured. I fear I must go to Stanshury
and look after matters. It hardly seems fair for that poor fel-
low to have all the trouble of ownership without any of the
profit."

"He must be an uncommon fellow to fill such a position,'~
said Mr. Hurst. "I have been convinced of that for a long
time. But I thought you were determined never to claim the
property."

"I never shall-in the manner they desire. But matters
can't possibly go on in this unsatisfactory, unsettled fashion
fo~'ever. Something definite must be decided upon, and there~
fore I must go to Stansbury."

LI

"I shall be sorry to see you go-I fear you'll never come
backs"

"Don't fear any thing of the kind. I shall come back as
certainly as the sun is in the sky. I could not, if I would, re-
turn to my old, idle, aimless existence; you have bitten me too
thoroughly with the mania for hard work."

"As far as that is concerned, you have gone beyond me,"
said Mr. Hurst, "and it would certainly be a pity if you gave
up your profession again, now that you are so likely to mount
in it."

"Nothing shall induce me to give it up," said Devereux.
"You ought to know me well enough to be sure of that.'1

"One never knows a man well enough to be sure what he
will or will not do, for the sake of a woman," returned the
other, significantly.

"You are talking nonsense, as men always do when they
don't know what they are talking about!" said Devereux.
"Because you see a woman's writing on this letter, you leap to
a conclusion-like a woman. Miss Severn has written to me
because her brother is unable to do so-that is all."

"That may be a good deal," said Mr. Hurst, glancing sus-
piciously at Miss Severn's letter.

CHAPTER III.

A LOST IDEAL.

IT was the last week in April when, Devereux arrived in
Stansbury, and the weather was perfect. The earth green with
its first delicate emerald, and bright with countless blossoms,
the air rich with fragrance, the skies arching softly in their
misty blue, and dropping light tears upon the turf, roses blush~
ing, feathery leaves rustli~ig, light and warmth and odor every~
where-this is what April means in the South.
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This was what it meant on the particular day when Devereux
found himself once more entering the familiar Severn gate. An
odd home feeling came over him as he did so-perhaps because
the house was so eminently one of those which we are apt to
associate with the idea of home. He remembered how he had
seen it first with the mellow October sunlight streaming on it,
and suiting admirably, he had thought, its look of mellow age.
Now, was it that his mood had changed, or why did the tender
beauty of Nature's awakening life, the capricious glory of her
April smile, seem to suit as well the mossy roof; under which
succeeding generations had lived and loved, suffered and died?
Certainly there seemed entire harmony between the season and
the old house which had witnessed the beginning and the end
of many jubilant springs. The trees drooping over it were half
clad in dainty leafage, the ivy had put forth its lighter green,
high over the portico a yellow jessamine clambered, and swung
its fragrant bells-

"Like golden ceusers on the golden day."

Basil, with his arm in a sling, his shoulder bandaged, and
his scorched face not improved by having all the hair and beard
as much as possible cut away, was lying on a low, broad couch,
by one of the sitting-room windows, when the sound of advanc-
ing steps on the gravel-walk made him turn his head. "Some
one is coming, Madeleine," he said. "Who is it?"

Madeleine laid down the novel she had been reading aloud,
and glanced out of the open window. She, too, heard the step,
but the jessamine was so luxuriant that she could not see be-
yond its wall of green and bell-like flowers. Lance, who was
dozing just outside the window, sprang up and darted forward
with a growl, which changed the next instant to a whine of
recognition. When she heard this and a voice saying, "Why,
Lance, old fellow! are you still here?" she knew who had come.
For an instant-not longer than a heart-beat-she was silent,
then she said, "It is Mr. Devereux."

"Devereux i-is it?" said ]3asiL "He has come quickly."

I
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To explain which it may be state& that Devereux had tele-
graphed the news of his departure from Denver.

"Yes," said Madeleine. She spoke absently, for she was
debating whether or not she should leave the roorA before he
rang the door-bell. There was time enough to do so, but, as
was to have been expected from her good sense, she decided in
the negative; and so it chanced that the first thing Devereux
saw when he entered was a full, soft, well-remembered gaze
shining out of two brown eyes.

For a man of the world, his greetings were rather incoher-
ent, but there was no room to doubt one thing-that he was

glad to be back. He not only said so at first, but-after he had
sufficiently inquired into Basil's condition--he repeated the state-
ment.

"It is strange that I should feel so much as if I' had come
home," he said. "It has been many years since I had the same
sensation about any other place; and I have lived in various
places much longer than I ever lived in Stansbury."

"You have lived in Denver four times as long," said Basil.
"By-the-way, how do you like that place?"

"Very much in some respects-not at all in others. Yet I
fancy I shall live there always. A roving life is pleasant enough
when a man is quite young, but as he grows 1 older-especially
if he has any ambition to rise-he must have a definite place
and fixed home in the world."

"When I knew you first it was your favorite belief that you
had no ambition."

"I have learned a great many things since then," said Deve-
reux, glancing at Madeleine.

He thought, as he did so, how little two years had changed
her. The sweet, earnest eyes; the gentle, soft-cut mouth; the
stately grace and charm of her manner-how well he remembered
all, and how exactly he found them as he had left them I If he
had doubted before seeing her whether or not his heart was in
her possession, it would have been impossible to doubt it after
her hand had touched his, her voice had spoken his name. Look-
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ing at her, he was conscious of something very different from
any of those passionate fevers of the earth with which, like
many another man, he had been too familiar. It was as if his
SQUl rose and yearned toward its highest good and best inspira-
tion~-yearned with a strength which had in it something of the
calm of a great resolution.

"I am glad that you have not come back to be disgusted
with our quiet life," she said, meeting his glance with a com-
posure which he knew enough of women to be aware did not
augur well for his hopes. '~ The fire was our last great event, and
you must not fancy that you can escape it long. You will be
deluged with accounts of it-indeed, I see Basil is ready to begin
now, so I shall leave you to his mercy, with a recommendation
of patience."

"One minute, Madeleine," said Basil, as she rose. "Send a
messenger to the hotel for Mr. Devereux's traps-.that is the
correct Western phrase, isn't it?" he added, turning to that gen-
tleman. "You must stay with us-I will take no denial. You
said in your telegram that you were coming to serve as my
right hand, and what the deuce could I do with a right hand at
the Stansbury Hotel?"

"Probably Mr. Devereux did not expect to be taken so
literally and promptly at his word," said Madeleine, with a
laugh.

The low, sweet cadence set Devereux at his ease immediately.
It told him that she desired him to stay, and therefore his mo-
mentary hesitation was at an end. "You are mistaken," he
said. "I shall be only too happy to be taken at my word-as
literally and promptly as possible. But I do not wish to trouble
you, Miss Severn."

"There is no fear of that," she replied. "I only hope we can
make, you comfortable. IL may send for your-~--traps, then?
Thanks."

In this way, rather to his own surprise, and much to his own
satisfaction, Devereux found himself settled under the Severn
roo4 and admitted to that informal family companionship which

is sometimes a very pleasant thing, and sometimes exceedingly
the reverse. To be made to feel at home and considered" quite
one of the family" is not always the best luck which can befall
a stranger. There are families, which do not appear to advan-
tage when viewed en d~d&abille; they should be seen only in
the robes of state with which they adorn themselves for the
inspection of Mrs. Grundy. To this class the Severns did not
belong. Those charming manners, which were so universally
admired, were not worn by them as a society mask, but showed
to best advantage within the threshold of home. Devereux
soon appreciated this. Though by nature and training indis-
posed to enthusiasm, he told himself that his taste had never
been so thoroughly pleased before.

The possession of the Carlisle estate remained, meanwhile,
an open and tacitly avoided question. Devereux proved exceed-
ingly capable and energetic in transacting business; but he
acted altogether under Basil's direction, serving as a most effi-
cient right hand, but carefully avoiding any thing which com-
mitted him to an acknowledgment of ownership. Both Basil
and Madeleine observed this, but neither pressed the matter.
"It will right itself after a while," the former said, and the lat-
ter, it is to be supposed, acquiesced.

They were pleasant days - days with an almost idyllic
charm-which followed. Basil's injuries made him a prisoner;
but it was not an irksome captivity when lightened by Deve-
reux's labor and Madeleine's companionship. The three spent
most of their days and all of their evenings together. Occa-
sionally Rosalind dropped in-moved more by curiosity than
any thing else-and she was sooi shrewd enough to perceive
what was likely to be the end. She told her husband that it was
evident Devereux meant to marry Madeleine as lie had endeav-
ored to marry Mary Carlisle, from motives of interest.

"That may be," replied Mr. Champion; "but what are the
motives of interest? The fortune is already his."

"But he is too proud to take it," said Rosalind, "so he
thinks he will take Madeleine along with it as a compromise.~~
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The man credited with this acute view of things was, mean-
while, more thoroughly discouraged with regard to his suit than
he had -been even during those two years in Colorado. Then~
he had thought that time was working for him, and that when
he returned at last Madeleine might be ready to listen. Now
he felt that if he spoke it would only be to receive the same
cold, gentle kindness which had sent him away before. Feeling
this, he asked himself, in a fit of salutary humility, what right
he had to expect any thing else; he looked dispassionately at
his character, his past life, 'and turned from both with a sense of
weary disgust. There was no consolation in remembering how
many women had regarded him with favor-how many hearts he
had lightly won, and as lightly lost. These were not women
like Madeleine Severn; they were not hearts which had more
than idle fancy to bestow. This sentiment of honest self-con-
tempt grew so strong that presently it found expression, as all
strong sentiments do.

Ma4y had come with a rush of summer warmth, a glow of
more than summer beauty. The close of a day of intense heat
found Madeleine, Basil, and Devereux in the garden. As the
sun sunk, they had adjourned there-for coolness, and they found
at least quiet and fragrance. Roses were everywhere-for it is
May, not June, which is the month of ro.~es in the South-and
their perfume, together with that of honeysuckle and jasmine,
loaded the air. The little group of three were seated on garden-
chairs on a grassy plot where a large magnolia-the finest in
Stansbury-grew. Among its glossy leaves the pure white
blossoms were opening, exhaling the richest fragrance of all
-indeed, so rich that Basil pronounced it almost overpow-
ering.

"I do not like such highly-perfumed flowers as the magnolia,
the tuberose, and the cape-jessamine," he said, "Give me some-
thing that is faint as well as sweet."

"Violets, for instance," said Devereux.
"Yes-and roses. One cannot have too much of their odor.

See those Ma~el~ix~e is wearing-we know just how subtly fra-
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grant they are, though we can perceive nothing but this stun-
ning magnolia."

"Roses suit Miss Severn-and so do violets," said Devereux,
looking at her. She made a picture just then worth looking at.
Dressed in white, with roses on her breast and in her soft brown
hair, she was very near beauty-quite near enough, the man who
was regarding her thought. He would not, if he could, have
changed a line of the graceful figure, or a tint of the delicate
face. She smiled as she met his eyes.

"You say very kind things to me," she answered. "But
how languid this sudden heat makes one, does it not ? I ought
to water my flowers, and instead I am sitting here idly."

"Let inc water them for you," said Devereux.
"I don't think either of you need trouble about tire flowers,"

said Basil. "There is going to be rain within the next three
hours. Look at that cloud in the southwest. Keep still and be
comfortable! It is not weather to exert one's self unnecessarily.
Madeleine, will you light me a cigar?"

"I am afraid you. will be dreadfully spoiled when you recover
the use of your arm," said Madeleine, taking the cigar-case
which he extended with his left hand. "Mr. Devereux, is this
a good cigar? You must give me a match to light it-and I
cut off the end, do I not? Now "-after Basil had received it
and found it satisfactory-" may I light one for ypu?"

"For me!', said Devereux. "Are your in earnest? I shall
be greatly honored-but how good of you!',

"Why so?" she asked, laughing, as she selected another
cigar. "If we were in Spain I should make you a cigarette.
Do you like cigarettes? I know how to make them admirably
-do I not, ]3 asil ?"

"Pretty well," said Basil, in undemonstrative brotherly fash-
ion, "but you need a particular kind of tobacco for cigarettes."

"Some day I shall ask you to make some for me," said
Devereux, "but at present I am very grateful for my cigar.

She had lighted- and handed it to him with a grace which no
Spanish woman could have excelled. Her smile thrilled him to
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the heart, but only to cast his hopes more utterly to the ground.
Indeed, he thought despondently that he had no hope whatever..
The very frankness and sweetness 'of her manner filled hinl with
a sense of despair. In all his experience he had never known
any woman treat the man she loved with such calm, unembar-
rassed kindness.

Evening deepened, and dusk-the magical dusk of May--
crept softly round them. A mocking-bird was singing in the
crest of the magnolia like an incarnate spirit of melody. The
odor of tobacco mingled with the odor of flowers, and along the
verge of the southwestern horizon fitful flashes of electricity
began to play. Basil rose after a while and strolled away, but
Madeleine and Devereux kept their seats. "Exercise is too over-
heating," said the former, and the latter answered, "It is pleas-
anter here than anywhere else."

There was silence for a minute after this-silence which
Madeleine's voice broke. "You must let me thank you, Mr.
Devereux," she said, "for all your kind service to Basil. What
he would have done without you during these last few weeks, I
do not know!"

"I am glad if I have been of service to him," said Devereux.
"In my useless life, to be of service to somebody is a novelty
and luxury. But you forget that your brother has a right to all
that I have given."

$he did not commit the blunder of asking what right, but she
answered the other part of his remark: "Why do y~u always
speak of yourself in such a depreciating manner?" she asked.
"I do not like to hear it. If any one else spoke so, I might
think it a pardonable affectation, but I know you better than to
suspect such a thing, so I am sure it is honest. But I am also
sure it is unjust. Why is your life less useful than the lives of
other men?"

"My life is useless because I live for no one but myself," he
answered. "I often think that if I had been killed in battle it
would have been the best thing that could have befallen me.
My life was very young then, and a 'death-bed of fame' would
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* have redeemed its errors---but there is something suggestive of
anti-climax in coming safely through the rain of bullets which
sent many a hero to heaven-yo~tr brother and my brother
among the number-to spend the best years of youth as an idle
trifler and sybarite."

"Why do you say such harsh things of yourself? I think
they are very unjust."

"Do you? "-he spoke eagerly-" but you said them once
yourself."

"Are you sure of that? I am sorry if I was so rude. But
I learned long ago that I am not infallible."

"You were perfectly right, however, in that case," he went on,
with the humility and despondency of his heart finding faithful
echo in his voice. "1 did not appreciate how right at the time
-but I do now. I have squandered my fortune and wasted my
youth; I am not necessary in the least degree to the comfort or
happiness of any human being. I can give no reason for my
existence."

~' The best reason is that God bestowed it on you," said
Madeleine, in her reverent tones. "But I repeat again that you
judge yourself too hardly-nothing is more necessary than that
we should have patience with Ourselves. It will not do to give
way to disgust and contempt 'of our own shortcomings, else
there would be hours for all of us when we could scarcely bear
to live."

"There is certainly a great deal of folly in abusing one's
self," said Devereux, a little grimly. "Do you remember the
advice which an old diplomatist gave Prosper M~rim6e, 'Never
speak evil of yourself: your friends will speak enough'?"

"And I suppose you add, like that ingenuous and amiable
gentleman-M&im6e, I mean-that your great virtue is mQd-
esty, that you carry it to ~

"No-as a rule, only very vain people claim to be modest.
A truly modest man knows hQw vain he is."

"That is paradoxical, but true, I think. So, being a modest
man, you know that you are vain?"
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" Insufferably vain sometimes-at others, a flash of wisdom
comes to me like an inspiration. I see myself in my true colors,
and then no longer wonder at any failure which life has brought
or can bring me."

" Humility is wholesome," said Madeleine, "but it should
not be suffered to grow morbid. Take care that yours does not
become so. When you have. fallen hopelessly in your own
esteem, come to me and perhaps I may assist you back to proper
self-appreciation."

"You should not tempt me by such an offer-especially
since I, cannot fall lower in my own esteem than I am at
present."

"Ah!" she laughed softly. " Then let me see if I cannot
reinstate you. I think-indeed, I know--that you are kindly,
generous, and unselfish. Can one desire a better foundation on
which to build a character than those qualities ?"

"If I possess them, they are what your theologians call
natural virtues: I deserve no credit for them."

" Few of us deserve any credit for the little good that may
be in us !-few are wise enough to cultivate virtues as we may
cultivate flowers. An amiable character is often as much God's
gift as a beautiful face-but we love both."

" You are kindness itself, Miss Severn. You are too kind,
indeed. I wish I could make you understand-but that is im-
possible."

He broke off abruptly, and for a moment there was silence.
Then suddenly came a flash of lightning, and a quick, rattling
clap of thunder. Madeleine was perhaps not sorry for an excuse
to rise. She felt that the conversation had wandered to the
brink of possibilities which were best avoided.

" Basil was -a true weather-prophet for once," she said.
" Usually his prognostications are chiefly remarkable for their
inaccuracy. But my flowers are to be watered from the clouds
to-night. We had better go in, Mr. Devereux-especially as I see
Anni coming to say that tea is ready."

As they were going to the house Devereux thought, " If she
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was not so kind, I might make one more effort-I might ask her
.if there is any hope for me in the future-but what is the good
of it ? I should only bring constraint into our friendship. She
certainly does not care for me."

After tea an incident occurred which strengthened this opin-
ion. The prophesied rain was pouring in torrents, but the draw-
ing-room, with its shaded lamps, was almost as full of fragrance
as the garden had been, from the cut roses which filled every
vase and hanging-basket. Madeleine was at the piano-her
touch lingering over the keys in the dreamy strains of Schu-
mann and Chopin; Basil was reading by a table strewed with
books, papers, and late periodicals; Mrs. Severn and Devereux
were' playing backgammon, which, it may be added, the latter
held in cordial detestation. Discovering, however, that his host-

.ess liked the game, he had hypocritically expressed a partiality
for it-in consequence of which the board was brought out every
evening. Three games at least were always played, and Mrs.

Severn was generally victorious-whether by good fortune, skill-

ful playing, or the courtesy of her adversary, it is difficult to say.
This evening, as usual, she won two games out of three, and
while Devereux, with a pleasant sense of penance accomplished,
closed the board, Basil called his attention to an essay in one
of the magazines. " It is worth glancing- over," he said.

. As a matter of pure complaisance, Devereux accepted the
book. He desired to go to the piano, where Madeleine's mu-
sic- sweeter than the songs of the sirens-summoned him;
but, being obliging to a fault, he sat down instead to read the

essay, in which, at that moment, he felt not the least interest.
He glanced hastily over -it, feeling the- effort of doing so to be

quite a task, and receiving its propositions into a very distract-
ed mind, but when he came to the end, his eye fell on a poem
which occupied the opposite page, and which instantly attracted

his attention. It was entitled "A Lost Ideal," and signed " Gor-

don Lacy." The title and signature startled Devereux, and
almost involuntarily he began to read the verses-which were

these:
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A LOST IDEAL.

She stood beside me long ago,
Her mystic fingers touched my brow,
Whereon, in dream, I feel them now:

Her voice was tender, soft, and low.
"Look up, 0 soul!" she said-and smiled,

"See in thy sky Hope's morning-star,
By no false splendor be beguiled,

But follow me afar."

I knelt and kissed'her gracious feet,
I bade her lead the onward way,
For could I falter, fail, or stray,

Blessed by a guide so fair and sweet?
Her eyes shone on me with the light

Of powers divine and fancies high,
Of hopes and glories pure and bright

As God's eternal sky.

She led me from the haunts of men,
She whispered thoughts beyond the reach
Of human minds or human speech,

She bent and gently touched my pen:
"0 soul," she said, "be brave and strong,

Keep faith and eourago on the way,
For faint hearts fail as life grows long

Toward the setting day:

"Let no earth-glamour come between
Thy face and mine: no passion rise
To veil my beauty from thine eyes,

And from thy sight my glory screen.
While thou art faithful I am true,

And over paths of loss and pain,
Trod by a brave immortal few,

I hold divinest gain."

Long while ago this heavenly voice
Spoke to my soul the mystic word,
Still cherished there, though now unheard,

Of hopes that made my heart rejoice:
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The morning star has paled away,
Gone from the sky its rosy flash,

And long ago the garish day
Replaced Aurora's blush.

Long too ago that pure Ideal
Turned her sad face and tender eyes,
From where my chosen pathway lies,

Amid the tumult of the Real;
Her white robe passed beyond my sight,

Her presence left my empty days,
With one last glance of sorrowing light,

She vanished from my gaze.

And now I seek, and now I yearn
For that lost vision of the dawn,
From my false side forever gone,

That radiant guide, whose footsteps turn
Where, through enchanted meadows fair,

Immortal asphodels still shine,
And pearly morning flhl~ the air

With opal touch divine.

O'er world-worn paths my footsteps tread,
The world's loud echo fills my ears,
But, through its din, my spirit hears

The sound of that sweet voice which led
My soul adown the golden past.

0 fair Ideal, betrayed and lost,
Earth's treasures at thy feet I cast,

Won at too dear a cost!

From the last line the young man looked up, and, to his sur-
prise, met Madeleine's gaze. So entirely had his attention been
absorbed by the poem, that he had not heard her leave the
piano and cross the floor to the table. She had spoken to him
once without obtaining any reply: now she said, "What is it
that interests you so much?"

His first impulse was to close the magazine, and answer,
"Nothing of any importance:" his second (which he followed)
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to say carelessly, "Your brother directed my attention to an
essay which I have found rather interesting."

"17~ry interesting, I should think, to judge by the manner
in. which it absorbed you," said she, smiling. "May I see it?"

"It really is not worth your attention," he answered-anx-
ious, he scarcely knew why, to keep from her this, which even to
him seemed full of earnestness, as if it came directly from Lacy's
heart.

She looked at him curiously. "Why is it not worth my
attention, if it was worth, yours?" she, asked. Then she
extended her hand and took the magazine. "I am a daughter
of Eve," she said. "I must know what it is."

"If you must know," said Devereux, in a low voice-think-
ing it best to be candid at once-" it is a poem which I thought
might pain you-by Mr. Lacy."

"Why should it pain me?" she asked-blushing, not so
much from the sound of that name as from the tone in which it
was pronounced. "You surely forget," she added, a little
haughtily, "how entirely it has passed out of Mr. Lacy's power
to pain me."

"I don't forget any thing," said Devereux. "God forbid that
I should! But you must read the poem now-then you will
understand what I meant, and why I thought to spare you pain
by keeping it from you."

She opened the magazine wonderingly, yet a little reluct-
antly-doubting what might be befor~ her. She was prepared
to be shocked, for La9 y's poems of late had drifted nearer and
nearer to a standard which is "advanced" without being high,
and from this very reason she was not prepared for the verses
on which her glance fell. The poem was less artistically
polished than much of his work, but it possessed a spirit of
pathos and sincerity which many more elaborate efforts had
lacked.

As she read this message which seemed addressed to her
comprehension alone, all the past rushed back over Madeleine,
and tears gathered so thickly in her eyes that she could scarcely
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read. Suddenly they startled Devereux, as well as herself b
dropping on the page, and then saying, in a scarcely audible
voice, "Poor Gordon!" she put down the magazine and left the
room.

CHAPTER IV.

AMONG TIlE ROSES.

IT may be imagined that Devereux's reflections, when he
went~ to his chamber that night, were not agreeable. He sat
down by an open window to smoke, and while' the damp air
came in, laden with fragrance which the rain had exhaled, he
asked himself what new knowledge this was which had brought
to him such a great revelation of pain. Was it the knowledge
that Madeleine did not love him? But he had fancie d that he
knew that before. Was it the re~ilization of how much he loved
her ?-of how entirely, for good or ill, his heart was in her keep-
ing? That, too, he had known-though not, perhaps, with the
sharp distinctness borne to him. Was it jealousy ?-was it
longing ?-was it hopelessness or passion? He could not tell,
and he was in no mood to analyze his own sensations. That his
soul was sick with pain, he knew: that he was possessed by a
sense of anguish which is old as humanity-the strong yearning
for a good which cannot be reached,, the burning sense of wasted
effort and impotent powers! There could be no doubt of one
thing-his whole nature was roused at last. He had scoffed at
earnestness and played with passion, and now they turned like
tigers to rend him. "My God! if it' were only a fancy!" he
said aloud, remembering Madeleine's words when they had
parted two years before. "If it were only possible to put it out
of my life as I have put many another sentiment!" But, while
he spoke, he felt that such a thing was impossible. He might
fail, as men unnumbered have failed, to win the desire of his
heart and the light of his eyes, but he could not thrust aside the
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love which had grown within him until it seemed to say with
unchanging resolution, "II have come, and I shall abide-to
bless or curse!"

Considering these things, reflecting on the incident of that
night, his heart rose up in indignant protest. She had called
Aim light and fickle, she had sent him away refusing even to
believe in the depth and strength of his love, and now before his
eyes she could show how her heart still clung to the memory of
a man who had not only failed in faith to her, but who had
renounced every high' ideal in life andart. That sting, as was
natural enough, pierced deeper than any other. He felt in every
fibre of his nature the intensity and constancy of his own love,
and for this love to be made a thing of naught would have been
hard to bear under any circumstances, but for it to be disre-
garded and rejected while an unworthy shadow of the past was
exalted above it-this was something which he felt scarcely
able to endure. A fierce sense of rebellion overpowered him.
Why should that which he would have toiled and suffered-ay,
even died-to win, be denied to his passionate longing, and
given to one who had no need or care for it, who; if he recog-
nized his great mistake too late, could sit down and sing of it to
the world in words that hardly veiled their meaning'~

Such questions have been asked since the beginning of time,
and through all the ages no answer has come that the human
heart is willing to hear. No answer came to Devereux now.
There was nothing to calm the tumult of his soul. The clouds
broke away, the stars looked at him through the jasmine-hung
window, but the serene majesty of Nature had no power to still
the passionate fever of his heart. When he rose at last and
flung the burning end of his last cigar among the wet flowers
below, the words which came to his lips were those which
Schiller gave to princely Wallenstein:

"This anguish will be wearied down, [ know:
What pang is permanent with man? From the highest,
As from the vilest thing of every day,
He learns to wean himself: for ~hr~ strong hours
Conquer him."

That a change had come over Devereux was perceptible the
next day to every one. It was a subtle change, but it did not
pass with the day, nor with many days. He wa~ colder and
quieter in his manner, he withdrew more to himself, his interest
seemed to flag in the work which Basil and himself had under-
taken...-the rebuilding of the mills-and now and then he spoke
of an early return to Colorado. All this looked ominous, and
Basil-who had become sincerely attached to him-spoke
gravely to Madeleine.

"Something has come over Devereux," he said. "I don't
understand what it is, but he seems unaccountably altered.
Have you done anything to him?"

"I! What should I have done to him?" 'She laughed, but,
as she laughed, she colored, and Basil, noting the fact, looked
at her suspiciously.

"I am half inclined to think you have," he said. "Deve-
reux has changed too suddenly for something not to be the
matter. Now that I come to think of it, he has not seemed like
himself since that evening I left you in the garden together.
Madeleine, he really is a very good fellow, and if you have done
or said any thing to wound him-"

"Basil, your conjectures - are running away with you," said
Madeleine. "I have not, to my' knowledge, either said or done
the least thing to wound Mr. Devereux. Nothing passed be-
tween us on the evening to which you allude save a little idle
talk, and then we came into the house."

"He has not been like himself since that evening," repeated
Basil, obstinately, "and he says he is going back to Colorado
next week."

"I am sorry to hear it; but there is nothing I can do to pre-
vent his going.

"You might speak to him-you have a great deal of influence
over him-and tell him that he ought to stay and take charge
of his property."

"I cannot," said ~adeleine, shrinking, she scarcely knew
why. "You should no s it of me, Basil. I have not men-
tioned the property to him since he came-I cannot do so."
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"Well, say what you please to him, so that you induce him
to stay-for a month or two longer, at all events. It is really
impossible for me to assume the entire responsibility of these
buildings,~~

"Why don't youL tell him so?"
"I have told him so-and he replies by shrugging his

shoulders and saying that I must. Now, he won't answer you
in that manner."

"lie may not answer me in that manner, but the substance
of his reply will probably be the same."

"Try," said Basil, laconically.
Thus urged to effort, and her mind "put upon thinking," as

Robinson Crusoe says, Madeleine began to consider what the
meaning of the change in Devereux-evident to her as to Ba-
sil-could be. A little while before he had said that he would
probably not go back to Denver before the end of the summer,
and now he talked of returning next week! This sudden reso-
lution was plainly the result of some recent cause; but she was
unable to imagine what that cause was, until the hint which
Basil had given with regard to the evening in the garden sud-
denly enlightened her. Like a flash she rein~embered Lacy~s
poem, and how it had affected her-how she had read it before
Devereux, how her tears had fallen on the page, and how she
had left the room. From that hour the* change in him had
dated.

This revelation came to her with almost startling force. She
was alone in her own room; but, glancing in a mirror opposite
her seat, she saw that a flood of crimson dyed her face. "How
could he !-how could he!" she cried, and then, stung by a
sense of having been misunderstood and misjudged, she aston-
ished herself by bursting into tears more passionate than those
she had shed over Lacy's "Lost Ideal."

It is an accepted fact that, when two people live in the same
house, they must of necessity see a great deal of each other.
It is certainly true that they have ample opportunities for doing
so; but it is also true that if they are inclined to avoid each
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other, they can accomplish that as well under the same roof as
in any other position. If either or both are good tacticians, it
makes the maJtter more interesting and agreeable. To avoid
each other, and yet not to betray the secret of this avoidance to
casual lookers-on, requires very good tactics indeed, and a grace
of social diplomacy not often found.

This diplomacy both Madeleine and Devereux possessed, and
for several days they exercised it in a truly admirable manner.
The latter thought that he had scorched himself badly enough,
and that his best wisdom lay now in avoiding the fair but cruel
flame which allured him. The former felt some slight resent-
ment of his~ injustice, but much more of that instinct of reserve
which oftenmakes a woman seem cold when she only feels that
it is her right to be wooed before she is won. Under these cir-
cumstances, there was *a great deal of courtesy in the manners of
the two, but very little of that frank ease into which, for a little
while, they seemed to be drifting. When matters reach such a
point, they rapidly tend to a culmination of one kind or another
-and a culmination came here shortly and sharply.

It occurred at breakfast one morning~ Several letters lay by
Devereux's pht.te when he came down, and on the first he recog
nized at a glance Mr. Hurst's writing. Having read it, he looked
at Basil with a smile.

"My furlough is at an end," he said ~ "the bugle sounds
Boot and saddle' again. Hurst writes that I must come back

at once. He is called away to one of the Atlantic cities on im-
portant busiiiess, and I am needed in Denver."

"I wonder if you have not something to do with the im-
portant business?" said Basil, suspiciously.

"On my honor, no. Here is his letter if you like to read it."
He tossed it across the table. "You can see for yourself what
he says."

Basil read the letter, and returned it gravely. "I suppose
you can't avoid going," he said.

"Even if I had any desire to avoid it, which I have not, it
would be quite impossible to think of such a thing," replied
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Devereux. "I owe more than I can say to Hurst-he has been
the kindest and most generous of friends to me--and I should
be intolerably ungrateful if I inconvenienced him now by neg-
lecting to answer his summons."

" When do you mean to sta.rt ?"
" To-night."
"When there is any thing like a journey in prospect, what a

hurry gentlemen always are in to be off!" said Mrs. Severn.
" I think they are as impatient as children. Now, why cannot
you take things quietly, Mr; Devereux, and wait for a day or
two ?"

"For one reason, because, while I was taking things quietly,
Hurst would be taking them very much the reverse," said Deve-
reux, smiling, "and because there is no good in making a pain-
ful thing a long thing."

" You don't want to go, then ? "
" How can I possibly want to go when you have all been so

kind to me ?"
"We think the kindness is -on your side, who came so far to

relieve Basil," said Madeleine. " Of course, if your friend needs
you in Denver, we cannot be so selfish as to ask you to stay;-
but we hope that you will come back."

"I do not promise myself such a pleasure," he answered,
without looking at her. "I scarcely think I shall come back.-
unless Basil breaks his arm again."

Silence followed this announcement. Nobody cared to take
up the gauntlet thus thrown down, and introduce 'on. the scene
that oft-discussed and much-vexed subject of the Carlisle prop-
erty. Mrs. Severn elevated her eyebrows in mild surprise, and
glanced at Madeleine. Basil also looked at her, as if to say,
"You see how right I was !" while Madeleine, on her part,

felt in the position of one who is held accountable for vagaries
beyond all power of regulating. On the spur, of the. moment
she formed a resolution which after breakfast she~ proceeded to
execute,.

The horses were before the door for Basil and Devereux to

I'
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ride, as, usual, to the mills. They never troubled themselves
about haste in starting, however, and this morning was no

exception to the rule. Basil found it necessary to go to his

room in search of some missing plan which the builders needed,
while Devereux, seeing Madeleine starting to the garden with
her basket and shears, could not resist the temptation to accom-

pany her. He-had not done any thing of this kind of late; but,
after all (he thought), why should he not singe his wings a little

more ? Opportunity for doing so would soon be over, and cer-
tainly he had no need to guard from harm a heart which had
already passed so far beyond his control. He walked up to her,
therefore, as she was tying on her hat.

" May I come with you ?".he asked, in the tone of one who
is not altogether sure what reception lie may expect. " I am

fond of roses, you know, and perhaps you will give me a bud to

put away with your violets as a souvenir."~
"Is it possible you have those violets yet ?" asked Made-

leine, looking up with a smile-a- smile so bright and sweet that

Devereux's heart startled him by a great throb. The delicate
face under its garden-hat seemed to him at that moment the
fairest on which the sun of May ever shone. The glamour
which Love brings in his train touched its beauty with a divine

charm, like that which the face of the first woman-yet un-

stained by sin-may have worn to the gaze of the first man.
" Of course I have them yet," he said, answering her ques-

tion. " Did you think I was likely to have given or thrown them

away ?"
-" They were not worth giving away-who would care for a

knot of faded violets ?-and scarcely worth throwing away,
since that requires an effort ; but you might have lost them."

"I have taken excellent care not to do so," he replied.

"Frail and faded as they are, they have been miy only memorial

of-os much which I had better forget, perhaps. If I were a

poet-like Mr. Lacy.-I would tell you the story of all they have
been to me. But then, very probably, after my story was told,

you would not care to hear it."
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"Why should you suppose so?" she asked. Then, feeling
that the opportunity was come for what she had determined at
breakfast to say, she went on in a 'low voice: "J am glad you
have spoken of Mr. Lacy and his poems-it reminds me of some-
thing which for several days I have wanted to say to you. I
have been afraid that you might have misunderstood what I felt
on that night when you showed me~-.or, rather, when I read,
despite you-his 'Lost Ideal.'"

Devercux was slightly startled, for he had not in the least
expected any thing like this; but his self-possession rarely for-
sook him, and he did not lose it now. They had been crossing
the lawn as they spoke, and, as he answered, they entered the
garden under an arch over which a rose-vine ran.

"I do not think I misunderstood any thing," he said, quietly.
"I knew how the poem would affect you, and therefore I did
not wish you to see it. There is an odd kind of sympathy be-
tween us-there has been from the first. I felt that it would
pain you; but you must not fancy that, for a moment, I did you
any injustice."

"Are you sure that you did not?" she asked. "Are you
sure that you know why it pained me?"

She turned as she spoke, and looked at him with her candid
eyes, which, whether he would or not, seemed to 'compel a truth-
ful answer.

"I imagined that I knew exactly why it pained you," he
replied. "You felt the tenderest pity, and you have still-may
I say this, sure that you will not misunderstand ?-the memory
of love.~~

"I am glad that you have been fratik enough to say this to
me," she answered, a deeper color flickering into her cheeks, but
her eyes remaining steady in their grave regard. "In justice to
myself I must tell you that you are mistaken. Poor Gordon!
what I felt for him was indeed pity, the purest pity.-and you
know how near akin pity is to pain. I saw the beginning of
his unfaithfulness to all high ideals so long ago, and I have
watched with so much sorrow his downward path! The love I
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once gave him has passed almost from my memory-entirely
from my heart-but it is impossible not to be sorry '~irhen we see
a spirit sinking into the mire of earth, weighed down with earthly
things, whose wings we once hoped might bear it to the stars'

She spoke, Devereux thought, with the simplicity of a child
and the gentleness of a saint. His heart leaped up with such a
sense of relief, of absolute trust and confidence, that he could
have knelt and kissed her dress as it swept the dewy grass be-
neath their feet. He felt a pang of shame that he had ever
doubted her, that he had not read her meaning better.

He expressed something like this, adding: "I can only ex-
cuse myself when I remember that the heart sends up mists
which cloud and confuse the brain. Will you forgive me for
saying that I have no capability of cool judgment whexe you are
concerned? If I had, I should not have blundered so unpardon-
ably."

"You have so often judged me more kindly than I deserved,"
she said, "that I can afford to pardon you' for judging me once
with slight injustice. Now that you understand, ~ she
went on, with a smile rising to her lips and into her brown eyes,
"will you have the rose that is to be a companion souvenir to
your violets?"

"I will have any thing that you choose to give me," he an-
swered; "but since you make me bold to ask, I would rather
have a rose that you have worn. Will you give me one out of
your hair-to-night? I have often wished that I might fall heir
to one that had rested for a whole evening among your soft
tresses."

She looked at him with something like wonder in her gaze.
What woman, who is not vain and shallow, but feels humbled
and touched by the supreme height to which a brave man's love
exalts her, with all the imperfections (which he does not see)
thick upon her? It may be safely asserted that in exact pro-
portion to the fineness of a nature, it feels this. There are
women who never feel it-to whom such homage is only a vul-
gar triumph.
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"Certainly, you shall have the rose to-night," she said;" but
will you not have one now also? Here is a lovely Malmaison."

Devereux received the fragrant, half-opened bud which she
offered, and kept in his own the hand which gave it. He was
not thinking of the Malmaison; he was thrilled by a sudden
divine hope which came to him so much like an inspiration that
he felt unable to disregard it.

"I told you a little while ago that I should not come back,"
he said. "I thought then that there would never be any good
in doing so-that my oniy hope for peace was in remaining
away; but now you are so kind-~you must blame yourself if I
am presumptuous-..that I feel impelled to ask you if I mat, come
back?"

She did not reclaim her hand; she only lifted her eyes to his
face for a moment, and then the lids fell again, as she replied,
"Surely there is no need to ask such a question. Do you not
know that we shall be very glad to see you come back?"

"We!" he repeated. "I only spoke of you. No one else
matters. Will you be glad to see me?"

"Very glad," she answered, simply.
"And when I come," he went on, growing bolder and laying

his other hand over the one which he held, "ma I tell you the
story of all that has so long been in my heart regarding you-.
the story which I promised when I went away that I would come
back in three years to tell?"

"Oh, no," said Madeleine, with a low laugh. "You are mis~
taken-my memory is better than yours. You only said that
you were coming back to tell me whether or not your fancy had
endured."

"But there is no need for me to tell you that," he said.
"You know now-what I knew then-that it is no fancy, but
the passion which colors a man's whole life. I feel as strongly
as possible that I have nothing to offer which is worth your
regard-that, taken at my best (which, God knows, is poor
enough!), I am not and never shall be worthy of you ; but still,
if you can give me any hope-if you can let me think that some

day you may learn to love me-I shall strive to wait as patiently
and serve as faithfully as the knights of whom you spoke to me
once.~~

"Do you remember every thing that I ever said to you?"
asked Madeleine, with a slight quiver in her voice. "I wish-I
wish I had uttered things better worth remembering."

"I never heard you utter any thing that was not worth re-
membering," said Devereux, with a sincerity that could not be
doubted. "What power your words have had over me I shall
not try to tell you-I would rather show you."

"I wish you would forget some words that I once spoke to
you," she said. "They were not only harsh, but deeply unjust.
I have felt that for a long time. Do you know what I mean? I
said that you were frivolous and fickle-and-and other things
of the same kind. Will you forgive me? I know better now."

"Forgive you!" He kissed passionately the hand he held.
"There is nothing to forgive. I was all that you said-and
worse. If I am better now, it is-you who have made me so. I
claim no credit for my constancy. How could any one know you
and not love you ?--how could any one love you and forget
you?"

"Oh, you think too highly, far too highly of me!" she cried,
touched, melted, overcome, not so. much by the words themselves
as by the great earnestness which filled them. "If you could
see me in my true colors, you would not care so much for me-
y would not think me a prize worth winning."

"Then God forbid that I should ever see you in your true
colors!" he said, with something like a laugh. "The world
would be emptied for me if I lost my belief in you as I know
and love you-my queen, my star, my truest inspiration and best
hope in life! 0 Madeleine! do you not know that, after all this
sweet kindness, I cannot leave you without some assurance for
the future? My love, my love, will you try to give me the an-
swer I desire when I come back to tell my story?"

He looked at. her with passionate, pleading eyes, in which
she read all that was in his heart-the heart which had remained
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true to her through coldness, scorn~ neglect and a1i~nce. As
she. thought of this, a swift remembrance came to ber-ah,
would to God it came to all of us when hands are clasped to say
good-by 1-that on this sad earth of pain and loss we are certain
of nothing save what we hold in our grasp. The present mo-
ment is ours-the next may be forever beyond our reach. To
Madeleine this thought was like a warning. The man who loved
her was going away, and could she be sure that her glance would
ever rest on his face again? The doubt cost her a pang which
ended all hesitation. With an impulse full of the bravest and
sweetest grace, she held out her other hand.

"Need you wait to tell your story until you come back?"
she said.

Who is not able to imagine what Devereux answered? It
was the light of Paradise which suddenly filled the sunshine for
these two, as they stood among the roses of May. There are few
lives which such an hour has not brightened with that same pri-
mal radiance which in the oldest love-story of earth rested on
the two-type of all who were to ~ome after-amid the bowers
of Eden.

Basil went that morning to the mills alone; but for him, too,
there was a brightness on the earth which had not been there
before-the brightness of an unselfish joy in the happiness of
others. There was no thought of envy or refining in his soul,
for his was that true and simple courage which, accepting life as
it is given, bears its burden cheerfully over the roughest road~

Devereux remained firm in his resolution to leave for Colo-
rado that night, and Madeleine did not try to dissuade him; but
~when the sun was sinking, they went in the sweet May gloam-
ing to Mary Carlisle's grave, and there one promised to wait-.
the other to return.

When it is said that he did return, all is told. It is good to
think that sometimes on earth faithful love and tender hope are
crowned with that golden gift ef happiness which our hearts
desire; but it is also good-nay, better-to believe that if they
are not so crowned, there are some gifts better lost than won4
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some souls called Lo taste the divine sweetness which lurks in
the bitterness of sacrifice, rather than that rich nectar which
men call joy, and who are taught the great lesson that, out of
weary longing and baffled efforts, and failure which seems almost
too sad to be dwelt upon, a victory which shall* endure forever
may be wrought.
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THE LIFE OF
HIS ROYAL HIGHNESS

THE PRINCECONSORT.
By THEODORE MARTIN.

With Portraits and Views. Volume the First. i~mo, Cloth. Price, ~2.oo.

"The book, indeed, is more comprehensive than its title implies. Purporting to
tell the life of the Prince Consort, it includes a scarcely less minute biography-which
may be regarded as almost an autobiography-of the Queen herself; and, when it is
complete, at will probably present a more minute history of the domestic life of a queen
and her 'master' (the term is Her Majesty's) than has ever before appeared."-From
the Athenaum..

"Mr. Martin has accomplished his task with a success which could scarcely have
been anticipated~ His biography of'Prince Albert would be valuable and instructive
even if it were addressed to remote and indifferent readers who had no special interest
in the English court or in the royal family. Prince Albert's actual celebrity is insepa-
rably associated with the high position which he occupied, but his claim to permanent
reputation depends on the moral and intellectual qualities which were singularly
adapted to the circumstances of his career. In any rank of life he would probably
have attained distinction; but his prudence, his self-denial, and his aptitude for acquir-
ing practical knowledge, could scarcely have found a more suitable field of exercise
than in his peculiar situation as the acknowledged head of a constitutional monarchy."
From the Saturday Review.

"The author writes with dignity and grace, he values his subject, and treats him
with a certain courtly reverenc~, yet never once sinks into the panegyrist, and while
apparently most frank-so frank, that the reticent English people may feel the intimacy
of his domestic narratives almost painful-he is never once betrayed into a momentary
indiscretion. The almost idyllic beauty of the relation between the Prince Consort
and the Queen comes out as fully as in all previous histories of that relation-and wehave now had three-as does also a good deal of evidence as to the Queen's own
character, hitherto always kept down, and, as it were, self effaced in publications
Written or sanctioned by herself."-Prom the London Si5ectator.
us "Of the abilities which have been claimed for the Prince Consort, this work affords

small means ofjudging. But of his wisdom, strong sense of duty, and great dignity
and purity of character, the volume furnishes ample evidence. In this way it will be
of service to any one who reads it."-From the New York Evening Post.

"There is a striking cop trast between this volume and the Grevile Memoirs, which
relate to a period in EngliTh history immediately preceding Prince Albert's marriage
with Queen Victoria. Radical changes were effected ~n court-life by Victoria's acces-
sion to the throne.... In the work before us, which is the unfolding of a model home.
life, a life in fact unrivaled in the abodes of modern royalty, there is nothing but what
the purest mind can read with real pleasure and profit.

"Mr. Martin draws a most exquisite portraiture of the married life of the royal pair,
which seems to have been as nearly perfi~ct as any thing human can be. The volume
closes shortly after the Revolution of 1848, at Paris, when Louis Phiui~pe and his hap-
less queen were fleeing toEngland in search of an asylum from the fearful forebodings
which overhung their pai~away. It was a trying time for England, but, says Mr. Mar-
tin with true dramatic effect in the closing passages of his book: 'When the storm
burst, it found him prepared. In rising to meet the difficulties of the hour, the prince
found the best support in the cheerful courage of the queen,' who on the 4th of
April of that same year wrote to King Leopold: * I never was calmer and quieter ow
less nervous. Great events make me calm; it is only trifles that irritate my nerves.'
Thus ends the first volume of one of the most important biographies of the present
time. The second volume will follow as soon as its preparation can be effected."-
Prom the Ha rtford Evening Post.
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"This is a work of singular knowledge, written by a man possessing rare
powers of observation and social tact. That the writer has resided long in France,
the most superficial glance into the book will make clear; for, whatever the pass.
iug traveler can do, he cannot attain to such result of clear picture, vivid con-
trast, and firm hold on general causes as we have here. The chief value of the
work-apart from its graceful, lively style-is that, together with the familiarity
which long residence gives, we have all the freshness of an outside beholder.
This makes it simply delightful reading both to those who know and those who
do not know French life."-Britisl& Quarterly Review.

"The present book of essays, which might in justice be called a guide-book
to the French mind, will tell the reader all that he ought to know by this time,
and certainly does not know, about French ways. Less amusing than M. Tame's
work on England, it is deeper and in the main truer. The writer, indeed, does
not aim at being amusing; he seeks to give philosophical analyses of the customs
which constitute home-life on the other side of the Channel, and he quite suc-
ceeds."-Palt utah Gazette.

"'French Home-Life' is so rich in suggestive remarks and interesting details,
it is so full of the knowledge derived from practical experience, that the reviewer
Is~Wmpted, as the reader probably will be, to linger over its pages. A book like

'~his is fruitful of thought and comment, and the kindly spirit that pervades it is
worthy of all praise."-Spectator.

"This is a book which will help to dispel the remains of a very unfair and
~ antiquated prejudice, and we therefore welcome it with sincere pleasnre."-Morn-

~ ing Advertiser.
"He dissipates a variety of delusions which are too general in England, and it/

Is to be hoped that his book will persuade us to take more charitable views of
~ ~ ~X our friends across the Channel, in enlightening us as to their real natures and

actual habits."-Times.
"A clearer, a truer, and in many instances a better idea of the people of France

as a people, in their manners and habits as they live, than has hitherto been com-
monly and ignorantly entertained in this country."-Aforn4ng Post.

"Nous en avons assez dit pour faire comprendre tout l'attrait que prdsente
un pareil livre. En le lisant les Anglais apprennent ~ mieni none jnger none
apprendrons, nous, ~ mlenx nous connaitre."-Journat de Paris.
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"0000-8 YE, 8WEETHEART!"

D. APPLETON & CO.
Have recen~t4, published,

GOOD-BYE, SWEETHEART!
By RHODA BROUGHTON,

AUTHOR OF "RED AS A ROSE IS SHE," COMETH UP AS A FLOWER," ETC.

One Yoi., 8vo. 1'a~per cover8........P~i'ice, $0.75.
" l2mo. &~oth......................1.50.

"Good-bye, Sweetheart!" is certainly one of the brightest and most
entertaining novels that has appeared for many years. The heroine of the
story, Lenor% is really an original character, drawn only as a woman
could draw her, who had looked deeply into the mysterious recesses of
the feminine heart. She is a creation totally beyond the scope of a man's
pen, unless it were the pen of Shakespeare. Her beauty, her wilfulness,
her caprice, her love, and her sorrow, are depicted with marvellous skill,
and invested with an interest of which the reader never becomes weary.
Miss Broughton, in this work, has made an immense advance on her other
stories, clever as those are. Her sketches of scenery and of interiors,
though brief, are eminently graphic, and the dialogue is always sparkling
and witty. The incidents, though sometimes startling and unexpected,
are very natural, and the characters and story, from the beginning to the
end, strongly enchain the attention of the reader. The work has been
warmly commended by the press during its publication, as a serial, in
.APPLETONS' JOURNAL, and, in its book-form, bids fair to be decidedly THU

novel of the season.

D. A. & Co. have now ready; 1V~w Editions of
COXETH UP AS A PLOWER..............Price, 60 cents.
NOT WISELY, BUT TOO WELL............Price, 60 cents.
RED AS A ROSE IS SUE.................Price, 60 cents.

BY THE SAME AUTHOR.

RECENT PUBLICATIONS.

THE NATIVE RACES OF THE PACIFIC STATES.
By HERBERT H. BANCROFT. To be completed in ~ vols. Vol. I. nou

ready. Containing Wild Tribes: their Manners and Customs.
i vol., 8vo. Cloth, $6; sheep, $7.

"We can only say that if the remaining volumes are executed in the same spirit 0,
candid and careful investigation, the same untiring industry, and intelligent ~ood sense,
which mark the volume before us, Mr. Bancroft's 'Native Races of the Pacific States
will form, as regards aboriginal America, an encyclopedia of knowledge not only un
equaled but unapproached. A literary enterprise more deserving of a generous sym
pathy and support has never been undertaken on thin side of the Atlantic."-FRANCiS
PARKMAN, in the Nortk American Rez'iew.

"The industry, sound judgment, and the excellent literary style displayed in tI'is
work, cannot be too highly praised."-Aoston Thst~

A BRIEF HISTORY OF CULTURE.
By JOHN S. HITTELL. i vol., x2mo. Price, $x.~o.

"He writes in a popular style for popular use. He takes ground which has never
~,ieea fully occupied before, although the general subject has been treated more or less
distinctly by several writers. . . . Mr. Hittell's method is compact, embracing a wide
field in a few words~ often presenting a mere hint, when a fuller treatment is craved by
the reader; but, although his book cannot be commended as a mod~l of literary art, is
may be consulted to great advantage by every lover of free thought and novel sugges-
tions."-N. Y. Tribune.

THE HISTORY OF THE CONFLICT BETWEEN RE-
LIGION AND SCIENCE.

By JOHN W. DRAPER, M. D., authorr of "The Intellectual Develop.
ment of Europe." I vol., i2mo. Cloth. Price, $1.75.

"The conflict of which he treats has been a~mighty tragedy of humanity that has
dragged nations into its vortex and involved the fate of empires. The work, though
small~ is full of instruction regarding the rise of the great ideas of science and philos-
ophy; and he describes in an impressive manner and with dramatic effect the way re-
ligious authority has employed the secular power to obstruct the progress of knowledge
and crush out the spirit of investigation~ While there is not in his book a word of dis-
respect for things sacred, he writes with a directness of speech, and a vividness of char-
acterization and an unflinching fidelity to the facts, which show him to be in thorough
earnest with his work. The 'History of the Conflict between Religion and Science
is a fitting sequel to the 'History of the Intellectual Development of Europe,' and will
add to its author's already high reputation as a philosophic historian."-N. F. Tribune.

THEOLOGY IN THE ENGLISH POETS.
COOPER, COLERIDGE, WORDSWORTH, and BURNS. By

Rev. STOFFORD BROOKE. I vol., I2mo. Price, $2.
"Apart from its literary merits, the book may be said to possess an independent

value, as tending to familiarize a certain section of the English public with more ee-
lightened views of theology."-London A ekenaum.

BLOOMER'S COMMERCIAL CRYPTOGRAPH.
A Telegraph Code and Double Index-Holocryptic Cipher. By J. G.

BLOOMER. i vol., 8vo. Price, $5.
By the use of this work, business communications of whatever nature may be tei

graphed with secrecy and economy.
D. APPLETON & 00., Publishers, New York.



* RECENT PUBLICATLONS.-SC1ENTIFIC.
TEE PRINCIPLES OP MENTAL PHYSIOLOGY. With their Ap.

lications~tQ the Training and Discipline of the Mind, and the Study of its
orbid Conditions. By. W, B. CAXIPENTER, F. R. S., etc. Illustrated. x~mo.

737.pageS. Price,~ $3.00.
"The work Is probably th&ablest exposition of the subject which has been given to the world and goes

far to establish a new system of Mental 7Phulosophy, upon a much broader and moro substantial Lasis than
it has heretofore stood,"-&. Louis Democrat.

"Let us idd that nothing we have saldor In any limited space could tay, would gIve an adequate con.
ception of the valuable and curious collection of ~ bearing on morbid mental conditions the learned
physiological exposition, and the treature-house of useful hints for mental training, which maite this large
and yet very amusing, as well as Instructive book, an encyclopssdla of well-classified and often very
startling ps~choIogicai experiences."-London Spectator.

TEE E1PANS~ OP HEAVEN. A Series of Essays on the Wonders of
the Firmament. By R. A. PROCTOR, B. A.

"A very charming work; cannot fall to lift the reader's mind up 'through Nature's work to Nature's
God."'-Lor~cIoss&atsdard.

"ProL R. A. Proctor Is one of the very few rhetorical scientists who have the art of making science
popular without making It or themselves contemptible. It wilibe hard so find anywhere else so much
skim effective expresslen combined wi
new ~ b' thso much genuine astronomical learning, na is to be seen in his

PHYSIOLOGY, PO1~ PRACTICAL USE. By various Writers. Edited
by j&iwtis HINTON. With~o Illustrations. x vol., i2mo. Price, $2.25.

," This book Is one of rare value, and will prove useful to a large class in the community Its chief
recommendation Is In Its applying the laws of the science of physiology to cases of the deranged or diseased
operations of the organs or processes of the human system. It Is as thoroughly practical as is a book of
formulas of medlclne~ and the style inwhichthe information Is given Is so entirely devoid of themystificatlon
of technical or scientific terms that the most elmple can easily comprehend lt."-Boston Gazette.

"Of all the works upon health of a popular character which we have met with for some time, and we
are glad to think that this most important branch of knowledge is becomlug more enlarged every day,
the work before us appears to be the simplest, the soundest, and the bost~'-Clacego Ialer-Qceen.
THE GREAT ICE AGE a~n.d its Relations to the Antiquity of

Man. By JAMES Gnixun, k R. S. E. With Maps, Charts, and numerous Illus.
rations. x voL1 thick x~mo. Price, $2.50.

"'The Great Ice A~ 'Is a work of extraordinary Interest and value. The subject is peculiarly
attractive In the lmmen4ty of its scope, tsnd exercises a fascination over the imagination so absorbing that
It can scarcely find expression In words. It has all the charms of wonder-tales, and excites scientific and
unscientific minds alike"-Boetos Gatette.

"Every step In the process I; traced with admirable perspicuity and fulineesby Mr. (lelkle."-..Lon.
dots ~9~sCserdapResiew.

"'The Great Ice Ar,' by James Gelkie, Is a book that unites the popular and abstruse elements of
scientific research to a able de ee. The author recounts a story that Is more romantic than nine
novels out often, and we have read the book from first to last with unflagging intercst."-Boutoes thinner..
cied Dulte*is.

ADDRESS DELIVERED BEFORE THE BRITISH ASSOCIA..
TION, assembled at Belfast. By JOHN TYNDALL 1 F. R. S., President. Re..
vised, with additions, by the author, since the dekvery. 12m0. 120 pages.
Paper. Price, ~o cents.

This edition of this now famous address is the only one authorized by the author, and contains addi-
tions and corrections not m the newspaper reports.
THE PHYSIOLOGY OP MAN. Designed to represent the Existing State

of Physiological Science 4S applied to the Functions of the Human Body. By
AusTIN FLINT2 Jr., M. IX Complete in Five Volumes, octavo, of about 500

pages each, with xo~ illustrations. Cloth, $22.00; sheep $2. oo. Each vol-
ume sold separately. Price, cloth, ~jl4.5o; sheep, $5.50.' Time ilfth and last
volume has just been issued.

The above Is by far the most complete work on human physiology In the English language. It treats
of the functions of the human hody~m a practical point of view, and is enriched by many original ex-
periments mid observations by the author. Considerable space is given to physiological anatomy, par-
ticularly the structure of glandular organs the digestive system, nervous system, blood-vessels, organs of
special sense, and organs of generation. I~notouily considers the various functions of the body, from an
experimental stand- int, but Is peculiarly rich in citations of the literature of physiology. It is therefore
invaluable as a worrof reference for those who wish ~o study the subject of physiology haustively. Ascom isle treatise on a subject of such Interest It should be In the litrari I exes of literary and scientific men,
as weU as in the hands of practitioners and students of medicine. Illustrations are Introduced wherever
they are necessary-for the elucidation of the text.
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"A rich list of fruitful topics."
BOSTON COMMONWEALTH.

* HEALTH AND EDUCATION,
By the REV. CHARLES KINGSLEY, F. L. S., F. G. S.,

CANON OF WESTMINSTER.

i2mo. Cloth...............Price, $i. 75.

"It is most refreshing to meet an earnest soul, and such, predminently, is Charles
Kingsley, and he has shown himself such in every thing he has written, from 'Alton
Locke' and 'Village Sermons,' quarter of a century since, to the present volume, which
is no exception. Here are fifteen Essays and Lectures, excellent and interesting in
different degrees, but all exhibiting the author's peculiar characteristics of thought
and style, and some of them blending most valuable instruction with entertainment,
as few living writers can.".-..Hartford Post.

"That the title of this book is not expressive of its actual contents, is made mani-
fest by a mere glance at its pages; it is, in fact, a collection of Essays and Lectures,
written and delivered upon various occasions by its distinguished author; as such it
cannot be otherwise than readable, and no intelligent mind needs to be assured that
Charles Kingsley is fascinating, whether he treats of Gothic Architecture, Natural
History, or the Education of Women. The lecture on Thrift, which was intended fo?
the women of England, may he read with profit and pleasure by the women of
everywhere."-St. Louis Democrat.

"The book contains exactly what every one need~ to know, and in a form which
every o~e can understand."-.--BOstOtZ journal.

"This volume no doubt contains his best thoughts on all the most important topics
of the day."-Detroit Post.

"Nothing could be better or more entertaining for the family library.'-Zion'a
Herald.

"For the style alone, and for the vivid pictures frequently presented, this latest
production of Mr. Kingsley commends itself to readers. The topics treated are
mostly practical, but the manner is always the manner of a master m composition.
Whether discussing the abstract science of health, the subject of ventilation, the
education of the different classes that form English society, natural history, geology,
heroic aspiration, superstitious fears, or personal communication with Nature, we
find the same freshness of treatment, and the same eloquence and affluence of language
that distinguish the productions in other fields of this gifted author."-Bostcm Gazette.
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~GRACE AGUILAR'S WORKS.
V

HOME INFLUENCE. A Tale for Mothers and Daughters.
Cloth, $i.

TUE MOTHER'S RECOMPENSE. A Sequel to Home In-
fluence. Cloth, $1.

WOMAN'S FRIENDSHIPS A Story of Domestic Life. Cloth,
$1.

THE VALE OF CEDARS; or, the Martyr. Cloth, $1.
THE DAYS OF BRUCE. A Story from Scottish History. 2

vole. Cloth, $2.00.
HOME SCENES AND HEART STUDIES. Tales. Cloth, $L

THE WOMEN OF ISRAEL. Characters and Sketches from
the Holy Scriptures: Two vole. Cloth, $2.00.

CRITICISXS ON GRACE AGUILAR'S WORKS.
SOME INm iCE.~&s Grace Aguilar wrote and spoke as one inspired;

she condensed and spiritualized, and all her thoughts and feelings were
steeped In the essenceof celestial love and truth. To those who real~ knew
Grace Aguilar, all eulogium falls short of her deserts, and she has left a
blank in her particular walk of literature, which we never expect to see
filled up."-Pilgi~images to Engli8A 8i~t*ze5, 141.3175. Hail.

MOTHER'S ROAEFENSE. -"' The Mother's Recoin ense' forms a
fitting close to Its predecessor, 'Home Influence.' The results of maternal
care are fully developed, Its rich rewards are seV forth, and its lesson and
Its moral are powerfully enforced." Morning Post.

WOMAN'S FRIENDSHIP.-" We con~t~~te Miss Agullar on the
spirit, motive, and composition of this story. Her aims are eminently
moral, and her cause comes recommended by the most beautiful associa.
tions. These, connected with the skill here evinced in their development,
insure the success of her labors."-lilustratecl News.

V4IJIff OF CEDAR&-" The authoress of this most fascinating volume has
selected forherfield one of the most remarkable eras in modern history-the
reigns of Ferdlnand,~nd Isabella. The tale turns on the extraordinary ex-
tent to Which concerned Judaism had gained footing attbat perlo&ln Spain.
It Is marked b much power of description, and by a woman's d~llcacj~of
touch, a~d itw~l add to Its writer's 'well.earned reputation."-Decttc Cv.

DAYS OF BRV"CE.-" The tale Is well told, the Interest warmly sustained
throughout, and the delineation of female character is marked by a delicate
sense of moral beauty. It is a work that may l.~e confided to the hands of a
daughter by her parent."-Clnsrt ,TournaL

ROME SCENES.-" Grace Agullar knew the female heart better than any
writer of our day, and in every fiction from her pen we trace the same
masterly anal siB and development of the motives and feelings of woman'i
natnre."-

WOMEN 0!P ISRAEL.-" A work that Is sufficient of itself to create and
crown a reputation."-Atrs. A
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